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INTRODUCTION
In presenting Composers of Yesterday a companion volume to Com

posers of Today, published two years ago the editor and publisher feel

that a definite gap in musical literature has been filled.

Both the publisher and the editor have felt that the musical layman
(whose number is increasing prodigiously with each year) was in need of

a reference book on composers especially designed to satisfy his own par
ticular needs. Composers of Yesterday has attempted to provide, in each

of its sketches, such information as the average music-lover invariably de

sires about composers. The average music-lover is interested in copious

biographical material, generously sprinkled with the spice of anecdotes ;

he is avid for a glimpse at the personality of the composer- the man as dis

tinguished from the artist. Finally, music-lovers are eager to know what

leading critics of all time have said about the composer's major works,
about the nature of his style, about his contribution to musical development
and about his position in musical history To satisfy such curiosity, the

editor has combed the writings of leadings critics and biographers, has

tapped all sources contemporary with each composer, has referred to all

available material in books, magazines and newspapers and collated the most

important information into these sketches. Thus each sketch is, for the

most part, a synthesis of the leading critical thought available about each

composer.
It was the original intention of the editor to make this volume the

last word in comprehensiveness by including some three hundred and

fifty composers, including many whose significance was only transitory.

As the work on this book progressed, it became appallingly evident that

if the book were not to expand to prohibitive size either the space de

voted to each composer must be curtailed or else a number of the com

posers must be deleted from the table of contents. To abbreviate the

sketches would have defeated the very purpose of this book. It would

have been impossible to include all that information which musical laymen
seek about an important composer, information which he is unable to find

in other reference books The editor, therefore, decided to eliminate the

less significant composers from the book. None of these omissions, the

editor is confident, will be seriously felt by the reader,

In selecting composers for inclusion in this volume, the editor has

chosen either those whose work still affords aesthetic pleasure, or else those

who have played so important a part in the development of the musical art

that their names live on, even though their music does not. Each sketch

was prepared with the intent of giving the reader a historical perspective ;

in this connection, the editor urges the reader to consult frequently the

synthetic historical outline in the appendix.



Each sketch includes a list of the principal works of each composer, a

listing of the more important phonograph recordings of his music, and a

bibliography. Where more than one recording of a work existed, the editor

listed the one which, in his opinion, was the best, both from the point of

view of performance and of quality of reproduction

DAVID EWEN

November 11, 1936
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KLey to Pronunciations

The correct pronunciation of foreign, unusual, or
difficult names is indicated in footnotes to the biog
raphies. The following

1

simplified group of symbols
is used :

a, as in father; a, as in at; a, as hi mate; a, as in miracle,

e, as in pet; e, ah in tree; e, as in her; e, as hi prevail.

i, as in tin ; I, as in wine,

a, as in not; 6, as in note; 6, as in obey; oo, as in foot;
oo, as in hoot,

ti, as in cut ; u, as in amuse.

ou, as in out,

th, as in thee
; TH, as in thin.

N indicates that the n itself is silent, Imt that the
ceding vowel has a nasal quality.

H represents the German guttural ch, as in tch ; and the
Spanish guttural g- or j, as in

The main accent is indicated by a single stress '
,
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Adolphe Adam 1803-1856

A N important member of that school

of French light opera (opera-

comique) of which Auber was clean and

which included Herold and Boieldieu,

was Adolphe Charles Adam, who was
born in Paris on July 24, 1803

His father, Lotus Adam, was well

known as a pianist, teacher, and author

of several books on piano method

Adolphe Adam was, therefore, brought
into contact with music at an early

age. It cannot be said that he was an

alert pupil, "They tried to teach me

music," he confessed in later years, "but

in spite of my pronounced taste for it,

I couldn't bring myself to do very much

studying, I tore the method of my
father to shreds; I simply refused to

devote myself to scales But I im-

provized incessantly/
1

His first important instructor was

Benoisl, the organist, at the Pans Con

servatory, which he had entered m 1817.

Even at the Conservatory, he was an

apathetic student, until he came into

contact with Boieldieu who, as his teacher

and friend, turned Adam in a new
direction in his music study, Thru

Uoieldieu's advice and influence, Adam
turned from the composition of serious

music in pretentious forms to that sphere

which was so much more congenial to his

gifts that of the opera-comlque In

the words of Jacques Halcvy, Boieldieu

was Adam's master, his guide and his

friend. . . * He disengaged him from the

labyrinth in which he had until now
been enmeshed, and brought him to

Melody which until now he had ignored,

. . , Certainly, Adam had an instinct

for the theatre, and would ultimately

have discovered the road of which, al

first, he lost right ;
but Boieldieu avoided

for him a long and circuitous route."

Adam's first creative effort in the

lighter vein was an overture to Boiel-

dteu's operetta, Dame blanche, This,

in turn, was succeeded by a one-act

ADOLPHE ADAM

comic-opera, Pierre ct Catherinef pro
duced at the Opera Comique m 1829,

The following year, Adam produced his

first success, the three-act Damlowa
which encouraged him to continue along
the path Boieldieu had pointed out to

him.

In 1847, Adam started at his own

expense a new operatic theatre which

he called the Theatre National, whose

mission was to bring to the fore the work
of young neglected composers who failed

to procure a hearing elsewhere Un
fortunately, the revolution of 1848

crushed this venture in its infancy; the

theatre was forced to close, involving its

owner in great debt. Upon its closing,

Adam assumed the responsibility of pay

ing off each one Of the many debts which

he had incurred during the short life

of his theatre, He succeeded m doing
this during the next five years by pro

ducing a series of comic-operas, each

of which proved to be more successful

than the preceding one.

Adam enjoyed a triumphant career

such as has ben the fate of only a few
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thru the principal cities of northern friend had hung himself The news

Spam He visited Avila, Zamora, and sobered Albeniz, and for the first time

Salamanca, giving concerts and earning he promised himself to brush aside all

a sizable income His pockets bulging manner of dissipation, to sunender all

with his earnings, young Albcniz decided thought of tiavel and adventure, and to

that he would, at last, return home turn seriously to music study
En route, he was robbed, and rather than For a long while he kept his promise
face the humiliation of returning with In Brussels, he gave a conceit the

empty pockets, he decided to undertake proceeds of which enabled him to make
another concert tour to regain his lost a tup to Weimar to meet Fianz Lis/t

money This lime he traveled for two Liszt was greatly impressed with the

years, earning, as a prodigy, a leputa- boy's piamstic talents, and fiom that

tion which spanned the borders of Spam time on there developed between the

In his eleventh year, he was back in s reat composer and Albcniz a close

his father's home The inactivity of friendship which peisisted until the

home life soon proved too stifling to a former's death

born rover Once again young Albeniz In 1880, Albeniz went on an extensive

escaped He had reached Cadiz when he concert-tout which bi ought him to Cuba,
was apprehended by the governor of the Mexico, Argentina and the punupal
city who was determined to send him cities of Spam The fol

1

owing ycai, he
back home Late one night, Albeniz devoted himself btnctly to i online work

escaped from his temporaiy prison and to the teaching of the piano, to

boarded a boat for Poito Rico Fiom coneei tizmg and, at night, to the com-
Poito Rico he smuggled himself to Cuba, position of pol-boileis Two yeaus lalei

from Cuba to Buenos Aues, and from he settled in I iarcelona where he man iccl,

Buenos Aires to the United States He deciding, at last, to lead a domestic and

played the piano in conceit halls and sedentary existence Unfoi Innately, he
m cafe-houses, and when he had amassed invested his money in unwise stock
two thousand dollars he decided to sail speculations and became so involved in

for Europe for senous music study debt that he was foiccd to lice He came
For a short while, he settled in io Madrid wheie he icnuuncd for sevcial

Leipzig, studying under Jadassohn and yeais It wa>s heie that he became a
Remecke But his blood was warm for pupil of Felippe Pediell -often con-

adventure, and his spuit eager for more sidercd the father of modern Spanish
ttavel A few months of study, and he music * who was to have an inestimable
took the load to Spam Here, thru the influence upon Albem/s caieer. It was
intervention of Count Moiphy, he was Peclreli who turned Albeniz from a
introduced to the King, Alphonso XI T, pianuslic career and hack composition to
who was so stirred by the boy's musical important artistic creation

;
and it was

gifts thai he endowed him with a pension Pedrell who first instilled into AlbemV
to enable him to continue his study the mission of producing an autochthome
Albeniz went to Biussels to become a Spanish music
pupil of FranQois Gevaert It was here Albemz's last public appeal anec
that he first met his life-long friend, occurred m Berlin m 1893, He settled

Enrique Fernandez Arb6s (today, a m Pans shortly thereafter, and from
celebrated orchestral conductoi) who, at that time on devoted himself entirely to
that time, was also a student senous composition, At first he coin-

It cannot be said that Albdniz was even posed scores for musical comedies,
now a very diligent pupil He became Then, feeling increasing strength in his

acquainted with a group of dissolute fingers, he turned his pen to giving ex-
young men, neglected his studies, and pression to the Spanish idiom m sigtuR-*
dissipated his time and energies in drink cant musical forms. In 18W, hih
and gambling At this time, he entered Cataloma^^ piano work which he him-
into a compact with a friend m which self orchestrated was* performed al the
they piomised each other to enjoy life to Colonne concerts in Paris,

i

1!^^ en
*f^* **? One In 1900, a serious illnesa brought htm

evening, Albcniz learned that his young to Spain, and for the remainder of his
1 See sketch o Felippe Pedrell
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life he was to make his home in his had three children, and his favorite was
native country Here he knew misery his youngest daughter, Laura
and despair, heightened by his own ill- Isaac Albemz's importance m musical
ness, by the prolonged maladies of his history rests in the fact that, together
wife, and by the death of a daughter with Granados, he gave a further
It was while his spirit was thus darkened impetus to that movement begun by
that, in 1904, he composed what is Fehppe Pedrell namely, the creation of

generally recognized as his masterpiece, a Spanish musical art based on a native
his suite for the piano, Iberia It idiom This movement has reached
is interesting to point out that Albeniz culmination in the works of such modern
almost burned the manuscript of Spanish composers as Manuel de Falla
Iberia because he thought that it was and Joaqum Turina
technically so complex that no pianist In his most important works, Albeniz
could possibly perform it I is essentially a Spanish composer, and

Isaac Albeniz died in Cambo on June his music, as J B Trend carefully
16, 1909 His daughter, Laura, has points out, "is very much m 'the Spanish
touchmgly described the last evening idiom', but it is the Spanish idiom
'The Spring has been damp and chill, employed by a master, and in the best
and the flowers refused to bloom My of them one can forget the 'idiom'
father's room opened on a terrace filled in the beauty of the musical thought
with woodbine and rosetrees, and every The more one gets to know Albeniz,
day he asked me would the roses never the more it becomes apparent that the
bloom. Two days before my father's 'Spanish idiom' is something to which
death the sun shone in fullest radiance, one has to become so accustomed that
and on the morning, as though by magic, one no longer notices it in other words,
we found that all the roses had opened it is impossible to see what a composer
They were the purest pink in color And means until his idiom is so familiar that
that evening, my sister and I went out one is no longer distracted by it

"

on the terrace and cut all the loses to Georges Jean-Aubry has astutely
cover

pur father with them "
analyzed Albeniz's crowning creative

Albeniz died lamenting the fact that achievement, the Iberia, for piano
he had spent so much of his time and "Ibena marks the summit of the art

energy m the composition of operas, and of Albeniz One finds here all that
so little in a field in which he was a emotion and culture can desire The
master the composition of Spanish composer here i cached a sureness of
music for piano or orchestra After his touch and grasped an originality of tech-

death, his body was transfeired from mque which demanded much attention

Cambo to Barcelona, and to the and which have no ulterior object

accompaniment of the Requiem of There are no doubt fastidious critics

Gabriel Faui-6, and the fttneial marches who will find blemishes, but such
of Beethoven, Chopin and Wagner, blemishes as exist are not detrimental to

Albeniz was interred m the South-West expression, and this alone is important
Churchyard In music there are many excellent

Albeniz was as gentle and lovable as scholars but few poets Albeniz has
he was impractical and, upon occasion, all the powei of the poet ease and
inational He was extravagant financial- richness of style, beauty and originality

ly because he could never learn to value of imagery, and a rare sense of sugges-

money, and he detested contemplating tion

the problems of everyday existence He "A list of the themes alone of Ibena
possessed a pungent sense of humor, and would suffice to show their richness in

one of his essential traits was a roguish- melody and the variety of their rhythm
ness which, thruout his life, made his But more wonderful than the beauty of

personal friends helpless victims of his the themes is their suppleness and
pranks Like so many other great com- fluidity ,

their languorous intonation, or

posers, he adored Nature, and the out- their heat and energy That m which
doors

, and his life attests to the fact that Albeniz is inimitable is the atmosphere
he was passionately fond o travel He he creates around a therne, the scenery
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with which he surrounds the 'melodic

personage' a word, a song, or a

murmured confession The method of

Albeniz, if one can use such a word

with regard to him, is almost inscrutable

It obeys only subtle and personal laws

An expressive counterpoint, always
ductile and full of movement, supports
his themes, plays with them or crosses

them The parts seem at times inextric

ably intermingled, and suddenly all is

again resolved in lucidity
"

Iberia has been orchestrated by

Enrique Fernandez Arbos, and in this

form has been prominently featured by

symphony orchestras

Principal works by Isaac Albeniz

OPERA The magic opal ,
Enrico Clifford ,

Poor Jonathan, San Antonio de la Florida,

Pepita Jimenez, etc

ORCHESTRA Iberia (orchestiated by
Arbos) ;

Catalonia,

PIANO Suite Espailola, Pavana\ Ibcna
,

Cantos de Espana ,
La Vega , Navarra ,

Aswlcjos, Malagucilas] Tango, etc

CHORAL Cristo

About Isaac Albeniz

Collet, Henri Albeniz et Granados
,
Van

Vechten, Carl In the Garret
British Musician 5 91 April 1929

;
Chestcnan

N*s 6 43 November 1924; Musical Quarterly
15,117 January 1929

Important recordings of music by
Isaac Albeniz *

ORCHESTRA Iberia, orchestrated by Arbos
(COLUMBIA-Arbos) ;

Jota Aragonesa (ODEON),
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA* Pepita Jimenez,

"Intermezzo" (COLUMBIA-Arbos),
PIANO Cordoba and Evocation (VicroR-

Rubinstem) ; Mtilaga (PoLYDOR-Borowsky) ,

Granada (COLUMBIA-Vines) , Trlana

(PATHE) , Malaguenas and Segwdillas
(VICTOR-Cortot) , Sevillanas (ViCTOR-Iturbi) ;

Tango (ViCTOR-Bachaus).

E
Eugene d'Albert 1864-1932

UGfiNE FRANCIS CHARLES
D'ALBERT was born in Glasgow

on April 10, ^1864
His father, of Ger

man nationality, and a dancing master,
was a composer of much dance music,

Eugene's childhood wavS an unhappy one
He had no friends or playmates, and at

home was misunderstood by parents who
failed to realize that their son had great
musical talent, Loneliness and abuse
were his fate for several years*

EUGftNE D'ALBERT

Until his twelfth year, he was virtua ly

self-taught in music. When he finally

undertook systematic instruction at the

National vSchool of Music, he learned

his lessons with htich rapidity that he

was soon elected Queen Victoria Scholar,^w

He was known to have been an un

usually industrious pupil, and it is related

that when Sir Arthur Sullivan staited a

composition c'ass at the school, D'Albert

brought in so much work that Sullivan
was forced to comment: "Good gracious,

my dear boy, do you expect me ever to

go thru with all this?"

Eugene d'Albert made his first im

portant public appearance as a pianist in

1880 when he perfoimcd at a Monday
Popular Concert in London, his facile

technique attracting attention. The
following year, he performed the Piano
concerto of Robert Schumann both at

the Crystal Palace Saturday concerts and
at the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
concerts, Once again his performance
aroused enthusiasm.

Towards the dose of 1881, Hans
Richter, the eminent conductor, met
Kugiiie d

1

Albert, and was so impressed
by the young man's musical

intelligence
and talents that he invited him to intro

duce his own First piano concerto at the
Hans Richter concerts in London, The
concert was successful, and the Concerto

D'Albert's first major workreceived
high praise. As a result of this succeSi
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Hans Richter brought D'Aibert to Upon returning to German} , D'Albert
Vienna for a repetition of the same succeeded Joseph Joachim a^ director
conceit \\ith the Vienna Philharmonic of the Hochschule in Beilm, holdingThe concert was widely publicized in this position \\ith great distinction for
view of the fact that Eugene d'Albert many years

Til
th

tL
y vngeSt P1K eVei

"

t0 aPPn^
r ^'Albert's first opera, Dcr Rubin, uas

with the Vienna Philharmonic The
glven a performance m Karlsruhe m

spontaneous charm and melodic ongi- 1893 only because D'Albert as willing
nahly ot the Concerto found man} to pay Sj000 marks into the treasury of
enthusiastic admirers even among dis- the opera house It was not favorably
criminating; Viennese audiences received There followed other operas,

It was at this time that D'Albert none of which impressed the German
decided to make Germany his permanent music public deeply It was not until
home, principally because he wished to 1910 that Eugene d'Albert uas accepted
be near that master of all pianists, Franz as a composer of importance In that
Liszt Theie developed a friendship be- year, Gustave Brecker performed m
tween Liszt and D'Albert which was all- Dresden Ticfland, an opera which had
significant m the development of the been introduced in Pi ague seven years
lattei both as pianist and as composer previously Performed in a slightly
Liszt admired the young artist whom abridged version, Tiefland now created
he playfully called "Albertus Magnus" such a vivid impression that, soon aftei-
and frequently said that, were he only wards, it was introduced into the
a young man again, he would have liked repeitory of important opera houses
having D'A'bert as his rival at the thruout the world It was exhibited to
Piano the American music public m 1914 by

In 1882, D J

Albeit wa^ appointed
the Century Opera Company

Hofpianut dot Grossheisog* of Weimar Discussing Tiefland, Felix Boiowski
The following year, he gave his first has written "In his score, D'Albeit
piano recital in Berlin, introducing at followed the Italians only partly down
the same time his own Piano suite the road which they had made He, as
There followed, for the next few years, they, caused the music to deepen and
concert-tours thruout the world which enhance the message of the play, but
definitely established him as one of the D'Albert did not open the sluices of
greatest pianists of his generation, and vocal melody that caused Italian opera
one of the foremost mteipreters of Bach to be a synonym for song With him,
and Beethoven as with most German composers for the

It was, however, not all triumph In theatre, the orchestra carries the burden

1905, he made an extensive tour of of the music, and the vocal element

America, and was so exhausted by the 1S declamation, only occasionally trans-

stiam of travel that his perfoimances muted into tune For the lest, the score
suffered severely In Cincinnati, he 1S ften charming and not infrequently
played so far below his customary stirnng to the ear Originality may not

slanclauls that a local critic viciously
^ream richly thru its pages, but that

attacked him D'Albert took the cnli- PerhaP s
)}

may explain some of the opera's

asm as a personal affront, and instituted
success

"

a legal suit against the reviewer This ,
During the last years of his life,

action aroused the antagonism of the
Eu8^ne d'Albert lived in seclusion and

American music public, and during the
ietnemenl

> devoting all his time and

i emammg conceits his audiences weie so
eneigy l comP slllon He died in

TY^iK^f
affams

1

t tha
}>

* or a whl le
> placing the final strokes on his last opera,D Albert seriously feared an attempt Mister Wu Mister Wu was given Us

would be made on his life The legal first performance m Dresden on Septem-
suit was hurriedly chopped, and D'Albert ber 29, 1932, five months after D'Albert's
cancelled the remainder of his American death, and it was generally considered an
concert-tour

unimpressive achievement "In D'Albert's
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watered version" wrote Geraldme de the attention of Pope Urban VU1 who,

Courcv m reVw, "the lacklustre on December 6 1629, appointed Allegn

meandennes of uninspired music sheai singer m his Chapel Allegn held this

the dramatic impulse of its thrust, and positon until his death, which took

we have neither good music nor good place in Rome on Febiuaiy 17 H>W

melodrama" He was buried in the chapel of Santo

Eugene d'Albert was mained six Fihppo Neri of the Lliiet-a Nuova in

times His thud wife was Teresa Rome

Carreno, the distinguished pianist, who Gtegono Allegu, who composed ui

also, cunously enough, had been married entire library of polyphonic, music, is

twice before His last divoice was famous in musical history by vntuc of

procured two months before his death one majoi woik, the Mnocrc, which

He was a lobust man with an m- foi many years was^ sung each Holy

exhaustible capacity for hard work, and Week at the Sislmc Chapel The si me

an incredible fund of energy He was of the Mucrcrc was kept sect el foi a

a fond devotee of sports, cycling and long time, to prevent any peifoimauce

tennis being his major diversions The of this woik ehewheie, and it was

study ot niedica' science was his favonte decreed by the Pope that any attempt to

intellectual pastime copy it was punishable with exc omnium-

He received no less than ten official cation It us one of the most famous

decorations for his musical achievements anecdotes m
mu.yl

histm y th.it Wo -

_ . 1 t. T- ' I'Aiu , Sane Mozart in 1770 then <i hoy m
Principal works by Eugene d Albert

thirteen-heard the Uiw,c. (luuiiR a
OPERA Dcr Rubin, Die Abrcisc , Raw,

ylMt to Rome and aftei one he.uing was
'""""'

ORCHLSIRA Two concertos for piano and from memoiy The pope was so mi-

orchestra, Concerto foi violomello^ and passed by this muedible feat that,

orchettia, Symphony, Overtures Either, mstea({ o f Cxcommunic<ilmf> tins anu/m^
7i

C^*MBER Mus IC Two strmg quartets ftemus, he honotecl him with a decota-

About Eugene d'Albert TT ,

, xril i r * rv^/A A
Geoi^e HoPdith, in commenting upon

Ratmp, Wilhelm Eugene D Albert .- r
h

r ^1^11
,

u
'. lft , e A/r , 19 10 j9 the Mi\crcrc

t
mfoims us that the \\oik

Musical Conner 104 5 Match 12, I IAW, 1

*

Mutual Times 45 697 November 1, 1904 <!<* not appeal veiy nnpicssiyc upon
, r i paper "It is a piece of veiy plain and

Important recordings of music by J-^ harmony /, Us d|ectiveness uas
Jutgene cl Albert

due exeluMvely to the skill and mvenlion
SELECTIONS FROM OPT HAS Tufland, l^an- ,1 whidi llip rlnnfO mnrn'm TMM ffmnrrl

tasia" (PARLAPHONE) , "Enti'acte, Act I" WttU WhiUl UlC tliapcl smgtis ptironmcl

(PARLAPHONE-D
1

Albert) , "Wolfscizahlunff" the work

(ODEON-Taubci) , "Traumerzahlung" (Oi)CON- Jt 1S related, as a mattei of fact, thai
Tauber) Die toteu auqen, ^Fantasia" Kmpeu)r Leopold I of Atlstna, a palloil
(GRAMOPHONL) ,

Aiie dei Psyche (FARLA- , * 111 r t

nioNL-Lehmann)
^ nnisic, ordered his ambassadoi at

Rome to apply to the Pope for peimis-

Gregono Allegn 1582-1652 >* to copy the score ot the A/WIW/I'
the rope clectclccl to cede to the

/^REGORIO ALLEGRT, who con- Emperor's request, and ordered the coin
^^

tmuecl the Uaditions of the sixteenth poser to copy the music and send it to

century Roman polyphonic school, was Austria When the Emperor iceeived

born m Rome in 1582 to a family which the music he was M) amazed at its

included among its members the mediocrity that he believed that he had
celebrated painter Correggio been duped by the Pope, ever intent upon
For five years (from 1591 until 1596} keeping the precious Miserere a smel

Allegn was a choir-boy, participating as He sent to Rome a bitter note which

a tenor m the festivals at San Luigi
resulted m Allegtfs dismissal fiom the

He turned after that to composition, papal service For a long time, the

and produced several motets and con- Pope refused to see the composer or to

certim of such merit that they attracted hear his defense. Finally, at the into-
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GREGOKTO ALLEGRI

vcuUon of a Cardinal, the Pope gave

Allegri an audience enabling him to ex

plain the entire situation The Pope

asked that a paper be drawn and sent to

Vienna, The situation was finally

alleviated when Leopold urgent -y re

quested the Pope to send him a few

papal choristers to teach his own singers

how the work should be performed most

effectively Unfortunately, before their

arrival, a Turkish-Austrian war drew the

Emperor from Vienna,

Felix Mendelssohn, the celebrated

composer, has commented upon the

Miserere which he had occasion to hear

during his voyage to Italy. "The

Miserere," he wrote, "is a simple

sequence of chords, grounded either on

tradition, or what appears to be much
more probable, merely embellishments,

introduced by some clever maestro for

the fine voices at his disposal, and

especially for a very high soprano. These

embellishments always recur on the same

chords, and as they are cleverly con

structed and beautifully adapted for the

voice, it is invariably pleasing to hear

them repeated. T could not discover any
thing unearthly or mysterious in the

music; indeed, I am perfectly contented

that its beauty should be earthly and

comprehensible,"

Principal works by Gregono Allegri :

CHORAL Misereie, motets, magnificats;
concertmi, etc

About Gregono Allegri

Burney, Charles A General History of

Music, Halevy, Jacques Souvenirs et Por
traits

; Hogarth, George Musical History,
Biography and Criticism, Mendelssohn, Felix

Letters from Italy and Switzerland

Anton Arensky 1861-1906

\ NTON STEPANOVITCH^ ARENSKY was born at Nijny-
Novgorod on August 11

3
1861. His

environment was a musical one, his

father a doctor being an accomplished
violoncellist, and his mother capable of

playing the piano with professional

competence Arensky was, therefore,

brought early into contact with music
for which he showed marked aptitude.
At the age of nine, still ignorant of the

rules of composition, he produced his

first string quartet
His unusual flair for music encouraged

his parents to send him to St Peters

burg m 1879 where he became a student

at the Conservatory, and ultimately a

pupil of Rimsky-Korsakoff He was an

adept pupil, winning a gold medal and

arousing considerable comment with a

symphony and a piano concerto which
he composed at this time and which
were performed in St Petersburg and
Moscow. No less a musician than

Tschaikovsky became vitally interested in

him and began to intercede for him to

Rimsky-Korsakoff, urging the latter to

substitute an Arensky work for the

previously scheduled Romeo and Juliet

of Tschaikovsky at one of the forthcom

ing orchestral concerts.

Upon completing his studies at the

Conservatory, Arensky came to Moscow
where he now made his home for thirteen

years. Shortly after his arrival, he was
appointed professor of counterpoint at

the Moscow Conservatory, and it was

during this period of pedagogy that he

produced the most important part of his

musical output, Of this, his opera,
A dream on the Volga, produced in

Moscow in 1892, enhanced his reputation

considerably.
He was uniquely honored in 1895 by

an appointment as director of the
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Imperial Choir, one of the most signifi

cant musical posts m Russia at the time

He held this position with esteem for

six years, relinquishing it only because

he wished to devote himself completely
to composition Upon his resignation,

he found himself in enviable circum

stances, indeed He was drawing a year

ly pension of 6000 rubles, and was left

unhampered to devote his entire effort

to creative work
It is lo be greatly regretted that his

health had by this time become con

siderably undermined by hard work and

more especially by dissipation (thruout
his life, Arensky had been a heavy
drinker and an inveterate gambler) He
developed consumption, and in attempt
to recover his lost strength he went to

Nice His last days were spent m a

sanitarium m Finland He died in

Terioki on February 25, 1906

The outstanding features of Arensky
r

s

composition, as pointed out by Cobbett

in a succinct resume, are "the brevity
of his finales and the extreme brilliancy
of his scherzos That contained in the

piano quintet is one of the brightest
movements in chamber-music repertory
It sparkles like diamonds in the sun/

1

Arensky was never numbered among
the more important members of Russian
music even though some of his

chamber-works are still performed by
prominent string quartets primarily be-

cause he lacked an authentically original

vocabulary. Too frequently his music

revealed imitative speeches Jn his writ

ing for orchestra, and in many of his

chamber-works, he disclosed the indelible

influence that both Tschaikovsky and

Ruiisky-Korsakoff had exerted upon
him It is precisely this derivative

quality of Arensky's music that has

tempted Rimsky-Korsakoff to say of its

composer that "he will soon be for

gotten
"

Principal works by Anton Arensky
OPERA Raphael, Nal and Dtimuyunti, A

dream on the Volga
CHORAI The Fountain of HukJuhu>tmn t

The Diver.
ORCHTSTRA Two symphonies, Coiuerto

for piano and onhc&tra, l*unta\ia on

folk-somjs (for piano and orchcslia) ,

certo for violin and onhevtra
CHAMBER Music Two si ring

1

qi

Intermezzo (for slung quaiU't), Piano trio,

Piano quintet, pieces for piano, for lv\o

pianos, etc

About Anton Arensky ,

Cobbett, Walter Willson Cytlopedu Survey
of

t

Chanibo Mit\u
\ Puuj>ni, Ailhm A Short

Iii\tory of Jun/luth MUAU
, kimsk\-l\orsjikoll,

Nicholas, Aly J\l usual Li]c

Important recordings of music by
Anton Arensk}

r

FROM Oi'i-iu* Raphad, "Scre-

Con

ANTON ARENSKY

CHVMIHR Music: Trio,

(C'ouTMBix) , Suite, no. 2
t "Walt/"

Baucr, Gabnlowitscli) ,

Thomas Arne 1710-177$

TTHOMAS AITCJUSTINK AKNIC,
^ one of the significant figures in

eighleenth-oontury Kiifjlish music, was
born in London on March 12, 1710. His
father was a London tradesman, who
enjoyed some reflected glory by virtue of
the fact thai he was used as the model
for Addison's Political Upholsterer.

^

It was that eminent musicologist,
Charles Huniey, who gave Thomas Arne
his first systematic instruction in music.
Arne's father, however, was vigorously
opposed lo music as a career. And so,

in his adolescence, Thomas Arne was
sent to Kum for the purpose of studying
law, Hut, as Ikirney wrote, "his love
for music operated upon him too power
fully for his own peace, or that of his
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companions, for \\ith a mihciable ot the Fnncess Augusta, Aine composed
clacked flute, he used to toiment them the music foi Alfred, a masque \\hich

night and day when not obliged to attend contained among its numbers the im-

school
" mortal anthem, Rule Britannia It might

As the years passed, music drew Arne not be out of place to point out that

more and more meluctably to its bosom Rule Britannia \\as considered by
When he left school, he borrowed a Beethoven sufficient!} important as a

seivant's umfoim so that he might gam musical work for him to utilize it in his

admission to the upper gallery of the Battle symphony and, in still another

opeia which was leseived for domestics work, in a series of five variations on

As an articled clerk in an attorney's the theme Richard Wagner arranged

office, he saved his earnings in order it foi grand orchestra in 1836

to buy a spinet which he smuggled into After a short sojourn in Dublin

his bedioom, muffling its strings with where he earned particular success with

handkerchiefs, he would practice upon it an operatic oratorio, Abel Arne re-

elm ing the night when his family was turned to London to become in 1745,

m bed With equal secrecy he took composei to Vauxhall Gardens, for

lessons upon the violin, and so amazed which he wrote some of his most famous

his fathei, one day, by playing upon it, songs During this penod, too, he^wrote
that he finally succeeded in gaining incidental music extensively for Shake-

permihsion to follow the study of music speaie's plays and some of his Shake-

senously speaiean airs (Where the bee sucks, for

In 1732, Arne pioduced his fiisi example) have earned him immortality

creative eJlort of impoi lance Rosa- In 1/59, Arne was honored with d

mond, an opera, based upon a hbietto of doctoiate degiee m music by the

Adchson This was performed at the Univeisity of Oxford

Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre the follow- His later years were darkened by

mg year and was well received grief Domestic troubles, pecuniary

Encomaged, Thomas Ainc produced that difficulties and illness combined to

same year a masque, Dido and Aeneas, embitter his life, and his one-time glory

which in turn wab succeeded by seveial and pieslige became a thing of the

Gp ei as distant past He died on the fifth of

His lepulalion, howevei, was not firm- March, m 1778, of a spasm of the

ly established until 1738 Tn that yeai lungs, "lelammg his faculties to the last

he was commissioned to compose music moment of his existence/' as we learn

foi Dr Datum's adaptation of Milton's from the writings of a contemporary

Comu\t and it was in this work that Arne "He had originally been instructed in

foi the fii&l time revealed his great the principles of the Roman Church

ability as a composer In C omits, as we These, however, he had for many years

are in foi mcd by William H Cummings, wholly neglected, as inconsistent with

"Arne made it quite evident that he a life of ease and gallantly, in which

possessed a style of melody pecuhaily he indulged to the full extent of his

English and wholly his own Grateful, pttrse and constitution In his last stage,

flowing, and elegant, full of expression the dormant seeds of eaily maxims

and just accent, jolly when the poetry levivecl in his bosom, too strong to be

required animation, and simple when the checked A priest was sent foi, and he

situation demanded it
" was soon awed into a state of submis-

From that time on, Artie's position m sive lepentance For about an hour

the English music of his day was firmly before his death he sang an harmonious

established That position he fuilher Hallelujah, calculated to usher him into

solidified in 1740 Commissioned to another world
"

compose music for a masque to be pet- Thomas Arne was a scholar, well-

formed at a fete held by Frederick, versed in Italian and Latin, and mtimate-

Prmce of Wales, at his residence, ly famihai with great literature During

Cliefden, near Maidenhead, to com- his entire life he had an unusual attach-

memorale the Hanoverian Accession to rnent for women He was an epicure

the throne of England and the birthday and would frequently neglect important
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THOMAS ARNE

engagements to partake of a good
dinner. His correspondence further re

veals him to be a "jealous and self-

seeking tradesman/' an opportunist of

the first water. When he was eager

to compose music for Dryden's King
Arthur, for which Purcell, too, composed
a score, he could write m a letter to

Garnck that Purcell's songs were

"infamously bad so bad that they aie

privately the objects of sneer and ridicule

to musicians/
3

a fact which he knew to

be false

As a composer, Arne "carries light

armor/' as W H Hadow has written,

"He wins by readiness of attack and

dexterity of movement, he is less at his

ease in the larger and more stately

exercises of art than in those of the > , .

playing ground; but his sentiment, if a

little shallow, is always sincere and his

melody is delightfully fresh and spon
taneous. In an age when English music
had become dull and academic, he

lightened it with a native wood-note of

genuine sweetness and charm; and

though he seldom rises to the finst order,

and that only for moments, he takes an

honorable rank in the second/'
fC

But, unequal composer though he

was," to conclude with a critical com
ment of Ernest Walker, "Arne at his

best possessed an individual vein of

melody which, if not for a moment com

parable with Purcell is, nevertheless,

genuine and pure, it is true that hih

lange is not wide, and his emotion not

deep, but still his music lives and

breathes, even after one hundred and

tifty years have elapsed
"

Principal works by Thomas Arne

OPERA Rosamond, Opcta of operas, Ihdo

and Aeneas, Comus, Alfred, 1 he prophete\\-
The sultan, The tadie\

f

jrohc, The por

trait, The fairy prime, May day, Phoebe at

Lourt
, Philhs, etc

ORCHESTRA Incidental music to innumerable

plays, including Shakespeare's Tempest,
Merchant of Venue, etc

,
overtures

Songs, glees, catches, canons, sonatas foi

harpsichord, masses, organ concertos, etc.

About Thomas Arne"

Burney, Chailcs // General llwtvry of

Music] Gumming s, William H Arne\ ILuinci,

Burnham W Life and ll'orks oj !>r Ainc,
Shaip, R Farquhai\son Makers oj Musu

Monthly Musical Record 62-17*) OctoU-i

1932; Miisiial Times 42:713 Novemhn 1, 1901
;

Proceedings of the Musical ^L^otiatlon (19()
(J-

1910), 36 Session, p. 75.

Important recordings of music by
Thomas Arne*

SONGS Hlo?v, blow thon winter wind ami
Under Hie t/rcenwood tree, arianged by
Kdlowes ((JRAMOIMIONK) ;

Ccltu's channs

(Dhcc\) ,
Kule ttnlanma (l'or,UMni\) ;

ll'herc

the bee snck* (Cm UMIHV),

Thomas Attwood 1765-1838

HPHOMAS ATTWOOD, distinguished

composer of English cliurch music,
was born in London on November 23 t

1765, the son of a coal-merchant who
was a very devoted musical amateur,
At the age of nine, Thomas Altwood

became a chorister in the I 'Impel Royal,

studying music at that time under Dr.

Ayrton. Seven years later, he performed
in a concert at Buckingham Palace,

where his talents were immediately
recognized by the Prince of Wales (later

George IV), who sent the boy lo Italy
for further musical study, For two

years, Attwoocl remained in Naples as

a pupil of Filippo Cinque and (Jaelano

Latilla.

From Naples, Attwood went to Vienna
where, for a brief period, he was a

pupil of Wolfgang Mozart, Mozart was
deeply impressed with Atlwood's abili

ties, and at one time said of his pupil:
"Attwood is a young man for whom I
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have a sincere affection and esteem
He partakes more of my style than

any scholar I ever had, and I predict
that he w ill prove a sound musician

"

When Attwood returned to England,
in 1787, he was appointed organist of

the St George-the-Martyr Church In

1791, he was named private musical

instructor to the Duchess of York, and
five years later assumed still greater

importance when he became organist of

St. Paul Cathedral, and composer for

the Chapel Royal
From that time on, he enjoyed a

fruitful musical career. In 1813, he be-

fcrame one of the founders of the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, which he con
ducted for a few performances Eight
years later, he was appointed organist of

the George JV private chapel in Brigh
ton, and in 1823 he became one of the

professors of the newly-founded Royal
Academy of Music Between 1791 and

1816, he composed many operas which
were performed in England, but none of

these enjoyed reat success.

Thomas Attwood died at his home in

Chelsea on March 24, 1838, and was
buried in St. Paul's Cathedral, under
the organ which he had played for so

many years
While he composed prohfically for the

stage, Attwood is best known for the

music which he composed for church

services; tmti the end of the nineteenth

century no church music enjoyed greater

popularity in England than his W H
Hadow lias characterized Attwood's

compositions as "distinguished by purity
and ta>ste, as well as force and expres
sion,"

, Principal works by Thomas Attwood:
CHORAL: Five services; Seventeen anthems;

Nine chants, etc

Opj'KA- The Adopted child] The Castle of
Sorrento ; The Alayw oak, Harlequin's tour]
The Escape] Adrian and Onlla] 7 he Curfew,
etc,

Songs, pieces for piano, etc

About Thomas Attwood :

Barrett, William Alexander, English Church
Composers; Kelly, Michael, Reminiscences.

Daniel Frangois Auber 1782-1871

r\AN!KL FRANCOIS ESPRIT
*~*

AUIJKR, "prince of the opera-

comujue" was born in Caen, Normandy,

on January 29, 1782 His father was

something of an aristocrat, by virtue of
his position as officer of the Royal Hunt
The Revolution deprived him of his

sinecure, and he became a publisher and

storekeeper prospering sufficiently to

earn a respectable livelihood, and to give
his son a competent education

By the time Auber reached his six

teenth birthday, he was deemed an

accomplished boy He could play the

violin and piano well, and he possessed a

pleasing singing voice He knew Italian

fluently, and could write a graceful prose
And he was already composing small

musical pieces of noticeable merit

In late adolescence, he was sent by
his father to London to become fluent in

a language valuable in the publishing
business, as well as to acquire closer

contact with English business methods
The rupture of the Treaty of Amiens
forced young Auber to return to Pans
in his twentieth year However, he

vigorously refused to affiliate himself

with his father's establishment, and
devoted his hours instead to composition,
That these hours were well spent was

proved soon thereafter, in 1806, his

Violin concerto was performed by
Mazas at the Conservatory concerts and
disclosed ripe creative talent

His father decided to consult some
musical authority on the extent of his

son's musical capabilities. He turned to

THOMAS ATTWOOD
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Cherubim, one of the most important
musical figures in Pans at the time

Cherubim carefully evaluated the manu

scripts brought to him, and gave the

following equivocal verdict "Your son

does not lack imagination ;
but it is neces

sary for him to begin by forgetting

everything he knows so that he can start

learning something
" Mild praise, in

deed ;
but that Cherubim did not think

too lightly of Auber's gifts was emphati

cally proved when Cherubim offered to

teach the young musician For three

years, Auber studied with Cherubim,
and after this period of study he

emerged fully equipped, technically, to

enter upon composition m all serious

ness

He soon turned to composing music

for the stage His early efforts -Juhc

(1811), Jean dc Cowum (1812) and Lc

Scjour nnhtaire (1813) were, to be

sure, immature, and received so unfavor
able a reception that for six years Auber
was discouraged from composing any
thing further for the theatre In 1819,
Auber re-emerged as a composer of

operas when the Opera Comique pre
sented his La Bcryere chatelaine Once

again the reception was frigid- but by
this time Auber had become so convinced
that in this medium lay his greatest po
tentialities as a composer that he would

permit no discouragement to smother his

enthusiasm

It was not until Auber acquired the

librettos of Augtistm-Eugene Scribe, that

he was to reach full maturity as a com
poser for the stage. Until his death,
Scribe furnished Auber with a series

of librettos for light and serious operas
whose dramatic variety and sparkle of
treatment kindled the embers of Auber'h
talent, causing it to burst into ilame.

La Muctte de Portici came in 1828;
Fra Diavolo in 1830, Gustave III, in

1833; Le Domino noir, m 1837, each

enjoying success and bringing their com
poser prestige which made him the most
popular composer of his time,

It is interesting to note, m connection
with La Muctte de Portici, that it had
political as well as musical significance.
Its revolutionary theme was largely
responsible for the outbreak of riots
in Brussels immediately after its per-

DANIEL FRANCOIS AUHKR

formance on August 25, 1830, which
resulted in the ejection of the Dutch
from that country
The remaining years of Aubei's life

were crowned with triumph In 1829,

he wa vs appointed member of the

Academic, succeeding (iossee. In 1842,
Louis Philippe made him dneclor of the

Conservutoi y, a position he held with

considerable honor until the end of his

life. And in 1857, Napoleon III further

honored him by appointing him Imperial

AIaitrc-dc-la-chapclk\
Daniel Francois Auber died in Paris

on May 12, 1871, after having witnessed
the first riots of the Paris Commune.
Mis death was mourned by all Paris, who
regarded him as one of its beloved sons
and its most popular composer.

In-ancis Grierson has described Auber
as a man of unimpressive appearance,
"He might have passed for an old-doilic*

man," was his acid comment. However,
Auber's personality more than com
pensated for his lack of physical dignity.
Me was known to possess great charm
and a suave manner, His lum mots and
quips were said

^to
have been almost as

famous as the airs of his comic-operas,
and his conversation was fluent and rich
with anecdote.

He was remarkably humble, "I have
no self-conceit/* he once said, "If I had
any, I should have more talent/' And
at another occasion, in commenting upon
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he added "A man like Gluck
lived thice flights up, and I have a gilded

dialing loom and English horses'"

He was, however, fond of living

ostentatiously and sumptuously, and he
was fastidious about his comforts He
ate only one meal a day

In estimating- Auber's musical position,
it must be iccalled that he was at his

stiongest m lighter moments, that in

of>cra-connquc rather than in senous

opcia -did his greatest talent he Henii

Lavoix, m lh\toirc dc la Musique
bian^aViC, has emphasized this point
"One must expect fiom Auber neither a

piofouml diamatiL sentiment, nor poeti
cal outbursts, nor powerful eflects, noi

sensibility, nor tenderness, nor especial

ly passion Wit in melody, wit in the

gcneial style, wit in the harmonies
which aie ingenious and distinguished
wit in the onhestia, notwithstanding
more brio than bnlliaiuy, more sound
than bonoiity wit m the rhythms (altho
these aici sometimes vulgar) wit

especially in the disposition of the

scenes wit ever and always, even when
the heait should be moved this is the

piedommatmg character of his talent"

Though Aubci's genius expressed it

self most felicitously in flippant accents,

it would be a mistake to underestimate

his importance Someone once icmarked
to Rossini that Aubci's music was, after

all, quite petty, to which Rossini an-

swet eel "If that is petty music, you
must admit that it was, at least, grandly

put together
1

"
Another musical master

-Richard Wagner was equally enthus

iastic about Aubet's ingenuity "His

music, at once elegant and popular, fluent

and precise, giaceful and bold, bending
with marvelous facility to every turn

of his caprice, had all the qualities to

win and dominate public taste He
mastered vocal music with a keen

vivacity, multiplied its rhythms to

infinity, and gave the ensemble pieces an

entrain, a chaiactenstic briskness scarce

ly known before his time
"

It is generally accepted that Auber 's

masterpiece is La Muette dc Porkici, cer

tainly one of the glories in opera-comique

repertory "Here, indeed, was a fresh

departure both m text and music/' writes

Arthur Hervey enthusiastically "Rising

to the occasion and putting forward all

his skill, he sui passed his previous efforts

and produced a work of uondrous

brilliancy, replete with melody, admirably
characteristic, and effectively scored
The diminished seventh with which the

overture commences sounds as a defiance

hurled against conventionality In form,
Auber had adhered to consecrated models
and he had adopted some of the vocal

acrobatics of Rossini But he had also

displayed a pronounced individuality
of his own, an extraordinary gift of

tune, and distinct qualities of musical

characterization
"

Principal works by Daniel Fiangois
Aubei

OPERA Emma, Fwrclla, La Muette de

Poitici, La Fiancee, FraDiavolo, Le Philtre,
Le Cheval de bronze

,
Gitstave III

,
Le Domino

now, Zanctta, La Barcarolle
,
Zerhne

,
Le

Plainer jour de bonhcur, etc

About Daniel Francois Auber

Lavoix, Henii Histoire de la Musiquc
Fran^atse t Malhcrbe, Charles Aubet , Wagner,
Richard Collected Writings

English Review 18 173 August 1914

Important recordings of music by
Daniel Francois Auber
SLLicnoNb FROM OPFKA Le Cheval dc

bronze, "Ouvertuie" (GRAMOPHONE-GOOS-
scns) Le Domino now

}
"Ouvertuie" (GRATVTQ-

PHONE-Blcch) Fra Diavolo, "Ouverture"

( COLUMBI \-Klempei ei ), "Ne ciaignez nen"
and "Quel bonheur" (PARLAPHONE) , "Voyez
sur cette roche" (VICTOR) ,

"Cest giande
fete" and "Oh, Samte Vieige" (GRAMOPHONE)
La Muettc de Poitici, "Ouveiture" (VICTOR-
Boult) ,

"L
1Amour sacre de la patne"

(POLYDOR) ,
"Du Pauvre seul ami fidele"

(GRAMOPHONP) Zanctta, "Ouverture"

(GRAMOPHONE-Sargent)

Johann Christian Bach 1735-1782

"He is the Benjamin of the Bach fam
ily

" P HIUPP SPI nA

JOHANN CHRISTIAN BACH
frequently referred to by the musical

historian ah the "English Bach" was
the youngest son of Johann Sebastian

Bach and Anna Magdalena He was
born m Leipzig on September 5, 1735.

In his fifteenth year, his fathei,

Johann Sebastian, died, and Johann
Christian was taken to Beilm by his half-

brother, Fnedemann Bach There he

was placed under the charge of Phihpp
Eraanuel Bach, who for four years gave
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him rigorous musical schooling While
in Beilin, Johann Christian became

intimately acquainted with Italian opera
which aroused his enthusiasm and
admiration.

In 1754, Bach came to Italy (for a

long time it was falsely believed that he
left for Italy in the company of an Italian

prima donna), and shortly afterwards
was appointed chapel master to Comte

Agostmo Lilta, who provided him with
sufficient means to enable him to con
tinue his music-study under Padre
Martini During this period, Johann
Christian became converted to the

Catholic faith, and immersed himself

deeply in the composition of church
music His first significant work a

Mass was given a successful perform
ance in 1757 Three years later, Bach
was appointed organist of the Milan
Cathedral

By this time, Bach's musical enthusi
asm had been partially diverted from
the church to his first love the theatre,

and, together with masses, requiems and
motets, he began the composition of

operas, In 1761, Artasersc was pre
sented m Turin, followed by a produc
tion in Naples of Catone in Uttca. One
year later, Naples saw the first perform
ance of Allesandro nelHndic These
three operas were successful, and Bach's

reputation now grew so great that it

penetrated beyond the boundaries of

Italy.

In 1762, the directors of Italian opera
in London began negotiations with Jo
hann Christian Bach, and on February
19, 1763

^his
first Italian opera for Eng

land, Orione, was produced at the King's
Theatre The King and the Queen at
tended the opening night performance
and were so delighted with the music
that they returned the following evening
for a second hearing. Orione ran for
three months, and obtained for Bach the

position of music-master to Queen Char
lotte, a post which he kept until his
death

Early in 1764, Johann Christian Bach
became intimately acquainted with Karl
Fnedrich Abel, a pupil of the great
Sebastian, and a talented performer on
the viol da gamba. Abel had been ap
pointed chamber-musician to the Queen,
and thus carne frequently into contact

JOHANN CHRISTIAN HAC'Il

with Johann Christian, Between the

two a close friendship arose, and they
not only decided to live together but also

planned to give joint concerts in London.
I roi more than .seventeen yeais, IJaeh and
Abel coneertized together m London,
Their performances acquired consider
able fame and ailistic significance.
The year of Hadi's meeting with Abel

was likewise made momentous by his

acquaintance with the child-genius, Wolf
gang Amadous Mozart, Moxurt had
come to London, autl when he was in

troduced to the Queen's chapel-master, a

great affection aro.se between the two,
Bach frequently tested Mo/art's genius
by giving him increasingly difficult mil
sical tests to perform, and was bevvil

derecl at the eat>e with which the child

coped with every problem. Hach and
Mozart gave several sonata perform
anees.

During his years as music -master to

Queen Charlotte, Johann Christian Bach
composed orchestral, chamber and piano
music

prolific-ally. His was an industri
ous pen which knew no recess, As
Philipp Kmanuel Bach once commented:
"My brother lives merely to compose;
while I compose merely to live!*"

Johann Christian Hach died in London
on January 1, 1782, and having lived
in elegant style during the last fifteen

years of his life left behind him debts

amounting to five thousand pounds. It
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has been lecoided that only the eftoit of

tnends pi evented piessmg creditors from

seizing the corpse

Johami Chnstian Bach was buiied in

an obscure corner o bt Pancras Church
in London, it is not known piecisely
wheie his lemams he In life, he had
been the most famous musician in Eng
land, but in death his name \\as twice

misspelled in the bunal legistei of the

St Panci as Church, where he was re

ferred to as "John Custian Back" Sic

transit

"Liteiall} it was tiue, as an English
poet sang of him, 'Bach stands on the

summit of Olympus/
J '

wiote Rochlitz,
the eminent cntic of Beethoven's day
"His operas, wntten foi England, Italy
and Germany, betray all the magnificence
of the composei's ait This Bach would
have accomplished anything This

man could wiite eveiy kind of music,
in the style of his fathei or biothei,
music for the church, theatie and
chambie An evei-ieady invention,

lovely melodies, nch mstiumentation,

surpiismg modulations, magnificent du

ets, masteily chorus and lecitatives char

acterize his opeias His Tc Deum
Laudanum for double chou is one of

the finest things in existence His

symphonies are gieat and magnificent"
As the piesent-day Geiman cntic, Dr

Alfied Einstein, has pointed out, the

music of Johann Chnstian Bach has al

most no relation to the ait of his father

"Mis work is in sweetness, giace and
fineness of style the elegant foreiunner,
the most influential foice in Mozait"

It was the astute Charles Buiney who

peiceived that, m his method of compo
sition, Johann Christian Bach was the

impoitant piecursoi of Haydn and Mo-
zait "Bach seems to have been the first

compose! who obseivcd the law of con-

Ua&t as a principle Befoie his time,

contrast frequently was to be found in

the work of others, but it seems to have
been accidental Bach in his symphonies
and other mstiumenlal pieces sel

dom failed aftei a lapid and noisy pass

age to mlioduce one that was slow and

soothing
"

Johann Christian Bach cut a magnifi
cent figure 111 the London society of his

time He was handsome, with soft fem
inine lines of the face, refinement of

feature, and expiessive e\ es This, com
bined with his personal chaim and the

attracts enesb of his dress, made him
as one of his contempoianes teimed
him "the darling of the English ladies

"

He lived elegantlj and exti avagantly, was
fond of mingling with high societ), and
boil owed money continually, even from
his coachman He was famous for his

wit and poise His most famihai poi-
tiait is the one painted by Gamsboi ough

Pnncipal \\orks by Johami Christian
Bach
OPERA Catone in Utita, Ononc, Zaiunda ,

Adnano in SMIO, Caiatacco, etc

CHORAL Gwa\
, masses, requiems, motets,

cantatas, etc

ORCHESTRA, Symphonies for small orches
tra, Concertos for piano and small orchestra,
etc

Sonatas for harpsichord ,
arias

, canzonets,
etc

About Johann Christian Bach
Bitter, CH CPE Bach, WF Bach

und dcren Brudei
, Terry, Charles Sanfoid

Johann Christian Bach
Musical Opinion 52 921 July 1929, Sammel-

bande der Internationalen Munk Gesellschaft
2 401 ( 1901-1902) ,

St* ad 24 360 February 191 1

Important recordings of music by
Johann Chnstian Bach
ORCHLSTRA Smfonta m B-flat majoi

(ViCTOR-Mengelbeig) ,
Concerto for piano

and sitings in G-inajoi (GRAMOPHONE)
PIANO Sonata in E-major, "Rondo" (CO

LUMBIA-Samuel)

Johann Sebastian Bach 1685-1750

"Music owes as much to Bach as religion
to its founder

"
ROBERT SCHUMANN

two full centuries the Bachs

passed on from father to son the

tradition of music-making Johann
Sebastian Bach, there foie, was descend
ed from a long line of musicians a line

so famous that, at one time in its hisloiy,

every musician m Eifurl was termed a

"Bach
"

Johann Sebastian Bach, the youngest
son of a violinist from Eifurt, was born
in Eisenach on Maich 21, 1685, and le-

ceived his fust musical uistiuction from
his father Johann Sebastian's parents
died when he was ten years old, and he
was placed under the caie of his oldest

brother, Johann Chnstoph Bach, an 01-

gamst at Ohrdiuf For five yeais,
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JOIIANN SEHAST1AN HACK

Johann Sebastian lived at the liome of

Ins brother, and was his pupil at the

clavier.

His talent for music was so extraor

dinary that, it has often been said, he

aroused the envy and malice of his

brother-teacher, His love for niUhic

was equally formidable Johann Chris-

toph was in the possession of a manu
script edition of famous clavier pieces
which he kept jealously hidden under
lock and key Young Sebastian .succeed

ed in gaining a duplicate key and for the

next few months, while the family was
asleep, he copied the music 1>y the light
of the moon, One night, he was dis

covered by his brother, and the fruits of

his labor which practically ruined his

eyesight for life were confiscated,

Tn 1700, Johann Sebastian Bach he-

came a chorister at the Convent of St.

Michel at Luneburg PYeed from his

brother's malice, he knew several happy
years He had access to an excellent

library of music which he virtually stud
ied by role, He was permitted to in-

dulge_ freely not only m composition but
also in the study of the organ, clavier
and the violin, in all of which he made
vast progress. His love for music kept
pace with his knowledge. He frequently
made the thirty-mile journey by foot
from Luneburg

1

to Hamburg in order to

hear the celebrated organist, Reinken,
perform. He even marched the still

1 See sketch of

greater distance to Celle where the duke

sponsored a French orchestra, and where
P>ach was able to become acquainted with

the works of French composers, particu

larly those of Coupenn
He was eighteen years old when he

was engaged as a violinist for the church

band of Duke Johann Ernst He held

this post for a short period, and resigned
when the more attractive position of

organist at Arnstadt was offered to him
Arnstadt was not far distant from Lu-

beck, where the great organist, Buxte-

hude, gave performances and conducted
his celebrated Abcndmit+nkcH. 1 For a

long period, Bach directed envious

glances towards Lubeck, the scene of MJ

much great music Finally, he applied
for a month's leave-of-absence to enable

him to partake of some study under
Buxtehude. His delight in associating
himself with a master like Btixteluule

proved to be so intense that Bach forgot
Arnstadt and hus duties and, without

permission, extended his absence from
one to three months, These wore all-

important months in Bach's ailislic de

velopment Buxtohude directed Bach
more forcefully towards organ music and
introduced him to those supple forms- -

toccatas, passacuglias, fantasias, etc.

into which Bach was, in the near future,
to pour his copious ideas.

It was said that Bach could have
secured the oigau-post in Lubeck as
Buxtehucle's successor if he were* willing
to marry Buxtehude's spinster-daughter,
Her age made an otherwise attractive1

position undesirable and, regret fully,
Bach returned to Arnstacll, Here he
was severely reprimanded by the Con
sistory not only for his prolonged ab

sence, but also for introducing "strange
harmonies" and "perplexing variations"
into his musical performance's during the
services. The position at Arnstacll,
therefore, soon became intolerable, and
in 170X he eagerly accepted another post

at^
Muhlhausen, His salary, together

with free cartage, consisted of eighty-
five gulden, three measures of corn, two
trusses of wood and six trusses of fag
gots a year. It was not an abundant
income, to be sure, but it was sufficient
to enable Bach to marry his first cousin,
Maria

^
Barbara, and to enter upon a

domestic existence.
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Bach's fiist important position came in

1708 when he was appointed oigamst oi

the Ducal Chapel in Weimai Here he
lemamed for nine yeais, and these nine

}eais constituted the fiist of the three

gieat creative peiiods in Bach's aitistic

caieei the peiiocl of the oigan-woiks
By this time, Bach had become one of
the gteatest oigamsts of his generation
and, having profited fiom his instruction

under Ruxtehude, he now began the com
position of an entire library of magnifi
cent oigan music which lemams the
i idlest collection m the histoiy of the

organ Dunng this period, Bach com
posed his sublime Pcmacagha and fugue
in C-mwwr, his gieat fantasias, toccatas

and fugues (many of which have been
tiansciibecl foi oichestia by musicians of

oui time), as well as his tianscnptions
of conceitos by Vivaldi

Dn ectmg a ci itical glance towai ds this

mcompaiable wealth of organ music, C
Hubeit Paiiy wiote "His woik m this

line seems to compiise all the possibili
ties of puie oigan music Rveiythmg
that has been wntten since is but a pale
shadow of his splendid conceptions
He had complete masteiy of all genuine
oigan devices which tell m the hearing
the effects i of long sustained notes ac

companied by wonderful ramifications of

lapul passages, the effects of sequences
of linked suspensions of gieat poweiful
choicLs, the contiast of whnling iapid
notes with slow and stately match of

pedals and hat monies He knew how
the peaily clearness of certain stops lent

itself to passages of intricate ihythmic
counlei point, and what charm lay in the

pet feet management of several simul
taneous melodies especially when the

accents came at eliffeient moments m
diffeient paits, and he designed his

movements so well that he made all such
and many other genuine organ effects

exert their fullest impicssions on the

hearers He raiely allows himself to

break into a dramatic vein, though he

sometimes appeals to the mind in phiases
which are closely akin to the dramatic
as m the great Fantasia in

j
G-minor

>
the

Toccata in D-mwor, and the Prelude in

fl-muwr He occasionally touches on
tender and pathetic shams, but foi the

most part adopts an attitude of great

digmt} which is at once geneiuus in its

warmth and vigoi, and leseived in the

matter of sentiment
"

Life in Weimar \\as not particularly

eventful, but its loutme monotony was

mteirupted from time to time by visits

to neighboring cities in German} where
Bach gave unforgettable performances on
the organ

flHe played with so easy and
small a motion of the fingers/' we leain

from Foikel, "that it was hardly per

ceptible Only the first joints of his

fingers were in motion, hi hand ic-

tamed, even in the most difficult passages,
its rounded form,, his fingeis rose veiy
little from the keys, hardly moie
than in a shake, and when one was em
ployed the others lemamed still in their

position Still less did the othei paits of
his body share m his playing

}1

"Friends
and foes alike/' to continue with a sen

tence fiom Philip Spitta, "bowed to the

mesistible foice of an unheaid-of powei
of execution, and could hardly compie-
hend how he could twist his fingers and
his feet so wonclei fully and so nimbly
\\ithout hitting a single false note or dis

placing his body with violent swaying
"

In Cassel, in 1714, Bach gave a per
formance on the oigan wlncn so swept
Fiedenck T of Sweden with its dazzling

viituosity that the monaich, in giatitude,

gave Bach the diamond img fiom his

finger In the Autumn of 1717 occuired
the famous oigan competition between
Bach and Louis Marchand, organist of

Louis XV Bach had come to Dresden

expiessly to hear Maichand play, and at

this time it was ananged that a contest

take place between the two gieat organ
ists Bach consented, and an arrange
ment was made wheieby each organist
was to peifoim at sight whatever music
his opponent chose to designate At the

hour of the contest, howevei, a messen

ger arnvecl announcing that Marchand
had tacitly admitted defeat by hurriedly

escaping from Dresden
The second of Bach's great creative

periods the "instrumental period" be

gan m 1717 when he left Weimar, for a

reason which has never been adequately
explained, and accepted the appointment
of chapel-master to Pnnce Leopold of
Anhalt-Cothen His punupal duly, in

his new post, was to arrange conceits

of instrumental music, and for these he
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composed during six years of activity

a rich library of music for chamber-

orchestra and solo instruments which is

not less remaikable than his output foi

organ had been during the Weimar yeais

It was during this period that Bach

composed his six Brandenburg con

certos for chamber-orchestra, altho it

was not for the Cothen concerts that

these works were created In 1719,

Christian Ludwig, Margraf of Bianden-

burg, commissioned Bach to produce
music especially for his chamber-orches

tra In the Spring of 1721, Bach sent

his six concertos to his patron, with a

dedication in which, prostrating himself

humbly at the feet of the prince, he

begged him not to judge the imperfec
tions of the concertos too harshly,
but rather to discover in them "the

piofound respect and the very hum
ble allegiance which they seek to con

vey
"

Taking up the idea of the old con

certo grosso, Bach undertook to prove
that he could write effective orchestral

works for solo instruments other than

strings Each concerto was, theiefore,

written for a different group of instru

ments and all with equal pliancy and ef

fectiveness, inexhaustible imaginative
ness, and often awe-inspiring sublimity
Albert Schweitzer has referred to these

Concertos as "the purest product of

Bach's polyphonic style/' and purity of

writing is certainly their most dis

tinguishing characteristic

It was at this time, too, that Bach
created not only his great solo sonatas
for violin and his concertos for piatio
and orchestra, and violin and orchestra,
but also his epoch-making Well-tempered
clavichord, which came from his pen
in 172Z

W R Anderson clearly explains
why the Well-tempered clavichord is of
momentous historical importance, "The
old method of tempering (tuning) the

keyboard was based on a system which
(to put it briefly and as untechnically as

possible) left some keys well m tune
and some out of tune. Bach advocated
little adjustments so that music in every
key be equally pleasant, even if the tune
were not mathematically exact. Such

tuning is, of course, a commonplace to

day, but it was by no means so in Bach's

time, or even for a good while aftei-

wards "

But Bach's Well-tempered clavichord

is not only important as a technical de

velopment in the histoiy of piano music,
but genius that Bach was he filled the

work with a giandeui, vaiiety and often

depth of expression such as piano music

befoie his time had nevei known. It

was Goethe who said that in the Well-

tempered ilavichotd he seemed "to

hear the eteinal hannony conversing with

itselt, as it might have done m God's

bohom shoitly befoie eosmoci cation."

In 1720, Bach's fiisl wife died, and
Bach being essentially a domestic soul

married a second time, one year later

His second wife was the chaimmg Anna
Magdalena, twenty-yeai -old daughter of

a town musician It was in order to

facilitate her study of the haipsichord
thai Bach composed his delightful Anna
Magdalena clamerbuch, utilized .so ex

tensively today by beginners of piano-

playing
Early in May of 1723, Bach enteied

upon the third, and hnal period of Ins

cieative career when he accepted an

appointment as cantor of the Si Thomas
Schule in Leipzig, as successor to

Kuhnau In the same manner that the

Wemiai penotl was chmacleiiml by the

pi eduction^
of organ music, and the

Cothen period by instrumental works, so

the years
^
spent in Leipzig marked

Bach's creation of great religious music
his grandiose masses, oratorios, passions,
motets and chorales. There can be little

question without attempting to dispar
age Bach's contribution to the organ, or
chestra or solo instruments that this

was the greatest and crowning phase of
his career.

To this period belong those gargan
tuan musical structures, the Passion ac

cording to St Matthew, the Passion

according to St John, the Christmas ora

torio, and the greatest of them all, the
Mass in B-inmor.
The Mass was

composed in 1733 when
Bach, seeking a post m the royal chapel,
sent a portion of it to Augustus III, as
an "insignificant example of my skill."

That eminent conductor, Leopold Sto-

kowski, has made some discerning re
marks about the Mass which are well
worth repeating, for they sum up the
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qualities \vhich make the Mass one of a lai ge-hearted, simple-minded Chns-
the sublime productions in musical his- tian

"

toiy "The Mass in B-minor" wiote There is not much need to dwell in

Mi Slokowskt, "is planned on a vast detail upon the remainder of Bach's

scale, and the texture of the music is life, which despite occasional friction

complex and highly concentiated, reveal- with the church authonties of the St

ing a slow and ncli outwellmg of his Thomas Schule who could not realize

mspnation While it is cast in a that they were dealing with an mcom-
fonn similar to the gieat Masses pre- parable genius was placid and indus-

ceding Bach, this form is greatly en- tnous He created children (no less

larged and extended It has cosmic than twenty of them) and masterpieces
vastncss of expiession and conscious- with equal productivity His life was a

ness The parts which are in ic- whirlwind of musical activity perform-
ahty piayeis, such as the beginning of ances on the organ, teaching, the tram-
Ihe fiist Kyne, have the intensity and ing of choirs, the pieparation of musical

simple dnectness that probably is always perfoimances, and composition And
one of the chief elements in player while he was never accorded that lecog-
In many places, such as the great nition as a compose: that he so well

choiuses of the Gloria in excelsis Deo, deserved, honors beat a path to his door

the Credo, the Sanctus, the Osanna, by vutue of his undisputed gifts at the

theie is a blazing jubilation like radiant organ Frequently, great musicians

sunlight It is as if all Natuie, man, thruout Europe made pilgrimages to

the planets, the whole timveise weie Leipzig to heai him play and lo pei form

singing togethei At certain mo- foi him One of the gieatest honois

ments in the Ma*\, such as the Qm tollis came to him towaids the close of his

and Et incarnatus and Cmcifixus, theie life when he was invited to the court of

is m the music piofound mystical mien- Frederick the Great in Potsdam and

sity that could only have come from the was leceived with great leveience

spin! of a man who was moved to the Towards the close of his life, Bach's

uttemiost of his being'
1

eyesight failed him An English occul-

It is the opinion of many Bach authon- ist was ca
j

led ^P * to opiate and, the

ties that it is in his cantatas, even moie operation being unsuccessful, Bach be-

Ihan in his Uigcr choral woiks, that came totall7 blm& On
J^y 18, 1750

Bach expressed his personality most vision momentarily returned
,
but the end

felicitously His cantatas wcic pieces of was not far off A few hours later,

concerted music for voice and orchestia,
Ba* was stricken with paialysis After

lequinng twenty to thirty minutes for V*J
da s

J^^S> he pa
1

SSed
^
Way '

?
n

peifoimance Usually consisting of six JuI7
?%> \

7S
c
He ^as buried in the

or seven movements, they frequently chuichyard of St Johns Church, and

terminated m a four-pat t chorale, In for almost a century and a half the exact

Leipzig, Bach's cantatas were peifoimecl
sPot of his buual was unknown

on alternate Sundays "Their lange is Johann Sebastian Bach was a man of

so wide/' wrote Charles Sanfoid Teiry, incomparable simplicity and piety Be-

"then diversities are so numeious, they lievmg with all the power of his being m
touch so many moods, that in them- God, he saw everything including his

selves they foim a galleiy which cxhaus- own genius as manifestations of God's

tively rcpicscnts his art and exhibits his greatness Biographers mfoim us that

was of ha?Py disposition, with a waim
personality They dissipate the illusion,

not yet wholly removed that he was of fd J *cns*
n

htun r
' ^ Q

was

t1
J

,, v ,

'

rn frequently very jolly company His in-
cold mathematical precision They re-

tei^ctliai\ allgVWas extremely limited,
veal him as one of the tendetest and

hlg entire wor]d consisting of musiC| his
most emotional of men, with a poets fami]y ancj QOCI Worldly matters m-
sonl and a painter's eye, As a musician, terested him but slightly He worked
they declare him a Master whose work- prodigiously, and approached his ait

manship was perfect, his technical skill with an unassuming modesty that is

marvelous. Above all, they proved him startling, Asked once by a friend how
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he explained the unique masteiy of his

technique, his simple answer was "I

worked hard
"

It is one of the sinking phenomena in

musical histoiy that foi almost a centuiy
after his death, the music of this incom-

paiable genius was completely foi gotten,

except by a scattered few disciples

When he died, Johann Sebastian Bach

was esteemed as a great oigamst, and

not as a great composer It was believed

that his music had already become sadly

dated, and that the ait of music having

passed from polyphony to homophony
his clay and ait were definitely ovei

After Bach's death, his -widow, who suf

fered great poveity, sold a whole bundle

of cantatas foi $40 His son, Fnecle-

mann, disposed of sixty otheis at ten

cents each The coppei -plates of Bach's

final mastei piece,The Art of the fugue,
was sold as sciap-metal And a cenluiy
after his death, the solo violin sonatas

were found among a pile of old papeis,
on their way to a butcher shop to be

used for wiappmg meat Only a hand
ful of Bach's woiks had i cached publica

tion, and the test were scatteied to the

four winds, collecting dust in obscuie
and iorgotten coineis Foi many yeais,
when the name of Bach was mentioned,
it was Phihpp Emanuel or Johann Chns-
tian who was being spoken of, and nevei

Johann Sebastian

Then, m 1802, Nikolaus Forkd a

close friend of Bach's sons, and an un-

sweivmg disciple of the gieat master

published a monogiaph in which he la

mented the neglect of a great genius
"This sublime genius, this prince of

musicians, Geiman or foreign, dwaifs all

otheis fiom the height of superiority,"
he wiote "Let Geimany he proud of

him, but wo i thy of him, too"

Twenty yeais later, a copy of the
Passion according to St Matthew came
to the attention of Felix Mendelssohn,
who was bewildered to find in it such

majesty and greatness He was deter
mined to bring it to public notice and,
in 1829, Mendelssohn organized a special
chouts foi this purpose On March 11,
after one hundred years of silence,
Bath's giamhose work was heard again
Four years latei, there took place a per
formance ot the Passion according to St
John And, in 1850, a complete edition

of BaclVb woiks was undei taken b> the-

Bach Gesellschaft Society Ovci a

penocl of fitty yeais, moie than ten edi-

tois laboied on the monumental task oi

publishing eveiything Bach had com

posed, finally pioducmg an edition which

extended to sixt} volumes It was then

that the woild leahzed \\hat an inex

haustible wealth of mimoitahty had been

produced by the simple and clcvout-

heaited musician of Lei])/i$

It is the opinion of Chailcs Sanimd

Teiiy that ot all the loims in which

Bach expiessed himself, the lugue "was
the mode of ulteiancc most attuned to

his natuie His fugues aie unique be

cause, among his piedecc'ssois and con-

tempoiaiies, he alone tully leah/cd tin 1

icmaiitic and aitistic possibilities oJ the*

ftigal foim His personality is behind

eveiy bai of them The_\ aic the pocti}
of a mastei who iound it natuial <mcl

congenial to evpiess himself in thai

foim His relation to the fustic, in

fact, is that of Beethoven If) the sonata,

oi ol Haydn to the qtiaitet Mis

technical skill in them lemams nmciiu
1

and unsm passed No one has ap
proached him in the nm actions com

plexity of his pail-willing, or in his

ingenuity in v\ caving melodic stiands

into a single
1 fabue No one1

equally

displays his gift oi mclod) t
Ins sense oJ

foim, the vinle ((iiahty oi his thonu's,

the boldness of his technique, even the*

daiing of haimonic coloung Thus,
even within the forms lie use*!, Bach is

dateless, his ait peienmal, mmimlaltml
by the intense individualism that m~
foimecl it Duecled by a iailh child-

like in its simplicity, he used it in in

terpiet the infinite saw the heavens

opened, and was piopheticalh oiaailar"

Pnneipal woiks by Johann Sebastian
Rach

Cnniut More than 250 diurch uuiUtas ,

Mass in R-nnnor, four small masses, five pas
sums (including the Pa\nvu tutttrtiuw la S/

Maltlicw, and the Pastwn tucvrdtntt in S/

John}, two magnificats, Truuentdc t motels,
Chnitmav orattnw

, Secular caniaUs (includ
mg the comic ftuuern arid ( a/fee cantatas),
t-tc

ORCHISTRA Six Ikandenlmr^ concertos,
foui orchestuil siulrs, Mit&ikahitht^ tipft'r
(for Uarpsuhord and actompau>iiiK sitings) t

(onctntos for vuihn and orUu'stra; ConccTti*s
for one to fcsur pianos, with accompaui> ing
strings, etc
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PI\NO Tht Well-tempered clavichord, In

ventions (in tv\o and three parts) ,
six French

suites ,
six English suites, six partitas, The

Goldbtry variations, The Art of the fncfite ,

Chromatic, fantasy and fugue. Concetto in tin

Italian style, etc

VIOLIN Six sonatas for violin and piano ,

Six solo sonatas for unaccompanied \iohn,
Partitas for violin (the D-minor Partita in

cluding the Chaionni), etc

An entire library of music for the organ,
Sonatas for violoncello

, Sonatas for flute and

piano, etc

About Johann Sebastian Bach

Boughton, Rutland Bach, Forkel, Johann
Nikolaus Johann Sebastian Bach ffiy Life,
Art and Work

, Fuller-Maitland, J A The
Aqc of Bath and Handel, Grace, Harvey The
Otqan Work\ of Bath

, Parry, C Hubert
Johann Sebastian Bach The Story of the De
velopment of a Great Peisonahty, Schweitzer,
Albert Johann Sebastian Bach, Spitta,

Philipp Johann Sebastian Bach, Terr>,
Charles Sanford Bach A Biogtaphy, Terry,
Chailes Sanford Bath The Historical Ap~
ptoach

Important lecordmgs of music by
Johann Sebastian Bach

CHORAL Pa^ion according to St Mat
thew, abudgecl ( VICTOR) ,

Mass in B-inwor,

complete (VicroR-Coites) ,
Passion accoidmq

to St John, principal excerpts (COLUMBIA,
PARLAPHONL) , Magnificat in I)-minor (GRAM-
OPHONF) ,

Chnstma\ oratorio, "Betreite dich

Zion" (LUMLN), "Sin Coma" ( VICTOR- Stoko\v-

ski) ,
innumerable recordings of the principal

cantatas

ORCHISTRA Six Biaiulenbuig conccitos

(Coi UMiUA-Btisch) ,
Suite in B-ininoi (Co-

lUMBiA-Mengclbeig) ,
Suite in D-major (Cn-

TUMBTA-DeCauw) ,
^inte in G-majoi (VICTOR-

Goosens) ,
Mitnkalischcs opfer, "Ricercaie,"

ai ranged by Fischei (VruoR-Fischcr) ,
Con

certo in D-minor for piano and orchestra

(ViuoR-Fisdiei) ,
Concerto in P-minor fo?

piano and orchestra (NATIONAI GRAMOPHONIC
Socu lY-Baitlett) ,

Concetto in G-nnnot fot

piano and orchestra (PARLAPHONL) ,
Concerto

for two pianos and orchestra (GRAMOPHONE) ,

Concerto for three pianos and orchesha

(GuAMOi'iioNr) ,
Concerto foi four pianos and

orchestra (TmtUNKCN) ,
Concerto in A-

nnnor for violin and orchestra (COLUMBIA-
Hubeiman) ,

Concerto in E-majoi fot violin

and QI chest* a (VicTOR-Meiuihm) ,
Concerto in

D-minor for tivo violins and orchestra (Vic-

roR-Menuhm, Enesco) , Airangements of fam
ous Each works Cor orchestra by Leopold Sto-

kowski, including the Paisacayha in C-minor,
the Chaconnc, etc (VICTOR), etc

PIANO The Well-lew fined davit hot d,

complete (His MAS-UK'S Voici -Fischer) ,

Fiench suites in d-majoi and Kmajoi (( o-

rUMTHA-Cumpson) , Entjlith nivtc in A-minor

(Vmc)R-Samucl) , Goidben/ vanations (So-
CIIIY ALBUM-Lanclowska) ,

The Art of the

fuc/uc, ai ranged for string-quartet by Hams
and Norton ( COT uMB iA-Roth) , Chromatic,

fantasy and fugue (\ RTUR-Fischtr) ,
Con

certo in the Italian \tylt (CoLLMBiv-Cump-
son) , tantasias, partitas, etc

SONVIVS I mn tompanud sonata in G~
minor (VicTOR-Menuhin) , L'nauoinpanicd
\onata in A-nnnor (CoiuMin \-Szigeti) ,

L nac-

tompamcd sonata in D-minor ( ViCTOR-Menu-
hm) , Sonatas for \iohn and piano, nos 4, 5, 6

(COLUMBI \-Dubois Maas) , Sonatab for flute

and piano, nos 1, 6 (CoLUMBi \-Laurent, Cump-
,
etc

ORGVN Bath\ orqan unisu
,
a collection of

the greatest of Bach's organ ^orks (CoLUM-
Biv-Sch\\eit/er)

Phihpp Emaaoel Bach 1714-1788

"For \\hat I know, I have to thank Phihpp
Emanuel Bach" JOSCF

QARL PHILIPP EMANUEL
BACH, the son of Johann Sebastian

and Maria Barbara Bach, \vas bom in

Weimar on March 8, 1714 His god
father was Georg Phihpp Telemann, a

distinguished composer of the time and

chapel-master at Hamburg
Phihpp Emanuel Baih wat, trained

musically at an eatly age by his father

(who remained his only teacher) and

disclosed unusual precociousness He
learned to play the clavier skillfully, and
his musical intelligence was so great that,

one clay in his eleventh year, he glanced
over his father's shoulder at a manu
script, and then sat down and played the

entire piece from memory
Needless to say, he was contmua ly

m contact with music He frequently
attended rehearsals and performances at

the St Thomas Schtile, and continually
rubbed elbows with great musicians For,
as he himself has written, "altho I was

kept at home many yeais, and therefore

saw little of the world, yet no master of

music passed thiu this place without

coming to make himself known to my
father and play before him "

It is strange, indeed' paiticulaily in

view of his unusual musical talents that

Phihpp Emanuel was, at first, directed

by his father towards law, rathei than

music In 1724, he was registeied at

the St Thomas Schule, and nine years
later his father sent him to FYankforl-

on-the-Oder to complete his legal studies

at the University Music, however, re

mained an important part of his life, and
in Frankfort Bach founded a choral so

ciety which performed some of his music
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PHILIPP EMANUEL TJACH

By 1738, Philipp Emanuel was con

vinced that his direction was music and
not law He went to Berlin to make his

own way as a musician, and his extraor

dinary ability at the clavier attracted

the notice of Crown Prince Frederick

When Frederick ascended the throne in

1740, he had not forgotten Philipp
Emanuel Bach, and immediately engaged
him as a court-musician. Bach has wi it-

ten in his brief autobiography that the

first flute solo that Frederick played as

king was accompanied by him
It was Bach's task, each day, to ac

company the flute-playing of Freclerick-

the-Great not a particularly pleasant

task, in view of the fact that the king
was not meticulous about correct tempo.
His salary was 300 thalers a year,
In 1744 Philipp Emanuel married Johan
na Maria Daneemann, the daughter of
a Berlin wine-merchant, which auto

matically made him subject to the king's
favor

Altho Philipp Emanue 1 Bach remained
in his post at Frederick's court for many
years, he chafed considerably, and fre

quently sought an avenue for escape.
This did not come to him until 1767 when
the death of his godfather, Telemann
chapel-master m Hamburg brought him
an offer to assume the vacant post,
Frederick was reluctant to have his

favorite musician go, and it was only
after Bach repeatedly entreated and

urged the king for an acceptance of his

resignation that he was finally permitted
to leave

In Hamburg where Bach now re

mained until the end of his life he

reached the height of his fame as a mu
sician. He was generally recognized a*s

one of the great c avier performers of

his day, and his compositions enjoyed

great prestige Mo/art, himself, was

tempted to say of Bach "He is the

father, and we his children Those of us

who know what us right, have learned it

from him; and those who have not con

fessed it, are scoundrels
"

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach died in

Hamburg on December 14, 1788 of pul

monary consumption.
That distinguished musicologist,

Charles Burney, met Bach personally,
and has recorded his impressions ; "The
instant I entered, he conducted me up
stairs into a large and elegant mtusic-

room, furnished with pictures, drawings
and prints of more than one hundred and

fifty Englishmen, and original portraits
in oil of his father and grandfather.
After I had looked at these, Bach was
so ob'iging as to sit down to his Silber-

mann daviehoul, a favorite instrument,

upon which he played three or four of

his choicest and most difficult composi
tions, with the delicacy, pieeusion and

spirit for which he Is so justly celebrated

among his countrymen. . t . After dinner,
which was elegantly served, and cheer

fully eaten, I prevailed upon him to sit

clown again to a clavichord, and he

played, with little intermission, until

11 o'clock at night. During thus time,
he grew so animated and possessed that
he not only played but looked like one

inspired. His eyes were fixed, his under
lip fell, and drops of effervescence flis*

tilled from his countenance, He said, if

he were to be set to work frequently in

this manner, he would grow young again.
He is now fifty-nine, rather short in stat

ure, with black hair and eyes, and brown
complexion, has a very animated crmn-
tcnance, and is of cheerful and lively
disposition."
While Bach composed prolifically in

many branches of the musical art, his

outstanding contribution has been in his

symphonies and works for the clavichord.
Here, he was the bridge from his father
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to Haydn, fiom the age of polyphony
to the period of homophonic music

Curiously enough, his music shows very
little of fohann Sebastian's influence As
rharlps Rnrnpv wrntp "Hnw IIP fnimpHuiaries Journey wrote Mow he ioimecl
hlS Style would be difficult to trace, he

certainly neither inherited it nor adopted
it from his father who was his only mas-
ter" He was essentially of the new
period of homophonic music

He inherited the germs of the sonata-
form from Stamitz, and brought it to

such full development that there are

many musical historians who believe

that the symphony and the piano-sonata
were really born with him It is well

known that, as a student, Haydn mem-
oiized Phihpp Emanuel Bach's sonatas,
and acquired from them many valuable
lessons about piano-stvle and form

f<
~

t

"

Ihe position of Phihpp Emanuel
Bach," wrote C Hubeit Parry in the

Evolution of the Art of Music, "was mi-

porlant, though not quite m conformity
wilh the tendencies of his age In his

best symphonies, he adopted a line of his

own [His works] have an under-

lying basis of harmonic form His

management of the various installments

shows considei able skill and clear per-

teption of the effective Uses to which

they can be put ,
and he treats them with

thoro independence and vanely"
un- i r> 1 ; , A 11

Though Bach s compositions s ill m-
teresl us greatly remarks Karl Nef

they seldom satisfy us with their bold

runs, then haimonic and rhythmic sur-

pnses, and their sudden piamssimos and
fortissimos PhUtpp Emanuel Bach, like

most of his contemporai les, appears more
genuine and profound when he sur-

lenders himself to sentimentality An
dlustiation of this will be found m the

cantabilc c mcslo from a clavier sonata
m D mmoi (1781) in which bold har-

many and expression mingle strangely
with rococo figuration

Not the least of Emanuel Bach's ac-

comphshmentfc was his pedagogic Ver-
such uber die ivahre Att das Klavier zu

spielen whose importance rests not only
upon the fact that it was the first im-

portant method of piano-playing-, but also

that it today gives us a striking insight
into the manner m which the clavier was
played in the day of Bach

Principal works by Carl Phihpp
Emanuel Bach
CHORAL The Israelite? in the wilderness,

PIC
Rejection, Magnificat, works for

haster> Michaelmas, Christmas, etc, Nine
sacred choruseSj Ulth mstrumental accompam-
irtent, Five motets, Nmet>-five songs and

choruses, etc

ORCHESTRA Fiftj-two concertos for clavi-

Jc

ord and orchestra
' Eighteen symphonies,

More than 200 pieces for clavichord, 47
tnos

>
ctc

About Carl Phihpp Emanuel Bach

Bitter, C H CPE Bach, W F Bach
nnd deien Bruder, Nef, Karl An Outline of
*he Hutoty of Music, Parry, C Hubeit Evo-

J&''
'

$
A &%^^

mitsik, Vneslander, Otto CPE Bach

Imporlant recordings of music by Carl

phll Emanuel Bach
^ ^ * *ORCHESTRA Concerto m A-major for

violoncello and orchestra (COLUMBIA), Suite
t D-major, arranged by Casadesus (VICTOR)
PIANO Sonata m F-minor, first movement

(CoLUMBiA-Samuel) , Sonata m G-major, sec-

nd movement (CoLUMBiA-Samuel)

Wilhelm Fnedemann Bach 1710-1784

l<Hc could e our fathcr better than
an the rest O f us put togethei

"
PHILIPP

EMANUCL BACH

171^117 TM^TV/T A -MAT -o A r-uFRIEDEMANN BACH

T
1
1

he ^^ chlld
>
b^ J

dest

son. of Johann Sebastian and Mana
Barbara ^ h He wag born Weimar
Qn November 22

, 1710, and when he

d QUl of chl

'

ldhood he was glven
^ thoro and mtensive muslcal tratnmg

h father theo coraposlllon an|
of lhe

y > *
clavichord,

and violm It was for his

benfit lhat Johann Sebaslian Bach
wrole famous mslructlon pieces for lhe

clavichord mciudmg the first part of the

WeU-tcmpercd clavichord, and the In-

vcntlons

IQ 1723 lhe Bach famd cam lo L
Zlg _

and Wllhe]m Fnedemann was en-

roiied at the Thomas Schule Shoitly
afterwards, he was entered m the Um-
versity of Leipzig, from which he was

graduated in 1729 In the meanwhile,
the study of music was followed indus-

tnously, and a talented concerto for the

clavier, composed at this time, proved
that he was m the possession of formid-

able creative gifts
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WILHELM FRIEDEMANN IUCH

In 1733 the position of organist at

the St Sophia Church in Dresden wab

left vacant, and Wilhelm Friedemann ap

plied as a candidate in the competition

conducted to select the successor Hus

performance on the organ was ^o un

questionably superior to that of his com

petitors that he was immediately en

gaged Here, he remained for thirteen

years, and the position gave him suffi

cient leisure to enable him to compose
industriously Wilhelm bViedemann
Bach was greatly esteemed m Dresden

for his musical gifts, and enjoyed a high

position in its social life

From Dresden, Wilhqlm Fnedemann
came to Halle, as organist of the Lieb-

frauen Kirchen For eighteen years
until 1764 he held this post with high
honor, performing on the organ at serv
ices and, during holidays, directing the
orch estra.

On May 12, 1764 Wilhelm Enedetnann

suddenly resigned from his Halle post,

feeling somewhat peevishly that his

eminence as a musician was not suffi

ciently recognized. During the yeats
that followed, he earned a precarious liv

ing-, giving recitals on the organ, devot

ing
^

himself to the teaching of music,

dedicating his compositions to wealthy
patrons and with all that, earning an

income so slender that it was hardly suf

ficient to supply the necessities of life

for himself and his family The closing

years of P>ach
J

s life were, therefore,

touched with bitterness and disappoint
ment He died in Berlin on July 1, 1784,

leaving his wife and daughter in great

want

Wrlhelm Fnedemann Bach, as a per

sonality, has heen the subject of many
paragraphs and chapters, a romantic

novel, by Hrachvogel, utilized him as a

central figure He was known to have

been excessively lazy, a man of un

gracious disposition even to relatives and

friends, boorish in manner, intensely

selfish and eccentric, to boot He drank

to excess, and was a victim of dissolute

habits, It us amazing, indeed, that with

a tempeuunent such as his, he was able

to produce an abundant output of music,

and much of extraordinary quality

Nikolaits Forkel informs us that

"Wilhelm Fnedcmann approaches the

nearest to his father in the originality of

aU his thoughts All his melodies have
a different turn from those of other

composers, and yet they are not only

extremely natural, but, at the same time,

uncommonly ingenious and elegant/'

C H. Hitter, speaking of Wilhelm
Fnedemann as a composer of high signif

icance, points out that he has left "dis

tinguished work to posterity, and opened
up new paths and ways which lead to

higher completion and greater perfec
tion, His position in the history of music
lies in his unity of purpose as the son of

a great father/'

Principal works by Wilhelm Friede-
mann Bach :

OPU*A Ltnisit^ und Lydie
ORCHIS nu: Nine symphonic; Ctmeertos

for piano and orchestra; Concertos for two
pianos and orchestra, etc.

CHORAL: About 25 cantatas; German mass,
etc

^
CHAMBER Music Triu sonatas for flute;

Tvu> sonata** for string; Duets for viola and
coTithuio, etc,

About Wilhelm I'Yiedemunn finch:

BUUT, C.H, CPE. Bach, Ji'7*. Hadt und
deren ttruder\ Kalck, Martin, Wilhdm
mann Bach] 7<rhler, C, ll'illulm Fn

und WIM ffatftetfte U'irhtmfedL
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Mily Balakirev 1837-1910

T^HE founder of that \\oi Id-famous

school of Russian music, known as

the ''Russian live/
3

\\as Mily Alexeivich

Balakirev

He was born in Nijny-Novgorod on

January 2, 1837 Balakirev received a

solid academic education before he
turned to music, graduating from the

University of Kazan The dip'omat
Alexander Ouhbishev, an excellent mu
sician, first interested Balakirev in mu
sic, and undertook to teach him the rudi

ments Fiom Ouhbishev, Balakirev ac

quired a competent background and a

compiehensive technique

Shortly after his eighteenth birthday,
Balaknev set out for St Petersburg in

older to adopt a musical career officiall}

In St Petersburg, he met that gicat
national composei, Glinka, who influ

enced his direction vitally and pointed
out to him the significance of Russian

national music Balaknev soon became
a devoted disciple of Glinka who looked

upon the younger composei as the one

most woithy to carry on his banner

At this time, Balakirev became a

friend of Cesar Cm, another young Rus
sian composer deeply interested in na
tionalistic music, and from their daily

conversations the new school of Russian

mitbic was evolved

Cesar Cm has himself wiitten about

the ongm of this new school "In 1856,

two young musicians, passionately de

voted to then art, met at St Peletsburg
The Russian capital being the chief

musical and intellectual centei of the

country, they took up then permanent
residence theie One of the was Bala

kirev, and the other was the authoi of

these pages Some little time after

wards they weie joined by Rimsky-
Koisakoff, Boiodin and Mcmssorgsky ,

and thus a little circle was formed of

friends who were drawn together by a

common enthusiasm for music

"These informal meetings of thens

gave rise fiom that time onwards to

most mteiesling and instinctive debates,

which ranged conscientiously over the

whole of the then existing literature of

music In this way, the little

brotherhood ended by acquiimg fixed

convictions and by forming criteria,

\\hich the\ applied to a numbei ot ques
tions in the icalm ot ait that fitquuith
la\ fai outside the cunent ideas of the

public and pi ess While each membei
ot the gioup letamed hs o\\n charac-

tenstics and capaciU, an ideal common
to all soon began to be sharply defined,

and an effort was made to imprint it on
then compositions

"

What \\as the common ideal uniting
this "biotherhood" of musicians ? It

was, as M D Calvocoressi points out,
twofold "In the matter of musical

diama, it was alleged that opeiatic rou
tine ought to be strongly counteracted,
and that the choice of subject, the man
agement oi the plot, and the musical

style, should become moie simple, more
in contoimity with reality, while m
music, generally speaking, the aim was
to profit by the example that popular
art afforded, vi/ ,

to wiite woiks of ait

m the style of national songs as

well as with vanous highly valuable

modes until then not put to use in mod
ern music

"

In 1862, Balakirev took ovei the direc

tion of the St Peteisburg symphony
conceits which were vitally msti umental
in bunging to the attention of then audi

ences the woik of this new school of

composers At the same time, he de

voted his conscientious effoits to the

study of folk-music, and in 1866 he

published a valuable collection of forty

folk-songs His work as a piophet of
this new music received wide attention,

and it was in recognition of his achieve

ments in this direction that he was
offered the direction of the Russian
Musical Society

Unfoitunately, at this time, Balaknev
succumbed to a madness of superstition
He paid secret visits to fortune-tellers

who, by gazing into a muror, told him
the future, in which he believed with
childlike implicitness This growing
madness brought with it tempoiaiy se

clusion from musical activity, and in 1873
he obtained a position as stoies-supenn-
tendent of the Warsaw Railway

Referring to this mental malady of

Balakirev, Ritnsky-Korsakoff wiote "I

found him veiy much changed In every
room m his home were holy images with
a little lamp burning in front of each

He was ever attending sei vices He had
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given up wearing furs, smoking, and eat

ing meat He liked to eat fish, provided
it had not been knocked on the head
His love for all living creatures had be

come so great, that if a noxious insect

found its way into his room, he would
catch it with care and throw it out of

the window, wishing it 'God speed
' At

the end of his talks on religion with

people he was fond of, he used to press
them to cross themselves And if they

demurred, he would insist 'Please do !

For my sake, just this once' Why not

try
?> He believed m the supernatural

efficiency of this symbolic gesturebe
lieved that It might help to turn the

minds of irreligious people who made
it"

In 1883, Balakirev returned to musi
cal activities, and from 1883 until 1895
he was a conductor at the Court Chapel,
at the same time returning with renewed

vigor to musical composition.

The last years of Balakirev's life were

lonely ones His closest friends were
dead, and he lived in almost complete
isolation At the same time, his former

superstition had now mounted to relig
ious mania He became a recluse, and

gave himself up to religious meditation
and prayer. He would cross himself
when passing a church or upon hearing a
loud noise, he filled his room with

images and burning lamps,

MILY BALAKIREV

Yet, notwithstanding this obsession

and, with it, ill-health brought on by a

disease of the heart Balakirev's last

years were uniquely productive He
composed his C-major symphony in 1898,
and followed it with a piano sonata, a

second symphony, a cantata in the mem
ory of Glinka, and a piano concerto

which, left uncompleted by his death,
was finished by Liapounoff
Mily Balakirev died a lonely death in

St. Petersburg on May 29, 1910

He was, as Rimsky-Korsakoft has

written, a striking character "The spell
of his personality was tremendous

Young, with marvelousiy alert fiery eyes,
with a handsome beard unhesitating,
authoritative and straight- forward in

speech. . His influence over those
around him was boundless; and resem
bled some magnetic or mesmeric force.

.... He despotically demanded that
the tastes of his pupils should exactly
coincide with his own, The slightest
deviation from his taste was severely
censured by him/'

lUilakirev was not a prolific composer,
but his small output has sufficient

strength and the power of originality to

place its composer in the front rank of
Russian composers.
"He is, first and foiemasl, a symphonic

writer,
1 '

declared his friend, (\\sur Cui.
"As far as vocal music is concerned, he
has written . . songs which have
broad, simple melodies with graceful ac

companiments, and are often character
ized by vehemence and passion, Lyrical
feeling predominates in them, for they
are the spontaneous expression, in terms
of lovely music, of the impulse of the
heart. In form, Balakirev's songs arc
the link between those of Glinka and
Dargomijsky, on the one hand, and those
of later composers on the other/

1

Perhaps the most striking characteristic
of Balakirev's music is its resemblance
in form to that of his master, Glinka,
Turning once again to the writings of
M.D. Calvocorcssi, we learn; "Balaki
rev resembled Glinka in the straight
forward, simple warmth of his utterance,m his love for intensity of color, his
dislike for glare, his lack of conscious
artifice, and his disdain for the more
obvious ways of formulism. , . 4 He
owes to Glinka ... the rare limpidity,
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the peilectly mellow quality of his scor

ing, and to Glinka, alone apart, of

couise, fiom Russian and Eastern folk-

music the lange of colois for which he

evinces the most maiked predilection"

Puncipd.1 woiks by Mily Balaknev

ORCHTSTK-X Russia
,

Overture on thiee

Russian themes, Tamara, Symphony, Over
ture to Kmcj Lea)

PIANO hlainey , nocturnes, waltzes,

mazurkas, etc

Songs

About Mily Balaknev

Abraham, Geiald Studies m Russian Mu
sic, Pougm, Arthur // Shoit History of Rus
sian MUMC

, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Nicholas My
Musical Life
Monthly Musical Record 51 101 May 1921,

Musical America 53 5 Maich 10, 1933

Important rCLOi dings of music by Mily
Balakirev

ORCHESTRA Russia (CoLUMBiA-Harty) ,

Tamaia (VitiOR-Coppola.) , Islainey, arranged
by Casella (VicioR-Goossens)
PIANO Islainey (GRAMOPHONE)

Michael Balfe 1808-1870

"Otheis may come with skill more gieat,
But hardly one to emulate,
A soul like Ins, to blazen foith

Al once, mind, genius, taste and worth"
EDWARD FITZBALL

TVfICHAEL WILLIAM BALFE was
iyi

born in Dublin on May 15, 1808

He showed his first inclination for music

at the age of four when he attended band
conceits at Wexford and revea ed a keen

delight in them His father, a good mu
sician, decided to tram Ins son musically,
and taught him the violin Michael made
such extraordinary pi ogress that a moie
efficient msttuctor was soon sought, and

found in William Q'Rcmrke By his

ninth buthday, Balfe was ready for his

first public appearance "By most par
ticular desire," read an advertisement in

launders News Letter, of 1817, "and

positively for this night only, that won-
dei ful child, Master Balfi ('), pupil
of Mi William Q'Rouike, will perfoim
a concerto for violin, introducing the

popular air The Minstrel Boy, and a

rondo composed expressly for the occa

sion by Mr O'Rourke

Shortly after his sixteenth year,

Michael Balfe was left destitute by the

death of his father He decided to go

to London to earn his livelihood with

fiddle and bow For a period, he was
successful as a performer of violin solos

at oratono performances, and as a sub

stitute director of the orchestra at Diury
Lane It was then that he met Count

Mazzara, who interested himself in the

boy;
and decided to take him to Italy

In 1825, Balfe reached Rome, living- at

the home of his patron, and studying
counterpoint tinder Fredenci From
Rome, he went to Milan, becoming a

pupil at the Conseivatory His studies

were soon to bring- first fruit, for it was
at this time that his first large opus
reached performance, a ballet, La Pe-

rouse, which aroused great praise upon
its presentation in Milan

It was yet many years before Balfe

emerged as a full-fledged composer
Meanwhile, he launched upon a career

as professional singer Returning to

Pans, he became a friend of Rossini, the

great composer, who was greatly im

pressed with his baritone voice and of

fered him the post of principal baritone
at the Italian Opera For the next few

years, Balfe sang opeia m Pans, Italy
and London, and achieved a great repu
tation

A singing career, however, could not

appeal permanently to Balfe In 1835
he definitely turned fiom the mterpie-
tative to the creative field of music In
that yeai, his Siege of Rochclle was pro
duced at Diury Lane, and was so

markedly successful that it convinced its

composer that his futuie icsted with
creation rather than with singing The
following Spring, he produced Maid of
Artois, the success of which was further

heightened by the piesence of the sensa
tional Mme Mahbran m the cast There
followed m its footsteps a stung of other

operas which unmistakably placed Balfe
at the head of English composers for

the theatre of his day
Balfe's reputation as a composer was

soon to penetrate beyond the shores of

England In 1840, he settled m Pans
where, m collaboration with such dis

tinguished librettists as Scribe and St

Geoige, he won Parisian hearts with
his seductive music for Le Pmts ^amour
and Les quatre fils d'Aymon, presented
at the Op6ra Comique In 1849, he was
a guest m Berlin, in honor of special
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MICHAEL BALFE

performances of his operas which look

place at thai lime, and was offered by
Ihe King Ihe decoralion of the Prussian

Eagle a distinction he was compelled
to decline as a British subject Three

years later, Balfe was to conquer Russia

as well coming, as he did, with letters

of introduction fiom the Prince of Prus

sia being* welcomed with profuse honor,

receptions and gifts

What is generally accepted as Balfe's

crowning operatic achievement, The
Bohemian girl, was presented in Lon
don on November 27, 1843 The appeal
of The Bohemian girl was so universal

that, after a sensational run in London,
it was translated into virtually every

European language, and performed with

unquestioned success. In December of

1869, the Fiench version of this opera
was introduced at the Theatre Lyriquc,
wheie it was so enthusiastically ac

claimed by audiences and critics that,

immediately thereafter, Balfe was hon
ored by Emperor Loins Napoleon with
the Legion of Honor,

The last few years of Balfe's life were

spent in seclusion on a small property,
named Rowney Abbey, which he had
purchased in Hertfordshire. Here he
died on October 20, 1870, after a cold he
had caught the previous September de

veloped into bronchitis After his

death, a statue of him by Malampre was

erected in the vestibule of the Drury
Lane Theatre in London

In estimating Balfe's importance as a

composer, present-day criticism concedes

almost unanimously that the enthusiasm

of Balfe's contemporaries for his operas

was undeserving Balfe's operas died

almost simultaneously with their com

poser Ernest Walker, in paging the

artistic merits of The Bohemian girl,

from a twentieth century perspective,

writes, "Artistically, it is not worth a

moment's consideration the tunes are

empty beyond expression, and theie is

not a particle of workmanship to cany
them off; yet, there is nothing woise
than emptiness, and the riupbish is quite

unpretentious and decent . . We go
to sleep over his middle-class melodies,

but we are not actively irritated by them.

No doubt, in his day Balfe was thought
a great man

;
he strove to rival the

favorite Italian operas, and wrote in the

fashionable bravura style for the prima-
donnas. . . Hut it is all artistically

dead, beyond the very faintest hope of

resurrection; and we need not feel any
cause for lament/'

Principal works by Michael William
Balfe:

OPKRA, The Siege of Rochet!c\ Maid of
Ar\ois\ Joan of Arc; Falslaff; The Bohemian
cfirl; The Enchantress; The Maid of honour;
The Sicilian bride; The Rose of Castile;
Bianco,

}
The Puritan's daitfjhter; Blanche tic

Nevers; II Tahsinana, etc,

About Michael William Halfe:

Raptie, David, Sketches of English Glee
Composers; Barrett, William Alexander.
Balfe: His Life and Works; Kcnney, Charles
Lamb. A Memoir of Michael William flal/e.

Important recordings of music by
Michael William Balfe:

FROM OPERA: The Bohemian
girl, "Overture" (GRAMOPHONE- Harbircilli ); "I
dreamt I dwelt in marble hall*" (CourM
KU) ; "Then you'll remember me" (BRUNS
WICK). The Siege of Rochelle, "Trawlers of
every station" (GRAMOPHONE),
SONGS : Killarwy (GftAicomwfc-C'rook* ) ;

The Arrow and Iks song ((}BAMOHONK) ;

tome into th ffardm Mtmd (G
Excelsior (GRAMOPHONE),
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Ludwig van Beethoven 1770-1827

"He \\as a Titan \v resting \\ith the Gods "

RICH \RD Wvi.Nnt

TN 1767, Johann van Beethoven, a

tenor-singer of Flemish origin

formerly a member of the private chapel
of the Elector of Cologne married
Maria Magdalena Laym, a cook Their
first child died in infancy Their second
child was Ludwig van Beethoven, who
was born in the small city of Bonn, on
the Rhine, on December 16, 1770

His early chi clhood was sordid His
father was a drunkard who consistently

dissipated his small earnings in drink,
and the earliest years of Ludwig van
Beethoven's life were made sombre by
poverty and drunken scenes The only
warm touches m an otherwise bleak

childhood were the tenderness of his

mother, and the warm generosity and
affection of his grandfather, formerly a

chapel-master, and a musician of high
attainments

Increasing poverty soon inspired

Johann van Beethoven with a dream
He had noticed that his boy, Ludwig,
had evinced an unusual curiosity for

music, and having heard startling
stories of the fame and fortune which
Mozart had received as a child-prodigy
he decided to develop his own son as a

similar attraction. He engaged his

companion, Pfeiffer, to teach Ludwig the

clavier, For endless hours Ludwig was

kept at the instrument, threatened by
the shadow of a rod that wou'd follow

each mistake or pause with blows It

is related that frequently, when Pfeiffer

and Johann van Beethoven returned

home late from one of their drunken

spells, they would arouse Ludwig from
hus bed and compel him to begin practic

ing his lessons,

As a boy, Beethoven was both ugly
and clumsy. There was not much about

him to arouse affection or interest. Ries

Beethoven's life-long friend, has in

formed us that "in behaviour, Beethoven

was awkward and helpless ;
his uncouth

movements were often destitute of grace
He seldom took anything into hus hands

without dropping and breaking it, No
piece of furniture was safe with htm,

He frequently knocked his, ink-pot into

the pianoforte," As" a result, Beethoven

had feu friends in early life, and hi^

youth was spent in comparative lone

liness Such attention as he did receive

usually consisted of ridicule

In 1782, Beethoven became a pupil
of Christian Gottlob Neefe, the court

organist of Bonn, and one-time cantor of

the St Thomas Schule of Leipzig
Under Neefe, Beethoven made rapid
strides m his music-study, and aroused
the high admiration of his teacher

"Beethoven, son of the court tenor singer
of that name, a boy of eleven years old,

possesses talent of great promise," wrote
Neefe m Cramer's Magazine

tlHe plays
the piano with wonderful execution, and
reads very well at sight . He will

certainly be a second Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, if he continues as he has begun

"

Beethoven remained Neefe's pupil
until 1787, and during this period of

study he officiated for a time as assistant

organist in the Electoral chapel Tn

1787, Beethoven came to Vienna where
he knocked at Mozart's door and asked
for a hearing, Mozart was not particu

larly impressed with Beethoven's style
of performance on the pianoforte, but

when Beethoven began to improvise upon
a theme given him by Mozart, the master

knew that he was in the presence of

genius, "He will make a noise m the

world some day," was his prophetic
comment.

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
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It is not known definitely whether Haydn's academic formalism The

Beethoven was a pupil of Mozart or lessons, therefore, soon came to an end,

not In any case, Beethoven's stay in and Beethoven tinned to Albieditbbeigei

Vienna was fated to be brief Two for fuither institution It \\ab haidly

months after his arrival, he heard the a distinguished change Albieditsbeigei

tidings of his mothei's serious illness, was even moie a pedant than Haydn,

and he rushed back to Bonn to be at her and was at a complete loss to unclcr-

death-bed Her death, on July 17, was a stand or appiecute his pupil He
severe blow to Beethoven, who felt that regarded Beethoven contemptuously, and

he had lost the only person who under- at one time told an enquiici not to have

stood him "She was indeed a kind anything to do with the young musician

mother to me," he wrote shortly after because "he had neve: leained anything,

her death "Ah, who was happier than and would never do anything in a decent

I when I cotild still utter the sweet name style
"

of mother, and it was heard ? To whom During these eaily yeais in Vienna,

can I now say it ? Only to the silent Beethoven earned a living by playing the

form which my imagination pictures to viola in a theatre 01 chestra At the same

me'" time, letters of introduction fiom Count

With the death of his mother, Waldstcm enabled him to meet scvetal

Beethoven personally assumed the man- influential aristocrats paiticulaily

agement of his household It was not Prince Karl Lichnowsky, who unme-

an easy task, for his father was growing diately lecogmzed Beethoven's genius
moie and more dissolute By 1789 he and olfeied the composer a home in his

had become so hopeless a drunkard that palace Beethoven accepted the mvita-

he was summarily dismissed from his tion with the expiess conditions that lie

post The entire burden of suppoit fell be left to himself much of the time and
on Beethoven's shoulders, and he that he be unclei no obligation to con-

assumed it heroically, without question form to couit etiquette That Pnnco
or complaint Karl Luhnowsky was able to icmam
His existence, during these years, Beethoven's host for seveial yeais,

might have been drenched with misery, speaks favoiably not only foi his tact

were it not for the fact that at this and genet osily but Tor his ability to

time Beethoven became acquainted with make allowances in human behaviour
the Breunmg family and with Count where genius was coneemed Tiuth to

Waldstem who apreciated his genius and tell, Beethoven was not a gracious coin-

extended to him the warmth of affection panion, and he could frequently try one's

and friendship It is the belief of Prof patience He was extremely sensitive,

Ludwig Schiedermair that Elenore von and more than once flew into a violent

Breunmg was Beethoven's first love In temper at the slightest provocation* lie

any case, Beethoven became closely was, moreover, arrogant, volatile, and
attached to his new friends, and leceived even bumptious Moie often uule than
from them the encouragement and affable, and surly than charming, he

sympathy he needed so sorely at this rewarded his host's generosity time and
time again with a passion of angei or

In 1792, Beethoven made his second impatience
visit to Vienna, this time to become a Yet, so great was Prince Lichnowsky's
pupil of Josef Haydn, whom he had faith m Beethoven's genius that he not

already casually met once before when only tolerated him but accorded him
the master passed thru Bonn It can- great honor and reverence* Beethoven
not be said that this association of the was, therefore, in a setting conduiivc to
two great musical figures of the late creative work, and at this time he pto-
eighteenth century proved felicitous To cluced those early wotks in which genius
a man of Haydn's aristocratic back- first glimmered with unmistakable hrighl
giound, Beethoven was, as a personality, ness the first trios, the first Concerto
unforgivably boorish and uncouth for piano and orchestra* and the early
Moreover, m his composition, Beethoven piano sonatas including the Sonata
was too free m spirit to accept meekly
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Beethoven's first published work, a secular spirit m music He had, m the

set of three piano trios which made second place, raised this torm to higher
their appeal ance m 1795 \\as Beetho- potencies of beauty and expressiveness,
ven's orfiual bow as a composei "And a by rigorous exclusion of \\hat was
poitentous bo\v it was '" icmarks Robert supeifluous and inorganic m it, by purifi-
Haven Schaufflei "These compositions cation ot its texture and strengthening
instantly overshadowed all that Haydn of its essential structural features, and
and Mozart had composed m that form by introduction into it, thru the power of

The older trios had been written with his genius for composition, of more
an eye to the fashionable taste of the subtle and more thorogomg contrasts of

Austrian aristocracy Opus I, on the rhythm, harmony, and general expressive
other hand, while keeping many a rococo character Still he was not content His

characteristic, was writen with an eye soaring idealism demanded a still greater

single to the expiession of strangely flexibility of form, as we 1 as a more

peisonal feeling It has pages where one intense and intimate utterance of feeling
can almost ovei hear the proud commoner

f

l am not satisfied/ he wrote in 1802,

exuHmg in his own mental and spiritual 'with my works up to the piesent time

aesouices
" From today I mean to take a new road

' "

In March of 1795, Beethoven made his In 1801
, Beethoven who thruout his

first public appearance as pianist, m two llfe was susceptible to the line of women

chanty conceits He took Vienna by
fell deeply m love She was Countess

storm It was not only his phenomenal
^mletta Gmcciardi, a charming girl

technique and powetful interpretative
who had become fascinated with the

insight which aroused the wonder and magnetic personality of the great com-

achmration of musicians, but his genius Poser Theie was lalk of marriage
at improvisation which was said to have which, unfoitunately, Beethoven took too

been without comparison "Apart fiom ^noiibly Count Guicciardi intervened,

the beauty and originality of the ideas,"
an(l lhe affair collapsed That Beethoven

Czerny has recorded concerning Beetho- was powerfully attached to Giuletta can-

ven's impiovisalions, "there was some- no1 be denied The Moonlight sonata is

thing exlraoidmary in the expression"
dedicated to her Moi cover, after

Fiom this time on, Beethoven's legal
B^ho

ye*'
s death there was discovered

position as a pianist was not questioned , f
sec

[

el dr er m his desk which con-

knd it was a* a pianist, and not as a
ain
^

1 a m
ff*

I0n P rlrait of
p

1? 1

?
ta

composer, that the Viennese music public
^oge her with the most passionate letter

did him honoi towards the close of the
nllen

ft
h a- etter descaled to his

century
Immortal Beloved There are some

n ,onn T, i ,1 i biogiaphers who believe strongly that
By 1800, Beethoven had composed the

"
Jmmortdl Beloved" is none other

those works which comprise the fast than Giuletta Gmcciardi
period of his creative career, including Simultaneous with his disappointment
the first ten of the pianoforte sonatas, m love came a far grealer tragedy In
the first five of the sonatas for violin 1801, Beethoven wiote to a friend
and piano, the first eight trios, the first Know then lhal my noblest facully mytwo piano concdtos, the Septet, the

heaung, has been sadly detenoiated
Serenade, and. the first symphony In When ou were stlll Wlth me : had
these works, to be sure, the influence of mtimallons of ulis

,
but said nothing

Haydn and Mozart is noticeable, but about lhenii now lt has been growm|Beethoven s fingerprints are easily dis-
steely worse, and whether it can be

cermble. cuied remains to be seen, the trouble
In the music of the first period, sum- probably coming from the condition of

manzes Darnel Gregory Mason, "Beetho- my abdomen What a sonowful life

ven had m the first place thoroly I must now live, avoiding all that is

assimilated the .sonata form developed by dear and precious to me
, and, too, among

his forerunners as the most convenient such miserable and egotistical people
and natural medium for the expression Sorrowful resignation in this must I

of the free, direct, and widely eclectic find refuge
"
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His deafness giadually became worse and Lorwlamu, and the most famous, ot

and as one docloi after another tailed his piano and violin-piano sonatas In

to find a muech, Beethoven's depies- 1812, tins sublime output was, climaxed

Men ot spint increased In 1802, he by the creation ot the Seventh and

spent the summei in the quaint village of Eiqh th symphonies

Heiheenstadl, near Vienna, where he The distinguishing quality of I.eetho-

\\rote a gloomy suicidal Testament a yen's masterpieces of this penoda
document of utter despair and futility, quality which sharply dilterentiates this

caused by the oncoming Silence By the music from all othet is what
^1

aul

close of 1802 his illness had become so Bekker apt y called the "poetic idea In

acute that he was compelled to give up all these works, it is not meiely the sound

of his piano-performances in public and patterns, the melodic line 01 the subtlety

much ot his conducting, and devote him- of rhythmic or hdimonic constitution

self almost exc usively to composition which mtngues us, but the expies-sum

At the same time, he segregated himself of profound thoughts and of the most

trom all society, and preteired to live in poignant emotions "Music is no longer

solitude sonority pttie and simple," wiote Paul

Deafness marked the prelude of the I!e^r explaining his thesis "It ion-

second creative period m Beethoven's life tains abstract ideas Beethoven did no

-a peiiod that pioduced some of his write music to preconceived ideas, but

most famous masterpieces "I am now the ideas and the music went inseparably

making a fiesh start," he wrote at this together With him the dynamic urge

time A fiebh start, indeed' Foi be- which is an organic part of all haimonic

tween 1803 and 1804, he produced the "sic, goes far beyond the cndmaiy

Piano concerto in C-nunor, the Krcutzcr s^Pe of dynamic impulses and becomes

sonata, for violin and piano, the Wald- the means of interpreting the idea.

stein and Appasttonata piano sonatas,
H- * impossible to dismiss the idea

andthe-Efoica 9vro/>/ioHy
from eelhoven b musu without mus-

~,, / ,
., repiesentmg the man It is the idea

The circumstances ^mounding the w{1Ilh tons?llulcs thc ctmstiuctivc JK ,wcr)
composition ot the ifowe aie too well

h j plinuple of foim in his
known to require de ailed repetition H

c (fsltl()mi [t

l

, s the ulca whlth
is common know edge that Beethoven

de(^mmcs lhe charattcr of hls work
had originally intended calling ,1 he

d h]ch ^ b]e ^ furthM
Buonaparte symphony, m honor of a

d j t ()f han on]t mUMC [klcl]in.

peat republican When R.es brought ,

\ lclailOnahip with Schiller and
Beethoven the tidings that Napoleon had K , h b h {

declared himself Itmperor of r ranee, i
, , u . u ,

t . \ 11 rf t &
13 ., i

! / i ( <rpi
5

for ideas, though they worked along chf-
Beethoven biokc out angrily Then , ,

' 8
t

J
n .

t

h
,

t

T ,1 i , i XT ferent cicative lines But in his narheu-
ne is nothing but an ordinal y man Now * , f , n ,

(
* ./ .

he'll trample on all the rights of men If
type of ideas Beethoven us the great

to serve his own ambiuon, he will put
chlld of

^ ifT "^pnalivc
era an

himself higher than all others, and turn
c
[

a
,

m w
j
ich the *otl{t an

,

cl

,

h7f "

tyrant'" Following this ay, he tore the
ldeallM" throvc - *n

ff
vvhich )dlc

,

vc(1

dedicatory page of the symphony to
m

{"f
1

?,''

a
,

SP llual
t

l
,

jei%r
'
m

J
rtl lrmi

shreds, and entitled the work merely
and b>therhood ( in the iciy of divine

ihp brmrn inspiration, m the everlasting peace and
LilC. JLj t (J V C w i r t i i.,,., , , . happiness of mankind

I <

i0
i<L

masterP'eces had be^n - In 1810, Beethoven was once again mH 1 1 i i I I > I ./ 1 1 1 1 r i^ e* i rt / /" *! i **i 1 1 A * i f * -i *\ 1 1 1 * _ - - _ . - Jc*.
1 . \ 4 CH ;-* > s . , H *** *vfcvrj r v v i. > i,v/ > vn, r n i \/t|V^ tl,c: l l,i ill

and until 1812 it was to continue vntualy , thts Ume W]th Fraulem fheresa
without mtermibsion Beethoven s only M alfatt a , ()f fi ftecn an( ,

.

opeia, bvlcho, came in 1805, Between he senousty conteint) nted marnaire
1806 and 1808 he composed his Fourth,

Pathetically enough, he now'
l<irth and Pastoral svtnnnnnip.ts At thf* r , i . . . . -i . * ,

n
H * ,and Parf^ra/ symphonies At the

fastidiotts
J
abfmt h A ho ht

bame time, tame his 7-oMrtA and m^ror M)me cravata and fchirtS( an<1 wen(
.

t(J

piano conceitos, the Concerto for violm excessive pains to make himself more
and orchestra, the Kasoumovsky quar- presentable to his beloved. This affair

tets, the magnificent overtures to hgmont culminated in acute disappointment for
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Beethoven, \vhen the girl's uncle firmly suicide m the picturesque ruins of the

refused to sanction such a mainage Castle of Rauhenstem He \\as, finally,
Beethoven had haidly recovered from incarcerated m an asylum
his aftair when he fell in love again, In 1817, Beethoven's productive flame
with his life-long friend, Bettma burned once again He began \\ork

Brenlano, friend of Goethe Bettma was simultaneously on three gargantuan
singularly attracted to the great com- ventures, including the Mma solemms,

poser "When I saw him/
3

she wrote to the Ninth symphony and the piano
Goethe, "I forgot the whole world, as sonata Opus 106 With these works
the woi Id still vanishes when the memory Beethoven entered upon the final phase
grips me Jt is Beethoven of whom I of his artistic development, the phase
now wish to tell you, and m whose often spoken of as the "metaphysical
presence T forgot the world and you period,

3 '

in which he became more ex-

He strides far ahead of the culture of all penmental than ever before, and corn-

humanity And shall we oveitake him?" pressed his music with greater profundi-
Beethoven responded sensitively to such ty of ideas and thought During this

adoration "God, how I love you/' he final period, Beethoven composed his

wrote to hei last piano sonatas and the last quartets,

In the Summer of 1811, Beethoven which for many years were the subject

was attracted to still another woman, the of great controversy
beautiful and ilntatious Amahe Sebald, What J W N Sullivan wrote about

whom he met at the baths of Tephtz the C-sharp minor quartet might very
There are some musicologists who con- aptly describe all of Beethoven's music

sider Amahe Sebald, and not Gmletta, of the last period "It is the completely
Beethoven's "Immoital Beloved

"
unfaltering rendering into music of what

Between the years of 1812 and 1817, ^
e c

f
n only cal1 the mystic vision It

Beethoven confronted compai alive slenl-
has

^
he serenity which, as Wagner said

ity in composition, which can be speaking of these quartets, passes beyond

explained to a great extent by the dis-
bea^ Nowhere else m music aie we

agreeable litigation which he suffered at
made so awaie

>
as heie >

of a stat
f

of

this time m connection with his nephew,
consciousness surpassing our own, whei e

Kail When his bi other, Caspar, died,
our problems do not exist, and to which

Beethoven m honor that Caspar's son even OU
J

hl^est aspirations those that

should now be put under the influence of ^
e can formulate, provide no key Those

a dissolute mother, whom he called 'The fainl and troubling intimations we some-

Queen of the Night" decided to adopt
lmi

f
s have of a vision different from

the boy The mother decided to fight
and

3f Deluding
our own of a way of

the adoption, and for several years the apprehending life, passionless pei feet

affair was fought in Viennese court-
and complete, that resolves all our dis-

houses The ugly litigation which cost
cor

?
s

>
* '^ P^sented with the

Beethoven much mental pain-finally reality they had glimpsed This impres-

endecl favoiably for Beethoven
Slon f a superhuman knowledge, of a

,.
, , , . ,, supeihuman life beme slowly fiozen into

Hut the
vicloiy pioved hardly worth

sh ag lt b for om. can
while As Beethoven grew more and be mblguous That passioniess

,
t emote

more attached to his nephew, he was calm can as lt dld lo Wagner hke
faced with the harrowing discovery that

a melancholy too pro found for any tears
the boy had inherited the less desirable To Berhoz lt wag lernfymg To Beetho.

traits of his mother and father Karl yen bmse]f ,t was the ]Ustlfitatlon of
was shiftless, ii

responsible
and corrupt and the k t hfe In lhe l M of

He contracted large debts and stole to
lhjs VJSlon he sm the world That

defray them He was petpetually in
thlg V1K1Q11 wag permanenl wlth Beelho.

Uouble and, though Beethoven always ven is inconceivable No man ever lived
treated his faults, with kindness and who couid maintam such a state of

mercy, blamed his uncle for his own illumination This, we may be suie, is

failings He was expelled from one the last and greatest of Beethoven's
school after another, then attempted spiritual discoveries, only to be grasped
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in the moments of his profoundest atti active-had a magnificent s

absti action from the world" which Reichardt desuibed ah

In 1826, Beethoven visited his brother pean
" He ^as almost austetdy-simple

in Gneixendorf to settle a dispute which in his cveijcliy habits pUecl little mi-

arose concerning then nephew, Karl portance on food altho he enjoyed a

On his return to Vienna, he caught cold dish of fish and a g ass ot
fi
ood wine

Pneumonia set m and, subjected to great and seemed oblivious to malcii.il Lom-

care, was paitially cured However, an foits He was muedibly absent-minded ,

unexpected relapse followed, bringing he was always foi getting something
-

with it jaundice and dropsy Beethoven sometimes his cashing, sometimes that

was an acutely sick man and an entiie he had engaged looms m whuh lie was

world held its breath not living, sometimes to cat bis meals

During the final days of his life, He often paid waileis fm mc,ils he had

Beethoven was m good temper He read not as yet been seived Upon nuny

Scott and Ovid whom lie enjoyed occasions, his fnends would cieep into

immensely and was greatly pleased at his bedioom and substitute an cmtnely

the gifts which came to his sick-bed new outfit foi the deuepit one they

including a magnificent edition of found in the closet, in the moimng,

Handel, a sum of five hundred dollais Beethoven dressed, and never noticed

from the London Philharmonic Orches- that his wauhobc had been dunged

tia, and a case of Rhine wine fiom his Hot-headed, volatile, eiiatic, he was

publisheis, Schott But Beethoven knew far from being a pleasant fucnd, and he

that his end was near On Maich 23, could often be urn easonably demanding
he signed his will, and the following day At one time m 1804 he came to live m
submitted quietly to the Last Sacraments the home of his boyhood fuend, Stephen
On the 25th of March he slipped into Von Bieunmg He fell seiumsly ill, and

unconsciousness "The strong man lay," \vas tenderly unused back to health by
wrote Gerhard von Bieunmg, "complete- hib fnend Upon lecovety, Beethoven

ly unconscious bieathmg so distoveied that he had foi gotten to give

stertorously that the rattle could be heat cl notice to his founer landlady and that

at a distance His powerful fiame, he was no\\ compelled to pay dn impos-
his unweakenecl lungs, fought like giants mg bill fot back rent In his angei ,

with approaching death
"

Beethoven completely foigot all of Ins

The following clay there was thunder fnend't, kindness, and billeily attacked

and lightning m Vienna Suddenly, at him for not having been thoughtful

a peal of thunder, Beethoven laised him- enough to arrange the cancellation ot

self m his bed, directed a defiant fist at that apdilment They ((Handled, and

the growling heavens, and then fell back, Beethoven left in hot angci as though
He was dead he had been viciously imposed upon

The funeial took place on the 29th, He alternated between insane wialh

and in Beethoven's honor the schools of and exaggerated tcpenlance Frequently
Vienna were closed A military force he bioke out into wild transports of t age,

was called out to keep the 25,000 sometimes on the most negligible provo-
admirers who had come to pay their cation, and his invectives could chip
last lespects to the great composer poison On the other hand, he had
tmdei control Among the torch and pall moments of touching softness and when-
bearers were Schubert, Hummel, Czerny ever he recognised that he had been in

and Kreutzer the wrong, he would \\rite Icllets of the

Forty-five years latei, Beethoven's m()ist affectionate and self-denunciatory

body was exhumed and relumed in the Character.

Cential Fuedhof of Vienna where it lies He was uleahslically democratic, his

today, near the remains of Mozart, sympathies always \vith the masses
Schubeit and Brahms Never would he bend his knee to

Beethoven was five feet five inches in aristocracy When he was performing
height, solidly built and broad- for nobility and one of them would
shouldered. His face strikingly un- disturb hib performance with converse-
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tion, he would shout out vehemently at has explained "In doing this my
them "I will not play for such hogs

"
memory stands me in such good stead

When asked to be ceremonious before that even years afterwards I am sure

his social supenois, his answer was not to forget a theme that I have once

"I, too, am king
'" He was once walking grasped I alter some things, eliminate

with Goethe, when he saw the Empress and try again until I am satisfied Then

coming towards them At the sight of begins the mental working out of this

Goethe assuming an obsequious pose, stuff in its breadth, its narrowness, its

Beethoven lost his temper "It is they hetght and depth And, as I know what

who must make way to us, not we to I want, the fundamental idea never

them 1

"
he giowled deserts me It mounts, it grows in

"He was fond of the company of stature, I hear, see the picture m its

women," his fuend Reis has informed whole extent, standing all of a piece

us, "especially if they had young and bef re m7 sPint >
and there remains for

pretty faces, and generally when we me only the labor of writing it down,

passed a somewhat channmg girl he which goes quickly whenever I have lime

would turn back and gaze keenly at her f r it For many times I have several

thru his glasses, and if he noticed that Pieces m hand at once
>
but am perfectly

I observed him, he would laugh or grin
sure not lo confuse them You will

He was frequently m love
"

In love,
ask me where I get my ideas I am not

as m eveiythmg else, Beethoven was able to answer that question positively

the high-idealist "Sensual gratification,
The7 come directly, indirectly, I can

without union of souls," he wrote, "is rasP th
f
m Wlth mJ hand s Out amid

and remains bestial
" the freedom of nature m the woods, on

,,. ,
! n ,< p walks, in the silence of the night, early

Strangely enough. Heethoven was ,<' n 1 r jt, u
i

* y
i ill, u m the moinmg, called forth by such

always a cool and calculating business
d the minds of poets translate

man who was capable of driving a hard
lhemselves mto word buf m mme mlo

bargain, noi was he always scrupulously toneg which ^ slQrm untll at
honest m his business dealings Where

j ^ d a|' notes before me"
money mallei s were concerned Beelho-

Robjt R Schattffler has written
ven was not only caieful but almost Ue fe fc Qn Beetho m whlch
avaricious Olheiwuse, he was hopeless- he referg ^ ^ composer as the
y impractical He was unable lo shave h freed music

''
This is a

himself without cutting himself deeply lail appropnale designation, for
and he was as incapable as a child of ^^ ^ musical |isl have
taking care of himself

been lh(f iconodasl so fearlessly as
When he was haul at work, he con- Beethoven Schauffler, in seveial dis-

cenlratecl so deeply that he frequently ceinmg paragraphs, has pointed out the

forgot himself completely Sometimes monumental change to which music was
he would run out of doois, without hat

subjected under Beethoven, "By his
01 coat, and wander m the fields for choice of textSj iie presented vocal music
hours as his mind busily developed mih the freedom of the world of great
Ihemcs into elaborate tonal structures literature a pioneer accomplishment
He would return home late at night, cold, xhru the accidental circumstance that

wet, and famished, but altogethei tjie B-m%nor Mass was not published
oblivious of his condition, and spend untli years a fter Beethoven's Missa
further hours at the piano translating solemms, our hero became the Luther
his mental dreams into music among composers, extricating the Mass

His method of working was to jot fr0m the bonds of convention and dogma
down his ideas on paper or in sketch- He released the dramatic overture fiom
books as they came to him, and these subservience to that hybrid thing, opera ,

ideas he would continually polish and an(j the concerto orchestra from its

revise until they reached their most abject servility as a mere accompanist to

crystallized form "I carry my thoughts the solo part More than any previous
about with me long, often very long, composer, he rid music of the exhibi-

before I write them down/' he himself tiomstic taint of virtuosity for virtuos-
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ity's sake, and the reproach of com

posing to the order of outer compulsion
rather than from inner necessity
"His ingenuity helped to throw open

to the piano and the orchestra a new
world of richness and sonority The
accident of deafness freed the art in

another way, by decreeing a divorce

between composer and virtuoso and

smashing the harmful old convention that

the creative musician must necessarily
fritter away his energies m interpretative
work

"Perhaps his supreme achievement as

emancipator was the exertion of a more

potent influence than that of his greatest

predecessors towards freeing music from
the shackles of literature, whose servant

it was in the beginning By pouring
into music a wealth of suggestive factors

which made it so much more opulent
and self-contained than ever before, he
made it easier for the imagination of the

ordinary listener at length to escape from
the weakening incubus of cliche pro
grams and, under the stimulus of this

powerfully independent art, to fashion

its own poetic interpretations,

"Beethoven found the art of music
narrowed to the pastime of a special
class He made it broadly human He
left it superhuman Of course, he was
far from being the only man who ever
freed music In many ages and lands
the art has been enslaved and has found
its liberators But the most potent of all

these was Beethoven
Jl

Principal works by Ludwig van
Beethoven
CHORAL Two masses (including the Musa

solemnts) , Christ on Mount of Olives
, Ten

cantatas

OPERA , Fidelio

ORCHESTRA Nine symphonies (the last with
chorus) , Egmont, Conolanus, Leonore (I, 2,

3, 4) overtures, Five piano concertos,
Fantasw (for piano, orchestra and chorus) ;

Concerto for violin and orchestra] Two
romances (for violin and orchestra) ; Triple
concerto (for piano, violin, violoncello and
orchestra), etc

BALLET Prometheus
CHAMBER Music Sixteen string quartets;

Gross? fugue (originally composed as last
niovement of Quartet Opus 130) ; Septet *> Sex
tet (for strings and wind) , Eight piano trios;
Five tnos for other instruments, Two string
quintets; Ten sonatas for violin and piano;
Five sonatas for violoncello and piano*

PIANO Thirty-tN\o bonatas, over 100

smaller pieces including variations, rondos,

preludes, etc

Over 250 songs

About Ludwig van Beethoven

D'Indy, Vincent Beethoven, Eweii, David

(editor) From Bach to \travinvky, Mason,
Daniel Gregory Bceihovtn and ftis fore

runners, Newman, Ernest The Unconscious
Beethoven

, Holland, Koniain Beethoven and

Goethe, Holland, Komam Heethovcn the

Creator, Schaufllei, Robert Haven lieetho-

ven The Man Who Freed Mum , Shccllock,

J S The Letters of Heethoven t Sullivan, JW N Beethoven f/iv Spiritual ncvdopmenl ,

Thayer, A W The Life of Ludwitj van

Beethoven, Turner, W I Beethoven 1 he

Search for Reality

Important recording of music by
Ludwig van Beethoven

CHORAL Misw wfamtm, complete (Vu-
TOR)
OPERA I'idelw, complete (Vintm)
ORCHESTRA ^vmphony no 1 (VinnR-

Mengclberg) ,
Seiond symphony (CoiuMniA-

Beecham) ,
Eroica symphony (VirroR-kous-

sevitzky) ;
Fourth symphony (CoiuMiiiA-

Wemgartncr) ; bifth symphony (Vinou-
Koussevitzky) , Pastoral symphony (CniiTM-
niA-Paray) ; Seventh symphony (Vinou-
Toscanmi) ; Eighth symphony (Vic'ToR-kous-
sevitzky) ; Ninth v\tnphony t with chorus
( VICTOR-Stokou ski ); I t/iuont overture
( VICTOR- Bcmlt ); Corwlamn overture (ViiTou-
Hoult) ; Leonore overture no ,? (Coi TJMIUA-

Mengelhe'rg) ;
Five concertos for piano and

orchestra ( VltrroR-Sehtiahel) , Concerto for
violin and orchestra (VUTnR-Kreisler) ,

Romance in G-major (Cit<AM(U>HUNiKlman) ,

Romance in F-major (GKAMopHON-Llinan)
PIANO Thirty-two sonatas for piano (His

MASTER'S VotCE-Schnahel )

CHAMBER Music S/rmjy quartet Opus /#,

no. I (VicroR-Busch) ; String quartet Opus 18 t

no, 2 ( VICTOR-Flonzaley) ; V/nf/ quartet
Opus IS, no, 3 ( VICTOR- Budapest ) t ,S/ri//

quartet Opus 18, no. 4 (GKAMf)H
String quartet, Opus 18, no, 5

Capet) , String quartet Opus 18, no A

BiA-Lener) ; String quartet Opus 59, no I

(GRAMOPHONE- Budapest) t S/nw quartet
Opus 59, no Z and no ? (CoLUMRiA-Lener) ;

"Harp" quartet (CoLUMniA-Lcncr) : "Srnoiw 11

quartet (ComMBiA-Roth) ; \lnng quar
tet Opus 127 ( VICTOR Flonzaley) ; S/nf/
quartet Opus 130 ( VICTOR-Budapest) ; String
quartet Opus 131 rCoLUMBiA-Capet) ; Stnna
quartet Opus 132 (CoLUMRiA-London) ; String
quartet Opus 133 (Vicro*-Bu&ch) ; Grosse
fugue (ViCTOR-Budapest), Septet (CoLUMBtA-
Lener) ; Archduke tno (VICTOR) ; Clarinet trio

(POLYUOE) , Sonata fur vivfowelto and pwnow
/t'HKtjfir (VicroR-Csual> , Somta in t7-

twjor for violoncttlo and AKWO (Vtcrtm-
Piatigorsly} j Ten sonatas (or vioHn and piano
(His MABTER'R VoicK-Kreilr), etc.

Miscellaneous song*, pieces for violin, for

piano, etc,
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Vincenzo Bellini 1802-1835

"Whoever ignores Bellini, ignores true

melody" ROGFR ALIARD

yiNCENZO BELLINI was born at

Catania, Sicily, on November 1,

1802. His father, a descendant of a long
line of musicians, was an organist and

conductor, and it was from him that

Vmcenzo acquired the first rudiments of

music He took to musical instruction

easily, learning his lessons rapidly and
well One day, a Sicilian nobleman,

speaking to Vincenzo, was struck by the

boy's talent and asked the father for per
mission to finance the young musician's

career.

Thus Bellini came to Naples in late

adolescence to attend the Conservatory,
and he remained here for several years

acquiring technical maturity. He was

by no means an extraordinary student,
but his original composition showed suf

ficient talent to attract notice In 1825,
his first work to receive performance
was introduced at the Conservatory a

cantata, Ismcne
,
and it was sufficiently

impressive to arouse the enthusiasm and

personal congratulations of the King
Bellini was as precocious a lover as

he was a musician, Possessing a strik

ing appearance, and a suave and agree
able manner, he like Mozart before

him- attracted female hearts from boy
hood days. At the age of sixteen, he
was already writing to the daughter of a

notary in his native city : "It seems to me
that you are at my side, that you caress

my face with your fairy-like fingers , . ,

Your love inflames me, exalts me. . .

"

With these words still fresh upon paper,
he could direct affectionate glances m
other corners as well. There was a

seamstress in Catania who embroidered a

handkerchief for him when he left for

Naples, as a love-token. And, in Naples,
there were several minor amorous inci

dents to color an otherwise routine ex
istence,

While he was still at the Conservatory,
Bellini composed his first opera, Adelson
e Salvina, which was played in the pres
ence of Barbaja, the eminent impresario
of the La Scala in Milan and the San
Carlo in Naples, Barbaja had keen per

ception, and he recognized talent even
in this early work. He therefore com-

VINCENZO BELLINI

missioned its young composer to prepare
an opera expressly for him In 1826,
Bianca c Fernando was performed at

the San Carlo While it was not a par
ticularly striking success, it elicited some

praise and admiration from the audience

Barbaja, however, still had faith in his

young composer and engaged him to

prepare an opera for Rubmi, the famous
tenor of the time. It was partially Ru~
bini's great fame and talent, but more

specifically Bellini's sun-bathed melodies
that brought phenomenal esteem to //

Pwata, introduced at the La Scala in

Milan. // Pirata was soon afterwards

performed m Paris, and before long it

made its appearance in the repertory of

leading opera houses in Europe, estab

lishing its creator as one of the most

promising operatic composers of his

time

It was not until four years later that

Bellini fully fulfilled the promise of //

Piraka, Tn his succeeding two operas he

was still the faltering artist. But in 1831
he pushed his apprentice years far be

hind him, and produced a work which,

by critics everywhere, was esteemed his

masterpiece, La Sonnambula Intro

duced at La Scala in Milan, it created

a sensation There followed perform
ances thruout all of Europe, Finally,

Mine. Mahbran, the distinguished prjma-

, appeared in an English version
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which made the opera equally popular spheres of expressiveness Bellini did

with English-speaking audiences not pave new roads in the operatic art

Bellini, now having found his stride, He was satisfied with the foims which

produced two more operas of unques- Rossmi and Cheiubmi had employed
tionable importance One year after La successfully , but into these he poured
Sonnambula came Norma, the opera an altogether new flood of beauty
which contains what is probably Bellini's Ceitamly, Bellini's gieatest stiength

greatest melody, Casta Dvua In 1834,- as a composer lies in his ability to pro-
on the advice of Rossini, Bellini came to duce melodies of stabbing beauty As
Pans for the purpose of composing an Ildebrando Pizzetti, the distinguished

opera expressly for the Theatre Itahen modern Italian composer, has written

This, the third of Bellini's masterpieces, "The lyricism of Bellim expi esses itself

was / Puntam in a song that gushes foith with the es-

Vmcenzo Bellim died of intestinal sence of an emotion that springs from
fever m Pans on September 24, 1835 the drama, that gushes foith especially
On the eve of his funeral, the Theatre at moments that bring the drama to a

Itahen in Pans opened its new season resolution, similar to a fiie which is ig-

with / Puntam After this performance, mted after it emits hot bparkb And this

the singers and musicians combined m a song, gushing forth, becomes a stream,
monumental requiem service for the dead a river, finally an ocean that rolls away
composer, directed by such eminent mu- to the distance towards the immense
sicians as Cherubim and Rossini The horizon . Bellim has created a song
mass took place in the Church of the that is ample, maivelous and unique
Invalides, and Bellini's body was brought Unique is the song of the final scene of
to P&re Lachaise, where it rests at the Norma, unique is the one which accom-

present time panies the closing of the first act of the
Hemrich Heine, in his Florentinehe Sonnambulaf and unique is the song

Nachte, has given us a striking verbal which can be found in the most im-

portrait of Bellini "Belhm was a tall, portant scenes of Puntani
"

up-shooting, slender figure, which always
^

While Bellini's unusual gifts at melo-
moved gracefully , coquettish, looking as die invention have always been accepted,
if just emerged from a band-box

,
a regu- he has

frequently been accused of pov-
lar, but large, delicately rose-tinted face

, erty in harmonic construction Cecil

light, almost golden hair, worn in wavy Gray has eloquently answered such
curls ; a high, very high marble forehead, critics

* "
His vocal writing could only be

straight nose, light blue eyes, well-sized impaired by such treatment," wrote Gray
mouth, and round chin. His features in discussing the possibility of a more
had something vagjue

in them, a want of elaborate harmonic treatment for Bellini's

character, something milk-like; and in exquisite arias, "Like folk-song, it in-
this milk-like face flitted sometimes a stinctively rejects harmonic elaborateness

pamful-pleasmg expression of sorrow, as foreign to its nature. . In the same,
It was this shallow sorrow that the young way that a jewel is displayed to better
maestro seemed most willing to repre- advantage in a simple setting than m
sent in his whole appearance. His hair none at all, but overshadowed by the
was dressed so fancifully sad, his brilliance of an elaborate one, so a
clothes fitted so languishmgly round his melody of Bel mi requires a certain de-
dehcate body, he carried his cane so idyl- pee of accompaniment which must never
hke, that he reminded me of the young Be allowed to become so obtrusive as to
shepherds we find in our

pastorals, with distract our attention from the melody, or
their crooks decorated with ribbons, to impress itself too strongly on our
His whole walk was so innocent, so airy, consckmsess/

1

Incidentally, both Geor-
so sentimental The man looked like a ^s Bizet and Chenibini considered Bel-
sigh m pumps and silfc-atockfoes,'' ifof$ accompaniments the last word in

Bellim s important position m the his- harmomc good-taste,

^
0ry

K*5
Jt
S
lan T5* ca

J
mot ?Pily bc But> a* Wehard Wagner was not slowdoubted. He earned on the traditions of to realise, BelKni was rtmStoiaZItalian opera and brought to it M* ^^ of ^^ *&*
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vital factor in the development of music- tives and tempi best adapted to then
drama By composing recitatives that communication to others thru the mecLum
are crisp and dramatic, by permitting his of sounds
music to expiess the emotional senti- "I transfer the results to paper, try it

inents of each dramatic situation, Belhm over on the piano and if I feel in it the
was unconsciously working in the direc- corresponding emotion, I consider myself
tion of a stionger union between music to have succeeded If I do not, then I

and text, theieby paving the way foi begin again
"

such future compose! s as Wagner him- pnncipai works by Vincenzo Belhm

M , ^"^ll rT I <\agnel
~ m

PEEA IS P ta
> LaSonnambula, I Pun-

Memoirs, will 1 foiget the impression tarn, Norma
which Bellini's operas made upon me at A V ^ -* T ^
a time when T was perfectly weaiy of ^out

Vmcen2 Bellm

the eteinally abstract complexity of oui c
el

,*S
ue

' f^\,n^U^1 W** and
i,, 11 i 1

itlnouette*
, Lloyd, William A Belhm

01 chestrations, and when a simple and M*** nr*, , / *? ,; 01 07/1 n u i

1 ! r j 1 , 1 r Monthly Musical Record 21 270 December 1,
noble song manifested itself as some- 1891, Music and Letter 749 January 1926]
thing new to me "

And, elsewhere, La Revue Musicale No 156 (Special issue)

Wagner wrote "People believe that I May 1935

hate all the Italian school of mu- Important recordings of music by
stc and specifically Belhm No, no, a Vincenzo Belhm
thousand times no' Belhm is one of SELECTIONS FROM; OPERA Columbia Belhm
my predilections, because his music is Centenary Albums, 2 vols, including principal

strongly felt and intimately bound up selections from Norma, I Pwitaw, La Son-

with the words
" nambula (COLUMBIA)

It is the inteiestmg opinion of Igoi

Miavmsky, distinguished modernist com- Sterndale Bennett 1816-187S
poser, that Belhm was not merely fai

ahead of his own time, but also so fai VVlLLIAM STERNDALE BEN-
in advance of our own, that it will yet

NET was born in Sheffield, Eng-
be many years before the music-world land, on April 13, 1816 In his fourth

will fully appreciate his genius
vear

>
^e lost his father who had been

Belhm has recorded for us his method organist of the pansh church and,

of walking "I study attentively the soon afterwards, his mother as well He
dispositions of the characters, the pas-

was
> therefore, adopted by his grand-

sions which sway them, and the senti- father, who was the first to recognize
ments which they expiess Possessed by the child's musical talent At five, Wil-

Ihe feelings of each of them, I imagine ham received his first piano instruction
,

myself for the moment to have become and two years later he was admitted as

the one who is speaking-, and I make an a chonster m the choir of King's College
effort to feel like him, and to express After studying music with local teach-

myself m his manner Knowing that eis, William Sterndale Bennett was en-

music lesults from the employment of rolled, m his tenth year, at the Royal
a variety of sounds, and that the passions Academy of Music in London Here he
of mankind manifest themselves by was considered an apathetic and dism-
means of utterance of diverse tones, I terested student, even though his play-
have reproduced the language of passion ing of the piano was unusually competent
in my art thru incessant observation His sincere love for music, however,

"Then, m the seclusion of my study, could not be questioned He would take
I begin to declaim the parts of the scores of Mozart's music to bed with
different characters in the drama with him, and would memouze the orchestra-

the utmost warmth, observing m the tion His spare hours belonged to corn-

meanwhile the inflexions of my voice, position During his student days at the

the degree of haste or languor in their Academy he composed his first syrn-

deliverythe accent, m shortand the phony, which was of sufficient merit to

tone of expression which nature gives to warrant publication, and in 1833 to

the man who is m the throes of emotion , attract the favorable attention of Felix

and I find m this way the musical rao- Mendelssohn
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STERNDAtE BENNETT

A small sum of money, inherited from
his mother, came clue al this time and
enabled him to realize a long-cherished

ambition* to go to Leipzig and meet
Mendelssohn personally He came to

this musical Mecca m 1836, Men
delssohn was so impressed with the

compositions that Bennett had brought
with him that he took the 3

7oimg student
under his wing He introduced him to

the foremost musicians in Leipzig, in

cluding Robert Schumann, and gave him
personal advice in his composition.

Bennett literally absorbed the musical
life in Leipzig, He studied with an

unparalleled assiduity, attended all the

concerts, and composed with a fertile

pen He would take daily walks with
Robert Schumann and Felix Mendelssohn
and discuss music with them tirelessly.
It is interesting to point out that Schu
mann soon became so attached to Ben
nett that he dedicated his famous Etudes
symphoniques to him

In Leipzig- it was that Bennett first

achieved fame, Thru Mendelssohn's in

fluence his Concerto for piano and or
chestra and the Naiades overture were
performed by the Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra, and were acclaimed. Robert
Schumann wrote about the young- com
poser in glowing terms iu his Zeitechrift
fwr Musik By his twenty-first birth

day, Bennett found himself a famous

composer, one of the most significant to

have conic from England

Upon returning to his native country,

Bennett earned his livelihood by playing

and teaching the piano His pen, how

ever, had lost none of its vnodueUve-

ness During the next few yuars, per

formances of his symphonic works were

frequent in London and Leipzig fa

1844, he married Mary Wood, the

daughter of a Navy Commander

Beginning wiili 1849, Sterndale di

verted his musical talents into channels

other than composition. In that year he

founded the Bach Society, whose first

president he became, this was largely in

strumental in acquainting Knglaud with

the thcil unknown music of J ohami

Sebastian Bach. In 1856, Hcnnett be

came the principal conductor of the

Royal Philharmonic Society, holding the

position with great honor for ten years.

In 1866, he was appointed director of

the Royal Academy of Music, the duties

of which he fulfilled with industry and

foresight until his death, By 1871, he

was accepted as the undisputed clean
^of

English music, in recognition of which

fact he was knighted by the King,
William Sternclalc Bennett died in

London on February 1, 1875, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey, not far

from the tomb of FTcmy Purccll.

William Stcrndale Bennett's son has

given us the following description of

his father, "His head, as Millais no

ticed, was certainly on a large scale in

relation to his whole figure, , . . His
hair was black, his eyes of a deep blue

color, but no florirlncss. He looked Irs

best in the height of summer. . , , His

large eyes often attracted attention bv
reason of the intense and prolonged
earnestness of their gaze.

11

"I was par
ticularly struck by the character and
refined beauty of his hands/' is an added
note of

Sir^
Charles Villicrs Stanford.

He was, in the words of Ferdinand

Hillcr, "extremely s
:

mple, unaffected,

open, honorable, good-tempered, cheer
ful and sociable/' He dressed in the

old style, with a dark coat, high collar

and Rowing tie, He rarely spoke about
music; a friend once said that it wan
possible to spend several days with him
without knowing that he was a musician

by profession. In politics he
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Liberal He had a comprehensive knowl

edge of English poetry He loved,
above all other things, long walks, good
humor and circus-shows

W H Haclow has pointed out the

amazing fact that Sterndale Bennett's

best composition was done before his

twenty-fifth bnthday His innumerable
activities in later life exacted a precious
toll from his creative efforts. In his

later works "there is something left of

the old skill, and all of the old sincerity,
but the freshness of inspiration is gone

1

it is tired work, 'numbers ratified' and
the 'golden cadence of poetry' is want

ing
"

However, .Bennett asM.tm.ed an im

portant position in English music. He
left an indelible impression upon the

history of music in his country "When
Bennett appeared on the scene" to

quote Sir Charles Vilhers Stanford
"chamber music of native origin had
been dormant for nearly a century
There had been no outstanding composer
of absolute music since Purcell It is

to Bennett's initiative that England owes
the awakening which since his day has

spread over the artistic life of the coun

try
"

Sterndale Bennett is, perhaps, most

impressive in his piano music "He was,
so to speak, a pianist by nature/

1

wrote
H Hcathcote Statham. "His numerous
compositions for his favorite instrument
have not that orchestral largness and
breadth of manner which belongs to the

p'anoforte compositions of Beethoven,
and to a lesser degree to those of Men
delssohn. But they are remarkable and
most interesting, in addition to their in

trinsic beauty, as specimens of composi
tion in which the capabilities of the in

strument are strictly consulted which
represent precisely what the pianoforte
can best do, and that only, and what no
other instrument can imitate. There is

not anywhere in art an instance of finer

perception of means to an end than is

furnished by the pianoforte works of

Bennett."

Principal works by William Sterndale
Bennett ;

ORCHESTRA : Four concertos for piano and
orchestra; The Nafodef] Th& Wood nymphs;
Paradus and the Peri; Symphony w G-mwor<

CHORAL The Woman of Samaria; Four
sacred duets, etc

Songs, \\orkb for the piano, etc

About William Sterndale Bennett:

Bennett, James Robert Sterndale The Life
of William Sterndale Bennett- Stanford,
Charles Vilhers Interludes, Statham, H
Heathcote My Thoughts On Music and Musi
cians

, Walker, Bettma My Musical Experi
ences
Musical Quarterly 2 628 October 1916, Mu

sical Times 57 233 May 1, 1916

Alban Berg 1885-1935

(See Composers of Today*)

Charles de Beriot 1802-1870

CHARLES AUGUSTE DE BfiRIOT
was born in Louvam, Belgium, on

February 20, 1802 His parents who
were of noble extraction died when
Charles was aged nine, leaving him com
pletely destitute He was adopted by
Monsieur Tiby, a professor of music,
who was attracted to the boy because of
his unaffected devotion for music It

was Monsieur Tiby who gave Charles
de Benot his first lessons on the violin

When de Beriot reached his nineteenth

birthday, he came to Pans with a letter

of introduction to Viotti, the great vio

linist, who at that time was director of
musk at the Opera Viotti heard de
Beriot play and praised his performance

CHARLES DE B&RIQT
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effusiveh Thiu Viotti's influence, de Pnncipal woiks by Charles de Ilenol

Beriot was enrolled as a student at the VIOLIN Ten concertos foi violin and

Pans Consttvatoij, where he became a 8t " J va""' Fort>
'nine

pupil of Baillot But de Beriot had uos
'
ca '

little patience with schools and school- About Charles de Beriot

book exercises, and before long he with-
Bachman^

Alberto %
drew from the Conservatoiy to study by

d Pj&*F^*
himself Vwlmuts of Today and Yesterday, Phipson,

He began his careei as a concert Thomas Lambc Biogiaphical Sketthci and

violinist In 1826, he performed with Anecdotes of Celebrated ViohnuH

the Royal Philharmonic of London, and

made such a vivid impiession that he Hector Berlioz 1803-1869
was urged to make an extensive tout

He travelled widely, and scored a gieat
"Berlio* a gemus *uhout

success wherever he went Finally, re- ,,Hc ^ ^^ without a

tinning to his native countiy, he was Without a successor, a moment of uiu

appointed solo violinist to the King of iace, of out history, of otu pocliy"

the Netherlands In 1830, the icvolu- -EDOUARII HIURUH

tion deprived him of this position TTECTOR LOUlb BIiKLlOZ was
He letmned to Pans wheie he became Al ^orn at La Cote-Sainle-Anche,

acquainted with Mme Mahbran, the Francej On December 11, 1803 MUMC
world-famous prima donna Their

played' a very negligible iole in the

friendship developed, and Mme Mali- Berlioz household the father, a country
bran uiged the violinist to accompany doctor, looked upon the miiMuil ail with
her on a concert-tour thru Italy In disdain As a result, Hector UerliOT",

1835, Mme Mahbran divorced her
though revealing imposing gifts in music,

American husband, a merchant Soon received little training
afterwards she was marned to Chailes jjis musical inquistlivcncss* atti acted
de Bcnot Their mainage was idyllic lhe notlce O f tilc ] cacie i of the village
but brief A few months aftei the orchesti a who was inveigled, by the boy,

wedding ceiemony, Mme Mahbian was mt giving him hapha/aul instruction

thrown off her horse Inteinal injuries upon the guitai and the piano Late

caused hei death In 1841, de Benot each night, young Berlioz would sit up
man led a second time Mile Huber, in bed and niemouze the harmcmy text-

daughtei of a Viennese magisliate books of Rameau, d'Alcmbcit and Catel

At the invitation of music-lovers of Jhis
was his only contact with music

Belgium, cle Benot went to Biussels to
Untl1 h

\
s amv

f
1 U1

, t

lan
fj

hc hac
^
caic

become the director of the violin classes ^ music greater than he quartets of

,,,.-. . ,, , , ,

*

Pleyel and orchesti al and vocal excel pis

*?
e
ic^

SeiV
^ I

He held this post o f Bo.eldieu and Martin..
U
o
n
nl,1 P l\ 7 y '

,, r 8
,
CyeSlg^ As a boy, Herho/ disclosed unusual

compelled h,m to withdraw from all
sensitlvity fc)r beaut fle wcml(1 Mt al

musical activity He died in the city of the Sldc of his father and U)gether they
his birth, on April 8, 1870 WOM read Horace and Virgil, whose

Charles de Beriot composed extensively noble metres held young Berlio? spell-
for the violin His works "have a cer- bound He was helplessly alti acted to

tarn easy, natural flow, and bring out the pageantry of religion, and it is said

the character istic effects of the mstru- tnat t'ie besmty of the Catholic service

menl in the most brilliant mannei "
notes

threw him into something resembling

Heniy C Lahee. While de BcYiot's
mystic raptures during his first corn-

works foi the violin aie pleasing melodi-
unl

.

n -

,_

He was similarly sensitive to

cally and technically adroit, they never J
6 "

^*
u
.^-.

A* the age of twelve

succeed in nn -,L^ oi * ! he was al ady m love with a grl SK
and onod tn il I ffnmty y^rs his senior, Kstelle Gautier. "Iand good-taste to genuine artistic im- had no idea what was the matter with
P ltance

me," Berlioz wrote in his Memoirs in
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HECTOR BERUOZ

later-life, "but I suffered acutely, and

spent my nights in sleepless anguish
In the daytime, I crept away like a

wounded bird and hid myself m the

maize fields and orchards I suffered

agonies when any man approached my
idol, and it makes me shudder even

now when I recall the ring of my uncle's

spurs as he danced with her/'

Father Berlioz was determined to have

his son follow in his footsteps, and care

fully planned a medical career for him

Hector, therefore, was sent to Pans to

be enrolled in medical school His first

contact with dissection disgusted him so

violently that he fled from school, swear

ing that he would never undertake medi

cine as a career His next decision came
soon afterwards to pursue the study of

music seriously. Entering the Conser

vatory, he became a pupil of Lesueur,
under whose technical guidance Berlioz

composed his first works. In 1825, a

Mow his first work to reach the public
was performed at the Saint Roch

Church, Lesueur was among the soli

tary few to recognize its independence
and talent, "You will not be a doctor or

a druggist/' he told the young composer,
"but a great composer. You have

genius. I say it, because it is true
"

Such happiness as Berlioz knew at

this first performance was soon enough

dispelled. Entering a cantata for the

Prix de Rome, he met his first acute

disappointment on learning that, far

from winning the award, it failed to

receive even honorary mention Shortly

thereafter, he was ordered home by his

father; father Berlioz would not tolerate

his son becoming a musician Disap
pointed in himself, and exhausted by
physical hardships, Berlioz decided to

yield to fate and to return to his father's

household
His stay there was brief Separa

tion from music proved so painful to

Berlioz that, for a while, he was obsessed
with stifling despondency and despair
In the face of such suffering, his father

could not persist m his stubbornness.
He decided that he would support his

son for a specified period in Paris

During that time, Berlioz would have
to prove definitely that he was uniquely
gifted as a musician, or return to medi
cal study.

In 1826, Berlioz was back in Pans,
once again a student at the Conservatory,
and pursuing music more devotedly than
before He spent his leisure hours com
mitting to memory voluminous orchestral

and operatic scores particularly those of

Gluck. But once again he was to know
unhappiness Having incurred numer
ous debts, he exhausted the patience of

his father who peremptorily discontinued

the allowance With starvation continu

ally at his elbow, Berlioz continued his

hard work with music. In 1828, he

again entered a composition for the Pnx
de Rome, and was greeted a second time

with failure. Two years later, he once

again competed for the much-desired

prize. But this time perseverance won
A cantata, La mart de Sardanapale, at

tracted the attention of the judges for its

originality and strength, and earned the

award for its composer.
It was during these early years m

Pans that Berlioz first met Henrietta

Srnithson. The English Shakespearean
actress and her company were perform

ing Hamlet in Paris, and Berlioz, who
was m the audience, fell in love with the

enchanting Ophelia He felt that he

would know neither peace nor rest until

he had met this actress personally and
had expressed his admiration to her. He
attempted to meet her, and to impress
her with his musical talent, but with

small success. He took lodgings oppo-
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site hei home, only to discovei that she wlmh \\ere so charged with originality

was soon leaving Pans Finally, he con- and daimg, had created a consideiable

fessecl his plight to his fnencl Hillei, amount of comment in music circles

\\lio in turn confided the story to his He was to make an even moie im-

sweetheait, Camille Moke Camille portant discovery in Pans Henrietta

Moke took it upon heiself to console the bmithson was there with a special Eng-
distressed Beilioz foi his unrequited love, hsh company Relentlessly, Beihoz set

and in consoling him, she learned that out to meet her, and then, when the

she herself was in love with the com- meeting was finally consummated, at-

poser, and that the composei geneiously tempted to convince the actiess that he

returned this affection In the heat of loved her The courtship between them
this affair, Hennetta Smithson was suf- was a stormy one Hemiclta was tem-

riuenlly forgotten for Beihoz to an- peramental and volatile, now canying
nounce his formal engagement to Camille Berlioz to extieme happiness by hei pio-
Moke fuse love, and now bringing him to

With the Pi ix de Rome in his posses- despair by indifference and apathy But

sion, Berlioz left for Rome to take up Rerho/ was indomitably insistent, and
his thiee yeai lesiclence at the Villa finally succeeded in getting Heniietta

Medici Rome pioved fai less attrac- Smithson's consent foi mairiagc
live m contact than it had appealed fiom But the tempest was yet to come, as

the glamoious distance of seveial hun- Berlioz soon reah/ecl His father, e\ncl

rlred miles, and Beihoz was not happy in Hennetta's family, objected violently to

the Italian capital He detested Italian a mamage such as this, and when Bci-
music and Italian perfoimances, and hoz made prepaiations for a civil wccl-

chafed under the rigorous loutme of ding, he was to see the man lagc contract

Conseivatoiy life thete It was while torn up by his father befoie his veiy
he was in such despondent mood that, eyes, at the notary's office To intensify
one day, he heard the news that his this situation, Henrietta suddenly lost

fiancee, Camille Moke, had suddenly financial independence, because the Kng-
marned another man He swoic ven- hsh company slipped into bankiuptcy,
geance foi such tieachery He planned and because she broke her leg on step-
to disguise himself as a lady's maid, to ping out of her cairiage, which accident
return to Pans and murder his tmfaith- icbulted in her permanent withdrawal
ful beloved To bring this plan into from the stage Berlioz, however, per-
leahzation, he bought a set of pistols as milted nothing to alter his plans. In
well as a complete digitise, began the October, 1833, they were nunied at the

journey to Pans, lost his disguise, bought Butish Embassy They weic miserably
a second one, and then by the time he poor, but as Berlioz wiote ho ttium-
i cached Genoa was so thrilled by the phanlly "she was mine, and F defied

beauty of the Italian scene and the gentle- the world '"

ness of Italian climate, and suddenly be- It is not surprising that their maniagc
came so terrified at the possibility of was not a happy one For a great pait
smothering a musical career that had of their lives Berlio7 and his wife lived

begun so auspiciously, that he decided to apart However, he remained devotee!
foi get his picaresque plan and letumed to Henrietta until the very end even
humbly to Rome During the months though with time, she developed into a
that followed, he enjoyed the happiest shrewish invalidoften working slav-

days of his life, tramping the slopes of ishly so that her every desire and whim
Roman hills, bathing m the ocean and might be satisfied HemieUa Herlio?
absorbing the beauty of Nature died on March 3, 1854,

In 1832 he returned to Pans, some- The years that followed Uerlloz's mar-
what impatient foi the active musical nage to Henrietta Smithson were difficult
life which Pans had to offer him, He ones, In addition to domestic problems,
discovered that his name was not tm- his enemieswho were numerous and
known m music circles

, that, as a matter powerful prevented him from procur-of fact his independent compositions ing remunerative teaching posts at the
(particularly his Symphony fantastique) Gymnase Musicale and at the CYmscrva-
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toi} For a long peiiod, Beilioz knew friends, and his son Louih, Berlioz \\as a
financial difficulties However, he would sick and lonely man
not permit discouragement and unhap- It was probably the chill} solitude of

pmess to smother his mspnation His his last years that tempted him, one day,
pen was even more active than it had to make a strange, romantic pilgrimage
been before, and duimg these years of to Geneva to see once again his first love

despondency he pioduced seveial of his Estelle Gautier whom he had adored
most famous woiks These included when he was twelve yeais old, and whom
Harold en Italic which had been com- he had not seen since He found be-
missioned by Paganmi who was seeking fore him a gentle, lovable, gray-haired
a large symphonic work featuring a viola lady and togethei they spent many
solo the Romeo et Juliette, the Requiem, pleasant houis in reminiscence
and his opera, Bcnvenuto Cclhni, the pre- By 1868, Berlioz's health was complete-
hide to the second act of which was in ly broken, one year later on March 9,
later yeais to become independently fain- 1869 he passed away at his home in

ous as the Roman Carnival overture Pans
This imposing pi oduchon bi ought His pall-bearers were the famous com-

Beihoz his fiist lecess fiom financial posers, Gounod and Ambroise Thomas
distress In 1838, the Symphonic fan- His bier was decorated with wreaths

tastique brought Beihoz a cash gift of sent from Italy, Hungary and Russia

20,000 francs Foi a long time, it was At the head of the funeral procession
believed that Paganmi was the donoi marched the band of the National Guaid
of this munificent sum, recent reseaich, which performed the funeral march

howevei, has disclosed the fact that the from Beihoz's Symphome funebre et

benefactor was Armand Bertmi, editor of tnomphale Berlioz was buried in the

the Journal dcs Dcbats and a gieat ad- cemetery of Monlmartre

mirer of Berlioz, who felt that the gift
Romam Holland has giaphically de-

would be moic impiessive if it was ex- scribed Berlioz in his Musicians of To-

tended by one great artist to another and, day "He was really very fair and had

therefore, urged Paganmi to present it blue eyes, and Joseph d'Ortigue tells us

Two years after this, Berlioz received they weie deep-set and piercing, though
another 10,000 francs for his Symphome sometimes clouded by melancholy and

funebre et tnomphale To this sum, the languor He had a broad forehead, fur-

In cnch government added 4,000 francs rowed with wrinkles by the time he was

for the Requiem thirty, and a thick mane of hair, or, as

These handsome gifts enabled Berlioz
,

E Legouve puts it, 'a large umbrella of

to R1ve up all hack woik and criticism
hair

> projecting like a movable awnrng

and, in 1843, to embark upon a tour of
ovei

fl

lhe beak f

f

a bl
^,

of ^^ Hl*

Geimany as a conductor of his own mouth was well cut, with lips compressed

works This tour was one of the crown- f<\
puckered at the corners m a seveie

ing tnumphs of Berlioz's career His
,

fo1
?'

an
f

his chin a
? Promnent. He

nPrfnrmnnVp<!WPrP<!ftpnlhminstirn]1vn.r- had a deeP V01Ce
'
but hlS sPeech was

peiformanctsweiesoenthusiasticanyac
fa j d f tremulous with emo-

clanned that Berlioz was tempted to 8;
,

,
, ^^ e,o *! <

, , , i ;ft , tion. he would speak passionately ot
make several more tours duimg he next

h mlerested hi and at times be ef-
fcw years which brought him to Eng- ^ Qften he was
land, Austria and Russia,

ungracious and leseived He was of
The last twenty years of Berhoz s life med1Um height, rather thin and angular

were depressing His best work had m figurCj and when seated seemed much
been done, and Berhoz knew that his

tallei than he really was He was very
creative powers had lost their one-time

restiesSj and inherited from his native

vigor and freshness Moreover, Berlioz
landj Dauphine, the mountaineer's pas-

knew additional marital problems, He sion for walkmg and climbing, and love

had married a second timea singer, O f a vagabond life, which remained with

Mile Recto, by name ;
and his second him nearly to his death He had an iron

marriage was hardly more fortunate than constitution, but he wiecked it by pnva-
the first Deprived by death of his best tion and excess, by his ^valks in the ram,
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and bv sleeping out-of-doors in all good iconoclast/' wrote Daniel Gregory

weather even when snow was on the Mason "He helped to break the bonds

Around
" of a narrow conservatism which was in

He was, by temperament, a true Ro- danger of confining all music to the forms

mantic He was impulsive, emotional, of the symphony and the sonata and to

hypersensitive, excitable and hot-headed the type of expiession perfected by the

''When I hear certain pieces of music/' classicists By his daring imagination

he confessed in his Memoirs, "my vital he abashed pedantry and opened up

forces at first seem doubled I feel a vistas of new possibilities And he was

delicious pleasure, m which reason has at least in one department, that of orches-

no part The emotion, increasing in pro- tration, a tnumphant mnovatoi
"

portion to the energy or the grandeur of It is quite tuie, as Aithui Heivey

the ideas of the composer, soon produces points out, that Berlioz "was nevei

a strange agitation m the circulation of gifted with a very rich vein of
melody

the blood, tears, which generally mdi- His themes are often poor and tnvial."

cate the end of the paroxysm, often in- But Berlioz more than compensated foi

dicate only a progressive state of it, this deficiency with an enormous gift at

leading to something still more intense instrumentation and a genius for rhyth-

In this case, I have a spasmodic con- rnic effects Certainly, as an orches-

traction of the muscles a trembling in trator he has few equals He had the

all my limbs, a complete torpoi of the ability to think orchestrally, to know

feet and the hands, a partial paralysis of intuitively how to combine the various

the nerves of sight and heart, I no instruments most effectively Often his

longer see, I scarcely hear
"

indefatigable search for new colois and

Berlioz had very little respect for timbres led him to introduce1 the most

convention, nor was he patient with so- unorthodox mstiuments into the orches-

cial formalities He frequently shocked tra, but frequently he emerged with new
his friends not only by his unorthodox qualities never be foie heaul in symphonic
behavior but by his irreverent speech music "He possessed/* to quote W. H,

As a Pux de Rome scholar, he frequently Hadow, "m a high degree every quality

astonished his acquaintances m Rome by which successful scoring implies, a com-

wandenng thru the streets with a guitar plete knowledge of the strength and

under his arm, singing popular songs at weakness of each instrument, great skill

the top of his voice Neither physical in treatment and combination, ready in

ner spiritual restraint were known to vention, and boundless audacity, Furth-

him. He was a man of great courage, er, he displays in this department of his

enormous self-confidence, and stinging art that sense of economy and reticence

intolerance which has been noticed as absent else-

As the man, so his music. In his where. He can be as light-handed as

works, Berlioz adopts the same uncon- Mozart, (witness the Invitation & la

ventional fjose that he assumed in every- valse, the opening of the Rak6cky march,

day life; in his composition, as in his the first number of the Tempest fantasy),

living, he was the enemy of formality and yet when the moment comes to be

and tradition, He was a prophet who vigorous and impressive there is no one

peered into the future, and
fearlessly

more strong to wield the thunderbolt or

walked towards it Beginning with his direct the whirlwind, Even the crude

early Symphonic fantastique, he was violence of his Brigand's Orgy or his

always the experimeutalist, always the Witches
1

Sabbath, becomes almost hu-
mnovator. Not merely did this Sym- manized when we observe the marvelous,

phony foreshadow for the first time the matchless skill with which its horrors

effective use of the leit-motif (later to are presented/*
be employed so effectively by Richard Although Berliox is best known by
Wagner\ but almost single-handed it those work$ by which he is represented
launched music towards a new direction on sytophoiiy^rogr<m$ the Symphonic

that of 'program music', of which fantastiHe and the Reman
Franz Liszt and Richard Strauss were to overture* critics are generally agreed
be the principal exponents "He was a that his greatness is most dearly mani-
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test in such works as the Requiem, the

Romeo et Juliette and Benvcnuto Cellim
"
Berlioz has now an eye for something

more in life than his own unshorn locks

and his sultry amours," wrote Ernest

Newman, in contemplating these three

works. "He no longer thinks himself

the centre of the universe, he no longer
believes in the Berhozcentric theory, and
does not write with one eye on the mirror

half the time. In place of all this we
have a Berlioz who has sunk his aggres
sive subjectivity and learned to regard
life objectively His spirit touched to

finer issues, he sings, not Berlioz, but

humanity as a whole He is now what

every great artist is instinctively a

philosopher as well as a singer, by the

Requiem he earns his right to stand

among the serious, brooding spirits of

the earth. So again in the final scene

of Romeo et Juliette, where he rises to

loftier heights than he could ever have

attained while in the throes of egoistic
"Romanticism."

Principal works by Hector Berlioz .

ORCHESTRA; Symphonie fantastique ; Roman
Carnival overture] Symphonie fundbre et

trwinphalc ,
Harold en Itahe\ Romeo et

Juliette (with chorus) ;
Corsair overture

OPEUA , Benvenuto Cellini, Beatrice et

Benedict, Les Troyens ,
La Damnation de

Faust

CORAL; Requiem, Tristia, Te Dcum', L'En-

fatice du Christ
\ Ulmpcriale ; UApothcose

Songs, arrangements, etc,

About Hector Berlioz .

Berlioz, Hector, Memoirs; Hadow, W H
Studies in Modern Music; Newman, Ernest
Musical Studies-, Holland, Romam Musi
cians of Today; Tiersot, Julien Berho&,

Important recordings of music by
Hector Berlioz,

ORCHESTRA- Symphonie fantastique

(VtCTOR-Monteux) ;
Roman Carnival overture

( GoLUMiUA-Harty) ;
Rom$Q ek Juliette, selec

tions from Part II and Part IV (COLUMBIA-
Harty) ;

Corsair overture (CotUMBiA-Harty) ;

Bemvmta Cellini overture (VrctOR-Monteux),

OPERA; La Damnation de Faust, slightly

abridged (GaAMOPHONE-Coppola).

Heinrich von Biber 1644-1704

IJKTNRICH IGNAZ FRANZ VON"
BTBER, one of the earliest of Ger

man instrumental composers, was born

in Wartenbtlrg, Bohemia, on August 12,

HEINRICH VON BIBER

1644 His father was a forester He
began the study of music at an early age,

specializing m the playing of the violin,

In 1670, he was appointed violinist

in the Arch-Episcopal chapel of

Kremsier Soon afterwards he was
called to Salzburg by the Archbishop,
and here he remained the major portion
of his life In 1679 he became vice-

chapel-master, and six years later he rose

to the rank of chapel-master.
Heinrich von Biber occupied a pre

eminent position among the violin

virtuosi of his day, and in his travels

thru Italy, France and particularly Ger

many, he created a profound impression

Emperor Leopold frequently awarded
him generous gifts for his performances,
and m 1681 elevated him to nobility

Heinrich von Biber died in Salzburg
on May 3, 1704

His principal importance in the history
of music rests with his sonatas for violin

and figured bass, m which he proved
to be one of the important pioneers to

lay the foundations for true sonata form.

Here, his influence xtpon Mozart was
known to have been far-reaching,

"His work brought native art to

respect/' wrote Guido Acller
;

"and

encouraged the deserved estimation, even

the wonder, of his contemporaries, He
was the first German violin composer
who could enter into direct competition
with those rulers and followers of the
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Italian and French tonal art His As a profession, he chose tannery,

mastery over his art bespeaks the but he would devote his entire time to

existence and influence of his German marking the walls, and even die hides

heritage" f his tannery with pieces of musical

Heinnch von Biber, we learn from composition In
^78

^
t^d

to

Constantm Schneider, has likewise been music more actively by teachng the

an important influence in the develop-
choir boys in Brattle Street Church m

ment of German opera, by virtue of his Boston "He had a rasping voice which

"dramma-musicale," Chi la dura la vmce refused to blend with any other m the

"Only the pliable circumstance that all choir/' we learn from George Uplon.

other opera works of the period have "It was a so so stentorian that the sing-

disappeared, has made it itnpossible to ers could barely hear their own voices

recognize his importance m this field But this did not prevent them from

until now But this isolated and pre- singing with enthusiastic effort

served witness of a vanished world This was the beginning of his asso-

proves that Biber's creation was equally
ciation with church choirs tor the

important m all musical fields As a remainder of his life he was intimately

matter of fact, this work is even more connected with church music, both as a

illuminating than his instrumental music choirmaster and as a composer, and he

in showing us the . unknown paths
earned the title of

^
leather of the Amert-

that this sometimes perplexed but always can Church Choir.

sincere artist traveled upon" I*
1/6*. f

Billings married Maiy
_ , 1 i_ TT i Leonard, and ten years later he was
Principal works by Hemnch von mamed a second time, to Lucy Swan

Biber He had six children, five of whom
INSTRUMENTAL Six sonatas for violin and were boys> jje ^ed in indigent circum-

ftgure bass, Twelve sonatas in tour and five
qfa rM L ft^i.^ nn Sentember 26 1800

parts, Seven partitas for three instruments,
stances in Boston on

^eptemDer ^o,
ittuu.

etc A contemporary of Billings, William

CHORAI Vesperae longiores ac brevwres Bentley, wrote in his diary about the

OPERA Chv la dura la vwce, Alexandra w personality of the composer "He was
Pietra, L'ossequto dt Safaburgo a singular man of moderate size, short

About Heinnch von Biber of one leg, with one eye, without any
Dtender der Totifcwrf m difcrwdk, address, and with an enormous negh-

vol 11, Schneider, Constantm, Gescfachte der gence of person* Still, he spake and
Mustk tw Salzburg von der attesten Ze%t but sang and thought as a man above the
zur Gegenuart common abilities

"

*rchlv der MwikwMfnfchaft 3 20 Apnl William Billings was a very intimate

friend of Samuel Adams, the statesman,
with whom he frequently sang duets for

William Billings 1746*1800 diversion.

WWTTTTTATUT TXTrc u '*u Billings' compositions are principally

VY LLLIA.NL iJii.i,iJNub snares with for voicej attd enjoyed in their day great
Francis Hopkinson the distinction

popularity. We are informed by the
of being chronologically the first Amen- Musical Reporter that, for many years,
can composer

"
no other music . , , was heard thruout

He was born m Boston on October 7, New England. Many of the New
1746. Nature had handicapped him England soldiers who, during the Revo-

severely He was born blind in one eye, lutsonary war, were encamped m the

one of his arms was withered, his legs southern states, had his popular tunes
were of uneven length and his voice by heart, and frequently amused thera-

was rasping. But he came to the world selves by aiagmg them in camp to the

with an instinctive love for music, to delight of ajl who ik$trd them."
which he turned during bs earliest years, I his church compositions, Billings
As a boy, he taugty himself the nidi-

flseems to feavs been foad of rhythmic
ments of the art by memorizing Tansw's melody and a metodk bass/* comments
Musical Gr<mmw. This was virtually laws Goldberg. "Oltett he had bis

1"~
his entire musical education, run parallel to the melody id third*
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sixths, in a manner that is still current

among such of the clergy as feel impelled
to sing impromptu harmonies to a

hymn . He made his music live in

a day when, utterly out of touch with
the wonders that were happening in

Europe, it threatened to become a series

of undifferentiated dirges He woke up
his native Boston

,
he flooded the church

with a little fresh air and a tonic sun

light. He enriched the music of his

country with something of the energy
that thrilled in his own misshapen body
and cantankerous soul The fellow was,
in his generation, alive

"

Principal works by William Billings
VOCAL The Nciv England psalm singer \

The Singing master's assistant, Music in

miniature
, Psalm singer's amusement, Suffolk

harmony, Continental harmony

About Wiliam Billings:

Howard, John Tasker Our American
Music; Metcalf, Frank J American Writers
and Compilers of Sacred Music, Upton,
George, Musical Past elf

American Mcnury 14 68 May 1928

Georges Bizet 1838-1875

/^*EORGES BIZET was born in Pans
^* on October 25, 1838, as Alexandre
Cesar Leopold Bizet. His father was a

teacher of singing; his mother, an even
more sensitive musician, was the sister of

a world-famous singer. Thus, as a child,

Georges Bizet moved in a musical en

vironment, and acquired a great love for

the art at an early age. By the time he
reached his tenth birthday, it had been

definitely decided by his parents to train

him as a professional musician. He be

came a student at the Paris Conserva

tory where he remained for nine years,
and in 1857 he won the much-coveted
Prix de Rome award.
The three years spent at the Villa

Medici were, in many respects, the hap
piest in Bizet's life. He was enraptured
by the splendors of Rome, and he was
surrounded by a musical environment
which enabled him to work with fecund

ity and enthusiasm, His musical de

velopment was so marked during this

Italian sojourn that when he returned to

Paris he was already the self-assured

musician, In his valise he. carried tfc

manuscripts of a descriptive symphony

with chorus, Vasco di Gama, and an

opera-comique, La Gitda de I'Emir
Neither of these works were of out

standing artistic importance, but they
disclosed the fact that their composer
was rapidly acquiring maturity.

Bizet was twenty-five when his first

significant work reached public attention
On September 29, 1863, the Theatre

Lynque introduced Les Pecheurs de

perles, a work whose distinction, in its

best pages, is generally recognized today
"The Oriental coloring so vividly im

parted to the music/
3

writes Arthur

Hervey, "constitutes an undeniable
charm The languidly enervating melo

dies, full of luscious sweetness, are redo
lent of Eastern climes. The score is

imbued with poetical sentiment, besides

which it reveals a strong dramatic tem

perament
"

Les Pecheurs de pcrles was not suc

cessful, and there followed many years
o

j

f struggle and disappointment for Bizet.

On December 26, 1867, he brought his

La folie file de Perth to the public, and
five years after that Djamileh, but neither

work succeeded in lifting the composer
from the abyss of obscurity and neglect
On June 9, 1869, Georges Bizet was

married to Genevieve Halevy, the

daughter of his teacher at the Conser

vatory, and their marriage was one of

the few sources of happiness to the com

poser during his life,

GEORGES BIZET
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In June of 1872, Georges Bizet wrote in his biography of Bizet "It is unique

to a friend that "I am asked to write m the realm of opera, there is no work

three acts for the Opera Comique Meil- quite like it It is unique also in that it

hac and Halevy will do the piece It stands head and shoulders above any-

will be bright, but of a brightness that thing else Bizet has produced I place

allows style
" A story by Prosper Carmen high by icasoii of the quality of

Menmee was selected as the subject, and its inspiration, the attraction of its

its lambent Spanish theme inspired Bizet themes, the handling of its ideas, and

to compose his masterpiece On March the musicianship displayed thruout

3, 1875, Carmen was given its first per- There is characterization, too, skilfully

formance at the Opera Comique devised"

Sentimentalists would have us believe Upon one point theie has risen con-

that the first performance of Carmen troversy in connection with Carmen

was a complete failure This is not namely, its Spanish idiom Spanish mu-

warranted by historical fact The audi- sicians Joaqum Turma, for example

ence was appreciative at the first per- cannot accept it because they regai d the

formance, and the critics, if not as score as pseudo-Spanish music How-
enthusiastic as the work deserved, were ever, Bizet had no intention of composing

by no means apathetic "Monsieur essentially Spanish music for Carmen

Bizet is a past master in orchestration, True, he utilized Spanish folk-material

and no one knows better the secret of and Spanish rhythms, but only discreetly

fine harmony and suitable scoring/' and to give a more authentic flavor and

wrote Ernest Reyer in Le Journal des color to the opeia It is merely m mood

Debats "The work is one of those and atmosphere that Bizet attempted to

which rebound to the credit of a niu- imitate the Spanish; in style of composi-

sician," was the verdict of Le Courier tion he remained himself thruout

de Pans The opera enjoyed thirty- French to the core.

seven performances a respectable fig- Altho the initial performance of

ure However, it would be exaggerated Carmen was by no means a complete
enthusiasm to call Carmen's entrance into failure, its reception was a source of

the operatic world a triumphant one disappointment and grief to the corn-

It was not until its second debut in poser, A short period after the final

Pans, on April 21, 1883, that the full performance, he decided, to escape from

greatness of Carmen became apparent the scene of his disappointment, and to

Introduced once more to a masterpiece, retire to his country home at Bougival,
Pans now took it to its bosom, acclaim- During his first day in the country, he

ing it with cheers. From that time on, passed the time in quiet enjoyment. That
Carmen conquered the music-world In night, however, he suddenly , suffered

1878, it was performed in Marseilles, suffocation The doctor who was sum-

Lyon, Bordeaux, Leningrad, Naples, moned prescribed long rest. The follow-

Florence, Ghent, Hanover and Mayence, ing morning an even more severe attack

Nietzsche heard Carmen twenty times kept Bizet in bed. On the night of June
and considered it an incomparable 3, 187S, Georges Bizet passed away* He
masterpiece Tschaikovsky, who be- died without seeing his beloved opera
came acquainted with the work-in 1880, accepted the world over as a master-

prophesied that in ten years Carmen piece.
would be the most popular opera in the The funeral took place on the 5th of

world By the end of the century, there June at the church of the Trinity in

was hardly an opera house that did not Paris. Bizet was buried in Pire La-
feature this popular work. chaise.

Contemporary criticism is of the ofin- Georges Bizet's appearance was im-
ton that in its atmospheric color, in its

preasive.
He had a shock of curly black

orchestration, in its full-blooded tnetody hair, * majestic b$ard> a square jaw and
and in its harmonic ingenuity and dra- alert and gterkHn? eyes, Hi personal-
matic intensity Carmen is among the ity was, aeFrederkrk wiecks pointed out,

great operas of the world "Corwn is
4<

*ijape ^J straight forward. You
unique in two senses/' wrote D.C Parker, cottftl aot isaeet * fctakucher frkttfl or a
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more honest enemy Naturally and

fundamentally gay and good-natured, he
was easily roused But along with these
traits there seems to have been also, at

least early in life, some phlegm and a

good deal of love of ease about him In

short, his was a good-hearted and hot
headed character

''

His greatest enjoyment was in taking

long walks in the country. He rarely
went to the opera, and when he did it

was only because the music of Mozart
and Rossini his two idols was being

performed He was supremely sensitive

to criticism In regard to women, he

was surprisingly indifferent
t{

l would

readily risk my life for a friend," he

once wrote to his mother, several years
before his marriage, "but should con

sider myself an idiot if I lost a hair of

my head on account of a woman."
He worked best at night, and once

having begun work he would continue

uninterruptedly until dawn He con

ceived all of his works clearly in his mind
before attempting to transfer them on

paper.

It is not generally known that Bizet

composed a talented Symphony This

work, in the key of C major, was re

cently resurrected in London by Sir

Hamilton Harty at a concert of the

London Symphony Orchestra, A critic

in the Morning Daily Telegraph of Lon
don wrote as follows about this work*
'The first movement has no suggestion
of the epic style It might have been

written by one who had never heard of

Beethoven The second movement opens
in the style of a serenade, Then the

music grows in intensity, glowing with

the warmth that makes the Flower Song
in Carmen one of the greatest of all

love songs, The scherzo, of a Schu-

bertian cut, and the finale, with a
^'per-

petuum mobile* figure for the first violin,

command respect."

Principal works by Georges Bizet:

OPERA: Les Pechews de perhs; La JoUe

filk de Perth', Djamileh\ Carmen.

ORCHESTRA: Symphony in C-majori Over-

lure to Sardou's Patrie; Incidental music to

Daudet'a L'ArUskm] Petite suite,

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc,

About Georges Bizet;

Delmas, Marc, Georges Bwrt Gallet Louis.

Notes d
f

un Librettifte\ Parker, D, C, Georges

JOHN BLOW

Bizet* His Life and Works, Weissman
Adolph Bizet

Important recordings of music by
Georges Bizet

OPERA- Carmen, complete (COLUMBIA-
Opera Conuque)
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA: Lcs Phheurs de

p erics, "Au fond du temple saint" ( VICTOR) ;

"Je crois entendre encore ( VICTOR-Gigh) ,
"De

mon amie, fleur endormie" (COLUMBIA)
ORCHESTRA Overture to Sardou's Paine

(GRAMOPHONE-Sargent) ,
Incidental music to

Uaudet's UArUsienne, Suite 1 (VicroR-
Stokowski), Suite 2 (PoLYDOR-Schreker) ;

Petite suite (VICTOR)

John Blow 1648-1708

"One o the greatest masters in the

world" HENRY PURCELL

JOHN BLOW, one of England's^
great composers for the church, is

believed to have been born in North

Collingham, either in 1648 or 1649.

Possessing a very striking voice as a

child, he was made a member of the

first Chapel organized by Captain Cooke
in 1660 An amusing comment in the

diary of Samuel Pepys is believed to

refer to Master Blow, chorister, Under
the date of August 21, 1667, Pepys
wrote: 'This morning came two of

Capt. Cooke's boys, whose voices are

broke, and are gone from the chapel,

but have extraordinary skill; and they
and my boy, with broken voice, did
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sing three parts ,
their names were Blaew "Granting his limitations;-' wrote

Ocf) and Loggms; but notwithstand- Heathcote D Statham, he is far from

ing their skill, yet to hear them sing with being a small figure There is breadth

their broken voices, which they could dignity and sincerity about the best of

not command to keep in tune, would his Church music which will ensure its

make a man mad so bad it was
"

being sung as long as Church music is

In 1669, Blow was appointed organist sung at all And it is beautifully smg-

of Westminster Abbey, and, in 1674, he able, m the flowing grace of his mtei-

was sworn in as Gentleman of the weaving melodies, he can meet and

Chapel Royal His popularity as a com- sometimes beat Elizabethans on their

poser and organist grew rapidly from own ground Above all, he was an ex-

this time on, and he was granted leases penmenter He combines the char-

on property as a mark of royal favor actenstics of a Church musician

Much of Blow's life is veiled in with a gay bravado which compels him

obscurity. It is believed that, in 1676, he to 'throw his notes about at random ' "

succeeded Christopher Gibbons as one
Principal works by John Blow

of the organists of the Chapel Royal, VQCAL AnthemS| Services, Hymns, etc

but definite proof does not exist It is Suites for harpsichord,

also believed that he was compelled to
Abollt john B]ow

resign his position*^* <Wert-
B Wilham A ,exander /|ffc

minster Abbey, in 1679, to make room church Composers, Bridge, Frederick
for his pupil, Put-cell, at any rate, on Twelve Good Musicians, Fuller-Maitland,

Purcell's death, Blow was reappomted J A The Contemporaries of Purcell, vol 1 ,

organist and maintained this position Pujw, Jeffrey A Biographical Dictionary of
^ 1 ii_ j r t* 1 r& Old English Music

until the end of his life Musical Times 43 81 February 1902, 67 987
It is known that Blow was held in high November 1926

esteem by the royalty of England When
James II ascended the throne, he ap- % t _
pointed Blow a member of the royal Liugi Boccherim 1743-1805

band, and court composer In 1692 mGI BOCCHERINI was born ln
he rose to the rank of master of royal

poed wuh to d produced a, %
imposing number of anthems and g^^^ to the Archbishop,
S

John Blow died at his home in West- Bocchenm proved to be an adept pupil,

minster on October 1, 1708, and was and 75 he was sent to Rome to
, , f

buried near his pupil, Purcell, in West- Perfect hls technique under expert in-

minster Abbey The inscription on his
stnjctlon

monument reads m part, "His own He returned to his native
city

a pro-

musical compositions, especially his fessionat musician, and he joined the

church rnusick, are a far nobler menu- town theatre orchestra as violoncellist.

ment to his memory than any other that At the same time, he introduced himself

can be raised for him '* to his fellow citizens as a composer by

"Eliminating his pupil, Henry Pur- giving a special concertwith the

cell/' comments Jeffrey Pulver, "John cooperation o f Filippo Manfredi, violinist

Blow is certainly the most considerable devoted entirety to his sonatas, The
musician of the period, and he has left success of this concert was so great that

a large quantity of music marked by the two artists decided to tour the

real nobility, depth of feeltog and principal cities of France, Their recep-

smcerity,"
tion everywhere surpassed their wildest

His music was generally marked by eocpectaticai, including Paris, which they
its harmonic daring which startled even *cfeed in 1/68.

so discerning a musicologist as diaries The fame of the two artist* had be-

Burney its complete independence of oome so considerable that the Ambass-
form, and its melodic vitality, d<Jor of Sjiub in Paris invited them
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to come to Madrid They were dis

appointed by their Spanish tour because
their reception was not half so cordial as

they had anticipated, and royal patron
age which had been promised them
was not forthcoming For Bocchermi,
however, there were consolations The
Prussian Emperor was impressed with
his abilities both as virtuoso and as

composer, and engaged him as a

chamber-composer at a generous annual

salary For several years, Bocchermi
held this position, enjoying during this

period comfort and high esteem With
the death of his royal benefactor, how
ever, Bocchermi was compelled to seek

employment elsewhere, and he decided to

return to Spam.
For a long period he lived in Madrid,

in obscurity and want, He occupied,

together with his family, a dreary back
room where his only escape from squalor
and darkness was in the production of

music He had few friends, and ill-

health having necessitated his complete
retirement from violoncello playing he
was removed from public notice For a

brief span he knew some recess from

poverty when Lucien Buonaparte, am
bassador of the French republic at

Madrid, an admirer of Bocchenni's mu
sic, commissioned him to compose some
chamber-music However, this was only
a fleeting respite from want. The last

years of Boccherini's life were spent in

appalling poverty, which he tried to al

leviate by doing hack-work principally

arrangements of his own works for the

guitar at the request of some rich

patrons. His misery was further height
ened by the death of two sons,

Luigi Boccherini died in Madrid on

May 28, 1805, and his death passed

virtually unnoticed.

While few of Boccherini's composi
tions are performed in our day (one

excepts, of course, the world-famous

Minuet) ,
his name is prominent in

musical development He definitely

established the string-quartet form, HI

which he composed more than a hundred
works. If he did not possess the strength
and character of Haydn (Giuseppe

Puppo, the violinist, pointedly referred

to Bocchermi as "Haydn's wife"), he

possessed melodic invention and a charm-

LUIGI BOCCHERINI

mg poise to almost as great a degree as
his celebrated contemporary

Francois Joseph Fetis, the distin

guished musicologist of Bocchenni's

time, was one of the few of his age to

recognize Boccherini's distinction

"Rarely has a composer had the merit
of originality, to a greater degree than
Boccherini. His ideas are always
original, and his works are so remark
able that one would be tempted
to believe that he has never known any
other music but his own . . His

harmony is rich in effects His

adagios and his minuets are always
delicious. . With a merit so remark

able, it is strange that Bocchermi should
not be better known today in France/'

Passing to the judgment of a present-

day critic, we learn from R Soden-
heimer that Boccherini is "the first great

perfecter in modern music. Everything
for which his predecessors worked, sing
ly and laboriously, was garnered and ab
sorbed by him, Sammartmi's beginning,
Stamitz's radicalism, Pugnam's tentative

efforts and Beck's inspiration all these

had their experimental value for Boc
cherini, and the achievements of all these

hot-bloods of the new art are at last

justified and brought to fulfillment In
his hands, the new style yields up its

most secret properties and possibilities,
. . , In Boccherini . . , a sensitive and
exuberant spirit is seen inhabiting, as it
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were, a tropical world Of this spirit,

subtle melodies are first conceived. Boc-

chermi then concentrates on the indepen
dent leading of the parts (based on a

plurality of motifs) achieving at times

truly plastic effects, which belong rather

to the romantic epoch than to the severe

linear art of the classics . What
constitutes an epoch-making character

istic of Bocchenm's work is the skilful

manner in which he continues to vary
his forms of expression within the

sma'lest framework . . In this respect
none of Bocchermi's contemporaries can

compare with him "

The world-famous Bocchenni Minuet

appears in the String quintet in E major,

Opus 13 no. 5.

Principal works by Luigi Bocchenni,

ORCHESTRA Suite; Twenty symphonies;
Eight concertante

;
Four concertos for violon

cello and orchestra

CHORAL Stabat Mater, Mass', Christmas

cantata^ etc

CHAMBER Music 102 string quartets;

Eighteen quintets for flute, oboe, two violins,

viola and violoncello
;
Twelve piano quintets ;

Sixteen sextets; Two octets, Forty-eight tuos,
etc

About Luigi Boccherini

Cotvbett, W, W. Cyclopedic Survey of Cham
ber Music, Meugy, A. La Pocste de la

Musiquc

Important recordings of music by
Luigi Boccherini

CHAMBER Music Minuet, arranged for

chamber orchestra (VicroR-Stokowski) ,

Sonata in A-Major, for violoncello and piano,

"Adagio" and "Allegro" ( VICTOR- Casals)

Fran9ois Boieldieu 1775-1834

ADRIEN BOIELDIEU,
a member of that celebrated trium

virate of composers of optra-comique
which included Adam and Auber, was
born in Rouen on December 16, 1775,

His father, secretary to the Archbishop,
placed Francois in the choir school which
was a part of the Rouen Cathedral.

Here, as a boy, Boieldieu heard a per
formance of Gretry's Barbe-bleu, wnich
made so vivid an impression upon him
that, from that moment, he knew he
would become a composer,

Domestic troubles drove Francois
Boieldieu from his father's home; and

FRANCOIS BOIELNI EU

the household of Monsieur Brochc, or

ganist of the Cathedral, accepted him
The home of Monsieur Broche was

hardly a happy asylum for young
Boieldieu

,
Monsieur Brochc was an in

veterate drunkard and, at regular inter

vals, he abused the boy. From such

unpleasant surroundings, Boieldieu found

escape in his music He composed sev

eral songs which found such favor in

[he eyes of his fellow townspeople that,
in 1793, he was commissioned by them
to compose a special Hymn to Reason, in

honor of the revolutionary Fetes in Paris,

Simultaneously came his first assay in

operatic form La Fillc coupaUe.
In his twentieth year, Boieldieu es

caped from Rouen; Paris, the musical
Mecca of France, was his destination,
He traveled a portion of the way by cart,

some of the way by foot, spending nights
either in shepherds' huts or in the field.

He reached Paris, finally, with eighteen
francs in his pocket, unknown and home
less, but with high hopes for the future,

He discovered with discouraging
promptness that Paris could be merciless

ly ^callous
to strangers. For a long-

period, starvation and cold crushed him
physically and spiritually. He did not
eat for several consecutive days at a

time, and, at one period he thought seri

ously of drowning himself as the only
possible escape from the gruesome
hunger he was experiencing. At the
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dramatic eleventh hour, a messengei followed by misery In 1830, the fall

from home brought him some money of the French king deprived Boieldieu oi
For a while, he earned a pitiable m- his pension, and soon afterwards ill

come by tuning pianos and singing his health compelled the composer to give
own songs at receptions It was not up his teaching position at the Conset-
until he met such musicians as Cheru- vatory For a short period, Boieldieu
bmi, Mehul and Grctry that his fate took again knew want and suffeimg, finally,
a turn foi the better Cherubim was al- the government remembering his one-
most immediately imptessed with Boiel- time achievements came to his rescue
dieu's talent, accepted him as a pupil with an annual grant of 3000 francs

and, when he felt that Boieldieu had The end of Boieldieu's life found him
mastered his lessons, offered him a pro- m complete ictirement from musical ac-

fessorship at the Conservatory tivity He had completely lost his voice,
Fiona that moment on, success smiled as a result of laryngeal consumption, and

bioadly at him In 1800, his opera, secluded himself m a small house neai
Zoraimc et Ziilnare was presented in the ruined abbey of Jarcey, wheie he
Pans with such acclaim that Boieldieu found some diversion in gaidening and
engaged himself upon the composition of painting He died on the eighth of Octo-
mote opeias with lenewed enthusiasm ber of 1834, Cherubim's Requiem ac-

The end of the yeai saw the peitoimance compamed his body to Pere Lachaise
of the Cahfh of Bagdad, a sensational Boieldieu was a man of considerable
success which leahzed seven hundied peisonal chaim as well as attractive ap-
pei formances There followed Ma tante pearance His facile tongue and pointed
Aurora which, though much slighter in wit were as famous in Pans as his melo-
texture and content than its important dies He was a man of extieme gener-
predecessor, was no less successful osity, and his purse was cont nually at

Boieldieu was now a famous composer, the seivice of friends and acquaintances
one of the most famous m Pans He was a very industrious worker,

In 1802, Boieldieu entered upon an ill- but composition came easily to him and
fated marnage with Mile Clotilde, of he woiked with amazing rapidity It

questionable background and reputation was Cherubim who complained that

Their union was sound fiom the first Boieldieu too often touched the super-

and, lo escape fiom it, Boieldieu ac- final m his composit on only because he

ccptcd an invitation to visit Russia in worked with such facility

1803 Here he was received with high Superficial Boield.eu most certainly
honors The Tsar appointed him chapel was

, however, his importance in his own
master, and the leading opeia houses realm that of the opera-comique
offered him a contract to compose three should not be minimized No less a mu-
new opeias each yeai When Boieldieu sician than Robert Schumann considered

finally left Russia, he was laden with one of Boieldieu's opeias, Jean de Pans,
numerous gifts sent to him by the no- "one of the first three opera-comiques of

bihty the world, placed together with Mozait's

In 1817, Boieldieu succeeded Mehul as Figaro and Rossini's Barber
"

Gifted

a member of the Inslitut But his mea- with a fresh melodic vein, a supple and
sure of success had not, as yet, reached fluid style, and a charming grace, his mu-
its summit Eight years later, he pro- sic was uniquely suited for the lequire-
ducecl La Dame blanche generally ic- ments of opera-comque
cognized as his masterpiece La Dame "His speech is supple, elegant, well-

blanche achieved the magnificent total ordeied," is the uitical comment of

of 1500 performances, and eained for Arthur Pougn, "and the grace of his

its composer a handsome government language, its clanty, and the amiable

pension. spirit with which it is endowed are con-

With La Dame blanche Boieldieu slantly of a nature to satisfy the listener

seemed to have exhausted himself arhs- and to pi ocure for him delicate and evei

tically There followed one failure after renewed pleasure No great force, no

another, and it was not long befo:e the audacious strains , no sublime flashes

giandiose success of former years was of light arouse Our enthusiasm, but an
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abundant and varied inspiration, an im- Arngo, therefore, that the mother

agination that is always fertile, a truly lavished her hopes and dreams

poetic sentiment, a unity and perfection After completely severing relationship

of style The qualities of Boieldieu with her vagrant husband, Arngo's
were melodic richness, the excellence mother bi ought him to Milan for the

and solidity of his plan, a warm instru- purpose of entering him in the Conserva-

mentation that was brilliant and colorful, tory, and, at the price of enormous

possessing charm and taste and distmc- personal sacrifice, made it possible foi

tion From the dramatic point of him to begin a serious study of music

view, we have tenderness and grace, on Arngo, at first, was not a distinguished

the one hand, and, on the other, a rare scholar, and it is more than likely that

comic sentiment and profound intelh- he would have been dismissed from the

gence of the resources and needs of the Conservatory were it not for the fact

theatre
" that the officials were familiar with his

-
i u T? ~ -D &i mother's trying circumstances How-

Principal works by Francois Boiel- ^ a ^^ ,ove fof imgic

.. developed, he began to apply himself to
OPERA The Cahph of Sw^** **

his studies with greater assiduity , before
Zulnare . Ma tante Awore , La Dame invisible , , .

1

b 1.11.
Rum de trap, Jean de Pans, La Dame his school career came to a close he

blanche, Les Deux nwts , Marguerite, etc was recognized as one of the best pupils
Sonatas for piano, Senates for violin and m the Conservatory

piano, Duos Trio Romances, Concerto for
jn 186Q hlg cantata /; 5 gwgno, was

piano, Concerto for harp, etc

presented at the Conservatory with
About Francois Boieldieu

success, and the following year, in

Hargrave, Mary Earlier French
Afttjjciawj, collaboration with Franco Faceio, he pro-

Lassus, Lucien Auge de BotfUwu, Pougm, duced Le sordk d>ftaha a work of such
Arthur BoitUm

^ merft ^ ^ Itahan government gaye
Important recordings of music by both composers a traveling scholaiship.

Francois Boieldieu Their travels brought them to Pans
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA The Cahph of where they were influenced by the ideo-

Bagdad> "Overture' (COLUMBIA) La Dame
}o-v f Victor Huso Rerlioz and Rossini

blanche, "Ouverture" (GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
^gyoi victor riugo, neni( ana Kossmi.

"Ah! quel plaisir" (COLUMBIA) , D^ja, la nuit trom there, they went to Poland, where

plus sombre" (ODEON) , "Reverie de Georges Boito was first inspired with the idea
Brown" (PARLAPKQKE) , "Viens, gentille o f composing an opera on the life of
dame" (PATHE) Nero, Following a circuitous route

which brought him into Germany, Bel-

A^dn T*r*;iY> 1U1 1Q1X Sium and England, Boito returned to
Arngo Boito 1842-1918 mm>^^^4 by his travels

\ RRIGO BOITO has earned the Upon his return, Boito engaged him-
**

double distinction m musical history self passionately in the battle of reform-

of being the composer of Mefistofele, ing Italian music. His ideal was to

and the librettist of Verdi's Fahtaff and interest his apathetic compatriots in the

Othello ?reat symphonic music of Europe, and

He was born m Padua on February
so ^ b abo^ a radical reform in

24, 1842 as Enrico Boito, His father, a Ae stilted
operatic form of his own

talented painter, was an irresponsible
countnr To

brmj:
this ideal to real tza-

rover who, a few years after Arrigo's ^on'

,
Boit t*rn*d' ffm com^sitl^n to

birth, deserted the family, Penniless,
^erature, n4 for the next few years

the mother bravely assumed the burden ft u t Yl

Sproias
prose

B^rle
on

of supporting her two sons, providing **^*!^ l^^r HtS leftriCSS

both for their physical well-being *nd TftS^ composers
- .- , -,

r *
^

. , , c^ ot tne time brotiffht htm many enemies
for their mteUctwl upbnnging. She _so mudl ^^ ^ ^ ^^
was determuied to make musicians of forced to %ht a dlrt, in which

'

his rffhtmem both Arngo, however, revealed arm was woimded.
much more adaptability for mu^ic than The friendship between Verdi and
his brother Camillo, afcd it Wflte, w^on Botto tm|^ ta 1862 ^ten Boito wrote
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the words for Verdi's Hymn of the

nations Their relationship did not begin
happily Verdi took many of Boito's

robust remarks about contemporary
Italian opera as a personal affront, and
was therefore violently prejudiced
against this young upstart It was only
after their acquaintance ripened that

Verdi recognized the flaming- artistic

sincerity of the young man and appre
ciated his high ideals.

Composition soon drew Boito back to

its bosom In 1866, Boito began work
upon his opera, Mcfistofele Unfortun

ately, the outbreak of war between
Austria and Italy in 1866 compelled him
to abandon his creative work temporarily,
and Boito enlisted with the Ganbaldian
volunteers Upon his return to Milan,
he resumed his work on the opera, com
pleting it in two years
La Scala of Milan accepted it for

performance, principally because by this

time Boito's energetic criticisms had
earned for him a nation-wide reputa
tion On March 5, 1868, therefore, the

first performance of Mefistofele was

given under the baton of the composer,
and developed into one of the most

devastating fiascos in musical history.
The opera house swarmed with Boito's

enemies, many of whom had been

bitterly stung by his vitriolic thrusts and

who, therefore, had come to avenge
themselves. During the performance,
the opposition to the opera mounted and

grew into a riot. There ensued catcalls,

hisses, shouts. Fist-fights developed,
Similar demonstrations greeted Mefisto
fele during its next two performances,
and by the order of the chief of police
the opera was removed from the La
Scala repertoire,

In 1912, Boito entered politics, and
was elected Senator, When the World
War broke out, he paid a visit to the

Front, and the strenuous trip under
mined his health considerably, In
November of 1917, he attended a re

ligious ceremony at the church of Sant'

Ambrogio, where he caught a chill from
which he never fully recovered For a

while he rallied, but a few months later

he took to his bed permanently. He
died in Milan on June 10, 1918,

His second opera, Nwom, was com
pleted on October 12, 1916, after having

ARRIGO BOITO

absorbed Boito's interest and attention

for almost half a lifetime. It was pro
duced at La Scala on May 1, 1924, six

years after Boito's death, under the

direction of Arturo Toscanim The
audience was comprised of visitors from
all parts of the world, who had come to

Milan to make this gala occasion a

glorious tribute to Boito

It is, however, because of Mefistofele
that Boito's name is prominent "In

Mefistofele'' to quote H. C Colles,

"Boito made a serious attempt to convey
in his music something of the philosophy

underlying the Faust drama of Goethe
He succeeded sufficiently, at any rate m
his prologue, to be ranged with the

German masters, Schumann, Wagner
and Liszt, who had essayed a similar

task. As originally produced at the La
Scala, Milan, five acts followed the

prologue, but Boito subsequently reduced

them to four. It was a bewildering
scheme of prodigious length, m which

daring experiment and conventional

operatic pioceclure jostled one another,
and its immediate failtire was inevitable,

quite apart from the conflict of prejudice
in which it was received by the audience.

Boito lacked the first-rate creative

musical power to enable him to welcl

together the divergent elements of music-

drama and to surmount all the difficulties

which Wagner was presently to do in

Gotterdammerung.'
1
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Despite many beautiful pages in the was born at St Petersburg on Novem-
opera, Mefisiofele is a work of obvious ber 12, 1833 not in 1834 as has been

weaknesses James Gibbons Huneker believed until recently He was the il-

pointed this out when he wrote legitimate son of Prince Lucas Semeno-

"Mefistofele was once music of the vitch Gedezanof a descendant of the

future Now it reminds one of some royal family of Imeretia, in the Caucasus

strange, amorphous survival from a re- and Evdokia Klemeke, and as was re

mote period It is such a tremendous quired by Russian law, he was registered

attempt to embrace all of Goethe's pro- as the son of a serf

found world philosophy, poetry, dra- As a child, Alexander Borodin dis-

matic symbolism, that it is a failure a closed an amazing mentality He could

remarkable failure, There is little speak several languages, among them
melodic invention, the prison-scene being English, French and German He
the top-notch of its dramatic passion evinced an unusual curiosity for, and
It is mostly music of the head, not of alertness in, the sciences He constiucted

the heart." a puppet theatre for which he himself

However, it would be a mistake to wrote little dramatic pieces And he
underestimate the significance of Mefisto- expressed himse'f musically as naturally

fele, "Despite the composite style of as though tones were a native language
Boito's music, there can be no doubt of to hint' he learned to play the flute and
its value to Italy/' wrote Arthur Elson the violoncello, and he acquired the

"He was the pioneer m many things that rudiments of musical theory by reading
weie new and good, and not alone Verdi, text books At the age of ten, he turned
but even Mascagni was forced to follow to composition inspired by his first love
his lead in adopting the modern vein of affair and produced a polka, entitled

polyphonic composition
"

H6lenc> dedicated to his beloved

Not the least of Boito's accomplish-
Hls "mother," realizing that of his

ments were the superb librettos which he m*ny gifts young Borodin was most
fashioned from Shakespeare for Verdi's talented m music, decided to give him an

two last operas Essentially a fine and intensive education in that ait* A mem-
sensitive poet, he carved out of the ber of tne Semeonsky Regiment band

Shakespeare plays, librettos of remark- was called upon to teach the boy the

able operatic qualities, and was respon-
fltlte anc* a friend Michale Shtchiglef

sible to a great extent for directing .(later
famous as a music teacher) filled

Verdi's genius into altogether new *n the &aPs m tne ^oy*s theoretical learn-

channels "Theirs was a union of brain inS- Alexander Borodin proved to be an
and creative impulses, intellect and extraordinary pupil He fed upon mu-
genius," commented H, C Colles SIC study with an insatiable appetite, and

work* hv Arno-n ttnitn
m his thirteenth year produced a con-

J?7f
by

A,

g0 Boit
' certo for flute and piano, and a trio for

Mefistofele , Nerone two violbs an(j vio^ncello
About Arrigo Boito- Meanwhile, his academic studies were
Blackburn, Vernon The Fringe of An Art, not neglected. Having displayed a

Colles H C Oxford History of Music, vol strong penchant for science, Borodin wasrU ' "a

T A 4 , , t
. For this reason he was entered in

Important recordings of music by the Academy of Medical and Physical
Arngo Boito

Sciences, from which he graduated in
OFEHA. Mefistofele, complete (COLUMBIA- 1850. After two years of service in a
bca a) '

military hospital, he was sent at govern
ment expense to study abroad (1859-

Alexander Borodia 7MJ-/IJ7 i
862

^; ^vm his return to St* Peters-

^ ^ ... ~ ^ b
?
lr& ke r^ceivtd an anointment as as-

A LEXANDER PORPHYRIEVICH sistant profcsm of chemistry at thexx
BORODIN, one of the prominent Academy,

figures m the celebrated group of Rus- Early ia 18, Borodfc met Btkfctrev,
stan composers known a* th "five*"* whose

eefiry|it!Mki op music mjved in

for &** *M*&4 **^M.^^
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him his early passion for the art In

trigued by Balakirev's theories, Borodin
decided to affiliate himself with the prin
ciples to which his friend subscribed so

strongly, and soon became one of the

major spirits of that group of five com
posers who dedicated their lives to the

revivification of Russian musical art

From that time on, Borodin's life was
divided between two major pursuits* sci

ence and music. In both of these fields,

he was a tireless and valuable worker
As a scientist, he did intensive research

in the branches of botany and chemistry,
and actively interested himself in medi
cine. He established medical courses for

women, and he was the principal lecturer

until his death He was deluged with

meetings and important academic con
ferences "In winter," Borodin once

wrote to a friend, "I can only compose
when I am loo unwell to give my lec

tures So my friends, reversing the

usual custom, never say to me, I hope
you are well/ but '1 do hope you are

ill
' "

And he was almost as industrious a

musician, devoting long nights to the

composition of chamber and symphonic
works Shortly after his first meeting
with Balakirev, he began the composi
tion of his First symphony. His cele

brated Symphony in B-minor followed

nine years later The first string-quartet
was produced in 1878 and, two years

later, came that symphonic masterpiece,
In the steppes of Central Asia

He also produced a fragment for the

opera house, written under ususual cir

cumstances The director of the Opera,
Etienne Gedeonov, had written a libret

to for a fantastic ballet-opera, entitled

Mlada, and asked Borodin to compose
the music for it Borodin was moved

by the idea of making this ballet-opera
an expression of the aims and ideals of

the "Russian Five." He decided, there

fore, instead of composing the work

himself, to ask Cui, Moussorgsky and

Rimsky-Korsakoff to join him and com

pose one act each. While they were thus

engaged upon this project, Gedeonov's

enterprise collapsed. It was therefore

decided to abandon the entire venture,

Borodin had however sketched the

fourth act; after his death it was or

chestrated and brought to completion by

ALEXANDER BORODIN

Rimsky-Korsakoff, who was also to com
pose an entirely new opera upon this

very same libretto

In 1863, Borodin was married to

Catharine Protopopova, a gifted pianist.
She was of delicate health, and not long
after her marriage was confined almost

permanently to a sick-bed Thruout her

life, Borodin remained tender and

solicitous, and took devoted care of her
In 1877, Borodin made a pilgrimage to

Germany, which brought him as far as

Weimar, where he came into personal
contact with Franz Liszt. "Do not let

criticism beguile you into altering the

form of your works," Liszt advised him
"You have gone very far, but have not

erred: your path is the right path,
and your artistic instinct is a sure guide
to you"

Eight years later, Borodin visited

Belgium to be present at several suc

cessful performances of his two sym
phonies and his tone-poem, In the

steppes of Central Asia

At this time, Borodin felt himself

drawn ineluctably to the theatre, for

which he yearned to compose one major
work Towards the close of his life the

ambition to create a folk-opera intensely
Russian m theme and treatment became

something of an obsession Finally, turn

ing to a legendary epoch in Russian his

tory for his subject (the epoch of Prince

Igor's army), Borodin composed the
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score for Prince Igor, a work that is other, I usually found them in the

generally regarded as his masterpiece dming room drinking tea, at one end

"Prince Igor" explained Borodin him- of the big table sat Mrs Borodin, at

self, "is essentially a national opera the other end he himself, drinking his

which can only be of interest to us tea out of a tiny, almost miniature

Russians who like to refresh our coffee-cup Of such cups he drank

patriotism at the fountain-head of our an infinite number, passing his cup every

history, and to see the origins of our time to his wife, who poured the tea,

nationality revived upon the stage
"

It causing great discomfiture to those who

was performed in St Petersburg on sat between them When I asked him

November of 1890 (three years after the why he did not drink out of a larger

composer's death), and was immediately cup, he would reply 'You see when

accepted as one of the outstanding I have drunk ten such thimbles as this

Russian operas of the time, with all the paraphernalia of passing

Alexander Borodin's death came with them to and fro and pouring, I have the

catastrophic suddenness It was the last illusion of having drunk an immense

day of the carnival of 1887 February quantity, yet, in reality, I have drunk

28 and Borodin had invited a group of very little, for tea has a bad effect on

intimate friends for an evening celebra- me' In spite of great fatigue from his

ton at his home He was in unusually lectures and the work on mnumerab e

high spirits, boisterous and exuberant committees, Borodin took a lively mter-

He sang fragments from an unfinished est in the conversation His sense of

symphony to his friends, and participated humor and happy disposition kept the

vigorously in the dancing Suddenly, whole company in a perpetual state of

he stopped short in his loud merry- merriment"

making, turned deathly pale, and losing Borodin's favorite diversions con-

his balance, fell backwards, When his sisted m painting, modelling and draw-

fnends rushed towards him, they found mg At one time in his life he was an

that he had died instantly expert in the art of manufacturing fire-

Alexander Borodin was "a man of works He frequently entertained his

strong physique and health, a man of guests by conjuring strange tricks thru

no whims and easy to get along with/' the medium of chemistry,

as his eminent friend, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Borodin possessed a strong social and

described him "He slept little, but political consciousness, and he was a

could sleep on anything and anywhere, vigorous supporter of all societies de-

He could dine twice a day, or go dinner- voted to youth and feminine movements,

less altogether, both of which happened What are Borodin's qualities as a mu-

frequently" sician? Writes Arthur Pougm: "He had

"Borodin lived in the building of the a complex, subtle mind
;

in his har-

former Imperial Medical Academy,
1 '

we monies, he was delicate, refined and bold,

learn from an illuminating- article by and was not afraid to assault the ears of

M M Kurbanoff "The lecture-room in the audience of his day; he was a skilful

which he gave his lectures on chemistry contrapuntist, and he handled his or-

was situated in the same building, the chestra with distinction, His weakness,
flat being occupied by himself, his wife such as it was, lay in a certain absence

and his ward . . The flat was pleasant, of unity m conception ^and in a lack,

with big windows facing the river Neva which is occasionally noticeable, of calm-

From a dark hall, the way led to a small, ness and simplicity in all the nervous

drawing-room containing a piano, and vigor he has at command/ 1

then to a dining room, To the left of That celebrated Russian critic, Stassoy,
the drawing-room was Borodin's study pointed out that Borodin, like Glinka, "is

which, as a rule, was in a state of great an epic poet He is not less national than
disorder. In this study, Borodin wrote Glinka, but the oriental ekmettt plays
many of his compositions * . . with him as it plays for Glinka, Dar
"They were at home chiefly in the gomijsky, Moussorgsky, Rimsky-Kor-

evemngs, a'tho even then Borodin wotild ttk$&" He belongs to the cotnposers of

often disappear on some pretext qr ptogptm msic, He cin say with* * ^f ^F f TJr
* if
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Glinka* 'For my limitless imagination I

must have a precise and given text
' Of

Borodin's two symphonies, the second is

the greater, and it owes its force to the

maturity of the composer's talent, but

especially to the national character with
which it is impregnated by the program
The old heroic Russian form dominates
it as it does Prince Igor Borodin was
haunted when he wrote this symphony
by the picture of feudal Russia, and
tried to paint it in his music

"

Principal works by Alexander
Borodin

OPKRA Mlada (fragment) ,
Prince Igor

ORCHESTRA Two symphonies, Scherzo, In
the stepper of Central Asia

,
Two movements

of a third symphony
CHAMBER Music Quartet m A-major,

Quartet in D-major
Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

About Alexander Borodin

Abraham, Gerald Studies in Russian Music
,

Pougm, Arthur, A Short History of Russian
Music

t Rimsky-Korsakoff, Nicholas My
Musical Life

Important recordings of music by
Alexander Borodin ,

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Prince Igor,
"Overture" (VICTOR-Coates) , "Prologue"
(OIJEON) ; "I hate a dreary life" (VICTOR-
Cliahapm) ,

"Girls' dance" (GRAMOPHONE-
Blech) , "Daylight is fading away" ( PAULA-

PHONE-Rosing) , "How goes it prince ?"

(ViCTOR-Chahapin) ,
"Polovtsian dances'

5

(CoLUMBiA-Beecham) .

ORCHESTRA, In the steppes of Central Asia

(CoLUMBiA-Gaubert) ; Symphony m B-minor
(VICTOR-Coates).

CHAMBER Music- Quartet m D-major
(VicroR-Pro Arlc)

Marco Enrico Bossi 1861-1925

|LJARCO ENRICO BOSSI, distui-

gtiished composer of organ-music,
was born in Salo, near Brescia, on April
25, 1861 His father was an organist in

Morbegno who acquired some fame in

the world of music as a result of several

popular compositions for his instrument,

Marco Enrico Bossi showed unusual

interest in the organ as a child, and was,

consequently, given an intensive training
on the instrument by his father. Proving
himself considerably gifted, Marco Bossi

was placed, at the age of ten, in the Liceo

Musicale in Bologna, Here he remained
for three years, passing on to the Milan

MARCO ENRICO BOSSI

Conservatory where he became a pupil
of Ponchielh m composition and Fuma-

galh in organ-playing
Six years of study at the Milan Con

servatory prepared him for a profes
sional musical career. Upon graduating
from the school, he was appointed or

ganist and chapel-master at the Cathe

dral of Como. For ten years, he re

mained at this post, where his talents

were so great that, during this time, his

reputation spread thruout Italy

In 1891, he was appointed professor
of organ and theory at the Naples Con

servatory Five years later, a still more

significant post became his when he be

came director of the Liceo Musicale

Benedetto Marcello in Venice, and was

placed in charge of the Benedetto Mar-
cello orchestral concerts. In 1902, Bossi

was called to Bologna to assume the

direction of its Liceo Musicale, and after

ten years of outstanding achievement as

its musical director, he decided to resign
in order to enjoy greater tranquihty for

composition, In 1916, however, he re

turned once again to pedagogy, when he

became director of the Academy of St.

Cecilia in Rome
Marco Enrico Bossi died aboard the

steamship De Grasse on February 24,

1925, on his way back to Italy after a

successful concert tpur in America, He
was unquestionably one of the great

organists of his time.
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While Bossi composed abundantly in der the musical instruction of Charles

every musical form including that of King at the St Paul's Cathedra ,
where

the opera and the symphony his great William Boyce became a chorister

contribution as an artist was in the When his voice broke, he was dismissed

field of organ music, of which he pio- from the choir, and became a pupil at

duced a significant library the organ of Maurice Greene When his

"It is his oigan works that will apprenticeship ended, Boyce became or-

inake his fame enduring," remarks Har- ganist of Oxford Chapel, in 1734, at the

vey B Gaul "Bossi's organ style same time giving private lessons on the

lies chiefly in his harmonic structure harpsichord

It is characterized by aggressive mascu- While still a young man, Boyce knew

line chords His themes are rarely the tragedy of partial deafness, but, for-

ingratiatmg He is what is called tunately, it did not mtenupt his musical

'tuneless' He weaves a fine con- career In 1736, he became the organibt

trapuntal fabric, working towards full of St Michael's Parish Church in Corn-

organ climaxes Fugal development m- hill, and a few months later he was ap-

terests him moie than mere lateral pointed composer to His Majesty, his

melody His sense of nuance and the duty consisting of the_ composition of

facilities of the concert organ aie ever anthems for the Royal Chapel His mu-

m the fore part of his mind He has sical activities soon branched out m other

the austerity of the early German school directions m 1737 he became the con-

ancl none of the melodic fecundity of ductor of the Three Chous m Glou-

his compatriots and this is his greatest cester, a post he held with distinction for

fault" several yeais Six yeais after this, he

_
, 1 t. TV/T -P made a new mark for himself as a corn-

Principal woiks by Marco Enrico
pose^ when a glfled serenala; enlllled

^ OSS1
Solomon, reached publication

ORCHFSIKA Conierlo for oigan and Dunng lne lasl twenty years of his
orchestra, Conccrtstuck (for organ and or-

T 1

J J
, ~

chestia), Inno tnonfale, Marcia eroica, life, Boyee occupied a position of fit st

Etude symphomque, Processional march, impoitailce m the musical life of Jkng-
Suite, Symphony, Concerto for violin and

janci Upon the death of Maurice (neene
orchestra m ^55^ he became at the nomination
OPERA Paqwta, 11 Vmidante, UVsiqimoki of |he Duke of Graflon master of the

e a rosa, ec
xoyal band of mubicians, and conductor

CHORAI Meisa, a S Marco, Two requiems, / .
c 1 t

'
< c T) .,

Tota pulchra, Mannesca, II Cisco ,
Gwvama of the annual festival held at St Paul s

d'Arco ,
II Paraduo pcrduto, etc Cathedral by the Sons of the Clergy

CHAMBER Mubic String trio, Piano trio, In 1758, the most important organ post
etc m England became his that of the

About Marco Enrico Bossi Chapel Royal In the meanwhile, his

Dagmo, Eduaido Marco Enrico Bossi, pen had not ceased its activity He con-

Mojwgraphien Moderns Musiker, vol 2, tmued the composition of many anthems
Panbcm, Gmtio Cesare Marco Enrico Bossi an(j services, and added to these several
Muncal America

^
41 47 Febiuary 28, 1925, work f th th t as }] h

Musical Quarterly 4 o5J July lylo
, , , ^^11 * 1

incidental music to hhakespeare s plays
Important recordings of music by

( at the reque&t of his friend, David (Jar-
Marco Enrico Bossi

rick),
ORCHESIRA Concerto for organ and r I^A William Rnvrp niiWiMiprl tho

orchestra in A-mwor, "Adagjo" (POLYDOR) ,
- \

n u
>
Wliu

^? Jioyce pUDliSheci me
SMc for stnng orchestra, 'Trelude and first volume of his monumental Lathe*

Minuet" (VicioR-Sevit^ky) ,
Burlesca (Vic- dral MusiCj a work for which he is,

T01
probably, best known, This work was

originally planned by Maurice Greene

William Boyce 1710-1779 w^ collected considerable material on

early English Church music which he

TIflLLIAM BOYCE, eminent Eng- bequeathed to Boyce upon his death,
Y Y hsh Church composer, was born m William Boyce's C&lhedral Muwc
London on J?ebruary 7, 1710 His (which, finally, appeared in three vol-

father, a cabinet-maker, placed him tin- urnes) succeeded m snatching from
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oblivion a great library of old English
Church music, and in establishing a

repertoire for English cathedrals utilized

extensively for more than a century after

its publication.
His increasing difficulties in hearing

compelled Boyce to give up all pedagogi
cal activity and, in 1770, to retire to

Kensington and devote himself entirely

to the preparation of the second and

third volumes of Cathedral Music The
third vokime of this anthology was pub
lished in 1778

During the final years of his life,

Boyce suffered acutely from gout. He
died in London on February 16, 1779,

and was buried in St. Paul's Cathedral

Aliho Boyce was a contemporary of

the great Handel, and was closely ac

quainted with this master's music, it has

been noted that "with all due reverence

for the abilities of Handel, Boyce neither

pillaged nor serviley imitated him "
In

his music, Boyce succeeded m retaining

his own individuality, and in endowing
his music with a strength of character

uniquely its own.

"Boyce's style/' writes William Alex

ander Barrett, "as expressed in his

church music, is massive, dignified and

impressive, In what is now called pic

turesque writing, he was probably with

out a rival His anthems , * . are a? good
as anything in the whole repertory of

cathedral music/
1

Sir John Hawkins, contemporary of

Boyce, has characterized his music as

follows "In musical erudition, he emu
lated Tallis and Byrd; in harmony and
various modulations, Orlando Gibbons

,

and in the sweetness of me'ody, Pur-
cell . . In a word, it may be said that

in skill, in powers of invention, he was
not surpassed by any of the most cele

brated of his predecessors or contem

poraries
"

Recently, the young modern English
composer, Constant Lambert, edited and
rescored one of the symphonies of Wil
liam Boyce, which, in this new form,
was presented by Sir Thomas Beecham
in London and New York

Principal works by William Boyce.
THEATRE. The Chaplct, The Shepherd's

lottery, Lethe
,
Peleus and Thetis; etc

ORCHESTRA Symphonies ,
Incidental music

to many of Shakespeare's plays including

CymbelmCj Romeo and Juliette and The Win
ter's tale, Concerto for violin and orchestra

CHORAL Anthems, odes, services; Te
Deum

, Jubilate^ David'* lamentation ; Noali

CHAMBER Music T\velve sonatas for two
violins and bass Songs, duetb, pieces for the

harpsichord, etc.

About William Boyce :

Barrett, William Alexandra English Church
Composers , Boyce, William Cathedral Music,
vol 1 (introduction by Sir John Hawkins)
Monthly Musical Record 43 284 November

1, 1913

Johannes Brahms 1833-1897

"He is the most notable musician I ever

met" JOSEPH JOACHIM
"He has burst upon us fully equipped,
as Minerva sprang from the head of Jupi
ter

" ROBERT SCHUMANN

JOHANNES BRAHMS was the sec-
** ond child, but the oldest son, of

Jakob Brahms, a contrabass player in a

Hamburg orchestra, and Johanna Hen-
rmka Christiane Brahms, a needle

woman of delicate health He was born

in Hamburg on May 7, 1833.

Altho poverty was prevalent in the

Brahms household, Johannes Brahms'

childhood was not an unpleasant one.

His parents were sympathetic and tender

with him, and made every effort to bring
him the essential comforts and necessi

ties of life. They soon noticed that he

showed unusual curiosity in music
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such curiosity that, as a matter of fact,

he invented a notation of his own, when
he was six years old, enabling him to

put upon paper the little melodies that

came into his head' and they began
to teach him the elements of music One

year later, they called upon Otto Cossel,

a pianist ,
to give him intensive piano

lessons Johannes was an apt pupil, and
he was soon able to earn a few pfennigs
a day by playing the piano in a sextet in

a summer garden.

By the time he reached his tenth

birthday, a new and more competent
teacher was acquired Edouard Marx-

sen, later the director of music at Al-

tona tinder whose rigorous schooling,
Brahms acquired an education in har

mony and form as well as the playing
of the piano. He attained sufficient

technical competence in his piano per
formances to be able to make his of

ficial debut in his fourteenth year, play

ing a program which included a fugue
of Bach and a set of original variations

on a fo'k-theme

Notwithstanding the fact that Brahms
made an auspicious entrance into the

world of music at an early age, the five

years following his debut were difficult

ones. He earned his living by playing

cheap pot-boilers in dancing saloons,

earning so miserable an income from
labor that was arduous and exacting
that he was compelled to supplement this

work with the teaching of the piano (at

twenty-five cents a lesson) To these

duties was added that of hack-work,
in the form of popular transcriptions,

which were published under the nom-de-

plume of "GW Marks" However, it

was not all work during these
^
trying

years. Brahms devoted rest periods to

prolific reading, particularly poetry. And
there was some composition a few songs
and a piano trio The latter work was

given a private performance in 1851 and,

modestly enough, Brahms concealed his

identity under another psuedonym, that

of "Karl Wurth."
It was at this time that the great Hun

garian violinist, Ecluard Remcnyi, came
to Hamburg after a triumphant Ameri
can tour Introduced to Brahms, he was
so pleased with the young musician's

personality that he engaged him as ac

companist Remenyi introduced Brahms
to Hungarian folk-music which made a

vital impression on the young musician
;

the famous Hungarian Dances, composed
in a later year, were the direct result of

Remenyi's influence,

In 1853, Brahms and Remcnyi left for

a concert-tour This tour was of out

standing importance in Brahms' life be
cause it brought him for the first time
into contact with his life-long friend,

Joseph Joachim Remenyi and his ac

companist had come to Celle, where the

Kreutzer Sonata of Beethoven was the

feature of the program. At this concert,
Brahms noted that the piano was tuned
one semi-tone too low, and unhesitat

ingly set about the task of transcribing
his accompaniment at sight, Joseph
Joachim was in the audience. He was so

impressed with this feat that he sought
Brahms out to congratulate him. That
was the beginning of a long and devoted

friendship
^

between the two musicians,
Brahms visited Joachim at his home,
performing for him some of his own
songs, "It was a revelation to me,"
Joachim said in later years, "when the

song versenk struck my ears. Be
sides, his piano playing was so tender,
so full of fancy, so free, so fiery that it

held me enthralled."

From Celle, Brahrns and Remteyi
came to Weimar where, at their first

concert, Brahms introduced his Scherbo
in E-flat minor. The day
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this concert, Brahms visited Liszt this new composer was too academic, too

equipped with a letter of introduction pedantic and too sterile, on the othei
from Joachim A iclationship that be- hand, there were some musicians who
gan with a regiettable incident (Liszt felt that this music possessed the high
performed for Brahms his prolonged inspiration and power of Beethoven
Sonata in B-nnnor only to discover

During the next few years, Brahms
that his young disciple had fallen _now an mtimate friend of the Schu-
asleep I) culminated more happily when manns profited by the composer's en-
Liszt had an opportunity to appraise couragement and advice, much of his
Brahms talents Brahms remained m artistic development at this time was the
Weimai six weeks, too enchanted with direct lesult of Schumann's guidance
Liszt s company to leave When, finally, With Robert Schumann's illness, which
he was compelled to continue his journey developed startlmgly duung the early
it was with a deep sense of legret part of 1854

; Brahms became even more
The journey now brought Brahms to attached to the household of his friend

Gottmgen, and from there to Dussel- He frequently quieted the stck man with
dorf

, the home of Robert Schumann music
j he hkewise did everything in hisA few years before this, Brahms had power to prevent the Schumann house-

sent Schumann a bundle of songs foi hold from becoming enmeshed in financial
criticism, but, at that time, Schumann

entanglements After Robert Schu-
was too preoccupied with other duties to mann'

s death) Brahms remained Clara's

study them This time, however, Brahms ciosest companion, her indefatigable
found the door of Schumann's house guardian and adviser
open to him, principally because of T 10 e^ T> \. ^ j
T i i <. i i T> i -ln Io54, Brahms accepted a position
Joachim's introduction Brahms per-

'
. , ., r> f TJ

s ,1 , c t, > as music-master to the Prince of Lippe-formed his own music, to bchumanns T\^^ 1,4 TU 1 * *

srrpnr dpbp-ht "Clnrn mmt hear this
" Detmold The duties wei e not exacting ,

gicat delight Uaia must hear this, there werg j h h R
Schumann cued out enthusiastically, in

Brafa cQu]d d
>

h j

the middle of one pxece Hear' my muglcal mteiests Brah d ^ h
dear Chua, Schumann added, when

pmod {o an intensive study of the piano,Clara came into the room, you will
a masterl technfque Compo-hear such music as you never heaid be- ^ ^ absojbed hls

H
energles At

fore Fiom that moment on Brahms
this ^ ploduCed seveial serenades

became a household friend of the great for orchestrja Pmno ino> and what 1S

composer and his wite
undoubtedly his greatest work up to this

It was Schumann s efforts on behalf
d the ^ piano concerto The

of Biahms that definitely launched the
Jlano concerto was introduced by Brahms

latter s career as a composer Schumann
^ lf ft concerts f ^ ^

mteiested his own publisher, Breitkopf Gewandhaus Orchestra, in January of
and Hartel, in Brahms works They Ig59 A work, which today 1S recognized
accepted some of them for immediate M one of Biahms .

matul /achievements,
pubhcation And on October 28, 1853, wag refen.ed to b ^ Le s k
Schumann published his epoch-making f ^ firgt pê foimanc

P
e

s
as

J

ig u eful as possiblej con-

an essay which focused the limelight of
f orjestratlon whlch wa

'

s noth.

attention and fame upon the young, and ^ than a
,,gmeg Q ]aceralm

until now obscure, composer chords
"

Schumann's effusive encomium brought At ^ ti Brahmg met a charmin
Brahms an invitation to perform at a

]ad frQm Gottingen_Agathe von Sei-
concert at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig on

bold_wllh whonf he fell seuously m
December of the same year Biahms H contemplated marriage, but
included m ms recital his own first

t, iu 1 ,* a= i J i .

pwo sonata and Scherto Following
With almost schoolboyish diffidence hesi-

Ihis performance, a stonn of controversy
tated to confide in ei his ambitions for

burst, with Brahms as its victim a their future life He failed to find the

stoi ra which persisted until after Brahms' courage to broach the subject of mar-

death, There were those who felt that nage, and their friendship petered out
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In 1862, Brahms came to Vienna, "You have no conception of how the

making this musical metropolis his per- likes of us feel when we hear the tramp
manent home for the remainder of his of a giant like him (Beethoven) behind

life Soon after his arrival, his Sextet us'"

was performed by the Hellmesberger In 1873, Biahms produced a majoi
chamber organization, receiving glowing orchestral work in his Variations on a

praise Brahms' importance was now theme of Haydn His satisfaction in

generally recognized in Vienna, and he this achievement, no doubt, convinced
received an appointment as conductor of him that the symphonic form was not

the Vienna Smgakademie beyond his grasp In Septembei of 1876,
The death of Brahms' mother inspired therefore, after working more than ten

him to compose his greatest choral work, years upon sketches for a symphony, he
The German reqmem Its first complete brought to completion the First sym-
performance took place in Bremen on phony probably the greatest "first

Good Friday of April, 1868, m the ca- symphony" ever created "Fiom the

thedral
,
Frau Schumann had come half- first notes," as Lawrence Oilman wrote,

way across Germany to attend the per- "we are aware of a great voice, uttering
formance The impression which superb poetic speech

"

Brahms' music made upon the audience Recognition did not come overnight to

was a stirring one There were some the great first C-minor symphony
academic theologians who condemned Eduard Hanshck spoke of it as "music
the work because Brahms had not utilized more or less clear, more or less sympa-
a Latin text The audience, in general thetic, but difficult of comprehension

"

little interested in such technicalities And when Hermann Levi gave it a scond
was deeply moved performance in Munich it was vigor-
The German requiem was followed ously hissed It was not until recently

by three other impressive vocal works, that audiences began to realize that
the Song of fate, after a poem by Fried- Brahms' C-minor symphony was not dif-

rich Holderlin, the Rhapsody, for alto ficult of comprehension, and that it was
solo, male chorus and orchestra, and the not merely a cold slab of musical archi-

Liebeslieder-zvalzer for vocal quartet tecture, but, rather, recognized the

and four hands Successful perform- warmth, compassion, tenderness and
ances of these works brought increased sublimity of its poetic flights

prestige to Brahms, in the form of an His First symphony composed finally,

appointment as director of the Gesell- others were not slow m coming The
schaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna, and Second symphony came in 1877, and was
a decoration of the Maximilian Order of successfully introduced by the Vienna
Arts and Sciences from the King of Philharmonic tinder Hans Richter. The
Bavaria, Third symphony called by Hans Rich-

It has frequently been pointed out ter
> Brahms' Eroica symphony was

that Brahms was reluctant to begin the completed m 1883, and the Fourth sym-
composition of a major symphonic work Pho*y followed it approximately one

until he was fully confident of his crea- Year ^ater -

tive powers, Thus though he was fre- Throwing a coup d'oeil over the four

quently goaded oti by Schumann and symphonies of Brahms, Walter Niemann
Joachim, and though time and again he has written as follows in his illuminating
put to paper random sketches or a sym- biography, "The First symphony is

phony it was not until comparatively Brahms' 'Pathetic symphony/ Move-
late in life that Brahms produced his meat by movement, third by third, it

first symphony His admiration for struggled upwards, in a titanic striving
Beethoven was so great, that he found against the most grievous tribulation, to
it difficult to compose m a form which a triumphant paean of confident vitality,
his great predecessor had brought to * * Th* Second symphony . * . may be
such heights of sublimity. "I shall i*ever called Brahms' 'Pa&toral sympfawy,'
compose a symphony!" he once toM a Just ft* t&e Pint symphony, with its
friend a few months after he had made sombre p&tfao*, $tr8g3fe$i upwards in
some sketches for a first symphony, thirds from f&weirt&st to
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of darkness into the sun, to a godlike The last >ears of Biahm,' lite were
serenity and freedom, so the Second, happy ones He traveled frequentlywith its loftily anacreontic tragedy, de- principally to Italj, a country he adored
cends m a peaceful cycle of descending his summer months were spent peace-

A I T i l
tS qUlet> unconscious frag- fully m his mountain home neai Vienna

edy, hidden beneath the blossoms of a His significant position as a composersoft idyll ot man and nature, with a was not questioned, secuiit\ and recog-subdued evening tinge and prevailing nition were his From all"parts of the
pastoial spirit, earned direct conviction world, honors beat a path to his door
to a discriminating and unprejudiced The death of his dearest friend-
listener

^

The Third symphony Clara Schumann was, perhaps, the
is Brahms Eroica*

, heroic, that is to severest blow m his declining years She
say m the Brahmsian spint In spite of died on May 20, 1895 With her death
its truly heroic and virile strenuousness Brahms felt, an integral pait of him had
and conflicts, its last supieme woid of passed away He attended her funeral
wisdom is a serene lesignation This is, and generously offered his services to
moreover, expressed with such wonder- the stricken daughters
ful ti uth and moving effect m the music At tins funeral, Brahms caught a
foim m which it is clothed that we may severe cold which affected his health
venture to say that in its puiely human seriously In September of 1896 he
qualities the Third symphony is Brahms' was forced to go to Carlsbad foi a cure
most typical, personal and important During the entire winter that followed
symphonic work In no other symphony he suffered illness, requinng the persis-
has Brahms unveiled his own individual tent attention of a physician
nature so wonderfully, m no other has When the end finally approached, he
his whole pei sonahty found such maivel- did not know that he was dying 'He
ously pure and undisguised expiession, was in unusually good spnits It was
in no other symphony has he displayed only when he saw his housekeeper silent-
such spiritual independence as in this ly weeping in a coiner of the room that

The Fourth symphony may be he guessed the truth He died on the
called Brahms' 'Elegiac' symphony The morning of April 3, 1897 at his home at
virile, energetic hero of the Third, with 4 Carlgasse, where he had been living
its conflicts and stnvings, has become for twenty-five years He was buried
transformed in the Fourth, into a re- in the Vienna Fnedhof
signed philosopher withdrawing by de- Sir George Henschel, the English com-
giees into inward solitude with ad- poser who knew Biahms well, described
vancmg years In this lies the deeply the master as follows "He was broad-
moving and genuine quality of the FourtA chested, of rather shoit statute, with a
symphony The tone of defiant, con- tendency to stoutness The healthy and
centratecl and superior strength, such as rather ruddy color of Ins skin indicated
is found m the hist movement of the a love of nature and a habit of being in
Third symphony, is intensified m the the open air m all kinds of weather,
fiourth, with his gi owing maturity, into his thick hair fell neaily down to his
the most concise and monumental sym- shoulders His clothes and boots weie
phonic style

'

not exactly of the latest pattern, nor did
In the opinion of H C Colles "Of they fit paiticularly well, but his linen

Biahms' four symphonies, each one a was spotless What, however, struck me
masterpiece of its kind, the Fourth is m st was the kindliness of his eyes
most fit to stand beside the Jupiter and They were of a light blue, wonderfully
Eroica" kee* and bright, with now and then a

In 1878, the degree of doctor of phi- ^f 1

t

^"*
le
/
n

1

them
>

,,

and ^et of

tosophy was conferred upon Brahms by ^ "1?fl!2
ldT8

P1 1
4t. TT , r T> i r -He was not tussy m his cuess, Philiphe University of Breslau In recogm- Hale remarked m 1S valuable

' ^lion of this honor Brahms composed his notes "At home he went about m a
Academic Festival Overture, which uti- flannel shut, trousers, a detachable white
lized student melodies collar, no cravat, slippers In the coun-
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try he \vas happy in a flannel shirt and Brahms, as a composei, distinguished

alpaca jacket, cairymg a soft felt hat himself equally in the symphony and the

in his hand, and in bad weather wearing song, and in chambei and piano music

on his shouldeis an old-fashioned bluish- In his piano music, wiotc James Gib-

gieen shawl, fastened in the front by a bons Huneker, "Biahms has an mdivid-

huge pin He piefeired a modest ual voice His Spartan simplicity
restaurant to a hotel table d'hote In his sometimes unmasks the illusoi} and elu-

music loom were pictures of a few com- Sive qualities of the mstiument His

posers, engravings (the Sistme Madonna techniques are peculiar, but they make
among them), the portrait of Cherubim the keyboaid sound beautifully His

by Ingies, with a veiled Muse crowning piano music is gay, is maimoieal in its

the composer ('I cannot stand that fe-
iepose, is humorous, jolly, sad, depress-

male,
1 Brahms said to his landlady), a m^ moibicl, lecondite, poetic, seveie and

bronze relief of Bismarck, always fantastic He pours into the elastic form
crowned with a laurel There was a O f the sonata romantic passion, and m
squaie piano on which a volume of Bach the loosest texture of his little pieces he
was usually standing open On the cov- can be as immovable as bionze, as plastic
er lay notebooks, writing tablets, cal- as clay But even in the moie mveile-

endars, cigar cases, spectacles, purses, brate pieces if Brahms could ever eon-

watches, keys, portfolios, recently pub- struct without vertebra there is a sense

hshed books and music, also souvenirs O f foim, a pattein weaving He is

of his travels He was passionately pa- sometimes frozen by gnef and submeiged
tnotic, interested m politics, a firm be- by the profundity of his thought, but he
liever in Geiman unity He deeply re- 1S ever interesting Above all, he is

gietted that he had not done nulitaiy deeply human "

duty as a young man
"

In the son^ Biahms may not as Cecil

He was known to have been a prac- Gray noted "attain quite to the heights
tical joker, and moie than once his which Schubert docs in a small handful

pranks as well as his acicl humor O f unexcelled maslei pieces, 1ml with this

affoi decl him much more pleasure than it one glonous exception it is difficult to

did those near him He could, at alter- see whom one could place above him
nate times, be a most charming friend A song of Brahms is not a mcic
and a disagreeable companion Consul- turgid flow of notes without any inlnn-
eration for the feelings of otheis was S iC value apait from the poem, 1ml a
not his strong point, frequently he left delicately organized and articulated
fellow-musicians stung with pain as a structure with a logic of its own
result of his verbal darts And yet, he Brahms was never content until he
could be intensely human, lovable, capa- had created a vocal line of intrinsic

ble of excessive devotion, self-sacrifice melodic beauty and an accompaniment
and tendei ness where his personal friends as full of musical subtlety as he could
were concerned make it

"

He died a bacheloi, but he was an Tt is Ihe opinion of Herbert Anlcliffe,

enemy of neither women nor marriage, that, in the chamber works, Biahms
esteeming both highly He was attached achieved bus most personal expression
to moie than one lovely girl m his life "Brahms was happier by far in this
He frequently legrelled his bachelorhood, than m any other mode of composition
His daily existence was of the barest Great as is his symphonic music, truthful

simplicity he worked, read, piepared and dramatic though his choral works,
his own coffee, took long walks, visited sensuous and brilliant his piano pieces,
friends and spent many hours at his none appeals to our finer feelings so

favorite cafes reading the cuirent peii- forcibly and effectively as the concerted

odicals and indulging in conversation chamber works In these he meets and
He detested interviewers, avoided all discourses with his friends Perfect in

newspapei publicity fastidiously, would their workmanship, they never smell of

not tolerate sitting for either photogra- the lamp or wear the scholar's gown
phers or painters They are the intimate thought of a man
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spoken only to his friends They
will always be musicians' music

"

What is Brahms' importance in musi
cal history? Writes W H Hadow "So
far as conceins the technical problem of

composition the work of Brahms is

the actual crown and climax of our

present musical art In him con

verge all previous streams of tendency,
not as into a pool, stagnant, passive,

motionless, but as into a noble river that

receives its tributary waters and bears

them onwaid in larger and statelier

volume

"Aie we to say, then, that Brahms is

more consummate a master of his me
dium than Bach and Beethoven? By no
means

, but, in consequence of then

work, his medium is more plastic than
theirs To Brahms we may apply
Diyden's famous epigram, m which the

force of nature 'to make a third has

joined the other two
'

By his education,

he learned to assimilate their separate
methods

; by his position, in the later days
of romance, he found anew emotional

language in established use
, by his own

genius he has made the forms wider and
more flexible, and has shown once more
that they aie not artificial devices, but

the organic embodiment of artistic life
"

Pimcipal woiks by Johannes Brahms
ORCHLSTRA, Four symphonies, Academic

Pe\tival orertm c
t Tiagu overture, Vana-

tions on a theme of Haydn, Two seienades,
Two concertos for piano and orchestia, Con
certo for violin and orchcstta, Concerto foi

violin, violoncello and onhettta

CHORAL Liebesheder-walzer (for quartet
and four hands) ,

The Gern\an leqmeni (01
chorus and oichestra) , bong of Fate, Tri-

umphlied ,
Rmaldo

, Rhapsody (for alto, male
chorus and orchestra), Ave Mana, Psalm
13, Geisthche\ hcd

,
A cappella motets, etc

CHAMBER Music Two sextets foi stimgs,
Two quintets foi strings ,

Clarinet quintet ,

Two string quartets , Three piano quartets ,

Tluee piano tuos, Trio for piano, violin and

hoin, Trio foi piano, clarinet and violoncello,
Three sonatas for violin and piano ,

Two
sonatas for violoncello and piano ,

Two
sonatas for claimet and piano

PIANO Two piano sonatas
,
Scherzo m E-

flat minor
,

Variations on a theme of Schu
mann, Variations on a theme of Haydn (two
pianos) ,

Variations and fugue on a theme of
tlaiidel , Variations on a theme of Pagamni,
Ballades, Rhapsodies, Intermezzos, Waltzes,
Hungarian dances, etc

About 230 songs.

About Johannes Brahms
Kalbeck, Max Johannes Brahms, Maitland,

J A Fuller Brahms
, May, Florence The Life

of Johannes Brahms, Murdoch, William

Brahms, Niemann, Walter Btahms, Schauft-

ler, Robert Haven The Unknown Brahms,
Schumann, Clara Letters of Clara Schumann
and Johannes Brahms, Specht, Richard Jo
hannes Brahms

Important recordings of music by

Johannes Brahms
ORCHESTRA Symphony m C-minor (VICTOR-

Stokowski) , Symphony in D-major (VICTOR-
Stokowski) , Symphony in F-major (Vicron-
Stokowski) , Symphony in E-minor (VICTOR-
Walter) ,

Academic Festival overture (Co-
LUMBiA-Mengelberg) , Tragic overture (Vio
TOR-Boult) , Variations on a theme of Haydn
(VICTOR-Casals) ,

Concerto for Piano and
orchestra in D-minor (ViCTOR-Bachaus) ,

Concerto in B-flat mayor (ViCTOR-Schnabel) ,

Concerto for violin and orchestra (COLUMBIA-
Szigeti) ,

Concerto foi violin, violoncello and
oicliestra (VicroR-Casals, Thibaud)
CHORAL Rhapsody (VICTOR) ,

A German
lequieiu, "Blest aie they that mourn"
(GRAMOPHONL) , "Behold all flesh" (GRAMO
PHONE) ,

"How lovely is thy dwelling place"
(GRAMOPHONE) ,

"Ye that are sorrowful"

(PARLAPHONE)
CHAMBER Music Sextet m B-ftat major

(VlCTOR-Pro Arte, Hobday, Pini) , Quintet in

G-major (VicroR-Buclapest, Mahlke) ,
Clari

net quintet (CoLUMBiA-Lener, Draper) ,
Piano

quintet (VicroR-Flonzaley, Bauer) , String

quartet in C-minor (ViCTOR-Busch) , String
quartet in A-nnnor (VicroR-Budapest) ,

Piano

quartet in G-minor (ViCTOR-Pro-Arte, Rubin-
stem) ,

Piano quartet in A-major (GRAMO-
PHONE-Busch, Serkm) , Tno in B-major
(BRUNSWICK) , Trio in C-major (COLUMBIA) ,

Trio for violin, horn and piano (VICTOR) ,

Sonata for violoncello and piano in E-minof
(CoLUMBiA-Feucrmann) ,

Sonata for viola

and piano (CoLUMBiA-Tertis) ,
Sonatas for

violin and piano in G-major and A-mafor
( VICTOR-Busch, Serkm) ,

Sonata for violin

and piano in D-minor (CoLUMBiA-Zimbahst)
PIANO Sonata in F-minor (COLUMBIA-

Gramger) ,
Vanations and fugue on a theme

of Handel (ViCTOR-Moisevitch) ,
Variations

on a theme of Paganmi (VicxoR-Bachaus) ,

Representative piano tvorks of Brahms,
selected Ballades, Capiiccios, Hungarian
dances, Rhapsodies, Waltzes, etc (VicroR-
Bachaus)
SONGS Brahms lieder album (VICTOR-

Bampton) ,
Brahms heder group (VicroR-

Gerhaidt)

Tomas Breton 1850-1923

THOMAS BRETON Y HERNAN-
DEZ was born m Salamanca

on December 29, 1850 He leceived

musical training at an early age. In his
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TOMAS BRETON

tenth year, he was already engaged pro
fessionally in musical activity as a

member of an orchestra in his native

city.

In his fifteenth year, Breton went to

Madrid where for several years he
earned his livelihood by playing in

theatres and cafes Following this, he
traveled thru Spam with a touring

operatic company, as a member of its

orchestra

Meanwhile, Breton had become more
and more actively interested in native

Spanish music. He was, finally, driven

by the desire to express this native

music in artistic forms larger than mere

folk-songs Tn order to solidify his

technique to bring this ideal to fruition

he entered the Madrid Conservatory
in 1875. One year later, his influence

asserted itself when he founded the

Union Artistico Musical, its purpose
being to introduce important new
Spanish works to the music public,

From this time on, Breton's career

was rich with activity and achievement.
For a long period, he was conductor at

the Madrid Opera House, and of

symphony concerts, once again serving
as an all-important medium in bringing
important new Spanish works to the

attention of the music world. Pedagogy
also absorbed his attention. In 1901,
Breton was engaged as teacher at the

Conservatory of Music in Madrid, two

years later he became its director

However, it is with his compositions
that Breton's greatest importance in

Spanish music rests In 1889, Los
Amantes dc Teruel, the first of Breton's

outstanding zarzudas ( operettas ) ,

reached performance, and was received

so enthusiastically that Breton was

encouraged to produce a long string of

similar works which endeared him to

Spaniards These zarsuclas, remarks
Adolfo Salazar, "are quite after the

heart of the public and arc full of real

character
"

Analyzing Breton's style of composi
tion painstakingly m his authoritative

study on modern Spanish music,
Salazar pointed out that Breton's tech

nique is more cerebral than inspired,
and that his art is almost rudimentary
(f

in the manner in which it utilizes the

popular chant whose gracefulness and
freshness he spoiled on account of the

treatment to which he submitted it
"

Breton may not have been a great

composer (it is doubtful if he can even
be numbered among the outstanding
composers of Spain), notwithstanding
the fact that he produced some chamber-
music of brilliant construction and
freshness of ideas. But Breton was an

important factor in the movement to

nationalize Spanish music. His histori

cal importance, therefore, should not
be underestimated.

Tomas Breton died in Madrid on
December 2, 1923,

Principal works by Tomas Breton:

OPERA: Los A mantes dc Teruel
\
La Ver

bena de la Paloma
i
Juan Gar in ; Dolores

\
hi

Domingo de Ramos
; Raqucl\ Fannelli; Ta

bore, etc.

CHORAL; Apocalipsia.

ORCHESTRA, Las Escenas cwdaluaas; Sala
manca; En la Alhambra; Concerto for violin
and orchestra, etc

CHAMBER Music; Three string quartets ;

Piano quintet; Wind scvlet.

About Tomas Breton :

Salazar, Adolfo, La Milsica Contempordnea
en Espana; Salcedo, Angel S Tomas Breldn,

Chesterian N.S. 11 :263 February 1919*

Important recordings of music by
Tomas Breton:

OPERA: La Verbem dc la Pahma, abridged
version
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SELECTIONS FROM OPLR^ Dolores, "Duo"
and "Jta" (GRAMOPHONE)
ORCHESTRA Las Escejias andaluzas (Co-

i uMBiA-Aibos) ,
En la Alhambra (COLUMBI\-

Arbos)

Max Bruch 1838-1920

T\/TAX BRUCH was born in Cologne
on January 6, 1838 He was the

son of a government employee, and the

grandson of a famous clergyman
As a boy, Bruch disclosed talent m

two different directions for music and
for painting For a long while it

seemed uncertain which art would claim

him His mother, a gifted singer, dis

cerned that her son showed greater

adaptability for music
,

she therefore

urged him to follow its study most

conscientiously Music soon acquired
such prominence m Bruch 's life that,

by his fourteenth birthday, he had com

posed no less than seventy works, One
of these, a symphony, was performed in

Cologne in 1852 so successfully that it

definitely convinced Bruch he was meant
for music
A scholarship of four hundred gulden

enabled him to become a pupil of

Ferdinand Hiller in Cologne Hiller

soon became deeply impressed with the

capabilities of his student, exerting his

influence in procuring a publisher for

BruclVs early works

During the winters of 1857 and 1858,

Bruch was m Leipzig, where he came m
contact with Moscheles and David, The
musical environment of Leipzig was a

healthy spiritual influence for him; his

composition now acquired greater poise
and maturity.

Returning to his native town, Bruch
turned to pedagogy for self-support At
the same time he composed an operetta,

Schers, List itnd Rache (to words by
Goethe) which received performance in

1858.

In 1861, Bruch went to Munich where
he received an introduction to the well-

known poet, Geibel At the express
wish of Mendelssohn, Geibel had writ

ten a libretto for an opera, entitled Die

Loreley, for which Mendelssohn did not

compose the score only because of his

untimely death. Geibel was sufficiently

convinced of Bruch's genius to turn the

libretto over to him. In 1863, Brtich's

MAX BRUCH

opera, Die Loreley his first major
work was performed in Mannheim It

was a great success, and was soon

afterwards repeated m Leipzig

One year later, Bruch produced
another major work, a cantata, Frith}of

Upon its premiere m Aix-la-Chapelle in

1864, it was so well received that it

was soon thereafter performed in prin

cipal cities thruout Germany With the

Loreley and Fnthjof, Bruch's reputa
tion as a composer was firmly estab

lished.

In 1865, Bruch was appointed con

ductor of orchestral concerts in Coblenz.

One year later a still more important

appointment became his, that of chapel-
master at Sonderhausen These years
with the baton turned Bruch's interest

towards orchestral music; during this

period he composed several significant

works, including two symphonies and a

Concerto for violin and orchestra,
dedicated to Joseph Joachim, Of these

works, the Concerto (it was the one in

G-minor) was the most important of

his achievements, "Grave and earnest

from beginning to end, yet rising into

passionate outbursts of almost tragic

intensity," wrote J A. Fuller-Maitland,
"this work acquired at once a place of

its own among violin concertos. Its

melodies have a character deeper,
nobler and more genuinely expressive
than any former work of its composer."
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In 1871, Bruch temporarily surren- Max Bruch died in Fnedenau, Berlin,

dered his conductonal duties to devote on October 2, 1920

himself more completely to composition While Bruch is best known as a com-

The first fruit of his newly acquired poser of the deservedly celebrated

leisure was an opera, Hermwne (after Violin concerto m G-mmor, the Kol

Shakespeare's A Winters Tale) first Nidrn variations (for violoncello and

produced in Berlin in 1872 with only orchestra) and the Romance, it is Hugo
moderate success The outbreak of the Riemann's opinion, in his monumental

Franco-Prussian War brought Bruch to study of music after the time of Beetho-

Berlin where he settled permanently yen, that Bruch's chief artistic import-

Shortly afterwards, he composed two ance rests with his choral works Rie-

outstanding choral works, Odysseus and mann finds that in this field Bruch

Achilleus Arno Kleffel wrote as fol- possessed a modern style of harmony,
lows about these two works "In counterpoint and instrumentation, and a

Odysseus and AchilleuSj Bruch had masterly sense of form Riemann goes
found a field of material which made so far as to maintain that Bruch's

a strong appeal to his instincts and musical writing in his choral pieces

aesthetic feelings, a field m which he contains even greater lucidity than that

found opportunity to develop to the of Brahms

highest degree both in the masterful
Prmcipal works by Max Bruch .

treatment of choral masses and m his ^J^ Three ^^,5 Three con-
ever growing art of instrumentation

certog &r Vlohn and orchestra, Concerto for
Bruch's music not only brought the two ptanos and orchestra, Fantasia (for

Homeric world nearer to us again, but violin and orchestra) ,
Conxertstuck (for

has revealed violin and orchestra) ,
Romance (for violin

i " Nidre% (for Vloloncell

phrases m their entire depth and purity
"

QpERA Die lore\ey Hermionc
Brack's rising prestige as a com- CHAMBER Muslc ; Two strmg quartet s ,

poser brought him an invitation to visit piano tno

England, m 1877, in conection with the CHORAL Armnws, Achilleus; Moses, Can-
first performance of his G-tninor Violin tatas (including Fnthjof, Odysseus, Leomdas,

concerto by Pablo Sarasate in London Die Macht des Gesanges, Heldenfeier, etc),

Bruch's visit to England resulted in per-
About son*s'

ieccs for the Oiano> etc

formances of his principal choral and About Max Bruch :

orchestral works thruout the country FuUer-Maxtland I. A, Masters of German
In 1880, he was appointed conductor of Music, Riemann, Hugo Geschichte der Musik

the Liverpool Philharmonic Society.
M * Beethoven

In 1883, Bruch crossed the Atlantic Important recordings of music by
as a guest o several important singing Max Bruch ,

societies in America which had scheduled ORCHESTRA ; Concerto %n G-mtnor for viohn

performances of his more important <*** orchestra (Vicro^Menuhin) ; Kol Nidret

choral works He was given a royal
(PAKLAPHONE-Piatigorsky).

welcome, and treated with great honor CHORAL ' H*M**f**r (P

and reverence by music audiences thru-

out the East. Upon returning to A f/, n^w^^
Europe, he became conductor of the

T t

Ant Brucknw
T^r^elan 9vm-nVinnv Orr4i^Qtra

" k^OW 01 Only cme WHO may DC COtn-
tfreslauL Symphony Urctiestra, d ^etho^ md he ls feruckn^r.

11

Bruch s last /mportant musical post ^RICHARD WAGNER
came to him m 1892 when he was . *m^>P ^rr^^vr
appointed head of the master school of A NTON BRUCKNER, who was

composition at the Royal High School born in Ansfelden, Austria, on
m Berlin. He fulfilled this important September 4, 1824, was the oldest of

position with honor and dignity, In eleven children, He was descended

1912, he resigned from his professional fr<^ * ^ng Hae of schoolmasters,

duties, For the remainder of his life Music rather than academic studies
he sought seclusion in a suburb of firat appeakd to Brtteknen At the age
Berlin $t f^jt be could play the violin
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ably, he could also compose tunes of an
attractive quality. At school, any
studies removed from music found him
an apathetic pupil He was, therefore,

permitted to study music A cousin of

the family was enlisted to teach him

theory and the organ, and to give him
direction in his abortive composition

Anton Bruckner's father died when
the boy was thirteen years old, making
it imperative for the mother to send
him as a choir-boy to the St, Flonan
secular music school He remained there

for four years, getting private instruc

tion with the intention of entering the

teachers
7

preparatory school in Linz

When Bruckner reached his seven
teenth birthday, he received his first

pedagogical assignment at Windhaag
Negligence in his duties brought about
his transference to an even smaller town,
Kronsdorf What was intended as a

punishment soon turned out to be a

blessing in disguise for young Bruckner
Kronsdorf was midway between Enns
and Steyr, At Enns, Bruckner came
into contact with the organist, Zanetti,

who taught him theory, at Steyr, could

be found one of the best pipe-organs in

Europe, upon which Bruckner was per
mitted to practice.

In 1845, Bruckner having passed his

schoolmaster's license examination -

was appointed to the St. Flonan school

where lie had spent his boyhood years
as chorister. Pedagogy, however, could

not draw him away from music. Com
position and the playing of the organ
remained his favorite pastimes. In

1849, he produced the first work to

disclose his originality and talent as a

composer, the Reguwm in D-minor,

By 1853, he came to the decision of

abandoning pedagogy for music. Bruck
ner set out for Vienna m an

attempt to establish himself in this

musical metropolis. He subjected him
self to a rigorous course of study under

Simon Sechter, the distinguished
theorist. He was so diligent a pupil that,

when asked for written exercises, he

brought his professor seventeen books
of studies. "I never had a more serious

pupil than you/' Sechter told Bruckner.

It was about this time, too, that

Bruckner revealed his musical capabili-

ANTON BRUCKNER

ties in a convincing manner. He de
cided to enter the examination which
was regularly given in Vienna by a high
tribunal of musical authorities, whose

purpose it was to test the back

ground of young musicians One of

the judges would write down a theme
and would then ask the aspiring musi
cian to improvise upon it. When
Bruckner entered the contest, a second

judge maliciously doubled the length of

the theme, and passed the paper on to

Bruckner at the organ. Bruckner, with

slight hesitation, composed extempor
aneously a prelude and fugue upon the

given theme with such technical adroit

ness that the judges were astounded.

"He should examine us," one of them
said. "If I knew one tenth of what he

knows, I would be a happy man'"

In 1860, Bruckner was appointed
choral director of the Frohsinn society
It was thru tbis organization that Bruck
ner was able for the first time to intro

duce a work of his to the Viennese music

public, an Ave Maria for seven voices.

Three years later came one of the

great musical experiences in Bruckner's
life. He heard Wagner's Tannhauser,
which opened a new world to him. To
Bruckner, Tannhduser seemed to blaze

a new direction, a new goal for musical
art. From that moment on, Bruckner
decided to abandon classical rigidity in

his composition and permit himself free
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and unrestricted expression in more glowing terms "It is no common

plastic and more ambitious forms mortal who speaks to us m this music

With this ideal in mind, Bruckner There is introduced to us in this sym-

composed his first symphony in 1865 phony a composer whose very shoe-laces

At this time he made a trip to Munich his numerous enemies are not fit to tie
'

expressly to hear the first perfonnance Bruckner, at this time, was in a

of Wagner's Tristan und Isolde While pitiable plight "I have only my place at

there, he was formally introduced to the the Conservatory," he wrote a letter,

master Wagner invited Bruckner to dated 1875, "on the income of which it

his home, and from that time on there is impossible to exist I have been coin-

developed a friendship between them pelled to borrow money over and over

which persisted until the death of again or accept the alternative of starva-

Wagner It is well known that, thruout tion No one offers me any help
"

his entire life, Bruckner adored Wagner, But finance was one of the smaller of

that (to cite merely one example) after Bruckner's problems One of the offi-

the first performance of Parsifal in cials at the Conservatory told him "It

Bayreuth, Bruckner fell on his knees in is time for you to throw your sympho-
front of Wagner and said reverently nies in a trash-basket"; and Bruckner,

"Master, I worship you '" who was always sensitive to criticism,

On July 6, 1868, Bruckner was suffered unspeakably as a result of this

appointed professor at the Conservatory acrid remark His Third symphony
of Vienna The period that followed dedicated to and praised by Richard

was filled with misery and frustra- Wagner was accepted for performance
tion The premiere of the First by the Vienna Philharmonic, only to be

symphony m Lmz, in 1868, was a fiasco, discarded after one rehearsal because of

both because it was years ahead of its its difficulty In 1877, Bruckner him-

time and because of an execrable per- self conducted this "Wagner" symphony,
formance The Mass in F-minor was to be greeted by jeers, hissing and

refused a performance m Vienna be- laughter When the symphony was over

cause of its difficulty Bruckner was to only a dozen people were left in the

know disappointment m love as well, audience one of these was Gustav

She was Josephine Lang, a girl of seven- Mahler, who rushed to congratulate the

teen, whom Bruckner entertained dreams composer for a masterpiece ;
another

of marrying, He was finally rejected by was Rattig, the publisher, who admired
the girl's parents because of the dis- the work so sincerely that he decided

crepancy in age between the lovers to publish it, irrespective of financial

It was to escape from these dis- losses,

appointments that Bruckner decided to It was, therefore, perhaps no coinci-

neglect composition momentarily and to dence that, at this time, Bruckner was
set out upon a concert tour as organist composing a symphony which he
His successes in London and France entitled, Tragic
exhilarated and encouraged him, and Abuse, financial troubles, severe criti-

he returned to Vienna considerably asms all combined to undermine
vitalized in spirit In June, 1872, he Bruckner's health In 1880 he suffered

hired the Philharmonic orchestra for a severe attack of nerves. He left for

300 gulden (eight months of his wages') Switzerland for a holiday From there

to introduce his Mass in F-minor to he went to Oberammergau for the

Vienna It cannot be said that he was Passion Play, In Oberammcrgau he

compensated for this extravagance by fell in love once again, this time with
the appreciation of his audience, even Mane Bartl, also seventeen years of age.

though no less a critic than Eduard For a time, Bruckner and his beloved
Hanshck was impressed with some pages exchanged tender phra$$s thru letters,

of the music A few months later, But it was not long before the girl tired

Bruckner expended another 400 gulden of this relationship and Bruckner's
to introduce his Mass in F-minor to yearning letters found no answer,
one critic found this work important Upon his return to Vienna, Brudmer
Spiedel, who wrote m the following fouad a cocmtfete reversal of fortune,w

( T"
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Hans Richter, the great conductor, saw average in height, but an inclination to

the score of the Romantic symphony and corpulency made him appear shorter

was so moved by the work that he His physiognomy, huge-nosed and
decided to perform it without delay at smooth-shaven as he was, \\as that of a

the concerts of the Vienna Philharmonic Roman emperor, but from his blue e}es
The praise which greeted this work at beamed only kindness and childish faith

its performance was no longer single- He wore unusually wide white collars,

voiced In 1884, Artur Nikisch con- in order to leave his neck perfectly free
,

ducted the Seventh symphony, which and his black loose-hanging clothes were
soon afterwaids was also performed by obviously intended to be, above all, corn-

Hermann Levi in Munich and Felix fortable He had even left instructions

Mottl in Karlsiuhe There followed for a roomy coffin The only thing
other performances of Bruckner's about his attire suggestive of the artist

symphonies in America, by Anton Seidl, was the loosely arranged bow-tie he
and 111 Graz, by Karl Muck Obviously, always wore About the fit and shape
Bruckner's star was soanng Further of his shoes he was, according to his

recognition came in 1891 when he was shoe-maker, more particular than the

created Honoraiy Doctor of the Uni- most exactmgly elegant member of the

veisity of Vienna Shortly after this, fair sex As he would huiry along the

an insignia was bestowed upon him by street swinging a soft black hat, which

Emperor Franz Joseph of Vienna who he hardly ever put on, a colored hand-

also invited the composer to live in an kerchief could always be seen protrud-

apartment in the wing of the Belvedeie mg from his coat-pocket"

palace He was not a man of social graces,
In 1894, on the occasion of his frequently his appearance and awkward

seventieth birthday, Bruckner found behaviour aroused mild amusement
himself generally recognized as one of among those with whom he came into

the foremost composers m Vienna His contact He was very modest and un-

birthday was celebrated with festivity assuming, asked little of his friends and

There were telegrams from half the expected little, and whenever a favor

music-world, elaborate articles of praise was done to him he was so effusive in

m the Viennese press, honorary concerts his gratitude that he frequently proved
Lmz gave him the key to the city Many to be embarrassing He enjoyed most

musical organizations bestowed upon a glass of Pilsen beer in the company
him official honorary titles of pleasant friends

But he was, unfortunately, not fated Where Bruckner's music is concerned,

to taste this sweetness much longer
the music world has been definitely

On January 12, 1896, he attended a pei- divided into two opposing camps There

formance of his Te Deum
,

it was the are those who believe that Bruckner is

last of his works he was to hear per-
one of the greatest symphonic corn-

formed Duimg the summer he fell ill posers of all time, the inevitable sue-

On October 11 it was Sunday he was cessor of Johannes Brahms On the

working upon the final sketches of his other hand there are those who esteem

Ninth symphony when he complained of him a mediocrity, a pompous, preten^

a chi 1 and asked for a cup of tea A tious, loud-voiced, self-appointed proph-
fnend helped him to bed No soonei et Music history has few examples
did he straighten himself in it than he m which a composer, four decades after

breathed his last his death, is still the subject of such

At the funeral services, Ferdinand extravagant and hysterical dispute

Lowe conducted the adagio movement Wherein does the truth lie ? It is

of Bruckner's Seventh symphony As quite true that Bruckner's music shrieks

Bruckner himself had requested, he was with faults His symphonies are fre-

buned under the organ of St Flonan quently full of bombast, frequently
Gabnel Engel, the author of a mono- inflated with musical wind Too often

graph on Bruckner, has given us the is he prolix, and too often and and dull

following verbal portrait of the com- And yet, to dismiss Bruckner because

poser "He was a little above the of these shortcomings is a sad injustice
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At his best the Agnus Dei of the Mass
in F-minort the slow movement of the

Fourth symphony, the superb opening
of the Seventh, as well as its other

worldly Adagio Bruckner has given
voice to a music whose poignancy and
deathlessness must ultimately be ac

cepted At such moments "he is both

the poet and the seer/' as Lawrence
Gilman has written, "looking at us with

fathomless, grave eyes, speaking soberly
of incredible things , or uttering magnifi
cence like a Hebrew prophet ,

or ro ling

up heavens like a scroll This is the

treasurable Bruckner the mystic, rhap-
sodist, prophet, whose speech was trans

figured, whose imaginings were pene
trated (as Swinburne said of

Baudelaire) with the suggestion of
indescribable wonders, echoing with a

strange murmur of revelation"

"Bruckner's particular significance"
wrote Paul Bekker, "lies in his having
made use of the most subjective ele

ments of romanticism in the expression
of popular feeling and naively religious
faith, For this reason also his music
seems to many of us to possess a calm
and tranquil beauty He differs from
Brahms m the first place by the inevit

able grandeur of his form, for as a com
poser of the expansive type he strove
for symphonic structure, while the con
centration of chamber-music forms was
foreign to his nature. The intellectual
and psychological factors in romanticism
were equally alien to him. Here again
he differs significantly from Brahms.
Thru the simplicity of his feeling,
Bruckner is the first to return to the

expression of an impersonal, a universal
attitude, That it is which gives him his

religious trend and gives his music its

tranquil ity
"

Principal works by Anton Bruckner
CHORAL Requiem, Three masses, TV

Deum, Psalm 150; Helgoland, Abtndsmber.
ORCHESTRA, Nine symphonies,
CHAMBER Music Stnng q

About Anton Bruckner;
Bekken Paul The Story of Mwc\ Engel,

Gabriel, The Lii* of Anton Bruckner: FulTer-
Maitland, J A, Masters of Gtrman Music;
Uieuench, August Anton Brvck*tr* Em
Ltbens- vnd Schaffens-Btld ; GrSfiinger, Franz
Anton Bruckner* Bawteint Xu n<rr

', Grunmgeir, FHtSE. *r

tige , Anton Bruckner's Leben dem Volk t

Kurth, Ernst Bruckner, Tessmer, Hans
Anton Bruckner

Important recordings of music by
Anton Bruckner

CHORAL Mass in E-wnnor (CHUISTSCHALL)
ORCHESTRA Symphony No 7 in E-tnajor

(ViCTQR-Ormandy)

Alfred Bruneau 1857-1934

(See Composers of Today")

John Bull 1562-1628

JOHN BULL, distinguished contem

porary of William Byrd, was born in

England in 1562, both the exact place
and date of his birth are unknown
Between 1572 and 1578, Bull was

brought up at the Chapel Royal under
the tutelage of William Bhtheman,
When he completed his studies, he turned
to the composition of vocal works After

serving his creative apprenticeship in this

field, he abandoned vocal music and de
voted himself to the creation of instru

mental works
He acquired an imposing reputation as

a virtuoso of the virginal and the organ
On December 24, 1582 he was appointed
organist at the Hereford Cathedral.
After three years at this post, he was
admitted as a Gentleman of the Chapel
Royal In the meanwhile, he did not
abandon his studies, receiving his musi
cal baccalaureate from Oxford in 1586,
and his doctorate from Cambridge four

years later

By this time, his important position in

English music was generally accepted by
his compatriots He came into high
favor with English royalty, honored by
the Queen with a lease upon several
lands and a sinecureship consisting of the

Keepership of Etifield Chase.
In 1601, John Bull began an extensive

continental tour as virtuoso of the vir

ginal and the organ, achieving great suc
cess wherever he performed. The tour
was abruptly discontinued because of
Bull's failing fceaW*. It was on this trip
that there took place an event most
frequently related about this composer,He had come incognito to the Cathedral
of St Ctepj* Conducted by one of the
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shown a song of forty parts, he was told

that there was not a musician in the

world who could add an additional part
Bull quietly accepted the challenge,
locked himself in the vestry and com

posed forty more, each more original
than the preceedmg one. When the mu
sician noticed the ingenuity and talent of

the forty additional parts, he cried out

"Only the devil could have accomplished
this!" "Not the devil," answered the

composer, "but your humble servant,

John Bull
"

In 1607, John Bull married "Elizabeth

Walter of the Strand, aged about twenty-
four, daughter of Walter, citizen of

London " Three years later, Bull en

tered the service of Prince Henry, but

in 1613 suddenly deserted England to

enter the service of the Archduke of

Brussels This departure, the cause of

which was veiled in mystery, created a

sensation, Bull was greatly admired in

England (there were many who esteemed

him the greatest musician of the day),
and it was a source of amazement that

his services should be removed from

England. King James dispatched a note

to the British Minister m Brussels ex

pressing his indignation that the Arch
duke of Brussels should show such lack

of courtesy in engaging Bull The reply
which the British Minister returned to

King James is a bewildering one, and
has never been fully explained Pie

JOHN BULL

wrote that Bull did ''steal out of Eng
land thru the guilt of a corrupt con
science m order to escape punishment
which notoriously he had deserved and
was designed to have been inflicted on
him by the hand of justice for his . . .

grievous crimes
"

John Bull spent the remainder of his

life in Belgium, In 1617 he became or

ganist of the Antwerp Cathedral, holding
this post with honor until his death He
died in Antwerp on March 13, 1628
Two days after his death he was buried

in the Notre Dame Cathedral of Antwerp.

John Bull's importance as a composer
rests principally with his works for key
board instruments, particularly those for

the virginal, many of which appear in the

monumental Fitswilliam Virginal Book
"Bull's keyboard music is not of

equal interest," we are informed by
Margaret H Glyn, "and some of it sug
gests an excursion in counterpoint, but
it is all extremely playable, lying well

under the hands His greatest work in

the pianoforte style , . is his Wah-
ingham variations, a big virtuoso piece,

containing nearly all present piano tech

nique, if allowance be made for the

limited treble compass and the absence of

octave passages."

Wanda Landowska, who has brought
prominence to the virginal music of John
Bull in our day thru her periodic per
formances, considers these keyboard
pieces of William Byrd and John Bull

as the most important instrumental music
of the entire period "Something like

twenty years separate these two com
posers, Byrd being the older of the two
. , . Each one of them brings popular
music to the same destination The

prowess of augmentation and diminution

is as familiar to the one as to the other

And both are intoxicated with perpetual
movement, with a harsh and robust

rhythm Notice these clusters of semi

quavers which, with Byrd and Bull, roll,

overflow and spread out the exuberance
of life over the measure-bars

"

Principal works by John Bull :

VOCAL, Almighty God, Attend unto my
te$r$] Deliver me, God, How joyful and
how good] In the departure of the Lord\
In Thee, Lord, etc

INSTRUMENTAL About 150 pieces for the

organ, virginal, viols, etc
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About John Bull othei continent, Amenca, whithei he had

Bridge, Frederick Twelve Good Musicians, come to teach at the New England Con-
Glyn, Margaret H About Elizabethan Vir- servatory in Boston Simultaneously, he
gmal MUSH

gave concerts on the piano, lapidly ac-
Musval Tunes 69 127 February 1928 ^^ ft ieputatlon as

F
Qne

'

of t e^
Important recordings of music by John est mterpieters of piano hteiature of his

Bull time
INSTRUMENTAL Gigge (PARLAPHONE) ,

The He was, however, so keenly dissatisfied

King's hunt (CoLUMBrA-Dolmetsch) Wlth ^IS piano performances that he de

cided at this time to go into retirement

Ferruccio Busoni 1866*192*
m orde/

to
!*
ke UP ^ stud? * th

^
piano fiom the very beginning, based

pERRUCCIO BENVENUTO BU- upon an entirely new method For this
L SONI was born in Empoli, Tuscany, purpose, he established himbelf in Berlin

on April 1, 1866, the son of excellent in 1894 For several years he devoted

musicians His father was a profession- himself completely to studying piano
al clarinet-player, and his mother was a technique intensively, varying this routine

pianist of considerable talent with composition and dncction of sym-
It was the piano, rather than the clar- phony concerts Then, feeling satisfied

met, that attracted Ferruccio Busom with his progress, he embarked upon a

from the first At the age of four he new concert tour From this time on he

already could perform upon it any mel- was acclaimed as one of the pieemment
ody that was played foi him Intensive pianists of the geneiation

study enabled him to make his debut as In 1912, Bustom's first opera, Die

concert pianist m his ninth year in Brautwahl, was given its premiere in

Vienna, a performance which aroused Hamburg with negligible success

the admiration of Eduard Hanslick, One 1913 found Busoni in Bologna, where

year later, Busom was to make his bow he served as directot of the Liceo Musi-
as a composer, when he himself directed cale The war broke out duiing his

his own Stabat Mater activities as teacher and director, and
Busoni now made an extensive tour as disgusted and hornfied by the direction

child-prodigy thru Italy, Austria and m which his country was heading-
Germany with great success In Italy,

Busoni fled to Zurich to seclude himself

he was honored by being offered a mem- from a world gone mad Here, he

bership in the Philharmonic Academy of found escape in feverish composition and

Bologna, the youngest musician since in the direction of the Concerts d'abon-

Mozart to receive this distinction His nement

travels, finally, brought him to Leipzig When the war ended, Busoni returned

Here he settled temporarily to absorb its to the concert stage and made a triumph-
musical life He came into contact with ant tour of Paris, Italy and Germany*
such musicians as Delius, Mahler, There followed once again choruses of

Tschaikovsky and Greig, and m theii praise for his performances His ac

company acquired a maturer conception tivity^as
concert pianist did not, however,

of his art At this time, he composed his curtail his composition. In 1921, the
first string quartet, a work of adult ma- Berlin

State^ Opera presented Turandot

turity, and made the first of his distm- and Arlecchino, both of which enjoyed
guished transcriptions, for piano, of the considerable prestige and honor

organ works of Johann Sebastian Bach, The collapse of the German mark
the D-major fugue brought Busoni to Paris where he hoped

In 1889, he was called to Helsingfors to settle permanently.
-
Here, on October

to become professor at the Conservatory, of 1923, his frend, Iskbr Philipp, no-
He remamded here only a brief period, ticed that Bused appeared ill, and urged
The following year, the Rubinstein award him to visit a specialist The physidan
brought him to Russia, where he taught told him that his days were Htfuted, that
at the Moscow Conservatory, and where if he would give up all drinking and
he met Rimsky-Korsakoff and Glazunov. smoking he might live another tix
One year later found Busoni in still *n- months.
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Ferruccio Busoni died in Berlin on

July 27, 1924 He had suffered from
chronic inflammation of the kidneys, to

gether with inflammation of the muscles
of the heart His greatest work, an

opera Doktor Faust lay uncompleted
upon his desk Doktor Faust, put into

final shape by Philipp Jarnach, was given
its first performance m Dresden on May
21, 1925

Ferruccio Busoni, who was known to

be a very eccentric personality, was genial
and lovable He was famous for his

sense of humor, which frequently could

be stmgmgly malicious, his conversation
was always spiced with wit and mel
lowed with wisdom His preferences in

cluded cigars, liquor and cheerful com

pany. He loathed the music of Wagner,
admired Bach and Beethoven, but

adored Mozart "Mozart/* he once

wrote,
u
is up to the present the most

perfect manifestation of musical talent
"

Edward J Dent has written that the

"real Busom" was never known or under
stood by the public at large "He knew
himself inwardly to be a composer and

perhaps something more, it is not too

much to say that he knew himself to

be a philosopher and prophet It was
not merely personal vanity or ambition

that dominated his thoughts, any weak
ness of that kind he had shaken off years

ago. What made it impossible for the

world to understand him was that he
felt himself to be a man with a mission

The ordinary artistic world can under
stand easily enough a man whose mo
tives are purely commercial; it can even

extend a certain tolerance to mere van

ity; but a man who regards his art as if

it were a religion which he has been
called by heaven both to preach and to

practise, regardless of worldly conven
tions and understandings, finds himself

in an impossible position.
3 '

Busoni was a prolific composer, pro

ducing a quantity of works in almost

every field of musical endeavor. As to

this output, Cecil Gray has written, "one

finds great qualities striking and orig
inal conceptions, gigantic technical re

source- ' yet one is never wholly satisfied

with any single work It is in the men
tal process which intervenes between the

conception and execution of a work that

Busoni would seem to failin the em-

FERRUCCIO BUSONI

bodiment of the abstract idea in musical

flesh, as it were. There is a lack of

distinction about the musical material of

his buildings ;
one does not feel that any

discrimination has been exercised by the

composer in its choice . . It is at

least certain that his most impressive
works, and those which come nearest to

being successful, are those which are

built out of the musical material of

others . He is a master builder to

whom could be confided the execution

of the most difficult tasks and gigantic

conceptions, provided that they have al

ready been put on paper by the architect

. , , He is like the Cyclops, the workman
of the Gods, but not themselves gods,
nor yet mere mortals."

The above criticism was penned before

Doktor Faust was introduced to the

world, a work that is generally accepted
as Busom's crowning artistic achieve

ment. "There is in Faustus," wrote
Lazare Saminsky, "a mellowness and
warmth which is granted only to

creators with a feeling for the human
voice . . In this work his inbred eclec

ticism is milch less manifest than m any
other work the Piano concerto or the

Clarinet concertino, for example. He
has contrived to give his opera a unity,
a style and a flexibility of musical action

that might serve as a challenge to any
creator. His fastidious speech and pure,
exalted musicianship usher Busoni into
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the sublime circle of Liszt, Scnabm, was the organist of the St Olaf Church

Debussy and Schonberg Busoni is one in Helsmgor, Denmark, was his only

of the few embodiments of that elevated teacher, introducing him at an early age

artistry surviving into our own busy to the library of great organ music

time Young Buxtehude was an apt pupil

"As an operatic conception Doktor Upon completing his studies he held

Faust is a relief from the stodgy and several minor organ posts ui Helsmgor
artificial continuity of the Wagnenan (between 1657 and 1660) attracting

drama The return to the fantastic and attention to his virtuosity

picturesque, to whim and episode, to the At the age of thirty, Buxtehude

elegent adventure in art sought by migrated to Lubeck where he became
Berlioz and Delacroix, is more relevant organist at St Mary's, marrying the

to our time and to the new opera than daughter of his predecessor, Tunder, as

the tedious consequentialism of Wagner was prescribed by the rules of this posi-

"Another feeling that remains after turn For forty years he remained here,

hearing Faust is one of profound ad- acquiring a reputation as organist which

miration for a race that still gives us spanned the continent "There is no

masters who are, much more than Titus doubting that Buxtehude was a remark-

was, the 'consolation of humanity
' " able player who exploited all the possible

Ferrucao Busoni was also a distin-
eff

?
cts * hls magnificent probably

guished theoretician The bulk of his W& }
T

nst ent' te A *

,
EaCe'

theories on music appear m a book fiW Hull 'His works prove it To

which has been translated into English, f
1^1011 one Pt only, hls US15 *-

A New Aesthetic of Mus^c ***** m^ ore Sections than Bach s
'

for rapid changes of keyboard, and

Principal works by Ferruccio Busoni , whereas it is possible to play thru Bach's

OPERA Dte Brautwahl, Turandot*, Arlec- pieces without changing manuals, it is

chwo , Doktor Faust not possible to do so with Buxtehude's
ORCHESTRA Symphonic suite , Concerto for organ music

"

viohn and orchestra; Lustspiel overture, Noc- ^ n * r t. j *

turne symphonique ;
Concertino for clarinet Especially famous were Buxtehttde's

and small orchestra] Divertimento, Tanswal- regular Abendmusik concerts, which
ser, Concerto for piano and orchestra took place for five consecutive Sundays,
CHAMBER Music- Two string quartets prior to Christmas These concerts,
Songs, Pieces for the piano, etc ^hick featured great organ and choral

About Ferruccio Busoni music, were so famous that both Handel

Dent, Edward J Ferruccio Busoni , Gray,
and Bach made pilgrimages to attend

Cecil Survey of Contemporary Music; Leich- them, the former coming in 1703, and
entntt, Hugo, Busoni; Pannam, Guido Mod- the latter two years later,
ern Composers, Saminsky, Lazare Music of TV * t. r - * i. j j*j T t. i

Our Day. Dietrich Buxtehude died in Lubeck
Musical Quarterly 7 331 July 1921, Sackbut on the ninth of May, 1707.

2:33 June 1921, It 1S not posslble to overestimate his

Important recordings of music by influence, Johann Sebastian Bach was
Ferruccio Busom. a pupil of Buxtehude and was vitally

PIANO- Ballettwne m D-major (ODEON) ;

affected by his teaching. Buxtehude
Elegie (PQLYDOR). solidified those forms later brought to

their highest peaks of sublimity by Bach,

TV *- u -D * u ^ 1*9? 1^9 ^ ^rst suggs&ted their marvelous
Dietrich Buxtehude 1637-17Q7 artistic potentialities : the passaculia,

"As lohn the Baptist was to Christ so the chaconne, the prelude and fugue,was . .

Buxtehu^ta^,^^ ^ {^^^^^^
Delude.

*0f

QIETRICH BUXTEHUDE, distin- to be Buxt^ude^s^ost fSous ^Side*^
guished contemporary of Bach and of expression* "The choral prelude,"

Handel, was born in Helsmgborg, wrote Cecil Gray, "was raised to an tin-

Sweden, in 1637. His father, Johann exajnpled pitch of elaboration, and
Btixtehude, who for almost thirty years enriched with every conceivable dtevice
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of contrapuntal and decorative resource William Byrd 1543-1623

at his disposal In his hands, indeed, V__TT T Twn-n* ^ r ,1 r ^i

the theme 13 frequently so varied and W^^V *?' ^ 1*
adorned with arabesques as to become

,

Elizabethan school of music, was

totally unrecognizable, and even when said to have been born in Lincolnshire m

presented textually it is often hidden 1543 II 1S
r
not kn n who his Pai

?,

nts

from sight altogether under the exuber- ^
ere

'
r

Tf
or\ what S

,

OUr
t

c
,

eS
,

the
>'

.
s

,.

s
, ^ Mil stemmed It is known only that, as a

ant welter of ornamentation with which
fa wai*m Byrd studied at the St

it is surrounded paul >

s School where his education was
In commenting upon the nature of comprehensive, in later life, he revealed

Buxtehude's music, Romam Rolland has a thorough knowledge of mathematics

explained "Writing for a concert pub- and Latin

he, and not for religious service, he felt The first tangible fact connected with

the need of making his music of a kind Byrd's life which is in our possession

which would appeal to eveiyone
1S his appointment as organist of Lincoln

Buxtehude avoided m his music the Cathedral which came to him on Febru-

ornate and clustering polyphony which
ar^ 27

> 1563
r

Six years later he was
! 7, TT 14. sworn in as Gentleman of the Chapelwas really his metier He sought R } sh Wlth Thomas TaUl _

nothing but clear, pleasing and striking another emment composer of the period
designs, and even aimed at descriptive _the honorary post of organist On
music He willingly sacrrfied himself

January 22, 1575, both Byrd and Tallis

by intensifying his expression, and what received from the Queen a patent for

he lost m abundance he gained in power the printing and selling of music-paper,
The homophonic chaiacter of his writ- which, upon the death of Tallis, passed

ing, the neatness of his beautiful melodic on exclusively to Byrd This ventuie

designs of a popular clarity, the insist- was unsuccessful, for, unfortunately, the

ence of the rhythmic and lepetition of business acumen of both Tallis and Byrd

phrases which sink clown into the heart
was not e(lual to their musical lfts

in so obsessive a manner are all essen- ^ Byrd >
who was "?

1

hl
l

h favor wlth the

tially Handehan traits No less is the Queen >
wa

T
s
&?$

d Y her leases to two

magnificent triumph of the ensembles, f^
101* In

, ^ he we
f

t

ff
uth *

,

& *
. 111 his wife and children, and after a short

his manner of painting m bold masses
st at Harlington, settled in his second

of light and shade manor at Stondon Placej m EsseXj

Principal works by Dietrich Buxte- where he was lo remain the greater

hude Parl of ^1S n fe ^n 1575, he first enjoyed

ORGAN Choral preludes, fantasy passa- P^stige as a composer by publishing

caglias, chaconnes, fugues, etc together with Tallis, a volume of

CHAMBER Music Sonatas for strings, etc Cantiones that contained sixteen motets

A i_ J T-, , ^ r> 11 by Tallis and eighteen by ByrdAbout Dietrich Buxtehude -nm ^ 1 ?i r TM n- n
n n f , , , ., ~ With the death of Thomas Tallis in

AnS' $3Lf B^SEtt! sfZt, fc 1585 Wdham Byrd became the
undjs-

Buxtehude, Handel, Bach puted monarch of English music His
Chester-tan 1472 January-Febiuaiy 1933, creative force was, henceforth, to be

Monthly Musical Record SO 147 July 1920 fertile and versatile In 1588, he pub-

Important recordings of music by
hshed hls first volume of madrigals,

Dieinch Buxtehude thereby introducing arid establishing a

ORGAN Fugue m F-major (GRAMOPHONE),
>im f E"8hf music whld

?
as soon

In dukijubilo (ULTRAPHONE) , Komm heihger thereafter to become one of the most

gewt (KANTOREI) , Prelude and fugue in B- famous expiessions of the Elizabethan
major (ARIIPHONE) ,

Prelude and fugue in era The madrigal was first introduced

dwcmw SoOTON)
rlCK) ' Prekld} fugue md

to England by an amateur-musician,Cl
rL-A*!ll.T, \f*rL c j n r Nicolas Yonge, who, intimately ac-
CHAMBER Musrc Sonata w D-major. foi * i ,1? TX 1 A -NT +0,1^1

violin, vxoloncello and harpsichoid (W- q^jnted
with Italian and Netherland

PHONE) madrigals, had frequent performances
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WILLIAM BYRD

of them at his home In the early part
of 1588, Yonge published a volume of

fifty-seven of the best specimens of

foreign madrigals ,
it was in this volume

thai there appeared two additional

madrigals by William Byrcl, the first

examples of English madrigal-writing
In 1590, Byrd once again was the

innovator by composing extensively for

the virginal, becoming the first great

composer to turn his talents towards a

keyboard instrument.

In 1610, he composed the first of his

monumental Masses, which was wrote
W. H. Haclow "the finest of their

kind ever written by an English com
poser, and of the highest rank the world
over, Not Lassus or Palestrina ever
rose to a loftier and more serene
eminence "

It is believed that William Byrcl died
at Stondon Place in Essex on July 4,

1623. Upon his death, he was reverent

ly referred to by the Chapel Royal
Check Book as ''Father of Musicke."

There can be no question but that

Byrcl is one of the great names m the

history of English music He was a

composer of originality, inspiration and
inexhaustible inventiveness. He enjoys
greatness particularly because of "the

splendid range and opulence of his

melody," to quote W. H Hadow once
more, "the audacities of his harmonic
color which so shocked the pedants of

the nineteenth century and which have

proved to be so certainly and trium

phantly right, the depth and sensitive

ness of his emotion
,
his variety of struc

ture, always adventurous and always
suitable to the subject proposed"

His influence upon the history of

musical art has been far-reaching First

and foremost, he was the parent of

English madrigal, the first composer in

England to bring- prominence to this

form and, consequently, to pave the way
for the great line of madrigal com

posers who were to enrich Elizabethan

music immeasurably The madrigal
specimens which William Byrd com

posed for Nicolas Yonge's collection

aroused so great an enthusiasm that

thruout England composers began to

create works in the new form It was
not long before a volume containing
the most representative examples of

English madrigals was published, The

Triumphs of Oriana in 1603,

The madrigal is a secular song in

three or more independent parts, usually
of a light and delicate nature, Many of

these madrigals were love-songs ;
others

were meditative, satiric or humorous It

was essentially a domestic form of art,

not intended for concert performance.
After dinner, the company would receive

booklets of madrigals and would join in

singing them as naturally as they might
play cards or dice

Equally significant was Ilyrd's influ

ence upon instrumental music, Up to

this time, the emphasis had been placed
entirely upon vocal music. With a re

markable library of virginal pieces,
about one hundred and twenty of which
have survived (some of which appear
in the Fikzwilliam Virginal Book), Wil
liam Byrd proved emphatically what a
remarkable medium for artistic expres
sion this keyboard instrument could be
come. "If we consider all this key
board music as a whole," we learn from
Frank Howes, "we are bound to admit
that it is not great music even in a small
form, as the Church music is great or
as the secular madrigals are great It

is not so profound as the one or so

vigorous and assured as the other.
Much of it is tentative and hardly inter

esting to play or to listen to. But
much of it . , , is charming, some of it
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is gay, a good deal has the grave wistful- In 1580, Caccim came into contact
ness so characteristic of the composer, vuth a group of art4o\ers \\ho gathered
a little of it is dehciously fanciful and a regularly at the home of Gio\anni Bardi,
little is playful Some of it is brilliant a cultured dilettante These art-lovers

technically and some brilliant in sound
"

included Vmcenzo Gahlei, a talented
William Byrd was (to conclude with performer on the lute and viol and an

a few lines of Wanda Landowska) "a amateur composer (the father of the

poet The curve of his melodic line, \vorld-famous scientist Galileo), Ottavio
which is both sinuous and ornamental, Rmuccmi, a poet, Jacopo Pen, a famous
is full of sweetness, with a content fresh composer These artists, \\lio today are
and savoury

"
Iconoclast and innovator, known as the "camerata," were inspired

as he was in his madrigal and virginal by the Renaissance to turn to Greek
pieces, dreamer and artist, as he was models for the creation of a new musical
m his church music, he \vas the brightest art Weary of polyphonic music and
light of the Elizabethan era, and one the manner in which it was suffering
of the glories of English music abuse at the hands of contemporary

Principal works by William Byrd composers, they fed upon Anstoxenus'

\TV^AT Turn* rt+ a+I, A i
treatise on music and from it diew theVOCAL Masses, motets, madrigals. , r * ,

psalms, songs, sonnets, etc ldea of making music use speech as a

INSTRUMENTAL Fantasias, preludes, pieces
model for its form In this way, they

for the virginal, etc evolved the recitative

About William Byid
The recitative was brought to the

ix*,4,vHr w T-T r^i * j 77 T-T 1
attention of the music world in a series

Jrlaclow, W Jrl Collected h&says , Haclow, r < e i J3 i ^ 1111W H English Music, Howes, Frank Wil- of monodies by Caccim, published in

ham Byid 1602 under the title of Nuove musiche

Important recordings of music by
In hl

5 P^ace,
Caccim explained the

William Byrd aim * ^11S new mission These wise

n^AT jt , n* /rvr ,.\ T n i noble personages have constantlyOCAL Agnus Dei (COLUMBIA) , Lullaby. , ,* / 1,1,1 , 1 t

my sweet little baby (COLUMBIA), Though strengthened me and with the most lucid

Amaryllis dance in green (RoYCROFT-Enghsh reasons determined me to place no value
Smgeis) , Madrigals, Come to me gnef foi- upon that music which makes it im-
evei, This szveet and merry month of May possible to understand the words and

SSrs?
'' (GRAMOPHONE-Enghsh thus to deslroy the Umt7 and meter?

INSTRUMENTAL The Bells (ANTHOLOGTE
sometimes lengthening them in order to

SONORE), Pavan and Galhard (COLUMBIA), suit the counterpoint a real mangling
Selling er*s round (PARIAPHONE) , Variations of the poetry, but they have influenced
on mtstiesse mine (COLUMBIA), Wohcy's me to hold to the principle so greatly
wilde (ViCTOR-Landowska) extolled by Plato and other philoso

phers 'Let music be, first of all, lang-

Giuho Caccini 1550-1618 uaKe ancl rhythm, and secondly tone, but
not vice-versa

' "

QIULIO DI MICHAELANGELO It may be true, as Pietro della Valle^^
CACCINI, one of the founders of emphasized strongly, that Caccim was

the Italian opera, was born in Rome, brought to the composition of "monod-
modern research has placed the year as ics" only because he was a poor con-

1550 trapuntist If this is so, his weak-

Possessing a voice of beautiful ness was proved to be a boon to the

quality, as well as an unusual talent for development of the musical art With-

music, Caccini was trained m voice and out a doubt, Caccmt's Nuove musiche
lute at an early age by Scipione della was an epoch-making work, definitely

Palla In 1564, Caccim came to Florence making a break from polyphony to

where he procured a position as court- which music had been enslaved for so

singer ancl lutist to the Giand Duke of long a time and pointing a finger in

Tuscany He remained m Florence until that direction which, ui later centuries,

the end of his life, except for a brief was to bring opera and the song-form
intermission m 1604 when he visited to their inevitable destinations "It must
Pans be confessed/' wrote Giovanni Battista
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Doni, "that we owe to him, in a great actual invention of the Florentine mu-

measure, the new and graceful manner sicians was their musico-dramatic

of singing, which at that time spread speech the so-called stilo recitatwo, or

itself all over Italy, for he composed shlo rappresantatwe What they aimed
a great number of airs which he taught at even if they did not perfect it at

to innumerable scholars
"

once was musical eloquence, moulded

But the recitative was not the only
over

*f Prosody f/JV^ The
!

r

important invention o the "camerata"
n
f
w
fp

1** intended to be represent-

Imbued with the Greek ideals of art,
* deed . *at 1S > expressive of

they determmed to bring music back sentiments which move the human

to the secular theatre The first work in
breast> of d?er

,
en* states of mmd, of

this new form was produced by Jacopo
varv'ng moods of ** soul

Peri Caccim was not, creatively, a great

Jacopo Pen was born in Florence on composer, his music would today afford

August 20, 1561 He was a pupil of
very htt

j
e aesthetic pleasure A cun-

Cristoforo Malveza, the well-known ous a*d mgenious spirit, he lacked

canon and chapel-master m Florence Powe^
wrote Robert Marcha He

Being a member of the "camerata," Peri
1S "ot on of the great musical forces

was In the centre of the musical discus-
'n Ae

elective spirit of a people who

sions, and he was urged to compose a dram *hei
f

Sllent aspirations to pour

work in the new style. On a libretto
th*m fto to

t

nes- Llke th<
:
P06*3 wh

by Rmuccini, he composed Dafne,
were 1S collaborators, he is lovable and

credited as being the first opera in mu- superficial With a strong conscience

steal history, performed in 1597 at the ^ worked at the foundation of a struc-

Palazzo Cora In 1600, Peri composed
ture ^hlc1

} &***** ta
]
ents ave built UP

his second and last opera, Ewidice, com- .
But he indicated at the same time

missioned to do so for the festivities at-
e n w possibilities Let us permit

tending the marriage of Henry IV of
the N

.
uove musiche&ndEundtce to rest

France to Maria de Medici Jacopo Peri l^y * *eir ete al sleep, and let

died in Florence on August 12, 1633 tls not
.

do Cacciru the evil service of

_, , , . awakening them But let us remember
Caccim was not slow in following that their author was a workman of first

Pen's lead In 1600, Caccim published importance, and that he pointed out a
his own opera, Bundtce From that time

direction, to those who followed him
on he wrote a series of operas which the reaim of Song which worthier and
for the first time definitely established stronger souls than he were to enrich
the opera as an important art form and ennoble

"

Combarieu speaks, m his history of T _ ,

music, of the "monotony," the "gaps"
How Pefas were performed for the

and the "false vocal ornaments" of general public in Caccini's day and short-

Caccmi's Burtdice. Its historical im- lv
.
afterwards, has been described by

portance, however, cannot be doubted Pietro deUa Valle - A cart brought an

Carl Engel has commented upon the op
.

era f^ to the Pubhc
.

S(lua

singular importance of the "camerata"
t

whcre th
,

e Pera was performed several

m the history of music. "The Floren-
times a day- And * aPPeal of t"*86

tine experimenters rendered musical Peras was so great that "there were

art one service which cannot be too some who even continued following our

highly valued. With their demand that cart to ten or twelve different places

music pay greater heed to the words where it stopped, and who never quitted

and express more accurately the senti- us as long as we remained in the street,

ments of the words, they stressed the which was from four o'clock in the

quality of feeling, of emotion in music, evening until after midnight.'*

Music should come from the heart as prin l works
well as from the brain. Musical pamt-

r
,

inff Pi/i* nrncrram mucir ran K* ?rumH OPERA, J2nai^;
zng, even program nwsic, can be found

col ^rfent$
. n Raft(> di c^rff (W |A

in some of the madrigals. The only VOCAL: MMW mwehti Madrignk, etc.
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About Gmho Caccmi

Combaneu, J Histoue de la Musique ,

fcd LA* du
Sow? Fotenmneis of the Italian Opera

Important recordings of music by
Giulto Caccmi

*

He brought to further development the
recitative form of Caccim "He de-

pnved lt: m a reat measure of the

?rraal ^oses 4 cadences," tfns
Ueorge Hogarth, "which it had m corn-
m

^
WI
,*

the airs ot
~

that
^
ime and

rende
/ed it more articulate and expres-

sive by adopting the accents and inflec-

VOCAL ^won/h, solo madngal, and Pert
, madngal (MIA)

Giacomo Canssiim 1604-1674

lACOMO CAR1SSIMI, father of
s* nratn^r, . K ti

town nearS T K
W E ^

1604 Th.^'.nf T 7 "I
6

' ?1604 The biographical material avail-

c ^ S

th
? ^ time

',

new technical resources
which were later to become integral
parts of the musical art "In his music/'
writes Theodore M Finney, "the tonah-

ty of key, at least in its diatonic im-

P'lca
J
ons

.
became a realized fact, and

the doom i the old ecclesiastic modes
WSS Sfialed The PrlnC1Ple whl^ IS

fundamental to all monophomc form-
repetition after contrast finally be-
ca e the acc Pted bas's f r structure"
Most aPrtant of all, Canssimi

stands m musical

,eventful, wu rich achievement Thru
S

to forget complee o d
choral art However, they soon found

compeUed' to bormw fm
oTfes 35

music of his time He died in Rome

ii i ,^^ f,. T .
, , .

While most Italian
composes

of this

penod devoted themselves almost ex-

clusively to the newly developed operatic

v^&fT ned
M
h
,

1S

,u
en

,

0rrU
f

ff M n ni

rC
f
mT Not

l
he kast Jhis accomplishments was the enrich-

hoh KDrought to the cantata, thereby paving
the road foi Johann Sebastian Bach
Equally important was his influence

HI nf r ,
'

He
,

t k
o
the rude

form of Cavalieres La Rappresen-
tanone di anima e d* corpo (often te-
fared to as the first oratorio m musical

history) and brought it such technical
and arbstic distinction that he is general-
y recognized by the musical historian as
the father of the oratorio

Canssimt's significance as a com-
poser branches m several directions

and wlth consummate sklll a]lowe(j
them to relieve and supplement one
another He st d off̂ lhe ^
elements whlch h^! deaved to the
new music In his c^mposltlonSj the
"ew style confronts us m perfect clarity
Canssi advances to a classical purity,
and he was fully conscious of trus fact
for he had achieved Jt dy thru

struggle
"

Thf essential characteristics of Cans-
Slmi

'

s music are m ^ estimation of
Ceal Gr^- "Path s and a sweetness
which sometimes hover perilously on the

verge of sentimentality and effeminacy"
In his anas too ^rote Geo jf

garth a simpilclty and a gow of
mdody, which are still, and we appre-
hend will always be, sufficient to give
dehght to unperveited taste

"

Canssimi's style was facile, unpre-
tentious and unacaderrac He always
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made a conscious effort to avoid com

plexity "Oh, how difficult it is to be

simple
1

"
he once told a fnend, sim

plicity of slrucluie and development is

one of the most distinguishing traits of

all his compositions

Principal woiks by Giacomo Cans-

simi

ORATORIO Fehciias beatoruw, Lucifet ,

Job t Jonas t
The La^t judgment, Abtaham

and Isaac, David and Jonathan, Darnel,

lephtha, etc

About Giacomo Canssimi

Killer, Feidmand Musikaluchcs tend Pei-

tonkches, Hogaith, George Musical Hirtoiy,

Bwgiaphy and Criticism
t Nef, Karl An Out

line of the History of Muwt
, Schmitz, E

Beitiagc SM Ge^thuhte der ItalicMSchen
Kammeikantatc un 17 JahrJmndcit , Vogcl, E
Die Oiatoiientethnik G Cans sum?

Important recordings of music by
Giacomo Canssmii

SELECTIONS IROM ORYIOKIO Escthias, "An"
(COLUMBIA)
VOCAL Viltono, mio coie (VICTOR)

Francesco Cavalh 1602-1676

"Cavalli's musical genius dominated
the whole of Italun opeia wnteib in the
17th century "-ROMAIN ROILAND

IETRO FRANCESCO CAVALLl
was born m Crema on February 14,

1602 His father whose name was not

Cavalh but Gian Battista CaletU-Bruni
was the ihon master of the town It

was fiom him that young Cavalh learned
his fiist lessons in music

Blessed with a beautiful voice, Cavai-
h soon joined his father's choir where
he attracted the attention of Freclnco

Cavalh, the Podesta of Crema, who was
so impressed with the tender quality of

the boy's voice and his acute musical in

telligence that he begged the father for

permission to adopt the boy Gian
Calelti-Brum, whose meagre income as

choirmaster converted everyday exist

ence into a perpetual struggle, finally as

sented, Thus, in 1616, the young musi
cian was bt ought by his patron to Venice
where he became a singer in the choir
of St Maik and a pupil of the great
Monteverdi

His life henceforth was closely as
sociated with Venice Tn 1627, he was

registered as a tenor in St Mark's undei

the name of Fiancesco Caletto When,
m 1640, he was appointed organist of

the Cathedral, he had already assumed
the name of his patron In 1665, he lose

to the position of head oiganist, and

three years later he became chapel
master

Meanwhile, he had made several trips

to Pans In 1660, he was invited to the

French capital to pioduce his opera
Xcrse m connection with the mariiage
ceremonies of Louis XIV He was so

successful that, in 1662, he was once

again called to Pans, this time to present
his Ei cole amante in celebiation of the

Peace of the Pyiences
Fiancesco Cavalli died in Venice on

January 14, 1676 At his fimeial a

Requiem was peifonned which he had

composed shcntly befoic his death ex-

pi essly for this occasion His ashes

rest in the Church of San Lorenzo in

Venice
Cavalh's name is piommcnt in the

eailj histoiy of Italian opeia Dining
his lifetime, the popularity of the opeia
as an art-form giew prodigiously hi

1637, the first public opera house was

opened in Venice, proving so success

ful that German pimces letamed theatre

boxes for themselves, keeping constantly
m close touch with the new works Be
tween 1641 and 1749 no less than thirty
different operas were produced success

fully Cavalli, there foie, found the time

uniquely piopitious for the production
of his art

Altho Cavalh began the composition
of operas as early as 1639, he did not

gam prominence until seveial years latei

when the first of his successful operas,
Le Nogjse di Tcti e dl Pcko, was pro
duced in Venice This work is of im

portance to us particularly m view of
the fact that this is the first work in

this new dramatic form which was of

ficially termed an "opera," oito be
more accurate "opera scenica

"
The

success of Le Nosw encouraged Cavalh,
who realized that he was on the right

path From that tune on, he produced
no less than thirty-eight operas which
were eminently successful, and which
were instrumental m bringing the form
of the opera to new phases of develop
ment
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In the history of early Italian opera, chantment, frequently found in the

Cavalh who followed Monteverdi and melodrama of that day
"

continued his work is significant for
Pnnapal ,vorks by Francesco Cavalh

several reasons rirst and foremost is , , ^ TOT
,1 r , ,1 , , i i - j j OPER\ L Nosze di Ttti c di rcleo

t

the fact that it was he who introduced
Dldon6t Gtawne

, Xersc, Ertole amante,
the

fana" as distinct from the recita- Enwetta, Cro
, Conolano, etc

tive into opera (in Giasone) Equally CHORAL Requiem, motets etc

important was Cavalh's adroitness in the About Francesco Cavalh
use of the orchestra Like Monteverdi, ,-, , T ^ x , , ,.,

i j j , ,1 i - i Combaneu, J Histoire dc la Musique,
he did not use the orchestra merely as a Laurencle

T
Lionel de la Lcs Createurs de

feeble accompaniment, but rather de- L'opcra Francois, Prumeres, Henri Cavalh et

pended upon it as the vital Spine of his L3

opera Veneticn au 17e Siecle
, Streatfeild,

music "In his hands/' wrote R A R A The ^ era

Streatfeild, "the orchestra began to as- Important recordings of music by
sume new importance His attempts to Francesco Cavalh

give musical expression to the sights and SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Enole amante,
sounds of nature the murmur of the "Scene de sommeir" and Giasone, "Invocation

sea, the rippling of the brook and the
de^Medee"

(COLOMBO) , Xerse, "Beato chu

tempestuous fury of the winds mark an p

interesting step in the history of orches

tral development
"

Marcantomo Cesti 1620-1669

Finally, Cavalh enriched melodic ^A^T^^T^ ^-i-n^r
treatment immeasurably His operas A/fARCANTONIO CESTI, distm-

were distinguished, as Combaneu points guished contemporary of Cavalh

out, "m the manner m which he treats and Canssimi, was born in Arezzo be-

Ihe voices the ana, the duet (which tween 1618 and 1623, modern research

he liked particularly) and the choruses placing the year as 1620

With a very neat rhythm, he has Coming to Floience, the seat of Italian

given a more agreeable allure to the culture at the time, Cesti became a pupil

melody, and sometimes made it very
of Canssimi When his studies were

popular He is most near to modern completed, he was appointed chapel-

tonality"
master (1646) In 1660, he became a

"Cavalh speaks the language of his member of the papal choir During the

time and borrowed from his master, last three years of his life, he served

Monteverdi, a part of his vocabulary/'
as vice chapel-master in Vienna Short-

wrote Henri Prumeres m summing up ly before his death he returned to Italy,

the composer's artistic significance "It dying in Venice in 1669

is thru the vigor, the fieedorn, the Cesti, while less significant than

sparkle of his style as well as by the his eminent contemporaries Cavalh,

richness of his speech that he intrigues
Monteverdi and Canssimi was, never-

us If he is simple, if he pleases Iheless, a popular opera composer during

himself with consonant harmonies,' it is his day who contributed greatly towards

not because of his incapacity to write a the development of operatic form His

more complicated music but because principal distinction lies m the fact that

he has expressly chosen to do so
" he applied the progress made by Cans-

"Cavalh is at his best in recitative and simi m the oratorio to opera "In Cesti's

dramatic expression, and he is fresh operas," explains Theodore M Fmney,
and original m melody," to quote Taddo "the most famous of which was

Wiel "He may perhaps be blamed for L'Orontea, the tendency towards lyn-

certam concessions when, stooping to the cism towards placing the importance

popular element m his solo songs and on pleasing, smooth-flowing melody, at

in comic scenes, he gives free course to the expense of intensity of expression

his facile vein They are, however, con- is even more peiceptible than in the

cessions to the taste of the country and works of Cavalh and Canssimi
"

to the times He revealed himself Something of the enormous popularity
m truth superior in great dramatic and that Cesti's most famous opeia,

passionate scenes, and in scenes of en- UQiontea, enjoyed might be suggested
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by the fact that it was produced in gan the study of music with a Spanish

Venice m 1649, 1666 and 1683, in Milan refugee, Saporta by name, who accom-

in 1662, and in Bologna in 1669 pamed each lesson with lusty blows of

Comparing- Cesti with his distm- the hand

guished contemporaries, Cavalh and It was not at first intended that

Monteverdi, R A Streatfeild wrote Chabner turn towards music as a pro-

'Those of his operas which remain to fession His father, a lawyer, was de-

us show a far greater command of or- termined to have his son follow m his

chestral and vocal resource than Monte- footsteps For this purpose, Chabner

verdi or Cavalh could boast, but so far was sent to Pans, where he completed

as real expression or sincerity are con- his legal studies Following this, he was

cerned, they are inferior to the less appointed to a position in the Mmistftre

cultured efforts of the earlier musi- de I'lntcneur He did not, however,

cians
"

neglect music, During this period in

Continuing the comparison, Cecil the ministry, Chabner followed the

Gray wrote "In Cavalh's work the bal- study of the piano under Edouard Wolf,
ance between ana and recitative is more and harmony, counterpoint and fugue
or less equal, in that of Cesti the anas under Richard Hammer and Semet

definitely predominate in number, length After devoting more than a score of

and significance In the operas of the years to law, he suddenly turned more

former the musical treatment generally seriously to musical composition, His

coincides with the dramatic interest, in earliest creations were two operettas,

those of the latter the situation is un- VBtoile (produced by the Bouffes

folded in dry and perfunctory recitative, Parisiens in 1877) and I/Education

and the musical development reseived manquSe (presented at the Cercle de la

for moments of dramatic repose. Presse in 1879), both of which revealed

In fact, he continually tends to sacn- considerable talent. Music, however,
fice dramatic to lyrical expressiveness, was still to Chabner only a pastime to

and, one finds in his work, to a far which he devoted himself in hours free

greater extent than in that of Cavalh, from his work
an attempt to effect a compromise be- In 1880, Chabrier took a short leave

tween the conflicting claims of mono- of absence from the ministry for the

dony and polyphony
"

purpose of attending a performance of

Principal works *

by Marcantonio Wagner's rmfanm Munich. That per*

r .

* J formance changed the entire course of

rT r,n * r , T his life Vincent D'Indy has left us a

?n
p^ SX*^ description of how deepfr Chabrier was

L'Argw, La Schiava fortunata, etc moved by the music, of how m the very
CHORAL Motets, canzonets, cantatas, etc opening prelude the tears coursed down

About Marcantonio Cesti ^is
cheeks as he said-

;
"I.

have waited

^ ~,
t A ~

r rr . .ten years to hear that A m the violon-

M^^^^^T^^K^ cello
3
." It was this performance of

Music
; Streatfeild, R A The Opera Tristan that brought a vow to Chabners

La Revue Musuale 9*169 June 1928 lips: He would henceforth devote hitn-

Important recordings of music by self completely to music,

Marcantonio Cesti In 1882, he took the final steps to bring

SELECTIONS FKOM OPERA' L'Orontea, "In- this vow to fulfaUmcnt. Resimin^ from
torno all'idol mio" (VICTOR), the ministry, he affiliated himself with the

Lamoureux orchestra as assistant con-

is i rtu t fpvt tonv ductor. Here, he was a vital factor in
Emmanuel Uiabner im-189*

bringing about a concert performance of
"Chabner is not only a great imsician; the first two acts of Tristan,

KOECHUN"
f ^ ******* "^HABUSS

He, likewise, devoted himself *sstdu-

oualy to composition. His importance as
A LEXIS EMMANUEL CHABRIER a creative artist was to become apparent* ** was born in Ambert, in Awergne, much sooner than even he dared to hoj>e,

on January 18, 184L As n chdd. He be* I& 188$, he left for a tfajwrnoaath vaea-
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tion in Spam where, for the first time,

he came into contact with Spanish folk-

music Spain fascinated him its women,
its dances and, most of all, its music.

He took copious notes of musical themes

and rhythms, autocthonously Spanish,
which intrigued him

Upon his return to France, Chabner

composed a work, utilizing Spanish

rhythms and motifs, an expression of his

own enthusiasm for that exotic country

Lamoureux, the conductor, heard Cha-

brier play piano sketches of this work,
and was so delighted with it that he

urged Chabner to orchestrate it On
November 4, 1883, Lamoureux intro

duced Chabner's Espana at his concerts

and, despite the fact that both com

poser and conductor had prophesied at

the final rehearsals that the work would
be a failure because of its novel material,

it was phenomenally successful, so suc-

cessul, as a matter of fact, that Cha
bner's reputation as a composer was

firmly established after the first perform
ance

Espana has remained one of Chabner's

most popular works, a perennial favorite

on symphony programs
"Espana constitutes a musical tableau

possessing an extraordinary intensity of

hfe/
J

wrote Juhen Tiersot in analysis, "a

brilliant color and a dazzling sonority

Across the seductive and intriguing

rhythms of its themes one seems to per

ceive the contortions of Spanish dancers

carried away as by some frenetic whirl

wind. Strange associations of sounds

. . accumulations of harmonies which

are so overcharged and so voluntarily

incomplete, chords with free combina

tions, rhythms either broken or badly

superimposed this is what one per

ceives in this work which is so different

from anything one has heard in France,

Germany or anywhere else
"

It was inevitable that Wagner's pro

found influence upon Chabrier should

draw him into the theatre. Provided

with an admirable libretto upon a me
diaeval legend, written by Catulle Men-

des, the poet, Chabrier turned to music-

drama soon after the success of Espana,
This music-drama it was Gwendoline

had its first performance at the Theatre

de la Monnaie in Brussels in 1886, but

because of the bankruptcy of the man-

EMMANUEL CHABRIER

agement was given only two perform
ances. However, Gwendoline was to be

given many performances in Germany
between the years of 1889 and 1893

where it enjoyed a quiet but substantial

success

Chabner's idiom, however, was not

meant for serious music-drama After

the composition of Gwendoline (Cha
bner's homage to Wagner), he returned

to his first-love, comic opei a The result

was what is generally accepted as his

masterpiece, the Le Roi malgre lui, per
formed at the Opera Comique in 1887,

Once again misfortune dogged Chabner's

steps this time in the guise of a fire

which, after the third performance of

Le Roi, demolished the opera house. Le
Roi malgre lui was ultimately acclaimed

not only in France but in Germany ^as

well It was Maurice Ravel, distin

guished modern French composer, who
once remarked that he would rather have

composed Chabrier's Le Roi than Wag
ner's Niebelungen tetralogy

Chabrier's last work was an uncom

pleted opera, Brishs once again on a

libretto by Catulle Mendes which was

composed in 1890 and performed for

the first time at the Lamoureux concerts

in 1897.

During the last two years of his life,

Chabrier was a virtual prisoner m his

home as a result of paralysis,
>

More

over, towards the closing clays, his mind
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\\db beginning to give w a> He died in

Pans on September 13, 1894, tbiee da}b
later he was buned in the cemeteiy at

Montpainasse
Cecile Chammade has described Cha-

biier as "caustic, full of animal spirits,

brusque, and a 'good fellow
'

This bul-

hant musician had a veiy meicunal

temperament Ambitious, enthusiastic

and good-hearted, he was a loyal friend

to those whom he liked He was

subject to fits of profound melanchol},
in liability and nervousness, which weie

the foreiunners of the temble malady
which later took him fiom our midst In

more exalted moments, he passed all

bounds in his enthusiasm foi artists and

people with whom he was in sympathy
J>

One Fiench cntic has felicitously de-

scnbed Chain-id's musical style as
tc

lc

nrc mimed" the "musical laugh
"

Cha-

bnei's idiom was essentially a light-

handed one, latent with chuckles and

good humoi "It has an air of mirth/
1

describes G Jean-Aubry, "a fiank and

somewhat boisteious manner of present

ing itself Theie aie some who stop at

that and say, 'How funny fj as one might
of some artist's prank, and they seek no
furthei And yet he is a man who en

deavors to conceal his heait with a laugh,
who loves life, and finds in it a manifold

enjoyment He had a sense of

true life, a genius for comic music that

none has sut passed, unremitting fancy in

the handling of the oicheslra, ovei flowing

imagination, and above all these, a taste

that remained surest in his most ardent

mirth
i}

As his music, so the man Chabuei
was famous foi his jovial peisonahty
and his fresh sense of humor His bon
mots weie quoted and repeated in gathei-

mgs of music lovers "There are three

kinds of music," was one of his famous

sayings, "the good, the bad, and that of

Ambroisc Thomas "
Occasionally, his

wit could be even moie pungently sting

ing Once when Benjamin Godard said

to him "What a pity you applied your
self to music so late in life/' he an
swered, "And what a pity you applied

yourself to music so early'"

Where musical composition was con

cerned, he had a severe conscience "It

will be performed/
1

he said of his works,
"when I am satisfied with it, when I

shall have teimmated it attei a conscien

tious and imhumerl laboi 01 else J'll

send it fl>mg to the devil and it will not

be peitouned It will be good 01 it will

not be at all Eveiythmg costs me a

gieat deal of tiouble 1 haven't what is

known as facility
"

Concerning Chabuei 's position in

French music, Gilbeit Chase has wnlten

"He was the dnect piecuisor of Ravel

and Debussy, whose most daring effects

he anticipated By his harmonic sensi

tiveness and his extiemely subtle, and at

times, daring feeling foi tonal i elation-

ships, he showed himself to be veiy much
in advance of his times

"

Principal woiks by Emmanuel Cha
buei

QITRA Gwendoline, Lc Roi malcjtc lui,

Bn$ci\ t etc

OUCHISIUA. Erfana, Bounce /antique
(oichestialed by Kelix Motll) , Jlabaiicra,

Joyeuse man he

PIANO Di\ pities pittoiciqucs, Tiois

valsct romanttqucs ,
Bourrcc fanla\qitc, etc

Songs

About Emmanuel Chabnei

Desaymaid, Joseph Chabnrr D'aprtv scs

Lettret, Jean-Aubiy, Geoigcs Modeiu French
Music

, MaiUncau, R Lmuianttcl Chabncr
,

Scie, Octave Mtisiticns frrainaur d'aujoiti-

d'hui, Scrviere^, Cicoigcs hmmanucl Cha-

bncr, Tieisot, Juhen Un Demi Sitclc de Mil-

Important recoi clings of music by Km-
manel Chabner,

SLLLUIONS FROM OH,RA Gwendoline t

"Ouvciturc" (GuAMOPHONi-CoppoU) Lc Roi

makjre lui, "Ouveituie" (!)HCA) , "Barca
rolle" (OnroN) "C er^momar and "Romance
du Rot" (DfccA) ,

"Dame slave* (VICTOR) ,

"Fete polonaise
1 '

(OwoN-Picrne)
OKCHLSTKA E\/>ana (VicaoK-Gabnlo-

witsch) ,
Bourcec fantasquc, ai ranged foi or-

chcstia (OL>LON-Piern6) ,
Habanera (CoiUM-

BTA-Gaubeit) , Joyeusc warthe

PIANO Trow valwt romanhque? (L)LUA),

George Chadwick 1854-1931

ORGE WHITEFIKLl) CHAD-
WICK was born in Lowell, Massa

chusetts on November 13, 1854* He
stemmed from American stock ,

his

grandfather fought at the Battle of

Bunker Hill

In 1860, the Chadwick family changed
its home to Lawrence, Massachusetts,
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GEORGE CHADWICK

where George Chadwick's musical edu
cation was initiated His older brother

taught him piano and harmony, singing
he learned from the director of the Law
rence Church choir of which he was a

member His musical education took

broad strides; by 1869, he could not only

play the organ competently but he could

also compose agreeable melodies.

His musical talent marked him for an

artistic career. In 1872, he was entered

as a student at the New England Con

servatory of Music, studying undei

Dudley Ruck and George E. Whiting,
Financial difficulties, however, soon com

pelled him to abandon his studies From
1873 until 1876 he earned his livelihood

as a clerk in his father's insurance office

Business was distasteful to him, and by
1876 he could keep himself from music
no longer He returned to his studies

with renewed enthusiasm which prepared
him for the profession of music teacher

in the small town of Olivet, Michigan
His earnings from his teaching enabled

him to bring a life-long dream to realiza

tion, In 1878 he set off for Europe to

complete his study of music In Leip

zig, he worked under Reinecke and Ja-
dassohn ;

in Munich, under Rhemberger
When he returned to America, in 1880,

he was already the mature musician In

that year, the Hanclel and Haydn Society

performed, under his own baton, his

American Overture, Rip Van Winkle
>

\\hich officially introduced him as a com
poser of talent

For a living, Chadwick turned to peda
gogy, a field in which he soon proved
himself to be a uniquely distinguished
force in American music In 1880, he
became a member of the faculty of the
New England Conservatory of Music,
rising to its directorship in 1887 Sym
pathetic, understanding, clear-minded and
keenly analytical, he was one of the

significant musical teachers of his time,
who exerted a potent influence upon an
entire generation of young American
composers who studied under him

In 1885, Chadwick was married to

Ida May Brooks, and two sons were
born to them From that time on, the

major part of his life Chadwick spent
in Boston, where his time was divided
between his pedagogic and creative du
ties He composed prohrically, his works

having been widely performed m Amer
ica. At one time, Chadwick was
esteemed the foremost American com
poser of his day Towards the end of
his life, however, his reputation drooped,
and while the charm of some of his

music still held a particular appeal, it

had ceased to exert an important influ

ence in our musical development
Chadwick was most effective in com

posing for orchestra and chamber groups.
Concerning his music for the orchestra,

Henry Hadley has written. "He had a

fine taste and sure judgment, and always
chose the richest, the most expressive
colors from his musical palette . . In
all his works, he constantly achieves

startling effects thru peculiarly skilful

instrumentation, and his profound knowl

edge of the possibilities of the orchestra."

In analyzing Chadwick's chamber
works, Carl Engel found that they

a
oc-

cupy an important and distinguished

place m American music on account of

the presence of traits peculiar to Ameri
can folk-music or what has been accepted
as such , . Their chief merit is their

adroit handling of the instruments and
the scholarly treatment of the musical

fabric, to which may be added the quali

ty, alluded to, of being more recogniz
ably native, in certain ways, than any
music written previously, indeed, Chad
wick deserves to rank as a pioneer in the

musical development of America."
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Chadwick has been descnbed as a lov

able, warm-heai ted, good-humored pei-

son, fond of the society of good fuends

and keenly alive to the woild about him

He was a voracious readei of histoiy,

a lover of the arts particularly of paint

ing and sculpture He was fond of the

open countiy and peaceful sun oundmgs ,

some of his happiest months were spent

m his vacation home at Martha's Vine

yard each summer, where, he composed
the bulk of his music

George Whitefield Chadwick died in

Boston on Apul 4, 1931

Principal works by Geoige Whitefield

Chaclwick

ORCHESTRA Angel of death, Aphrodite,

Symphonic \ketihc\
,
Three symphonies, Tarn

O'Shantei ,
Overtime Melpomene, etc

CHAMBLR Music Five string quaitets,

Piano quintet

OPERA The Quiet lodging, Tabasco,

Judith, The Padrone, Love's sacrifice

CHORAL The Song of the Viking, Noel,

Lovely Rosabel, The Lily nymph, Land of

our hearts

Songs, Pieces for the piano, for the oigan,

etc

About George Whiteheld Chadwick

Cobbett, Waltei Willson Cyclopedic Pur

vey of Chamber Munc , Howaid, John Tas-

ker Our American^ Mime
, Hughes, Rupeil

Famoui Amcman Composers
American Academy of Arts and Letters 77

99 March 1932, Musician 10505 Decembci
1905

Ernest Chausson 1855-1899

RNEST CHAUSSON was born in

Pans on January 21, 1855 His life

was not particularly eventful and can be

summed up in a few lines His parents
were wealthy In spite of the fact that

they hoped to train him for law, they

were influenced by obvious signs of mu
sical talent into permitting him to adopt
a musical careei

In his twenty-fifth year, Chausson was

entered at the Pans Conservatoiy where,

for a short while, he studied composition
under Massenet, Tn 1880, he became a

pupil of Cesar Franck, whose influence

upon his artistic development cannot be

overestimated It was Franck who
turned Chausson towards abstract mu
sical forms, and who aroused in him the

ideal of creating a pure music, Before

long, Chausson abandoned the Conserva

toiy in older to study privately undei

the gieat composer For the lemamdei

of his life, Chausson remained Fianck's

most devoted disciple and closest fnend,

and in his creative work was continually

guided by the examples set for him by
his mastei

Chausson was slow m revealing himself

as an important cieative voice in 1878,

he published his fiist work two songs

which failed to attiact any notice His

development aftei thai was a gradual

one It was not until the closing years

of his life that he attained full statin e

as a creative genmb
In 1888, Chausson was appointed

secretaiy of the Societe Nat onale de

Musique, whose mission was to bring

important music of younger composers
to the attention of the Parisian music

public For ten years, Chausson was

one of its most enthusiastic and con

scientious woikers

Ernest Chausson died at his home in

Limay, Seme-et-Oise, on June 10, 1899

He was iidmg a bicycle down a hill

when he lost control of the wheel and

smashed his head against a rock Critics

are generally agreed that Chausson died

at the height of his creative power, with

a great future still before him Theie

can be little doubt that his untimely death

lobbed us of a composer whose genius
was flowering and developing with each

succeeding work

In a discerning memorial article wi it-

ten shortly after Chausson's death, Pierre

de Bieville wrote "Chausson, like Cesar

Franck, was unknown during his life

He did not occupy publicly the place to

which he had a right Directors of con

certs thought little about him, managers
of theatres were not curious about his

opeias, and the newspapers were, as a

lule, unkind or silent He himself

was interested m the music of his col

leagues; their success brought him joy
He was ingenious in his methods of

bringing the young before the public, he

was always ready to render them, in a

delicate manner, any service If he met
with mgiatitude, he did not mmd it, for

kindness was natural to him, and he was

generous because he was in love with

generosity His library showed the

breadth of his intelligence, the various
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subjects in which he was interested He
had collected memoirs, legends, the litera

ture of all folk, poets, philosophers He
had read these books, so that one could

not see how in so short a time he had

accomplished so much in so many ways
"

Chausson is probably best known for

his Symphony in B-ftat (first performed
at the concerts of the Socicte Nationale

de Pans on April 18, 1891, and then in

troduced to Germany by Arthur Nikisch

in 1892), the Poeme, for violin and or

chestra, and the later chamber works
These last works of Chausson reveal, as

Juhen Tiersot commented, "a greater
sureness of touch, greater authority and

mastery, they are luminous, airy, full of

joyous and vibrant power Here, he

had the soul of a poet, his melodies

are exquisite
"

It is quite true that m his work Chaus
son revealed what a strong power the

music of Cesar Franck imposed upon his

own creation And yet, though the idiom

he employed was frequently modeled

after that of his master, Chausson could

be himself m his music, a unique and

strong personality, speaking a beauty that

was his own personal speech "When he

is himself/
3

as G Jean-Aubry has writ

ten, "Chausson is nearly unequalled.
Others have more charm, more power,
more refinement, others succeed better

m investing our minds by all the avenues

of our curiosity, but none has greater

purity than he . Chausson's scrupu
lous soul is incapable of evasion At

every moment, we see it face to face in

its entirety . . Where he is himself,

his emotion is pure and noble, with

nothing to make us feel that it claims

to outrange us, On the contrary, it is

there, at our side, in a discreet attitude,

waiting gently meditative for us to pay
attention to the simple, lasting words it

utters. . . . Chausson's soul is revealed

. diverse in its constant purity, passing
from juvenile and serious freshness to

the melancholy to which his mature mood
was more conducive . Where he is

himself, one can only cherish him, and

even when he is not himself, as in the

symphony, where the figures of Wagner
and Franck are too closely indicated, he

still succeeds in infusing a charm that is

ERNEST CHAUSSON

his only, and which makes bearable the

avowal of discernible influences/'

To Vincent D'Indy, Chausson's cham
ber-works represent the highest achieve

ments of this composer Here, his "art

is revealed more completely than even m
his dramatic or symphonic works It is

in this branch, especially, that his ascent

towards the highest becomes assured, and
it is here that the transformation is seen

m continuous one might almost say in

gradual fashion of the richly endowed
scholar unto the master called to tread

the loftiest summits of music
"

Principal works by Ernest Chausson:

OPERA HcUne
;
Lc Roi Arthur,

SCENAS Le Podme de I'amotir et de la

mer
\
Chanson perpetuelle, Jeanne D'Arc

CHORAL Hymne vedique

ORCHESTRA Viviane
;

Un Soir de fete ;

Symphony in B-flat', Pohne (for violin and
orchestra), Solitude dans les bois , Incidental
music to The tempest, Les Caprices de Mari
anne, etc,

CHAMBER Music* Concerto for piano,
wohn and string quartet Piano quartet in A

;

Trio

Pieces for the piano, songs, etc.

About Ernest Chausson:

Cobbett, Walter Willson Cyclopedic Sur
vey of Chamber Music

, Jean-Avibry, Georges,
French Miwic of Today, Ser6, Octave
Muswwns Franfais d'aujourd'hui, Tiersot,

Juhen, Un Demi SUcle de la Musigue Fran-
gaise.
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Important lecoidingb of music b} iilltd the honmau office ol unnposei to

Finest Chausson
"

the Kino o f England The impoitance

ORCHCSTRV Politic, ioi \iolm and oichcs- oi his sU\ in London, ho\\evei, lested

tia (ViCTOR-Mcnuhm) , *>\inf>lwny m B-flat pnncipally in the fact that he \\as en-

Mayo? (VicroR-Coppola) abled to come into contact with many of
CH \MBEH Aiusic String quartet in A-maioj Handel's works, whose high diamatic

(TRi-LRu>N) Comuto foi piano, moli* and
hlies m fluenced Cheiubmi excessively

slimy quaiict (VicroR-Thinaud, Loitot) 1
T i r^i T^

Alter two years m London, Llieiubim

crossed the Channel and, m July of 1786,

Luigi Cherubim 1760-1842 settled peimanently m Pans It was in

"One of the two art-heiocs of oui lime Pans that he : cached the thud, and final,

who, as a classical master and crcatcn of stage of his aitistic development
new paths of his own, will foiever shme jn pailSj Cheiubmi was mtioduced to
brilliantly m the hibtoiy of ait -KARL

fa Qj k hich ,noughl h
MARI \ VON WEBER

1
,

L
- , ^1,1 111

the foicetul realization that he had been

"V/TARIA LUIGI CARLO ZENOBIO tiavellmg in a wiong dnection in his own
1TA SALVATORE CHERUBINI was opeiatic creation It was because of

bom in Floience on Septembei 14, 1760 Gluck that Cherubim discaided his

His musical caieei was clearly subdivided formei tuvial style of opeiatic composi-
mto thiee distinct periods The fiist of tion and, with Demotion (1788), adopt-
these the Italian period extended ed a moie complex and giandei style in

from 1760 to 1784 At the age of six which gieatei emphasis was placed upon
he studied music with his fathei, a cem- dramatic content In Pans, too, Cherti-

balist, and thiee yeais latei he tinned to bmi was enabled to hear gieat Get man
composition He showed amazing cica- symphonic music with which he had until

tive talent Between 1773 and 1777 he now been completely unfamiliar, J P
composed seveial masses and an 01 atono, Reichait i elates how spellbound Client-

which were pei f01 med and pi aised His bmi was upon heaimg a Haydn sym-
abihty atli acted the enthusiasm of the phony at the Concert Spmiucl for the

Duke of Tuscany who enabled Cheiubmi fust time

to study under Giuseppe Saiti, a populai When Cheiubmi hist came to Pans,

composer and thcoietician of the time he came in touch with his umntiyman,
Foi foui yeais, Cherubim was Sarti's Viotti the celebrated violinist, who was
pupil, acqumng from his mastei a tech- at that time very much in vogue For
meal equipment that was thorough and a shoit period, Cherubim made his home
adroit with Viotti Viotti introduced the young

In his nineteenth yeai, Cheiubmi com- musician to high society, opening for

posed his first opera, // Quinto Fabio, him the most exclusive doois and giving
which was perfoniied shortly afterwards him his hi\st valuable contacts Thus,
m Alessandria The opeia foim in- entuely thru Violti's influence, Cherubim

trigued him to such an extent that be- secured his first important positions hi

foie 1784 he had composed seven more 1789, when Viotti became director of

operas All of these works followed the Theatre do Monsieur, Cheiubmi was
the accepted tradition of Italian opera added to the staff From 1789 to 1792,

closely They weie so deftly ccmstiucted Cheiubmi was conductor of the **bouf-

and so melodious that they bi ought to fons" light Italian opera at the
the composer an imposing reputation, Theatre de la Foirc, m St Germain,
Charles Buiney who first published his When the Conservatory of Pans \va.s

histoiy in 1789 commented upon Cheiu- founded m 1795, Cherubim was made
bun at that time as

(f

a young man of Inspecteur For the next forty-seven
genius who is now travelling years, Cherubmi retained his association
fast to the temple of Fame "

with the Conservatory, serving as its

In 1784 began the second, or transi- director for almost two decades,

tionary, period m Cherubim's career During the years of the French

Leaving Italy, he came to London where Revolution, Cheiubmi's creative genius
he was greatly admired by the Prmce of ripened, in this period, and in the few
Wales, and where, for one year, he vearh which followed it, he produced
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those works which posterity has asso

ciated with his name the two operas,
Anacrcon and Les Deux journecs (the

latter, better known as The Water car

rier), the Requiem, and the Symphony
in D (composed as a result of a com
mission from England) In 1805, Che
rubim visited Vienna to attend the first

performance of The Water carrier

While there, he met Beethoven for the

first time Beethoven considered Che
rubim the foremost composer of the

time, but, strange to say, Cherubim did

not return the compliment
Honor and fame were generously ac

corded to Cherubim in Pans during the

height of his career There were few
to deny that he was the most influential

musician of his time, and one of the

distinguished composers of his genera
tion His important position in the

world of music was recognized. He was
made a member of the Legion of Honor,
appointed musician and supermtendant
of the King's Chapel (at a salary of

some 3000 francs a year) and, in 1822,

was raised to the post of director of the

Pans Conservatory
The final years of Cherubim's life

were spent in comparative retirement

and seclusion, in the company of a be

loved family consisting of his wife, one

son and two daughters, He died in

Paris on March IS, 1842 He was
buried in Perc Lachaise with the pomp
and ceremony befitting a world-famous
musician

His personality was a curious blend

of irritability and warm affection, of

brusqueness and amiability It is true

that to his pupils at the Conservatory,
and to his fellow-musicians, he often ap
peared inordinately severe and callous

His was a blistering tongue At one

time, for example, he attended the re

hearsal of a new Halevy opera At the

conclusion of the work, the composer
eagerly asked Cherubini for his opinion
Cherubini did not answer Halevy, be

lieving that the master had not heard
his question, once again inquired for a

critical opinion And once again Cheru
bim failed to answer Finally, Hale*vy
exclaimed impatiently:

ff

But master, you
do not answer me!" "Why should I

answer you?" Cherubini asked sharply,
"if after having spoken to me for two

LUIGI CHERUBINI

full hours you have said absolutely

nothing
I" Another anecdote concerns

Napoleon, who once confided to Cheru
bini that he did not like his music which
was far too loud and complex, not half

so ingratiating or pleasing as that, for

example, of Paisiello. "I see that Your

Excellency prefers music that does not

prevent him from thinking of matters of

State 1
" was Cherubim's answer.

Cherubini had a severe conscience

where art was concerned, an unques
tioned integrity At the funeral of a

friend who was an oboe-player he de

rided all the eulogies that were heaped
upon the deceased and reminded those

near him that, after all, the man was a

poor musician with a "small tone
"

His passion for system and order,

which characterized his regime as di

rector of the Conservatory, likewise

governed his everyday life He routm-
ized his day so meticulously that, for

decades, each day was a photostatic copy
of the preceding. He always had his

pocket handkerchiefs numbered, using
them only in strict order It was said

that on his death-bed, a handkerchief
with the wrong number was given to

him, which he promptly refused

As a composer, Cherubini was strongly
influenced by many of his predecessors
and contemporaries. J Combaneu in

forms us that "he owes something to

Gluck, to Haydn for his instrumenta-
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lion, to Mo/ait for his tieaimenl of

voices - He belongs between the old

tiadition of Italian music and the brilli

ant works of the nineteenth centuiy, but

nioi e to the formei than to the lattei
"

"Cheiubim's finebt works/' m the

opinion of R A Slreatfeild, "suffer

from a fngidity and fonnality strangely

in contiast with the giace of Gietiy 01

the melody of Mehul, but the inhnile

resources of his musicianship make
amends foi the lack of inspnation, and

Les Deux journecs (The Water earner}

may still be listened to with pleasuie, if

not with enthusiasm The solidity of

his concerted pieces and the picturesque-
ness of his oichestiation go far to explain
the enthusiasm which his woiks aiousecl

in a society which as yet knew little, if

anything, of Mozart
"

To Fieclenck Niecks, neither Ana-
creon not The Water earner lepresenls

Cherubim's "highest flight" in opera, but

rather Mcdec, composed in 1797 This

opera, to Niecks, is a "work, overwhelm

ing in tiagic passion and immense m
constructive musicianship As to the

overwhelming nature of the liagecly,

Mcdec has lemmded moie than one mu
sician of the two most powerful of

Wagnei's diamas The Dusk of the

Gods, and Trutan" Johannes Biahms

was likewise most enthusiastic about this

opera "Medec this is what we mu
sicians among 0111 selves recogni7e as the

highest dramatic music 1

"

A painting of Cherubim by Ingress is

on exhibition at the Louvre Museum in

Pans

Pimctpal works by Luigi Cherubim

OPERA Lodoi^ka, Mcdce
} La Pmonnrfrei

Les Deux joumcev (The Water camcr} ,

Atuicidon, frcwiskaj etc

CHORAL Two requiems, Fotu masses, Two
kynes, etc

ORCHESTRA Funeral march, Symphony in

D, Overture, etc

CHAMBER Music. String quintet ,
Six string

quartets

About Luigi Cherubim *

Bellasis, Fdward ( hcrubmt
, Crovvest,

Frederick J Cherubim, Schemann, Ludwig
Cherubim

> Strcatfeild, R A The Opera

Monthly MttsuaJ Record 46 '4, 34, 65, 131,

163 January-June 1916, Munc and Letters

S 223 July 1924

Impoitant lecoi dings of music by

Luigi Cheiub m
SELECTIONS FROM OPER\ AHCUICGJI, "Ou\er-

lurc" (CoLUMBi \-Mtngelberg) Lei Deu\

journces, "Oirverturc" (POLYDOR-Walter)

Midec, "Ouveiture" (COLUMBIA)

Frederic Chopin 1810*1849

"Chopin is less a musician, than a soul

ttho made himself fell
" B \LZAC

"If Chopin was small in great things, he

wab gieat in t>mall things") CuiHBim
H \imiN

FRANQOIS CHOPTN,
pei haps the gieatest composci that

the pianoforte pioduted, was born in a

village near Warsaw, Zela?owa Wola, on

February 22, 1810 His ancestry was

mixed Frencji on his fathei's side, and

Polish on hib molhei's, his personality
seemed to assimilate the chaiactenstic

traits of both nationalities

His childhood was known to have been

idylhcally happy At home, he found

both understanding and love, sympathy
and freedom His happiest horns as a

child were spent m wandenng the

countiyside near his home, listening to

the fiddling and singing of peasants As
he grew older, he found equal delight in

brooding over the keyboard of a piano,

and in di awing from it melodies of his

own invention He would spend so

many hottis, often late at night, in play

ing the piano, that Ins
parents

realised

that he was strongly endowed with mu
sical talent They engaged a music
teachei Adalbert Zywny from Warsaw
to teach the boy the piano Chopm made
such rapid progress, that at the age of

nine he was enlisted to play the piano at

a chanty concert The reception his

perfoimance received was tremendous
It made Frcddric the pampered pat of

his neighbors, and the pride and hope of

his family
In 1824, Chopin was sent to the Ly

ceum m Warsaw, where he was placed
under the instruction of a particulaily

sympathetic and understanding musician,

Joseph Eisner Eisner realized almost

immediately that in Chopm he had a

peculiarly sensitive and talented pupil
Rather than hem m the unbridled spirit
of the gifted boy with ponderous rules

and sterile exercises, he permitted Chopin
to express himself romantically m music
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without considering constricting laws and

principles Under such freedom, Chopin
thrived artistically "Frederic Chopin,
third year student/

3 was the report he
received m composition, "reveals amaz
ing capabilities and musical genius

"

When Frederic Chopm graduated from
the Lyceum, he left Warsaw to visit

Berlin and Vienna He gave several

concerts on the piano, introducing at the

same time a few of his early pieces
which made a striking impression. The
Allgememe Mitsikalische Zcitimg of No
vember 18, 1829 spoke of the

fl

mde-
scnbable dexterity of his technique, the

subtle finish of his gradations of tone,

reflecting a profoundly sensitive nature,
the clearness of his interpretation and of

his compositions which bear the mark
of great genius

"

After this short trip, Chopin returned

to Warsaw where he remained a full

year However, having had a glimpse
of glorious Vienna, he felt himself in-

eluctably drawn back to this city of

music On November 1, 1830, his

friends at Wola gave him a rousing fare

well party, on the occasion of his de

parture for Vienna, giving him as a

memento a silver goblet filled with Po
lish earth, "May you never forget your
native land wherever you go," he was
told Chopin wept, as though he had a

presentiment that he would never again
see his native country
He came to Vienna where, after a few

weeks, he heard the tidings that Poland
was in revolution, His first impulse was
to rush back and fight for the honor of

his country. His parents, however,

urged him to remain in Vienna, remind

ing him that he was too delicate m con-'

stitution to assume a soldier's life Some
what regretfully, he did so. Then
partially out of loneliness he embarked

upon a concert tour thru Germany. In

Stuttgart, in July of 1831, he heard the

news that Warsaw had fallen into the

hands of the Russians This news
moved him profoundly Seeking ex

pression for his emotion, he composed a

piece for the piano which was to become
famous the world-over as the Revolu

tionary Stude.

On September 1, he visited Paris.

He intended to mate his stay brief (his

passport said "passing thru Paris to

London") ; but Pans was to remain his

home for the remainder of his life He
rented an apartment at 27 Boulevard
Poissomere Almost immediately he

sought out Cherubim, director of the

Conservatory, to whom he presented a

letter of introduction, Cherubmi intro

duced Chopin to the leading musicians
of Pans, paving the way for his first

appearance
The debut took place at the Salle

Pleyel on January 26, 1832, and, strange
to say, was discouragmgly unsuccessful

Only one critic recognized the spark of

genius in Chopin the eminent Fetis,
who wrote in La Revue Musicale * "Here
is a young man who, by giving himself

up to his natural impressions, and follow

ing no model, has discoveied, if not an
absolute revolution in piano music, at

least something of what composers have
been seeking in vain for a long time past,

namely, an abundance of original ideas

whose type is nowhere to be found "

But like that of all prophets, the voice
of Fetis was not listened to seriously.
For the most part, both audience and
critics dismissed Chopin

During the next few years, Chopin's
concerts were few and far between;
during this period he knew, for a while,
want and spiritual depression. A series

of fortuitous accidents, however, brought
him back to high society, where his

suave manner, his gentle personality and

FRfiMHIC CHOPIN
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his gieat musical talent made him pai- peisonahty impiessed him gieatl} She

ticularly appealing in the salon He attracted Chopin because she was essen-

succeeded m procuring high-priced pu- tially his opposite Then dcquamlance-

pils and tor the first time luxuiy and ship soon developed into a bond of close

soft-living became his "I move in the friendship And fiom close friendship

highest circles/' he wiote at this time, to love was only a step

"and know not how 1 got theie The illness of Geoige Sands son,

You will imagine that I must have a Maurice, necessitated hei depaituic from

f01 tune by this time, but the cabriolet Pans foi the waimer climate of Ma-

and the white gloves eat the earnings joica Chopin, now hopelessly involved,

almost entirely, and without these things begged pel mission to accompany hei,

people would deny my good foim "
finding his own delicate health an excuse

We possess several vivid woid-descrip- for seeking Majoica's waim climate

tions of Chopin, as he appeared at this Geoige Sand, howevei, feaied that

time "I found myself face to face with Chopin could not be happy away from

a pale, melancholy, elegant young man Pans, and refused to grant his icqucst

with a slight foreign accent, biown eyes Shortly aftei hei depaitme, Chopin left

of incomparable softness and limpidity, Pans suddenly and mysteriously He

chestnut hair almost as long as that of caught up with his beloved in Peipignan

Reilioz, and falling m a wisp on to his Together; they ai lived m Palma, whcie

brow/' wrote Legouvc And Fian? they icnted a countiy villa, Son Vcni,

Liszt' "His whole person is haimomous for fifty francs a month

His glance was intelligent rather than Unfortunately, Majoica was not half

dieamy, his soft, shrewd smile had no so idyllic as Chopin and Sand hoped

touch of bitterness The fineness and They had ai rived m the lamy season,

transparency of his complexion chaimed the chill and clamp weather played havoc

the eye, his fair han was silky, his nose with Chopin's delicate constitution 111,

slightly aquiline, his movements well- exhausted, frequently m pain, his mind

bred, and his manneis boie such an soon became a victim to strange fantasies

aiistociatic stamp that one involuntarily and nightmaies, inspired, no doubt, by

treated him like a prince His gestures his bleak suiioundmg& "He became

were fiequent and giaceful His voice utteily demoralised/' wiote Geoige Kancl

was always toneless, and often indistinct
,

in later yeais "He could bear pain with

he was not veiy tall, and was slightly a fair amount of coinage, but he could

built
" not control his uneasy imagination

Late in 1837, Chopin met the "incom- Even when he was well, the cloislei was

parable" Geoige Sand, that amazing filled for him with teiror and phantoms
character whose brusque masculinity, He did not say so, and one had to divine

tmbi idled independence of the conven- it On reluming fiom my nocturnal ex-

tions of society, and innumerable love- plot aticms with the children, I would find

affaus nursed and fed so many of the him at ten o'clock at night sitting at the

conveisations of the French salon Cho- piano, pale and with haggard eyes, and

pin was twenty-eight, George Sand, his hair almost standing on end Tt

thirty-four It cannot be saicl that took him some moments to recognise us

George Sand, at first, made a vividly Then, he would make an effort to

agieeable impiession upon the composer laugh, and play us sublime things which

"How icpellent that woman is!" he said he had just composed, or lather, terrible

to a friend aftet the first meeting "Is and heartening ideas which had just

she really a woman 7 " taken possession of him , It was

In 1838, when George Sand settled m here that he published the finest of those

Pans to consummate divorce proceedings
short pages which he modestly called

against her husband, she was to meet preludes
J1

Chopin a second time, and the first clis- Chopin's health went from bad to

agreeable impression on the part of worse He was growing irritably ini

Chopin was lo yield to a pteasanter one patient with Majorca His spit it was

George Sand's keen and electric mind, enmeshed in melancholy He was
her strength of chaiacter, her vibrant yearning for Pans With the return of
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good weathei, it was decided to return England When he returned to Pans,
to Pans The warm climate of southern m 1849, his spirits were at low ebb He
France and the prolonged rest that deserted composition and refused to play
Chopin uas then to enjoy for a few the piano He scrupulously a\oided the
months at Marseilles and Nohant magic- society of friends

ally revived his strength He returned He died at his home in Rue de
to Paris rejuvenated in spirit and health Chaillot on October 17, 1849 His face

For the next seven years, Chopin in death was said to have been "radiant
spent a comparatively uneventful life, in its beauty" Following a performance
devoting his winter time to Paris, and of Mozart's Requiem, the body was
his summers to Nohant In 1841, accompanied by the music of Chopin's
Chopin gave a piano lecital at the own funeral march to Pere Lachaise,
Salle Pleyel, his first in nine years, where it was buried near the graves of
which was phenomenally successful He Cherubim and Bellini
was recognized at this time as one of Chopin's personality was character-
the greatest pianists of his generation ized by softness and effeminacy He
The last years of Chopin's life were was full of the spirit of mockery,

absorbed in concert-work and compost- delighting in acting the clown Berlioz
tion In 1847-1848 there occurred the has written about his spaikhng good
lupture between him and George Sand humor which brought "an irresistible

which affected his spirit so vitally The attraction to his friends for him " He
precise cause for this ntptme is not had an unusual gift at mimicry, often

known, but there are many suggestive delighting his friends by imitating a
clues For one thing, George Sand's Polish Jew, a sentimental Englishman or

contempt of Chopin's Catholicism was a pompous French nobleman Yet,
always a somce of poignant pain to the though good humor was an integral part
composei Secondly, Chopin was as of Chopin's chaiacter, he could also be
Sand frequently complained "foreign broodmgly melancholy His life con-
to my studies, my enqunies and hence sisted, for the most part, m this strange
to my convictions

}3

But perhaps the alternation between frivolity and de-
most important explanation lurks m a spondency
sentence which appears in a letter of Chopm is probably the foremost

hers, dated May 12, 1847 "He com- genius that the pianoforte has produced
plains to me that 1 have killed him by With a few solitary and negligible ex-

refusing sexual relations, whereas I ceptions, he devoted his genius entirely
knew foi certain that I should kill him to this instrument He increased its

if I acted otherwise
"

technical resources, found for it qualities
In any case, by 1848 they were living

it had never before expressed, and

separate lives This separation affected opened up for it entirely new vistas of

Chopin intensely "In spite of the aits beauty What Beethoven has been to

employed by his friends to keep this the symphony, Bach to the cantata, and

subject out of his memory/' wiote Liszt, Wagner to the music-drama, Chopin has
"in order to prevent the dangerous emo- been to the pianoforte
tion which it caused, he loved to revert In analyzing his amazing output of
to it, as if he wished to stupefy himself etudes, preludes, nocturnes, mazurkas,
with this fatal balm . Chopm felt ballades, fantasias etc

,
we discover that

and often repeated that in bieakmg this the outstanding influence m his art was
long affection, this powerful bond, he the Polish folk-song

ff

lt was an aspira-
had broken his life

"
lion with him from the first to put

In the meanwhile, his health was Poland, as it were, into his music,"
suffering rapid disintegration We aie wrote J Culhbert Hadden "

'I should
told that by 1848 he could hardly walk like/ he said, 'to be to my people what
without suffering pain, and as eaily as Uhlanc! is to the Germans' To be
1847 he was so ill that it was thought sure, the external qualities of his music
his death was near at hand Death, are all his own But the texture is

however, was still at a distance Chopm essentially of native growth and native
recovered sufficiently to make a trip to substance Mr Hadow blinds this out
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more clearly and with moie detail than

any other wntei who has touched on
the subject He shows that iheie are

three sepaiate ways in which the na-

tional influence affected Chopin's work
In the first place, it determined the mam
forms of his art-product The popular
music of Poland is almost invariably
founded on dance forms and dance

rhythms moie than a quarter of

Chopin's entire composition is devoted

ostensibly to dance forms, and thruout

the rest of it then effect may be seen

in a hundred phrases and episodes A
second point of resemblance is Chopin's
habit of 'founding a who'e paragraph
either on a single repeated phiase in

similar shapes, or on two phrases in

alternation
3

This is a very pumitive
practise, for which no artistic value can
be claimed when standing by itself But
'when it is confined to an episodical

passage, especially m a composition
founded on a striking or impoitant

melody, it may seive as a very justifiable

point of rest, a backgiound of which

the interest is purposely toned down to

provide a moie striking contrast with

the central figure
'

It is m the mazurkas
that we find this practise most success-

fuly employed Thirdly, Chopin was
to a considerable extent affected by the

tonality of his native music The larger
K f ^ T> i i r unumber of the Polish folk-songs are

written, not in our modem scale, but

in one or other of the mediaeval Church
modes the Dorian, the Lydian and the

rest Of this tonal system, as Mr
Hadow shows, some positive traces may
he fnimrl in 1h< marmrV-ic "DC round in the mazuikas

Who is moie competent to judge the

greataess of Chopin's piano music than
that other genius o the pianoforte,
Franz Liszt? "In it," wrote the master,
we meet with beauties of the highest

kind, expressions entirely new, and
hatmonic material as original as it is

thoughtful Tu h composiuons bold-
ness is always justified; nchness

;
often

exuberance, never interferes with clear-

ness; scanty never degenexates into
the uncoulh and the fantastic, the

sculpturing is never disordered, the

luxury of ornament never overloads the

chaste tenderness of the pnncipal lines

Daring, brilliant, and attractive, they

disguise their profundity under so

much grace, their science under so many
charms, that it is with difficulty we free

ourselves sufficiently horn their magical
enthi ailment to judge coldly their

Iheoietical value
J5

Summing up Chopin's place in musical

history, Daniel Gregory Mason wrote

"Chopin may not be a giant like Bach,
or Mozail m Handcl or Beethoven, but
hfi IS a Mnceie ^ earnesl ai wh

, ,

'

fe*k vividly and spates no pains to

lve hu > *eehngs worthy expression, and
lo allam a ^P^me plastic beauty
Above all, he is a man of the most
delicate sensibility, the most discnmmat-

ing- taste, the most exacting ideal of

artistic perfection In that firmament
of music he will continue to shine, a

fixed star, not peihaps of the fast

magnitude, but giving a wondiously
clear, white light, and, as he would
have wished, m peerless solitude"

1 * ^ ,,,
works by I'rcdcnc Chopm
Two conccitos for piano and

CIIAMIUR Music Piano Ino
,
Sonata fat

vwlonicllo and piano

PIANO Two sonatas, Fom ballades, Two
SGVCS f 6lu cs ' ^

1J

J

clcen noctmncs Eleven
polonaises, Twenty-foui pi eludes, Thirteen
waltxes, Foiti lanUsias, Fifiy-fom tna/ui~
kaL ^ Impromptus, Schei7os, Vanaiicms, etc

Songs

About Fredcnc Chopin,
Bidou, Hemi Cliopm, lladden, J Cuih-

^ert Chopm, Mamc, Basil Chopm, Mason,
[Daniel Giegoiy The Romanlu Composers,
Muidoch, Wilham Clwpm // Life; Niccks!
Fiedcnck The Life of

Important recordings of music by
pr6clcric Chopm
ORCHIS Contrto in F-mnor, foi pianu

and orchestra (BuuNswttK-Brailowsky) ;

in F-mmor, for piano and oichestra

, ,

mazurkas (CoiuwarA-Friedman) ,

otturntt (CoLtiMBiA-Godx>wsVy) ;

^^

^ortnt), Fourteen waltsr\
lQt)
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Domeiiico Gimarosa 1749-1801

1QOMENICO CIMAROSA was born
m Aversa, Naples, on December

17, 1749. His parents were humble
folk his father was a stone mason who
was killed by falling from a high
scaffold when Domemco was still a

child; his mother was a washerwoman
As a child, Cimarosa was sent by his

mother to a free school maintained by
the Franciscan monks, where he studied
Latin and music His talent for the
latter soon urged his teachers to send
him to the Conservatory of Holy Maria
of Loreto, where his teachers were

Sacchim, Fenaroh, and that eminent

composer of Italian opera, Piccmni. He
remained at the Conservatory for eleven

years, and was particularly influenced by
the teachings of Piccmni

Upon leaving the Conservatory,
Cimarosa turned to composition In

1772, came his first opera, Le Strava-

ganze del conte, produced at the

Fiorentini Theatre m Naples where it

enjoyed so great a success that, over

night, Cimarosa became a famous com
poser
For the next twenty years, Cimarosa

lived alternately at Rome and at Naples,

composing one opera after another that

enjoyed popularity wherever opera was

performed in Europe, His contempo
raries esteemed him as the foremost
dramatic composer of his time, placing
him on an even higher pedestal than
the much-loved Paisiello.

In 1787, Cimarosa went to Russia as

court composer of Catherine II. Short

ly after this, Leopold II invited him
to come to Vienna to succeed Salien
as chapel-master, at a substantial salary

12,000 florins a year. It was m
Vienna that, m 1792, Cimarosa com
posed a comic opera which historians

agree unanimously is his masterpiece,
// Matrimonio segreto. II Matrimonio

segrelo was acclaimed by the Viennese
The Emperor, who attended the second

performance, was so delighted with the

work that he ordered the entire opera
to be encored then and there.

Several months after the composition
of // Matrimonio, Cimarosa returned to

Naples where great honor awaited him.
He was appointed chapel-master to the

DOMENICO CIMAROSA

King, and instructor to the royal chil

dren He was also to see many of his

operas particularly his Viennese gem,
// Matrimonio accepted by the popu
lace as masterpieces.
Towards the close of his life, Cima

rosa came upon unfortunate days He
became involved in revolutionary move
ments which resulted, in 1798, in his

imprisonment Only his great fame
as a composer saved him from death.
He was set free by King Ferdinand but
on the express condition that he leave

Naples never to return

Exile broke Cimarosa's heart and
spirit Bound for Russia, he went as
far as Venice where his health collapsed
completely. He died in Venice on Janu
ary 11, 1801. His sudden death inspired
the rumor that he had been poisoned
by Queen Caroline. This rumor gained
so much credence among Italians that
it was necessary for the Court to issue
an official denial; and the physician,
who attended Cimarosa during his last

hours, was forced to give a signed state

ment to the effect that Cimarosa's death
was the result of broken health.

^Cimarosa had been married twice
His first wife died while bearing him a

son; his second wife died one day after
she gave birth to twins.

He was a jovial, charming and lovable

personality, extremely cultured and well-

poised, possessing a pungent and delect-
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able wit He was almost as gifted in Italian charattei without
^attempting

to

the fashioning of verse as in the com- dive fai below the surface
"

position of music Extremely social, In recent years, the eminent con-

he always sought the company of agree- temporary Italian Lomposei, Fiancesco

able friends, he even liked to be sur- Malipieio, has collected mto_a suite and

rounded by boisterous company when he 01 chesti ated five pieces of Limaiosa

was composing Yet, he was acutely which he entitled La Cunainuana, which

sensitive to noise, even the sound of has been performed by leading sym-

church bells frequently caused him ex- phony 01 chesti as everywheie

cessive pain Principal woikb by Domenico Gma-
Thruout his entire life he was con- losa

vmced of his genius (he frequently OpER4 Le sinuac/an^ del mte
,
La Bal-

referred to himself as the gieatest Icrina amante
, Aitawne, L'Oluupiadc, La

Italian composer of his time), but he Llcopatia, If
Matnmomo wjielo, L'simaiile

Hid nnt Dverestimate his greatness At d^pctaio, Llmpujno \upci at v t etc
did not overesumaie nib gieanies* ru.

Oratorios, cantatas, masses, smulas foi

one time, a pamtei disparaged the music
haiiisichoul etc

of Mo,art m companng it^ thai of
b Dom iuo Cimaiosa

Cimarosa What would you say, was
Cimarosa's answer ''if I were to attempt p*^ t StinXw KA
lo convince you that you are greater Mastery Sticatfcild, R A The Oficia,
than Raphael?" ViUle, RobL'rlo Domcnuo Lunaro\a

Cimarosa was a piolific compot>ei Important ret endings of music by
His output of operas, oratorios, can- Domemco Cimarosa

tatas and masses was voluminous These SIIICUONS H>M OPIKV //

have for the most part, gone the way of wgwio, "Ovutme" (Crimiwii

all things Cimarosa's name, as a matter "UcUle, tutti, udiu" (V\\u \IMIONI

of fact, would have hardly survived had ORCHISIKV la t unarouana, a collection of

, ,' r ,
J

ri n/r j. C imaiosa muochcs aiiaiiQed lor oicncslia by
it not been for his comic opera, // Main- Mahpieio

momo segretOj which is still performed
in Em ope, and its popularity, because of

the deftness and glittering sparkle of the Muzio dementi 1752-1832

score, seems deathless - ^-rivr/^ /-T -mv^-rATTr <3

... (\/IUZL(J CJL-KMItJN -i J
,

sometimes
Cimarosa s touch was essentially a 1YA

rjpquymfM ~, -ft1fi f^j, rM n f^, ^ Till 1 l.l\* ^IcLillLV.LL clo Ll^* LfL-Hll^l \.J i
t IA 4 j*v *** f\ I-MJT. *-* ^-k *^v I I /^v ^ I turl^ ri^** 1^ ^ 1 1 T f\ C> l '

.
1 4 , .,

.

light one, he excelled when lie was
m()dein nof()rlc p iayinKl

" wa& hoin
least pretentious He was the finest RomQ \n 17S2 Uus fathei, a silver-i,
example of he school perfected by

fa fa f ^
Piccmm wiote C.eorge T Feins and m , ta , d wl

l

f()1 ,llm
was, indeed, the ink between the old

j mfijlrucUon w
l

hcn he was scven
W Muno C!emeilU was *'

M T .
a PUPiI that, two years later, he com-

who as Edward J Dent points out,
[ { succeUfully for a position as

took over all his conventions his
an sl

breathless back-chat in recitative, his
r
^

K
ut T

^
T

, T , ,
-

t (

charming tunes, hts patter songs for the ^ wealthy Englishman Jcckfortt by

bass, his chattermg ensembles-ancl
'

^"^'
J>tiu

1

ck
^

lth

, ^* boy s un-

added to them his own warmth of "sualei^, and offeree to adopt him

harmony and ingenuity of orchestra-
** b % him

<
,

to EnFIand -

,*
hcrc lic

j'

t
,

J & ^ vvas given a thorough academic and
_ _

, . ,
_ muMcal education

Domemco Cimarosa belonged, as R In im CIenientl lnactc hls firslA Streat cild has written to the school appearanec as a pian,t, electnfying h.s
of opcra-bufa hat preceded him, whose audiencc Wlth th

l

c facilily of h% ^ h.

finest example was, of course, Thal was llic bc^mnmff of hi&
Pergolesis La Serva padrana Hts career as concert pianisL which con-
talent is thoroughly Italian, untouched tinned for the next eleven years, bring-
by German influence, and he excels in mg him to the front rank of the pianists

portraying- the gay superficiality of the of his day
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An extensive European tour began
in 1781, carrying dementi to France,

Germany and Austria Wherever he

performed he was acclaimed In Vienna,
at the instigation of Emperor Joseph II,

he entered into a "musical duel" with

Mozart Clementi performed his own
B-flat major sonata and Mozart ex

temporized a series of variations Each

proved to be so phenomenal in his own
way that the Emperor was reluctantly

compelled to call this battle of giants a

draw It is interesting, in this connec

tion, to note that ten years later Mozart
borrowed the opening theme of

Ciementi's B-flat major sonata for his

Magic flute overture a fact which so

infuriated Clementi that in all future

editions of the sonata he boldly printed
the fact that he himself had performed
that work before Mozart and Emperor
Joseph II ten years before the composi
tion of the Magic flute overture

Between 1782 and 1802, Clementi re

mained in England where he was active

as pianist, conductor and teacher. His

importance as a pedagogue almost

equalled his interpretative attainments,

at least two of his pupils J. B. Cramer
and John Field were recognized among
the foremost pianists of the time At
the same time, Clementi turned his

efforts towards manufacturing pianos
After many vicissitudes, he achieved

great commercial success in this field

In 1807, almost $200,000 worth of

property in Ciementi's piano firm was

destroyed by a fire,

By 1810, Clementi had given tip all

concert work to devote himself prin

cipally to composition and to his piano

manufacturing business From this time

on, his life was to be comparatively un

eventful The last years of his life were

spent quietly in Evesham, where he

died on March 10, 1832 He was buried

in Westminster Abbey
Clementi had been married three

times

During his lifetime, Clementi had

amassed a fortune which, thriftily, he

preserved until his death. His thrift

was frequently the subject of much
derision among his friends and acquaint

ances, Even when he was excessively

rich, Clementi guarded his every penny

MUZIO CLEMENTI

with scrupulous diligence Spohr has

written in his autobiography about

Ciementi's frugal nature, "One day, I

found teacher and pupil [John Field]

at the washtub with upturned sleeves

engaged in washing out their stockings
and other linen Clementi advised

me to do the same, saying that washing
m St. Petersburg was not only expen
sive, but also the linen suffered greatly
from the method of laundry employed

"

He seemed to derive singular pleasure in

merely amassing wealth. His only other

pleasure, it seemed, was playing billiards

Muzio Clementi composed one hun
dred and six sonatas for the piano,
which have elicited the praise of all

students of piano music, Waldo Pratt

has spoken of them as "resourceful and
full of nervous energy/' To Frederick

Niecks they represent dementi's "most

important poetic achievements, the

works in which he has incorporated the

greatest emotional intensity possible to

him. and where the virtuoso contents
/ j

himself with being the servant of the

idea/' "His divination of the treatment

most appropriate to the instrument/'
wrote Hubert Parry, "marks his sonatas

as among the very first in which the

genuine qualities of modern pianoforte
music on a large scale are shown/'

Today, Ciementi's piano sonatas are

played principally by music students, and

are never featured on piano recital
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programs Their importance is essen- grandiose and witty, tragic but more

tially a histonc and pedagogic one often serene, of his best piano sonatas
"

Even more important, howevei. than ^ <
,

, T\/T^~ r\ 4

, u
l

.

'

! r / i Principal works by Muzio Clementi
these piano sonatas is the (jraaus ad ^ J

Parnassian, one hundred studies for the ORCHESTRA Symphonies

piano composed in 1817, upon which,
Pl^ m suwizs, Gradm ad Parna^um

it is said, the art of modern piano About Muzio Clementi

playing rests To this day, piano stu- Unger, Max Muzio Clement Lcbcn

dents utilize the Gradus ad Parnasium Muni and Letten 13 286 luly 1932, Mn\i-

for the development of then technique
Mn 8 289 Au^Ubt 1903

No less a pianist than Tausig has said Important iccordings of music by
that the Studes of Chopin and the Muzio Clementi
studies of Clement! are the "only two PlANO Souahna C-major (VICTOR),
woiks in musical literature which aie Sonatina in E-flat major (COLUMBIA-Samuel)

entirely mdispensible to the pianist
"

It is not generally known that

Clementi composed a series of sym- Samuel Coleridge-Taylor 1875-1912

phonies for orchestra upon which he
QAMURL COLERIDGE-TAYLOR,worked for moie than fifteen years dur- o XT t_ -r

mg the closing period of his life, intend-
,

Ne^ composer was born m Lon-

m| them as his "testament to poslenty" ?* <f
^uftusl 15, 1875 His fathei, a

These symphonies disappeared mysten- flooded Negro, was a medical man

ottsly after his death In 191?; they
who, a few yeais aflei Iheboysbulh,

came to light when, on the death of the
deseiled his family to leUun to his

English musicologist, Dr William H nallve
,

Sierra Leone
,

Neither of my

Cummmg, his ziianuscnpt hbraiy was af
nl

? ^ particuUily musical,

auctioned This library contained maim- Coleridge-Taylor wiote m later years,

script copies of dementi's symphonies,
bl
f
m^

^
athcr mlereiled himself m an

which were piomplly bought by Carl If?1 ^^ ^olangce,
known on

Engel for the Libiary of Congress m ^ West coast of Africa

Washington,, D C After acquiring the elements of music

Recently/ the well-known modern from Benjamin Holman, Coleridge-

Italian composei, Alfredo Casella, je- Taylor became a pupil of Joseph Beck-

constructed fiom these scattered manu- Wllh who remained his teacher for seven

scripts the C-Major symphony of years II was Bcckwith who first

Clementi, m which form the woik ^cognized unmistakable musical talent

after a century of silence was heard m the b y^ and who was llie first lo

again in Turin under Casella's baton Ur e him lo devote his undivided energy
It is the intention of Mr Casella to ie- to ilie art

conbtruct as many of dementi's &ym- As a boy, Coleridge-Taylor served m
phonies as possible and to remtroduce the choir of St George's Presbyterian
them to the music world Church m Croydon "He was a most

Concerning dementi's symphonies, delightful pupil/' commented Herbert
Alfredo Case la has written "The style Walters, the choirmaster, ''quick, eager,
is that of a musician whose life spans and with a wonderful ear" Coleridge-
the gap from the death of John Sebas- Taylor made so marked an impression
tian Bach to the bloom of romanticism upon his choirmaster that Herbert
A fundamentally classic spirit, severely Walters decided to adopt him. It was
trained and the po&sessor of a truly Walters who enrolled the young musi-

exceptional constructive technique, cian m the Royal College of Music
Clementi in these symphonies aims where his teacheis were Charles Villiers

visibly to renew the great classic Stanclford, in composition, and J F
heredity with the new aspn aliens of the Bridge, m violin

century And his profoundly Italian Coleridge-Taylor soon proved his
genms happily achieves this synthesis extraordinary musical gifts. In 1896,
In these works we find a new and more his symphony, based on Negro themes,
potent assertion of the music, at once was performed by the College orchestra,
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proving that his was no ordinary talent

Two years later came a performance of

Hiawatha's wedding feast, the first

part of the Songs, which was enormous

ly successful, eliciting the high praise of

even so authoritative a musician as Sir

Arthur Sullivan Shortly after this, the

Three Choirs Festival presented the

orchestral Ballade in A-mmor, a work
that definitely brought Coleridge-Taylor
to artistic maturity
The opinion of critics concerning the

Ballade, when it was first introduced,
was that, though charged with genius,
its style was "barbaric

"
This is a

strange verdict, indeed, for the Ballade

possesses a unique simplicity of struc

ture and content "There probably
never has been an orchestral work of

such importance intrinsically and in its

relation to the world of music that has

been constructed on so simple a theme
of tonality, theme or orchestration/'

writes Herbert Antchffe today
From 1900 until 1907 Coleridge-

Taylor extended his musical activities

by becoming the conductor of the

Rochester Choral Society During this

period he made two visits to the United
States m 1904 and 1906 where he

was welcomed with pomp and ceremony,
with festival concerts devoted to his

works. Returning to England, he led

an uneventful life which was devoted

principally to composition, to conducting
and to the teaching of music in Croydon
In 1910, he made his third and last

visit to the United States, where the

premiere of his Violin concerto took

place (Norfolk, Connecticut).
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor died at his

home in Croydon on September 1, 1912

His biographer, W. C. Berwick Sayers,
has given us a touching picture of the

last hours. "Propped up by pillows, he

seemed to imagine an orchestra before

him. With complete absorption, and

perhaps unconscious of his surround

ings, he conducted his violin concerto,

beating time with both arms and smiling
his approval here and there. The smile

never left his face, and the perform
ance was never completed on earth.

Still smiling and conducting, he sank
back on his pillows/'

Coleridge-Taylor was a methodical

worker as a composer, devoting a

SAMUEL COLERIDGE-TAYLOR

specified number of hours each day to

his creative work, never permitting
concert engagements to interfere with it.

He wrote quickly and fluently, but was
a severe self-critic

It was Booker T. Washington who
has given us a clear resume of Cole

ridge-Taylor's style of composition
"His work possesses . . . not only charm
and power but distinction, the individual

note The genuineness, depth and

intensity of his feeling, coupled with his

masterly technique, spontaneity and

ability to think m his own way, explain
the force of the appeal that his com

positions make Another element in the

persuasiveness of his music lies in the

naturalness the directness of its appeal,

the use of simple and expressive melodic

themes, a happy freedom from the

artificial."

"Like his half-brothers of primitive

race/' commented Hubert Parry, "he

loved plenty of sound, plenty of color,

simple and definite rhythms, and, above

all things, plenty of tune Tune pours
out m passage after passage, genial
and kindly and apt to the subject, and

in an emotional way often warmly
and touchmgly expressive

"

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor had two

children, both of whom are musicians.

His son, Hiawatha, conducted his

father's Hiawatha in "London m 1924.
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His daughter, Gwendolen, is the com-

posei of many songs thai have been

published and perfoimed

Principal \\orks by Samuel Coleiidge-

Tayloi
OktHEtiTin \\inphun\ in 4-minoi ,

Ballade

in A-muwi
, Idyll, A/man \wte, Solemn pic-

hide, Ton\\aint I'Qiwirlw c
, Symphonic wife

on an Afiuan an, Bajnboula, Contcito foi

violin and orchestra, Chaiactcnstic zvaltzcs
,

C/mtfjwis ovcrtuic, Petite vw/t de concert,
Incidental music to Ulysses, Herod, Nero,

Faust, Othello, etc

CHUR\L S^;zr;s of Hiawatha, The Blind

(jirl of Ca\tt
f

l'Cuille, The Atonement, Five

ihoral ballad \
t

Kubfa khan, kndymion*\
dream, Bon-Bon \itite, A Talc of old la/>an t

Iwo fow/v (with oichestia) ,
The Gitaiw\

OPLKA Thtlma

CHAMBIR Music Quintet in A, Quaitct in

D-imnof
,
I'anta\ic-\tiukc

Songs, pieces foi the violin, pieces fm the

piano, pieces foi the cngan, etc

About Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

Sayeis, W C 13 ei wick Samuel Colctidye-

Taylo 1

)

Musical Quarterly 8 180 Apiil 1922, Mu\i~
cal Times 50 153 Maich 1, 1909

Important recoulmgs of music by
Colei idge-Taylor
OkCtirsTRA Chann tcnsiic ivaltxi y (GuvMo-

PHONL) ,
Christina* orciturc (COIUMBI\-

Pitl) r
Othello mite ((TRAMOI-HONI ) ,

Petite

mite de contcit (COLUMBIA.)
CHOUAI Sow/s of Ihazuatha (Cru\MO-

I'HONr)

Arcangelo Gorelh 1653-1713

"The pnncc of dll musicians" MATTFH-
SON

A RCANGELO LORELLI was born
m Fusignano, m the vicinity of

Bologna, on February 12, 1653 His
fir^t teacher in music was Matteo

Siraonelh, a &mger in the ponlifital choir

Chinch music, appealing little to Corelh,
was soon deseiled for secular music
Corelh turned from Simonelh to

Bas&ani for instruction, and the latter

gave him an intensive training m the

playing of the violin Corelh proved
his aptitude for the instrument almost
from the beginning, becoming a

reputable vntuoso in a short period
By 1672, his musical talent as a violinist

was vso pronounced that when he visited

Pans, he was forced back to Rome by
the envious Lully (according to the

testimony of John Ha\\kms, which is

put to question by Chailes Buine)),
who wras afraid that the enoimotib

musical abilities ot his eompatnot might
succeed m obscuring his own gieal

populai ity

In 1680, Corelh touted deimany
where he was royally leceived by Ger
man princes, particulaily the Electoi of

Bavaria, m whose seivice he was re-

tamed Returning to Rome, two yeais
later, he published his fiist work,
Twelve sonatas, for two violins and a

bass

About 1700, Corelh became the leader

of the opeia band in Rome, a position
which brought him into contact with

Handel Then meeting, as described by
Hawkins, was not <i happy one Handel
was in Italy assisting at the leheaisal

of his cantatas, and Corelh 'Who was
unaccustomed to the complexity of

Handel's style found gieat difficulty in

understanding the desires of the gieat

composer Finally, his patience ex

hausted, Handel snatched the violin

fiom Corelh's hand and showed him

exactly how the passage was to be

piayeel

Notwithstanding this unfortunate

episode, Handel had a high opinion of

Corelh Foi, m titith, Coiellt was at

that time esteemed the foiemost musi
cian in Italy He was generally lecog-
nued as the greatest violinist of his

time Contemporaiy critics spoke
effusively about his beautiful singing
tone, his incredibly supple technique and
the fire and brilliance of his interpreta
tions When Corclli played, we aic

informed by eye-witnesses, his "counte
nance was distorted/' his eyes were
"red as fire" and his "eyeballs lolled m
agony

"
Thus intensity of emotion

found expression in his mlerpi elation

No less a musician than Alessandio
Scarlatti sang paeans o[ prause to

Corelh's interpretative genius.
He was almost equally celebrated as

a composer A contemporary writer,

Aclami, refers to Corelh as the "chief

glory of the age, with the fame of whose
five works, already published, the world
is filled; and the sixth, consisting of

concertos, which he is now (1711) pre
paring for the pi ess, will complete Mb
immortality,"
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ARCANGELO CORELLI

Corelli was, therefore, the favorite

son of high society in Rome, greatly
feted and honored. He was particularly
esteemed by Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni

who, until the end of Corelh's life, was
his closest friend and patron Corelli

made the palace of the Cardinal his

home until the very end of his life,

there conducting every Monday concerts

which became the outstanding musical

events in Rome of the time.

The last years of Corelh's life were
bathed with melancholy He was to see

violinists younger than he, with more
facile technique and more spectacular

style, gam the fancy of the public, and
he was to witness the popularity of his

own works succeeded by the less im

portant music of Valentuli, for example,
whom Corelli esteemed lightly. To have

passed out of the limelight caused

Corelli no end of mortification. When
an oboe player received the tremendous
ovation which had, in former years, been
accorded to him, he became so bitter

that he swore never again to appear in

public.

Thus he died a bitter and unhappy
man on January 10, 1713, He died

comparatively rich, with almost $30,000
in cash and a number of precious art

works of enormous value. All his

wealth he bequeathed to Cardinal

Ottoboni, who refused the cash passing
it on to Corelh's distant relatives but

accepted the masterpieces Corelli was
buried in the Pantheon; for many years
after his death, its anniversary was
commemorated by solemn musical per
formances at his grave

Corelli has been described as a mild,
lovable and modest personality He was
a passionate admirer of pictures, his

favorite hobby being the collection of

art-works of which he possessed a valu
able number. Thrifty to the point of

being parsimonious, he dressed shabbily,
was very careful about his expenditures
and led a life of simplicity devoid of
ostentation Handel has laughingly com
mented upon Corelh's passion for

visiting picture galleries "when there

was no admission charge
"

Corelli possessed a sense of humor
that was warm but pointed Once
at the home of the Cardinal, he was per
forming a violin solo when, in the

middle of a passage, he came to an

abrupt stop Asked by the Cardinal

why he had stopped, he answered, "I

was afraid my music might interrupt

your conversation/'

His name is all important in musical

history by virtue of the fact that he was
the father of the violin sonata (the
founder of that school of composers for

the violin which included Viotti,

Veracim, Geminiam, etc ), one of the

pioneers of the concerto grosso as a

matter of fact, one of the earliest instru

mental composers in the history of music
whose works still afford us aesthetic

pleasure.

C Hubert Parry has analyzed
Corelh's style* "Corelli

J

s methods are

ostensibly contrapuntal, but it is note

worthy that his is not the old kind of

counterpoint, but rather an artistic treat

ment of part-writing, which is assimi

lated into chords whose progressions are

adapted to the principles of modern

tonality He uses sequences for the

purposes of form, and modulations for

the purposes of contrast and balance,
and cadences to define periods and

sections, and other characteristic devices

of modern art; and though the traces of
the old church modes are occasionally

apparent, they are felt to be getting more
and more slight. There is more of art

than human feeling in his work, as is

inevitable at such a stage of develop-
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merit, but his art as far as it goes is

very good, and the style of expression
refined and pleasant,"

"The importance of Corelli," wrote J

Combarieu m his Histoire, "rests in

the fact that he brought progress to

style, that is to say the art of construct

ing the period, the logic and the phrase
of musical discourse One has fre

quently praised the expressive character

and the nobility of his adagios In his

sonatas for violin solo, he owns a

personal language
"

One of the most famous of Corelh's

works for violin the La Folha varia

tions, still featured prominently on pro

grams of violin-recitals has been or

chestrated by Max Reger,

Principal works by Arcangelo Corelli

CHAMBER Music 24 Suonate da camera a

tre; 12 Suonate da chiesa a ire, etc

ORCHESTRA Twelve concerti grossi

Solo sonatas 01 violm, etc

About Arcangelo Corellr

Combarieu, J, Histoire de la Musique,
Hawkins, John. History of Music ; Parry, C.

Hubert. The Evolution of the Art of Music]
Pmcherlc, Marc. Corelh

Important recordings of music by

Arcangelo Corelh .

ORCHESTRA- Concerto grosso^ no 8 (CO
LUMBIA) } Suite, for string orchestra (COLUM
BIA).

CHAMBER Music- Sonata for two violins,

viola and or(fan (KANTOREI) ; Sonata da
camera in B-flat major (?RQ MUSICA),

Peter Cornelius 1824-1874

OETER CORNELIUS was born m
Mayence on December 24, 1824.

He was the son of an actor, and the

godson of the famous painter, Cornelius

(a distant relative) for whom Felix

Mendelssohn composed his Cornelius

march.

His father wished him to become an

actor, and as a child he made several

appearances on the stage. His failure

to create a favorable impression finally

decided him to turn to his second great

love, music, He began the study of the

violin under haphazard instruction, In

1841, he came to London where he

procured a post as second violinist of

the German Opera Company in the

Drury Lane Theatre He accompanied
this work with intensive study of com

position under Heinnch Esser,

After the death of his father, which

took place m 1844, Cornelius devoted

himself completely to the study of

music One year later he came to

Berlin, where he was a guest at the home
of his famous relative, the painter. Thru
his kinsman, Cornelius was introduced

to many distinguished people, some of

whom gave him advice and encourage
ment In Berlin, Cornelius continued

his studies under W. S Derm, The
first of his compositions was created at

this timean overture for grand or

chestra, a Stabat mater, and a march,
none of which have been preserved.

These early compositions together
with the outlines of a musical tragedy
Cornelius brought to the notice of two
celebrated musicians in Berlin, Taubert

(the conductor of the Berlin opera)
and Nicolai (famous composer of The

Merry wives of Windsor)* Then-

verdict on the quality of his music would
have depressed stronger spirits than that

of Cornelius. "I had brought a tragedy,
and he [Taubert] said 'write songs'/
I had come with plans for palaces, and
he said, 'Go build pig-sties!" Nicolai

was even more cruel. "He says I know

nothing, can't write a note correctly. . . ,

In fact, he kicked me!"

PETER CORNELIUS
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From Berlin, Cornelius came to

Dessau with the hope of studying under

Friedrich Schneider, who, however, was
too old and sick to accept pupils. From
here, Cornelius' road stretched to

Weimar, where he knocked at the door

of Franz Liszt. "He shook hands with

me in a friendly manner," recorded

Cornelius As a matter of fact, Cornel

ius soon became a frequent visitor at

Liszt's home, a personal friend of the

great composer. In Liszt's salon,

Cornelius met such musicians as Raff,

Joachim and Berlioz. Berlioz, interest

ing himself in the young musician and

moved by his poverty, gave him a com
mission to translate his own Flight into

Egypt into German, paying him twenty
dollars for the job. Berlioz gave
Cornelius several other occupations,
from time to time, enabling the young
composer to keep body and soul

together.

Liszt felt strongly that Cornelius

possessed talent. Guided by his own

religious preoccupations, Liszt urged the

young composer to turn his hand to re

ligious music. Under Liszt's personal

guidance, Cornelius composed Masses
and a Salve Regina. However, he soon

felt that he was not meant for the com

position of church music. Feeling at

the same time that he was suffering from
Liszt's influence, he left Weimar and
came to the Thuringian forests "to find

himself." Emancipated from Liszt's

influence, Cornelius composed at this

time many songs of great distinction.

He was back in Weimar in 1854,

doing little jobs for Liszt. It was at

this time that an idea came to him for

a sprightly comic opera Liszt did not

like the subject and tried to dissuade

Cornelius from the venture. Cornelius,

however, was too intrigued by his plans
to listen to advice He prepared his

own libretto, and when his score was

completed he played portions of it to

Liszt. The master realized that, in spite
of the questionable subject, Cornelius

had succeeded in composing sparkling,

deft and charming music. As a result,

Liszt accepted this comic opera (it was
the Barber of Bagdad) for production.
It was given its first performance under

Liszt's baton on December IS, 1858.

1 See sketch on Franz Liszt.

It is well known that, at this time,
there was a well-planned cabal against
Liszt. 1 The first performance of

Cornelius' comic opera was greeted with

hissing and derision by the audience not

because the work failed to please but

rather as a concerted attack against the

conductor. It was as a result of this

demonstration that Franz Liszt resigned
his post as chapel-master at Weimar

Thus, entirely thru extraneous cir

cumstances, The Barber of Bagdad was
a depressing failure. It was never again

performed during Cornelius' lifetime

After his death, however, the opera

emerged from neglect. In 1885 it was

produced with great success in Munich.
Five years later, Anton Seidl introduced

this work at the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York.

Commenting upon The Barber of

Bagdad, R. A. Streatfeild wrote: 'The
beauties of the score are doubly
astonishing when it is remembered that

when it was written Die Meistersinger
had not been composed. The germ of

much that delights us in Wagner's
comic-opera may be found in The
Barber. . . The plot of The Barber is

long-winded and puerile, and the interest

is entirely centered in the music. . . .

Cornelius had a pretty gift for humorous

orchestration, and his accompaniments
often anticipate the dainty effects of

Die Meistersinger.'
3

With Liszt's retirement from Weimar,
Cornelius went to Vienna and settled

there in 1859. He met Richard Wagner
who induced him to come to Munich.
In Munich, in 1865, Cornelius received

his first permanent employment in the

faculty of the Conservatory.

The remainder of his life, Cornelius

lived in obscurity and poverty, compos
ing only one more opera (Le Cid) but

many songs of deathless beauty. He
never succeeded in attracting the notice

of the music world to his work. He
died in the city of his birth on October

26, 1874.

A great measure of Cornelius' ob

scurity may be traced to his unener-

getic and apathetic temperament. He
seems to have been singularly indiffer

ent to beating a path for himself in the

music world, making little effort to
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secure performances or publishers He
was altogether incapable of taking ad

vantage of such opportunities as pre

sented themselves to him during his life.

"Who could approach Peter Cornelius

without at once loving him ?" once wrote

Karl Goldmark. "His spirit was of such

childlike naivete, and yet such depth;
his true, warm-hearted open nature, his

highly cultivated, clear mind could not

fail to take every one captive at once.

... I often went to his room, we drank

black coffee, and over our cigars chatted

agreeably on music and musical develop

ment, and naturally we spoke much
about Richard Wagner . . . One day,

Cornelius sent me a note inviting me to

an important event. Richard Wagner
had sent him the proof sheets of his

Tristan piano score We were to go
thru them together with Tausig. The

impression of this performance will re

main unforgettable to me. . . ."

Cornelius was a person of excessive

generosity. The first sum of money
he received (the twenty doFars from

Berlioz for the translation of Flight into

Egypt} he sent in its entirety to his

mother, even though he was starving
at the time. Upon another occasion, in

Vienna, he was known to have dropped
his last coin into the hat of a beggar.

Intensely superstitious, he was frequent

ly prevented from making important
moves merely because he recognized evil

omens; as a matter of fact, he was
almost kept from visiting Liszt for the

first time because there were thirteen

steps extending to Liszt's door.

Lawrence Gilman has commented

upon Cornelius' great talent as a com

poser of song, particularly of Christmas

songs. Here, "his world ... is a world
of ineffable and melancholy twilight, re

mote, mysterious, dream-haunted. There
are moments when he seems immeasur

ably distant, wrapped in a shimmering,
impenetrable mist of dreams, but even
as you would strain your senses to fol

low him, he is standing beside you again,

smiling that infinitely winsome smile of

his and talking to you. . . . Those songs
which most justly represent him such

as Angedenken, Trauer, Ein Ton, An
der traum, Nachts, Auftrag . . . are the

articulate and surviving documents of

one to whom 'upon the public ways life

came/ He has not told us all that, per

haps, he might have told us, but it is

something to have borne witness, as he

indubitab.y has, to so much that is of

enduring validity and beauty."

Principal works by Peter Cornelius:

OPERA The Barber of Bagdad ,
Lc Cid

,

Gunlod (fragment).

VOCAL Lieder und gcsangc (solo) ;
Lieder

und gesange (concerted)

CHORAL Masses, Salve Rcgina, etc

About Peter Cornelius:

Oilman, Lawrence Phases of Modern
Music

; Streatfeild, R A The Opera
Musical America 41:3 December 20, 1924,

Musical Times 4; 609 September 1906

Important recordings of music by
Peter Cornelius-

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA The Barber of

Bagdad, "Overture" (GuAMOPHONE-Blech) ;

"6" holdes bild" (PARLAPHONE) ;
"Sanfter

schlummer wieght ihn em" (PARLAPHONE) ;

"Vor demem fenster" (GRAMOPHONE).
SONGS: ATC Maria (GR\MOPHONK-McCor-

mack) ;
Die Hirtcn and Die Konige (CHRIST-

SCHALL) ;
Weihnachtdiedern (GRAMOPHONE)

Frangois Couperin-le-Grand
1668-1733

COUPERIN designat-

ed by the historian as "Couperm-
the-Great" to single him out from the

long line of Couperins who, for two cen

turies, were influential in French music

was born in Paris, in one of the an

nexes of the Church of St. Gervais, on

November 10, 1668. His father, the

organist of St. Gervais, was his first

teacher, from whom young Couperin ac

quired not merely the rudiments of or

gan playing but a sound and comprehen
sive musical education as well. His next

teacher was Jacques Denis Thomelm, or

ganist of the King's Chapel. While still

Thomelin's pupil, Couperin revealed a

rapidly growing creative talent by com

posing several organ pieces and motets

of great originality.

In his twenty-fifth year, Couperin
entered the King's service. Shortly
afterwards, the position of organist to

the Chapel Royal was open, and it was
decided to hold open competition among
all the applicants for the post, with

Louis XIV himself as judge. Francois
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Couperin easily surpassed the efforts of

his competitors, winning" the vote of the

King. In this position, Couperin was in

troduced to the brilliant social life of the

court in Paris.

His great musical talent at the organ,
and especially at the harpsichord,

brought him many honors and royal
favors. He was appointed "joueur dc

clavecin dc la musiquc de la chambre du
roi" and was selected as the music
teacher of those princes closest to the

throne. Before long, he became per
sonal music-master to Louis XIV, for

whom he composed the Concerts royaux
which, during the last years of the

King's life, were performed every Sun
day in Versailles with Couperin at the

harpsichord.
After the death of Louis XIV,

Couperin's association with Versailles

became less significant. During his last

years, he lived in comfort in the Palais

Royal e section of Paris, where he de
voted himself to his family and to music.

His was now a quiet and unobtrusive
existence in which the making of music
was the principal pleasure. Together
with his two sons, he gave regular con
certs at his home for the delectation of

personal friends.

Francois Couperin died in Paris on

September 12, 1733. "I thank the public
for the applause it has so generously
bestowed on my works," he wrote sev

eral years before his death. "I trust that

I have left something to make my loss

regretted, if regrets may avail us in

aught after this life."

In the development of instrumental

music, Couperin was a powerful force.

He was not only the first Frenchman to

compose violin sonatas in imitation of

Corelli, but he was virtually the father

of piano music. With his Pieces dc

clavecin, which wrere published in 1713,

1716, 1722 and 1730, he showed his con

temporaries how effective the harpsi
chord could become as a solo instrument.

"I confess," wrote Couperin, in ex

plaining his method of composition,
"that 1 love that which stimulates me
much more than that which overwhelms
me." In his Pieces de clavecin there are

no powerful emotions or driving forces,
but a quiet, subdued beauty which is

FRANCOIS COUPERIN-LE-GRAND

more intellectual than emotional. In

these pieces, the harpsichord assumes, as

G. Jean-Aubry points out "every variety
of accent in turn . . . fastidious, en

chanting, observant, witty, mocking, slily

malicious, ironic, biting." They are, in

the words of Karl Nef, a "veritable

world picture-book, an orbus pictus" in

which he "has presented with a delight
ful charm and sttreness, with an amaz

ing precision, everything that can in any
way be expressed in tone. As a color

genius, he draws forth every tonal

charm that slumbers in the harpsichord."

Principal works by Francois Couperin-
le-Grand :

CHAMBER Music: Les Nations; UApothc-
ose

;
Concerts royctux. Four books of Pieces

de clavecin, airs, sonatas for violin, etc.

About Francois Couperin-le-Grand:

Tessier, Andre. Couperin; Tiersot, Julien.

Couperin.

Monthly Musical Record 19:25, 49, 77, 99,

124, 174 February-August 1889
;
Musical Quar

terly 12 :406 July 1926.

Important recordings of music by

Francois Couperin-le-Grand :

CHAMBER Music; Concert dans Ic gout
thcatral, arranged by Cortot for chamber or

chestra (GRAMOPHONE) ;
Concert royal no. 2

(ANTHOLOGIE SONORE).

HARPSICHORD: Collection of some of the

most famous of Couperin's morsels for harp
sichord, Couperin Society album (His MAS
TERS voicE-Landowska).
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Sir Frederic H. Gowen 1852-1935

(See Composers Of Today}

Johann Baptist Cramer 1771-1858

JOHANN BAPTIST CRAMER, who
was born in Mannheim on February

24, 1771, stemmed from a family of

musicians His grandfather was a

flautist in the then world-famous Mann
heim orchestra ; his uncle was a drummer
in the court band; and his father was
a violinist of repute

When he was still an infant in arms,
Cramer was brought to England, and
from that time on England remained his

home It is for this reason that, altho

Cramer was born in Germany, he is

frequently referred to as an English

composer
His father had aspirations of making

him a violinist When Johann was four

years old, therefore, he began system
atic study of the violin One day, he
was sent by his father to the attic to

practise his lessons there. An old and

neglected piano was stored in that attic,

and Johann abandoned his violin to toy
with the keys of the piano From that

time on, he was frequently found in the

attic, drawing music from the old piano
His parents were wise enough to realize

that it was foolish to discourage so

spontaneous a reaction They placed

Johann under J. D. Benser for piano in

struction Three years later, Cramer
became a pupil of J S Schroeter, On
April 5, 1781, he made his first public

appearance as pianist.

When he was twelve years old,

Cramer became a pupil of the celebrated

dementi. Though he studied under the

master only two years, the course of

study was a revelation to the young mu
sician Clementi broadened Cramer's
musical horizon Imntlessly, developing
his technique and interpretative faculty,
After these valuable years, Cramer re

lied almost exclusively on his own re

sources for the development of his

technique.

On March 10, 1784, Cramer per
formed a duet with Clementi at the

Hanover Square Grand Concerts, at

tracting considerable attention. There

followed other appearances in which

Cramer's reputation grew In 1788, he
went abroad, playing in France and Ger

many with great success

He was in Pans during the revolu

tion of 1789, when a curious and all-

important incident took place A Rus
sian in Pans came into his debt Unable
to repay Cramer, he offered instead some
musical manuscripts which he had in his

possession These manuscripts were
some choral works of Johann Sebastian

Bach, and it was the first time that

Cramer became intimately acquainted
with the music of the master The

profundity of this music struck Cramer
so forcefully that, after this, he be

came a devoted disciple of the Leipzig
musician

In 1791, Cramer was back in England
where he gave many performances in

cluding one with Hummel, aged twelve

At this time, he made the acquaintance
of Josef Haydn who took a great fancy
to him This friendship between Haydn
and Cramer was further cemented in

1799, when Cramer visited Vienna

Haydn introduced Cramer to many great
musicians in Vienna of that time Tt is

interesting to note that Cramer went in

the company of Beethoven to a perform
ance of Mozart's Don Giovanni

By this time, Cramer's career as a

piano virtuoso was fully launched, He
was unquestionably one of the great

JOHANN BAPTIST CRAMER
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pianists of his time
,
his extensive tours

brought him great fame everywhere
Cramer was equally distinguished as a

teacher of the piano ,
for many years it

was the ambition of every aspiring vir

tuoso to study under Cramer m England
Cramer's famous studies for the

piano, which brought him immortal

fame, were composed in 1804 These
studies have proved to be of incalculable

importance to music students in the at

tainment of piano technique Beethoven

thought highly of them "Our master/'
Schmdler has recorded, "declared that

these etudes were the chief basis of all

genuine playing
" But these etudes

are not only of pedagogic importance,
but contain artistic value as well Dann-
reuther has pointed out that many of

them are "poems, like Mendelssohn's

Songs without words }>

In 1813, Cramer was one of the

foundeis of the famous Royal Phil-

haimonic Orchestra of London For a

few years he was not only one of its

conductors, but also a featured piano
soloist In the latter capacity he intro

duced for the first time to London audi

ences not only his own concertos but also

many of the concertos of Mozart
Cramer's musical importance was felt

in other directions For many years, he
was one of the professors at the Royal
Academy of Music In 1812 he became
a publisher of icpute when he became
an official partner of Chappell and Com
pany, ten years later, he established his

own publishing firm

Johann Baptist Gamer died at his

home in Kensington on April 16, 1858
He was buried in the Brompton ceme

tery
It is quite true that Cramer's piano

music never makes its appearance on
concert progiams in our time, being
known only to piano students But
critics have, periodically, pointed out

that there is much of artistic importance
in Cramer's piano woiks which, in con

sequence, are well deserving of exploia-
tion "In pianoforte music/' wrote
Alexander Brent-Smith, "there is a

beautiful district unknown to conceit-

goers but highly appreciated by all pian
ists the district of Johann Baptist
Cramer Of his many compositions (fa#

wrote 105 sonatas) little remains in

constant use except his studies All of

these have a great technical value, and

many have, in addition, considerable

musical beauty We might even go so

far as to say that one or two are not

unworthy to stand in the company of the

preludes of Bach, such as the study in

D-major, with its rippling demi semi

quavers, the vigorous two-part study m
C-mmor, and, loveliest of all, the study
in A-mmor Each of these is so

essentially piamstic that it would perish
if dissociated from the pianoforte

"

Principal works by Johann Baptist
Cramer
ORCHESTRA Seven concertos for piano and

oichestra

CHAMBER Music Quintet , Piano quartet

PIANO 105 sonatas, studies, fantasias,
rondos

, variations, etc

About Johann Baptist Cramer
Musical Time* 43 641 October 1, 1902,

Musical Times 72 405 March 1931

Cesar GUI 1835-1918

ANTONOVITCH CUI, one

of the members of that distin

guished group of Russian nationalist

composers known as the "Five," was
born in Vilna on January 18, 1835 His

father, Antoine Cm, was a Frenchman
who had come to Russia m 1812 with

Napoleon's army He was wounded in

Smolensk, left on the battle-field, half-

frozen, as dead When he iccovered,
he decided to settle permanently in Rus
sia He married a Lithuanian woman,
and turned towards pedagogy as a pro
fession, becoming professor of French
at the High School of Vilna

It was at this high school that Cesar

Cm received his early education Both
m his studies at school and m his private
lessons in music (one of his early music

teachers was Momuszko, the celebrated

Polish composer) he proved to be in

possession of an alert intelligence, so

alert that his father decided to direct

him towards engineering

In 1850, Cui was entered in the

School of Military Engineering at St

Petersburg where his competence in his

studies was so marked that, upon his

graduation seven years later, he was

appointed sub-professor. He specialized

Cui
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in the subject of military fortifications,

becoming an authority in this field He
held the rank of Major General, wrote
several books in his subject including
the Abridged History of Permanent

Fortification and A Manual of Flying

Fortification and was the teacher of

eig'ht members of the Imperial family,

including Nicholas II

During this period, Cm had turned

sharply away from music In 1857,

however, he met Balakirev, whose
theories on national music awakened
Cm j

s dormant love for the art Cm
immediately joined forces with Bala

kirev Together they evolved a new
school of composition whose influence

was to be all-important m the history
of Russian music, 1

In 1859 came GUI'S first important
work, the opera The Captive in the Cau
casus, based upon a poem of Pushkin,
which, however, was not performed until

twenty-four years later This whetted
his appetite in composition, and from
this time on Cui was uniquely produc
tive, particularly in the fiekl of the opera
where he attempted to embody the

principles of the "Five
"

The most famous of his operas proved
to be William Ratcliff, introduced at

St. Petersburg" on February 26, 1869
William Ratchff elicited the high praise
of some musicians, Rimsky-Korsakoff
going so far as to write in the St. Peters-

CUI

burg Gazette that the love-duet in Act
III was "the finest . . in all contem

porary musical literature
"

Other critics,

however, were denunciatory and the

public for the most part was indifferent

After seven performances it was re

moved from the repertoire In 1900,
William Ratchjj-e was revived in Mos
cow when it was more favorably
received

Cesar Cui was, probably, as fertile

in the field of music criticism as in

composition Beginning with 1864, he

wrote prohfically for Russian, French
and Belgian publications, spreading the

gospel of the new Russian school Rus
sian composers of the late nineteenth

century, who followed the nationalist

banner, found in his pen a vigorous

protagonist and a faithful ally. Cui was
also the author of La Muslque en

Russie, which attempted to spread

propaganda for Russian national music
to French-speaking nations

Cesar Cui died in St Petetsburg on
March 14, 1918 lie died seeing his

work completed
* Russian music was

now accepted thruout the entire world
of music, and the Russian national idiom
was firmly established.

In analyzing GUI'S style of composi
tion, Hermann Laroche has pointed out

Cui's lack of originality even in his best

works.
"
Cui's gift for melody is not

abundant. His tunes cannot exactly be

called common ; one merely feels that

they lack individuality. One cannot

point at any particular place 1o plagiar
ism, or indicate the source from which
such and such a motive has been laken,
for they have not been stolen from any
where

; they have simply been suggested ;

and these suggested ideas, which are

adapted with such taste and sense of

beauty in GUI'S writing, take the place,
in Cui's music, as in that of so many
others, of original melodic invention."

The truth, no doubt, is thai as M, 1).

Calvocoresst recently wrote Cui, as a

composer, "havS sunk almost into com
plete oblivion. His operas are no longer
produced and, though he possessed
creative talent, his music no longer
affords aesthetic pleasure or exerts an
influence. GUI'S name is kept alive in

musical
history

not because of his com
positions, which are practically dead,

nf
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but by virtue of the fact that he was a

leader in an all-important musical move
ment "

Principal works by Cesar Cui

ORCHESTRA Marche solennelle } Tarantella,
Petite suite, Three suites; Suite conccrtantc

(for \iolm and orchestra)

OPERV The Captive in the CaitLasus
, The

Mandarin's son, William Rat cliff , Angela, A
Feast in time of plague ,

The Captain's daugh
ter, etc

CHAMBER Music. String quartet mC-tninor
CHOR\L Mystic chorus, Les Oiseaux d'Ar-

ycntean , Two choruses for male voices ,

Seven a cappella choruses

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

About Cesar Cui

Calvocoressi, M D and Abraham, Gerald
Masters of Russian Music, Montagu-Nathan,
Montagu Contemporary Russian Composers,
Pougm, Arthur A Short History of Russian

Music, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Nicolas My
Musical Life

Important recordings of music by
Cesar Cui

ORCHESTRA Tarantella (POLYDOR-WOLFF)
VIOLIN AND PIANO Berceuse russe (PoiA-

DOR) ,
Onentalc (VICTOR-Elman)

SONGS Plunger (PARLApHONE-Rosing) ,
Ro

mance (PARLAPHONE-Rosmg)

Karl Czerny 1791-1857

|7"ARL CZERNY was born in Vienna^ on February 20, 1791 His father

was his first teacher in music
An intimate friend of the Czerny

family was attracted by young Karl's

phenomenal musical memory, which had
absorbed a rich library of piano music,
and brought the prodigy to Beethoven

Beethoven, m turn, was so impressed by
Czerny's performance that he offered to

become his teacher For three years,

Czerny was Beethoven's pupil ,
at the

same time, he coupled his piano studies

with private excursions into the har

mony treatises of Fux and Albrechts-

berger. During this period, Beethoven
introduced Czerny to Prince Karl Lich-

nowski and Archduke Rudolph, both of

whom took the young musician under
their wing, became his patrons, and were

powerfully instrumental in furthering
his career

Czerny's importance as a musician be

came discernible at an early age. In

his fourteenth year his first public work,

KARL CZERNY

a Theme and variations appeared, whose

popularity became so great that, at one

time, the publishers could not cope with

the demand One year later, Czerny
had acquired such a technical mastery
of the piano that his services were wide

ly sought as teacher The demand for

his instruction frequently compelled him
to work more than ten hours a day

In 1804, Czerny planned an extensive

concert tour as pianist Political unrest

in Europe prevented the realization of

this project After a few appearances
in recital, Czerny definitely decided that

pedagogy, rather than concert work,
would be his major occupation He be

came one of the greatest of all European
teachers of the piano His Sunday
afternoon musicales at his home, devoted
to pupil performances (at which such

celebrities as Beethoven, Clementi and
Hummel were present) were famous
thrttout the world of music It is in

dicative of Czerny's importance as a

teacher that his pupils included such

world-famous virtuosi as Franz Liszt,

Thalberg and Leschetizky
This intense pedagogical activity did

not interfere with Czerny's creative

work Czerny's music sold well, so well,

in fact, that he was 'flooded with com
missions from his publishers The ful

fillment of this demand cost him many
nights of hard work Czerny's popu
larity as a composer rivalled his prestige

Czerny: Cher'ne
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as a teacher, his publishers Cappi and

Diabelh eained handsome profits from
his works
A lifetime of intense activity brought

with it ill health and neivous disorders

piematurely About 1850, Czerny was

compelled to give up his indefatigable

composition It was not long before

even teaching was impossible for his de

clining strength
Karl Czeiny died in Vienna on July

15, 1857 He had never manied, and
was survived by no near relatives His
entire fortune, therefore, was divided

among numerous charities, as Czerny
had specified shortly before his death

C F Pohl describes Czeiny as

"modest and simple in mannei of life,

courteous and fnendly in his behaviour,

just and kindly in his judgment on mat
ters of ait, and helpful to all young
artists who came in his way His dis

position was so gentle that he shrank
fiom a harsh or coarse word even

spoken, in jest
"

He had a pleasant face with bright,

expressive eyes that glistened behind

spectacles, sensitive lips, an effeminate

chin and rather shoit, woolly hair He
was a student of politics, and well-

veised in many cultural subjects His

unique passion was cats, he frequently
had as many as six near him He was

extremely stingy It was said that he
never used his fees as a teacher but
stored them in a bag After his death,
the bag was discovered with more than

$50,000 in cash m it

Karl Czerny was a productive com
poser, his output including many ex

amples of almost every fonn of musical

compositions His best known works,
however, are for the piano

u
His wul-

mgs lack depth," wrote Leschelizky,
"but no one can deny that they show
a gieat knowledge of form, of the ic-

sources of the instrument and of all the

pianislic effects
"

The work by which Karl Czerny is

best remembered today is his remarkable
series of studies for the piano, with
which every piano student becomes in

timately acquainted Discussing this

work, Hugo Riemann wrote "Czerny
understood better than anyone else the

simple, primitive form from which all

pianoforte passage writing is evolved
,

his studies, therefore, are of immense

help in the earlier stages of develop
ment "

Principal woiks by Karl Czeiny
CHORAL Masses, leqmems, offertories

t

choruses, etc

ORCHESTRA Symphonies ,
overlui cs

,
con-

ccilos for piano and oichcstia

CHAMBLR Music Quaitets, slung trios,

etc

Pieces foi the piano, anaugements foi two
and fom hands ot famous symphonies, ovei-

turcs, operas and oiatonos, etc, studies for

the piano, songs, etc

About Karl Czerny
Etude 27 375 June 1909, Musical Record 6

260 June 1900, Musician 20 504 August 1915

Important recordings of music b>
Karl Czeiny
PIANO Etude, Op 740, no 13 (Viuou) ,

Stheiso fanta\que (PATHL)

Claude Daquin 1694-1772

T OUTS CLAUDE DAQUIN (soine-

times known as D'Aqum) was born

in Pans on July 4, 1694 His first les

sons on the organ and harpsichord were

given him by an uncle At the age of

six, he was taken to court where he pei
-

formed upon the harpsiohoid befoie

Louis XIV who was so delighted with

the performance that he took the little

musician upon his knees and said

"Some day you will be one of our mo&t
celebiated ai lists

"

After taking some lessons m composi
tion from Bernier, he began creative

work at the age of eight, producing a

symphony and a choral composition At

twelve, he was already a professional

musician, becoming the organist of the

chapel of St Antoine, to which crowds

came, expiessly to hear his perform
ance

In 1727, he entered a competition for

the post of organist of Saint Paul, De
spite the fact thai one of the competi
tors was no one less than Ramcau,
Daquin came out triumphant, receiving
the position This he held with con

siderable honor It was at this time that

Louis Marthand, the greal organist,
heard him perform and was sufficiently

convinced of the genius of the young
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CLAUDE DAQUIN

musician to offer io become his teacher

As result of this valuable instruction,

Daquin emerged one of the great or

ganists of France.

Upon Marchand's death, in 1732,

Daquin was appointed organist of the

convent of the Cordeliers In 1739, he

became the organist of the Chapel Royal
In these posts he gave continued

evidence of his great ability, and the

foremost musicians of the time includ

ing Handel himself did him honor,

The closing years of Daquin's life

were unhappy ones Always negligent
about finances, he had squandered a

fortune until, at the end of his life, he

found himself completely destitute

Poverty a striking contrast to the

magnificence he had formerly known
caused him no end of humiliation and

suffering
He died m Paris on June 15, 1772

As a composer, Daqum created many
brilliant pieces for the organ. He is,

perhaps, best known for his charming
morsels for the harpsichord, of which
the famous Le CQUCQU is an example
The first volume of these harpsichord

pieces appeared in 1735, and succeeded

m increasing the resources of the in

strument. These pieces are witty, bright
and fresh. Even today they have lost

none of their original appeal.

Equally distinguished 1$ Daqum's vol

ume of Noels, composed for organ and

harpsichord, but as the score specifical

ly points out capable of being per
formed by violins, flutes and oboes

Principal works by Claude Daquin:
CHORAL- La Rose, motets, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Pieces for the harpsichord,

pieces for the organ, Noels, fugues, trios,

etc

About Claude Daquin
*

Allgemeine Musikseitung 38 531 September
1911, Le Guide du Concert 17 16 January 23,

1931, Le Monde musical 37 275 July 31, 1926

Important recordings of music by
Claude Daqum
ORCHESTRA -

Musette, Rigaudon and Tarn-

bounn, arranged from harpsichord (GRAMO
PHONE)
HARPSICHORD Le Coucou (ViCTQR-Landow-

ska) ,
UHirondelle ( GRAMOPHONE-Landow-

ska)

Alexander Dargomijsky 1813-1869

A LEXANDER SERGEIVICH DAR-^
GOMIJSKY, recognized as Glin

ka's successor m the field of national

Russian opera, was born in the govern
ment of Toula on February 14, 1813

His parents were prosperous land pro

prietors who had vacated their ancestral

home in Smolensk during Napoleon's
invasion

It was thought, at first, that Alex
ander had been born a mute Until his

fifth birthday he failed to speak a word.

However, his parents could not question
his mental alertness or his sensitivity to

art. As a mere child, he built his own
marionette theatre on which he enacted

little plays of his own creation Shortly
after his sixth birthday, he began the

study of the piano, paying scant atten

tion to technical studies but interesting

himself much more m his musical dis

cussions with his teacher Two years
later he began the study of the violin,

and soon afterwards he became a mem
ber of a string quartet.
His parents, conscious of his great

love for music, placed him under com

petent instruction. From Schoberlech-

ner, Dargomijsky acquired a thoro

knowledge of harmony and counterpoint
which enabled him to pursue composi
tion with greater self-assurance

In 1831, he was a successful candi

date for a government post in the
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ministry of the Imperial household

His governmental duties, however, did

not interfere with his musical study

During these years, he perfected his

piano technique until he became a pianist

of great skill, and continued his composi

tion, producing several cantatas and

songs

Accident brought him into contact

with Glinka m 1833, changing the entire

course of his life Glinka's ideals not

only turned Dargomij sky towards the

theatre, but also imbued him with the

ideal of becoming a true Russian voice,

Relinquishing his government post, Dar-

gomijsky turned more devotedly to his

studies He memorized harmony and

counterpoint texts from books which

Glinka lent him
;
he spent tireless hours

studying musical scores Then, when
he felt that his grip had become sure,

he plunged more feverishly than before

into composition

Tt was inevitable in view of Glinka's

influence upon him that at this time he

should turn to the composition of operas
His first work in this field was Esmer-

alda, based upon Victor Hugo's Notre

Dame de Paris, which was presented at

the Paris Opera in 1836 Esmeralda

was a failure, Undismayed, Dargornij-

sky presented the opera in a Russian

version to the management of the Im

perial Opera House. He waited eight

years for an answer which, finally, was

a favorable one. Esmeralda was pro
duced in Moscow on December

5,^
1847,

and was so warmly received that it was

repeated in Si Petersburg.

'There is hardly a trace of originality

in this work," wrote Arthur Pougin,
"Certain pages in it, however, are very
vivid and happily contrived. , . , One

may also notice the remarkable skill

which Dargomij sky showed even at this

time in his method of writing for

voices/'

Dargomij sky's next work was a

cantata, The Triumph of Bacchus, which

was refused a performance. For the

next few years partially thru discour

agement at the failure of his cantata to

receive a hearing the composer devoted

himself almost exclusively to the crea

tion of songs and small pieces. This was

only a transitory period, however,

Eventually, the lure of the opera proved
irresistible for him, and he began to

hunt for a libretto which he might de

velop into a second opera
This second opera brought Dargomij -

sky fame It was Roussalka, based on a

poem by Pushkin, which was performed
at St Petersburg on May 4, 1856 It

was this opera which brought Dargomij-

sky the distinction of being esteemed as

Glinka's successor Cesar Cut has con

demned the opera for its many individual

numbers anas, duets, trios, etc but

confesses that its dramatic qualities are

of unquestionable effectiveness and its

recitatives are expertly written. "In this

work, Dargomij sky was endowed with

the very special gift of knowing how to

fit each period or sentence with the mu
sical phrase best adapted to it

t
and how

to discover a melodic style best suited to

each character With him, all the words
of the text and all the details of the

drama seem to be of a piece with the

music
"

In 1864, Dargomij sky left Russia to

visit Europe, in order to introduce his

music to foreign musicians, He made
little impression in France and Germany,
but Belgium welcomed him cordially,

Upon his return to Russia, he allied

himself with that young group of na

tional composers, the ''Russian-five
"

Inspired by their ideals, be determined to

write a new opera which would express

ALEXANDER DARGOMIJSKY
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the loft} pt maples of the new school music, which he must have heard when
"It is my intention," he wrote at this he visited Russia during his student da} s

time, "that the music should interpret Prmcipal ,, orks by Alexander Sergei-
the words_ I have not the slightest in-

vich D
*

mljsky

-

tention ot i educing music to a mere ~ ,;; n ,, ~. ^
pastime for the benefit of dilettanti For

g

* ^me f alda
} Rou^lka, The Stone

me, the truth is indispensable
"

OHCHESTRX The Lit fie Ru^ian kazcuhok
,

With his goal vividly betoie him, Baba-Yaga, The Dame of mummen ,
Finnish

Dargomijsky composed his last, and fantasia

greatest, opera The Stone guest, a ver- Pieces for the Piano >
son^. choral ^ orks

>

sion of the Don Giovanni legend utilized
c c

by Pushkin This opera, which was not About Alexander Sergeivich Dargo-

pioduced until four years after the com- niijsky

posei's death, was at first leceived coldly Calvocoiessi, M D and Abraham, Gerald

It lacked warmth and Imgenng melodies E* of R
*
us^\ Music

i
Montagu-Nathan,

T T-V , j. ,1 ,i Montagu A History of Russian Music,
In Daigomijsky s pieoccupation with the Newmarch, Rosa The Rvssim Opera,
dramatic elements of his text, he had Pougm, Arthur A Short History of Russian

given great impoitance to recitative A Music

contemporary of Daigomijsky, Wilhelm Impoitant recordings of music by
von Lenz, summed up the attitude of the Alexander Sergeivich Dargomijsky
audience which first witnessed The Stone SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Roussalka, "Mad
guest when he wiote that this opera was scene" and "Death of the Miller" (GRAMO-
"a recitative in three acts" pHONE-Chahapm) ,

"Millei'b ana" (VICTQR-

Smce that time, however, The Stone Chahapm) , "Olga's ana" (GRAMOPHONE)

guest has won the esteem it deserves S NGS Vhff ^ (GRAMOPHONE), The
^ t . 1 / ,1 1 r Old corporal (GrRAMOPHONE-Lhahapm) ,

Today it is iccogmzed (m the words of Vmka Ta ,\ka (GRAMOPHONE)
Cesai Cui) as the conierstone of the

new school of Russian opeia"
Alexander Dargomijsky succumbed to Fehcien David 1810-1876

aneuiism On Taiiuaiy 17, 1869 m St -T,A-, T^TT?XT ^v=.c AT> T-IA-^TTN i

Petershuig He died leaving The Stone F^LICIEN
CESAR DAVID was born

guest unfinished, and he assigned its
,

'n Cadenet, France, on May 13,

completion to Cesar Cm and its orches- 181 The son of musical parents, lie

tration to Rimsky-Korsakoff
evinced a" extraordinary precocity foi

A friend of Dargomijsky, Youn the art At the age of S1X
>
he possessed

Arnold, described him as follows "He a flexible and attractive voice and a dis-

was of small stattne no taller than cernmg ear, attracting tlie notice of the

Glinka, and his head was remarkably
nist oboe player of the Pans Opei a, who

big in proportion to the iest of him, ,

urg ed Fehcien s father to permit the

especially on account of its great breadth boy's talent to be developed Shoitly

at the top He had chestnut hair, high
aftei wards, the family transfei red its

cheek bones, a slightly flat snub nose,
home to Auc, where Fehcien became a

rather thick lips, and small eyes that member of the cathedial choir It was

continually blinked A tiny scrap of a here that he tinned to musical composi-

moustache imparted a highly original
Uon for the first time, producing hymns,

character to his pale, sickly looking face songs and motets

a mobile and expressive face which In 1825, David was entered as a stu-

betokened thoughtfulness and will- dent at the Jesuit college at Aix Here

power His carriage and manner bore he continued with his music .studies

the stamp of perfect breeding."
F ur years later, he undertook his first

It should be pointed out that Dargo- musical assignment second conductor of

raijiky was one of the first composers to a theatre orchestra He held this po-

ulilizc extensively the whole-tone scale, stlion for thiee years resigning to be-

which was brought to its highest expres- come chapel mastei of the cathedral

siveness by Debussy It is moie than Dissatisfaction with the limited musi-

hkely that Debussy was introduced to cal sphere of Aix brought David to Paris,

the whole-tone scale thru Dargomijsky's in 1830, to complete his musical studies
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FfiLICIEN DAVID

under more competent instruction. He
presented himself to Cherubim who,
after glancing cursorily over the mass of

manuscripts, shouted impatiently at the

young composer*
f(You know nothing.

You write nothing but mistakes. This

is no music !" Undismayed by this

brutal criticism, David entered the Con

servatory, studying harmony under Mil-

lot, and counterpoint and fugue under
Fetis During this period, he knew

appalling poverty,
f(

I go from bad to

worse/' he wrote in a letter at this time.

"I was sick three weeks , . my illness

provoked by the poor nourishment in the

restaurants of Pans." But not even
starvation and sickness could smother
his enthusiasm and aspirations,

In 1831 occurred the most important
event in Fehcien David's life. In that

year, he joined a religious brotherhood
known as the Saint-Simontans* David
embraced the religious doctrines of this

brotherhood with fervor and enthusiasm.

For a long while he lived in monastic
seclusion with the brothers, devoting
himself to religious meditation and

prayer When the brotherhood was dis

solved in 1833, David travelled with
several members of the sect to the south
of France, and from there to the Far
East. For several years, Felicien David
wandered thru Constantinople, Egypt
and the Holy Land, gathering impres
sions which were to linger with him for

the remainder of his life, influencing his

musical creation vitally.

Shortly after his return to Pans from
these travels, David composed his most
famous work, a symphonic ode, Le
Desert, in which he attempted to speak
of the Far East in tones and reproduce
musically its exotic charm This work
was given a first performance on De
cember 8, 1844, creating a vivid impres
sion upon the audience which found the

music full of colorful appeal
"The great charm of Lc Desert,"

wrote Arthur Hervey, "lies in the poetry
of its conception, the picturesqueness of

the music David was rather a tone-

painter than a syinphomst ;
he made little

or no attempt to develop his ideas, satis

fied to record his impressions as they
occurred to him The musical tableau

of sunrise in the desert is really won
derfully descriptive and quite modern in

style/'

While David's productivity continued,
he never equalled the artistic success of

Le Desert. In 1846, he composed an

oratorio, Moisc au Sinai, which was

given its first performance in Germany,
to which country David had come upon
a concert lour This was followed by a

symphony, Clinstoplic Colo nib, and a

"mystery," UEdew None of these

works impressed their audience. It was

only with an opera-comiquc, La Perk du
Brfailj which came in 1851, and a serious

opera, Lalla Koukh (1862), that David

succeeded, after several years, in achiev

ing something of the acclaim that had
been accorded to Lc Descrl.

Towards the end of his life, Felicien

David sick in body and spirit was
offered the hospitality of an affluent

widow, Mme. Tastet, in St. Germain-en-

Laye, where 'he knew comfort and se

clusion. One day, the servant, in bring
ing him his mail, told him of a bird that

had a few moments before flown in

thru the window, alighted upon the

piano, and regarded her with stark eyes,
(

*tt is the announcement of my'Mealh,"
the composer tolcl her,

A few days later on August 29,
1876 Felicien Davicl was dead

"Every artist has a masterly quality
which gives his work its principal char

acter/' Carnille Saint-Saens once wrote.
"David possessed the rarest of all:
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naivete It is this quality which brought
the astonishing success to Lalla-Roukh
and Le Desert The public did not ex

pect it; it is at all times prepared for

great and small effects, for piquant
melodies, for noisy orchestration, for

distinguished harmonies. But it is de

fenseless against a soul which opens
itself, and says simply whatever it

chooses to say
"

"To his feeling for color and to the

melodic charm of his inspiration," com
mented Ernest Reyer, "Felicien David
added a great purity of style, and an

exceptional suppleness m the art of

handling the orchestra and making the

voice sing
"

Principal works by Fehcien David:

OPERA. La Pcrle du Bresil; Herculanum;
Lalla-Roukh

i
Le Saphir ,

La Captive

CHORAL' Motse au Sinai

ORCHESTRA Ttuo symphonies; Le Desert,
Chnstophe Colomb

CHAMBER Music Twenty-four quintets;
Two nonets for wind

About Felicien David:

Azevedo, Alexis Fehcien David, Bran-

cotir, Rene Fehcien David

Important recordings of music by
Fehcien David
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Lalla Roukh, "Ma

maitresse a quitt6 la tante" and "Si vous ne

savcz plus charmer" (PATHE) La Perle du

Brcsil, "Charmant oiseau" (VICTOR)

Claude Debussy 1862-1918

(See Composers Of Today}

Reginald De Koven 1859-1920

JJENRY LOUIS REGINALD DE
KOVEN, beloved American com

poser of operetta, was born in Middle-

town, Connecticut, on April 3, 1859
When he was thirteen years old, his

father, a clergyman, moved to England,
Thus, Reginald's education took place

principally in England, where he received

his degree from St John's College at

Oxford in 1879

As a child he rebelled strongly against
the study of music, showing far greater

aptitude for languages (he could read

Latin at sight at the age of six). His

mother, a music lover, insisted that he

study music. It was only after several

years of association with music that de

Koven became strongly attached to it

By the time he graduated from St

John's College, he knew that he would
be a musician by profession For this

purpose, he went to Germany to study

piano under Lebert and Spiedel, and

harmony under Pruckner. From Stutt

gart, he went to Frankfort-on-the-Mam,
where he received intensive training in

composition under Dr Hauff After
several months of the study of the voice

under Vanuccmi, in Florence, Reginald
De Koven came to Pans where he

brought his study of music to a close

under Leo Delibes

In 1882, De Koven returned to Amer
ica, settling in Chicago At first he

earned his living as a bank teller, then

by working in the office of a stock-

brokerage house Shortly after his re

turn to Chicago, he met Anna Farwell,
the daughter of a millionaire The two
fell in love almost immediately, and were
married Reginald De Koven's father-

in-law took the young musician into his

own enormous dry-goods establishment

It was at this time that Reginald De
Koven's wife became engaged in a real

estate transaction which brought fabulous

wealth to the composer. The state of

Texas, eager to raise funds for a new

capital, offered to sell 3,000,000 acres

of land at a nominal price. De Koven's

father-m-law was shrewd enough to

REGINALD BE
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itcogmze the value of the land, and Evemini Pott, because he tell stiungl)

bought a consiclei able paicd foi his that his gieat tot tune was bunding with

daughtei as a gift The land soaicd in it mental stagnancy One year latci, De
value Befoie long, the De Kovens weie Koven joined the foice of the New i ork

financially himly established World From 1897 until 1899, the New
Foitune, nevei coming single-handed, York Journal published De Koven's chs-

hkewise established De Koven as a com- cernmg ctiticisms Between 1902 and

poser at the same time Until now, De 1905, DC Koven officiated as conductoi

Koven had composed seveial operettas, of the Washington Philhai momc, which
none of which attracted much notice he himself had bi ought into being And
Upon a visit to Minneapolis, De Koven from 1907 until 1912, he was back at

met liaiiy B Smith, librettist After his cntic'b desk with the New York
several convex sations, the composer and World
libiettist decided to join forces It was Dm ing these busy yeais of culicism,
this union that succeeded in bunging De Koven, the composer, was not idle

about one of the most successful opeietta He produced many populai opeiettas,
teams in Amenca each of effeivescent zest and iieshness,
Then fiist collaboi alive effort was finding a large and appreciative follow-

Robin Hood, composed in ninety days, ing These included The Kmckerbock-
which was given its hist perfoimance in en (1903) The Golden butterfly (1907)

Chicago by the Boslomans on June 9, and Her little /my/t;u\ws (1913)
1890 At fust only modeiatcly success- Tn 1917, De Koven's musical talent

ful, Robin Hood eventually mci eased m was lecogimed when the Metiopohtan
popularity until it fiimly established it- Opera House of New Yoik engaged him
self particulaily in New York as a to compose a giand opeia to a poetical
classic of Amcncan operetta De Ko- chama by Percy Mackayc It cannot be
ven's light touch, his fertile melodic said that the Canterbury pilcjnnu was

vein, his ability to etch witty sliokes with even a modeiate artistic success, nor that

the pen made his scote contagiously it deserved the painstaking and lavish

popular One of the songs of Robin performance it leccivecl Herbert F
Hoodl\w percmally famous Oh, prom- Peyser pointed out that De Koven failed

i\c mc f took Amenca by storm, and to completely to catch the sptul or atmos-

this day has maintained its important pheie of the background in his music,
iole togethei with the wedding matches and olhei cnties lamented DC Koven's
of Wagner and Mendelssohn in Amen- light hand which wa ks little suited to so

can wedding ceremonies, dignified a subject as Mackayc's poeti-
Robm Hood retained its great populai- cal drama Reginald DC Koven produced

ity for several decades The Bostonians one moie grand opera aftei the Ccwter-

perfoimecl this woik more than 4,500 bury pilgrims, Rip Van Winkle, pio-
times It has likewise been introduced ducccl m Chicago in 1920

tluuout the woild with equal success Reginald De Koven died in New York
It is not gencially known that the City on January 15, 1920 During the

success of Robin Hood almost made de last ycart, of his life he suffered intensely
Koven a collaborator of the great Wil- from gout
ham S Gilbert, of Gilbert and Sullivan De Koven lived in palatial spkndoi cm
fame At this time, Gilbei I and Sullivan Park Avenue, New York His home
were involved in one of their bitter dis- was, for many years, one of the attrac-

putes Gilbeit, searching the horizon for lions of the city, fuinushecl as it was,
a new collaboi ator, asked DC Koven to with glassware, tapestries and fuinish-
come to sec him DC Koven's extreme mgfs secured fiom medieval European
youth, however, prejudiced Gilbett, and palaces and cathedrals In such sumptu~
made him reluctant to accept the young ous surroundings, De Koven moved with

composei grace He was a gentleman, m the finest

Altho De Koven was financially mde- sense of the word He dressed mag-
pendent, he worked for many years as a mficently; it was said that he wore many
music critic In 1889, he

accepted
a of his outfits only once He was a

position as music editor on the Chicago gourmet, passionately fond of Moselle
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\\ine and pheasant, delicacies irom all

over the \\orld \\ere impoited loi his

table He smoked e\cessivel\
He \vas unique!} sensitive about his

gnth He could nevei pass a mirror
without directing a hurried glance
towards his \\aisthne He kept a scale in

his studios, watching his weight with
meticulous fastidiousness At one time,
his manager played a trick upon him by
adjusting the scales so that it registered
two pounds more A few hours later,

the manager found De Koven in bed,

restricting himself to a diet of hot water
and dry bread
De Koven was enormously supeistiti-

ous He was convinced that thirteen

was a lucky number for him, and he
made eveiy effoit to have his produc
tions open on the thirteenth of the

month

Today, of course, De Koven no longer

enjoys the high position in Amencan
music that was once his His operettas
have aged consideiably Upon occa
sional revival, they fail to give the

pleasure that they once impaited Some
of De Koven's melodies, however, still

appeal strongly by viitue of then senti

ment and charm

Pimupal woiks of Reginald De
Koven
OPERA Robin Hood, The Knickerbockers,

The Mandarin, Red feather ,
The Golden

butterfly, Pier little highness ,
The Canterbury

pilgnms, Rip van Winkle, etc

ORCHFSTRA Suite

Moie than 400 songs, pieces for the piano,
etc

About Reginald De Koven
Cooke, Jame<a Fiancis Great Men and

Famous Music
,
DC Koven, Anna A Musician

and His Wife, Howaid, John Tasker Our
American Music, Hughes, Rupert Contem-

American Music

Impoitant lecordmgs of music by
Reginald De Koven

SrtrcTiQNS FKOM OPERA Robin Hood,
"Medley of selections

1 '

(VICTOR) , "Oh, prom
ise me" (ViciOR-Homcr)
SONGS Marching song (VICTOR)

Leo Dehbes 1836-1891

PH1L1BERT LO DE-
LIBES was born in St Germain du

Val on February 21, 1836 His father

died while he was still a child

Brought to Pans at an eaih age, Leo
Dehbes sang ioi a peuod in the choir
of the Madeleine church It v\as not

only his pleasing voice but his musical

intelligence as well that urged his mother
to encourage him to begin the study of
music seriously In 1849, he \\as entered
m the Pans Conservatory, where his

instructors included Bazm, Benoist, Le
Couppey and Adolph Adam
Thru the influence of Adam, Dehbes

pi ocured a position as accompanist at the
Theatre Lynque, and as an oigamst at

the Chuich St Pierre de Chaillot, in
1853 Self-sufficient financially, he
could turn to composition From the

very first, the theatre attracted him
strongly His apprentice works included
Deux sous de charbon, produced in 1855,
and Maitre Gnffard, presented in 1857
neither work of sufficient distinction to

attract attention

In 1862, Dehbes was appointed organ
ist of the church of St Jean-et-St Fran-
9013, retaining this position for nine full

years Three yeais later, an opening
was found for him at the Pans Opera as
assistant chorusmaster, a post which
proved to be providential Before long,
he attracted the notice of Monsieur Per-
rm who asked him to compose music for
a two-scene ballet, La Source La
Source, produced at the Opera on No
vember 12, 1866, first brought Dehbes
fame "One easily recognized here

originality and distinction of style,"
wrote Ernest Gunaud concerning this

early work
From this time on, Dehbes's rise to

impoitance was swift In 1870, he was
commissioned to compose an entire ballet

The icsult was Coppelw, often regarded
the most felicitous of Dehbes' scoies
In 1873, he produced a three-act opera,
Le Roi I'a dit, at the Opera Comique,
greatly increasing his prestige as a com
poser Sylma came in 1876, the opera,
Lakme, m 1883

Dehbes now enjoyed an all-important
position in Fiench music After be

coming an ofKcei of the Legion of Honor
m 18/7, he was made a member of the
Institut m 1884 Three years prior to

that, he had been appointed professoi of

composition at the Conservatoiy
Leo Dehbes died of congestion of the

lungs in Paris on January 16, 1891
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L0 DELIBES

"Without doubt," wrote Alfred Brun-
eau, "there are many pages of pictur

esque and delicate poetry in Lakme which
should not be under-estimated. But it is

in the charming class of ballet that he
was truly an original creator." Elabor

ating upon this very same opinion, Jean
Potteigh wrote "It is especially because
he wrote Coppeha, and even more, Sylvia
that Leo Delibes deserves to figure

among the precursors of the modern
school In a class of composition which,
until then, had been neglected, he brought
an elevation and vigor of style, a fullness

of forms and a richness of msliumcnta-
tion unknown before him , , . He in

troduced symphonic music into the ballet,

at the same time remaining truly French
and preserving in choreographic music
that nimble elegance, that caressing

grace, that spiritual vivacity which are
like wings of the dance

"

Dehbes' last opera, Kassyaltfi un
finished by his death was brought to

completion by Jules Massenet.

Principal works by Leo Delibes:

Ow3RA.^L<? Rol l
f

a dit
,
Jean de Nirelle;

Laknic
\ Kassyct.

BALLET : La Source
; Coppflia ; Sylvia

CHORAL: Alger.
Songs,

About Leo Delibes :

Bruneau, Alfred, La Musiquc
Guiraucl, Ernest Notice sur la Vie et les

Qcwures de Leo Dehbes; Julhen, Adolphe.

Musician? d'aujourd'JiM, Lavignac, Albert
La Musiquc et les Musiciem

, Pougin, Arthur
l\[usiLtcni de 19c Sicclc

Mutual Quarterly 8 605 October 1922

Important recording's of music by Leo
Delibes

B\LLET Cvppcha (PUHE), Sylvia (GRAM-
opHONE-Batbnolh)

SELECTIONS FROM OPER-V- Lakme t "Prelude*'

(Oi)EON) ,
"Prierc ct chueur cTentree"

(ODEON) ,
"Fantasia aux clivms mensonges"

(CuLUMBiA-Thill) , "Pourqtun dans les grands
bois" (PARLAPHONE-Pons) , "Ballet music"

(PATHE) ,
"La has, clans la forcl" (VICTOR-

Pons), "Entr'acte, Act III" (OitEC)N) ; "Ah,
vicns dans cctte paix profonde" (Poi YDOR).

Frederick Delius 1863-1935

(See Composers Of Today)

Karl von Dittersdorf 1739-1799

JTARL VON DITTERSDORK who
enjoyed, in his lime, a reputation

as composer eclipsing that of his con

temporaries, Haydn and Mozart was
born as Karl Ditters in Vienna on
November 2, 1739, His father, a
humble embroiderer at the court, was

sufficiently sensitive to art to tram his

son musically As a boy, Karl played
the violin in the orchestra of St,

Stephen, where a horn player noticed
him and recommended him to Prince

Joseph von Hiklburghausen. Thus, in

his eleventh year, Karl Ditters was

employed as page and musician to the

Prince, who took a paternal interest in

him and saw to it that he was fully
instructed in music, languages and the
social graces

In 1761, financial difficulties compelled
the Prince to disband his orchestra,

However, he provided for each one of
the musicians by procuring for him a

three-year contract at the Imperial
Chapel The work there was difficult

and unremunerative ; for a period, Karl
Ditters knew a trying existence. For

tunately, at this time, he became a friend
of Gluck, the composer, whose influence

resulted in relieving Ditters of some of
his strenuous work at the Chapel and
m

^
procuring for him some additional

private pupils,

^At
this time, Gluck proposed to

Ditters that he accompany him on a

trip that he was about to make to Italy.
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Count Durazzo, who had interested him
self deeply in Ditters, supplied the neces

sary funds In Italy, Ditters gave
several successful concerts on the violin.

In 1764, Ditters was employed by the

Bishop of Grosswardem in Hungary as

chapel-master For the new few years,
Ditters

5

life was idyllic The work was
pleasant, and the comforts numerous
Here, Ditters directed weekly concerts,
for which he composed some of the

oratorios that were first to bring him
to fame

Unfortunately, this position soon came
to an end The Bishop had received

severe criticism from Maria Theresa for

the scandalous life which he was reputed
to lead at Grosswardem In partial

repentance, the Bishop decided to dis

miss his entire chapel. This was in

1769. The popular and ingratiating

chapel-master was not long without a

post He soon received an even more
attractive situation with Count Schaff-

golsch, who brought him to the castle

at Johannisberg.
Between the Count and Karl Ditters

there developed a bond of friendship
which resulted in many flattering honors
for the musician. The Count conferred
on him the Order of the Golden Spur
Then in order to keep him permanently
in Johannisberg he appointed him
Overseer of Forests, and finally Chief

Magistrate, the latter post bringing with
it nobility.
Now a nobleman, the composer from

this time on called Karl von Dittersdorf

visited Vienna in 1773 to assist at a

performance of his oratorio, Esther,

Emperor Joseph II offered him the im

portant post of chapel-master, -but

Dittersdorf had become too attached to

the pomp, splendor and leisure of his

life in Johannisberg to consider a

change,
Meanwhile, his fame as a composer

had reached prodigious proportions m
Vienna The success of Esther was fol

lowed by an even more auspicious recep
tion of another oratorio, fob An opera,
The Doctor and the apothecary enjoyed
sensational acclaim, bringing its com
poser a commission for three more

operas, all of which, in turn, achieved

contagious popularity. By this lime,

Karl von Dittersdorf had become the

KARL VON DITTERSDORF

favorite composer of his period 3
his

music was in vogue everywhere His

symphonies, overtures, concertos for the

violin, cantatas, masses, oratorios and

operas were performed frequently. In

1789, Dittersdorf came to Berlin, as a

personal guest of Frederick William II,

to conduct The Doctor
Karl von Dittersdorf's reputation

soared like a comet and sank like one

Upon the death of his friend, the Count,
Dittersdorf was removed from his im

portant position and given a meagre
pension. For a long time, he knew
actual want Finally, Count Still, aware
of the composer's distressing circum

stances, took Dittersdorf and his family
to his home in Bohemia, where the com
poser remained until his death

During the last years of his life,

Dittersdorf realized forcefully that his

clay of triumph was over The per
formances of his music had become

increasingly rare until it was almost im

possible to find an orchestra or an opera
house willing to present his works His

reputation drooped to such an extent

that the publishers, Breitkopf and

Hartel, refused to publish any more of

his works, on the ground that there no

longer existed, among musicians, an
interest m them

There is no doubt that this sudden
return to obscurity broke his heart, and

brought on the illness that terminated his
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lite Kail von Ditletsdoif died in

Bohemia on Octobei 24, 1799 Three

days before his death, he completed his

autobiography
As a personality, Ditleisdoif was fond

of outward display, of pomp and ceie-

mony Luxury was indispensable to his

happiness He loved to dress well and

to live in sumptuous surroundings

His musical perception was not keen

He confessed that he did not understand

Gluck, that Mozart bored him, and that

he did not esteem Haydn very highly

In his symphonies, wrote Frederick

Niecks, "there is a great deal of tone-

painting, and leally extelent tone-paint

ing, but extremely little of what is

poptilarly so-called, namely, imitation of

nature The object of the composer's

painting is moods and feelings, and

scenes and actions in their brightness 01

darkness, then iest or movement, their

swiftness or slowness, their pieupilance

or reluctance, their vigor or languor,

their icughness or smoothness, etc

The style of the symphonies is that of a

facile, but not of a careless or insipid,

writer Ditlersdorf had not the powei-
fttl genius of a Haydn, a Mozart or a

Beethoven, but the freshness and abund

ance of his ideas and his dexterous

handling of the form prove that he was

more than a mere man of talent, that,

in fact, he too was a genius, only much
less exalted than the three sublimities

"

Discussing Karl von Dittersdorf's

operas, Frances O Semper wrote that it

is here that the composer is at his

best, "speaking with a voice which might
even yet be heard had he something
moie human than mere lightness and

httmoi to offer Combined with his

fresh flow of easy melody, humoi and

sense of color, he produced a living

thing His crescendos and his finales are

two devices in which lie shows his dra

matic power most markedly
"

Principal works by Karl von Ditters-

dorf

QprxA 7 he Doctor and ihc apothecary,
Bctrug ditrth Abciglauben, Die Liebe im
Narreiihaus

, Orpheus der Ztocite
,

Hocus
pot us

CHORAL Oratorios; masses, motets, etc.

OKCHISTR\ Symphonies, conceitos lot

\iolm and ordic'stia, o\ei tines, divertimento,

etc

CH \MIUR Music Twelve slung quaitcts

About Karl von Diltersdort

Kilbuin, Nicholas The Vtoiy of Chamlni
Mu\u

, Krcbs, K Dittct \doifiana

Monthly Mutual Retotd 59 43 February
1929

Important recordings of music by
Karl von Ditteisclorf

CHAMBFR Music Quaitet in D-major,
"Finale" (GRAMOPHONL-Budantst) , Quattel
in E-flat major (PnrynoR) , Quaitet in A-

major, "Minuet" ( VICTOR- Budapest)

Gaetano Donizetti 1797-1848

"He is the man who wil 1 shine
"

dni-

SIPPL VLRIH

/^AETANO DONIZETTI was born
^^

in Bergamo, noithern Italy, on

November 29, 1797, the fourth son of

Andrea Donizetti, a wcavei Theic has

been created a legend, palpably false,

that his father was originally a Scotch

man, Donald Izett by name, who, when
he settled permanently m Italy, changed
his name to Donizetti

As a boy, Gaetano Donizetti was

apprenticed to an architect He was,

however, more sensitive to poetiy and
music than to architecture, and was, for

the most part, a dull appi entice His

father, realizing the futility of imposing

upon his son a life-work for which he
showed little aptitude, finally decided

to send him to the Conservatory of

Naples Here, Donizetti first came into

contact with the printed scores of

Rossini's operas which weie forbidden
to the students of the Conservatory be

cause they violated operatic traditions

Donizetti, howevei, had become a fnend
to the librarian, upon whom he prevailed
to smuggle the forbidden operas into

his bedroom These operas opened a

new world for Donizetti, one into which

he, too, hoped to enter It was probably
to bung this goal to realization that,

when his Conservatory days were over,
Donizetti went to Bologna to study
under Padre Mattel, who had also been
Rossini's master,

Donizetti's father, however, was still

not convinced that music was a suitable

profession, and urged his son to adopt
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teaching This was such an unpleasant

prospect to young Donizetti that, in

preference, he joined the army He
combined military exercises with musical

composition, and while quartered in

Venice in 1818, composed his first opera,
Enrico di Borgogna, in which he

slavishly imitated Rossini's style.

Success came to Donizetti as early as

1822 In that year, his opera, Zoraide,

was given a first performance in Rome,

creating such a furor that after the

first performance the composer was
carried in triumph to the Capitol to be

crowned. The success of this opera

brought with it Donizetti's exemption
from military duty.

From this time on, Donizetti applied
himself with indefatigable industry to

the composition of operas. In 1830,
came Anna Bolena, the opera that

carried Donizetti's rising reputation out

of Italy to half of Europe In 1832,

he composed L'Ehsir d'amore. Three

years later, he produced what many
critics have designated as his master

piece, Lucia di Lammermoor
With the composition of Luc^a

f

Donizetti's fame thruout Europe became
so great that he was universally accepted
as one of the eminent operatic com

posers of the time. In 1839, Donizetti

visited Paris to assist in the production
of several of his operas It was at

this time that a starving composer in

I'arit. Richard Wagner, by name
copied the entire score of Donizetti's La
Favorite because it had impressed him
ho strongly From Pans, Donizetti

came to Vienna, receiving the honorary
titles of Hofcompositeur and Kapell
meister In 1844, the last of Donizetti's

operas his sixty-third Catanna Cor-
naro was produced in Naples.
The last years of Donizetti's life were

marked by sombre tragedy Late in

1844, he became subject to fits of depres
sion and mental hallucinations which be

came so intense that, before long, he

collapsed mentally He was confined to

an insane asylum where, for long

periods, he would sit in almost complete
silence, muttering to himself "Dom
Sebastmo. Dom Sebastmo

" At
one time, when a visitor called to see

him, he took his visitor's face in his

hands, and peering at it with half-insane

eyes, cried out "I am mad, my friend,

hopelessly mad'" However, even such
moments of clarity were few and far

between For the most part, Donizetti's

mind was completely confused,

In 1847, he was released from the

asylum so that he might return to the

city of his birth, to be cared for by
his brother The voyage to Bergamo
was an arduous one. On the way,
Donizetti became completely paralyzed
He died soon after his return to his

native city, on April 8, 1848, and was
buried a short distance from the town
"More than four thousand persons

were present at the funeral/' wrote
Donizetti's valet, Anlotne 'The pro
cession was composed of the numerous

clergy of Bergamo, the most illustrious

members of the community and its

environs and of the civic guard of the

town and the suburbs The discharge
of musketry, mingled with the light of

three or four thousand torches, pre
sented a fine effect; the whole was
enhanced by the presence of three

military bands. The young gentlemen
of Bergamo insisted on bearing the re-

mams of their illustrious fellow towns

man, altho the cemetery was a league
and a half from the town Never
hitherto had such great honors been
bestowed on any member of that city

"

On April 26, 1875 the remains of

Donizetti were disinterred and removed
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to the church of Santa Maria Maggiore,
in Bergamo, where they rest at the

present time

Donizetti bequeathed his piano to his

brother "Do not sell at any price the

pianoforte which holds within it all my
aitistic life/' was Donizetti's last plea
"From 1822, it has rung in my ears,

there whisper all the Annas, the Manas,
the Lucias, the Marines Oh, let it live

as long as I live ' In its company, I

spent the hopeful years married life

loneliness It heard my joys, my
sorrows, my vain hopes, honois, it

shared with me toil and stress it holds

every epoch of my career, within it lives

my inspiration
"

In his composition, Donizetti wab

amazingly facile and spontaneous
Writing came to him easily, c.nd he
almost never made corrections He was
unable to compose if he did not have at

his side a small ivory sciaper, a gift
fiom his father, which, incidentally, he

never used Donizetti always worked

quickly Don Pasquale was composed
in eleven days ,

Lucia di Lammcrmoor
in six weeks Between 1831 and 1834
he composed eight operas, including
L'Ehsir d'amore and Lucrezia Borgia

It was probably this spontaneity and
swiftness that brought with them so

much superficiality m Donizetti's music

Ceitamly, the bulk of his works has
been foigotten, many of the opeias
which were sensational m their clay giew
old overnight

However, as Cecil Gray took pains to

point out, "the fact lemams that when
he chose to take trouble he was capable
of attaining lemarkable heights, as in

Lucia di Lammcrmoor undoubtedly his

best work as a whole and particulailym the justly celebrated Sextet which is

one of the very finest examples of
concerted vocal writing m the whole

range of opera , His delightful

comic-operas . . such as Don
Pasquale and L'Ehsir d'amore, which
reveal an entirely different aspect of his

talents, have recently begun to receive
the attention they richly deserve In

spaikle, brilliance and comic verve they
are scarcely, if at all, inferior to the

Barber of Rossini, on which they are

obviously modelled/'

Donizetti once remaiked that his brain

was divided into two cells, one of which

produced his serious giand opeia, and
the other, comic operas While it is

quite true that m giand opera he pro
duced a masterpiece like Lucia, it is m
his .comic operas that Donizetti revealed

his greatest poweis as a compobei
These comic opeias, as R A Streatfeild

pointed out, "are totally free from the

ponderous affectations of the composer's
serious operas Here we find Donizetti

at his best, because here he writes

according to the natural dictates of his

imagination, not in accoi dance with the

foolish or depraved taste of fashionable

connoisseurs
)J

Principal woiks by (iaetano Donizetti

OPLRA Zotaide, L'Ehut d'ainotc, Liuresia

Boujia, Lucia di Latiuncunoot
,
La Inllc du

regiment, La Favorite, Linda di Chainounii
,

Don Pasquale, Don ^cba^twno, etc

About Gaetano Donizetti

tamelti, Albcito Donizetti, Giay, Cecil

Hutory of AIusu
, Streatfeild, R A The

Opcia

Important iccoi dings of music by
Gaetano Donizetti

OPIKA. Don I'asquale, complete (Vicuw-La
Scala) ,

L'khjtir D'awoie, abudged ((.OIUM-
BiA-La Scala) ,

La Favorite, abntlged (Co-
LUMBiA-La Scala), Luna di Lawmeimuor,
complete (Coi UMBiA-La Scala)

John Dowland 1563-1626

"Dowland, whose heavenly touch on the
lute lavishes men's souls

" RICHARD
BARNHLID
"He is unquestionably the gicalest ol all

jhnghsh song-wnlm
1
'- Piuui* Hisn-

TINI'

JOHN DOWLAND, eminent Eliza-

bethan composer, was born near
Dublin early m January of 1563 At
the age of fifteen, he came to London,
where he became a page to Sir Henry
Cobham When, in 1579, Sir Henry
was appointed English ambassador to

France, he took Dowland with him to

Pans It was* here that, in 1582, Dow
land became a Roman Catholic, Until

1583, he remained m Cobham's employ
Then he was engaged by Cobham's suc

cessor, Sir Edward Stafford, who took

Dowland frequently with him upon tours

thru France
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His musical caieer began when he
was employed by Sir George Carey as

a household musiuan Meanwhile, Dow-
land continued his musical education
In 1588, he graduated from Oxford

University, celebiatmg the occasion by
publishing his first serious composition,
Galhard
He was aspning to a court appoint

ment On the death of John Johnson,
distinguished lutist of the court, Dow-
land made a foimal bid for the post He
was rejected, possibly because he was
known to have been a Catholic As
solace for his disappointment, he under
took in 1594 a trip to the Continent He
visited Cassel, where he was well

received by the Duke of Biunswiek,
who greatly appreciated Dowland's great

gifts for the lute From Germany he

went to Italy, where for a short period
he stitched under Marenzio

In 1597, Dowland published the fust

of his monumental volume of Ayres,
with lute accompaniment This work
was successful, going into five editions

within the next twenty yeais It was

probably the success of these Ayres
which eained for Dowland, in 1598, an

appointment as lutist to the court of

Denmark, at the substantial salary of

500 daleis a year In this position,
Dowland remained for several years,

amassing a comfortable fortune In

1601, his second volume of Ayres
reached publication In 1603, it was
succeeded by a third volume Soon
afterwards, Dowland's most famous
instrumental workthe Lachrymae, or

Seven tearcs made an appearance
In 1605, Dowland was given a brief

holiday from his court duties m Den
mark, enabling him to visit his birth

place near Dublin He found recogni
tion awaiting him, in the form of an

honorary degree from the University of

Dublin Upon his return to Denmark,
Dowland was suddenly and unexpected
ly dismissed from his post He returned

to London, settling there permanently
The remaining years of DowlancTs

life were not particularly eventful He
never succeeded m gaining recogni
tion commensurate to his great import
ance as a lute-player and as composer
In 1609, he was employed a$ lutist to

Lord Walden, son of the Earl of Suffolk

Three years later, he was, at last, ap
pointed musician in the court of King
James It was m 1612, too, that his

last book of Ayres subtitled, A P^l-

grimes solace saw the light of day
John Dowland died on January 21,

1626 He had spent the money he had
earned abroad liberally, and he died a

poor and bitter man Neither the place
of his death or burial are known today
There is some existing evidence to the

effect that John Dowland, upon his re

turn from Denmark, gave Shakespeare
the threads of a play which was later to

be woven into Hamlet
As Wanda Landowska has pointed

out, John Dowland's prolonged sojourns
in foreign countries "placed him m con
tact with Italian and French masters

,

a contact which brought his genius to

fertility in magnificent fashion His
learned music, conceived with a perfect

knowledge of the vocal and instrumental

art, attracts, above all, by the intensity
of its expression and its dramatic

power
"

Altho John Dowland was by no means
the first English composer to create

songs, he was most certainly the first

of England's great song composers
Ernest Newman places him among the
half-dozen of the world's greatest song
writers Whether he wrote part-songs,
such as Awake, sweet love and Now,
oh, now, 01 songs for solo voice such as
/ saw my lady weep and Come, heavy
sleepj he was always the superb crafts

man, always the fine and sensitive artist

who could pen variety, poignancy and in

unforgettable beauty
It is the opinion -of Philip Heseltme

that, of the four books of Ayres that

Dowland composed, the last ^ P^l-

gnmes solace is the greatest "Taken
as a whole, A Pdgnmes solace must
be regarded as his masterpiece, and the

crown of his life and achievement In

every number in this amazing book we
see his genius displayed in full maturity
It is a retnaikable fact that this book,

appearing at a time when polyphonic
tradition was fast giving way before the

figured bass and its attendant harmonic

developments, is at once the most con

trapuntal of Dowland's works and the

one m which the widest range of purely
hsumomc combinations may be found
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This was, indeed, 'new music/ but it

bore little resemblance to the 'new

music' of the Italians who weie bent

on making music subseivient to diction

Careful as he was in setting words with

the just note and accent Dowland
was not the man to sacrifice any element

of musical expression to mere verbal

exigencies
"

Principal woiks by John Dowland
VOCAL Four Books of Ayics (including

A Pilgnmcv solace)

INSIRUMINT\L Lachiymae, 01 Seven teaies

About John Dowland

Fellowes, Edmund Horace English Madn-
qal Composers, Flood, W H Grattan Late

Tudor Composers, Hescltine, Philip The

English Ayre
Proceedings of the Mu\ual Association 56 1

(1930-1931)

Important lecoi dings of music by

John Dowl and
VOCAL Avrev, "Awake, sweet love" (Co-

IUMBIA), "Come heavy sleep" (Oinoisr) ,

"Fine knacks for ladies" (COLUMBIA)
INSTRUMENTAL Lachrymae, or Seven tears,

"Pavanc," ananged for piano (COLUMBIA)

Guillerrnus Dufay 1400-1474

of the pioneer schools of poly-

phonic music was the school of the

Nethei lands, of which Guil 1 ennus

Dufay was leader

GUIHermits Ditfay (whose name is

less frequently spelled as du Fay, or

Dufais, or Dutfai) was born in HainaulL,
m the Netherlands, about 1400 It is

known that as <\ boy he was a chorister

m the Cathedral of Cambrat, that in

1416 he composed a song to celebrate

the marriage of Charles Malatesti and
Viltona ch Lorenzo Colonna (niece of

Tope Martin V), and that m 1428 he

was a singer m the Papal choir

From 1433 to 1435, he visited Pisa

and Florence in the company of Eugene
IV Then, returning to his homeland,
he entered the priesthood, receiving the

canomcate of Cambrai on March 21,

1437 Shortly afterwards, he went to

Pans, wheie he studied at the Sorbonne,

receiving the degree of Master of Arts
He was also, during this penocl, m the

employ of Philip the Good, the Duke of

Burgundy

The last thirty years of his life he

spent in Cambiai Here he was active

musically, his impoitance being widely

recognized In 1450, he was given sixty

gold pieces as an honorarium "because

of the quality and ment of our master,
G Dufay, who has emiched oiu chinch

with musical songs
"

Guillermus Dufay died in Cambrai on
November 27, 1474 A few months be-

foie his death on July 8, 1474 he

wrote his will in which he asked that

m his dying hour a gioup of chonstets

of the Cathedral should come and sing
foi him first the hymn, A I ayno ,ra/ww

gaud10
}
and then his own motet, Ave

Regina, which he had composed express

ly for this purpose Thus Dufay died,

with the notes of his own motet in his

ears

Dufay composed a considerable quan
tity of motets, masses, and secular songs
In his greatest work he showed the

unmistakable influence of Dunstable,

English genius of oountei point "Theie
can be no doubt that Dufay would not

have been what he was it the English
master had not shown him the way,"
wrote no less an authoiity than Chdiles

van den Borren "He owes much to

Dunstable [but] it is precisely be

cause he knew how to emancipate him
self from this influence that he won the

eminent position which he occupies in

the history of music
"

Dufay's name is piomment m musical

history because he bi ought the canon
form to a high degree of technical

development, and by his supple use of

imitation paved the way for the Jugue
form

In his early years as a composei,
Dufay was, of course, the expet imentei

in the polyphonic style, his music of this

period was often dry and pedantic, But,
after 1437, when the influence of Dun-
stable began to asseit itself moie strong

ly, his style underwent a marked change
"We recognize unmistakably the suave
ancl flowing melody in the separate

parts," wrote H K, Woolchidge m the

Oxford history of mu*i t "the pure
harmony of the whole, the agreeable

phrasing, the propriety in the sequence
of combined sounds

"

[t ib the opinion of Juhen Tieisot that

the "masses of Dufay are his most im-
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portant compositions Aie they his most of expression \\ere the objects of the

beautiful works ? One is reluctant to

say so Their exterior appearance
leaves uncertain impressions They
are not, m any case, the vast and com

plete monuments like those which

Palestnna, Bach and Beethoven erected

later on This inferiority explains it

self the material, in the time of Dufay,
was hardly assembled After all,

the architect does not create the stone,
he merely assembles it and gives it

shape
"

Dufay's influence over his contempo
raries was so gieat that an entire school

of contrapuntal music was influenced by
his works Among the other outstand

ing composers in this Netherland school

were Jacob Arcadelt (1514M575?),
Egide Bmchois (1400M46S), Anton
Busnois (died 1492), Jean de Okeghem
(1430M495), Jakob Obrecht (1430?-

1SOS), Josqum des Pres and Orlando
de Lasso l With their output of masses,

motets, hymns and part-songs they

brought greater fluency and plasticity to

contrapuntal writing, introduced

composer

Principal works by Gmllermus Dufa}
Masses, motets, hjmns, part-songs, secul ir

songs, etc

About Guillermus Dufay
Ambros, August Wilhelm Geschtchte der

Musik 3 Borren, Charles van den Guillaume
Dufay, son Importance dans revolution de la

Musique du 15e Siecle
1 Menil, Fehcien de

L'ecole Flamande du 15e Siecle , SoIIitt, Edna
Nicholson From Dufay to Sweelmck

,

Stamer, John F R Dufay and his Contem
poraries (foreword)

Important recordings of music by
Cruillermus Dufay
CHORAL Alma redemptons mater (LU

MEN) ,
Christ e redemptot and Conditor alme

siderum (COLUMBIA) , Gloria in evcelsw

(PARLAPHONE) , Vcrgwe bella (LUMEN)

Paul Dukas 1865-1935

(See Composers Of Today)

John Dunstable 1370-1453

"Dimstable was as pieemment in

generation as Bach or Handel m theirs
"

W H HADOW
an

original note m their music, and pre

pared the ground for such contrapuntal JOHN DUNSTABLE is frequently

giants as Palestnna What Ambros said

of Okeghem (who, upon Dufay's death,

assumed the leadership of the Nether

land school) might very well apply to

the composers of the entire school

"Okeghem is ongmal and interesting,
his intricacies of counterpoint, his canon

movements, however strict and skilful,

designated as the first important com
poser in musical history Certainly, he
was the first composer great enough to

create a school, and the first to influence
not only his own geneiation but succeed

ing ones as well

The biographical material about Dun-
stable is scanty The existing facts can
be summed up in a few lines

soul There aie found in his works
whole periods, often in the middle

1 t i u ,1 j 4 4.1 i He washave had breathed into them his singing born abotlt M m Dunstâ
m Bedfordshire, England Legend
wouid have us believe that his ancestor

voices, of most wonderful melodic lead- was Dunstan, the celebrated ecclesiastical

ing, and of extraordinary tenderness of statesman of the tenth century

John Dunstable traveled extensively

during his lifetime At one time m his

expression

Commenting upon the contribution of

the Netherland school, Emil Naumann caieer he taught music to Dufay and
has written "Almost at the beginning

Bmchois of the Netheiland school, n>
of the Netherland school, mechanical ^uenci^ *e ta11/ ^e died on

invention was made subset vient to idea
ec b

f
r 24 >

14
J
3 *** was buried in St

It was no longer contiapuntal wrilmg ^^^^^^ B^^
for counlei point's sake Excesses were

trologer, mathematician and musician"
and the unquestionable About fift of Dunstable

>

s composx-that the contrapuntist s art tlons are to be foimcl m C0 iiect10ns on
should occupy its proper position as a the Continent, principally m Trent and
means to an end Euphony and beauty Moclena, and in the British Museum

1 Josqum des Pi&s and OiUmdo de Lasrao ziie diseased iw this book,
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"Dtmstable piesents himseli to us as critic than Johannes ^Tmctoi
is, lefeis to

the eaihest composei of any nationality Dunstable as their "head"

who can really be said, archaic though principal works by John Dunstable
his method inevitably is to have some-

Mass m pait
_songSj hymnSj ctc

thing like artistic style, wrote Ernest

Walker "His feeling for melodiousness About John Dunstable

of parts is often veiy remarkable, and Hadow, W H /";Wi Mmit
, VValker,

occasionally he rises to sheer beauty, as ^st
, g"'"^^f^

in the delicate little Alleluia at the end xo j 2

of his motet, Quam pulcra cs" 1'ioiccdmqs of the Mutual Association 47

Mai tin le Franc ascribes two qualities
79 ( 1920-1921)

to Dunstable's music "sweetness of tone, Impoitant lecoiclmgs of music by John
and fhmness of outline" Elaborating Dunstable

upon this characterization, H E Wool- (. HR\L Hymn aftci ilyimowt (COLUM-

dndge wiote in the Oxford History of BI\)

Music "In beauty, in sweetness and

purity of sound it by far exceeded Henri Duparc 1848-1933
that of the foieign schools, to whom, , AT)T~ r-TT/~isvrr- TUT-ATDT -TVYTT

indeed, as they themselves confessed, it MAR1L EUGENE HENRI I-OU-

came as a revelation, and the piospect QUES DUPARC, one of the fore-

of a new ait, but its texture was equal most of French song-composers, was

with that of the foreign music lacking in born in Pans on Januaiy 21, 1848 As

respect of vanety, and was not at all a child, he dibdosed sensitivity toward

adaptable to the special sentiment of music, but no unusual talent He was,

woids The eminence of Dunstable Iheiefoie, sent to the Jesuit college at

consisted not so much in a finer and Vaugiraul to study law Heie, his

more expressive style than theus, as in teacher at the piano was, Cesar Fianck,

more effective varieties of plan and con- who aroused Duparc's gi eat love foi

tnvance m the presentation of this some- music Franck introduced Dupaic to

what monotonously beautiful material" the classics of musical hteiatuie, paiticu-

And yet, expi essiveness is essentially
larly lo Gluck and with hus penctiatmg

the quality which Charles van den Eot- analysis opened up for the young student

ren finds in all of Dunstable's music the world of music It was not long

"Expression that is the right term to
b
f
forc Wuparc began attending sym-

use in speaking of Dunstable There P 1

"

10
,^,

concerts The next step was to

can be no doubt that m this respect,
&tu

T
(l>

r

1

l^m)
l
ny asMd ou<i1y

f ,

Dunstable has icah/cd works which aie
,

Tn 18/0. the hrst fiuils of his creative

mote and better than beautiful sonorous lalent made their appeal ance, MX little

compositions The sacred motet;, have Plcces
(

for the Piano -
t'cutllcs volantcs,

not only a character essentially different published by Flaxland This was not

from the seculai chansons of the time, particularly striking music, giving little

but one may go so fai as to say that indication of the talent and power that

the English master often inspired the "apart was soon to disclose At the

generah/ed expiession of his melody clo
^
e of the >'

ear
>

T)uparc fulfilled his

with a romantic subjectivity, of which military service m the eighteenth bat-

no trace is to lie found m his Franco- tah of
,

the Gar(Ie Mobile, Upon dis-

Nethei landish successors of the second carding hts umform, he returned with

half of the fifteenth century
"

?^ater enthusiasm to composition In

Techmcally, Dunstable
1

. music was 1873, came his A^r for orchestra,

characterized by a bold and revolutionary
Perfor d

!>Y J ^icte
Nalionale on

use of discords bv the sunole use of the J
U
,

ne 24
'

1874
,

Thrce years
-

later
'use or cnscoias oy me suppie use 01 me i^nore a symphonic poem, was intro-

third and sixth intervals in harmony, duced b the pasdeloi[p Concert popu.

and by a pioneer attempt at the variation laire ^lth these two works> T )uparc
'

s

foun His influence over the Nether- reputation as a composer was established,
land school of counterpoint that succeed- Between 1875 and 1886, Henri Duparc
ed him was so great that no less a was active in the musical life of Paris,
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Together with Vincent D'Indy, he \\as

the founder of the Societc National? dc

Afitsique, whose mission it was to fight
the battle for the unknown com

poser, In the meanwhile, his pen was

intermittently producing a series of

songs wrhich comprised his most impor
tant contribution to music

In 1885, ill-health compelled Duparc
to abandon all musical activity He left

for Pau for a rest cure Failing to re

gain his former strength, he settled

permanently in Switzerland. From that

time on, his creation came to a standstill.

It is quite true that at this time his most

important songs made their appearance
in print, but they had been composed
before 1885

Henri Duparc died on February 13,

1933 at Monte de Marson At his death

it was generally conceded that he was one

of the foremost song-composers France
had produced

Analyzing Duparc's art, Georges Jean-

Aubry wrote. "There is perhaps no ex

pression more apt to throw light on the

nature of Henri Duparc's work than the

sentence in which Baudelaire says 'I

have found the definition of the beautiful,

of that which, to me, is beauty, it is

something ardent and sad, something a

little vague, leaving scope for conjecture
'

For Henn Duparc, beauty is of the same

nature. It is something ardent and sacl

but this ardor is not set free, this sadness

is not spoken, but is exhaled with poig
nant simplicity The art of these works

is not complex, altho the substance of

the musical dream contained in them is

rich. This art is not complex if the

writing is considered in general From
the first moment, a line is revealed that

is noble and of wholly classical purity
It is not until afterwards that we are

struck with the delicate undulation of

this line, in which is discovered a power
of expression that cannot be surpassed

by methods of refinement, ... It is

nearly always . by means of nuances

that Henri Duparc gives accents to his

dreams Nothing is further from ro

manticism and from verbal lyricism, but

perhaps nothing is nearer to the modern

soul, whose deepest anxieties are be

trayed, outwardly, Only by almost imper

ceptible waves,"

HENRI DUPARC

In all of his music, Duparc revealed

the unmistakable influence that his great

teacher, Cesar Franck, exerted upon
him Sydney Northcote has carefully

analyzed the resemblances and differences

in the style of these two composers .

"Duparc's pupilage is unmistakable It

may be discerned in such general tenden

cies as enharmonic modulations and

characteristic chromaticisms, a fondness

for the two bar phrase unit, and here

and there a typical melodic motive. But

there is a manifest a subtle and sure

sense of dramatic expression, and a more

postive melodic eloquence than the mas

ter ever achieved His harmonic texture

lacks the depth and infallibility of

Franck, and now and then it succumbs

to the limitations of the idiom. But it

is always fluid and expressive, with a

s ncere impressionism that is at once re

strained and natural There is a quality

of originality in the flexibility and ampli

tude of phrases and development, and

the sincerity and balance of the declama

tion are undeniable
"

Cesar Franck's celebrated Symphony
in D-m.nor is dedicated to Henri Duparc.

Principal works by Henri Duparc
ORCHESTRA Po&me noctttrne

, Landler;

JLtinore ,
Nocturne Aux Voiles

CHORAL, Benedwctt vobis Ddwine,

An entire library of songs,
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About Henn Dupaic
Coeuroy, Andre La Musique Frangaise

Mode? ne , Jean-Aubry, Georges French
Musn Today, Sere, Octa\e Musicieni Fran-

<;ats d'aiijourd'hui

Le Courrier Musicale 35 108 March 1, 1933 ,

Le Monde Musicale 44 35 February 28, 1933,

MIIHC and Letters 13 401 October 1932

Important recoi dings of music by
Hem i Dupai c

ORCHESTRA. Au\ etoile\ (CoLUMBiA-Gau-
bcit)

SONGS Chanson turte (GRAMOPHONE) ,

UInvitation au voyage (VICTOR) ,
Le Manoir

de Rosemondc (GRAMOPHONE) , Sotipw

(GRAMOPHONE) ,
La Vague et la cloche (VIC

TOR) ,
La Vie antcneiite (VICTOR)

Johann Dussek 1761-1812

TOHANN LUDWIG DUSSEK was

bom in Caslav, Bohemia, on Febru

ary 9, 1761, the son of the town organist
At the age of five he began the study
of the piano, making such lemarkable

progress that four years later his father

decided to give him intensive training in

the organ as well Shortly after this,

he was entered as a chorister in the

Minorite chuich of Iglau His school

ing took place at the Jesuit College in

Iglau, and was completed at Kutenberg,
where he received despite his youth
an appointment as organist of the Jesuit
church

Removing to Pi ague, Dussek entered

the University, and was finally gradu
ated from it For a period he con

templated seriously entering the Church
At this time, however, he met an
Austrian officer, Count Manner, who
recognized his musical talents Count
Manner took the boy with him to

Mechlin, where he gave his first piano
recital

Weary of Mechlin, Dussek came to

Berg-op-Zoom, accepting there a post as

organist In 1782 he reached Amster

dam, where giving up his career at the

organ he turned to the teaching of

the piano and to composition, achieving
a great reputation. He attracted the

notice of the Stadtholder of The Hague,
who brought Dussek into the latter city
as a teacher of music for his children

It was at this time that Dussek com
posed important compositions for the

piano, including twelve sonatas.

By his twenty-second birthday,
Dussek boasted an enviable prestige
as composer, teacher and pianist How
ever he was still dissatisfied with his

abilities, and decided to go to Hamburg
and study undei Carl Phihpp Emanuel
Bach One year of intensive work

brought Dussek to high technical and

interpretative attainments Coming to

Berlin, he gave a recital which definitely

placed him in the front lank of conceit

pianists

For the next few yeais, Dussek tomed

Europe, giving pei formances not only
on the piano, but on the harmonica as

well 1 He visited the pimupal cities of

northern Germany, Russia, Poland,
France (performing before Mane
Antoinette in 1786) and, finally, Italy
It was in the last-named ctmntiy that

he became so disgusted with his audi

ences, which preferred his haimomca to

his piano, that he decided to terminate

the tour He was back in Pans in

1788 When political disturbances made
Pans an unhealthful place, he ctossed

the channel

In London, Dussek mained For the

next twelve yeais he made the English
capital his home, establishing himself

there as a musician of first importance
Shoitly after his maruage he entered

into a business paitnership with his

father-in-law The ventuie was at fust

successful, but after a period of years,
Dussek's unbusinesslike habits and lack

of practical insight brought it to rum
In 1800, Dussek was forced to Oec fiom
London to avoid imprisonment for debt

He went to Germany, and from there

to Prague In 1803, TJussek met Prince
Louis Ferdinand of Prussia, a devoted
music-lover Before long, the two be

came so attached to one another that the

Prince urged the composer to live with
him For three years, Dussek lived with
the Prince in Berlin and m Magdeburg
It has been recorded that more than one

night did the Prince, in tindershnt, drag
Dussek from his bed to have him per-
foim for him on the piano,

The Prince lost his life in the battle of

Saalfeld To his memory, Dussek com
posed the EUgie harmomque for piano,
"not only one of Dussek's finest works,"
comments James W, Davison,

' f

but one

Pussek* Doo-shek'
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of the most pathetic and beautiful in the

repertory of the piano
"

In 1807, Dussek was back in Pans,

officiating as pianist to Talleyrand He
enjoyed great honor in Pans at this

time, being esteemed one of the out

standing musicians of the day,

Gout, which troubled Dussek con-

sidetably during the last years of his

life, compelled him finally to withdraw
from all musical activity He settled in

a country house in St Germain-en-Laye,
on the outskirts of Pans, where during
the final years of his life he lived in

complete retirement Johann Dussek
died in this country home on March 20,

1812

Josef Haydn referred to Dussek as a

"most upright and moral man " To
this description, A W. Thayer adds that

Dussek was "good, noble and just, im

partial and kindly, a real friend,

sympathizing with all that was true and
beautiful in those he knew while his

joyous disposition, liberal sentiments and
freedom from prejudice of any kind

endeared him especially to musicians
"

Altho Dussek composed abundantly
in many forms, he is most famous for

his works for the piano Unfortunately,

coming as he did between two such

giants as Haydn and Beethoven, his sta

ture has become considerably dwarfed
in musical history by contrast, Yet, as

C Hubert Parry pointed out, this

proximity to the two great musical

geniuses of the period, did not "suppress
Dussek's personality or extinguish his

individuality, which is still clear m his

own line, and has exerted some influ

ence both upon the modern style of play

ing, and also upon the style of musical

thought of a few modern composers to

whom the giants did not appeal

strongly."

Albert Soubies has asserted, in the

Histoire de la Musique en Boheme 3 that

Dussek did not belong to any school of

Bohemian composers, that there is

nothing in his music that suggests na
tional influences, In spite of this fact,

Dussek is often regarded as one of the

pioneers in the Bohemian school of

music, principally because he was the

JOHANN DUSSEK

first Bohemian composer to attain inter

national reputation,

"If this artist/' Henri Curzon sums

up,
u
with his numerous and rich melodic

ideas had taken the pain of deepening
and developing them musically, his com

positions would have assumed a much

stronger and more original character.

They possessed improvisations of great

beauty, amplitude and unrivalled poetry,
and certain of his 'organ points' are

celebrated
"

Principal works by Johann Dussek.
OPERA The Captive of Spillburg

ORCHESTRA Serenade in E-flat , Feudal
times overture

,
Pisarro

, Fifteen concertos
for piano and orchestra

CHORAL Mass; Easter cantata; canons

CHAMBER Music- Piano quintet; Three
string quartets , Two piano quartets ; Eighteen
piano trios; Two trios for harp, violin and
violoncello; Two trios for piano, flute and
violoncello , Three sonatas for flute and vio
loncello

,
t
Thirty-eight sonatas for violin and

piano, Sixteen sonatas for flute and piano
PIANO Twenty-eight sonatas; fantasias;

sonatinas; rondos; variations, waltzes;
etudes

, exercises, etc.

Songs, music for four hands and for two
pianos, etc

About Johann Dussek
Soubies, Albert Histoire de la Mus>tque en

Boheme
Guide Muslcale 58 227 March 24, 1912,

Musical Opwion 51 271 December 1927; New
Music Review 26*9 December 1926.
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Antonin Dvorak 1841-1904 tana, who was sufficiently inteiested in

rT,^, n>T , >T T_,, r ~- - , ,, , Dvorak to lend him some scores toi

A NTONIN DVORAK, probably the
gtudy and to procure foi him a posltlon

foiemost of Bohemian composers, m the National Theatie m Prague The
was born m a small town neai Pi ague, next ten yeais were not particulaily
Nelahozevec, on September 8, 1841 He eventful They were devoted principally
came from humble stock the oldest of to "haid study, occasional composing,
eight childien whose fathei was a much levision, a gieat deal of thinking,
butchei and inn-keeper Antonin's and veiy iltt ie eating," as Dvoiak him-
father, however, was a man not without se]f wrote latei on As foi his teachcis
ambition foi his children He had as-

during this penod "I studied with God,
pirations of making his fiist born a law- Wltn the birds, and the trees, nveis and
yei For this leason, Dvorak was given myself

"

an intensive education, first at the village In Ig73 Dvofak bccame Olgamst at
school, then m Zolmtz, and finally in

thg gl AddbGli
'

h Church, wheie he 01-
Kammtz Music weie merely an mci- mzed classes m composiilon Suffici-
dental study to round out a cultural

*
nt , encouraged by his firsl hnancial

background Aftei acquiring the ele-
sta,/lLt Dvof4k enteied upon matu-

tnents of violin playing from the village m Wllh lhe iesult lhal .q ate IcbS)
schoolmastei Antonin studied theory, and gave mol e iessons than ever

" How-
the piano and the oigan from private ^^ succesg wag al hlg dbow In lhat
instructors in Zolmtz he composed a cantata, IVze Heirs

In Antonin s life, however, music ie,
Qf ^ w/n{(, Mountam w]mh was pei

_

fused to occupy that incidental position f

'

mm^ m Pr Wlth enoimous success
which fathei Dvorak had intended for

Thls canUU brought nvofak a commis.

it By the time Antonin returned from
SK)U flom^ Nallonal Theatie m Pi ague

Kamnitz, he was fully delei mined to
to compo&e an opeia on ,ull(ma i iules

study music in all seiiousness At fiist, ^^llgK to SdVj Dvorak who was always
his fathei was deaf to all entreaties He

heail and 8Qul ,nleresled m Bohemian
would have prefened, by far, that his

music_decided to wnt(i an opeia accold .

son become a icspectable butcher like
lo Wagncnan foimula The iesult

himself than a professional musician w^s a sillted and palhctic failurc
But Antonin s obstinancy knew no re- Dvofak lhcn radjcally levused the stoic
fusal Finally, m

185^
his fathei re- Qnce his a was a failm this

ludantJy sent him to Pi ague to study time because of lls slereotyped libretto
at the Organ School Stm undlsmayed) Dvorak changed the

During his mst few months of study hbrclto Finally, the opeia (its only
in Prague, Antonin was suppoited by s ,mi laniy to the onginal being its title,

his father The income, however, soon T]le King and the collier') bccame a

stopped There followed several years SUCCess In Vienna it was instrumental
of intense poveity for the young music ra bringing its composer a government
student Antonin played the viola in

stipend of almost two bundled and fifty
the streets during free hours of the day, dollars a year
and at cafes during long evenings R thlg Dvorak's name was gam-
hardly succeeding, with all these effoits, m impollance He was mtroduce(l
in procuring enough money to pay for

Io
ft

johannes Brahms who became so ui-
his drab room and an occasional

loaf^
of

tie
J

sled m him_esteeming him a talenl
bread Life was difficult but, as Dvorak

of firgt miportance that
B
he decidcd lo

later confessed, i was not starvation nor
his career by giving him an en-

hard work nor the cold that tried his ., ** -
,. i * , Ji ui t

soul m those years half so much as the
thusiaatic introduction to the pubhshci

fact that he was too poor to hear a con- Simrock Simrock commissioned Dvorak

cert or to buy an orcheslial score for to compose an orchestral work based

home study upon authentic Bohemian themes In

la I860, he giaduated fiom the organ
1878 th^ Slavomc dances made their ap-

school, attracting the attention of that pearance From that time on, Dvorak

distinguished Bohemian composer, Sme- was on Ins way to fame.
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Dvorak now attracted the attention of

such eminent musicians as Hans von

Bulow, Franz Liszt and Joseph Joachim,
all of whom were so convinced of his

genius that they spread his name thruout

Europe The result was that, in 1879,
the Slavonic dances were introduced at

the Crystal Palace in London, followed

by a performance of Stabat Mater
Dvorak's popularity as a composer so

gained ground m England that, in 1884,
he was invited there to conduct perform
ances of his music His visit was a great

personal triumph, He was engaged to

compose a special cantata for the Birm

ingham Festival, The Spectre's bride,

which likewise enjoyed a great vogue
The result of this prolonged success in

England was that, in 1890, Dvorak was

given an honorary degree from Cam
bridge

It was not long before Dvorak's grow
ing reputation spanned the Atlantic In

1892, he was invited to become director

of the National Conservatory of Music
in New York Upon his arrival in

America, a monster concert was given in

his honor, at which the composer was
accorded a warm welcome

Late in 1892, the American music-

cntic, Henry E Krehbiel, brought to

Dvorak's attention several Negro melo
dies which made a strong impression on

him Dvorak decided to compose a large
work which would give expression to

these poignant Negro melodies and vital

Negro rhythms. He left for Spillville,

Iowa, worked feverishly on his sketches

for a symphony, and m the Spring of

1893 completed it This new symphony
based on American themes, the Sym-
phony from the New World, was given
its first performance on December IS,

1893 by Anton Seidl at the concerts of

the New York Philharmonic Society
The composer was in the audience

The symphony aroused bitter contro

versy The title of the work itself in

spired battle: Symphony from the New
World did that denote that the com

poser had intended the work to spring
from the very soil of the new world 9

Or did the title designate that it was

merely the nostalgic expression of a

Bohemian composer written in the new
world ? Musical New York was divided

into two camps. There were those who

ANTONfN DVORAK

felt strongly that this work was a

masterpiece And there were those who
bitterly maintained that it was neither

flesh, fish nor fowl neither American
music nor Bohemian but a strange mix
ture of the two

This controversy has long ago been

forgotten But the symphony remains,
one of the beloved classics in symphonic
literature. It is true that, occasionally,
Dvorak mingles indigenous Negro melo
dies with characteristic Bohemian

phrases, but it was blended by the sure

hand of an artist into a truly personal

expression Today, no one questions
whether it is American music or Bohem
ian music, One is conscious only of

the fact that it is music flushed with

beauty, imagination and poetry, one of

the most personal utterances of this emi

nent composer
Antonin Dvorak did not remain in

America a long time He was painfully
homesick Before long the attractions

of the new world began to pall. He
felt that with his Symphony, his

American quartet and Qiiintet he had

exhausted the artistic possibilities of

Negro music He began to yearn for

Bohemia He therefore suddenly re

turned to Prague in 1895. In 1901, he

was appointed director of the Prague

Conservatory, a position he held until

the end of his life.
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In 1904, his last opera, Armida, was

given at the National Theatre, and was

so dismal a failure that it broke the

composer's heart It is quite certain that

the ill-health that followed was the

direct result of his brooding and dis

appointment at the leception accorded

Armida Not even his most immediate

relatives realized how sick a man he was
He died suddenly of apoplexy at the

dinner-table, on May 1, 1904 His

funeral was magnificent There could

no longer be a doubt that, notwithstand

ing the reception his last work received,

he was considered by Bohemia its great
est composei
Antonin Dvoiak was striking both m

appearance and in personality He was
a man of the utmost simplicity, with an

abhorrence for outward show or affecta

tion A man of the greatest generosity
and warmth of heart, he could, sudden

ly, become ferociously vituperative in

the face of dishonesty or pietentious-
ness He was notoriously absent-

minded, he would forget to perform the

most perfunctory of social formalities

He drank stiong coffee in gieat quan
tities, and smoked cigars piofusely
After clmnei, his greatest enjoyment
consisted in relaxing upon a couch and

having his daughter perform for him on
the piano
His weakness was an intense fear of

thundei storms When one occmred, he
refused to teach, and pale as a ghost
he would sit at a piano, attempting to

diown the dm of the storm with loud

chords He loved shop-windows and

long walks In his dress, his only

peculiarity was that he always wore a

top-hat
Of all the composers of the past, he

adored Beethoven the most At one

time, a giotip of Prague citizens brought
him a laurel wreath with the inscription
"To the greatest composer in the world

"

The next time they visited him, they
found the wieath encu cling the brow of
a bust of Beethoven

In his music, Dvorak was not

interested m uncovering a new speech,
nor in striking new paths He was
intent only upon ci eating music of

simplicity and beauty, music which came
from the heart His music is generally
characterized by Slavic traits Its often

religious feeling, its color and tempeia-

ment, its vital rhythms, its feeling foi

the soil are all distinguishable Slavic

qualities Certainly, the greatest

stiength of his music lies in its nch
melodic gift

Discussing Dvorak's creative charac

teristics, W H Hadow has written

"His melody is often as simple and

ingenuous as a folk-song, but in polyph

ony, m thematic development, m all

details of contrast and elaboiation, his

ideal is to oigamze the rudimentary life

and to advance it into a fuller and more
adult matunty He has little sense

of economy, little of that fine reticence

and control which unclerly the most
lavish moments of Brahms and Beetho

ven, his use of wealth ib so piochgal
that his generosity is sometimes left

with inadequate resouites But for

all this, he is a great genius, title m
thought, fertile in imagination, waim
and sympathetic m temper of mind "

Philip Hale neatly summed up the

strength and weakness of Dvorak's
music when he wrote "His music was
best when it smacked of the soil, when
he remembered his eaily clays, the

stiains of vagabond musicians, the

dances dear to his folk One of a

happily primitive folk, he delighted in

rhythm and color He was not a man
to translate pictures, statues, poems, a

system of metaphysics, a gospel of

pessimism into music He was least

successful when he would be heroic,

mystical, profound Dvoiak had
his faults, and they weic tiresome and

exasperating His naivete became a

mannerism Like a child, he delighted
m vain repetitions; he was at times too

much pleased with ihythms and colors,
so that he mistook the exterior dress

for the substance and forgot that aftei

all there was little or no substance be
hind the brilliant trappings We believe

that he will ultimately be ranked among
the minor poets of music His complete
works may gather dust in libraries , but
no carefully chosen anthology will be
without examples of his piquancy,
strength, and beauty in thought and

expression
"

In conclusion, it might be of interest

to contrast Dvofik with his important
forerunner in Bohemian music,
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Smetana Karel Hoffmeister notes ORCHESTRA Symphony in G-major (Vic-

"Both are melodists with a highly
TOR ) *

From the New World symphony (Vic-

develonecl feelinp- for HiflrartPrTcttr TQR-Stoko\\ski) , Siiteen Slavonic dances
aeveiopea reeling tor characteristic

(VICTOR), Concerto for violoncello and
rhythm But bmetana s melody and orchestra (CoLUMBiA-Feuermann) ,

Carnaval

rhythm aie restricted to his own overture (VicroR-Goossens) , Slavonic rhap-

personahty and to the Czech character,
sody m ^-<*jor (CoLUMBiA-Beecham)

whereas Dvorak with his wider outlook CHAMBER Music Quintet in A-major (Vic-

showed preater Hivprsitv in tWf> rP TOR-Pro-Arte, Schnabel) , Quartet in F-maiorsnowea greater diversity in these re-
(COLUMBIA) , Quartet m A-flat major

spects His music shows a more general (GRAMOPHONE) , Quartet w G-major (Vic-
Slavonic coloring, and an exclusively TOR) , Dumsky trio (DECCA)
Czech style appears only from time to

time, while here and there we discern Sir Edward Elgar 1857-1934
his close affinity to his models, Beetho-

(See Composers Of Today)
ven and Schubert Smetana works m
more restricted aiea, but his outline is

always firm and original Dvorak covers Hemrich Ernst 1814-1865
a wider ground, but his lines of demar- TT^TNTRrrTT WTT WT?T M TTPMQT
cation are less definite, and occasionally fTEI ,

CH WILHELM ERNST
admit an outside influence Smetana was born in Brunn, in the piovmce

pays comparatively little attention to the 9 f Moravia, Austria, on May 6, 1814

externals of his ait Smetana planned
He studied at the Vienna Conservatory

for himself a hfclask to depict m music ?T
nder Bohm

'
Mayseder and Seyfned

the soul of the Czech people in all its ^1S Pro ress Wlth the violin was

most significant features Not so Phe?omenal
At the age of sixteen his

with Dvorak The guiding factor m ^tidies
came

,

to an end
>
and he J^red

his creative woik was not intellectual ^rrnany with great success At this

power but the gift of intuition Intellect,
time he

,

hfrd Paganim play, a perform-

which in Smetana balanced intuition, f
nc

^
which ^rllled him

f
^Tt^ that

was of far less importance in the case of
he foll wed the great violinist from city

Dvorak " ^ C1ty> listening to all of his concerts

and studying his style
Principal works by Antonin Dvorak In 1332, Ernst came to Pans, settling
OPLKA Vanda Selma sedldk , Rusalka, there for six years Here he gaveDim^j .The Jacobin Armida

further bhc concerts al the same
CHORAL <>t Ludmilla

, Requiem ,
The Spec- t QtuHvincr nnH^r TVi^rlpQ H^ Pi^rint

ire's bnde, The American flag, Hymn (for
e studying under Lharles de tfenot

mixed chorus and orchestra) ,
Stabat Mater H IS fi l*St important composition for

ORCHCSIRA Five symphonies, Mem heim viohn was produced here, a series of

overture, Husitskd, With nature t Othello, pyrotechnical variations on Paganmi's
Carnival overture, Concetto for piano and Carnival of Venice, which revealed
orchestra Concerto fo, viohn and orchestra, Paganmi

'

s great m fluence upon him In
Concetto ]or violoncello and orchestra, Sla- 10 -?^ T- j= j. j. .

vonic dances, Uavomc rhapsodies, The Noon- 1^34
^
-^rnst set out on an extensive con-

wttch, Heldcnhcd, etc cert tour of Europe
CHAMBER Music Two string quintets ,

Sex- There is a pathetic story connected

DttwS
Ve

f?io

ing qtlaiteth> Two pian quartets ' with the composition of the 6Ugie}
one

y no ^ t^e ^est known O f Ernst's smaller

About Antonin Dvorak pieces for the violm When Ernst left

Haclow, W H Studies m Modern Music Vienna in 1831, he parted from his

(2d senes) , Hoflfmeistei, Karel Antonin sweetheart, who SWore that she would
Dvorak Mason, Daniel Gregory Prom Grieg walt for him Untll he made his mark
to Brannib ^ u n i A T? j.

in the world Six years later, Ernst

Important recordings of music by after the consummation of several sue-

Antonin Dvorak, cessful tours which brought a European
SELECTIONS FROM O*JXA The Jacobin, fame to his name returned to Vienna

"Oichestral selections" (PARLAPHONE) , "Bui- to claim his bride He found, instead,
giave's air" (GRAMOPHONE) , RusMa"Air of ^^ his beloved had died a day previous

Sder
ate

h
r

air'
ay(G^o^^ ''0.

'

l5S to ^ ^turn
As aa expression of his

moon" (GRAMOPHONE) gnef, Ernst composed the Elegie,
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IIEINRICII ERNST

In 1843, Ernst went to England
which, except for brief excursions, re

mained his home for the remainder of

his life. He concertized extensively, and
there were many critics who felt that

Ernst had acquired a technique com

parable to that of Pagamm
In 1859 a spinal complaint began to

manifest itself By 1862, complete

paralysis set in Having been financial

ly extravagant thruout his life, Ernst
was forced to face his severe illness

completely destitute. Fortunately, sev

eral close friends came to his aid, spon
soring a series of benefit concerts for

him, the proceeds of which assured him
of financial independence,

During the last three years of his life,

Ernst suffered intensely In the fall of

1865, he left for Nice to avoid a difficult

London winter. He died there on Oc
tober 8, 1865,

The London Athenaeum published the

following obituary paragraph: "A more
amiable man never breathed than Ernst,
nor one of better heart, a finer intelli

gence and a more generous and tinenvy-

ing nature A certain languor of tem

perament, approaching to indolence, and
of later years aggravated by il'-

ness, prevented him from doing full

justice to his powers, either as a crea

tive musician or as a member of society;
bxit his friends will recollect him not

merely by his nobility of nature., incap

able -of intrigue, jealousy and suspicion,
but also by his quiet and delicate sense

of humor As an artist, he cannot be

overrated among violinists
"

Hemnch Ernst's best compositions are

those which he wrote for his own instru

ment, exploiting its technical resources

They show, wrote Edmund Sebastian

van der Straeten, ''deeper poetical feel

ing than those of his contemporary vir

tuoso composers, but most of them
show the wear of time His Concerto
in F-sharp minor, however, is genuinely
inspired work, and like the fine Othello

fantasia contains so many features of

technical viohmstic interest . . that they
will always be welcome to the few who
can effectively master their enormous
difficulties

"

Principal works by llemnch Ernst;

ORCHISTKV. Concerto in F-sharp minor
(for violin and orchestia).

CHAMBER Music, Two string quartets

VIOLIN, l i

anta*y on Hungarian am 1

, Othello

fantasy, Fantasy on Payamni themes
\ Varia

tions on Carnival of Venue
; &le(}ic } etc.

About Heinrich Ernst

^ Hart, George. The Violin and Its AluMi
,

Straeten, Edmund Sebastian van der. The
History of I he Vwlin

Giles Farrmby 1560-1600

"Those who love the grace and wit of

Couperin-the-Greal, the delightful melo
diousness of Haydn, the romanticism of
Schumann will he glacl to iccogmze all

these qualities in the sixteenth century
English musician, (hies Farnahy." A,

HULL

of the lesser figures in the KHza-
bethan school of music was Giles

Farnaby, concerning whom little mate
rial exists. He was of Celtic origin, and
it is believed that he was born in or
about 1560 A comprehensive study of
music was undertaken by him in 1580,
He came to London m 1586, making it

his home. His musical studies were
completed at Oxford in 1592
He first came to notice as a composer

with a series of psalms which he con
tributed to Este's Psalter, published in
1592, Six years later, he published his

celebrated Cansonets to foure voyces
with a song of eight parts, a publication
which contained commendatory verses

by his friends Anthony Holborne and
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John Borland These canzonets \\eie

recently edited and repubhshed by Dr
E H Fellow es in his monumental Eng
lish Madngal School, volume twenty,

(1922)

However, it is not to these canzonets
that Farnaby owes his place in musical

history, but rather to his significant

pieces for the virginal m which, together
with his great contemporary, John Bull

he laid the foundation of keyboard tech

nique and clavier figuration His most

important pieces for the virginal gal-

hards, preludes, almans, fantasias,

pavanes, etc appear in the Fitzwilham

Virginal Book
It is quite true that Giles Farnaby was

not of the artistic stature of his distin

guished compatnots, William Byrd,
John Bull or Orlando Gibbons, but his

important contribution to music cannot
be questioned 'Though he had neither

the depth and pathos of Gibbons, the

scope of Bull, nor the rugged strength
of Byrd," wiote Maigaret H Glyn, "he
has at his best something that is differ

ent from all these and is sufficient unto

himself At the same time, the ex

traordinary charm of much of his writ

ing places him far above the level of

the ordinary minor composer and in a

niche of his own "

Charles van den Borren has analyzed

Farnaby's music as follows "He is one
of the most graceful musicians possible
He is also one of the most spontaneous,
even in his audacities, and of these he
has as many as Bull, whether in the

realm of harmony or in that of melody,
of an abundant and easy fancy like

Schubert, whose qualities and effects he

shares He is so great a lover of melody
that when he adorns it with figurations
it is often to create new melodies moie

delightful and more chaiactenstic than

the one that formed his starting point
He is fanciful even to singularity He is

simple, sportive, popular, witty, mock

ing, even 'clownish
' He loves piquant

detail, and at times carries it even to

precocity He is the most original of all

the virgmalists, and at the same time the

one who best represents the spirit of

'Merry England/ Like Byrd, he is pro

foundly English, but while the eldei

master embodies the dreamy side of the

British character, Fainab\ expi esses

rather the humoious side of it
"

Cnles Farnatry died about 1600 in Eng
land His son, Richard Fainaby, also

a composer for the \irginal, it, repre
sented in the FiteiL'ilhani Virginal Book
by four pieces

Principal works by Giles Farnaby
VOCAL Psalms, can/onets, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Pieces tor the \irgmal

About Giles Farnaby
Borren, Charles van den Sources of Key

board J\hisic f Flood, \V H Grattan Late
Tudor Composers, Glyn, Margaret H About
Elizabethan Virginal Mil ML and Its Com-

Important recordings of music by
Giles Farnaby

Virginal (HARPbicHORU) 7/ir dreams (CO
LUMBIA) ,

His humour (COLUMBIA) , His
rest (COLUMBIA) ,

The New Sa-Hoo (AN-
IHOLOGIE SONORE) ,

A toye (COLUMBIA)

Gabriel Faure 1845-1924

(See Composers Of Today]

Zdenek Fibich 1850-1900

'/DfiNEK FIBICH, a significant mem-
ber of the national school of Bo

hemian composers, was born m Vsebonc,
near Czaslati, Bohemia, on December 21,
1850 His father was a forester on the

estate of Count Auersburg Fibich's

childhood, theiefore, was spent in the

beautiful setting of Bohemian woods

His early interests were poeby and
music particularly music As a child,

Fibich composed a song which disclosed

much talent The study of the piano
came soon thereafter In his tenth year,
Fibich was sent to the Vienna Gym
nasium for moie intensive musical train

ing In 1862, he was a student at

Smetana's musical institute m Prague
Two years later he composed a sym
phony, one movement of which he him
self conducted at a public perfoimance
When he reached his fifteenth birth

day, Fibich was sent to the Leipzig Con

servatory wheie Ins uncle was a profes-
soi of music Theie followed two years
of comprehensive music-study, with

Moscheles, Richter and Jadassohn
From here, Fibich went to Pans,

equipped with important letteis of uitio-
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ZDfiNEK FIBICH

cluctioa These gained him access to

important artistic circles, where he soon
became a favorite. Fibich's first out

standing work dates from this Paris

sojourn the Studies in painting, for

piano, consisting of musical impressions
of paintings by Ruysdael, Breughel,

Correggio and Watteau.

Following a brief stay in Mannheim,
where he studied under Vincenz Lach-

ner, and heard many performances of

Wagnerian music-dramas which stirred

him, Fibich returned to Prague in 1870,

marrying, and becoming a teacher of the

piano Three years later, he was brought
to Poland by an appointment as teacher
of the pianoforte The social life of

Vilna was not congenial, and this,

coupled with the severe illness of his

wife, caused Fibich to surrender his

position and return to Prague His wife
died shortly after his return

In 1875, Fibich was appointed assis

tant music director of the National

Opera, resigning this post three years
later to become choirmaster of the Rus
sian Church in Prague. Meanwhile, he
had married a second time- a marriage
more of convenience than of love,

After three years as choirmaster,
Fibich suddenly decided to withdraw
from all public activity and to devote
himself almost entirely to composition.
For an extended period, he lived the life

of a recluse, avoiding all social contacts.

About 1890, he deserted his wife to

live with the celebrated actress, Anezka
Schulzova She had a revivifying influ

ence upon his spirits. As a result of her

influence, he emerged from retirement

and his monastic existence, and once

again interested himself in social and

public affairs

The closing years of his life were
marked by ill-health A severe cold

brought him to his deathbed He passed

away in Prague on October 10, 1900.

Zdenek Fibich composed more than
six hundred works "Like Tschaikov-

sky," wrote Ralph Hill, "Fibich's idiom

is more western than national in style;
he used folk-song only when a particular
tune interested him as such or when his

literary text demanded an essentially
national treatment. In this way, his

musical outlook was the antithesis of
his famous contemporaries, Smetana and
Dvorak. , Most of Fibich's music
was directly inspired by poetry and

fairy-tales of a fantastic nature. His
love for poetry and mythology was
second only to music. . . . The most in

teresting and individual part of his out

put is the pianoforte music and the

melodramas/'
In his melodramas, Fibich was strong

ly influenced by Wagnerian principles,
to which he always remained faithful.

However, notwithstanding his allegiance
to Wagner, Fibich beat a new path for

music-drama, principally thru his use of

spoken recitatives. "He completely sub

jected the music to the poetry/
1

pointed
out Henri Hantich. "The spoken voice

dominates the symphonic tonality of the

orchestra, which makes abundant use of

the leit-motif, and is bound by no other

rules except those which the dramatic
accent imposes. In this way, he went
further than Wagner, , . The ideal type
of this new form created by Fibich is

the trilogy Hippodameia. This work,
composed of three dramas. . * abounds
with dramatic scenes full of captivating
effects, and assures for Fibich a promi
nent place among recent composers/'
"The importance of Fibich's operas/'

in the opinion of Vladimir Helferl, "lies

in^the fact that they represent the most
faithful application of Wagner's theories

in Qech opera, , , . Fibich may be
called the creator of modern Czech
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melodrama Following in the footsteps
of Schumann and Liszt, Fibich

created a new form of melodrama on
the basis of the Wagnenan leit-motif

idea Thereupon he made the bold

attempt at creating a great scenic melo
drama by means of a continuous musical

accompaniment to the spoken drama "

Principal works by Zdenek Fibich

OPKRA Bukovin, Blamk, The Bride of
Messina

,
The Tempest , Hedy ,

Sdrka

ALTLOIJRAM v Chn\tmas Eve, Eternity, The
Watet \piite, Queen Emma, Hakon, Hippo-
damcia (trilogy including Pelop's wooing, The
Atonement of Tantalum, and the Death of

Hippodameia)
ORCHLb>TR\ The Jew of Prague ,

Ova tine

in E-majoi , Comedy oveitinc, Komensky
Festival overture, Three symphonies, Othello ,

Toman and the wood-nymph, The Tempest,
Spring, Viyilia?

CHAMBLH Mutat Quintet (foi violin,

violoncello, claimet, horn and piano) ,
Piano

quartet, Two string quartets, Trio

Songs, ballads, ducts, pieces foi the piano,

etc

About Zdenek Fibich

Hantich, Henti La Musique TcJuque,
Richtei, Gail Ludwig Zdcnko Fibuh Erne
Musikahsche Silhouette

Musical Opinion 54 497 March 1931

Important recordings of music by
Zdenek Fibich

ORCHESTRA Pocme, arranged loi violin and
orchcstia (COLUMBIA)
CHORAL Silent mcjht (GRAMOPHONE)

John Field 1782-1837

"E<ield may justly he desuibed as one of

the most ougmal piamstic phenomena"
HtTGO RlEMANN

JOHN FIELD who has earned a

permanent place m musical history

by virtue of his nocturnes, a foim which
he was the first to bring into being was
born in Diiblm, Ireland, on July 26,

1782 His fathei, Robeii Field, was a

violinist in the Theatre Royal of Dublin

Recognizing signs of musical talent m
his son, father Field soon brought him
into contact with musical instruction

John Field's first teacher was his grand
father, who taught him the piano with

non discipline and a merciless rod Thus,
with blows, Field was introduced to

music

Acquiring the fundamentals of music,

John Field was sent io Tommaso

Giordani, a celebrated music teacher in

Dublin, for further lessons Giordani

proved to be a uniquely sympathetic and

understanding teacher Under his

warm praise and encouragement, young
Field made prodigious strides At the

age of ten, he made his first public ap
pearance in a benefit concert Shortly
afterwards, he appeared as soloist in

Giordam's Spiritual Concerts in Dub
lin, where he was so enthusiastically
received that he made two further ap
pearances, it was at these concerts that

John Field first made his bow as a com
poser, with a rondo for piano

In December of 1793, John Field's

father received an appointment as leader

of the orchestra at Haymarket Theatre
m London Thus, young Field, trailing
an imposing reputation as a child prodi

gy, came to the English capital Here,

early m 1794, he was apprenticed by his

father to dementi, the famous pianist
and manufacturer of pianos, and m re

turn for working m the warehouse,
Field received regular instruction from
the great artist

In the meanwhile, concert work was
not neglected In May of 1794, Field

made a public appearance, playing a

dementi sonata Shortly afterwards, he

appeared once again, this time at the

Barthelemon concerts His success was

encouraging, and he began to enjoy a

growing popularity as piano virtuoso

His fiist important success came in 1799

when, at the Pmto concerts, he per
formed his own concerto

John Field remained in the employ of

dementi for many years, remaining
faithful to his employer thru all the

startling vicissitudes of fortune which
the piano establishment experienced
There followed a great attachment be

tween teacher and pupil, employer and

apprentice dementi recognized Field's

great talent and was always at hand
to give it encouragement In 1801, he

published at his own expense Three
sonatas of Field, the first works of this

composer to reach publication In 1802,
he took Field with him to Paris, to en

able him to concertize in the French

capital concerts which were sensation

al From Paris, dementi took Field to

Vienna, where once again he concertized
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\\ith gieal success Towatds the end

of 1802, the two musicians anived in

Si Petersbuig
Russia appealed so stiongly to Field

that he remained there when, in 1802,

dementi decided to return to England
It was a wise move for, in a short while,

he enjoyed a meteoric success m Russia

which made his name a household word

to every music lover He became the

fashionable piano teacher In conse

quence, he amassed a sizable fortune

During this period, he wrote some of his

laiger woiks, including a new piano
concerto and the Piano quintet

Unf01 Innately, wealth, luxury and

fame tinned Field's head He became

indolent, and leltutant to work <it his

composition He took to dunk and dis

sipation Hib life became waste and

idleness In 1808, he marned a Fiench

actress, Mademoiselle Peicheion, a mar

riage that was ill-fated from the first,

they weie sepaiated in 1813

In 1814, Field composed the first of

his noctuines, a form in which he was
most successful in expiessmg his musi

cal thoughts, and in which he exeiled so

powerful an influence over another

pianibtic genius., Chopin In his edition

of Field's Nocturnes, Fianz Liszt wrote

as follows 'Their fust tones, already,

transport us into those hours when the

soul, freed from the burdens of the day
and lestmg only in itself, soars upwaul
to the mysterious regions of the starry

heights Heie we see it, like Philomel of

the ancients, ethereal and winged, hover-

nig among the flowers and scents of the

gaiden of a natuie with whose essence it

is lovingly peimeated
3>

This same yeat was also distinguished

by the fact that Field became the teacher

of a young musician who was later to

become Russia's greatest composer,
Glinka

In 1822, Field transferred his home
from St Petersburg to Moscow Here,
he went from bad to worse He was

becoming a habitual drunkard, he was

spending his eneigies m wasteful living,
he indulged extravagantly m carnal cli-

veisions He became less and less inter

ested in music, neglected his teaching
appointments, and comp

1

elely abandoned

composition His former fortune

melted a\\ay Befoie long, not only pov

erty but ill-health laced him

For many years, Field lived this emp

ty, exhavagant existence Finally, m an

effort to recapture his fame and fortune,

he revisited London in 1832, after

thirty years of absence He was given

a royal welcome He performed his

own Concerto in E-flat at the concerts

of the Philharmonic amid triumphant
acclaim One month later, his teadiei

and friend, Muzio dementi, passed

away, Field was one of his chief

mourners at Westmmstei Abbey
Field now undeitook an extensive

concert toui He went to Pans wheie

he heard Chopin foi the hist time,

stiangely enough esteeming the gieat

composer and pianust as a "Mck-room

talent" Then to BiusseLs and
^
the

Ficnch piovuueh, fiom theie to Swit

zerland and Italy Wherever he came,

he triumphed It seemed that, magical

ly, Field had taken a new hold upon life

In Naples, however, he fell gravely ill,

in May of 1834 He entered the hospi
tal for a serious opeiation, and when,

after many months of severe illness, he

left the hospital, he was completely im

poverished liy a stroke of good foi-

tune, he stumbled across a Russian fam

ily who had been his friends in St

Peteusburg, and who now took him with

them to a cure m Ischu

But health never fully returned to

Field After giving three magnificent
concerts in Vienna, he returned to Mos
cow, bioken in physique and spit its, He
was once again confined to bed, On
January 11, 1837 he passed away

Despite Ins indulgence in dissipation,

Field was not without appeal as a pei-

sonahty His geneiostty was famous

Each Sunday morning he held open
house for all those who were in need, to

each one of whom he gave five rtib
1

es

He was sublimely impiacttcal about

money matters, never really knew how
much he earned or had, and misplaced

large bank notes with surprising absent-

mindedness

He was clean-shaven, with soft ex

pressive lines of face, an arched nose

and fair hair His smile had warmth
and expressiveness. He was a man of

ttnderstanding and sympathy, qualities
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JOHN FIELD

which made him an extraordinary
teacher

He owned four dogs, each of whom
he called by a classical name His
favorite pastime was to take long rides

in his carriage and to drop off at a
tavern at intervals for food and drink.

He was notoriously irreligious, He
acknowledged no faith, and refused to

believe in the existence of a supreme
being. At one time, shortly before his

death, a priest engaged him in conversa
tion "Are you a Protestant ?

"
the

priest asked John Field smiled a polite
denial "A Catholic?" Once again Field
smiled and shook his head. "Then, per
haps, a Calvinist?" "No, not a Calvin-

ist," Field answered "Only a claveci-

nist."

As a pianist, John Field was an ac

knowledged artist of first importance
"Field's playing," in the words of Glin

ka, "was at once sweet and strong and
characterized by admirable precision
His fingers fell on the keys as large

drops of ram that spread themselves
like iridescent pearls/'

Discussing his compositions, Ernest
Walker wrote- "Field's instrument has

only one string his notions of struc

ture are as a rule elementary, and out

side of the nocturnes his music is totally

negligible; but the best of these ex

quisitely polished miniatures, with tlfeir

delicate melodies and their shy fugitive

gracefulness, will long serve to keep
their name fragrant

"

It was the celebrated German critic,

Rellstab, who placed Field's nocturnes
on a higher artistic level than Chopin's
This may be excessive praise In any
case, in his nocturnes Field not only
influenced the future piamstic style of

Chopin, but also proved himself to be a

distinguished composer. In the noc
turnes, commented Eric Bl-om, "Field
is unique . There is nothing else to

take their place, not even Chopin's
similarly named pieces Here, he sings
his heart out, and it is because he has
learnt to sing that he becomes so en

tirely himself . . His range of mood
within the species of the Nocturne is ex

traordinary far greater than Chopin's
. [Here] John Field gave something

to the world of music without which
it would be as the world of flowers with
out the daisy, no worse for those who
do not know what they miss, but not
free from wistful regret for those who
had once beheld the modest blossom

"

Principal works by John Field

ORCHESTRA Seven concertos for piano and
orchestra

CHAMBER Music Piano quintet

PIANO Nocturnes, sonatas, miscellaneous
pieces

About John Field -

Flood, William Henry Grattan John Field
of Dubhn, Walker, Ernest A History of
MUSK in England

Important recordings of music by
John Field*

PIANO Nocturne in A-major (COLUMBTV-
Hess)

Friedrich von Flotow 1812-1883

TIflLHELM FRIEDRICH FREI-
vr HERR VON FLOTOW was born
on the family estate of Teutendorf
in Mecklenburg on April 27, 1812, He
sprang from an old noble family that

derived its name from the town of

Vlotha, near Westphalia, and which had
come to Mecklenburg with Duke Henry,
the Lion-Hearted

Although both parents were music
lovers, Flotow's father a captain of the

cavalry objected to a musical career for
his son, preferring the more dignified
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calling of diplomatic service A clarinet

player, Ivan Muller, interceded for Wit-

helm Fnedrich until Captain von Flotow

gave his consent Having finally de

cided to give his son a musical educa

tion, Captain von Flotow determined to

make it an intensive one For this pur

pose, Fnedrich was sent to Pans. This

move horrified the other members of the

family, some of whom vowed
that^

if

young Fnedrich ever became a musician

he would no longer be recognized as a

member of the venerable family

Fnedrich, now in Pans, became a

pupil of Anton Reicha, an excellent

theorist, under whom he made rapid

progress The revolution of 1830

abruptly terminated his studies, and for

a brief period he returned home When
the news arrived that Parisian life had

again become normal; Flotow hurried

back to continue his musical activities.

At this time, he became acquainted with

a group of opera composers in Paris, in

cluding Offenbach, Halevy, Meyerbeer,
Rossini and Auber, who succeeded in

directing Flotow's musical interest

towards the theatre

At first, Flotow turned his hand to the

composition of operettas Then, feeling

greater self-assurance, he turned to

more ambitious ventures. In 1839, he

achieved his first definite success with

Le Naufrage de la Meduse (composed
in collaboration with Albert Gnsar^ a

favorite composer of the day) which
achieved fifty- four performances at the

Theatre de la Renaissance. From that

moment on, Flotow's rise to fame was

rapid. Lady Harriet was presented at

the Opera j
UEsclave de Camoens at the

Opera Comique. With these two works,
Flotow's position in the operatic world

of Pans was assured.

The two operas by which Flotow is

today remembered came between the

years of 1844 and 1847 In the former

year, he converted early sketches of a

lyrical piece into a German opera The
final result Stradella was given its

first performance at Hamburg on De
cember 30. Three years later, Vienna
introduced Martha to the world, an

opera remodelled after the earlier Lady
Harriet and which FLotow revamped

completely four times before he was

finally satisfied with it. Martha spread
the name of Flotow thruout the entire

world of music. By 1882 it was given
its five hundredth performance in

Vienna, and had been introduced into

the repertory of virtually every leading

opera house
Martha deserved its success because,

as one French critic pointed out, it was
full of ''grace and emotion, a charm that

is often distinguished, an adroit verve

and, upon occasion, felicitous, lively

rhythms as well as distinguished melo

dies
" One of the arias of Martha, The

Last rose of summer, is world-famous

Notwithstanding this great success,

Flotow suffered ostracism from high so

ciety. Many years before this, when he

was scarcely old enough to realize what
he was doing, he was induced to marry
a girl whom he did not love and who did

not love him Their married life was

wretched, and they finally parted by
mutual consent After the divorce, Flo-

tow married the sister of his former

wife, whom he adored and who idolized

him. That Flotow should marry the

sister of his wife, shocked his closest

friends. From that time on, aristocratic

circles refused to have him as a guest in

their homes He became something of

a pariah, scrupulously avoided by his

neighbors This ostracism brought Flo-

tow considerable pain and humiliation.

During these years, he aged rapidly

FRIBDRICH VON FLOTOW
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When he was only fifty years old, "his

hair was \\hite and he was bent down
like an octogenenan/' wrote an inter

viewer in Appleton*s Journal "He
looked like an old broken-down man JJ

From 1856 until 1863, Floto\\ was
Intendant of the court theatre in

Schwenn The remainder of his life he

spent partially in Paris and principally
in Vienna He died in Darmstadt on

January 14, 1883

Altho Flotow's pen continued to be

productive after the composition of

Martha it failed to produce any work of

first importance Such operas as Indra,
La Veuve Grapin, and L'Ombre were
successful enough in their time, but the

success was ephemeral and failed to sur

vive their composer

Today, Flotow is known to us only
because of Stradella and Martha In

both of these operas, Flotow achieved a

superficial type of musical beauty whose

appeal to operatic audiences never seems
to have palled No one will attempt to

say that, even in their best pages, these

works touch depth or profundity They
are graceful, light-hearted and gay with

melodies that sparkle like champagne
To some critics, the importance of

Martha has been greatly overestimated
R A Streatfeild, for example, has writ

ten "Flotow had a certain gift of

melody, and the music of Martha has

the merit of a rather trivial tunefulness,
but the score is absolutely devoid of any
real musical interest

" Other critics,

however, appreciate the fact that, altho

Martha did not open new worlds, its in

genuous and charming appeal should not

be dismissed For Flotow, in the words
of Edgar Istel, "understood without sub

tlety and parade of learning how to

spread over the two text-books, melodies

which take hold of one, less owing to

their sincerity than to their pleasantness
and rhythmical life

With the exception of Martha, which

was the product of careful and assidu

ous labor, Flotow worked with lightning

rapidity, frequently making special effort

in his works to pioduce melodies that

might have contagious appeal At one

time, we are told, he encountered one of

his infrequent obstacles in composition,

He \vas searching for a bright and lilt

ing melody, and no fresh idea would
come to him Suddenh, he heard his

cook hum a tune that was precisely the

melody for which he \\as groping He
hurriedly put it on paper Flotow never
disclosed which of his tunes this was,
but he confessed that it made its appear
ance in one of his best operas and en

joyed considerable vogue

Principal works by Fnednch von Flo-
tow

OPER\ Stradella, Maitha, Indra, La Veuve
Grapin, Zilda, L1Ombre , Natda, II Pior
d'Harlem, etc

About Fnednch von Flotow

Flotow, Rosa Rosme von Fnednch von
Flotow's Leben
Neue Zeifschnft fur Mustk 79 233 April 25,

1912

Important recordings of music by
Fnednch von Flotow

SELECTIONS *ROM OPERA Mattha, "Over
ture" (COLUMBIA) , "The Last rose of sum
mer" (VicTOR-Galh-Curci) ,

"Canzone del

Porter" ( VICTOR-Jonmet) , "M'Appan" (Vic-
TOR-Gigli) Stiadella, "Overttue" (COLUM
BIA) , "Alles teile unser gluck" (POLYDOR) ,

"Hymnus Jungfrau Mana" (PARLAPHONT) ,

"Ticf in den Abruzzen" (GRAMOPHONE)

Stephen Foster 1826-1864

"He was like Burns, a man who sang the

purest poetry of humble life
" Louis C

ELSON

TT is a particularly curious paradox
that Stephen Foster, eloquent singer

of America's South, never once went
below the Mason and Dixon Line

In Spring of 1817, Colonel William

Barclay Foster, father of the composer,
took his bride on horseback from Cham-

bersberg, Pa to Pittsburgh, where he
built the "White Cottage" Here, Ste

phen, the youngest of seven children,

was born on July 4, 1826
He was not a bright child, but he

showed an instinct for music He liked

to attend the church o the colored people
and listen to their singing In play-time,
he would pluck at the strings of a guitar
that belonged to his sister There is a

story to the effect that his mother bought
him a flageolet, when he was seven years

old, upon which he played flawlessly
after a few moments of expenmenta-
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In 1839, he entered the Athens Acad

emy at Tioga Point, where, as his class

mates later remembered, he practised in-

clefaligably on the flute, Here he com
posed the first of his pieces to receive

performance, the Tioga waits, In 1841,
Foster went on to Jefferson College at

Canonsburg Three years later, his first

publication made an appearance a song,

Open thy lattice windozv
For a while, Foster entertained the

idea of joining the navy Finally, re

jecting this plan, he became a book

keeper in Cincinnati In 1845, he formed
a club which met twice a week for the

purpose of singing the favorite songs of

the day. It was Foster's idea that the

club try new songs as well For this

chib, Foster composed Louisiana Belle

and Old Uncle Ned Both of these

songs impressed a Cincinnati publisher,
Mr Peters, who offered to publish them
if Foster were willing to forego royal
ties Foster, always impractical about

money matters, agreed eagerly. In a

few years* time, Mr. Peters earned more
than ten thousand dollars, of which not
one cent was returned to the composer,

These early songs were followed by
Susanna^ and Atvay down south

which enjoyed such widespread popu
larity that they were sung and heard

everywhere The success that his songs
were now enjoying tempted Foster to

give up bookkeeping. In 1850, he re

turned to Allegheny City to devote him
self entirely to musical composition In

that year, he married Jane McDowell, a

union which was not happy for either

one But an even more significant event

took place in 1850 shortly after his

marriage, Foster composed Old folks at

home
There now came that series of im

mortal songs which made Foster the

best loved composer America produced
Alassa's in de cold, cold ground came
in 1852, MV old Kentucky home in

1853
,
Old Black Joe in 1860 Stephen

Foster's fame had by this time grown
to phenomenal proportions He was

earning a yearly royalty of $1300, not

a small figure when one considers the

time,

In Inly of 1860, Stephen Foster,

separated from his wife and family,
came to New York to open a grocery
store There followed the most pathetic

years of his life He yielded more and
more to the desire for alcohol, becoming
before long a habitual drunkard Pa

thetically enough, he took any remedy
suggested to him to cure him, but all

his efforts were futile Poverty, squalor
and ill-hea'lh followed

He was found lying in the hall of his

Bowery lodging house on January 10,

1864, blood dripping from the corners
of his mouth He was taken to the

Bellevue Hospital Three days later he
died in a charity-ward
Few song composers have enjoyed the

fame of Stephen Foster His Old folks
at home is frequently spoken of as the
most famous song in the world, with the

possible exception of La Marseillaise

Five years after it made its appearance,
more than 400,000 copies were sold

Today, it has been translated into vir

tually every European and Asiatic lang
uage

Certainly, a great measure of Foster's
fame was the simplicity and unpreten-
tiousness of his musical idiom. Hig was
not a learned speech, It was sentimen

tal, ingenuous, emotional Foster's chief

concern was to express what others

about him felt. In their almost homely
simplicity, in their undecoraled emo
tions, in their indigenous qualities, the

songs of Stephen Foster have been re-
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garded almost as folk-music of America
They seem an inextricable part of our

heritage

"Stephen Foster/' wrote Harold Vin
cent Milhgan, "is a solitary figure in the

history of music, occupying a unique
position Limited as his genius was, it

was of the purest quality and exactly
suited to the expression of those simple
but profound emotions, common to all

humanity, embodied in his songs His
immortal melodies are a distinct contri

bution to the world's music
"

There are many anecdotes told in con
nection with Stephen Foster's songs
The best of these tells of the time, dur

ing the Civil War, when a group of

Southern officers was sent home on leave

with pay They dropped into a tavern

on the road, began to drink heavily,

spent their money recklessly Brawls
ensued Every attempt to pacify these

inebriated soldiers seemed futile Final

ly, an inspired thought came to the mu
sician of the tavern Suddenly, the

small tavern band struck up Old folks
at home The melody proved to be
more sobering than the strongest of

coffees In half an hour, the soldiers

were completely mollified, and were on
their way eager to see their homes

again

Principal works by Stephen Foster
An entire libraiy of famous songs including

Old folks at home, Oh Susanna, My old Ken
tucky home, Old Black Joe, Massays in de

cold, cold ground, Old Dog Ttay, etc

About Stephen Foster

Howard, John Tasker Stephen Fostei

American trotibador, Milhgan, Harold Vin
cent Stephen Foster a biography

Important recordings of music by
Stephen Foster
SONGS Stephen Foster melodies, a collec

tion of the best-known songs of Stephen
Foster ai ranged by Shilkiet (VICTOR)

Cesar Franck 1822-1890

"His music leads us from egoism to love

by the path of the true mysticism of

Christianity, fiom the world to the soul,

from the soul to God" GUSTAVF D*RF-
PAS

"Fjanck's place in the hisioiy of music
is beside Bach "ARTHUR COQUAUD

AUGUSTE FRANCK, A

Belgian by birth, is recognized as

one of the greatest composers that

France has produced He was born in

Liege on December 10, 1822, \\here sev

eral of his ancestors had been famous
Walloon painters

Reversing the fate that met most com
posers in their youth, Franck \\as

strongly encouraged by his father, a

banker, to become a musician Even be
fore he could walk, Cesar Franck was

given musical instruction on the piano
He was entered as a student at the

Liege school of music In his eleventh

year, his father took him on a concert
tour as pianist thru Belgium, a tour that

was only moderately successful

Cesar Franck, having finished his

studies at the Liege school, was now en
rolled at the Pans Conservatory (1837)
He was a superior student fiom the first,

and it was only the perversity of his

nature which prevented him from win

ning every prize within reach Late
m 1837, for example, he was entered in

the piano competition where he shocked

Cherubim, director of the Conservatory,
by impudently transposing the Humrnel
Concerto m A-major placed before him
one-third below, and paying it flawlessly
in the new key This impudence robbed
Franck of the first prize, but his per
formance had been too striking to be

altogether ignoied, he was given a spe
cial honorary mention In 1840, Franck
received first prize in fugue, one year
later, a second prize in organ-playing

By this time, father Franck was be

coming impatient with his son's slow

progress towards musical fame He
removed him from the Conservatory,
took him back to Belgium where
Cesar gave several piano recitals and
exhibited his first creative fruits some

trios, and some exhibitiomstic piano

pieces before the King of Belgium
For two years, the Franck family re

mained in Belgium, but Cesar failed to

make any visible impression either on
his audiences or on the King In 1844,

therefore, the Francks were back in

Pans

It was at this time that Fianck began
work upon his first major creation, his

Biblical eclogue, Ruth Ruth was given
its premiere in the conceit rooms of the

Conservatory m 1846 This work,
which Arthur Heryey terms "a simple
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work full ot delicacy and charm/' was lonne at the Concert Spintuel in 1873

considered by the critics a poor imita- Principally because of the inadequate
tion of the then popular Lc Desert of perfoimance it leceived, the work was a

Fehcien David failure Franck, howevei, was too ab-

On February 22, 1848 in the very sorbed with his cieative woik to permit
midst of the revolution Franck was this disappointment to wound him sen-

married to a young actress, Mademoi- ously He was working industriously
selle Desmousseaux, at the Notre Dame upon his Les Beatitudes, which he did

de Lorette church We are told that the not complete until six years later

young couple had to climb over bar- Feeling strongly that Les Beatitudes

ricades to reach the church was his greatest v, ork up to that time,

Perhaps the most important result of Franck was eager to introduce it to the

this marriage was that it freed Franck leading musicians of Paris He ai ranged
from his paternal yoke He set up an a special performance of several of its

independent home m which he was final- principal sections at his own home, him-

ly released from his father's influence self officiating at the piano To this

Henceforth, he was no longer to be private perfoimance were invited the

motivated by the desire for financial sue- Minister of Fine Aits, the directors of

cess, but only by the need to express the Conservatory and the Opera, and all

himself honestly and artistically m his of the leading critics The day before

music this concert, Franck spiamed his hand in

Three years after his marriage, opening a carnage dooi Regietfully, he

Franck began work upon an opera, Le had to assign the work of accompanying
Valet de feime His daytime belonged Les Beatitudes to his pupil, Vincent

to teaching, so that only during the night D'Indy But this was meiely the first

could he turn to composition For two of Franck's disappointments At eight

years, he worked so industriously upon o'clock on the evening of the concert,

his opera that he finally collapsed with the Minister of Fine Arts sent woid that

nervous prostration He was so ill that he was unable to come A half hour

work and composition, for a period, later came woid from the directors of

were out of the question Unfoilun- *e Conservatory and the Opeia that

ately, his colossal labor on the opera had they, too, weie unable to be piesent
been in vain Not only was it nevei Some of the ciitics came, but they slipped

produced but when the opeia was com- out of the room while the music was in

pleted Franck himself confessed that
(f
rt progress The premiere of Les Beah-

was not worth printing
" tudes was, therefore, a fiasco, and almost

With the icstoiation of health, Franck broke its composer's heait

became oiganist of the Notre Dame de About fifteen years later, Les Beati-

Lorette This was merely the appien- tudes was given in its entirety by dou-

ticeship to a more significant position
ard Colonne, greeted with great applause

which came in 1858 when he was ap-
and warm piaise Today, there aie some

pointed organist at Ste Clotilde It was ciitics who consider this the gieatest
here that the composer spent the best music Cesar Franck created, greater than

years of his life, m the organ chamber the symphony, the sonata, the quintet or

of the church, playing the organ, com- the quartet These ciitics believe with

posing his music, improvising It was Ernest Chausson that it "ceilamly sur-

here, too, that Franz Liszt came to heai passed all other Fiench music in subhm-
him play in 1866, leaving the church in a ity One would be obliged indeed to go
daze and muttering under his breath a back to the very first classical masters to

sentence m which he coupled the name find so powerful an expression of the

of Fianck with that of Johann Sebastian soul's despair, its appeal to chvmc justice,

Bach its stiivmg aftei the ideal, aftei holiness
"

In 1872, Franck was appointed pro- Meanwhile, the many pupils and ad-

fessor of oigan at the Conservatory At mirers of Cesar Franck, appalled by the
the same tune, he was putting final neglect that then rnastei was suffering,
touches on his oratorio, the Redemption raised a fund for the purpose of ar-

The Redemption was introduced by Co- langing a concert devoted entirely to his
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music This concert took place on Janu
ary 30

5
1887 at the Cirque Hiver, the

program including the symphonic-poem
Lc Chasseur maudit, the Variations sym-
phomques for the piano and orchestra,
and portions from Ruth and Les Beati
tudes The fates were once more against
Franck The performance was shabby,
and the music suffered intensely.

Neglect, however, did not poison
Franck's inspiration During the years
that followed he produced four master

pieces which strengthened his already
formidable position in French music
On February 17, 1889, his Symphony m
D-inmor was introduced by the Societe

des Concerts du Conservatoire The mu
sicians of the orchestra during the

rehearsal objected violently to playing
such outlandish music It was only the

insistence of the conductor, Jules Garcm,
that enabled this work to reach perform
ance

The apathy which greeted this master

piece is amazing. Not only the audience,
but the outstanding musicians of Paris
as well, were deaf to its greatness.
When the director of the Conservatory
was asked for his opinion, he answered*
"This is no symphony! Who ever heard
of a symphony with an English horn ?"

Gounod found the work an "affirmation

of impotence pushed to dogma
" The

critics were vitriolic

There will be few in our time to deny
that the Cesar Franck Symphony is one
of the few great symphonies since the

Beethoven Ninth H. C Colles has

spoken of it as "noble/' Vincent DTndy
describes it as "the majestic, plastic and

perfectly beautiful Symphony in D-
mmor" It has deservmgly earned an

important place in the repertoire of every
major symphony orchestra

In 1890, came one of the few successes

that Cesar Franck knew during his life

time On April 19, the SocieU Natwnale
de Musique introduced his String quartet
with such honest enthusiasm among audi
ence and critics that Franck was tempted
to say "The public is beginning to

understand me "

In May of 1890, Franck was on his

way to visit a pupil, Paul Brand, when
he was struck by an omnibus He
succeeded in reaching the home of his

pupil where he fainted This was the

CfiSAU PRANCK

beginning of his ill-health which
terminated with death The follow

ing Autumn, he was confined to his bed
with pleurisy Complications the re

sult of his accident, which had not been

properly treated set m.
He died on November 8, 1890 in Paris.

His last work, the Chorales for organ,
was at his side Dying, he attempted to

leave his bed and reach his organ-loft
so that he might put the final strokes of
the pen on his last composition, but his

strength failed him
The funeral was modest Only a

handful of sincere disciples followed his

body to the cemetery of Montrouge
where it was buried A few years later,
the remains were exhumed and brought
to the Montparnasse cemetery where they
rest today
"Cesar Franck was short, with a fine

forehead and a vivacious honest expres
sion, altho his eyes were almost con
cealed under his bushy eyebrows/' de
scribed Vincent D'Indy "His nose was
rather large, and his chin receded below
a wide and extraordinarily expressive
mouth His face was round, and thick,

grey side-whiskers added to its width.
, . There was nothing in his appearance
to reveal the conventional artist type , .

Anyone who happened to meet this man
in the street, invariably in a hurry, in

variably absent-minded, and making
grimaces, running rather than walkmg>
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diessed in an overcoat a size too large indiscent harmonic fabric with bewikler-

foi him and in trousers a size too short, ing" skill All is in subtle movement
would have never suspected the trans- Yet there is a complete absence of sensu-

formation thai took place when, placed ousness, even, for the most part, of

at the piano, he explained or commented dramatic fire The overpowering ch-

upon some fine composition
" maxes to which he builds are never a

Cesar Franck's personality his humil- frenzy of emotion, they are superbly

ity, his simplicity of character, his calm and exalted The stiucture of his

modesty, his devout reverence has fre- music is strangely inorganic His ma-

quently been described "Fianck," wrote tenal does not develop He adds phrase
Claude Debussy, "was a man without upon phrase, detail upon detail, with

guile The discovery of a beautiful astonishing power to knit and weave

harmony was sufficient to make him as closely what comes with what went be-

happy as the day was long A great fore His extraordinary polyphonic skill

deal has been said about his genius with- seems mboi n, native to the man Arthur
out ever mentioning the unique quality Coquard said of him that he thought
of his ingenuousness This man, who the most complicated things in music
was unfortunate, unrecognized, possessed quite naturally

"

the soul of a child, and one so irradic- Cesar Franck's influence both as a

ably good that neither contradictory teacher and as a composer upon an en-

circumstances nor wickedness of others tue generation of French musicians has
could evei make him feel bitter He been considerable He left behind him a

wrote so to speak, face to face with group of disciples who esteemed him one
the spirit of music, before whom he of the greatest masteis that music has
would kneel, uttering at the same time the produced, and who attempted to write m
most profoundly touching prayer that his idiom What one of these disciples,
ever fell from human lips Cesar Guy de Ropartz, wrote about Franck
Franck seived his ait with steadfast might well have been voiced by all other

devotion He served music without Franckists
f(He stands out from among

ever asking it for renown J)

his contemporaries like a man of some
In Cesar Franck's principal works other age, they are skeptics, he was a

there appeals a technical device known believer, they are self-advertising, he
as the "cyclical form," m which, striving worked m silence, they seek gloiy, he
at greater unity, he lepeats, in his final was content to await it, they ami at

movement, the principal themes of the easily acquired reputations by daring im-

precedmg movements provisations, he built enduring monu-
Leland Hall has summed up other ments amid the calm of a retired life

"

charactenstics of Franck's music "With Franck's most devoted disciples, to-

the exception of a few eaily pieces for gether with Guy de Ropartz, included

piano, all his woik beais the stamp of such distinguished composeis as Vincent

his personality Like Brahms, he has DTndy, Ernest Chausson and Henii

pionounced idiosynciasies, among which Duparc
his fondness for shifting harmonies is

Principal works by Cesar Franck
the most constantly obvious The cease- 0pERA Le Vakt de ferme Gjlts^e
less alteiation of chords, the almost un- CHORAL Ruth, Redemption, Les Beati-
broken gliding by half-steps, the lithe tudes, masses, motets, hymns
smuousness of all the inner voices seem ORCHESTRA The Sermon on the Mount,
to wiap his music in a veil, to lender it Les Bolides, Le Chasseur mwdtt, Symphony

intangible and mystical Diatonic pas-
m D'^^ >

,

Vawtoons sytnphontque* (for
&

it 1 j. r 11 i piano and oichestra) ,
Let Djmns

sages aie rate, all is chromatic Parallel ~rr , -,,
'
V>< , , ^ t .

. -
1

'

j. 1 , -
t , CHAMBER Music Puma quintet, Quartet,

to this is his use of short phiases, which Tno
,
Sonata for mohn and piano

alone are capable of being treated in this PlANO prelude, chorale and fugue, P>e!~

shifting manner His melodies are al- tide, ana and finale, etc

most invariably dissected, they seldom Works Ecu the organ

are built up in broad design They are About C6sar Franck
resolved into their finest motifs, and as D 'Indy, Vincent Ctw Franck] Emmanuel,
such aie woven and twisted into the close M Cesar Fianck, Ewen, David (editor)
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Bach to Stnwin&kv, Robin, Grej (edi

tor) Studies in

Tmpoitant lecoi dings ot music 1>\

Cesar Franck

CHOR\L Redemption, "Symphonic Inter

lude, Part II" (COLUMBIA) Les Beatitude,
"Heureux les coeurs" (COLUMBI \-Thill) ,

Plater Dolorosa" (POLYDOR) ,
Psalm 150

(COLUMBIA)
ORCHESTRA Symphony inD-minor (VICTOR-

Stokowski) , Variations symphomques (Vic-
TOR-Cortot, Ronald) , Symphonic tuite fiom
P \ychc (COLUMBIA)
CHAMBER Music Piano quintet (VICTOR-

Cortot, International) , Quartet (ViCTOR-Pro
Arte) , Trio in F-sharp minor (COLUMBIA) ,

Sonata for violin and piano (VicroR-Menu-
hm)
PI\NO Pt elude, choral and fugue (COLUM

BIA-Maas) , Prelude, ana and finale (VICTOR-
Coitot)

ORGAN P) elude, fugue and variations

(GRAMOPHONE) , Chorale in A-mmoi (GRAM
OPHONE)

Robert Franz 1815-1892

1) OBERT FRANZ, genius of the

Lied, was born m Halle on June 28,
1815 He was descended from a tribe of
Celtic ongin called the "Halloren," said

to have been pioneers in working the

salt-mines of Halle, remaining strictly

apart from the Teutons of Halle and

maintaining rigidly their family tradi

tions which permitted no intermarriage
Robert Franz's father was a business

man whose name originally was Knauth
He changed his name to Franz only
because his brother was m a competitive
business, the identity of the names lead

ing to considerable confusion During
the latter part of his life, Robert Franz
was often maliciously accused of having
himself changed his name from Knauth
to Franz only to encourage comparison
with that other Franz, genius of the

Lied, namely, Franz Schubert

Chnstoph Franz, father of Robert,
was a simple man who was very fond
of music When he came home from
work, he derived his smcerest pleasure
from singing hymns This love for

music passed on to Robert, who, as long
as he could remember, was sensitive to

the art He was enormously fond of
the chorales he heard m church and
the hymns at home One of the most
vivid impressions he leceived as a child

dates from the celebration of the Refor
mation m 1817, \\hen he \\as enchanted
b\ Luther's Em Fetfe Bunj "As if in

a dream 1 still hear the tones of the

trombone choirs, wafted do\\n upon us
from the Hausmanns to\\ers/' he \\rote

in later }ears
At school, he frequently delighted

himself in the singing class by attempt
ing to create harmonizations to the uni

son singing, for which he was rewarded

by severe cuffings from the singing-
teacher At home, however, his love for

music found sympathetic understanding
Thru the efforts of his mother, a spinet
was brought into the house Fiom that

moment on, Franz entered a new world,

spending endless hours drawing melodies
from the keyboard
Robert Franz became a student at the

Gymnasium in Halle, where his singing
teacher, Cantor Karl Gottlieb Abela, a

uniquely endowed musician, recognized
his talent Abela gave Franz piano
instruction, at the same time introducing
the young musician to the great oratorios
of Handel and Haydn
Robert Franz, at this time, was devot

ing so much time to music, and so little

to other studies, that he incurred the

disfavor of his father There followed

disputes between father and son, in

which the son vehemently swore that he
would never give up the study of music

Fortunately, a distant relative, Dr
Erich, was a spectator at one of these

quarrels, and interceded for young
Robert The result was that Chnstoph
Franz grumblmgly gave his consent to
a musical career for his son, sending
Robert to Dessau to study under
Fnednch Schneider, a famous musician
of the time
The formulary studies to which

Robert Franz was subjected under
Schneider so irritated him that, in less

than two years, he gave up his studies

and returned to his home m Halle To
Chnstoph Franz this was a definite sign
that his son had failed as a musician
He now insisted that Robert turn to

business

Fortunately, Robert Franz was unable
to procure remunerative employment
during the years that followed He,
therefore, devoted himself to study
philosophy, literature, music These
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ROBERT FRANZ

years brought intellectual maturity to

the young man, preparing him for the

creative life that was awaiting him
An adolescent love-affair turned him

to composition To express his great
love, he composed a group of songs
These, somewhat timidly, he sent to

Leipzig, to the eminent Robert Schu
mann, for criticism. Schumann was
so impressed with the talent of these

songs that not only did he write an
article on Franz in the Neue Zeitschrift,
but he procured a publisher for his

music. Mendelssohn, too, saw these

songs, and wrote a long and effusive

letter to the composer, praising him for

his achievement.

In 1841, Franz became organist of

St. Ulrich Shortly after this, he was

appointed teacher of music at the Uni

versity, and head of the Smgakademie
of Halle (which is still in existence

and which, today, is called the Robert
Franz Smgakademie) He was now
economically independent, able to devote
himself more freely than ever before to

his composition of songs Economic
independence also enabled Franz, in

1846 to make a visit to Vienna, where
he met Franz Liszt who was profoundly
impressed by the talent of the young
composer
In 1848, Franz married Maria

Hinrichs, the daughter of a philosopher,
and a musician and song-composer in

her own right It \\as shortly after

this marriage (one of the few sources

of comfort to the unhappy composer)
that there occurred the tragedy that

darkened his entire life A shrill whistle

of an engine affected his eardrums
For a long period, he was completely
deaf When hearing was, at last,

partially restored, it was discovered that

his ear could no longer catch high
notes, and that it was only a matter of

time before complete deafness would
return

Robert Franz, however, did not

permit this impending tragedy to affect

his musical labors He undertook a

colossal editorial assignment new edi

tions of the music of Bach and Handel
With this he achieved such success that

his name became well known to musi
cians outside of Germany In recogni
tion of this achievement, the King
awarded Franz in 1856, an annual

stipend of two hundred thalers

By 1867, total deafness removed
Franz from all musical activity. His
income thus terminated, he knew the

pinch of poverty for a long period A
committee was formed to find means
with which to support the composer
There followed Robert Franz concerts

thruout Europe On June 28, 1873,
Franz was given a gift of 30,000 thalers

the gift of an entire music-world to

a genius of song which insured him
economic independence for the re

mainder of his life

During his final years, Franz knew
honor and recognition. Halle made him
an honorary citizen. On his seventieth

birthday, messages poured in upon him
from the four corners of the world,
Robert Franz died m Halle on

October 24, 1892
His last year he lived entirely alone

(his wife died in the Spring of 1891),
His hands were almost completely
paralyzed, his voice so thin that it was
almost inaudible, his ears dead to the
outside world. "It was most pathetic/'
wrote the American critic, Henry T,

Finck, who visited the composer m the
summer of 1891, "to see the deaf old

master, shut from the tone-world he
had helped to create, dwelling for
fifteen minutes on the songs of his wife

(of his own he seemed to have no
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thought) \\ith tears repeatedly rolling sincere, simple feeling; not for utter

do\\n his cheeks 'Her picture is in the self-re\ elation but for a dignified
other room did you see it? No? Then presentation of what was artistically
1 must get it'

1

Placing it in my wife's worth presentation, against a back

hands, he exclaimed There, take a ground of reticence and reserve

good look at that* Such a face you will In simplicity, and graciousness of

never see again
1

'"
melody, in musicianly part-writing, and

A contemporary of Robert Franz has m legitimately expressive harmony,
left us a vivid description of the com- Franz is preeminent

"

poser "Lean, fairly tall and sinewy, he In the history of the Lied, Franz's
moved forward with a stoop and with position is an all-important one As
nervous restlessness as if -otherwise he W F Apthorp wrote "He carried

might not reach his goal," wrote the German Lied to its highest known
Theodor Held "His free and slightly pitch of perfection Uniting the purely
receding forehead, his prominent eye- lyric element one finds in such splendor
brows and his long, pointed nose made in Schubert with the wondrously subtle

an impressive combination His blue and mobile expressiveness of every
eyes had a kindly and arched expres- varying shade of emotion that charac-

sion The whole picture was framed by tenzed Schumann, fusing these two ele-

dark, closely brushed hair which did not ments so that their union was absolutely
turn grey until his very last years complete, Franz gave the finishing
Beardless he went thru the world He master touch to the plastic form of the

spoke rapidly, but cleaily, with a slight Ll0d Franz
>

s songs are as truly lyncal
P in the most exact sense of the word, as
Robert Franz was a man of profound Schubert's, at the same time, they are

scholarship, well versed m literature, to the full as emotlonally expressive, as
philosophy and politics By tempera-

picturesquely and poetically suggestive,
ment, he was retiring and diffident He

^ d ft t S h
was highly introspective, a dreamer and ,

^
A ,

pam ng, s c

a recluse Smoking was one of the few
manns

u
And

u
more than hls

>
he ha

f
pleasures m which he indulged

lven th
f
m the st stoutly-organized,

Robert Franz left almost three PUr
f

and ncis
u
e
/ c

rr* k
k
n wn 'n f^

hundred songs Thruout his entire life
wntm

A J r

what Schubert and Schu-

he worked and reworked on his songs
mann <*ld ^ore him

>
Franz brought the

so that even his earliest specimens are natural and logical completion, he

mature fruits of his genius "My Opus crowned the edifice
"

1," he once said, "I consider no better
Pnncipal works by Robert Franz

and no worse than my Opus 53 r T ^ , 119
'

, .
, ,J r CHORAI Psalm 117

,
Choral liturgy, chor-

f

ln examining Franz s songs, wrote alb
, part-songs, etc

Henry T Fmck, "one IS first of all im- An entire library of great songs including

pressed by the reticence, dignity and such famous fader as Dw Lotosblwne, Mut-

ni1ritv nf thpir ctvlp TVipv arp fnip ter> sinff mich *ifr ruh
> Im Rhe^ ^ hedtgen

purity ot their style Ihey are true
st SMe sickerhett Die Widmung, Mane

lyrics expressions of personal feeling am fenster, In memem auge
in simple, well-balanced, musical forms, ,

undisfigured by dramatic episodes, ob-
Aboul Robert Franz

trusive climaxes, or any of those other 7rt
Apthor& ,

W
, ^ w^y d M

1 r 1 r i
Lovers

, Barbak, S E Die Lwder von Robert
devices of less fastidious song-writers Frmur, Fmck, Henry T Songs and Song
which are as abhorrent to true artistic Writers, Pfordten, Hermann von der Rob-

feeling as they are grateful to the *^yMm l tocord X> to M<* I, 19<X> ,

egotism of singers and the sentimentality Musical Quarterly 1 497 October 1915

of listeners He cared primarily, not T .,

for the luxuriance of decoration, but for ^^^ recordm s of muslc b^

structural symmetry and harmony, not
er ^ ranz

for an pmnrmmlirv hnrdennp nn SONGS Rob ert Franss Album, a collection oftor an emotionality Doraenng on
twejnty

_four ce iebrated Lwder (COLUMBIA-
hysteria, but for the calm expression of Wolff)
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Girolamo Frescobaldi 1583-1643

(^IROLAMO FRESCOBALDI,^^ whose contrapuntal genius and abil

ity at the organ have caused more than

one critic to refer to him as the "Italian

Bach/' was born in Ferrara in Septem
ber of 1583, and baptized on the ninth

of that month.

As a boy, studying under Luzzasco
Luzzaschi (an eminent organist of the

time) he disclosed unusual talent for

music. He possessed a striking voice

and an unusual adaptability for the or

gan. As a result, while still a boy, he

was conducted thru the cities of Italy

as a musical progidy, being greeted with

great acclaim.

In 1608, he visited the Netherlands

where he published his first major work,
a book of five-part madrigals which in

creased his prestige greatly Before

long, he was back in Italy, occupying the

post of organist at St. Peter's in Rome.
Altho he was only twenty-five years old

at the time, his fame was so great that,

at his first appearance as organist, more
than thirty thousand people were said to

have come to the church to hear him

perform
Dissatisfied with the meagre compensa

tion he received at St. Peter's, Fresco

baldi took an extended leave of absence,
in 1628. He came to Florence, on an
invitation of the Grand Duke of Tus
cany, Ferdinand II, and for five years
was his private organist. He would

probably have remained in Florence per
manently but for the fact that a plague
and war struck Florence, forcing him
back to Rome.

He was reengaged as organist of St

Peter's, holding this post for the

remainder of his life He acquired the

reputation of being the greatest organist
of his generation It was said of him
that he could play better with his hands
crossed than other organists could with
hands in their natural position. One of

his contemporaries referred to him as

"the marvel of the age
"

That eminent historian, Ambros, wrote

that with Frescobaldi began that great
classical period of organ-playing which
was to reach its culmination one century
later with Johann Sebastian Bach,

GIROLAMO FRESCOBALDI

Girolamo Frescobaldi died in Rome
on March 1, 1643.

He composed prolifically for the organ
ricercan, caprices, toccatas, fugues,

etc "Both his subjects and the manner
in which they are treated are more pro
nouncedly instrumental in character than
those of any of his predecessors," wrote
Cecil Gray "His genius was essentially

diatonic, the natural bent of his mind

strongly traditional and averse to inno
vations which, when they appear in his

music, lack spontaneity and inevitability
"

Frescobaldi was one of the first great

composers of the fugue, a form which
he brought to a high degree of technical

perfection, "Many of these fugues are

upon two, three and even four subjects,"
Charles Burney informs us, "and every
learned artifice of inversion, augmenta
tion, diminution and moto contrario is

used."

Frescobaldi likewise composed music
for the harpsichord and for voice His

printed works were so well known in

his time that they were considered indis-

pensible to every professional musician
not only in Italy but in Germany and
France as well

What distinguished Frescobaldi from
his contemporaries, according to Alfredo

Casella, was, first, the fact that he pro
duced "a truly instrumental music

already free from vocal tyranny/' and,

second, that "the music of these other
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musicians, beautiful though it be, ne\er

offeis a real human inteiest \\hereas

with Fi escobaldi one feels music vitalized

b_y the breath of love humble, but al

ready like a vision of seienit}
"

One of Frescobalch's most distin

guished pupils was the composer Johann
Jakob Froberger, who was sent by Fer
dinand III to Rome expressly to study

organ and composition under this master

Froberger spread Frescobaldi's influence

thru England, France, Germany and
Austria

Principal works by Girolamo Fiesco-

his Vienna po&t, Fioheigu came to

Fiance, \\here he \\as Breath impressed
b\ the lute plaung of Galot and Gautier
It \\as these lute pei fnunances \\hich

decided Froberger to appl) lute technique
to harpsichord pei iormance, thereby be-

ing one of the first to fiee the technique
of harpsichord playing from its bondage
to organ-st\le, and evolving a new type
of harpsichord performance destined to

bring the history of keyboard pla}mg to

new development
In 1662, Frobeiger left for England,

a
J
ourneY which was singularly adven-

turous En loute to Calais, he was

f
tack

?
d ^ highwaymen, who robbed

him oi all his possessions He arrived

at Calais in ragged condition Near the

English coast, the vessel upon which he
was sallm

t

was attacked by pirates

Merger, ^ ^ excellent swim-

per,
evaded captuie by jumping over-

boaid and swimming towards the coast

He was picked up by a fisheiman, who
gave him some dry clothes and a few

pence The remainder of the journey to

London, Froberger made on foot, beg-
gmg foi bread and watei on the way
He arrived, half-starved, shabby and
footsore, without home or friends Pass

ing by Westminster Abbey, he decided
to enter and give thanks to God for his

INSTRUMCNTAL Toccatas, ncercan, parti

tas, correnti, fugues, caprices, etc for organ,
and for harpsichord

VOCAL Madrigals, canzoni, etc

About Girolamo Frescobaldi

Atnbros, August Wilhelm Geschichte der
Musik

, Burney, Charles A General History
of Music, Nef, Karl An Outline of the

History of Music, Ronga, Luigi Girolamo
Frescobaldi

Impoitant recordings of music by
Girolamo Frescobaldi

VOCAL Mia palhda faccia and Non mi
negate (MiA)
ORGAN Toccata for the Elevation (AN

THOLOGY SONORE)

Johann Froberger 1616-1667
,so absoibed in prayer that he did not

TOHANN JAKOB FROBERGER, a leahze how rapidly time was passingJ
pioneer m the development of clavier Before long, Christopher Gibbons, the

music, was bom in Halle, Saxony, on chapel-master of the Abbey (son of the

May 19, 1616 His father, who was great composer, Orlando Gibbons), ap-

chapel-master in Halle from 1599, gave proached him and told him that it was

him his first musical education Young time foi him to go To Fioberger's de-

Froberger made sufficient pi ogress to re- light, he discovered that Gibbons under-

ceive an appointment as court oigamst sto d French, and he explained his

in Vienna in 1637 pathetic plight to the chapel-rrfaster

During this period, a grant of two Sympathetic, Gibbons offered Froberger
hundred florins from the Vienna court employment as a bellows-treader

enabled Fioberger to make a tup to At the mamage of Catherine of Bra-
Rome and study, for four years, undei ganza to Charles II, Gibbons was wi

the great Frescobaldi, the most distm- vited to officiate at the organ Frobergei
guished organist and contrapunist of his was so lost in the music of the organ
time Frescobaldi's influence upon Fro- that he completely forgot, at one passage,

berger was so great that, m all of his to blow the wind, and the music was lost

future organ composition, Froberger in mid-stream Gibbons, infuriated,
never succeeded in freeing himself from cuffed his apprentice vigorously, and
the style of his master stamped angrily out of the organ-

Froberger remained m Vienna until chamber Diiven by a force too potent
1657, attaining a formidable reputation for him, Fioberger passed his fingers
as organist Upon his resignation from lovingly over the keys of the organ
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Befoie long", he foigot completel} \\heie

or who he \\as His magnificent im

provisation struck the admiration of

those bekm One of the laches, who
had been in Vienna, lecogmzed Fiobei-

ger's individual st}le The ne\vs came
to the king that none other than Johann
Jakob Froberger, eminent oiganist and

harpsichordist from Vienna, was pei-

formmg A harpsichoid was hurriedly

summoned, and Froberger was asked to

give a perfoimance He enchanted his

audience so completely that the King
took off a gold chain he was wearing and

hung in about Froberger's neck
For the next few years, Frobergei

was the official haipsichoidist of the

court, a favonte of royahty, one of the

most prominent musicians in England
He became fabulously rich, finally able

to retum to the Continent in gallant

style
The lemaming yeais of his life Fio-

berger spent at the chateau Hencourt
of Sibylla, Duchess Dowager of Wurt-
emberg, who was his patron and admner
Heie he died on May 7

} 1667, attacked

by apoplexy while saying his vesper
prayers The day betore his death, we
are informed by a lettei of the Duchess,
he gave his patron "a piece of gold
wrapped up and sealed, and written on
the envelope that it should be given to

the pastor (of the parish) where he had
chosen a burial place, asking me to

deliver it, and let him be buried in the

church of Bavilhers, also to distribute

alms among the poor, and to give

presents of money to the lower menials
of the chateau

"

Johann Frobeiger composed both for

the organ and the harpsichord It was
m his compositions for the latter mstiu-
ment that he proved his particular im

portance
ff
lf m style, generally, his

organ music shows him to be a followei

of Fiescobaldi/' commented Cecil Gray,
"his compositions for harpsichord, on
the other hand, show him in the iole of

an innovator and pioneer If not actual

ly the inventor of the Suite he was
nevertheless the first to raise it to a high
standard of artistic excellence and even

occasionally to make it the vehicle for

the expression of profound emotions
"

"As a composer," summed up Edmund
van der Straetcn, "Fioberger combined

oiigmahty ot thought with a perfect
masten ovei all the lesources of his ait,

and daimg spirit of innovation, paiticu-

laily \\ilh legal d to the use and tieat-

nient of discoids
"

Principal \voiks by Johann Jakob
Fioberger
INSTRUMENTAL Toccatas, suites, caprices,

canzones, riceran, etc for the organ, and for

the harpsichord

About Johann Jakob Fiobeiger
Bauer, Harold Gicat Compose! s of the

Pa\t (introduction by Richard Aldnch) ,

Beicr, F Uber Johann Jakob Frobergei s

Lebcn
Monthly Musical Record 46 11 January 1,

1916

Giovanni Gabrieh 1557-1612

"The Chinch music of Gabneli, with its

answering choirs and its accompanying
strings and trombones, is to music what
an Assumption of Titian is to painting"

AMBROS

GABRIELI, one of the

outstanding composers of the Vene
tian school of music, was born m Venice
in or about 1557 His early lessons

m music were derived from his

celebrated uncle, Andrea Gabneh,
organist at St Mark's Cathedral From
1575 until 1579, Gabneli remained at the

court of Munich wheie he was a pupil
of the great contrapuntist, Orlando di

Lasso

On January 1, 1585, Giovanni Gabiieh
became first organist at St Mark's

Cathedral, where he gained a reputation,
both as organist and as composer, which

spanned the musical world of the time
Between 1587 and 1597, Gabneli pub
lished his first works, disclosing- his

amazing contrapuntal technique In

1597, the first part of his Sacrae sym-
phomae containing vocal motets for as

many as sixteen voices made an ap
pearance

Something of Gabneh's enormous
prestige as composer may be drawn
from the opinion which some of his

more celebrated pupils held of him
Michael Praetorms, one of the most
learned masters of music of the penod,
speaks in his Syntagma muswum (third
chapter) of Gabneli as "the most emi
nent and most famous of all musicians/'
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trequenth using him ab a model foi

Lomposition Heinnch Schutz, great
German composer, \\as impelled to write

of him
k What a man is Gabrieh' If

antiquity had known him it \\oulcl have

preferred him to Amphion, if the Muses
would wish a spouse, Melpomene could

not have chosen anyone but him, so

gieat was his mastery in song All this

is confirmed by his certain reputation
As for me, I am the first witness of

his reputation, for four years I enjoyed
his instruction to my great advantage

"

Incidentally, it was thru Heinnch Schutz
that Gabneh's influence spread to Ger

many
Discussing Gabneh's contrapuntal art,

L Fmzenhagen has written "One
recognized m his work the richest, the

fullest development of the Venetian
school This music possesses the full

ness of haimonic colors and it also owns
that sweet, and at the same time, lively

play of nuances, which is the singular
chai acteristiL of the Venetian school of

painting
"

Giovanni Gabneh died m Venice m
or about 1612

Almost as significant in the Venetian
school of composers was Giovanni

Gabneh's uncle, Andrea, who was born
m Venice in 1510, and died there in

1586 After being a pupil of Andreas

Willaert, father of the Venetian school,
Andrea Gabneh became a singer in

the chapel of St Mark in 1536, rising

finally to the post of first organist
He composed many distinguished

madrigals, ncercare, motets, Sacrae

cantiones, Cantiones ecclesiasticae, and
Cant^ concerti for six, seven, eight, ten

and sixteen voices

Principal works by Giovanni Gabneh
VOCAL Saciae syinphoniae , madngals, mo

tets, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Sonatas foi various combi

nations, pieces foi organ

About Giovanni Gabrieh

Wintei feld, Kail Georg August Johannes
Gabneh wid sein Zeitalter
Lt Guide Musical 59 273 March 30, 1913

Important recordings of music by
Giovanni Gabneh
CHORAL Benefoetus (GRAMOPHONE) ,

Bem-
,
motet (PARLAPHONE)

Sonata pian c forte (AN-
THOIOGIE SONORE) ,

Rucnan in the tenth

torn, for organ (ANTHOLor.if SONORE) ,
Can-

ZQH (ANTHOLOf.lt SONORE )

Niels Gade 1817-1890

"J^TIELS
WILHELM GADE was born

in Copenhagen on February 22,
1817 He was the son of a maker of

musical instruments
"He received his first instruction in

music/
1

wrote Robert Schuman, "from
one of those ordinary teachers who
everywhere pay regard to mechanical

industry, not to talent, and it is said

that the mentor was not particularly
satisfied with the progress of his pupil

3t

At fifteen, however, Gade received more
professional instruction from Wexschall
and Weyse One year later, he became
a member of the orchestra of the Royal
Opera House where he soon made his

maik as solo violinist

In 1841, he was awarded a prize by
the Copenhagen Musical Union for an
overture entitled Nachklange aus

Ossian, the judges being Louis Spohr
and Friednch Schneider Encouraged,
Gade set to work upon a symphony
which, upon its completion, he sent to

Mendelssohn for criticism "I cannot
resist the wish to address you in order
to tell you what an extraordinary pleas
ure you have given me by your ex
cellent work/' Mendelssohn wrote the

young composer on January 13, 1843
"For a long time past no work has made
a more vivid and beautiful impression
upon me " Two months later, Mendels
sohn wrote Gade another note "Yester

day, your Symphony in C-minor was
performed here for the first time
to the lively and unalloyed pleasure of
the whole public who, after every one
of the four movements, broke out into

the loudest applause After the scherzo,
the people were m a state of real excite

ment, and there was no end to the rejoic

ing and clapping of hands
"

As a result of this success, Gade
received a royal stipend which enabled
him to visit Leipzig, and to come into

personal contact with Mendelssohn and
Schumann, both of whom influenced
him strongly In Leipzig, he became
assistant conductor to Mendelssohn of
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NIELS GADE

the Gewandhaus orchestra, as well as a

member of the faculty of the Royal Con

servatory of Music. Upon Mendels
sohn's death, Gade became permanent
conductor of the Leipzig Gewandhaus,
retaining this post until 1848

He returned to his native city to

become the conductor of the Copenhagen
Musical Union, which had been founded
in 1836 From this time on, he was

intensely active in the musical life of

his country, He directed performances
at the Royal Opera House In 1865,
he was given full charge of the Copen
hagen Conservatory of Music His
work as conductor, teacher and com
poser was fully appreciated by the gov
ernment. In 1872, he was appointed
Commander of the Daneborg; four

years later, the parliament voted him a

yearly pension of 3000 kronen
Between 1862 and 1882, Gade was a

frequent guest-conductor to the im

portant orchestras m Germany, Austria,

Holland, France and England, His
eminence with the baton was recognized
by Germany in 1882 when he received
the Prussian order Pour le merite,

Niels Wilhelm Gade died in Copen
hagen on December 21, 1890

"Cade's musical activities/' wrote
Cornelius Rybner, "may be divided into

two periods, the first of which may be
called the weightier of the two, Dur
ing the Oman period, he composed those

of his works that have contributed most
to the national element in Scandinavian

music, and have for all times secured
him a place in the hearts of his o\\n

people and by his treatment of that very
element shown the world the beauty of

that folk-lore of the north at the hands
of a great sculptor
"The splendid means of instrumenta

tion at his command gives to his

orchestral works a certain elusive beauty
of coloring that seems to have its roots

in the very heart of his country and
which has ever since haunted the music
of all Scandinavians Thru his friend

ship for both Mendelssohn and Schu
mann, a new element creeps into his

music, that of the German school of

Romanticism, and he now reaches his

second period
"

Because of the strong influence which
Mendelssohn and Schumann exerted

upon him, many critics have failed to

perceive the national qualities of Gade's
music. It would be a great mistake,
however, to call Gade a "decided

Germamsl/' as Sir Charles Villiers Stan
ford and Cecil Forsyth have done in

their history of music Gade was,
indeed, strongly affected by Scandina
vian folk-song and poetry, and his music
reveals marked Scandinavian tendencies
"The beautiful bizarnes of his orchestra
tion give one many a passing mental

glimpse of the fjeld and the fjord/'
wrote William Saunders, "while with the
charm and delicacy of line and color, so
characteristic of his larger works, there
is much that is reminiscent of the calm
yet not unjoyous life of the villagers and
peasantry of these northern climes

"

Principal works by Niels Gade
OPERA Marietta.

CHORAL Comala, Fnihhngsfaiikasie ; Elver-
skud\ Die heilige Nacht, Kalamts

, Zlon\ Die
Kreusfahrcr , Gefion ; Psyche ,

Der Strom
;

part songs, etc

ORCHESTRA Nachklangc aits Ossian; Ei#bt
symphonies; 1m Hochland; Hamlet; Michael-
angelo; Two suites, Four novellettcn (for
strings) ; Concerto for violin and orchestra.

CHAMBER Music String octet, String sex
tet

; String quintet ; Piano trio
, Four sonatas

for violin and piano, etc

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

About Niels Gade:

Behrend, William, Niels Wilhelm Gade ,

Blaze de Bury, Ang6 Henri, La Musique
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dans Ic Xord
, Ferns, George F Great Ger

man Composers
Monthly Musical Record 13 3 January 1,

1883, MIUMC Teacher 8 3Q9 Tuly 1930, Musical

Quarterly 3 115 April 1917

Important recordings of music by
Niels Gade*

CHAMBER Music Trio (COLUMBIA)
SONGS Agnete og Havmanden (GRAMO

PHONE) , Agnetes Vuggvise (GRAMOPHONE) ,

Knud Lavard (GRAMOPHONE)

Baldassare Galuppi 1706-1785

"Brave Galuppi ' That was music ' good
alike at grave and gay '

"I can always leave off talking when I

hear a master play" ROBERT BROWNING

lALDASSARE GALUPPI was born

on the island of Burano, on October

18, 1706. His father, a barber, played
the violin sufficiently well to enable him
to procure engagements in theatre

orchestras
;

it was he who gave
Baldassare Galuppi his first instruction

in music
In 1722, Galuppi went to Venice,

where he earned his living by playing
the organ in several small churches At
the same time altho he was still tin-

schooled in the technique of composition
he produced his first opera, La Fede

neH'incostansa, which was greeted with

hissing and malicious jeers This recep
tion of his first work so disappointed
him that he firmly determined to give

up all thought of music and to become
a barber

Fortunately, at this time he met the

celebrated Venetian musician, Marcello,
who felt confident of Galuppi' s talent

and urged him to continue his music
studies at the Conservatory degh
Tncurabih For three years Galuppi
studied under Lotti, becoming one of the

master's most highly esteemed pupils
The schooling completed, Galuppi com

posed a second opera, Donnda, which
was performed at Saint-Angelo Theatre
in 1729. This time his work was greeted
with enthusiasm and ovations

From 1729 on, Galuppi composed a

long series of operas (some of them on
librettos by Goldoni) which were per
formed in the principal theatres of Italy,

bringing him great fame. Such operas
as Scipione in Cwrtagine and Enrico

were presented in England where their

appeal was no less marked, and \\here

as Charles Burney pointed out the\

influenced an entire school of English
operatic composers.

In 1748, Galuppi became assistant

chapel-master at St. Mark's Cathedral in

Venice, rising to full chapel-mastership
in 1762. Four years later, Catherine II

invited Galuppi to Russia to present his

operas there, offering him the substantial

salary of 4,000 rubles and free lodging
and carriage. Galuppi's first opera in

Russia, Didone, pleased Catherine so

intensely that the following morning she

sent the composer a gift of a golden
snuffbox studded with diamonds

Galuppi was back m Venice in 1768
For the remainder of his life he was
active both as a composer of operas and
church music, and as a director of the

Conservatory degli Incurabili (to which

post he had been appointed in 1762),

bringing that institution to great promi
nence

Baldassare Galuppi died in Venice on

January 3, 1785 He has been described

by one critic as follows : "He was very
slender, with small face full of intelli

gence His conversation sparkled with

wit His manners were distinguished,
and he had a love o f all the arts

,
he

owned some magnificent canvases by
Veronese. His character was esteemed

no less than his talents; he had a

BALDASSARE GALUPPI
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numerous family and Irved a quiet, and which he was not successful Burney

respectable life" informs us "he \\as soon discovered to

To Charles Burney, Gaiuppi once be so wild and unsteady a timist that

defined good music as "beauty, limpidity instead of regulating and conducting the

and good modulation
"

band, he threw it into confusion
"

Here,

Galuppi's fame rests principally with he was a pupil of Alessandro Star atti

his comic -operas (the most popular of in composition
which was // Filosofo di campagna) Gemmiani went to England in 1714,

which, for a long time, enjoyed great where he succeeded in gaining several

vogue thruout Europe, and exerted a powerful patrons whose influence

strong influence on the development of brought him great prestige and popu-
German comic opera The music of lanty He was invited to play in Court,

Gaiuppi, Fetis wrote, "does not glisten and consented to do so only when
with harmonic color, but with a sus- Handel agreed to accompany him
tamed gaiety, an indefatigable verve For the next few years? Gemmiani
The graceful forms of his song have was a fasnionable teacher of the violin

brought him a fame which, for a long and a favorite virtuoso, though his ap-
tune, resisted the caprices of fashion

pearances on the concert stage were few
It has never been ascertained precise- and far between Tt \\as at this time

ly which toccata of Gaiuppi Browning lhat he firsl turned serlously to composi-
had m mind when he wrote his poem,

tlorij pubhshmg, in 1716, Twelve solos
entitled To a Toccata of Gaiuppi for mohrif bass and ]iarpsicjwr({ Con-

Prmcipal works by Baldassare cernmg this work, Burney wrote

Gaiuppi
ff

Though few could play them, yet all

OPERA Supwnc in Caitagtne, Em no, the professors allowed them to be still

Didone , Ifigema in Taunde
,

II Filowfo di more masterful and elaborate than those

campagna, etc o f Corelli
"

CHORAL Three dramatic cantatas, Twenty por the next nine years, Gemmiani
01^

t
.
on

1

os
'

,
etc

f was -occupied in various endeavors He
Works for the hai psichord, foi organ, fen

,

r
, ,

-,

violoncello etc was no^ onv an industrious teacher and

A , /-n T j r- i composer, but he also pi epared a stand-
About Baldassare Gaiuppi afd Qok

'

on ylohn pl

p
,

F
and an d

Fetis, F J Biographu Vmvtrsettt des and edited several Corelli concei tos, pub-IflUtblL'lSflS

hshed by subscription But music alone
Important

^

recoi dings of music by did not absorb his efforts At this time
Baldassaie Gaiuppi jie hkewise became a picture-dealer
INSTRUMENTAL Sonata, "Gigue" (COLUM- (Gemmiani frequently said that he loved

'** '* S nata
'

"
Allegr

"
(GRAM "

Pamttng far more than music) with

disastrous results He suffered such

T7 <-* ISTJ n/* financial losses that he incurred bank-
Jbrancesco (jremmiani 1674-1762 , i , , TT ,

rttptcy and was incarcerated His pupil
RANCESCO XAVIER GEMINI- and patron, Lord Essex, extricated him

AN I, one of the important disciples
f*"om prison

of Corelli both as composer and as In 1727, Gemimani was offetecl an im-

viohmst, was born m Lucca in or about portant position as Master of Music of

1674 His first teachei in music was the State of Ireland, which he refused
Carlo Ambrogio Lunati (known as 'The perfunctorily when he leainecl that, io

Hunchback"), who gave him a compe- gam it, he would have to i enounce his

tent introduction to violin-playing Roman Catholicism Instead, he turned
Further instruction followed m Rome with renewed industry to the playing
under Gorelh of the violin and to composition In

In 1706, Gemmiani returned to Lucca, 1731, he gave a series of twenty concert
and for three years he held the position which were highly successful, in 1733 he
of violinist m the Signona orchestra went to Dublin where he opened up his

Tn 1711, he came to Naples to become own concert-hall "The Gernmiam
leader of an orchestra, a position in Great Room" where he gave concerts

"F^
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that attracted large audiences During
this period, too, he published two sets of
Concerti grossi in which he brought the

form, first integrated and solidified by
his master Corelh, to m-ore plastic

development This publication, wrote

Burney, placed Gemmiani "at the head
of all masters then working in this

species of composition
"

Between 1737 and 1740, Geminiam
concertized extensively in Dublin
Three years later, his Six concertos and
the Pieces de clavecin saw publication

In 1748, Geminiam produced his

monumental Art of violin playing This
was the first book of its "kind ever

written, preceding a similar thesis pub
lished by Leopold Mozart (the father of
the great composer) by several years
This pedagogical treatise handed down
to posterity the principles of violin

playing as established by Corelli In

many respects, this work is surprisingly
modern in technique
The remaining years of Gemmiani 3

s

life were active For a short period,
he lived m Paris where he brought out
a new edition of solo violin sonatas
Then he went to Ireland as violin
teacher During these years, his energy
was absorbed by his creative work,
pedagogy and the writing of treatises on
violin playing

Francesco Gemmiani died in Dublin
on September 17, 1762 It has been said
that his death was brought about pre
maturely by the grief caused by the loss

of one of his manuscripts on playing
the violin, stolen from his home

"Though he had more variety of
modulation and more skill in diversify
ing his parts than Corelli, his melody
was even inferior, and there is frequent
ly an irregularity in his measures and

phraseology, and a confusion in the

effects of the whole/' was Charles

Burney's comment on Geimmani's music,

There could be no doubt that Gemi-
ntam's influence upon the history of

violin playing, and upon the develop
ment of the concerto form, was far-

reaching. Wrote Edmund van cler

Siraeten: "He was undoubtedly one of
the greatest, if not the greatest violinist

of his time, who had enlarged in many
ways the resources of his instrument,

FRANCESCO GEMINIANI

as his concertos and sonatas clearly
show. He also extended the sonata
form which is more developed and freer

in form, even if that often lacks the

clearness and beautiful symmetry of the

work of his master Corelli Burney
and many great musicians have pointed
out his want of originality and weak
ness in harmonic treatment, but those

who have the courage to judge for them
selves will find many beautiful melodies
in his slow movements, and the most

delightful dance movements, while some
of his allegros are likewise attractive

He was a master of the instrumental

fugue
"

Gemini ani's theoretical works in

cluded' Rules for playing in a true

taste on the violin, Guida armomca, The
Art of accompaniment, The Art of play

ing the guitar. Treatise on good taste,

and The Art of violin playing

Principal works by Francesco Geim-
niani

ORCHESTRA Concert! grossi

Solos for violin
t

solos for violoncello ,

sonatas for violin
,
trios

, pieces for the harp
sichord, etc

About Francesco Gemlniani

Burney, Charles A General History* of
Music, Straeten, Edmund van der The His

tory of the Violin

Strad 40 348 November 1929, Westminster
ne 5 174 April 1777
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Important recordings of music by
Francesco Geminiani

INSTRUMENTAL Sicilano (GRAMOPHONE-
Busch) ,

Gavotte (COLUMBIA) ,
Andante (Co-

LUMBI \)

Edward German 1862-1936

(See Composers Of Today]

Carlo Gesualdo 1560-1614

of the foremost madngalists of

the Renaissance was Carlo Gesualdo,
Prince of Venosa, born in Naples in or

about 1560. The descendant of one of

the oldest and most distinguished princely
houses of Naples, Carlo Gesualdo moved
in surroundings of splendor from earli

est childhood

He was permitted by his parents to

indulge in musical diversions He be

came a pupil of Pomponio Nenna of

Bari, a famous teacher and madrigalist,
who gave him a thorough training in

composition and m the playing of the

lute

As a young man, Gesualdo became

chapel-master of Scuola Napoletana,
where he gamed great recognition for

his musical talent At the same lime, he

was known to have been one of the most
influential musical patrons in Naples

*

He maintained large staffs of composers,

singers and instrumentalists at his court.

During Easter of 1588, Carlo Gesualdo
became acquainted with the great poet,

Torquato Tasso Tasso soon became
one of his closest friends, and wrote

many of the poems which Gesualdo set

to music,

At the age of twenty-five, the Prince

married the beautiful Donna Maria

d'Avalos, also a member of a powerful
Neapolitan family, who, despite her

youth, had already been married twice,

both of her husbands having died mys
teriously. Two years later, Gesualdo's

uncle tried to have an affair with the

beautiful Maria Frustrated, he brought
the Prince the news that Maria was an
unfaithful wife who, at that very time,

was having an affair with a young Duke.

Prince Gesualdo was skeptical until in

controvertible evidence removed all pos
sible doubt. He had both his wife and
her lover killed, and ordered that their

CARLO GESUALDO

naked bodies be flung upon the steps of

the palace, not to be removed upon
the penalty of death for several days.

This incident has been frequently
borrowed by story-writers It makes its

appearance in Anatole France's Le Pmts
de Sainte-Claire, and in Brantome's cele

brated Les Vies des Dames Galantes.

It may have been that the Prince was

eager to escape from the scene of this

sordid tragedy or, as so many other

historians maintain, from the avenging
hands of Maria's family. At any rate,

shortly following this incident, the Prince

undertook a long journey. He settled

finally, in 1594, in Ferrara (which
boasted of one of the most musical

courts in all of Italy) where he rented

a spacious palace, and married once

again It was at this time that, partially
to express some of the misery he felt,

he turned to the composition of mad
rigals.

Gesualdo did not return to Naples until

the end of the century, when he estab

lished there a musical academy. He died

in the city of his birth in 1614

Gesualdo's fame as a composer rests

upon six books of madrigals which were

published between 1594 and 1626. "The

distinguishing excellences of the compo
sition of this admirable author," wrote
Sir John Hawkins, "are fine contriv

ances, original harmony and the sweetest

modulations conceivable/'
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What specifically characterized Gesu
aldo 's madrigals was their harmonic in

dependence (Gesualdo emancipated him
self completely from modal harmonies),
their sense of balance of form, their

brilliant contrapuntal writing and par
ticular felicitousness in giving tonal ex

pression to every shade, emotion and
sentiment of the words

"Gesualdo was a composer of extraor

dinary genius," wrote Philip Heseltme,
"whose works , still hue in the fullest

sense of the word as vivid and passionate
exclamations of the human souL

"While Pen and Monteverdi were

bringing to birth that new vehicle of ex

pression which was to become opera,

Gesualdo, without the aid of action and
a theatre, was dramatizing the emotions

themselves and his contribution to the

first period of dramatic music was no
less important than theirs

"

Principal works by Carlo Gesualdo *

VOCAL Six books of madrigals, Sacrae
cautioner (for 5, 6 and 7 voices)

About Carlo Gesualdo

Gray, Cecil and Heseltme, Philip Carlo

Gesualdo, Prince of Vcnosa, Musician and
Murderer] Kemer, Ferdinand Die Madngale
Gesualdo$ von Veno^a

Important recordings of music by
Carlo Gesualdo

VOCAL Io Taccro (BRUNSWICK) , Resti di

damn noia (PARLAPHONE)

Orlando Gibbons 1583-1625

QRLANDO GIBBONS, one of the
^^^ most distinguished composers of the

Elizabethan period, was born in Cam
bridge, in or about 1583, His ancestors

were of yeoman stock His father, who
was a musician, introduced him to music.

In February of 1596, Gibbons became
a chorister at King's College He was

highly talented, acquiring a great repu
tation as organist Tn 1604, he received

an appointment as organist of Chapel

Royal, a remarkable achievement for one

so young, He held this position until

the end of his life, and was recognized
as one of the greatest organists in Eng
land

In 1606, Gibbons received his baccalau

reate from Oxford. In the same year,
he was married to Elizabeth Patten,

In 1611, he made his first appearance as

a composer, when six of his virginal

pieces appeared in the collection, entitled

Parthcma, together with compositions by
Byrd and Bull Of these virginal pieces,
the most remarkable was the Fantasia of

four parts. One year later, Gibbons

published his book of madrigals

"Among these madrigals . are many
of the finest specimens of that beautiful

form in which the art of polyphonic
vocal music seems to have reached its

highest point,'
3

wrote JL A Fuller -Mait-

land These included The Silver swan,
What u our life, Ah! Dear Heart, Fair

is the rose, etc

In 1622, Gibbons received his doctor

ate from Oxford. Three years later, he

was invited by Charles I to Canterbury
to prepare the music for the festivities

held in honor of Henrietta Maria. Here
he suffered an apopleptic stroke He
died on June 5 of 1625, and was buried

in Canterbury Cathedral

Perhaps the most distinguishing trait

of Gibbons' music is its variety of style
"There is in Gibbons/

1 we are informed

by E H Fellowes,
ff

a diversity of char

acter, a variableness of intention which

distinguishes him from his forerunners/'

"Though he never reaches the same

depths of etherealizecl tenderness and

mystic sublimity as Byrd," wrote Ernest

Walker, "he has perhaps more variety
of style, and his easy mastery over all

OEILANDO GIBBONS
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his material enabled him to succeed

brilliantly in anything he touched
>J

Gibbons not only composed madrigals
and music for the vngmal, but he was
also a great composer of Church Music

(psalms, preces, services, anthems,

hymns, etc ) His output likewise in

cluded instrumental works for tuo, quar
tet and six instruments Casting a

cutical glance ovei Gibbons' entire pro

duction, W H Hadow generalized as

follows "His prevailing tone is grave
and solemn, as though with him the mad

rigal caught some echo fiom the Church

service, he has keen feeling foi expres
sive melody and harmonic beauty of

sound "

Orlando Gibbons had thiee sons and
foui daughters Of these the most cele

brated was Chnstophei Gibbons, later

organist of Westminster Abbey, who
featured in a famous anecdote connected

with the life of Johann Frobeiger

Principal works by Orlando Gibbons

CHORAL Madrigals , psalms ,
anthems

,

hymns, pieces, services, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Pieces foi the vngmal ,

Fantasias for string tuo, Galhard, Fantasias
for string quartet ,

Fantasias for six strings,
etc

About Oilando Gibbons

Fellowes, Edmund Hoi ace Orlando Gib

bons, A Shoit Account of His Life and

Works, Glyn, Margaret H About Eliza

bethan Virginal Music and Its Composers
Chestenan 6 177 May 1925

Important lecordings of music by
Oilando Gibbons

CHORAL The Silver swan (ROYCRorr-Eng
lish Singers), Ah 1 Dear heait (COLUMBIA),
Hosanna to the Son of David (COLUMBIA) ,

Nunc dimittis (COLUMBIA)

Henry F. Gilbert 1868-1928

JLJENRY FRANKLIN BELKNAP
GILBERT, one of the most signifi

cant of native American composers,
was born m Somerville, Massachusetts,
on September 26, 1868 Both his

parents were musical His father played
the organ and, m Gilbert's own words,
"manufactured hymns" , his mother sang
solos In chuich

As a child, Gilbert heard Ole Bull, the
famous violinist, m a concert He was
so touched by the music that he deter

mined to become a violinist His grand
father manufactured a violin for him
from a cigar-box Upon this, young
Gilbert practised mdefatigably until he

acquired an almost supple technique
Other instruction was procured from
local tutors On i caching early man
hood, his ambition reached partial ful

fillment when he secured a position play

ing the violin in hotel orchestras and

theatres in Massachusetts and Florida

In 1888, Edward Macdowell, the cele

brated American composei, returned

from his musical triumphs in Europe
to join the faculty of the New England
Conservatory of Music By this time,

Gilbeit had fully determined to pursue
the study of music industriously He
became Macdowell's first pupil m com

position For three years, Gilbeit

studied under Macdowell, acquiring

solidity in his technique At the same

tune, the study of the vrolm was pursued
under Emil Mollenhauer

Financial difficulties compelled him to

surrender all thoughts of music, m 1892,
for the sake of business For the next

ten years, he was employed first m the

punting fiim of his uncle, F H Gilson,
then in the music-publishing house of

C C Birchard Only his leisure hours

could be devoted to music

During this time, Gilbert first became
a devoted enthusiast of American folk

music, which he was later to attempt to

embody in his creative work In 1901,

he was a vital figure in the movement

sponsored by the Wa-Wan Press to

spread propaganda for Indian and

Negro folk music
Late in 1901, Gilbert who, thruout

his life, had been an idealistic democrat
heard that Gustav Charpentier, the

French composer, had composed a

proletarian opera entitled Louise With
out hesitation, Gilbert gatheied his

meagre savings, resigned from his posi

tion, and boarded a cattle-boat for

France His first heaiing of Louise

convinced him of one truth , He would
henceforth devote himself completely to

musical composition

Typhoid struck Gilbert in Pans
Broken in health, he returned to

America to begin creative work, He
rented a barn near Cambridge, and

refusing to be dismayed by the stinging
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poverty that was facing him he hurled
himself into the work of composition
with passionate abandon.
From the very first, he attempted to

compose indigenous American music.
He believed strongly in American folk

songs, and felt that they deserved artistic

treatment. Thus, thruout his life, he
built his most famous works on native

Negro melodies, Indian themes or

popular folk music drawn from the
storehouse of America's past
His very first major symphonic work,

Amencanesque, was based upon three
minstrel tunes "Without inquiring too

closely into their origin/' explained
Gilbert at the time, "I have tried to
bind together a few scraps into an art
form very much in the manner of
Edvard Grieg and the folk music of

Norway
"

In 1906, his declining health com
pelled him to summon physicians They
found that, as a result -of his former
typhoid, he had a heart condition which
no one had been known to survive

beyond the thirty-sixth year The
physicians strongly urged Gilbert to give
up all work, expressing the hope that,
with sufficient quiet, rest and leisure,
he might live for another few, counted
years.

However, he defied not only the
advice of his physicians, but their predic
tion as well Notwithstanding the fact
that he plunged himself more deeply
than ever before in work, he did not die
in a few years but to the amazement of
the medical world lingered on for more
than two decades longer

In 1911, Gilbert produced the first

work to bring him fame as a composer,
the Comedy overture on Negro themes,
performed in Boston and New York
with great acclaim This, in many re

spects, is one of his strongest works
"It is characteristic in every measure
of the composer/' wrote Olm Downes,
"and it is a substantial justification of
his theories and practices Those
who analyze the thematic material of the

Comedy overture will find that the
thematic material as well as its develop
ment appears as the very fabric of the

composer's thought ... In its rhythmical
impulse born of the fragment of the

Spiritual, its shrewd wit, its infectious

HENRY F GILBERT

laughter, it announces itself as a piece
of craft which could have come from
nowhere but America

"

Gilbert solidified his position as one
of the most important of native Ameri
can composers with the Negro rhapsody
(given its first performance at the Nor
folk Festival m 1913) and the sym
phonic prologue Riders to the sea (intro
duced at the Peterboro Festival m
1915). In 1918, he attained new impor
tance when the Metropolitan Opera
House gave the premiere of his The
Dance in Place Congo, a symphonic
ballet based on Creole themes from
Louisiana

In 1927, Henry F Gilbert was
selected as one of two American com
posers to represent this country at the
International Music Festival in Frank
furt. Altho his health was so broken
that it was believed he was on death's

threshhold, Gilbert insisted upon going
to Europe. He had to be carried aboard

ship. But he lived not only to fulfill his

commission but to return to America.
Gilbert died at his home near Cam

bridge on May 19, 1928. His last

works, Nocturne and Symphonic piece,
had been performed by the Boston Sym
phony Orchestra before his death,

Henry F Gilbert, who looked very
much the Bohemian, was a familiar

figure at symphony concerts in Boston.
He was easily recognizable by his long,
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flowing hair, his bronze complexion, his Alexander Glazunov 1865-1935

Indian profile, and his ever-present pipe (See Composers Of Today]
"His eyes had a glint of humor/' Isaac

Goldberg has written in description

"They were watery blue, as bland as Michael Glinka 1804-1857

his voice There was no compromise in RE h f Russian mwic
his nose, it came down straight over a I J

. {

strange, wide mouth His lips, from
,

be said to have begun officially with

their lines alone, should have made a Midiael Glinka, its tirst great composei

scowl, yet despite their droop they
Michael Ivanovich Glinka was born m

usually produced the effect of a genial
Novospasskoi in he goveinment of

but watchful smile" Smolensk, on June 1, 1804 His father,

Although Gilbert's music is only uifre-
a prospeious landed piopnetor, was a re-

quently performed m our symphony con- lired mmY captain

certs today, its importance in the history The two qualities which distinguished

of our cultural development was formi- Glinka fiom othei childien weie his

dable However it is the opinion of unusual neivousness (which frequently

Isaac Goldberg that "greater than the made him violently ill) and his extra-

legacy of scores will be the rare example ordinary love for music Evetythmg
of this man's integrity He was one of musical had a paiticulai appeal foi him

the last true New Englanders, in whom He delighted in the sounds of bells,

the lebel, the philosophic anarchist, the whose music he attempted to reproduce

spiritual aristocrat, burned brightly amid by beating together two copper bowls

the damp daikness of a vanished leader- The musical services at the chuich weie

ship He was a Thoreau in tone His- a source of endless fascination to him

loncally, he appeared to have come too He would also sit spellbound whenever

late A genuinely national composer, he heard his uncle's pnvatc oichestia

indeed, may have to retrace some of the peifoim It is illuminating to point out

ground that Gilbert covered, and may that, even as a child, Glinka manifested

discover that Gilbert came early after an exceptional love foi folk-music

all His Americanism was an oigamc In 1817, Glinka was em oiled m a

phase of his sincerity, his independence, school at St Petersburg which was at-

his wholeness, these qualities represent, tended only by children of nobility

perhaps, his chief meaning for those Here he revealed himself to be an extia-

who are to follow
"

ordinal y student He made rapid pio-

Henry F Gilbert has likewise distm- gress in languages, acquiring a masteiy
guished himself for his critical writings of Latin, French, German, English and
on music which were featured, during Persian, and showed equal adaptability
the later years of his life, m outstanding for the sciences In music, of course,
musical journals He was also a lee- he made even more sweeping progress
turer at Harvard m 1917-1918 He developed his piano technique undei

TV , 1 u TT T- r* it, i John Field, and acquired the rudiments
Principal works by Henry F Gilbert of ylolm u fr^m Bohm Tn m2}
ORCHESTRA Amencanesqne Comedy over- he penetrated more deeply into musical

tute on Negio themes. Lhrce American j. * i i r *\

damc^ Negjo rhapsody
'

Riders to the sea, activity by beginning composition for the

Suite foi chamber orchestra, Symphonic nist time, producing a set of five waltzes

piece ,
Noctume for the piano

BALLEL The Dance m Place Congo His intense concentration on study
CHORAL To Awenca

,
Six Indian sketches bi ought about a neivous breakdown

(for chorus and orchestra), Salammoos m- T too? /*M. 1 * * ^ r*

vocation to Tamth (for soprano and orches-
In

t

182^ GImka went to the Caucasus to

tra)
take the cure of the waters On le-

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc turning to his falhei's home from his

About Henry F Gilbert vacation, he indulged m the study of

TT 1 T 1 rn ! ^ ,
music moie industriously than befoie

yiWar
' J American

Harmony and orchestration he acquned
American Mercwy IS 331 November 1928,

from text-books He would frequently
Jtfusical Quarterly 4 23 January 1918 borrow his uncle's orchestra and re-
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hearse with them masterpieces of orches
tral music \vith which he \vas unfamiliar

However, he had not as yet determined
to adopt music as a life profession In

1824, lie entered the Civil Service, m
the department of the Minister of Ways
and Communications For several

years, Glinka was a slave to his desk

Then, feeling with increasing conviction

that he \\as meant to be a musician, he

suddenly resigned his post He became
affiliated with a group of ^oung dilet

tantes who instilled into him further en
thusiasm and zest for art He was now
convinced that he had found his proper
sphere
He was too dissatisfied with his tech

nical equipment to indulge in intensive

composition In 1830, theiefore, he
traveled to Italy to continue studying
For one year, he remained in Milan,

studying under Basili, director of the

Conservatory From Milan lie went to

Naples, and from theie to Beihn It

was in Beihn that it first occuired to him
to devote his art to the expression of
his countiy's temperament

''Home
sickness/

1

he later wrote m his Memoirs,
"led me little by little to write Russian
music "

And, in a letter which he wrote
to a friend at this time, Glinka further

elaboiated upon his ideal
fc

My most
earnest desire is to compose music which
would make all my beloved fellow-

countiymen feel quite at home, and lead

no one to allege that I strutted about in

borrowed plumes
"

Returning to St Petersburg, Glinka
associated himself with prominent poets
and men of letters of the time (including
Pushkin and Gogol) In listening to

their discussions on national poetry, he
clarified his own views on national music
For a long tune, he yearned to compose
an opera, an opera that would speak of

Russia He found a suitable libretto in

A Life for the Tsar Plunging into the

task of composing his first opeia, he
worked with industry and zest It was
finally presented in the Imperial Theatre
at St Petersbuig on November 27, 1836

"There appears to be very little m the

score of A Life for the Tsar" comments
M D Calvocoressi, "which differs m any
particular from the conventionalities of

grand opera Some of the music is fine

in spint as well as workmanship, and a

few passages are of epic giandeur Yet
it ib m vain that one seeks in it evidences
of prophetic originality and highly im
aginative beauty of Glinka's second

opera, Russian und Ludmilla What re

mains a subject for \\onder is Glinka's

consummate skill, the purity and ease
that characterize his utterances He
was a born orchestrator

,
but the

extent of experience which A Life for
the Tsar, the first attempt of a prac
tically self-taught composer reveals is

marvelous
"

A Life for the Tsar enjoyed only a
moderate success There were many
who misunderstood Glinka's ideal and
who called it "coachmen music" because
it utilized popular folk-material To
others, however, it appeared to be a full

and rich voice of Russia Prosper
Mermiee wrote of this opera, m 1840

"Poetically as well as musically, it is a
faithful account of all that Russia has
suffeied and sung In it are to be dis

covered her love and her hate, her lamen
tations and rejoicing, her gloomy nights
and her radiant dawns It is more than

opeia, it is a national epic"
Shortly after the pioduction of A Life

for the Tsar, Glinka was appointed
choial director of the Imperial Chapel
In this capacity, he took fiequent trips
to Finland and Little Russia to find

new singers for his chorus Duiing this

time, his mind was busily revolving plans
for a new opera, an opera even more
Russian m spirit and message than A
Life for the Tsar, an opera that would
bring his national ideals to an even more
successful consummation than his first

opera had done

Utilizing a poem of Pushkin for his

text, Glinka composed Russian und
Ludmilla, first performed m St Peters

burg on November 27, 1842
"Russian und Ludmilla" wiote C6sar

Cm,
f(

is the product of a mature talenl

that has reached the final stages of

development Regarded as absolute

music, Russian is a work of the first

rank, and from this point of view it

will bear comparison wxth the great
opeiatic mastei pieces In it, Glinka
marked out new paths and opened up
horizons undi earned of before his time"

It cannot be said that Russian und
Ludmilla realized at first the success it
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deserved It peered loo fearlessly into

the future, was too much ahead of its

time to be fully comprehended by its

contemporaries. However, when Russ
ian was revived in 1859, it achieved an

almost unprecedented acclaim Since

that time it has been generally recognized
as one of the greatest operas created in

Russia, the father of all Russian operas
The last years of Glinka's life were

spent in extensive travel He visited

France, Spain, Poland and Germany,
coming into close contact with their mu
sical life, and spreading in these coun

tries propaganda for native Russian

music. The outbreak of the Crimean
War brought him back to St. Petersburg,
where he attempted to compose a third

opera Finding his former enthusiasm

gone, he turned instead to Church music.

In 1856, he went for a short trip to

Berlin for the purpose of studying
Western Church music On February
15, on returning from a concert, he had
a sudden seizure and died early the

following morning He was buried in

Berlin, bttt a few months later his body
was disinterred and taken to St.

Petersburg, It rests today in the ceme

tery of the Alexander Nevesky Monas

tery.

As a personality, Glinka true to the

tradition of the Russian aristocrat was
vain, intolerant, self-centered, impatient
of criticism and fond of pomp and dis

play His sister, Mine Ludimlla Shesta-

kov, has given us a personal glimpse of

the composer in her Memoirs. "My
brother/' she wrote, "had an innocently

childlike, tender, delicate, affectionate

nature He was certainly a little cap
ricious, and was spoilt, he had to have

everything his own way. Still if he had
his faults, he made haste to recognize
them and redress them He never for

got a good turn or a good action.

Nothing disturbed his good nature,

neither family disputes nor the conver

sations at the clubs where he happened
to be One cannot exactly say that he
was unmethodical, but he was unable to

conduct his own affairs
, anything in the

nature of household matters was particu

larly distasteful to him His faults were
excessive susceptibility and distrust He
dreaded death to such an extent that he
took the most ridiculous precautions

against it, and avoided everything, no
matter how trivial, which he thought
might possibly be harmful The slight
est indisposition terrified him, as though
it were a disaster. He treated himself

on homeopathic lines, and always kept in

the house a small medicine chest contain

ing the most necessary remedies He
followed von Hahnemann's principles in

avoiding scents and smells, more especi

ally camphor, which he looked upon as

a poison Spices and aromatic articles

were banished from the table, at least

he imagined they were As a matter of

fact, the cook did not hesitate to use

them in dishes which she sent up for

family consumption One day, Glinka
found a leaf of bay in his soup. Putting
it on to the edge of the plate, he re

marked: 'I dislike bay-leaves, either on

my head or in my soup/
"

Hector Berlioz has analyzed Glinka's

style of composition as follows :

t(

Glin
ka's talent is essentially supple and
varied. His style has the rare advantage
of being able to adapt itself, at the de
sire of the composer, to the exigencies
and character of the subject treated.

Glinka can be simple and even naive
without ever condescending to employ a

vulgar phrase. His melodies take un

expected turns, and are built on periods
which charm by their very strangeness.
He is a great harmonist, and uses the

instruments with a care and an acquaint-
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ance \\ith then must intimate lesouices,

which make his orchestia one of the

most novel and vivacious modem orches-

tias that one can hear"
"His claim to immortaht} ," summed

up M Montagu-Nathan, "must rest upon
his having unified the experience and
aims of earlier and lesser composers in

the accomplishment of his single pur

pose, that of placing Russian musical

nationality on a fiim basis
"

Principal works by Michael Ivanovich

Glinka

OPER\ A Life for the T^ai
,
Russian untl

Ludmilla

ORCHESTRA Tarantella, Kamannskaya,
Iota Aiagoncse ,

A Summer night in Madrid,
music foi Pniuc Kholmsky

Songs, pieces toi the piano, etc

About Michael Ivanovich Glinka

GUI, Cesar La Mu^ique en Russie
, Fouque,

Octave Michael Ivanovich Glinka, Montagu-
Nathan, Montagu A History of Russian
Music

Important lecoi dings of music by
Michael Ivanovich Glinka

ORCHESTRA Kamarmskaya (VicTOR-Coates)

EXCERPTS FROM OPERA A Life for the

Tsar, "March and mazurka" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

"They guess the tiuth" and "Now I am ai

from all" (GRAMOPHONE-Chahapm)
Russian und Ludmdla, "Overtuie" (VicioR-

Stock) , "Farlafs iondo (ViCTOR-Chaliapm) ,

"Oh, my Ratmu I" (VICTOR)

SONGS Doubt (GRAMOPHONE-Chahapm
Midnight review (ViCTOR-Chaliapm) , The
North star (GRAMOPHONE)

Ghristoph Wilhbald Gluck 1714-1787

"The tiulh ol expression which brings
with it punty of style and grandeur of

foun is of all time, and the beautiful

pages of Gluck will forever remain beau
tiful

"
BERLIOZ

pHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK^
(later called Chiistoph Wilhbald

Ritter von Gluck) was born m
Neumarkt, Germany, on July 2, 1714

The son of a forester (father Gluck was
in the employ of Prince Lobkowitz),
little Chnstoph fiequently accompanied
his father to the forests in mid-winter,

canying a heavy bundle of tools on his

back, going barefoot tin it snow and ice

His education Was for a long time

negligible He received his earliest

schooling in the Catholic schools of

Kamitz and Eisenberg, the onl) im

portance of \\hich rested in the fact that

it first introduced Gluck to music thru

the violin and \ioloncello Xot until

1726, was Gluck to be given an intensive

education In that year he was sent to

the Jesuit school at Komotau, in

Bohemia, where his genius for music
first flowered with studies of the piano
and the organ

Tn 1732, he set off for Prague, where
he earned a miserable living teaching
music, singing in churches and perform
ing the violin at village dances For a

few years, he was a wandering minstrel,

traveling from one town to another,

performing music It was a trying
existence In 1736, his roamings brought
him to Vienna, the home of his father's

employer, Prince Lobkowitz Gluck

gave one trial performance at the home
of the Prince which so impressed the

patron that he decided to take the young
genius under his wing Before long,
another prince took a personal interest

in Gluck, Prince Melzi, who decided to

take the young musician to Italy and

place him under competent instructors

Thus, Gluck was taken to Milan where,
for four yeais, he studied under
Sammartim

His studies completed, Gluck received

his first commission to compose an opera
for the court theatre of Milan From

the very first, he possessed an uncanny
ability to compose melodies of nimble

grace, his first opera, Artaserse, was
successful beyond his own expectation

During the next five years, he composed
seven operas, all of which were per
formed in principal Italian cities,

establishing his reputation

Even England had become familiar

with the achievements of this young
composer In 1745, Gluck was engaged
by Lord Middlesex to become principal

composer for the King's Theatre in Lon
don After stopping off at Pans (where
he made the acquaintance of Rarneau
and Lully), he arrived at London, He
had come at an inauspicious moment
The Scotch rebellion had turned the

attention of the public from art to

politics, moreover, Handel was at this

time at the very height of his populari

ty in England much to the detriment
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of every other operatic composer
Gluck's stay m England was, therefore,

brief and unsuccessful It was not,

however, without an influence on him,
for it enabled him to come into personal
contact with such eminent English com

posers as Thomas Arne and with the

great Handel (who said of Gluck that

"he knows as much counterpoint as my
cook'")
From England, Gluck went to Ger

many In Dresden, the Electoral Prince

of Saxony offered him a post in the

royal chapel Gluck did not retain this

position for long By 1748, he was m
Vienna again Here he came into favor

with the Prince of Hildburghausen, who
commissioned him to compose an opera
to be perfoimed on the birthday of the

Empress Maria Theresa The opera,
Semiramide nconoscntta, was so popu
lar that it made its composer the most
fashionable composer of his time Two
years later, Gluck married Mananna
Pergm, with whom he lived a happily
married life for more than thirty years

In 1754, Maria Theresa visited the

palace of the Pnnce of Hildburghausen
In her honor, the prince collected mu
sicians and singers to entertain the

Queen, calling upon Gluck to compose
music especially for this occasion

Gluck's music to Lc Cinesi found so

much favor with the Empress that she

gave him a gold snuffbox filled with
ducats Nor did the Empress forget
the composer after his return to Vienna
That same year., Gluck was appointed
chapel-master of the court opera with
an annual salary of two thousand florins

He held this position with distinction

for ten years
Thus far, Gluck had composed more

than three score Italian operas, but not
one of these would have earned him im

mortality In 1760, came the turning
point m his career He became ac

quainted with a famous dramatic author,
Ranien di Calzabigi To Calzabigi,
Gluck confided ceitam theories of the

opera which he had entertained for a

long time, expressing his complete dis

satisfaction with the operatic foim then
m existence Calzabigi not only inter

ested himself m Gluck's theories but

supported them stoutly, offering to write
a libretto which would help bring these

theories to realization The libretto was

Orfeo cd Eundic e, and was the vehicle

for the first of Gluck's masterpieces

Gluck, himself, has clearly explained
the nature of his revolt m opera in his

introduction to the opera, Alceste, pub
lished five years after the composition
of Orfeo "I endeavored to restrict mu
sic to its proper function, that of second

ing the poetry by enforcing the expres
sion of the sentiment and the interest of

the situations without interrupting the

action or weakening it by superfluous
ornament I have been very caieful

never to interrupt a singer in the heat

of the dialogue in order to introduce a

tedious ntornelle, nor to stop him m the

middle of a word for the purpose of dis

playing the flexibility of his voice on
some favorable vowel I have not

thought it right to hurry thiu the second

part of a song, if the words happened to

be the most important of the whole, m
ordei to repeat the first part four times

over
,
or to finish the air where the sense

does not end in order to allow the singer
to exhibit his power of varying the pas

sage at pleasure

"My idea was that the Sinfoma ought
to indicate the subject, and piepare the

spectatois for the character of the piece

they are about to see, that the instru

ments ought to be introduced in pro
portion to the degree of interest and pas
sion in the words

,
and that it was neces

sary, above all, to avoid making loo

great a disparity between the lecitative

and the air m the dialogue, so as not to

break the sense of a period or awkward
ly interrupt the movement and animation
of a scene

"I also thought that my chief endeavor
should be to attain a grand simplicity,
and consequently I have avoided making
a parade of difficulties at the cost of
clearness

,
I have set no value on novelty

as such, unless it was naturally sug
gested by the situation and suited to

the expiession, in shoit, there was no
rule which I did not consider myself
bound to sacrifice for the sake of effect

"

These principles forerunneis of the

Wagnenan doctrine of music-drama
Gluck attempted to apply to Orfeo ed
Euridice Orfeo was performed for the

first time at the Vienna Burgtheatre on
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October 5, 1762 In the eyes of its

first audiences it \\as a complete failure.

The critics thought the orchestration too

noisy (Gluck had introduced such per
cussion instruments as cymbals and bass

drums, as \\ell as trombones and clari

nets, into his orchestra), and there were
some captious tongues to comment that

Gluck had expressly made his musicians

play loudly in order to drown out the

bad music The simplicity of the

melodic line (robbed of the flourishes

and ornaments of the Italian ana)
struck the musicians in the audience as

poverty-stricken A few arias appealed
to them, but for the most part Orfeo
was considered Gluck's most dismal

failure

It is only too well known how time

has reversed this early decision We
know now that Orfeo is a masterpiece, a

work which brought opera in an al

together new direction, a work of in

comparable majesty and beauty "The

opening scenes of the first and second

acts of Orfeo Eundice's funeral rites

and Or fee's entrance into Hades are

still unsurpassed masterpieces/
3

wrote
W. F Apthorp "He was equally great
m impassioned or pathetic melody and m
every form of recitative His dramatic
use of the chorus can scarcely be sur

passed m mastery
" And Henry Chor-

ley, speaking of Orfeo, wrote 'There
is no other opera in the world's long list

which, with merely three female voices

and a chorus, can return to the stage, m
days like ours, to make the heart throb

and the eyes water
lf

Gluck continued fearlessly upon the

new path he had selected for himself in

spite of the failure of Orfeo In 1767,
he produced Alceste, with which he

definitely and completely brushed aside

the existing operatic conventions and
further developed his experiments m the

"new opera
"

Alceste, so many years
ahead of its time, was likewise received

with cold apathy.
With his succeeding venture, Pande

ed Elena, Gluck aroused so much hos

tility and antagonism among Viennese
musicians that he decided, in 1773, to

brush the dust of Vienna from his boots,

He came to Paris, where on April 19,

1774, his latest opera, Iphigeme en

Aulide, was given its first performance.

CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK

Pans, always more modern than Vienna,

responded enthusiastically to Gluck's in

novations There were many vigorous
voices, among them Jean Jacques Rous
seau, who defended Gluck's operatic
theories and proclaimed his operas m the

new style as distinguished artistic crea

tions

Gluck's principles, however, did not

enjoy a permanent victory in Pans In

1775, he left Pans temporarily to devote

himself to the composition of a new
opera, Roland During his absence, he

learned that his enemies had brought to

Paris a famous Italian composer,
Niccolo Piccinni (staunch disciple of the

old school of opera) to compose a com

petitive opera to Roland The news in

furiated Gluck After destroying his

own manuscript, in a heat of rage, he
wrote a vitriolic letter, published in

L*Annie litteraire That letter was the

first shot in an artistic war which, prob

ably, has had no counterpart in musical

history It divided Paris Into two

camps There were the "Piccinmsts,"
who attacked what Marmontel called

"Gluck's harsh and nigged harmony, the

incoherent modulations and the in

congruities contained in his airs/' and
who adhered strongly to the old type of

Italian opera, with its florid arias, stilted

and ingenuous harmonizations and in

nocuous librettos. Opposing them were
the "Gluckists" who pronounced a new
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creed foi opera, a creed which spoke of The last years of Gluck's life \\eie

the marriage of drama and music into a spent quietly in Vienna, amid luxury,
ne\\ art form honor and contentment He had

Summarizing the differences between amassed a considerable fortune, and he

these two opposing
1

camps, Arthur Ware was generally recognized as one of the

Lock wrote "The struggle between greatest composers of the period
Italian and French music was a struggle He died of an apopleptic stroke on
between two tendencies, the one striving November 15, 1787 He was buried at

merely to please the ear with sensuous the cemetery of Matzlemsdorf A srm-

melody and to avoid complexity by use p ie inscription appears on his tombstone
of simple harmonic background, and the "Here lies an upright German man A
other, emphasizing dramatic expressive- zealous Christian A faithful spouse
ness and the development of the mstru- Chnstoph Ritter Gluck Of the Noble
mental accompaniment

"
Art of Music a Great Master

"

The battle was a long and bitter one In descnbmg the personality of Gluck,When performances of Gluck s Alceste Ernest Newman has noted that his "per-
were received coldly while Piccmni s sonal characler shows ltsel both in his
Roland was acclaimed it seemed that music and m hls physical structuie To
victory belonged completely to the fol- the last he was a hardy vinle peasant,
lowers of the Italian composer Finally, tramed to h and sturd hablls of
the director of the Opera deciding to hfe In his face can be dearly seen
capitalize on this much-publicized rival- those quahlies that appear again in his

ry, commissioned both Piccmni and music and m hls correspondence the
Gluck to compose an opera on the sub- head 1S thrown back proud iy and ^^
ject of Ifhigeme en Taunde

,
so that a

fidently the large and mobile mouth has
better oppoitumty might be had to gauge an air of mck mteihgence, and the eyes
their respective methods and talents look straight and fearlessly upon the be-

Royal favor being on Gluck s side, it holder
"

was Gluck's opeia that was given per- ttr , * ,. .
. *

formance first Gluck's Iphfgtme was
,
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ct He was

cmm's music, m contiast to Gluck's,
also very selfish On the whole, he

sounded sterile and machme-made
was a rough sort, and in no way a man

Moreover, at least one of the principal
ot

r

me wor
, ,

.

, ,

singers. Mile Laguene, performed her " miSht be added lhat he was not

part under the spell of drink, adding
without eccentricities Once, while con-

considerably to the failure of the even- ductm he went on his hands and knees

ing
and crept under the feet of players in

After this, theie was no longer a ques-
order to Pmch the calf of a double-

tion as to who was the victor m this bass player who had made a mistake

monumental battle From this time on, Often, he would have his clavier brought
Gluck was accepted as the champion of into a field, so that he might compose in

the opeia the open countryside
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Precisely what is Gluck's importance
in the histoiy of music ? C Hubert

Parry has summarized Gluck's contribu

tion "Gluck, like every one else, \\as

forced to accept the work of his prede
cessors as the basis of his own, and
even to retain some of the most con

spicuous features ot the scheme which
he aimed at destroying The point
which is of highest importance in

Gluck's victoiy, as far as the develop
ment of the art is concerned, is the res-

toiation of the element of genuine
human expression to its place in the

scheme of art
"

"Gluck's reforms are more frequently
mentioned than understood/* to con

clude with a paragraph by Lawrence
Gilman "He was not a revolutionary
and he made no radical changes in the

operatic form which he found in general
favor What he did was distinctly in

line with the movement towards simplic

ity, begun while he was yet an explorer
of new fields, m his own search after

the path to artistic success To ac

complish his ends, he stripped the opera
of the pompous gaib of artifice which
had been gradually imposed upon it by
a century of pseudo-classicism and a

slavish adherence to accepted models
He sought to wed text to music plainly

expressive of the thought and to abolish

all vocal device and meretricious orna

ment introduced as mere decoration and
without dramatic purpose And he dis

cerned with the swift comprehension of

genius the rightful place of the ballet,

which had long been almost intrusive m
French opera despite the fact that it

was the principal ancestor of the lyric

drama of the country
"

Principal woiks by Christoph Wilh-

bald Gluck

OPERA Orfeo ed Eundice
t
Alceste

,
Pande

ed Elena
, Iphignie en Auhde

,
Armide

,

Iphigeme en Taunde, etc

ORCHESTRA Symphonies, Concerto for
flute and strings, Ballet-suite (arranged by
Felix Mottl), etc

CHAMBER Music Quwtet, Seven tnos foi

two violins and basb

About Chnstoph Willibald Gluck

Cooper, Martin Gluck
, DesnOiresterres,

Gustave Gluck et Picctnni, Einstein, Alfred

Gluck, Newman, Ernest Gluck, Parry, ,C

Hubert Evolution o/ the Art o/
Rolland, Komam Sonic Musicians of Forma
Day \

Important recordings of music b}

Chnstoph Willibald Gluck
EXCERPTS FROM OPER\ AUeste, "Over

ture" (DECCA-Mengelberg) , "Bannis la

cramte" (COLUMBIA.) Armide, "Ah, si la

hberte" (GRAMOPHONE) ,
Musette (VicroR-

Damrosch) Iphigcme en Auhde, "Overture"

(BRUNSWICK-Strauss) ,
"Ballet excerpts"

(ViCTOR-Damrosch) , "Diane impitoyable"
(GRAMOPHONE) ,

"Garotte" (PARLAPHONE)
Iphigenie en Taunde, "Dieux' qui me pour-
btuvez" and "La Calme rentre" (PoiADQR) ,

"O malheureuse Iphtgeme" (DECCA) Orfeo
cd Eundice, almost complete (COLUMBIA)

Benjamin Godard 1849-1895

OENJAMIN LOUIS PAUL GOD-
ARD was born m Pans on August

18, 1849 While still a child, he was
enrolled m the Paris Conservatory He
made progress in the playing of the

violin under Henri Vieuxtemps Vieux-

temps took so great a personal interest in

his precocious pupil that, on two differ

ent concert tours to Germany, he took
Godard with him, so that the artistic

training of his prodigy might not be

neglected

On his return to Pans, Godard en

tered the composition class of Reber at

the Conservatory From this time on,

the creative, rather than the interpreta

tive, field of music absorbed his energy
In his sixteenth year he had already pub
lished several sonatas, quartets and
small pieces for the piano, whose grace
ful melodic line and instinctively taste

ful harmonizations found an enthusias

tic public Godard, hardly grown out

of boyhood, already knew fame, some
of his admirers went to the extent of

referring to him as another Mozart

In 1878, Godard produced his out

standing work, an "operatic-symphony"
entitled Le Tasse, which won first prize
in a competition conducted by the city
of Pans "One senses here a talent not

fully developed, perhaps, but neverthe

less a strongly pronounced personality/'
ran the official report on the award

"However, the abundance of ideas, the

sustained inspiration, a remarkable

variety of color, some pages of exquisite

zest, and others of a poignant and pro-
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found sentiment compensate largely for

the faults/'

"This dramatic symphony/' wrote Al
fred Bruneau, "built according to the

plan of the Damnation of Faust con
tains some remarkable pages, and re-

mams Godard's best work JJ

There are

in this work/
3 commented Julien Tiersot,

"qualities of poetry, of passion, of in

ternal warmth which definitely heralded
the arrival of a new master. Un
fortunately, the works that followed did

not live up to these promises
"

Godard's most ambitious work, the

opera Jocelyn (whose Berceuse is one of

the few pieces by which Godard is to

day remembered) came in 1888

Adolphe Julhen pointed out that the

book of Jocelyn is most unsuited for

operatic purposes, it is hardly more
than a series of picturesque tableaux,
and certainly not an integrated drama.

Musically, there are many moments of

interest in Jocelyn "Godard, who wrote
some short and touching pieces for the

voice, has likewise here given expres
sion to some felicitous melodic ideas

like the Berceuse . or Laurencie's

prayer . . But in the important dra
matic scenes , , the composer be

comes winded and finds only stereotyped

phrases, vulgar harmonies, supported by
a noisy and crass instrumentation. Ob
viously, sensitive sentiments, revery,

gentle tenderness or even picturesque

BENJAMIN GODARD

passages are well at his command, but

bursts of passion, poignant emotional

scenes are beyond his reach
)J

Benjamin Godard died suddenly in

Cannes on January 10, 1895, in his

forty-sixth year Paradoxically enough,
his last opera, La Vwandiere (which he
never finished, but which was brought
to completion by Paul Vidal) achieved
the greatest success of any of his works

During his entire life, Godard was an
arch-conservative where music was con

cerned, a defiant enemy of any experi
mental tendencies It was a point of

honor with him not to hear anything of

Wagner, and he frequently boasted of

the fact that during his entire life he
never opened the score of a living com

poser. To some critics, here lies the ex

planation why Godard, instead of de

veloping and maturing as an artist, vir

tually stood still after his thirtieth year.

Principal works by Benjamin Godard
OPERA Les Bijouv de Jcanncttc

, Pedro
de Zalamea, Jocelyn ',

Le Dante, La Vi-

vandiere, etc

ORCHEBTRA Le Tasse (for soli, chorus
and orchestra) ;

incidental music for Much
ado about nothing] Symphony in B-minor

,

Gothic symphony, Oriental symphony, Sym
phonic Ugendaire; Ouveriure dramatiquc ,

Scenes pocttques ,
La Lanterne imigtque ; Con

certo for piano and orchestra
, Concerto

romantiquc (for violin and orchestra)

^CHAMBER Music: Two string quartets,
Two piano trios, Four sonatas for violin and
piano
Pieces for the piano ;

over 100 songs, etc

About Benjamin Godard:
Bruneau, Alfred Les Musiqiics dc Russie

et Musiciens de France
, Claire, M. Benjamin

Godard, Imbert, Hughes Medallions Con-
tsmporains , Julhen, Adolphe Musiciens
d'aujourd'hui', Tiersot, Julien, Un Demi
Sitcle de Musique Fran$atse.

Important recordings of music by
Benjamin Godard:

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Jocelyn, "Ber
ceuse" (PARLAPHQNE-Lehmann) La 1/ivan-

difoe, "Mon p'tit, si nous I'ccnvons" (PATHE) ,

"Viens avec nous" (COLUMBIA)
ORCHESTRA- Le Tasse, "Air de Lconorc"

( POLYDOR) j Scenes poStiques, "Au village"
(PARLAPHQNE)

Karl Goldmark 1830-1915

TTARL GOLDMARK was born in

Keszthely, a small town in Hungary,
on May 18, 1830, As a child, he as-
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tonished his elders by singing bits of covered before Goldmark faced the

song which he himself composed One firing squad
day, the schoolmaster of the town heard The revolution over, and peace and
him hum -one of his original tunes, and normalcy restored in Vienna, Karl Gold-
was so impressed that he decided to mark could return to music. He pro-
teach the boy the elements of music and cured a position at the Karl Theatre, at

to enlist the services of a friend, a choir- a monthly salary of twenty florins At

singer, in teaching him the violin the same time, he devoted himself con-

While still very young, Karl on a scientiously to the study of harmony and

Sunday morning heard a church organ in counterpoint, and to creative work In

a performance of the Holy Mass f(

I 1857
>
he gave up his position at the

had never heard anything like this be- theatre to concentrate entirely on corn-

fore/' he wrote in his memoirs in later position Soon afterward, he gave a

years, "the church being quite a dis- concert of his own works in Vienna

tance off Besides, we were never al- whlch was sufficiently successful to en-

lowed to enter it For the first time in courage him in his labors

my life I heard and experienced the He went for a short Perlod to Buda-

overpowering force of harmony and of Pest for further intensive study, not

music in general At this moment only of muslc
>
but of philosophy, liter-

my fate and future were decided and ature and languages as well It was at

my career settled I was to be a must- thls time that a score f Wagners
cian, and strangely enough it came about Lohengrin came to his hands The

thru the Catholic church
" y un& composer, who until now had con-

T 10/10 r IA -( 11 A sidered Mendelssohn the greatest coin-
In 1842. (joldmark was enrolled as a ,* , A A

b
Q t j

, i , r ^i i Tv/r 1 poser of them all. found a new world
student of Odenbureer Musikverem f , ^ r ?

i i
b

, TT i to explore in this score Lohengrin gavem violin and composition He made T^ , ^ t , , , %,
~

cmrh ra.d nrnjrrw H^t Vie was nre
Karl Goldmark new impetus m his corn-

such rapid pi ogress that he was pre
t At this t he produced his

pared to give a violin recital the follow- , , ,
-,

V rt-u^ *

A r. 4.v i ,, first important works for orchestra, m-
ing

1

year After this, he was sent to , , ^ o z. , 7 * A -o^
rr& J

, , i 4. j r j.1 eluding the Sakuntala overture and the
Vienna to continue his studies of the .

s
-, , ,,

violin under Jansa, and, in 1847, to enter *^* aTeSnTconcert of his
the Conservatory Unfoitunatdy the ^ 8 J',

Goldmark
Conservatory closed its doors m 1848, d y^ A new gt
because of the revolution Karl was

fa lrunk Thlg tfit (now thrown mto the maelstrom of ^ ft onfi B .
flat) came

^
to ^ ^t.

Vienna to earn his living as best he ^^ of He]lmesberg
;

erj eminent mem-
cot

ber of a great string quartet, who was
Those were difficult years He was so delighted with its charm and fresh-

compelled to accept a position as violinist ness t^t ^ promised Goldmark he
at the Raab Theatre, playing cheap mu- wouid perform whatever chamber-works
sic And he knew hunger and cold he cared to compose Hellrnesberger m-
continually troduced the Quartet in B-flat to Vienna,

At this time there occurred the most One day after the performance, Karl
curious experience of his life One day, Tausig, the pianist, and Peter Cornelius,
he was called from the Raab Theatre the composer, came to Goldmark's hum-

by a government official, and was con- ble lodging to tell him that, in their es-

ducted by him to the city prison where timation, he was a genius This Gold-

he received the astounding news that mark considered as the first trmmph of

the following morning he was to be shot his career

as a rebel to his country This was the In 1866, Goldmark met Richard Wag-
most terrible night m Goldmark's life, ner in Vienna for the first and only time

as he later testified All night long, he They had been introduced by a friend

sat stiff and tired on a stone bench During the course of their conversation,

knowing that despite his innocence Wagner complained bitterly about his

he would face death the following mom- poverty, and neglect at the hands of con

ing By a miracle, the mistake was dis- temporary musicians "But master/'
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Goldmark asked, "are you not satisfied

with the knowledge that your name will

be immortal?" "Never speak to me in

that fashion/' Wagner answered hotly

"People consoled Cherubim as he lay

dying with hopes of immortality. Im
mortality, indeed Please do not make

any bad jokes'"

During the years that followed, Gold-
mark earned his living by teaching the

piano and writing criticisms for the

Konstitutionnelle Zeitung, where he

fought bitterly to gain recognition for

Wagner's music dramas, During these

years he was working industriously on
an opera which he considered to be his

meisterwerkj The Queen of Shebaf
a

work which absorbed ten years of his

energy When he completed the opera,
he sent the score to Eduard Hanslick,
the powerful critic Hanshck, whose

judgment has by no means been distin

guished by infallibility, wrote Goldmark
that he considered the work very un-

talented, and that only the Grand March
was worthy of being heard,

At any rate, the Vienna Opera ac

cepted The Queen of Sheba for per
formance, and on March 10, 1875 the

work was given a premiere. It was

sensationally successful The directors

of the Opera were so pleased with it

that they asked Goldmark to compose
other operas expressly for their opera

house The critics were effusive in their

praise, one of them found that the

Queen "marks a new era in opera"
To a certain degree, The Queen of

Sheba has maintained its popularity. By
1925, it enjoyed no less than two hun
dred and thirty five performances in

Vienna It was introduced m New
York at the Metropolitan Opera House
on December 2, 1885, for many years

being a distinguished feature of the

Metropolitan repertoire There is hard

ly an opera house in Europe which has

not produced The Queen of Sheba suc

cessfully And for good reason "It

is," as R A Streatfeild points out, "a

strong and effective opera. The local

color is managed very skilfully, and the

orchestration is novel and brilliant
"

"In

Goldmark's melodies there was always a

leaning towards an Oriental co 1

orin; he
had a decided preference for orchestrat

ing heavily and brilliantly, and for writ

ing music with flourishes and postures.
These characteristics now that they ap

peared in an opera with an Eastern back

groundmade the subject-matter of this

opera live more vividly/'
To Richard Wagner, however, The

Queen of Sheba was an intense disap

pointment. He said that this opera
made him sad, for it brought before him
a picture of what he had been fighting

against all his life,

After The Queen of Sheba, Goldmark

composed two other popular operas*
Merlin was given its first performance in

Vienna in 1886, and the Cricket on the

hearth was introduced in Berlin ten

years later,

Karl Goldmark died in Vienna on

January 2, 1915 He lived long enough
to see his music occupy an important

position in the symphonic and operatic
world of his clay

"Goldmark's main characteristics," J
A. Fuller-Maitland summed up pithily,

"are his complete mastery over every
kind of musical effect, his wealth of

melodic invention and skill in manipulat

ing themes His orchestral works are

always effective and often interesting,

and his chamber composition, notably
his two suites for violin and piano
made familiar to English audiences by
Sarasate tell of his early familiarity
with the violin,"
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U
I have frequently been m Goldmark

1

s

company/' \\rote the distinguished con

ductor, Felix \ on Wemgartner,
'

but

never without receiving a mental stimu

lus He \\as of astonishing freshness,

not knowing what fatigue was In joll}

company, he was sure to be the last one

to go home Infirmities of age and a

conforming manner of living were

strangers to him His mind was as

clear and as bught as his eye Frequent

ly I met him in the Prater, and we
walked togethei foi a while The talk

at once soared from the commonplace to

higher regions Ordinary conversation

he would never indulge m He usually

spoke of poetry 01 music His opinions
were acute, but amiable and never mali

cious, even when they weie negative"

Principal works by Karl Goldtnark

OPERA Gots von Beilichtngen, The Queen
of Sheba

, Mcihn, Cricket on the hearth

CHORAL Two choruses for male voices,

Fruhhngshymnc
ORCHESTRA Sakuntala overture, Rustic

wedding symphony, Scherzo m E-minor
,

Concerto foi violin and orchestra
,

Pen-
thesilea

, Symphony in E-flat ,
Im Fruhlmg ,

Der gefesselte Prometheus
, Sappho , In

Itahen, Aus Jugendtagen, Second concerto

for violin and orchestra

CHAMBER Music Quintet in B-flat,

Quartet in B-flat , Quartet m A-minor
, Prio,

etc

Pieces for the piano, songs, suites and
sonatas for violin and piano, etc

About Karl Goldmark

Goldraaik, Karl Notes from the Life of a

Viennese Composer, Fuller-Maitland, J A
Masters of German Music, Korngold, Julius
Deiifsches pet uschaffen der Gegenwart
Der Merker 6 64 February 1915

, Monthly
Musical Record 46 138 May 1, 1916

Important recordings of music by
Karl Goldmark
ORCHESTRA Im Fruhhng (VICTOR-Stock) ,

Sakuntala overtwe (VICTOR) , Rustic wedding
symphony (ViCTGR-Heger)

SELECTIONS PROM OPERA The Queen of

Sheba, "Ballet Music" (VicroR-Stock) , "Air

of Schulamite" (GRAMOPHONE) , "Einzugs-
marsch (GRAMOPHQNE-Blech) , "Der Freund
ist dem" (GRAMOPHONE)

Nicholas Gombert

(16th century)

(See sketch on Josqmn dcs

Frangois Gossec 1734-1829

JOSEPH GOSSEC \\as

born on January 17, 1734, in

Vergnies, a small village in the Belgian
Hamault He disclosed an interest in

music at an early age Tt was said that,

while herding the cows, he would spend
his time playing a fiddle which he had
constructed from a sabot

Possessing a beautiful voice, he spent
his boyhood years as a chorister first in

Walcourt, then in Mauberge, and finally
at the Notre Dame of Antwerp It was
at the last-named place that he began
the study of music intensively har

mony, composition, the violin and the

harpsichord
He went to Pans in 1751 with a letter

of introduction to the celebrated

Rameau, who placed him in the service

of that eminent music-patron Le Riche
de la Pouphmere It was here that

Gossec began his celebrated career as a

conductor, which vitally influenced the

development of conductorlal technique
In 1752, Gossec likewise made his

formal bow as a composer by publishing
several sonatas for violin and bass Two
years later, he began the composition of

symphony, expressly for the Pouphmere
orchestra

In 1760, his celebrated Messe des

morts was performed in Pans This

work electrified the audience because of

Gossec's bold experiments in sonority
and tone-color The Tuba mirum^ for

example, was scored for two orchestras,

one of woodwinds (which was off the

stage), and the other of strings (on the

platform) In this work, Gossec intro

duced horns and trombones into the or

chestra

It was not long before Gossec who,

by this time, had composed chamber,
orchestral and church music began to

throw envious looks in the direction of

the theatre After Le Tonneher and Le
Faux lord, both of which were failures,

he produced Les pecheurs at the Comedie
Itahenne (1766) This was so success

ful that he was besieged by requests for

other operatic works He complied

graciously, and for the remainder of his

life he was uniquely productive in this

branch of composition
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Meanwhile, he was continuing his dis

tinguished career as a conductor. In

1770, he founded the Concert dcs

Amateurs, whose principal distinction

was that it introduced the symphonies
of Haydn to the Parisian music public.
In 1773, Gossec became director of the

Concert Spiritual, and in 1780 he be
came first conductor of the Opera.

In 1784, Gossec founded the Scale

royale de chant et de declamation, a

school outstandingly important in de

veloping operatic singers in Pans, which
was later to become the nucleus of the

Paris Conservatory
The revolution found Gossec one of

its strongest and most enthusiastic ad
vocates. He now dedicated his musical

activity to the proletarian cause "He
clung to new ideas without bigotry or

self-seeking," wrote G Jean-Attbry,
"and found m them an opportunity for
the exercise of his art He saw in

'patriotic fetes' a means of endowing
music with a new and totally different

meaning; he realized that music which,
up to the present, had been the preroga
tive of a special class and in the service

of religion, should now appeal to the

ptiblic m general
"

He became the conductor of the band
of the National Guard, and composed a

series of works in honor of the more
important events in the revolutionary

life m Pans The more famous of his

revolutionary works include a funeral

march for Mirabeau, the stirring Peiiple,

reveille-toi, Lc Chant du 14 Jwllet and
Le Triomphc de la Repitbhque Works
such as these gave him the position of

official composer of the Revolution

When the Conservatory of Paris was
founded in 1795, Gossec's preeminent
position in the musical life of Paris was

recognized by an appointment both as

Inspector and as professor of counter

point The latter position he held until

1815, resigning it only because he was
now seeking seclusion and quiet

Until the end of his life, however, he
was fertile as a composer It is said

that when he died at Passy on Febru

ary 16, 1829 it was with pen m hand.
A friend of Gossec's, who has re

mained anonymous, has given us the

following description of the composer
"His figure was small, heavily-set and
solid His face, tinted with red,
breathed forth calmness and human-

goodness, His blue eyes became vividly
animated when he spoke about his art,

and were touched with gentle under

standing when he praised his contempo
raries He earned his head slightly bent
towards the left He remained faithful

to the dress and habits of former years.
He wore a highly powdered wig,

a little three-cornered hat, a large, gray
suit with a vest fringed in white, and
trousers and stockings of black silk

Large silver buckles were attached to

his slippers, and he held in his hand a

large cane with an ivory head,"
It might be added that Gossec was

generous and honest; that he possessed
poise and charm and a quiet sense of
humor

;
that he was a formidable egoist,

ever hungry for glory, that he was a

man capable of very little affection

after he left his father's home he never
troubled to learn the welfare of his

family, and, in his marriage, he was
sublimely aloof from his wife and ,son
who interested him only slightly.

While his music is rarely performed
in our present-day concert-halls, Gos-
sec's is an imposing name in musical

history. He was one of the pioneers
in the symphony form, and, with Haydn,
helped to give the form integration. He
was an all-important pioneer in the art
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of instrumentation and sonority His
influence on French music was far-

reaching he was a great conductor who
vitally influenced and gave shape to the

new art of orchestral conducting, he was
a great teacher who, both at his own
ficole and at the Conservatory, exerted
a potent force upon an entire generation
of French musicians

"Gossec," wrote Paul Landormy,
"represents an important phase of our
musical history He is, m the eyes of

his contemporaries, the first French sym-
phonist at the end of the eighteenth

century Then, under the Revolution,
he was significant in organizing great
demonstrations of popular art and
musical instruction at the Conservatory
In this domain as well as animator of

crowds and creator of open-air music
he was an innovator He anticipated the

development of choral art, as well as

that of 'fanfares/ and tone-colors in

which he was a pioneer
"

Notwithstanding his great popularity
in his own day, Gossec was considered

by his contemporaries as a composer of

very intellectual music which "had to be

heard several times in order to be well

understood and appreciated
"

Today,
upon the few occasions when his music
is performed, what appeals to us most is

its lucidity, its faded charm and grace
ful poise
The celebrated Gavotte of Gossec,

frequently appearing in the violin reper

toire, is an arrangement of an excerpt
from the opera Rosine

Principal works by Francois Gossec

ORCHESTRA More than thirty symphonies,
overtures

, serenades, etc

OPERA Les pecheurs , Sabmus
t Berths,

Hylas et Sylvie ,
La Fete du milage ,

Thesee
,

Rosme , Les Sabots et le cetiwer, etc

BALLET Philemon ct Baucis, Les Scythes
enchatncs

, Mtrsa, Calhslo

CHORAL Messe des morts
,

Messe des
vivants

,
Saul

,
La Natwite

,
Te Deum

,

motets, etc

CHAMBER Music Quartets, trios, duets

foi strings, etc

About Francois Gossec

Cucuel, Georges La Pouphmdre et la

Musique de Chambre au 18e Siecle , Dufrane,
Louis Gossec Sa Vie et ses Oeuvres
Chestenan 15 63 January 1934, Courner

Musicale 31 63 February 1, 1929, Musique
1 107 December 15, 1927

Important recordings of music

Franqois Gossec

CHORAL Hymne a la nature (COLUMBIA) ,

Hymne a la hbertc (CoruMBiA)
VIOLIN VND PI\NO Gavotte, arranged

(POL\DOR) , Tambounn, arranged (TELE-
FUNKEN)

Charles Gounod 1818-1893

/CHARLES FRANCOIS GOUNOD,
composer of Faust, was born in

Pans, near the church of St Germain
des Pres, on June 17, 1818 As a child,
he was given his first instruction in

music by his mother, a gifted pianist
On the death of his father (a painter of
some reputation), the boy was placed,
at the age of five, in a nearby boarding
school, impressing his teachers with his

unusual musical aptitude From here,
Gounod was sent to the Lycee St Louis

By this time his musical appetite had

grown formidably He was taken to

the opera by his mother, the first im

pressive experience in his life "I felt

as if I were in some temple/' he wrote
m later years, "as if a heavenly vision

might shortly rise upon my sight

Oh, that night' What rapture
1 What

Elysium '
"

This experience, no doubt,
convinced him that he must become a
musician One day, he quietly an
nounced to his mother that he wished to

study music, and music alone His

mother, terrified at the thought that her

son might become an indigent musician,
went to the principal of the Lycee for

advice, who assured her that the school

would do everything in its power to

divert the boy's interests into channels

other than music The following morn

ing, the principal called young Gounod
into his office, and asked him kindly
<{Why do you want to become a musi

cian, my boy ?" Gounod answered "Be
cause I love music

" "But do you not

know how difficult a musician's life is ?"

The boy replied that he did but that

made no difference "Very well, then/'
the principal finally said "Show me
the extent of your talent by composing
for me here and now a song to the

following poem" In a few hours,
Gounod had composed his song, and as

the principal listened to it his face

acquired an expression of tenderness
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"If you will let me use your piano/' the

boy continued, "I will sing you the song
with piano accompaniment/'' Gounod
did so. When he finished the principal

put his arm about the boy's shoulder

and said* "You are right You will

be a musician '"

In 1836, Gounod became a student of

Halevy's at the Paris Conservatory, He
had remarkable native capacities He
possessed perfect pitch, could tell the

tone in which dogs barked in the street

and which tones were uttered by street

vendors. He had an alert intelligence
which could absorb learning with ease,

As a result, in 1839 Gounod distin

guished himself by winning the Grand
Prix de Rome with his cantata,
Fernand
He wrote in his autobiography that

his first contact with Rome disappointed
him. Instead of a majestic city of

dreams he saw dirty, crowded, noisy
streets However, the subtle charm of
the Eternal City soon cast its spell over
him. Some of the happiest hours of
his life were spent on the Palatine hill

among the ruins of the Forum In

Italy, Gounod studied the music of

Palestrma, who remained one of his

favorite composers, and he frequently
attended the choral services at the

Sistine Chapel. He was creatively pro
ductive as well The principal fruits of
this period were two Masses, one of

which was performed at the Chiesa San

Luigi dei Francesi in 1841, and the

other one in Vienna the following year
After his stay in Rome, Gounod re

turned to Pans in 1842, taking a cir

cuitous route home which brought him
to Vienna, Leipzig and Berlin This
was an important voyage, It not only
brought him into personal contact with
Felix Mendelssohn in Berlin, but it also

introduced him for the first time to the

music of Robert Schumann, which made
a deep impression upon him

Back m Pans, Gounod became the

organist of Les Missions fttrangeres on
the Rue clu Bac. His daily contact with
the Church decided him to study theol

ogy and enter the priesthood For two

years he wore the clerical garb, and
was calle Abbe Gounod Then, music

holding too important a place in his

life, he reversed his decision, renounced
the idea of priesthood, and adopted
plans to compose operas.

In 1851, thru the influence of a close

friend the singer, Mme Viardot
Gounod's first opera, Sapho, was pre
sented at the Opera It was not an

epoch-making work, but it contained

enough passages of beauty to attract the

admiration of many critics Berlioz,
as a matter of fact, referred to Gounod
at this time as "a young man richly
endowed with noble aspirations; one to

whom every encouragement should be

given at a time when musical taste is

so vitiated," Encouragement for
Gounod likewise came from across the

channel On January 15, 1851, four

portions of his Messe sofennelle were

performed successfully at St Martin's
Hall m London

Having made his first mark as a com
poser, Gounod decided to marry, taking
as a bride Agnes Zimmerman, the

daughter of a well-known musician. In
the same year (1852) he became the

conductor of the Orphcon, holding this

position for eight successful years.

During the next few years, he com
posed several unsuccessful operas (in

cluding Ulysse, La Nonnc sanglante and
Le Medecin malgre lui), and iwo highly
talented symphonies which were per
formed at the concerts of the Associa
tion des jeunes artistes. In 1855, his
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most famous religious work, the Messe
a Ste Cccile, \vas produced, disclosing
his growing powers as a composer

His masterpiece came in March of

1859, after two yeais of hard work At
that time, the Theatre Lyrique gave the

first performance of Faust It is

strange, indeed, that this work, which

placed its composer among the great

composers of his time, should have re

ceived so frigid a reception One critic

referred to it as a failure in an experi
ment, there was not one publisher who
was willing to issue it m print It is

interesting to point out that the Soldiers

chorus which to our ears appears as

one of the most commonplace passages
in the work was one of the few sec

tions singled out for praise

Finally, an enterprising publisher,

Chottdens, was attracted to some of the

music -of Faust and decided to publish
it even at a loss To his amazement,
Faust, far from being a loss, earned
within a few years more than three

million francs profit When Faust was
revived on March 3, 1869 its success

was firmly established

No one will attempt to deny that

Faust has many pages of third-rate

music At its best, however, it is one
of the most important operas in the

repertoire 'The dreamy languor which

pervades the scene/' wiote R A
Streatfeild, "the cloying sweetness of

the harmonies, the melting beauty of

the orchestration, all combine to produce
an effect which was at that time entirely
new to opera With all its faults,

Faust remains a work of a high order

of beauty Every page of the score

tells of a striving after a lofty ideal,

and though as regards actual form
Gounod made no attempt to break new

ground, the aim and atmosphere of

Faust, no less than the details of its con

struction, contrast so strongly with the

conventional Itahamsm of the day, that

it may well be regarded as the inaugura
tion of a new era in French Opera

"

Altho Gounod reached his highest

peak as artist in Faustf
he produced at

least two more operas that brought him
additional fame the charming Mireille

(1864), an opera based on the Provengal
poem of Mistral, and Rom&o et Juliette

(1867),

The Franco Prussian War drove
Gounod to seek refuge in England in

1870, where he became an important
musical figure At the opening of

Albert Hall, his biblical elegy, Galha
was performed Shortly afterwards,
Gounod made personal appearances at

the Crystal Palace with the Royal Phil

harmonic He also formed a choir

which is today known as the Albert Hall
Choral Society

Gounod returned to Pans in 1875

During the last years of his life, he
reverted to his early absorption in

religion Composition was now devoted

principally to sacred music, including
the Redemption and Mors et vita, both
of which were performed at the Birm
ingham festivals, and the Messe a Jeanne
& Arc, which he had intended to compose
on bended knees on the very stones, in

the Cathedral of Rhernis, on which Joan
of Arc knelt when she crowned Charles
VII

Charles Gounod died in Pans on
October 17, 1893, of a stroke His wife
found him lifeless m his study, bent over

his work, he was m the midst of com
posing a Requiem, in memory of one of

his grandchildren who had recently died

After the ceremonies were completed
at the Madeleine church, Gounod was
buried in the cemetery of Auteuil A
tablet was erected in his honor in Pare
Monceau m Pans

Gounod has been described by Ernest
Newman as an amiable man to the point
of effusiveness, a flatterer whose soft

words frequently became cloying, a

gushing sentimentalist, a man whose

insincerity made him distrusted even by
his best friends Wagner spoke deri

sively of his "unflagging and nauseous

garrulity
"

Discussing Gounod's musical style,

Arthur Hervey wrote "Gounod created

a musical language of his own, one of

extraordinary sweetness, of wondrous

fascination, the soft eloquence of which
seemed lo penetrate into the innermost
recesses of the heart No asperities of

style, no startling outbursts of ill-

repressed passion were there lo mar
the exquisite suavity of melodies float

ing in a troublous atmosphere of

intoxicating harmonies
"
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The great fame of Fausi has partially Fehppe Pedrell, often designated as the

obscured the reputation of Gounod's dis- father of Spanish music, \vho, as his

tmguished church music, which to many harmony teacher, not only directed him
critics represents his greatest artistic towards composition but also awakened
achievement As Samt-Saens has said his national consciousness

"When, owing to the fatal march of ln 1887, Gianados went to Pans with
time, in a distant future, the operas of the hope of entering the Conservatory
Gounod will have entered forever the Typhoid fever prevented him from lak-

dusty sanctuary of libraries known only mg the entiance examinations with the
to students, the Messe a Ste Cecile, ieSult that he nevei became more than

Redemption, Mors et vita will remain a me i e auditor in some of the classes

alive, and will teach future generations During this period, he lived at Rue de
what a great musician France could Trevise, together with Ricardo Vines,
boast of m the nineteenth century

"
the famous pianist, theirs was a charac-

Prmcipal works by Charles Gounod tenstic Parisian-Bohemian life in which

OPER* SflMo, Lc Mcdecm malgre Im,
music and Pointing were the major

Faust, Philemon et Baucis, Mireille
,
Romeo interests

et Juliette, Polyeucte Granados returned to Barcelona in
CHORAL Redemption, Mors et vita can- iggg Qn lhe 2Qth of Apnl of the fol-

^'DS^hfiFk S2K jw* rar he gave a
,

piano recital lhal

etc launched a successful vntuoso career

ORCHESTRA Two symphonies, Marchc As a composer, he was introduced with

lomaine, Le Calme (for violin and oiches- two books of Goyescas and Spanish
tra) ,

La Reme des apdtres dances, both for piano, in which (fol-
Pieces for the piano, songs, etc

lowing the banner of Fehppe Pediell)
About Charles Gounod he attempted to pioduce native Spanish

Bellaigue, Camille Gounod, Bouvet, M A music, far diflerent fiom the meietn-
de Gounod, Dubois, Th Notice sur Charles cious music by which Spam was known
Gomod, Gounod, Chailes Memoirs of an to the rest of the world As he wiote
Artist, Prodhomme, Jacques Gabriel (with "o^p mmirnl in1pmrp1aiinn nf ^nmn icA Dandelot) Gounod

ine usi<
;
ai inteiprelation ot bpam is

_
i ,. 1

not to e found in tawdry boleios and
Important recordings of music by habaneias, in Carmen, in anything ac-

Lharles Gounod
compamed by tambourines and castanets

OPERA Faust, complete (COLUMBIA- The music of my nation is far more
eeciam)

complex, more poetic and more subtle"
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Mireille, "Ouver- ^ , 1 or,^ - 10no ,

ture" (ODCON) , "Chantez, chantez" (ODCON) ,

Between 1892 and 1898, Granados
"O legere hirondelle" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

"La earned his living by giving concerts on
bnse est douce" (COLUMBIA) , "Anges du the piano, and by teaching At the
Paradis (CoLUMBiA-Thtll) >Rowh^et Juliette, same time he w g bugll occupie(i m
Je vetix vivre dans ce reve (COLUMBIA), ,1

' V u^i^ v^^*.^
"Ange adorable" (ODEON) ,

"L }

Amour, outlining new and greater plans for com-
1'amour" and "Ah, leve-toi soleil'" (COLUM- position One of his pupils at this time,
BiA-T/iJ/) ,

"O imit dmne" (DEON) Joaquin Nm, well-known Spanish com
poser, recorded the following impies-

T?^^ r* i i s~ mi, sions of Granados "I was seduced by
Enrique Granados 1867-1916 hls exubeianl imagination, his delicious

ENRIQUE GRANADOS Y CAM- blunders, his unexpected confusion, his^
PINA, one of Spam's major com- noblbt^ nl Iragic-comic -outbursts, his

posers, was boui in Lenda on July 29 }

ar
f

e^es alwaYs ready to weep, to

1867 His family moved to Barcelona
lau h

'
to admire or to show astonish-

while he was still a child
,
here he was ment at everything, the fantastic recitals

given piano msti action, first by
of his extraordinary adventures, his

Francesco S Jurnet, then by Joan
tall<s streaked with iiony and candor,

Baptista Pujol His pianistic talent was Wlth refinement, witli elegance, with

marked, and a career as a virtuoso was contemplation and with activity, with

planned for him Before long, however, humor and with gravity, with uneasiness
Granados came under the influence of and with serenity

"
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In 1898, Granados' first important

opera, Alarla del Carmen, was heard

successfully in Madrid The enthusiasm

which this work elicited, convinced the

composer that he had found the proper
medium for his music In 1903, he

produced another operatic work, Folleto

His most important opera, however, did

not come until 1914 Goyescas, re

developed from his famous piano pieces,

on a libretto of Fernando Penquet's

Goyescas was scheduled to make its

debut at the Pans Opera, but the World
War shattered this plan It was ac

cepted for its premiere by the Metro

politan Opera House of New York
Granados personally attended the first

performance, which took place on Janu
ary 25, 1916, and was, therefore, able to

witness the rousing reception that was
accorded his most ambitious work

Invited by President Woodrow Wil
son to play at the White House,
Granados was forced to cancel his

steamship reservation to Europe and to

postpone his home sailing for one week
It was a fatal decision He left America
full of high hopes and ambitions,
f

'nourished by a world of projects/' as

he wrote to a friend At Folkstone,

he boarded the Sussex for Dieppe which,

one hour and ten minutes after sailing,

was torpedoed by a German submarine

On March 24, 1916, Enrique Granados

met death near the coast of France

ENRIQUE

Granados was an inveterate collector,

his particular preferences being books,

paintings and firearms "The home life

of the composer is delightful," wrote a

friend, Francesco Gandara. "In his

home, Granados gives evidence of keen
humor. . , He is an ardent sportsman,
an enthusiastic automobilist and motor

cyclist. [At one time] some of his

pupils gave him on his saint-day a new

motor-cycle."

Francesco Gandara recorded the pic
ture he will always retain of Granados.
"It was at the Academy of Art and
Literature in Barcelona, whose members
had gathered to honor the memory of a

poet . . who had just died. . . Enrique
Granados was present. He was asked
to do something to express his grief at

the poet's death. Without a word, he

rose, walked to the piano, and struck

three solemn, vibrant chords Then, on
the spur of the moment, he produced,
amid the rapt silence of the listeners, a

most tender and beautiful dirge
"

Leigh Henry has discussed Granados'
music in the following fashion "He
may be said to represent in modern

Spanish music the dramatic element
which finds fluid expression in the

melodic flow and poetic themes of the

Malaguenas, and in the rhythmic
nuances and movements of the popular
Spanish dances In so treating Spanish
characteristics, however, Granados was

objective and concerned with tonal and

rhythmic-dynamic effects, not subjective,
as the folk-cult 'nationalists' are

"

"What Granados introduced into the

music of Northern Europe might be
described as a gesture," wrote J B.

Trend 'Stately Spanish grace
3

is the

first thing that strikes one in such a piece
as Los Requieb*'os in the first book of

Goyescas In his way of writing for the

pianoforte he owed much to Liszt, the

texture of his music is definitely nine

teenth century that is to say, German.

Yet his sense of form or, as some

critics hastily conclude, the absence of

it was also new, he rambled on, mak

ing his points by repetition (like a Span
ish poet) and saying the same things in

a number of delightful and decorative

ways
"
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Principal \\orks by Enrique Grana- successful During the next few years
dos Graun composed both opeiatic and

OPER\ Maria del Carmen, Folleto ,
chinch music with feilihty

Goyesias His leputation giew sufficiently, by
ORCHLSTIU Incidental mubic to Lthano

, 1735, for Crown-Pnnce Fiedenck ( later
La b it del mort

,
Dante

Fredenck-the-great) to invite him to
Music Piano quartet, Piano

becQme coult_composei at Rhemsberg

Goyestat, Spamsh dance t
Dur^ th

|f

** Graun composed many
works ot high merit, including conceitos

for flute for his eminent pation, and a
About Enrique Granados senes o f distinguished choial works
Collet, Henri Albems et Granados, Trend, jn 1740, when Fredenck became Em-

J E De Falla and Spanish Music
p^OT} he appoinled Graun chapel master

Mu^cal Observer .13 78 Febiuary 1916, B j and ra director In his
Musical Times 60 465 September 1, 1919 r

, . ^ , ,

capacity of opeia directoi, Lrraun touied

Important recordings of music by Italy to gather a staff of singers for his

Enrique Granados company, returning to Berlin with a

SELECTIONS FROM OPER\ Goycscas, "Inter- well-assembled staff of musicians
mezzo" ( COLUMBIA-Arbos) Gratm remamed in Berlin foi the re-
PIANO Twelve Spanish dances (ODEON) mainder of his life, dividing his ener

gies between the direction of opera and

Karl Hemrich Graun 1701-1759 composition, m both of which he ac

quired a formidable reputation He died

]ARL HEINRICH GRAUN, son of m Berlin on August 8, 1759, and at the

an excise collectoi, was boin in time of his death was considered one

Wahienbruck, Saxony, on May 7, 1701 of the most celebiated composers of his

As a child he was taken to Dresden period When Fredenck-the-Great heard

where his beautiful voice gamed him, the news of Graun's death, he wept and

in 1713, the appointment of tieble singer exclaimed "Nevei shall I find such a

to the town council At the same time, man again
'

"

he pursued the study of music at the
Certainly, he was one of the most

Kieuzschule where his mstiuctors were
piolific composers of his day Theie

Chnstoph Schmidt, chapel-master of was no field of musical composition m
Diesden, and Grundig, cantor of the which Graun did not leave a copious
school Composition began early with heritage Besides thirty-six operas, he

him, during his student days he com- composed passions and cantatas for the

posed a number of motets and sacred Church, oratorios (one of which, Der
works which were performed by the Tod Jesu, is even today frequently per-
chorus of the Kieuzschule foimed m Germany), concertos for the

In 1725, Graun left Dresden to be- flute and piano, a hbiary of chamber mu-
come tenor in the Biunswick Opeia It sic, and even a singing method
was not long before his initiative and "Graun was, without a doubt, one of
talent bi ought him rapid promotion It the most gifted classical composers of
is said that, shortly after his anival his generation/' we learn from an
in Brunswick, he was scheduled to sing anonymous monograph published in the
m an opera composed by Schumann, Allgemeine Miwk-Gesellschaft "His
chapel-master of Brunswick Some airs

composition, above all, was clean and
of the opera displeased Graun so vio- neat, the harmony full, but at no time

lently that he substituted others of his was the principal voice overburdened
own composition Strange to say, not His fugues and choruses are neither

only was he not lepnmanded for this topheavy nor polished, neither affected

affrontery, but he was given a piomo- nor frivolous In all of his works theie
tion to assistant chapel-masteiship, and 1S apparent a genuine order of raodula-
commissioned to compose an opera tion, In this respect he was very sensi-

Polhdoro was, in consequence, composed tive to the slightest harshness His
in 1726, and on its performance was melody is the most pleasant which one
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KARL HEINRICH GRAUN

might hear, and , . . altho his adagios
were long, it was necessary as Hiller

said for Graun to develop them for

them to seem not long at all
"

Ebenezor Prout pointed out that
"Graun seems to have had a fine feeling
for tone color; there is more variety m
his scoring than is to be found in much
of the music of his contemporaries

"

He was, wrote Marpurg, "the greatest
ornament of the German muse, the

master of pleasing melody . tender,

sweet, sympathetic, exalted, stately and

terrible by turns All the strokes of

his pen were equally perfect. His genius
was inexhaustible

"

Two of Karl Hemrich Graun's brothers

were eminent musicians. The oldest,

August Fnednch Graun (1697-1765)
was the cantor of Merseburg where he

acquired considerable reputation. Johann
Gottlieb Graun (1698-1771) was not

only a famous violinist but also an

esteemed composer of instrumental

music. During the latter part of his

life, Johann Gottlieb Graun was the

conductor of a royal band in Berlin

His compositions, which have been

praised for their variety of mood and

elasticity of style, included sonatas for

the violin, for flute, concertos for the

harpsichord, for the violin, symphonies,
cantatas and chamber works,

Principal works by Karl Hemrich
Graun .

OPERAS* Rodclindu
,
Artasersc- Catone in

I'tica; Adriano in .Sznn, Demofoonte', Mitn-
datei ^emiranndc

,
Ezio , Meropc

CHORAL Passions , oratorios ; cantatas ;

motets; Te Deums, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Concertos for the flute
,

concertos for harpsichord; concertos for the

violin; chamber works for trio, etc

About Karl Hemrich Graun:

Mayer-Remach, Albert. Karl Hemrich
Graun als Qpernkomponist , Menmcke, Karl
Hemrich Hasse und die Bruder Graun

Allgememe Musik-Geselhchaft in Zurich
48 1 (no 38) , Monthly Musical Record 33

121, 141, 161 July-September 1903, Musical

Opinion 54 594 April 1931.

Christoph Graupner 1683-1760

/^HRISTOPH GRAUPNER was born
m Kirchberg, Saxony, on January

13, 1683 Here he attended public
school where he learned the first princi

ples of music under the organist Kiister.

When Ktister was called to the organ-
post of Reichenbach, Graupner accom

panied him, continuing study under his

guidance for two additional years.

From Reichenbach, Graupner came to

Leipzig where for nine years he studied

at the St. Thomas Schule, his instruc

tors being Schell (at the harpsichord)
and Kuhnau (m composition)

In 1706, the invasion of Saxony by
Sweden compelled Graupner to escape
to Hamburg, where he arrived with

only two thalers m his pocket. Fortu

nately, he succeeded in procuring a

position as accompanist at the Opera,
and he remained in this position for

three years These were important years
for Graupner's artistic development. The
director of the Hamburg opera, at the

time, was the eminent composer, Rein-

hard Keiser, who served as a model
for the young musician in his first ven
tures as an operatic composer.

Amatory troubles compelled Graupner
to leave Hamburg sooner than he wished
In 1710, he came to Darmstadt where
he received an appointment as vice-

chapel-master. Here his musicianship
and artistry were important in improv
ing the quality of court performances
His prestige as a musician grew rapidly,
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and he was finally elevated to the post
of full chapel-master

When, m 1723, the post of cantor at

the Thomas Schule in Leipzig became

vacant, Graupner \\as suggested as a

candidate, togethei with Johann Sebas
tian Bach and Telemann He was, how-
evei, comfortable in Daimstadt and,

therefoie, leluctant to considei a change

During the lemamder of hib life

Giaupner remained in Darmstadt The
last ten yeais weie maiked by complete
blindness, bi ought on by overwork He
died on May 10, 1760

Chi istoph Graupner was a fertile com
poser in eveiy musical form He pro
duced many operas between the years
of 1707 and 1719 which made his name
well-known in music circles Between
1719 and 1745 he composed no less than
1300 works for the church services at

Daimstadt He also composed many
woiks for chamber orchestra, for piano
and for small chamber groups His name
is virtually foi gotten today, but he was
an impoitant influence in the develop
ment of symphonic and piano music

Principal woiks by Chi istoph Graup
ner

^OPERA Dido, Die lustige Hochzeit (with
Keiser) ,

Hetculcs und Theseus, Antiochus
itnd Stiatomce, Telemach, Berenice und
Lncio, etc

ORCHESTRA 115 symphonies, 80 overtures,
SO concertos, etc

CHORAL Choi ales, pieces for one or more
voices, etc

Pieceb for harpsichord

About Chustopher Graupner
Roack, F Chnstoph Graupner*s Kirchcn-

inunk

Andre Ernest Gretry 1741-1813

A NDRfi ERNEST MODESTE GR-
TRY, an impoitant figure m French

opeia of the eighteenth century, was
born m Liege on February 8, 1741 At
an eaily age he showed unusual curi

osity for music in every form He loved
to listen to his father perform on the
viohn or sing folk melodies At four,
he was attracted to a bubbling pot of
water because it produced pleasant
sounds while boiling, in attempting to

discover what produced these sounds,

he overturned the pot, scalded himself

badly, and peimanently impaired his

eyesight

Possessing a beautiful voice (his biog-

laphei, Jose Biuyr, commented that "he

sang like an angel
35

) he was placed by
his father in the choir of St Dems,
where his strict and methodical music

master almost smotheied his great love

for the ait Fortunately, his next

teachers the organists Renekm and
Moreau were sympathetic and affec

tionate Under them, Gietiy acquned
the elements of musical composition

As a child, Gretry was, by tempera
ment, a mystic, profoundly lehgious and

God-fearing In his Memoirs he has

recorded the fact that at one time, on
his way to the St Dems, he begged God
for death if he could not make him
"an honest man and a good musician

"

The same day a rafter fell on his head
and almost killed him The fiist com
ment Gretiy made upon recovering was
ff

l did not die Then God has decided

to make me an upnght man and a good
musician '

"

While still a boy, he was introduced

to the sparkling operas of Peigolesi,
when an Italian company of singers
came to Liege for a series of peifoim-
ances He "nearly died with pleasure"
on hearing La Serva padrona for the

first time, and he attended every per
formance of this work which the com

pany gave These performances con

vinced Gretry of the direction in which
he would travel m his own music He
would compose operas in the style of

Pergolesi Thus, Pergolesi's influence

upon him, which persisted thiuout

Gretry's entire life, had its origins in

early boyhood As he later wrote "Per

golesi was the creator My music is but

a continuation of his
}}

His boyhood was marked by feitile

composition Creation was not an easy
task for him, not only because he was

insufficiently equipped m technique, but

also because he suffered intensely from

poor health At the age of sixteen, he

had an internal hemorrhage Frequently,
his composition was interrupted by these

painful attacks However, his productiv

ity did not seem to suffer, m 1758 alone

he produced six symphonies,
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ANDRfi ERNEST GR&TRY

These symphonies attracted the Chan-
ome du Harlez, who was prepared to

help the young musician At that time,

Gretry's great ambition was to go to

Rome, the Chanome financed the jour

ney With a smuggler for a companion,
Gretry made the trip from Liege to

Rome, part of the way by foot, and
was enrolled in the College de Liege,
founded by a compatriot for the benefit

of Liege citizens in Rome. Here, Gretry
became a pupil of the contrapuntist
Casah who, strange to say, found his

student hopelessly dull

His innate resource and tact enabled

Gretry to earn a fair-sized annual in

come m Rome He heard of a nobleman,
an amateur flautist, who commissioned

every musician that came to his door
to compose a flute concerto for him,

invariably, he dismissed the composer
abruptly because the commissioned con

certo displeased him Gretry decided

to visit the nobleman. Before accepting
the commission, he begged to hear the

nobleman perform Then, in composing
a work for Ins future patron, he meti

culously inserted all the runs and tech

nical tricks which he had noted the

flutist had delighted in utilizing The
result was that the Concerto earned for

Gretry a handsome annual salary.

In Rome, Gr6try composed his first

work for the theatre, La Vendem-

miatrice> performed in 1765 at the

Alberti Theatre with marked apprecia
tion Shortly after this, he stumbled
across a score of Monsigny's Rose et

ColaSj a work \\hich convinced him that

his field should be that of the opera-

comique From that moment on, Rome
began to stifle him. He yearned for

Pans.
In 1768 he was back in Paris, deter

mined to make himself successful, naive

ly wondering how he
*

"could please every
body." Always an opportunist, Gretry
now made valuable friendships with

Diderot, Count Creutz (the Swedish

ambassador), the painter Vernet, and
the Abbe Arnaud all of whom exerted

their influence on his behalf At the

close of 1768, a two-act opera of Gretry,
Le Huron, received performance The

following year, two more operas Lucile

and Le Tableau parlant brought him
his first emphatic success

During the next twenty years, Gretry

composed so many operas (it has been
recorded that more than fifty of his

operas were performed in this period)
that to attempt to list them would be a

formidable task Of these, the most
famous were Zemire et Azor (1771),
La Fausse magic (1775), L'Spreuve
village oise (1784) and Richard Coeur
de Lion (1784) After the performance
of La Fausse magic, Jean Jacques Rous
seau who until now had looked with

little favor upon Gretry sought out the

composer, clasped his hand and told him
that he was now fully convinced of his

genius

Always keeping his finger upon the

pulse of the times, Gretry became an

ardent revolutionist, during the French

Revolution For this reason, though the

revolution deprived him of his great

fortune, his distinguished reputation re

mained unimpaired. In 1785, the munic

ipality of Paris named a street after

him; soon afterwards a statue of
_

him
was erected at the Opera Comique.
When the Conservatory was founded,

Gretry became an Inspector; with the

inauguration of the Institut, he was

chosen a member,

With the return of the monarchy,

Gretry nimbly reversed his position and

became a violent counter-revolutionary

publishing in 1801 a treatise against

revolution entitled Concerning Truth:
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What HV IVen, What We Arc and
What If c Ought to Be Because of his

new stand, Gietiy \\as rewarded try

Napoleon III with the order o the

Legion ot Honoi, and a yearl} pension

During the last ten }ears of his life,

Gretry -virtually abandoned composition
to devote himself to philosophy and
musical theoiy Towaids the close of

his lite, he deiived considerable per
sonal satisfaction and pleasure from

living in the former home of Jean
Jacques Rousseau, L'fLremitage near

Montmorency, which he had bought
from the philosopher

He died at LUremitage on September
24, 1813 Thiee days later he was
honoied with a magnificent funeral,
which attested to the great honor with
which he was esteemed

This short biogiaphy of Gretry has

already disclosed certain of Gretiy's
more obvious personal traits his shiewd

oppoitumsm, his infinite resource and

tact, his lack of scruples Fetis has
further commented that Gretry was a

foimidable egoist whose conveisation

invanably consisted only of his own
achievements, plans and cieations Cer

tainly, he was not above advertising
himself and his work It was said that

frequently he joined a group of strangers,
and would suddenly say "I see that

they are playing Gretiy's 8preuve to

night I must surely see it'" Then,

passing off to anothei group of strangers,
he would repeat the remaik He was,

however, a likable peison, generous,
affectionate, deeply lehgiotis He was

highly superstitious

Thruout his life, Gietiy suffered bad
health The early hemoirhage persisted
with him until the end of his life To
this weie frequently added fevers and

chest-coughs His delicate health neces

sitated a strict diet often consisting of

nothing more than a glass of water and a

pound of chy figs Frequently, too, he
suffered from musical obsessions At
one time, a theme from his opera, Les
Deux Avares, tormented him until he

thought he would go mad "My brain

was Tike a pivot," he later explained, "on
which that piece of music everlastingly

turned, and I could do nothing to stop
it"

As a composei ,
Gi etr} possessed man}

laults which have been subject to seveie

censure b} man} cutics Certainly his

technique \vas deploiabl} deficient His
form was monotonous, his ensemble

writing poor, his institimentation weak,
and his harmonic constiuction often full

of obvious errors It was lernarked that

"a coach and four could pass between
the bass and treble m some of his anas

"

The truth was that Gretiy looked

upon the science of instrumentation with

contempt, at least thuty of his operas
were orchestiated by other musicians
Two othei of his operas have undergone
ladical revision m instrumentation by
othei composers Richard, by Adam,
and L'Eprcuve, by Aubei To Gretr},
the most important considei ation m
composition was the pioduction of beau
tiful melody "The melody which Imgeis
in one's mmd like beautiful poetiy/' he

once wrote, "bears the mark of genius
"

And that, without a doubt, is the great

strength of his music its inexhaustible

flow of beautiful melody Even his

declamations are fieshly melodic Wiote
Karl Maiia \on Weber "Gretry is per
haps the only one among French com
posers whose spirit is essentially lyric,
at times even romantic It would be

impossible to equal the really exquisite

purity of his melodies, which are always
inspired to suit the exigencies of the

moment and not according to stereo

typed forms
"

Except for their wealth of melodic

content, his operas cannot be said to be
of importance from present-day stand
ards "There was nothing like deeply
thought-out, coherent artistic scheme of

modern music drama/' wrote Mary Hai-

greave "The primitive style of instiu-

mentation, the simplicity of the score,
the well worn lines of conventional

routine, all favoied the quick throwing
together of compositions of meiely 'oc

casional' reason d'etre
"

It is the opinion of Frederick Niecks
that our generation would not find many
appealing qualities in Gretry's operas,
with the exception of some poignantly
beautiful airs "Our time would feel

too much the absence of wealth of har

mony, countei point, orchestration and
elaborate form, to be content with the

exquisite simplicities of Gi6try Our
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time \\ould also feel Gietry's limited

compass of emotional expression, \\hich

did not reach the grand intensities and

puissances of tragedy and heroism, but

which comprised all the shades of the

pastoral, domestic and other temperate
affections of the heart and mind that

fell short of the violently passionate
emotions

"

Gretry himself knew his aitistic limi

tations In his Memoirs he wrote "I

received from Nature the gift of appro

priate melody but she denied me that of

strict and complicated harmony
"

It is interesting to notice that, in his

theoretical writings, Gretiy dreamt of a

theatre for opera which stiangely fore-

sjiadows the Bayreuth of Wagner by
almost a century The theatre which

Gretry envisioned was to have the

symphony orchestra completely con

cealed, was to consist of one class of

seats (no boxes) and was to have a

curved stage which would be cleaily

visible from every pait of the house

Piincipal woiks by Andre Ernest

Gretry
OPERA Les Deux auares ,

Zemire et AEOT
,

UAmant jaloux, UQpreuve villagcoise ,

Cepkale et Procns
,
La Rosidre repubUcame ,

Richard Coeur de Lion, La Fauvse magie t

etc

ORCHESTRA Six short symphonies, inci

dental music to many plays

CHORAL Requiem, Psalm 130, motets,
mass

CHAMBER Music Six string quartets t Two
piano quartets (with flute)

Piano sonatas

About Andre Ernest Gretry

Bruyr, Jose Gretry, Closson, Ernest Andr6
Modeste Gretry, Curzon, Henri Gretry,

Gretry, Andre Ernest Modest Memoirs
,

Hargreave, Mary Earher French Musicians,

Hulst, Felix GrStry, Lasserre, Pierre The
Spirit of French Music, Holland, Romam
Some Musicians of Former Days
La Revue Musicale 12 417 May 1931,

Important recordings of music by
Andre Ernest Gretry
OPERA UAmant jalouv, "Serenade"

(PATHE) Cephale et Procns, "Ana" (Co-

LUMPIA) ,
"Ballet music," arranged by Felix

Mottl (CoLUMBiA-Defauw), Richard Coew-
de-Lwn, "Je grams de lui parler la nuit"

(COLUMBIA) La Ros^re repubhccvinej "Ballet

music/' arranged by Meyrowitz (COLUMBIA)

Edvard Grieg 1843-1907

TTDVARD HAGERUP GRIEG, Nor

ways greatest composer, \\as born
on June 15, 1843, m Bergen, where his

father \\as a consul from England His
mother, a gitted pianist, brought him
his first musical impressions by fre

quently playing for him Mozart and
Weber, thereby arousing m him a curi

osity for an instrument that could pro
duce such magic sounds In later life

he recalled "the wonderful satisfaction

with which my arms stretched out to

the piano to discover not a melody,
that was yet far off no, it must have
been a harmony, first a third, then a

chord of three notes, then a full chord
of four, ending at last with both hands
Oh joyt A combination of five, the

chord of the ninth ' When I found that

out my happiness knew no bounds That
was indeed a success ' No later suc
cesses ever stirred me like that I was
about five years old

JJ

At school, he was an inattentive and

irresponsible student The school was
about half-an-hour's walk from his home
Frequently, to avoid attending classes

on rainy days, he would stand under
a dripping roof until he was soaked
His master would then send him home
to change his clothing which, because of

the distance, meant that he would not

have to return that day "I played this

prank pretty often, but when at last I

carried it so far as to come one day wet

thru, tho it hardly rained at all, they
became suspicious and kept a look-out

One day, I was caught, and made an
intimate acquaintance with the buch"

During these school days, Gneg al

ready tiied his hand at composition,

pioducing a series of piano vanations
These variations he showed to his school

master who, already sufficiently prej
udiced against him, called it "stupid
stuff

" At his home, however, the great

Norwegian violinist, Ole Bull, caught

sight of this work, and was so im

pressed with it that he told Grieg "You
must go to Leipzig and study music

"

Leipzig immediately became Grieg's
most coveted goal

In his fifteenth year, Gneg was taken

by his father on an extended trip thru

Norway The beautiful scenery made
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so deep an impression upon him that, for

the moment, he yearned to become a

painter in order to record his impres
sions on canvas From this time dates

his great national consciousness

Late in 1858, Grieg's precious goal
was finally reached He was sent to

Leipzig to complete his music study
under E F. Richter (counterpoint),
Remecke and Reitz (composition) and
E, F. Wenzel and Moscheles (piano)

Strange to note, Grieg was here, too,

the shiftless pupil For this there were
several reasons. For one thing, he de

tested routine exercises, and instead of

attempting to master his lessons he spent
his free hours in day-dreaming. More
over, the fact that the music of several

of his most loved composers (particu

larly Chopin, Wagner and Schumann)
was taboo to Conservatory students

aroused his antagonism and prejudice

against the school Finally, he preferred

composition to study, sacrificing for it

all of his study-periods The result of

his negligence was repeated failure in

his school-work Finally, ashamed to

find himself at the bottom in the school-

ratings, he decided that he would once

and for all master his lessons For the

next few weeks he woiked day and

night. Then his health broke Pleurisy
set in, resulting in the calamity of leav

ing Grieg with only one lung for the

remainder of his life. Partially re

covered, Gneg was sent home in 1860

for a prolonged rest. Then, returning
to Leipzig for the final examinations, he

passed with high grades
After Leipzig, Grieg went to Copen

hagen, in an attempt to make, here, his

mark as a musician. He met and was

encouraged by the Danish composer,
Niels Gade In Copenhagen, too, Gneg
became a close friend of a young Nor

wegian musician, Rikard Nordraak

(cousin of the dramatist, Bjornson)
whose flaming patriotism aroused Gneg.
Together, they hoped to bring about a

Norwegian school of music They
founded the Copenhagen Euterpe So

ciety, with the aim of giving perform
ance to the music of young, unrecognized

composers.
In 1864, Grieg returned to his home

in Bergen. Here his national ardor was
further inflamed in talks with Ole Bull

EDVAUD GRIEG

Bull had arranged several Norwegian
folk-songs for the violin which drew

Grieg's interest towards the folk music
of his country.

In 1864, in Copenhagen, Grieg had
been secretly engaged to Nma Hagerup,
a talented singer, daughter of a well-

known Danish actress To her, Gneg
composed what is probably one of his

best-known songs, Ich hebe dich Mar
riage was for the time out of question
because of Grieg's financial insecurity
When it was finally consummated, in

1867, it was the beginning of a long
and idyllic relationship. Her faith in

his genius and her encouragement were

important factors to him during those

years when he was unknown and un

recognized, fighting virtually a lonely
battle on behalf of Norwegian music

The winter of 1865 was spent by

Grieg in Rome, where he received the

news of the death of his friend and

fellow-artist, Nordraak. This was a ter

rible blow, and inspired him to carry
on alone the work that they had planned
together* to bring Norwegian music
to the fore, For this purpose, Gneg
went to Christiana, Sweden, where he

established the Musical Union and be

came its conductor. With this organ
ization, Grieg gave a successful all-

Norwegian program But his success

was only temporary. Before long, the

novelty of new Scandinavian music be-
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gan to pall, and Gneg confronted seveie

opposition and antagonism in his inde

fatigable eftorts to piesent it

The first sweet taste of success came
to Gneg m 1869 when he received a

letter fiom the great Liszt, congratulat

ing him for his Violin sonata in F, a

work which the master found full of

promise This letter, from one of the

gieat musicians of the time, brought
Gneg a government pension of 1,600

kronen, enabling him to make the voy
age to Rome to meet Liszt personally
It was during this meeting that Grieg
showed Liszt his latest woik, the Piano
concerto "Cany on, my friend/

7

Liszt

told Gneg "You have real talent Don't
ever permit them to frighten you '

"

This Piano concerto is geneially rec

ognized as one of Grieg's great works
Frederick Niecks found in it "life itself,

in its press and stress" And Hemy T
Fmck "The first movement is replete
with beautiful, haunting melody, and

nothing could be more lovely than the

orchestral introduction to the slow move
ment one of the saddest preludes ever

written a prelude illustrating Grieg's

gift of creating an emotional atmospheie
with the simplest means "

Upon his return to Christiana, Gneg
went to Denmaik where he was instru

mental in forming a Danish Opera com
pany of first importance at the Royal
Theatre Finally, in 1874, he returned

home to Bergen It was at this time

that -at the request of the great dramat

ist, Hennk Ibsen he composed the

music that first brought him fame thru-

out the world, the incidental music to

Peer Gynt
During the decade of 1864 to 1874,

Grieg composed his most representative
music including two violin sonatas, the

Peer Gynt music, the Piano concerto,
the Norwegian dances, and some of his

most famous songs Discussing this im

posing output of music, Daniel Gregory
Mason wrote "One may point out

its pei'Sistently lyrical chaiacter It

is intimate, suggestive, intangible It

voices the gentlest feelings of the heait,

or summons up the airiest visions of the

imagination It is whimsical, too, changes
its hues like the chameleon, and often

surprises us with a sudden flight to some

unexpected shade of expression Again,

its finesse is striking The phiases aie

polished like gems, the melodits chaim
us with their perfect propoitions, the

cadences are as consummate as the} are

novel Then, again, the rh}thm is most

delightfully frank and straight for\\ aid,
there is no maundering or uncertainty,
but always a vigorous dancing progress,
as candid as childhood

"

In 1874, Grieg's imperial position in

Norwegian music was officially recog
nized by the government when he \vas

given a yearly pension which enabled

him to fulfil his life-long dieam of buy
ing a home in the country and devoting
himself exclusively to composition He
selected a spot at the Hardanjer Fjord,
one-half hour by rail from Bergen
Troldhaugen became, before long, a

Mecca to which music-lovers of an entire

world came to do homage to a great

composer They came in such abundance
that Grieg soon placed a notice at the

entrance "Edvard Gneg does not de
sire to receive callers earlier than four

in the afternoon
"

During the last thirty years of his

life, Grieg was the recipient of many
honors commensuiate with his position
in the woild of music In 1872, he was

appointed member of the Swedish Acad

emy of Music, in 1883, he became a

corresponding member of the Musical

Academy of Leyden In 1890, the

French Academy of Fine Aits elected

him a member of its body, and three

years later the University of Cambiidge
gave him an honorary doctorate m music

(simultaneously with Tschaikovsky,
Samt-Saens, Boito and Bruch) The
honor which he esteemed most highly
came m 1903, when his bust was placed
m the hall of the Leipzig Gewandhaus
Edvard Gneg died on September 4,

1907 in a hotel loom in Bergen, while

enioute to Christiama The evening be

fore his death he said to his nurse "I

am not able to sleep I shall have another

restless night
" A few hours later he

knew he was dying He called his wife

to his side and told her "This is my
end"
His body was laid in the great hall of

the Museum of Art and Industry of

Bergen where over 7,000 people came
to see him for the last time He was
buried with all the ceremony and honor
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befitting the gieatest composer of his

countly

Tschaikovsky, who met Gneg m 1888,

described him m the following sentence

"He had an uncommon charm, and blue

eyes, not veiy large, but irresistibly fas

cinating
" To this, we may add a few

descriptive words ot Ernest Classon

"His gaze is senous, indescribably

tender, with a pecuhai expression, at

once ailing, restless and childishly naive

The entue effect is that of kindness,

gentleness, sincerity and genuine mod
esty

"

Gneg possessed a headstrong tempera
ment, was frequently petulant because

of his lite-long ill-health, was often

guilty of lack of tact 01 consideiation

Fishing was his favorite diversion, also,

playing the piano m solitude He de

tested having anyone near him when
he was making music He was an omm-
verous drinker of tea strong tea in

the moinmg, weak at night
When he worked, he demanded mon

astic seclusion He had a one-room

cabin, surrounded by natural beauty,
near the Haidanjer Fjoid, where in

trusion was never permitted while he

was busy at composition He loved the

wild cotmtiy landscapes near this cabin

passionately

Analyzing Grieg's major woiks, Law
rence Gilman wrote "He is sometimes

tiuly imaginative, as m passages m the

Peer Gynt music, in the last two sonatas
foi violin and piano (opus 13 and opus
45), in certain of the songs and piano
pieces He has, too, achieved ideas,
ideas of exquisite distinction, of noble
breadth But they lack the stamp of

supreme excellence But in a sui-

passmg degiee, Gneg has individuality

individuality that is seizing and indubit

able That, one feels, is his distinguish

ing possession His accent is unmistak
able His speech may sway one, or it

may not, but always the voice is the

voice of Gneg Grieg is thrice-

admirable in this he wears no one's

mantle , he borrows no man's speech
"

Principal works by Edvard Gneg
ORCHESTRA Norwegian dances, Symphonic

dances, Incidental music to Peer Gynt, In
cidental music to Sigurd Jorsalfar, Lyric
pieces, Concerto for piano and orchestra,
Plolberg suite (arranged from the piano)

CHORAL Vor deni Klosterpforte , Lander-

kenmtng , Olaf Trygvason, etc

CHAMBER Music Quattet in G-inwor, T\\o
sonatas for violin and piano ,

Sonata for
violoncello and piano

About Edvaid Gneg
Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

Fmck, Henry T Edvard Gneg and his

Music, Gilman, La\vrence Nature in Music
,

Mason, Daniel Gregory Fiom Grug to

Brahms, Rokseth, Yvonne Gneg
Contemporary Review July 1905

, Monthly
Musical Record 35 161 September 1905

Impoitant lecoi dings of music by
Edvaid Gneg
ORCHESTRA Incidental music to Peei Gynt

(CoLUMBiA-Kerb}) ,
Incidental music to

Sigwd Jorsalfar (CoLUMBiA-Schneevoigt) ,

Lyric pieces (ViCTOR-Goossens) , Concerto foi

piano and orchestra (ViCTOR-Bachaus) ,
Nor

wegian dance? (VicroR-Blech) , Symphonic
dances (CoLUMBi \-Dobrowen)
CHAMBER Music Sonata in G-major, for

violin and piano (POLYDOR) , Sonata m C-
mwor, for violin and piano (ViCTOR-Kreisler) ,

Sonata in A -minor, foi violoncello and piano
(CoLUMBiA-Salmond)
SONGS The first meeting (GRAMOPHONE-

Norena) t
/ love you (CoLUMBiA-Tauber) ,

Springtide (GRAMOPHONi>Norena)

Charles T Gnffes 1884-1920

/CHARLES TOMLINSON GRIP-
FES, one of the outstanding com

posers that Amenca has produced, was
born in Elmira, New York, on Septem
ber 17, 1884 The study of music was

begun at an eaily age Gnffes made
such rapid pi ogress at the piano that,

while still a student at high-school, he
decided to become a concert pianist
He went to Berlin to complete his

piamstic studies While there, he came
under the influence of Humperdmck,
his instructor m theory, who sensing
that Gnffes' importance as a musician
rested more m the creative than in the

interpretative field succeeded in divert

ing the young musician towaids com
position Under Humpei dmck's influ

ence, Gnffes entered upon his first

phase as a composer, producing Ger
man songs and piano pieces which, tiuth

to tell, failed to reveal any of his latent

power This music, we are mfoimed

by Norman Peterkm, "is Teutonic m
style, rather sentimental in spirit, and

the best that one can say of it is that
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it is the work of a good and sure crafts

man "

In 1907, Gnffes returned to Amer
ica Soon afterwards he became a music
teacher in the Hackley School of Tarry-
town, New York, holding this position
until his death. During these years, his

industry was given principally to com

position. He was a slow worker, each

of Ins compositions being the result of

careful and fastidious labor As a re

sult, Gnffes' works were few and far

between. And altho he succeeded in

producing several works of considerable

distinction (particularly the Poem for

flute and orchestra, dedicated to and
introduced by, Georges Barrere, and
Two pieces for string-quartet, given a

first performance by the Flonzaley

Quartet in 1918) he worked m obscurity
and neglect.

In 1920, his last work, the Pleasure

dome of Kubla Khan, for orchestra, was

accepted by the Boston Symphony Too

poor to engage a copyist to write out

the parts for the orchestra, he set him
self this task His days, of course,

belonged to his many duties at the

Hackley School He was, therefore,

compelled to work at night Never very

strong, Gnffes now weakened his health

thru anxiety and hard work to so great
an extent that, when he finished his

copying work, he succumbed to an at

tack of pneumonia

CHARLES T GRTFFES

The first performance of the Pleasure

dome of Kubla Khan was so successful

that, overnight, Griffes became a famous

composer On his sick-bed he received

not only tidings of the magnificent re

ception accorded his new work but also

commissions from various important
musical organizations thruout the coun

try to prepare an opera, a ballet, and
several symphonic works.

Unfortunately, this recognition came
too late Charles Griffes died in New
York on April 8, 1920, at the premature
age of thirty-six There can be little

doubt but that his untimely death robbed
America of a composer of first import
ance The few works he had already

produced not only disclosed great prom
ise but considerable fulfillment as well

With each succeeding work, Griffes was

showing a greater mastery of his forms,
a stronger individuality and musical

speech

Discussing the style of Griffes
1 ma-

turer works, John Tasker Howard has

written ''Like Debussy, whom he ad
mired almost as much as Ravel, Griffes

was more interested in tints than in

solid colors . . Griffes has occasionally

given us harmonies that are exquisite
m themselves, dependent on nothing that

goes before or that follows Modes and
oriental scales seem to have held a fas

cination for him ... Of Griffes' many
gifts, the powers of description seem

preeminent
"

Griffes' works are continually per
formed m our present-day concert-hall,

particularly his orchestral masterpiece,
the Pleasure dome, and his highly effec

tive pieces for the piano, the most fa

mous of which are The White peacock,
Clouds and Romcm sketches. Of the

Two pieces for string quartet, Philip

Hale has written that it is "music of

a strange beauty, yet not remote, but

warmly human."

Griffes was gifted in directions other

than music. He could draw skillfully

with pen and ink, could produce tasteful

water-colors, and during the last years
of his life, frequently made etchings in

copper He was a great lover of liter

ature, his favorite authors being Laf-

cadio Hearn, Edgar Allan Poe and the

Celtic school of William Butler Yeats
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and Fiona McLeod He raiely lead

fiction

Principal woiks by Chailes Tomlmson
Gnftes

ORCHESTRA The Pleasure dome of Knbla

Khan, Poem (for flute and orchestra)

CHOR\L Scherzo bacchanal? (\\ith orches

tra) , These things shall be

BALLET The Kairn of Kondiven
, ^choto

CHAMBER Music Tv\o pieces (for string

qiiaitet)

Songs, pieces foi the piano, etc

About Charles Tomlmson Guffes

Ho\\ard, John Tasker Out Ametuan
Music

Chestenan NS 30 161 Maich 1923

Important recordings of music by
Charles Tomlmson Gnffes

ORCHESTRA The Pleasure dome of Knbla
Kahn (VICTOR-Onnandj )

PIANO The White peacock (COLUMBTA-
Hess) ,

The Fountain of Acqna Paola (ROY-
CROFT)

SONGS Bv a lonely foiest pathway (CO
LUMBIA)

Jacques Halevy 1799-1862

JACQUES FRANQOIS FROMEN-
J TAL LIE HALfiVY, the son of a

distinguished Hebrew poet, was born m
Pans on May 27, 1799 He revealed
his love for music as a child when he

spent tireless hours drawing melodies
from the piano In his tenth year, there

fore, he was sent to the Pans Conserva

tory where he soon proved his talent

by winning, one year later, first prize m
solfeggio, and second prize in harmony
He finally came to the fugue and com
position class of Cherubim, under whose
instruction he reached maturity
After two unsuccessful attempts to

gam the Prix de Rome, Halevy was
awarded this coveted music prize, in

1819, for a cantata, Hermime The three

yeais in Italy were spent in industrious

study and composition, and it was here
that he fiist turned to the opera

Returning to France via Vienna,
where he was met and warmly welcomed
by Beethoven, Halevy strove indus

triously to gam a performance for his

early operas The authorities turned
a deaf ear to him Halevy had already
given up the hope of seeing an opera of
his leadi performance when, unex

pectedly, the Opeia Comique sent him
a notice that it had accepted Phidias
foi eaily pi eduction It was presented
in 1827 and received such \\aim acclaim

that the director of Opeia Comique com
missioned Halevy to compose a work ex

pressly for that institution L'Artisan

came in 1828, likewise appealing strong

ly A few months after this, Clan was

produced with Mme Mahbran m the

principal tole, and Halevy was definitely
on the road to fame

In 1827, Halevy was appointed pio-
fessor of harmony at the Conservatory,
holding his post for many years of

valuable seivice Two years after this,

he was appointed to assist Herold as

director of singing at the Theatie Itahen

During this same year, Halevy was

widely discussed in Pansian music
circles because of his Le Dilettante

d'Avignon, a lusty satire on Italian

opera, which was so successful that it

ran for two consecutive seasons

Notwithstanding the appeal of his

eaily works, Halevy was still not

recognized as a composer of importance
A certain prestige came to him, m 1833

when he accomplished a distinguished
task m bringing to completion Ludovic,
the opera by Herold, left unfinished be
cause of death But Halevy was still

esteemed a composer of smaller statute,

possessing a deft and ingratiating style
but a limited artistic canvas
On February 23, 1834, Halcvy's

masterpiece, La Juwe, the one opera by
which he is today remembered, was

given its premiere at the Academic de

Musique With La Juwc, Halevy
definitely came into his own as an im

portant operatic composer With a
score which, as R A Streatfeild pointed
out, was full of "dignity and sobriety/'

Halevy proved that he owned a diamatic

instinct, a rich feeling for melody, and
an unusual ability to express emotion

poignantly m tone
La Juive took Pans by storm It

was soon afterwards introduced in the

leading capitals of Europe with almost

equal success

For the next few years, Haldvy's
enormous fertility produced a long
string of operas and operettas, but in

none of these did he succeed m attaining
the power and originality of his master-
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piece Only in the Queen of Cyprus,
produced in 1841, did he suggest the

talent and strength of La Juivc It is

of interest to note that at this time,
Richard Wagner obscure and starving
m Pans was assigned to prepare the

piano arrangement of Queen of Cyprus
However, though Halevy failed to du

plicate La Jmve in any of the operas that

followed it, his fame did not suffer

His was a formidable popularity His

Valley of the Andorra, for example,
succeeded, in 1848, in extricating the

Opera Comique from financial difficul

ties In 1850, Halevy visited London
where he was greeted with a storm of

approval Four years later, he was

appointed secretary of the Academie des

Beaux-Arts

Ill-health compelled Halevy, in 1861,
to seek the warmer climate of Nice

Here he underwent rapid disintegration,

mentally and physically One morning,
he violently demanded a copy of

Pergolesi's La Serva padrona, and his

daughter was forced to ransack every
music-store in Nice to find a copy before

he would be appeased Several days
later, seated upon a couch, he attempted
to stretch out and could not do so

Calling to one of his daughters he said

"Lay me down like a gamut
"

Then, as

she helped him stretch out, he ac

companied each of his motions with

"do-re-rni-fa/
1

etc Finally, his head

sank into the pillow, his muscles grew
tense, and then with the final note of

the scale on his lips he passed away
His death took place on March 17,

1862 Five days after his burial, in

Pans, La luwe was revived at the

Opera
While Halevy's greatest work is a

serious opera, his style was best suited

for lighter creation Here, as Paul

Bekker has written, "he shows the hand
of a master, very happily inspired by
his inner ear for vocal effects

"

"Certainly the talent of Halevy lacks

neither freshness nor grace," was the

opinion of no less a musician than

Richard Wagner. "His vigorous consti

tution, his concentrated energy that

characterized his energy, assured him
from the very first a leading position in

our Ivric theatre. He knew how to

JACQUES HALEVY

succeed, m the opera cantique, in attain

ing a gait of gracious elegance
"

Principal works by Jacques Halevy.
OPERA La Juvue

,
L1

Eclair \
Les Mousquc-

taires de la reme t Lc Juif errant, Le Nabab;
La Magicienne; Queen of Cyprus, etc

About Jacques Halevy
Halevy, Leon Jacques Halcvy, Sa Vie et

ses Oeuvres, Wagner, Richard Gesammelte

Schnften
Guide Miuitale 49 863 December 6, 1903,

Musical Courier 82 6 June 16, 1921

Important recordings of music by

Jacques Halevy
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA La Juive, "Intro

duction" (GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
"Si la rigeur

et la vengeance" (VicroR-Pinza) ,
"O Dieu,

Dieu de nos peres" and "Si trahison" (GRAM-
opHONE-Martmelli) t

"Dieu que ma voix
tremblante" (VICTOR-Martmelh) ;

"Vous qui
du Dieu vivant" (ViCTOR-Pmza) ;

"Rachel '

quand du Seigneur" (VicroR-Martmelh)

Andreas Hammerschmidt 1612-1675

A NDREAS HAMMERSCHMIDT
"^^ was born in Brux, Bohemia, either

m 1611 or, more probably, in 1612 His
father was driven from Brux by the

Thirty Years War to Freiberg m
Saxony, where Andreas began his music

study. In 1633, he was appointed

organist by Count von Btmau at his

castle m Weesenstem, and here

Hammerschmidt published his first

work, an eight-part chorus to commemo-
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ANDREAS HAMMERSCHMIDT

rate the victory of the Saxon army at

Liegnitz m 1634.

In 1636, Hammerschmidl became

organist of the St. Pierre church in

Freiberg Three years later he received

an even more important post at the

church St Johann in Zittau He held

the latter position until the end of his

life. He died on October 29, 1675

Shortly after his death, the city of

Zittau erected a monument in his honor

Between 1638 and 1642, Haminer-
schmidt published his series of Musik-
alische Andachten, settings of German
sacrecl words for one to six voices His
most famous work was published in

Dresden in 1647, the Dialogues Between
God and the Believing Soul, secular

pieces for one to three voices with

instrumental accompaniment, In these

works, Hammerschrmdt applied the ars

nuova to polyphonic writing with con

siderable success

Fetis has commented that Hammer
schmidl possessed "an original genius,
an exalted style and a manner of writing
that was simpler and purer than most of

the compositions of his time
'* C

Hubert Parry finds in Hammerschmidl
a modern element. He wrote in the

Oxford History of Music - "One of the

most important features of modern
musical art is the clear definition of the

musical idea; but it took composers a

long time to arrive at the conception,

and they often tried to express what
touched them most m a rather indefinite

way. But Hammerschrmdt often shows
a lively instinct for the path along which
art was destined to travel . His
efforts in the direction of expression
extend even to occasional harmonic
subtleties

"

Principal works by Andreas Hammer-
schnudt .

CHORAL Musikahihe andathtcn (five

parts) , Dialogue? between God and the bc-

hevmy soul, Odes, Madngalb, Motets,
Alissac Sacrae, etc

INSTRUMENT \L

About Andreas Hammerschmidl
Denkmaler der Tonkun\t in &terreith (vol

16) , Parry, C Hubert Oxford Hist 01 y of
MUMC (vol 3)

Important recordings of music by
Andreas Hammerschmidl
CHORAL Murikahsih? ctndctihten, "Sei nun

wiecler zufneden" (LUMEN) Machet die Tore
we it, motet (POL\DOR)

George Frederick Handel 1685-1759

"He is the master of us all" JOSEF

'To him I bend the knee For Handel is

the greatest, ablest composer that ever

lived
" BEETHOVEN

/^EORGE FREDERICK HANDEL
^-^ was born in Halle, Saxony, on

February 23, 1685 His father, a

village surgeon, was determined to have
his son procure a social position by
becoming a lawyer He frowned there

fore on every effort of the boy to acquire
a musical education, severely forbidding
him any instruction in the art. Thru
the intervention of George Frederick's

nurse and several friends of the family,
a spinet was smuggled into the garret

Upon this with the strings deadened

by strips of cloth the boy practised
late each night while his father was

asleep.
When George was seven years old, his

father took a journey to the court of

Saxe-Weissenfels to visit a son of a

former marriage, a valet to a duke

Young George begged for permission to

accompany his father, and when his

request was refused, he followed the

coach on foot until his father was forced

to acquiesce At the court of the duke,
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George Fiedenck \\as permitted to pla\

upon the organ and harpsichord, making
so profound an impression on the duke
that he filled the bo}'s pockets \\ith gold
and persuaded father Handel to permit
the boy to follow the study of music
On their return to Halle, father

Handel permitted the son to begin the

study of music, but only on condition

that aLademic study, principally that of

law, would not be abandoned F W
Zachau, the organist of the Liebfrauen-

kirche was engaged as the boy's music
teacher an admirable pedagogue who
gave Handel an intensive training m
singing, on the organ, clavier, oboe,
violin and in composition For three

years, this comprehensive course of

study continued Handel made such

great progress that, finally, Zachau con

fessed that there was nothing more he

could teach him
In 1696, Handel was taken to Berlin

to exhibit his musical talent He created

a sensation among musicians with his

phenomenal exploits The elector of

Brandenburg wished to attach him

permanently to his court, and offered to

send him to Italy for additional study
Father Handel, however, still clinging

obstinately to his ambition of making
his son a lawyer, ordered the boy back
to Halle One year later, the father

died, leaving his family in straightened
circumstances Compelled to help in the

support of his family, Handel accepted
a post as organist at the Dom und

Schlosskirche, at the same time entering
the Umveisity with the intention of

bringing to realization his father's ambi
tion for him
After a year of study at the Univer

sity (during this period Handel had

composed hundreds of works for the

church), he definitely decided that the

legal profession was not for him He
now turned whole-heartedly to music
The music life of Halle was limited,
and Handel soon began to cast anxious

eyes beyond the horizon He decided
to settle in Hamburg, then a musical

metropolis Here he came in 1703, ob

taining a post as second violin at the

Opera House, which was under the

distinguished direction of Reinhard
Keiser Intimacy with this operatic
world, and friendship with Johann

Mattheson, a celebrated musician in

Hamburg, were powerful influences m
bringing maturity to Handel's artistry

In 1703, Handel went to Lubeck with
the hope of receiving the post of chapel-
master held by Buxtehude He, like

Johann Sebastian Bach, was considered

seriously as Buxtehude's successor, but
was rejected when he refused to marry
Buxtehude's daughter, as was prescribed

by the ru
1

es

It was not long before Handel made
his mark as a musician in Hamburg
When Reinhard Keiser disappeared
from Hamburg to escape the claws of

creditors, Handel took his place at the

harpsichord and directed the opera per
formances with such competence that,
after Reiser's return, he was retained
as one of the directors of the Opera
This position brought him into conflict

with his friend Mattheson Mattheson's

opera Cleopatra was produced at the

Opera under Handel's direction, with
Mattheson himself singing the principal
role of Antony Because Antony dies

early in the opera, Mattheson insisted

that, at this point, Handel relinquish the
direction of the opera to him Handel

stoutly refused At the end of the

opera, Mattheson struck Handel square
ly on the cheek, challenging him to a
duel It was Mattheson's contention
that Handel's life was saved only be
cause the former's sword broke on a

heavy metal button on Handel's coat

On January 8, 1705, Handel's first

opera, Almira, was given its first per
formance at the Hamburg opera It

succeeded in spite of its apparent defi

ciencies, and ran for twenty perform
ances Almira was succeeded m Ham
burg by three more operas, Nero,
Daphne and Flonnda

In 1706, Handel bade farewell to

Hamburg For the next thirteen years
he was to wander across the face of

Europe His first destination was Italy
In Florence, he produced his first Italian

opera, Rodngo, the success of which
was so great that it earned for Handel
many gifts and the love of the pnma-
donna She followed Handel to Venice,
where she appeared in a still more strik

ing success, Handel's second Italian

opera Agnppma Early m 1708, Handel
was in Rome, under the protection of
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Cardinal Otloboni, for whom he com- the Hanover post, refused to have any

posed his oratorio La Rcsurrezione, and contact with the composer m England
his cantata // Tnonfo del tempo But Two of Handel's friends, Lord Burlmg-
his fame m Italy stemmed not only from ton and Baron Kielmansegge, arranged
his compositions ,

his performances on a tactful reconciliation A royal water

the harpsichord \\ere the wonder and party on the Thames v^as to take place
awe of Italy It was Domemco Scarlatti m honor of the new king Handel's

who, hearing a performance on the harp- friends arranged that the royal barge
sichord at a masquerade, exclaimed that be followed by a band of musicians, con-

the performer must perforce be either ducted by Handel, and performing
"the celebrated Saxon or else the devil special Handel music The music made
himself

" a deep impression upon the king, and he

After a short stay m Naples where inquired who the composer was When
Handel was greeted with festivity and the km learned that the composer was

honoi, he returned to Venice, meeting
none other than Handel, he readily foi-

there the Abbe Steffam, chapel-master Save hmi for his former transgression,

of Hanover Steffam induced Handel at the same time bestowing upon him a

to come to Hanover and succeed him in lle pension of two hundred pounds a

his post He was given the generous year Tt 1S doubtful, however, whether

salary of ten thousand thaleis, and was lhls frequently repeated tale of the

pei milted as much leisure as he desired,
orlgm of the celebrated Water music

as well as enough vacations to permit
nas mttcn basis of truth

him to continue his musical education From this time on, Handel definitely

Hardly was he installed m this new established himself in England He

position when, encouraged by his Eng- anglicized his name, and accepted Eng
lish fi lends, he decided to take his land as llis permanent home It is, of

first leave-of-absence from Hanover for course, impossible in space as limited a*s

the pmpose of visiting London He lllls to present his career in England
came late m 1710, and upon a special comprehensively, nor is it necessary It

commission composed Rwaldo m two 1S sufficient to note that in England he

weeks Rinaldo took London by storm reached his highest artistic triumphs and

after its first performance on February composed his greatest mastei pieces

24, 1711 Handel was the man-of-the- Petty rivalries frequently brought stiess

hour, courted by soaety, honored by
to hls career particularly during his

the music public
short and ill-fated penod as opeia

In June, 1711, Handel was back m presano-but fiom all of these he

Hanover, aliening diligently to his finally emerged timmphant H.s crown-

dut,es as chapel-niter But he could ? Poslllon ln lhe E"g ish *K
J

l*

not forget his London triumphs Be- 1^ re
A
COgmzed ^ hlS raleM

i i 4-u 4. r iTii 1 contemporariesfoie long in the autumn of 1712 he %
took a second leave of absence for the

(

B
7 1740

>
Handel reached a definite

purpose of levisitmg England With and
(

ma
f
k "* his career At this time,

this visit, his fame and fortune were to
he had permanently abandoned opera

take even deeper root m English soil <-
of

,

w
^
lcl1

^
e had composed some forty

As a result, Handel remained m Eng-
wof

s
) and ed *'s 8emus Io th<

:

! i r i, 1 .M , ^ 1 t, i? oratorio With this change, a new and
and far beyond the time granted him by ter composer made jjs Appearance
his leave of absence, unable to desert For Handel, despite all the great
the scenes of such triumphs and adula- moments he achieved periodically m his
*-lon

operatic writing (particularly in some
Upon the death of Queen Anne, in sublime songs), was never a supremely

1714, the Elector of Hanover mounted great composer for the theatre, and his

the throne of England, placing the truant operas are dated He was not, as C F
Handel in an embarrassing position Tt Abdy Williams pointed out,

(f

a reform-
is a familiar legend that the Elector of er like Gluck and Wagner He took

Hanover, bitter at Handel's desertion of the opera as he found it and simply em-
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belhshed it by means of his great genius
He was content to work on the forms
that he found established . . His operas
have disappeared from the stage (and
altho attempts have been made to revive

some of the best of them, especially in

Germany, it cannot be pretended that

they are ever likely to attract the pub
lic again, however interesting they

might be to connoisseurs). Handel, in

his operas, was essentially a man of

his time He simply took the

forms he found ready-made and adorned
them with all the beauty and solidity he
was capable of producing, which far

surpassed the operatic efforts of his

contemporaries. The orchestration

of Handel's operas would probably seem
monotonous to an audience accustomed
to the brilliancy of modern instrumenta

tion . . The subject-matter of the

operas is perhaps another bar to their

acceptance . . A third obstacle is that

the vocal parts were written to suit the

powers of special singers and were

invariably altered when it was necessary
that they should be sung by others It

is scarcely possible that singers could

be found to execute the more difficult

songs nowadays, to say nothing of the

fact that artificial male sopranos are an

extinct species.
"

With Saul, in 1738, and Israel in

Egypt* in 1739, Handel composed two
oratorios in which his creative genius
expanded and flowered as it had rarely
succeeded in doing in the operas
"Instead of the stereotyped harmonic
structure of dominant-tonic, subdomi-

nant-tonic," wrote Cesar Saerchmger,
"which stamps so much of his work as

tedious and antiquated, we have rich

chromatic progressions and colorful

modulations, the clear-cut note-for-note

harmony is varied by a setting of a poly
phonic web which eloquently betrays
Handel's early fugal training, a polyph
ony as diverse almost as that of the

a cappella masters of the past, but rest

ing firmly on a pure harmonic founda

tion, euphonious, sonorous, guided by
solid laws of progression, but unre

strained in its freedom of movement
The chdrus They loathed to drink,

adapted from one of his own organ

fugues, is a fine example, It is in

GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL

moments like these that Handel shows
his kinship to his great countryman,
Bach."

The greatest of these oratorios, The
Messiah, composed in twenty-three days,
came in 1741 and received its first per
formance on April 3 of the following
year "When I composed the Hallelujah
chorus" explained Handel, "I did think
I did see all heaven before me, and the

great God himself
" The present-day

custom among audiences everywhere of

standing during the performance of the

Hallelujah chorus dates from the -open

ing performance of the work At that

time, explained Dr. Beattie in one of his

letters, "the audience was exceedingly
struck and affected by the music m
general, but when the chorus struck

up For the Lord God Omnipotent in the

Hallelujah, they were so transported
that they all together, with the King
(who happened to be present) started

up and remained standing till the chorus
ended,"

"The work is too well known to re

quire extended comment," to quote
Cesar Saerchmger once again "Let us

only remind the reader of the exquisite*

beauty of such lyric passages as 'I know
that my Redeemer liveth/ 'How beau
tiful are thy feet/ and 'Behold and
see* which are among the rarest gems
of ana form in our possession Power
ful and passionate expressions such as
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occur in The people that walked in

darkness' are as rare in the literature

of dramatic music, while the highly
dramatic recitatives like Thy rebuke

hath broken
3

are, without question, one

of the completest leahzations of the

ideal of Pen and Monteverdi The

glorious choral effects m the Hallelujah
chorus, the stirring polyphony, now
simultaneous, now imitative, leflect a

potency and spiritual elevation that will

pei haps nevei be surpassed
\
Lastly, let

us not iorget the beautiful Pastoral

symphony in which the exquisite Cala-

bnan melody, the song of the piferan
that Handel heard in the eaily days in

Rome, is mtioduced
"

The Messiah was followed by a mag
nificent series of oratorios which, as

Ainold Schenng was tempted to say m
his Gcscinchte der oratommis, is the

greatest period m oratorio histoiy Sam
son was composed m 1741, Joseph m
1743, Semele m 1744, Belshazaar and
Hercules in 1744, Judas Maccabeus and
Joshua m 1747, Solomon in 1748, Theo
dora in 1749, The choice of Hercules in

1750, and Jephtha m 1751

Early m 1751, Handel began to suffei

from failing eyesight, which made com

position painful By 1753, his physicians

despaired of his sight (he was suffering
from gutta sercna), and soon after

wards total blindness set in Blindness,

however, did not interrupt his magnifi
cent activity He continued his many
duties as a musician directing his own
music, playing the organ, and compos
ing
^ On April 6, 1759, after directing a

chanty peifoimance of The Messiah,
he was seized with a fainting spell He
was taken home and put to bed, from
which he was never again to use On
Apul 14, Handel died, he had been
conscious until the end He was buiied
in the poet's corner of Westminster

Abbey His burial place is marked by a

statue by Roubilhac, representing Handel

leaning over a table covered with musical

instruments, a pen in his hand, and
before him the score of the Messiah

open at the portion "I know that my
Redeemer hveth

"
t

Romam Rolland has given us an elo

quent veibal portrait of Handel in A

Musical Tour Thru the Land of the

Past 'They used to call him The Great
Bear' He was gigantic, bioad, coipu-
lent, with big hands and enoimous feet,
his arms and thighs weie stupendous
He walked bow-legged, with a heavy,

rolling gait, veiy eiect, with his head
thrown back under its huge white wig,
whose curls rippled heavily over his

shouldeis He had a long horse-like

face, which with age became bovine
and swamped with fat, with pendant
cheeks and tuple chin, the nose large,
thick and stiaight, the eais led and

long His gaze was veiy duect, theie

was a quizzical gleam in his bold eye,
a mocking twist at the corner of his

large, finely cut mouth His an was

impressive and jovial He was full

of humor He had a
f

sly pseudo-

simplicity' which made the most solemn
individuals laugh though he himself

showed an unsmiling face No one ever

tolcl a story better This huge mass
of flesh was shaken by fits of fuiy He
swore almost with every pluase

Spiteful, he was not 'He was lough
and pei emplory/ says Buiney, 'but en

tirely without malevolence
'

There wab,
in his most violent fits of angei, a touch
of originality which, together with his

bad English, made them absolutely comi
cal Like Lully and Gluck, he had the

gift of command, and like them, he

combined an nascible violence that ovei-

came all opposition with a witty good
nature which, though wounding to vanity,
had the power of healing the wounds
it had caused This masterful chai-

acter, with its violence and its transports
of anger and genius, was governed by a

supreme self-control In Handel

tranquihty prevailed No one had

any suspicion of the nervous tension or

the superhuman determination which he
must have needed in order to sustain this

tranquil ity
}>

Handel composed easily, spontaneous
ly, as naturally as man breathes His
Concert! grossi, for example, weie com
posed each in a single day at a single

sitting He wrote straight off, and fre

quently needed no revision As a mat
ter of fact, he wrote so easily that the

abundance of his ideas sui passed his

ability to put them down on paper, he
therefore adopted a system whereby he
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could jot do\\n his ideas in an ablntvi- tnce of their attitude better illustrated

ated form than in their use of the recitative

We have already commented upon Handel, accepting the comentions of the

Handel's operas and oratorios There Italian art \\ithout hesitation, ruined an
remains one more field in which he \va^ enormous number of his \\orks by the

preeminentorchestral music His or- emptiest, baldest and most mechanical
chestral works include twelve concerti formulab, \\hile Bach, dissatisfied with

grossi, six oboe concerti, symphonies anything which had not significance,
from his operas and oratorios, his open- endeavored by the contours and in-

air music (the Water music and the tervals of his solo part, by the pro-
Fireworks music') and concerti for gressions and harmonies of his ac-

horns Here, as Romam Holland has companiment, and by every means that

written, "he had an exquisite sense was available to intensify from moment
of form No German surpassed him in to moment the expression of the words
the art of writing beautiful melodic lines "Bach's feeling for melody was not so
Mozart and Hasse alone were his equals happ> as Handel's In mstrumenta-
m this He did not work so much tlon both of these giants among corn-
thru the brilliancy, variety and novelty posers were equally backward, though
of his tone-colors as by the beauty of their aims and methods, and the rest
his designs, and his effects of light and they achieved, were very different
shade With a voluntarily restrained Handel did as little as it is possible for

palette, and by satisfying himself with a great master to do in adding to the
the sober colors of the strings, he yet resources of the instrumental side of
was able to produce surprising and thnl- music Bach, on the other hand,
ling effects Volbach has shown that looking always forward, gives proof of
he had less recourse to the contrast and much more purpose in his use of instru-

mixmg of instruments than to the divi- mental resources The oratorios of
sion of the same family of instruments Handel were nearly all dramatic or epic,
into different groups On the other and the subjects were tieated as nearly
hand, Handel, when he considered it as possible histrionically But (with
advisable, reduced his instrumental Bach) they are the direct outcome of
forces by suppressing the violin and the personal devotion, and m them the
second violin, whose places were taken mystic emotionalism of the Teutonic
by the harpsichord All his orchestral nature fcmnci lts purest expression

"

art is in the true instinct of balance and

economy which, with the most restricted Principal works by George Frederick

means m managing a few co
1

ors, yet Handel
knows how to obtain as poweiful im- OPERA Almira, Neto, Daphne, Rodngo ,

pressions as our musicians today, with Agnppma, Rinaldo
, Silla, Radamislo

,
Rode-

their crowded -palette
JJ Imda, Lotano , Ananna, Alctna, Atlanta,

r+ TT i. ^ -n i i 1 Armimo
,

Serse . Jupiter m Arqos . GiulwC Hubert Parry has discerningly con- Cesare etc

trasted the music of Handel with that CHO;AL Two passionS; Nineteen 01 atones
of his great contemporary, Johann (including The Messiah, Esther, Saul, Israel

Sebastian Bach "Where Handel aimed * Egypt, Samson, Judas Maccabaeus, Joshua,

at beauty of melodic form, Bach strove Solomon Susannah<

Jephtha etc ) , Ode for
r i . * -TT71 j Cecilia s day. UAllegro . II Pensoroso. etc
for cnaracteustic expression Where ~ *'

,

' '

TT -i * 111 r ORCHESTRA iwelve concerti grossi, suites
Handel used orderly progressions of for full orchestra ( indudmg Water music,
simple harmony, Bach aimed at contnv- Fireworks music) , concertos for solo mstru-

ing elaborate mterweavmgs of subtly merits and orchestia, oveitures

disposed parts to give the effect of the 9rga? Con
1

certos
>
senates for the violin, for

ifii , 1 i ri . i AH n- viola, for oboe, suites for the harpsichoid,
subtlest shade of human feeling Where

prchl

'

dcs and fugues for organ? trlosy etc
'

Handel used the most realistic means to

convey the hopping of frogs, or the Abotit George Frederick Handel

tattling of halftones Bach attempted Chrysander, Fnednch G F Handel, Dent,

to express the mner feelings of human ]i
dward J Ĥ tel

^ ,

Fl we
1

I\ Ne^ma2
,

r
j ,1 ^ A r George Frederick Handel. Rockstro, W S

creatures under the impress of anv ex- Th* Lift of George Frederick Handel, Rol-
citmg causes Nowhere is the differ- land, Romam Handel, Schenn^, Arnold
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chr Ojatonunn, Schoclcher,
^Vic-

Reiser engaged Hasse as tenor for the

Lor The Lift o] Handd, Streatteild, K A Opera For the next four years, Hasse
Handel, Williams, C E Abdy

^Handel devoted himself both to the study of

Impoitant recordings of music by music and to his duties as an operatic

George Frederick Handel singer Then, in 1722, Komg procured
SELLCTIONS FROM OPLRV Akrna, "Orches- for him a more important post as singer

iral suite/
1

arranged by Gohler (VICTOR- at the Brunswick Theatre It was here
Mengelbcig) ^// fl H/ n "Lara selvc' GKAMO-

^ 1723 ft^st's first dramaticengecig fl H n
-

^ 1723 ft^st's first ramatic
PHONE) ,

Comme alia tortoiclla laiigue (Lo- > >

LUMBU) Rwaldo, "Lascia ch' 10
pianga;;

work, Antigonus, was given perform-

(GR\MOPHONE-01s7e\\ska) S<?ne, "Largo" ance

(VicTuR-Schipa), etc Altho Antigonus was praised, Hasse
CHORAL The AAuia hL complete (J^M- recogmzed hls technical shortcomings

BivBetcham) Juda\ Maccabacu^ Mourn &
T

>e afflicted children" (COLUMBIA) , "Arm, arm sufficiently to embark for Naples, m
>c brave" (GRVMOPHONE) ,

"Sion now her 1724, and become a pupil of Porpora
hand shall laise" (PAHLAPHONE) ,

"Fall'n is
jt was Hasse's great ambition to study

the foe" (COLUMBIA) ,
"Sound an alarm

? d Alessandro Scarlatti, master of
(GitAMOPHONL) Salmon, Overture TI

' u^ r^
(DECCV) , "Awake, the trumpet's lofty sound" the Neapolitan opera This Hasse felt

(GUAMOPHONL) ,
"Honour and arms" (Co- to be an impossible dream At a social

LUMBIA) ,
"Death march" (GRAMOPHONE) , gathering, he met Scarlatti who soon be-

"Lct the blight Seiaphim" (COLUMBIA), "Lei
SQ impressed Wlth his personality

^L^^Tj^s S^TvicS- that he decided to accept him as a pupil

Schumann) Solomon, "What though I trace" Scarlatti's influence over Hasse was

(GRAMOPHONE), "Nightingale's choius" (Co- powerful, it was because of this m-
LUMBIA), "Entiance of the Queen of Shcba"

fluence that Hasse was henceforth to
(CoLUMBiA-Bcecham)

compose operas m the distinct style of
ORCHESTRA Twelve conceiti giossi , ^T f ,u rt T

(DLCCA-AnseimcL), Concerto foi ha,p and the Neapolitan School

orchestra (DLCCA) ,
Concerto m D-major t

foi In 1725, Hasse was commissioned by
orchestra and 01 gan (C oLUMBiA-Haiiy) t

Coii- a bani<er to compose a Serenade, for
ceilo in B-flat majoi, foi harpsichoul and

vnirp c When nerfnimerl before a
orchestia (Vic LOR) , Pircwoiki music (Co-

two voices When peitoimett Detoie a

LUMBiA-Hart>) ,
Water music (VICTOR- brilliant gathering, the work made so

Stokowski) , Onum of design, airangement of deep an impression that, literally over-
Handel airb (CoLiTMBiA-Beccham) , Suite, ai-

nlRht Hasse became famous m Naples
langcment of Handel a!rs (CoiUMBU-Haity) Ag a direcl reguU Qf ^^ succe&s he was

Vo^Tandowska)
SmtGS ^ S

commissioned to compose an opera for

Many Recordings of sonatas, etc the Theatie Royal // Scsostrato was

performed in 1726, becoming an im
mediate favorite with Neapolitans

Johann Adolph Hasse 1699-1783 In 1727, Hasse went to Venice where

NOTWITHSTANDING
his German he was appointed professor at the Con-

birth, Johann Adolph Hasse is con- servatoiy During this period, the

sidered one of the impoiUnt composers
cha

^
m of

r J"
s personality, the beautiful

of the Neapolitan school of opera <luahly of his singing voice, the fame of

He was bom in Bergedorf ,
near Ham- his compositions and his great talent as a

buig, on Maich 25, 1699 His father, performer on the harpsichord all com-

organist and schoolmaster at Bergedorf,
bined to make him one

T J
the most al-

gave him his first musical instruction,
lractlv

^
musicians m Italy Here, he

which he soon supplemented with self- ^et
1

lhe c
T

harraln&
,

sin r
'

1

Faust
J
na

study In 1717, Hasse left for Ham- Bordom, who several years later be-

buig where he became acquainted with came his wire

Ulnch Komg, poet to the King of August II of Dresden invited Hasse

Poland Attracted to Hasse because of to his court in 1731 to become chapel-

his beautiful voice and musical sensi- master Here, his opera, Alessandro

tivity, Komg introduced the musician to nelf Indie (which included in its cast

Remhard Keiser, one of the foremost some of the greatest singers of the time,

operatic composers of the period and including Hasse's own wife) was a

the director of the Opera House triumph During the next few years.
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Hasse toured with his wife thru the

principal cities of Italy, then went to

London (where he did not enjoy great
success principally because Handel was
the composer of the hour) and, finally,

returned to Dresden in 1739.

When, in 1745, Frederick the Great

triumphed at 'the battle of Kesseldorf
and made a triumphant entry into Dres

den, he sent one of his generals to Hasse
and begged him to arrange a private per
formance of his opera, Arminio. The
performance delighted the Emperor so

greatly that, during the remaining days
of his stay in Dresden, he insisted that

Hasse officiate over all the musical ac

tivities Upon his departure, he award
ed Hasse a diamond ring and a thousand
thalers

Beginning with 1755, Hasse knew less

happy days. For one thing, his voice

had not only lost its beautiful quality
but was disappearing completely, with
the result that towards the end of his

life he became completely dumb Then,
in 1760, during the siege of Dresden,
he lost most of his property, including

many of the manuscripts which at that

time he was preparing for publication

Finally, m 1763, the Seven Years War
compelled the court of Dresden to adopt
strict economy, necessitating the dismis

sal of both Hasse and his wife

Disappointed that fate should have
taken so unkind a turn, Hasse and his

JOHANN ADOLPH

wife left for Vienna \\here, fortunately,
he was engaged by the court Between
1763 and 1766 he composed six operas
whose appeal was great. In 1770, he
was once again in Italy to attend a per
formance of his last opera, Rugglero
Ruggicro was performed simultaneously
with a short serenade, Ascanio in Alba,

composed by thirteen-year-old Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, It is recorded that

when Hasse heard Ascanio, he ex
claimed. "This child will cause all of

us to be forgotten !"

During the last decade of his life,

Hasse lived in retirement in Venice,

composing music principally for the

church He died there on December 16,

1783.

Charles Burney has described Hasse*
"He was tall and strongly built His
face must have been handsome and finely
chiselled . He was very , . . kindly in

manner. He was very talkative and full

of commonsense
, equally devoid of pride

and prejudice, he spoke ill of no one
On the contrary, he did justice to the

talents of several of his rivals. He had
an infinite respect for Philipp Emantiel

Bach, and spoke of Handel only with

reverence
"

Johann Adolph Hasse was an enor

mously prolific composer He created

more than a hundred operas (he set all

of Metastasis's librettos to music, some
of them three or four times), and a

rich output of oratorios, cantatas and

instrumental music. He was a composer
who produced his music easily, spontan

eously and abundantly His works were
so numerous that, as he himself said,

he might very well fail to recognize one

of them, As a matter of fact, he fre

quently confessed that he derived far

more pleasure from creation than from

preserving what he had written

Charles Burney has referred to Hasse
as the most learned and the most elegant

composer of his time From present-

day standards it would seem that Bur-

ney's statement is overerxthusiastic, and
that the critical evaluation of Fetis is

much more discerning "Iri expression
of tender sentiments," wrote Fetis, "his

music had an irresistible charm, but in

general he lacked effectiveness in ener

getic feeling, and his forms did not pos-
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sess sufficient variety His harmonies
were less strong, less rich in modulation
than the works of other German com
posers of his time, they appeared feeble

later when Mozart and Haydn threw
into their music all the splendor of their

art. As for his church music, his style
had clarity but one perceived too much
affinity with his dramatic writing, and
his melodies lacked both grandeur and

masculinity
"

Principal works by Johann Adolph
Hasse
OPERA Se-sustnito

,
Artaserte

,
Alessandro

nell'Indic
,

Didone abbandonata
, Antigono t

Scmwamide
t

II Re pcutore ,
Zenolna

, Ruy-
giero, etc

CHORAL Oratorios
,

cantatas
,

misereres
,

psalms ;
Te Deums, etc

TNSIRUMENTAL Concertos, selected orches
tral pieces, etc

About Johann Adolph Hasse

Fetis, F J Biographic Univcrselle dcs

Musictent, Kamicnski, Ltician Die Oratonen
i'on Johann Adolph Hasse, Memcke, Karl
Heinnch, Hasse itnd die Brudcr Craim

Hans Leo Hassler 1564-1612

J-JANS
LEO HASSLER, descended

from a long line of eminent organ
ists, was born in Nuremberg on October

25, 1564 His father is believed to

have been his only teacher in Nurem
berg, but he was a competent master,
for Hans Leo Hassler soon distinguished
himself as an organist.

In 1584, Hassler left for Venice it

is the opinion of many musicologists that
the community of Nuremberg financed
the trip) to complete his studies under
the contrapuntal master, Andrea Gabneh

being the first German composer to

travel across the Alps for higher musi
cal education. Here he was introduced

intimately to the music of Palestrma,
whose influence upon him became
marked, One year later, Hassler was
summoned back to Germany to become
private organist to Octavian Fugger at

Augsburg He held this position for
fifteen years, at the same time continu

ing his studies in composition and
counterpoint

In 1601, he was called to Vienna
by Emperor Rudolph II as court com
poser and organist, and so pleased the

HANS LEO HASSLER

Emperor with his talent that he was
soon knighted. In 1604, he became

organisi at Ulm where he married and
settled for a short period Four years
later, he was called by Prince Christian

II of Saxony to Dresden
In 1612, Hassler journeyed to

Frankfort-on-the-Mam, in the suite of

Prince George I, for the purpose of at

tending the coronation of Emperor
Matthias Here, attacked by phthisis,
he died on June 8, 1612.

A composer of distinguished con

trapuntal music for the church, Has-
sler's importance in musical history rests

in the fact that he gave to the German
school a style of harmonic writing which

persisted for a long time among German
composers,

Karl Nef esteems Hassler's church
works as "pearls of Protestant church
music

" "How splendidly the polyphonic
arrangement of Ein Feste Burg depicts
the proud defiance of the opening words,
how well it delineates the 'cruel enemy/
and in what a beautifully flowing line

it calmly draws to its conclusion ' Not
less beautiful . . . are the simple four-

voice arrangements of the church mel
odies which Hassler published in 1608
This is golden treasure which the church
choirs should ever cherish. Even he
who stands far removed from a genuine
musical appreciation can surmise what

depth of spirit lay m this master who
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wrote the melody O haitpt voll Blut and
Wundcn His masses are highly
esteemed foi their melodic wealth, and
he achieved delightful results as a com-

posei of madngals and secular songs
"

Both brothers of Hans Leo Hassler

distinguished themselves as musicians
The older, Kaspar Hassler (1562-1618)
was an organist at the Lorenz Kirche
in Nuremberg, and distinguished himself

by editing several important collections

of sacred motets by Italian composers
The younger, Jacob Hassler (1569-
1618?) was likewise a pi eminent organ
ist, editor of a collection of church

works, and the composei of several

pieces for organ

Principal works by Hans Leo Hassler

CHORAL Masses
,

canzonets
, magnificats ,

madngalb, songs, motets
, psalms, etc

About Hans Leo Hassler

Fetis, F J Biographic Universe lie des
Musiciens

, Lcichentutt, Hugo Mei\terwerke
Deut seller Tonkunsi

, Nef, Karl An Outline

of the Hi\toiv of

Important recordings of music by
Hans Leo Hassler

CHORAL Christ ist ej ftanden (GRAMO
PHONE) ,

Mew hcb'will mit mi} knegen (PAR-
LAPHONE) ,

O haupt voll blut und wunden
(VICTOR) , Wenn ich einmall soil scheiden

(KANTOREI)

Joseph Haydn 1732-1809
"A genius of this kind nevei before ex
isted and probably never will be sui-

passecl He is the father of us all"

GEORGE THOMSON

"He alone has the secret of making me
smile, and touching me to the bottom of

my soul
" MOZART

PRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN was bom
on March 31, 1732, in Rohiau, a

village in Austna near the border of

Hungaiy He came fiom peasant folk

His father, Mathias Haydn, was a

wagoner and parish sexton, his mother,
Elizabeth, was a woman of simple tastes

and humble origin

Music was an instinct with these

people During the evening Mathias
would play the haip, and Elizabeth

would sing, as the children sat at their

feet and listened Of these youngei
Haydns, Fianz Joseph was most keenly

aftected b\ the mubic he htard, and rno^t

clearh showed aptitude toi the art

When his father discovered him one da\,

sitting outside the schoolhouse and simu

lating playing the \iolin In scraping two
sticks of wood against each other, he
determined to give the bo\ as competent
a musical training as he could For this

purpose, he enlisted the cooperation of
his kinsman, Johann Mathias Frankh,
a choir-master, who was to teach the

boy of six the violin and harpsichord
Haydn later commented that he received
"more blows than \ictuals" from his

teacher, but Frankh was a competent
teacher, and m two years the boy was
able to enter the choir school of St

Stephen's church in Vienna
At St Stephen, Haydn was under the

tutelage of Reutter, the chapel-mastei
,

who failed to discern any particular tal

ent m the boy Reutter not only
neglected Haydn but frequently mal
treated him Joseph Haydn, however,
found musical guidance elsewhere With
a few gulden, which he had succeeded
in saving, he bought several treatises

on counterpoint and thorough bass,
which he virtually learned by rote Thus
he acquired training in musical theory
When Haydn was seventeen years old,

his voice broke Being of very little

use to the church, he was summarily dis

missed from the choir a pretext being
one of Haydn's practical jokes on a
fellow pupil There followed bitter days
for young Haydn He was without a

home, fi lends or money The first night
away fiom the church he was forced to

sleep in the streets An acquaintance
fiom St Stephen pitied him and gave
him tempo: ary lodging Before long,

Haydn succeeded in finding a few pupils
and a few engagements as violinist

Thus he was able to subsist His free

moments still belonged to music study
each evening was spent m the study of

the sonatas of Philipp Emanuel Bach
In a short while, Haydn's fortunes

improved He had composed a mass
which atti acted some notice, bunging
the composer several commissions
There followed a lucrative post as mu
sic teacher m the home of an influen

tial family m Vienna Then, Haydn
became acquainted with Michael Por-
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pora a singer of great reputation who
at the time was in the employ of the

Venetian ambassador at Vienna. Por-

pora engaged Haydn as his accompanist,
and thru this engagement Haydn was

given an opportunity to meet some of

the outstanding musicians in Vienna at

the time, including Gluck and von
Dittersdorf.

Haydn composed his first string-

quartet in 1755 on the encouragement
of a musical amateur, von Furnberg,
who conducted chamber music perform
ances at his home This form of com
position, which he inherited from the

hands of Bocchenni, so intrigued Haydn
that for the next few months he cre

ated one string-quartet after another,

establishing this form of composition as

one of the major vehicles for musical

expression These quartets delighted
von Furnberg with their spontaneity and

charm; in partial gratitude, he enthusi

astically recommended the composer to

Count Morzin as worthy of filling the

position of chapel master on the Count's

private estate in Bohemia Haydn
eagerly accepted the position, which in

cluded salary and board. Here, Haydn
found the peace, quiet and leisure neces

sary for composition His pen became

increasingly fertile ; and it was here that

he composed his first symphony.
At this time, Haydn married Mana

Anna Keller, daughter of a wig-maker
This was an ill-fated marriage Surly,

supremely selfish, extravagant, Maria
Anna was hardly the suitable wife for

Haydn She was little interested in her

husband's art, frequently used his manu
scripts as curling papers There were
endless squabbles. The couple lived

together several unhappy years, and then

separated permanently. Haydn supplied
her with a generous income until the end
of his life.

Haydn's position at the private home
of Count Morzin was soon succeeded

by an even more important post, that of
second chapel master to Prince Ester-

hazy of Eisenstadt Five years later,

he rose to the rank of first chapel-
master. For twenty-five years he held

this post. Here Haydn was in charge
of the daily concerts. The magnificent
festivals which regularly took place at

JOSEPH HAYDN

the palace proved to be colorful back

grounds for Haydn's music making
Dressed m a costume which consisted
of bright blue coat decorated with silver

braid and buttons, white collar and cuffs

as well as his powdered wig and shin

ing pumps, Haydn personally directed
the concerts His pen likewise con
tributed a mountain of instrumental mu
sic for orchestra and chamber groups
for these festivities.

At this time, Haydn became ac

quainted with Mozart. Much to his

credit, Haydn recognized Mozart's

genius Until the end of Mozart's life,

Haydn fought vigorously to bring the

genius recognition. In 1785, Mozart

composed a series of six quartets which
he affectionately dedicated to Haydn
When Haydn heard these quartets, he
told Mozart's father:

ff

l must tell you
before God, and as an honest man, that

I think your son the greatest composer
I ever heard of.

JJ

The death of Prince Esterhazy in 1790
enabled Haydn to accept an offer which
had been extended him by Johann Peter

Salomon, concert-manager and violinist

namely, to come to London, direct a

few concerts, and supply six new sym
phonies In 1791, Haydn visited Lon
don for the first time. From March un
til May he directed orchestral concerts

featuring his new works. His success

was brilliant. Haydn's music became the
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conversation of the hour, and he himself Ha}dn
1

s old age was quiet and digni-
vvas the recipient of much honor Ox- fied, although touched \\ith a gentle
ford besto\\ed upon him the degree of melancholy brought on by illness In
doctorate of music, the Prince of Wales 1805, on' Haydn's birthday, Mozart's
invited him as a guest to his home fourteen-year-old son came to the home

Ha> dn remained in London a year
f the master to bring him a cantata he

and a half before ictuining to Vienna had composed especially for his father^

En route homewards, he stopped off at close friend jln March of 1808, Haydn
Bonn where he became acquainted for heard a performance of his \\ork for the

the first time with Ludwig van Beetho- ^ast time, The Creation, directed by
\en (then still in his adolescence) who Sahen From that time on he \\as con-

showed him a cantata he had recently
ftned to his home thru weakness and ill-

composed This work Ha>dn "greatly
health r

praised, warmly encoui aging the com- Joseph Ha>dn died in Vienna on May
posei to proceed with his studies

"
31, 1809 In his will he torgot no one

Latei on, in Vienna, Beethoven became old friends, acquaintances, people who
a pupil of Haydn, but their lelationship had done him favors in his }outh and
was never successful Beethoven was far those who had been kind to him in his

too much the iconoclast, Haydn too much old age
ik

l commend my soul to my
the classicist, for these two tempera- all-merciful Creator/' he concluded his

ments to harmonize a will reverently Haydn was buried in an

In 1794, Haydn was once again a obscure churchyard near his home in

visitor to London, six new symphonies
Vienna Eleven years later, however

in his bag Once again he was the re- at the request of one of the Esterhazys

cipient of great honoi At this time,
his body was brought to the parish

he became a friend of Mrs Schroeter, church of Eisenstadt, where it lests to-

to whom he became closely attached ^a7
"She was a veiy handsome woman, Haydn was of middle height, with

though over sixty/' Haydn commented, very short legs His complexion was
"and, had I been free, I should certain- dark, marked by smallpox, his nose

ly have married hei
"

Three piano aquiline, the expression of his eyes soft

trios weie dedicated by the composer to and generous He always wore a wig,
Mrs Schroeter with side-curls and queue He con-

Haydn was likewise greeted with sidered himself a veiy ugly man, and

honor in his own country Upon his was consistently bewildered that so many
return to Vienna fiom London, he found staking women should have been at-

himself recognized as the gieatest Aus- tracted to him

tnan composer of his time Concerts of His geneiosity, warm heait and sim-

his music weie planned in his honoi m phcity have frequently been subject for

Vienna, a bust of him was elected in comment "Anybody can see by the look

his native city In 1797, on the oc- of me/' he once said of himself an

casion of the birthday of Empeior accurate stroke of self-appraisal, "that

Franz II, Haydn's national anthem I am a good-natured sort of a fellow"

(which was originally the second move- He was fervently religious Habitual-

ment of his famous Kaiser Quartet} ly, he began and ended his manuscripts
was performed and sung in eveiy with the words

}

"In nomine Domini"

principal theatre in Austna I One year and "Laus Deo", and when he was corn-

later saw the first performance of one posing The Creation he fell on his knees

of Haydn's greatest works, The Crea- each day and piayed to God to give him

twn, modeled aftei Milton's Paradise strength to bring the work to successful

Lost The success of The Creation was completion < By nature he was thrifty,

instantaneous Choral societies were haid-woikmg, extremely methodical

founded in Austna expressly to give it He possessed a sunny sense of humor,

peiformance i The Creation was fol- and a lovable disposition He was not

lowed by Haydn's last gieat work, a^o a particularly educated man, he read

foi chorus, The Seasons very little, and was only superficially ac-
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quumted \\ith am huhject out of the

realm ot music
\\ hen he u>mjx>sed, he preferred t(j

\vear his best clothing, his> diamond ring
and his most ornate pendants He
\\orked industriously and s} stematicalh

He sketched his \\orks cm the piano,
then, a tew hours afterwards, developed
them on paper He worked icgularl}
each da\, IILVU waiting foi inspiration
or inclination Ht \\as well aware of

his importance and greatness "I know/'
he once said, "that God has bestowed
a talent upon me, and I thank him tor

it I think I have done nry duty and
have been of use in my generation and

\}y ITU works Let others do the same
"

Havdn's importance in the history of

muMC ha,s been so great that it is dif

ficult to summan/e his many achieve

ments in a tew paragraphs He in

herited the sonata foim from Phihpp
Emanuel Bach and not only solidified it

but infused into it such vital genius that

it became one ot the most pliant forms
of musical expression He definite!}
established the foim of the symphony,
preparing- the way for Mozart and Bee
thoven He was the father of the

string quaitet, Mozart frequently con
fessed that it was from Haydn that he
learned how to compose for four

stringed instruments He enriched the

harmonic language of his day, increased
the resources of oichestration He was
one of the pioneers in the creation of

program music It is, theiefore, with
considerable justification that he is fre

quently teimed the "father of instru

mental music
"

His most successful medium for aitis-

tic expression was in the symphony and
the string quartet "It is not often/'
wrote Otto Jahn, "that a composer hits

so exactly upon the form suited to his

conceptions, the quartet was Haydn's
natural mode of expressing his feelings

"

And, m commenting upon Haydn's sym
phonies, C Hubert Parry wrote "His

predecessors had always written rather

caielessly and hastily for the band, and

haidly ever tued to get refined and

original effects from the, use of their

instruments, but he naturally applied his

mind more earnestly to the matter m
hand and found out new ways of con-

tiastmg and combining the tones of dif

ferent membeis of his oichestia, and

getting a fuller and richer effect out of

the ma&s of them when they were plaj-

ing In the actual style of music, too,

he made great advances
,
in his hands,

symphonies became by degrees more

vigorous and, at the same time, more

reall} musical
"

J Cuthbert Hadden neatly summed
up Havdn's style of composition when
he wrote

* To say that a composition is
4

Ha}dnit.h' is to express m one word
what is well understood by all intelligent

amateurs Haydn's music is like his

character clear, straightforward, tresh

and winning, without the slightest tiace

of affectation 01 morbidity Its perfect

transparency, its firmness of design, its

fluency of instrumental language, the

beauty and inexhaustible wealth of its

melody, its studied moderation, its child

like cheerfulness these are some of the

qualities which mark the style of this

most genial of all composers
"

A distinguishing trait of Haydn's
works was his frequent use of Croatian

folk music for his melodic material

Wrote W H Hadow 'The Croatian
melodies are bright, sensitive, piquant,
but they seldom rise to any high level

of dignity or eainestness They belong
to a temper which is marked rather by
feeling and imagination than by any sus

tained breadth of thought, and hence,
while they enrich their own field of art

with great beauty, there are certain

frontiers which they rarely cross, and
from which, if crossed, they soon re

turn
" Even many of Haydn's original

melodies are characterized by typical

rhythmic and melodic qualities to be
found m the Croatian folk songs How
ever, as Franz Bellmgei has added,
tf

Haydn's speech, like that of eveiy

genius, was not only that of his race,

but of the world
" To these Croatian

charactenstics, Haydn added his high
inspiration and sensitivity, and produced
a type of melody which, for the most

part, is unmistakably his

Principal works by Joseph Haydn
ORCHESTRA More than 125 symphonies,

divertrnienU, German dances, nocturnes,
serenades, cassations, conceitos for violon
cello and orchestra, Concerto for harpsichord
and orchestra, symphonies concei tantes, etc
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()PER\ Lt" Pt^mtriti, La I 'era

La Fedclta prennata ,
Orlando Paladino, etc

CHORAL \cren words of the ^artour MI

the tro\s; Stabat Mater, cantatas; massis,
The Creation, The Seasons, etc

CHAMBER Music Mure than eighty string

quartets ,
sextet ; quintets , Thirty-eight piano

trios, Thirt} trios for strings, Fifteen trios

for combinations of \vmcl and strings, sonatas
for \iolm and piano.
Sonatas for the piano, songs, etc

About Joseph Haydn.
Brenet, Michel Haydn ; Hadden, J Cuth-

bert Havdn, Haclow, \\ H Oxford His

tory of Musit (\ol 5) , Mason, Daniel Greg
ory Beethoven and his Forerunners, Parr>,
C Hubert Studies of Great Composers,
Pohl, Carl Ferdinand Haydn, Townsend,
Pauline D Joseph Haydn

Important recordings of music by
Joseph Haydn
CHORAL The Creation, "Rolling of foaming

billows" (VICTOR), "\\ith verdure clad"

(GRAMOPHONE) , "Awake the harp" (GRAMO
PHONE) t

"The heavens are telling" (COLUM
BIA) ; "Achieved is the glorious work"
(GRAMOPHONE) The Seasons, "Komm,
holder Lenz" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

"Schon eilct

froh der Ackersmann" (GRAMOPHONE-
Schorr)

ORCHESTRA German dames (TELEFUNKEN-
Kleiber) , Farewell symphony (COLUMBIA.-
Wood) , Symphony in G-major, no 13 (Vic-
TOR-Kratiss) ; Oxford symphony (VICTOR) ,

Surprise symphony (VicroR-Koussevitzky) ,

Military symphony (COLUMBIA) ; Clock

symphony (VicroR-Toscamm) , Drum roll

symphony (COLUMBIA) ,
London symphony

(ViCTOR-Barbirolh), etc
; Concerto for violon

cello and orchestra, in D-major (COLUMBIA-
Feuermann)
CHAMBER Music Four volumes of the

principal string quartets (His MASTERS VOICE-
Pro Arte) ,

Trio in G-major (VICTOR)

Stephen Heller 1813-1888

CTEPHEN HELLER was born as

Jacob Heller in Pesth, Hungary, on

May 15, 1813 In his twelfth year, his

parents made him a Catholic to save

him from the anti-Semitic persecutions

that, at the time, were taking place in

Hungary At the same time, his birth-

name was changed to Stephen
His father, a clerk m a cloth factory,

had visions of a great career as virtuoso

for Stephen Wlaen Stephen was still

a child, he studied the piano under Franz

Brauer, and harmony under Cibulka Ho
made sufficient progress to make a pub
lic appearance m Pesth together with

teacher, Fran/ Brauei, in a t\\o-

piano concerto by Dussek.

His encouraging performance urged
his parent^ to send him to Vienna to

continue the study of the piano under
the distinguished Karl Czerny. He came
to Vienna in 1826 During this period
he met Beethoven and Schubert, and

gave a concert \\hich promised much
for his future. In 1828, his studies were

prematurely interrupted, when his father

impatient to see his son embark upon
a glorious career called him back home
for the purpose of beginning an ex
tended concert tour For three years,
the Hellers toured Hungary (where
Chopin heard him play) and Germany
Stephen's concerts were only moderately
successful.

The strain of travel and concertizmg T

however, finally proved too great for

the boy He suffered a nervous break

down The Hellers were compelled to

interrupt their tour at Augsburg, where

they settled Here, Stephen Heller con

tinued his piano studies under Chelard.

At the same time, he essayed composi
tion pieces for the piano which he
sent to Robert Schumann for criticism.

Schumann found that the pieces con
tained so great a talent that he wrote
Heller an enthusiastic letter and pub
lished a favorable criticism in the Neue
Zeitschnft fur Musik This was the

beginning of a friendship between the

STEVEN HELLER
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tvvn musicians \\luch gicw and cle\ eloped
with the passing of \eart. tliru the med~
mm of a prolific exchange of corre

spondence, the t\vo musicians, however,
ne\er nut

In 1838, Heller went to Pans, which
then remained his home for the lest of
his lite Fot a while he undertook con
cert work, and was not only an excellent

virtuoso but equall} remarkable at im

provisation Charles Halle, the con
ductor of the Manchester Symphony
Orchestra, wrote as follows, after hear

ing Heller's improvisations 'The

change that came over him and his

execution at such moments was marvel
ous Difficulties seemed to vanish
\\ hether he improvised quite freely or
on subjects given to him, he was equally
fascinating, dominating his listeners and
pouring out a wealth of ideas of which
his published works gave no idea"

Notwithstanding Heller's piamstic
gifts, he was never successful on the
concert stage For one thing

1

, he did not

possess a personality sufficiently striking
to arouse curiosity and interest in his

audiences, then, he was painfully self-

conscious, persistentl} fleeing from pub
lic attention As a result, his public
appearances became less and less fre

quent During his life, he pursued a

quiet and unobtrusive existence, earning
his living by teaching the piano, and

devoting his free hours to composition
In 1873, Heller developed eye trouble

which became so serious during the next
ten years that he was forced to consult

specialists For eighteen months he un
derwent incessant treatment without

showing any improvement His eyesight,
finally, became so bad that he could
neither read nor wnte Composition was
now out of the question, teaching as
well His income, therefore, came to
an abrupt end For a while, intense

poverty faced him However, he had
a true fuend in Charles Halle", who
now came to his rescue Halle made an
appeal to music lovers thiuout Great
Britain and collected enough money to

buy Heller an annuity that promised the

composer comfoit until the end of his

days

Stephen Heller died in Pans on Janu
ary 14, 1888, in virtual obscurity His

piano works were kno\\n and admned
onH by a handful of musicians

Much of the neglect \\hich Heller

suffered was the direct result of his

own making Obscurity inevitably fol

lows* a composer who fights public at

tention and flees from lecogmtion as

Heller consistently did As a result,

many composers, far less gifted than

he, enjoyed a greater prominence More
over, Heller was known to have been an

idler, a procrastmator where work was
concerned He was altogether incapable
of rigorous application to the task of
the composition His music suffered,

consequently He was hopelessly ad
dicted to time consuming daydreaming,
and he was well aware of this great
fault In 1844, he wrote to Robert Schu
mann ffWhat are my plans

? I have
none I am a consummate dreamer
and I forget for months, nay for years,
what I live for, nay whether I live at

all I puff away my whole life in

this cursed dreaming and forget reality
in mere poetic day-dreams

"

Fiedenck Niecks has etched a verbal

portrait of Stephen Heller "When I

saw Heller, he was living at no 7 Cite

Malesherbes, on the third story The
sitting room into which I wras ushered
was decidedly small and was also very
modest as to furniture The quiet and

unpretentious atmosphere of the room,
I found afterwards to be in perfect
harmony with the character of the man
who had his home here Heller made
his appearance in a loose red Garibaldi
blouse All his being and doing was
suffused with calm Another of his

fundamental characteristics was simplic
ity, a third, kindliness Heller was
not a man of strong resolves and steel

muscles, not of fierce deeds and tenaci

ous pursuits Soft is the only epithet
that fits his constitution For the struggle
for existence he had an unconquerable
aveision He turned away with disgust
from what he likened to the fighting of

dogs for any bones that many turn

up Passivity was his element
"

Heller's piano works have been rele

gated to comparative obscurity, rarely
making an appearance on a modern con
cert program However, it is the opinion
of Isidor PhiUpp that Heller does not
deserve this frigid neglect Discussing
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Heller't, works, Phihpp wrote "Stephen
Heller derives from Schumann, Mendels
sohn and Chopin in the sense that he has

certain affinities with all three of these

great masters But he developed a style

peculiar to himself The Promenades
d'un sohtaire, the Nuits blanches, his

preludes and etudes, mark an epoch in

the history of piano music These pieces
are written m a foim that was new,
that was personal to Heller His talent

may have been comparatively small, but

it was pure and bore a stamp of its own
His music was not of large proportions,
it did not plumb great depths ,

but it was

essentially the music of good breeding,
and as such, indeed, it belongs to a

period that is no longer ours Still, the

best of it has lost nothing of its pristine
bloom In some of his works, Heller is

a classicist, in others he is a lomanticist,
but he never fails to be original His
music occupies a distinctive and import
ant place in the literature for the piano
It is music replete with imagination,
chaim and sincerity"

Principal works by Stephen Heller

An entire library of piano music, including

etudes, sonatas, Noctuines, serenades, album-

leaves, etc

About Stephen Hellei

Marhave, Joseph Etudes Mustcales,
Schutz, Rudolf Stephen Heller
Etude 26 691 November 1908, Monthly

Musical Record 48 25 February 1918, Musical

Quarterly 21 432 October 1935

Sir George Henschel 1850-1934

(See Composers Of Today]

Victor Herbert 1859-1924

HERBERT, prince of Amei-
ican operetta cornposeis, was boin

in Dublin, on Febiuary 1, 1859 His

grandfather was Samuel Lover he of

the phenomenal versatility Lover was
the author of such popular Irish novels

as Handy Andy, and also painter, smger,

actor, composer, poet and librettist

When Victor Heibert was three years
old, his father, an attorney, diecl in

Pans The boy was taken under the

wing of his eminent grandfather, who
was the first to introduce him to music
Victor's mother, a pianist, then gave

him leSbtms on the piano, and he iruule

such progress that grandfathei Lovei

prophesied a great musical caieer foi

the boy
While Victor Herbert \\as still a bo\ ,

his mother married a German ph\Mcian,
settling in Stuttgait Here, Victoi \vas

entered in the Gymnasium, \\here the

studies were so numerous and exacting
that he could devote but little time to

music However, he succeeded in find

ing spare moments, particularly at night,
in which to play the flute and take some
lessons 011 the violoncello Before long,
he revealed such unmistakable talent

for the violoncello that his mothei defi

nitely decided to place him under inten

sive musical training Foi this purpose,
a distinguished violoncellist, Professoi

Cossman in Baden-Baden, was engaged
as Victoi Herbert's teacher "I had

exceptional advantages/' Heibeit wrote
in later years., "advantages, it seems to

me, not offered to students nowadays
My lessons were no fifteen minute af

fairs, and then away at something else

I was under the constant eye of my
master, and I could not help making
rapid progress

"

For one year and a quaiter, Herbeit
studied in this fashion under Professor

Cossman He then emerged a profes
sional musician For a while, he played
the violoncello m the court oichestia

at Stuttgart Then he went on a con

cert tour, giving solo perfoiniances, and

playing in important orchestras in Leip

zig, Munich and Berlin This conceit

toui convinced Heibert that he had still

much to learn in his art He returned

to Stuttgart to continue his studies

Chief chapel master Seyfrytz gave him
instruction in composition It was under

Seyfrytz's influence that Herbert first

turned to composition producing first a

suite and then the Concerto for violon

cello and orchestra, which, he himself in

troduced at the concerts of the Royal
Orchestra in Stuttgart

During the years that followed, Hei
bert earned his living by playing in lead

ing European symphony orchestras He
performed under the batons of such

woild famous musical figures as Liszt,

Brahms, Anton Rubinstein, Samt-Saens,
Delibes and Eduard Strauss, acquiring

thereby rigorous musical framing
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In 1886, Walter Damrosch who had

inherited the baton of the Metropolitan

Opera House from his recently deceased

father went to Europe to find new

voices for the next season's opera. He
heard Theresa Foerster sing, and was

so delighted with her performance that

he made an effort to engage her.

Theresa Foerster, however, explained

that she could not consider the contract.

She was engaged to be married to a

young violoncellist, Victor Herbert by

name, from whom she would not con

sider separation Finally, Damrosch de

cided to fengage him as a violoncellist in

the Metropolitan Opera House orches

tra. In this way, Victor Herbert was

brought to America.

It was not long before he became a

prommerit figure in America's musical

life For a few years, he played in the

orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera
House, and in symphony concerts under

the leadership of Theodore Thomas and

Anton SeidL In 1892, he composed his

first operetta, Prince Ananias, which,

though it was still an abortive effort,

was not without charm Two years

later, Herbert became bandmaster of

the Twenty-second Regiment Band At

the same time he introduced his second

Concerto for violoncello and orchestra

with the Philharmonic Symphony Or
chestra In 1895, he composed another

operetta, The Wizard of the mill. Three

years later found him principal con

ductor of the Pittsburgh Symphony Or
chestra His creative energy, simultane-

oustyj was flowing thru two channels

that of serious music (a symphony and

a symphonic-poem) and operetta (The
Fortune teller}.

In 1903, Victor Herbert recognized
where his greatest power as a musician

rested. He resigned from his post as

conductor in Pittsburgh, came to New
York and devoted himself entirely to

composition. Babes in Toyland was com

posed in 1903, followed by such triumphs
as Naughty Marietta, Mile Modiste and
Eileen. At the same time he was equally
industrious in creating serious music

In 1911, his opera Natoma was given
a premiere in Philadelphia, and received

with great enthusiasm; three years later,

VICTOR HERBERT

the Metropolitan Opera House presented
a second opera by Herbert, Madeleine.

But it was his lighter music that

brought him world prestige. Between the

years of 1904 and 1917, Herbert pro
duced no less than thirty operettas, selec

tions from which were heard from one

coast of America to another, succeeding
in making him one of the best loved

composers in the country With the

advent of radio, Herbert's music liter

ally crowded the air, whenever an or

chestra was performing, it inevitably
included selections from the music of

Victor Herbert The arrival of the talk

ing picture likewise found Victor Her
bert a favorite composer He was one

of the first composers brought to Holly
wood to prepare an original score for

the screen (The Fall of the Nation),

Subsequently, several of his operettas
became successful cinemas, including
Babes in Toyland and Naughty Marietta

The style of light music suited Herbert

gracefully He could compose with a

pen that had variety, tunefulness and
charm As Herbert F Peyser summar
ized

* "The light opera manner in its

truest form is an integral part of Her
bert's musical nature His characteristic

utterance is in its way as distinctive, as

individual, as free as that of every great

composer of comic opera from Strauss

to Arthur Sullivlan His melodic flow
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is facile, superabundant and generall}

original To be sure, his excessive pro
ductivity has not suffered him to main
tain an} thing like an even level of ex
cellence He has occasionally lapsed into

banality and has not infrequently stooped
to conquer On the other hand, his

ability to suipass all his previous efforts

m point of sheer melodic wealth, deli

cacy and refinement of feeling and amaz

ing fineness of workmanship is little

short of marvelous
"

Victor Herbert died suddenly of heart

failure in New York City on May 27,

1924 It was said that overindulgence
in food and dunk curtailed his life He
died while in the midst of preparing a

new musical score for Florenz Ziegfeld
He was at the height of his popularity

Victor Herbert was a victim of soft

living and luxury He was a connois

seur of foods, ate prodigiously, enjoyed
his meals with the deght of a true

gourmet He was frequently found at

the Luchow restaurant m New Yoik,
where his favorite dish was boiled beef

with horse-radish sauce and wine kraut

He was likewise a great drinker He
frequently asserted that to drink water
was the height of vulgarity He drank

only fine wines and an enormous quan
tity of beer Whenever he played at

one theatre foi any length of time he

always installed an icebox in his dress

ing room for drinks

He always wore the best clothing

purchasable, had a magnificent car, and
lived ornately He was sublimely caie-

less about money
He was a placid and good natured

person, but when loused gave vent to

a flow of the most lurid vocabulary He
delighted in Rabelaisian humor, and had
an inexhaustible supply of favorite sto

nes He was a man of great vanity,

eager to be the object of obsequious
adulation, nothing delighted him more
than to have musicians bow to him,
when he passed, in reverent honor His

generosity was famous His greatest

mteiest, besides music, was the fight of

his native country, Ii eland, for its inde

pendence, which, when achieved, reacted

upon him as a personal victory

In his composition, lie worked indus

triously with very little vacation He

could work with lightning speed Fre

quently , he \\as occupied with two scores
at one time He was ne\er at a loss for

melodic ideas His greatest problem was
to curb his almost irrepressible spon
taneity

He was proudest of his serious works,
particularly of his opera Natoma But
he knew too well that his true self was
in his operettas, with which he had
conquered two continents

"His musical ancestor/' wrote Deems
Taylor shortly after Herbert's death,
"was Mozart, and the family of which
he was so brilliant a younger son num
bered Offenbach, Dehbes, Bizet, the

Strausses and Arthur Sullivan among
its elders What he had was what they
all had, the gift of song His music
bubbled and sparkled and charmed, and
he brought the precious gift of gaiety
to an art that often suffers from pre
tentiousness and self-consciousness of its

practitioners

"Herbert was a far more important
figure m American music than he has
eve* had the credit for being His chosen
field was the operetta, and though his

achievements in this field have made him
world famous, the fact that his medium
was primarily a form of entertainment
caused self-styled serious musicians to

regard him with a certain measure of
condescension He felt this keenly He
was a talented composer and a serious

one and he knew it They compare
him with Sullivan, but I think he was
a far more gifted man than Sullivan

Do not forget that Sullivan had Gilbert

Herbert never had a librettist who was

worthy of him His tunes were
neither glorified rhythmic patterns noi

harmonic paraphrases They were pure
song, capable of being sung without ac

companiment if need be, as pure m out

line as the melodies of Schubert or

Mozart "

Principal works by Victor Herbert

OPERA Natoma
, Madeleine, Wizard of the

mill, Babes in Toyland , Naughty Marietta,
Mile Modiste, Eileen, Algeria, etc

CHORAL The Captwe
ORCHESTRA Symphony , Two concertos for

violoncello and orchestra
,

Serenade (for

strings), Suits romantique , Hero and Lean-
der, etc
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About \ ictot Herbert

<ioldbtrgt Isaac Tin-Pan AlUy, Kaje,

lostph I z</<>> Herbert
Metronome 37 6* StptcmKr 1021,

hmrit,a October 11,

Important recot clings ot nuiMC bv Vic

tor Herbert

SHKTIONS I-HOM OI*FR\ Two albums of

favonte excerpts trom Victor Herbert'^ most

famous operas, arranged by Slnlkret (Vrcrou-

Shilkret)

Ferdinand Herold 1791-1833

T GUIS JOSEPH FERDINAND
""^ HfiROLD was born m Pans on

January 28, 1791 His father, Frangois

Joseph Herold, was a well-known musi

cian, a pupil in Hamburg of Philipp
Emanuel Bach, and a composer of many
works for piano and chamber groups

Young Ferdinand, therefore, came under
the influence of music at an early age
His adaptability for music must have
heartened his father, at the age of six

he could not only play the piano well

but he was also the composer of several

small pieces

When he was ten years old, he was
entered as a pupil at the Institution Hix
"His progress was more lapid than that

of other pupils," Fetis, his instructor at

the Institution, has recorded "Nature
had made him a musician

"

In 1802 , Herold's father died His

mother, who was m financial difficulties,

vacillated a long time between permitting
her son to continue his studies and pro
curing for him a position m a govern
ment office which would greatly improve
her circumstances Finally, she decided
to yield to wiser judgment than her own
She took some of Herold's original com
positions to Gretry, and asked him for
a verdict Gretry studied the works,
smiled at some of their youthful eirors,
but finally announced "Rest assured,
madam Your son will be a distinguished
musician '

"

This definitely decided Herold's mother
that hei son should receive intensive

musical training When Herold com
pleted his brilliant career at the Institu

tion Hix, he was placed in the Pans

Conservatory wheie he was once again a

brilliant student In 1812, he was

a\\arded the Pnx de Rome for his

cantata Mile de la Valhere

In Italy, Herold defimtelj decided that

his hfework would be devoted to the

theatie He therefore felt that it would
be wisest to go to Naples and come into

closer contact with Italian opera In

Naples, he was fortunate m gaming the

interest of Queen Caroline who ap

pointed him court pianist As a result

of royal favor, Herold's first opera-
La Jeunesse de Henri V was given <x

successful performance in Naples
On his return to Pans, Herold turned

wholeheartedly to the composition of

opera At this time, he gained the friend

ship of Boieldieu, composer of opera-

comique, who opened for Herold many
opportunities by asking him to collabor

ate with him on an opera-comique,
Charles de France As a result of his

increased prestige brought on by this

collaboration, Herold was enabled to

produce several operas between 1817

and 1820 pimcipally La Clochette, Le
Premier venu, L*Amour platonique and
L'Auteur mort et vivant in which his

fresh approach, his novel instrumenta

tion and his dramatic instinct won for

him a wide and responsive audience
With the performance of Le Mule tier,

m 1823, Herold's reputation as a prom
inent operatic composer was established

During the succeeding years, Herold
served as accompanist in the Theatre
des Italians (1820-1827), and as choir

master at the Acaderme de Musique
Temporarily, his fecundity m writing
operas came to a halt He devoted his

creative talent, instead, towards the pro
duction of works for the piano and
ballet

In 1831, Herold produced the first

of two operas that have immortalized
his name, Zampa Zampa failed to make
the appeal to its first audiences that

pievious operas had succeeded in doing
Many cntics including Berlioz found
much to criticize severely in the work
Posterity, however, has learned to regard
this as one of the most mature operas
that Heiold has produced Here, as B
Jouvin wrote m his biography, "the

brain, the heart and the hand of the
artist are fraternally combined to pro
duce a complete and perfectly unified
work The melody of the composei,
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FERDINAND HfiROLD

overflowing in abundance, is at turns

passionate and buoyant . . The har

mony, endowed with force and with

elegance, adopts, under a skilled hand,
all the undulations of sonority ... But
all has not been said when one has

praised the melody and the harmony.
There is the Song, beautifully attired;

the musician takes it by the hand and

places it in a setting of instrumentation

which has languor, grace, buoyancy and
color

"

"Zampa has been called a French Don
Giovanni'' remarks R A. Streatfeild,

"but the music owes far more to Weber
than to Mozart, while the fantastic and

absurd incidents of the plot have little

of the supernatural terror of Mozart's

operas . . It would be m vain to look

in Herold's score for an echo of the

passion and variety of Mozart, but much
of the music of Zampa is picturesque
and effective Harold's tunes sound

very conventional after Weber, but there

is a good deal of skill in the way they
are presented. His orchestration is of

course closely modeled on that of his

German prototype, and if it is impossible
to say much for his originality, we can

at any rate admire his taste in choosing
a model "

Zampa was followed, in 1832, by
Le Pre aux clercs (built upon a heroic

national poem), which Frenchmen have

always esteemed on a much higher plane

than its predecessors, and \\hich was
acclaimed from the very first perform
ance

This \vas Herold's swan song. A
month later he became a victim to a

chest disease. He died at his home in

Les Tenies on January 19
T

1833. His

dying words were: "I go too soon! I

have only just begun to learn how to

write for the theatre/' His last opera,
Ludovic, was lying unfinished upon his

desk; Ludovic was brought to comple
tion by Jacques Halevy

"Herold was the most important musi
cian in the first half of the nineteenth

century," in the opinion of Arthur Pou-

gin, "and his name marks an important
epoch in the history of national art. . .

With him, dramatic music freed itself

from the fetters which had formerly
bound it; it soared fully and freely into

the air, definitely and permanently re

pudiating former formulas
"

Principal works by Ferdinand Herold
OPERA La Clochette; Le Premier venu\

Les Troquers ,
L'Am our platonique ',

Le Lapm
blanc

,
L'Illusion

, Zampa, Le Pre aux clercs;
Ludovic (completed by Jacques Halevy)
BALLET Astolphe et Joconde 1

,
La Soinnam-

bide
; Lydie ,

La Belle au bois dormant
,
La

Fille mat gardee
ORCHESTRA * Two symphonies

CHAMBER Music : Three string quar
tets.

About Ferdinand Herold:

Jouvm, B Herold' Sa Vie et ses Qeuvres
,

Pougm, Arthur, Herold

Principal recordings of music by Fer
dinand Herold.

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Le Pre aux clercs,
"Air de Nicette" (POLYDQR) ,

"Ce soir, j 'arrive

done" (PATHE) , "Jours de mon enfance"

(COLUMBIA) , "Om, Marguerite" (GRAMO
PHONE), Zampa, "Ouverture" (GRAMQPHQNE-
Krauss).

Johann Adam Killer 1728-1804

JOHANN ADAM HILLER (whose
original name was Huller) -father of

the German Singspiel was bom at

Wendisch-Ossig, near Gorhtz, Prussia,
on December 25, 1728. His father, a

parish clerk, died when Johann was

barely six years old.

His mother sent him to the Gym
nasium at Gorhtz for his education. He
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remained here until his twelfth year,

acquiring the elements of violin and

harpsichoicl playing. At the same time,

he sang in the Gorlitz choir.

His unusual musical intelligence at

tracted the attention of George Roth,

a teacher at the Gymnasium, who tem

porarily adopted Killer and gave him

a thorough musical education Hiller,

however, had no intention of becoming a

professional musician In 1754, he be

came secretary to a nobleman m Silesia,

resigning the post only because he would

not tolerate the immorality of his em

ployer. Shortly afterwards, he was em

ployed in Wurzen
The death of his employer decided

Hiller to continue his music study more

assiduously He went to Dresden, earned

his living by singing in the choir and

playing the violoncello, and studied har

mony and the harpsichord under Homil-

ius, organist of the Notre Dame Church

At this time, Hiller had the opportunity
to listen to the music at the court He
heard the operas of Hasse and Graun
which influenced him profoundly. Hasse's

operas, as a matter of fact, appealed
so strongly to him that he copied by
hand the full orchestral parts of his

operas.

In 1751, Hiller went to the Leipzig

University to pursue legal study, Music
was not neglected, Hiller continuing its

study under Gellert and Jocher At the

same time, he began composition, but

only because he realized that his late

start with the violin and harpsichord
would never permit him to undertake

a virtuoso career He composed some
twelve symphonies, several cantatas and
a few German airs,

In 17S4, Hiller left the Leipzig Uni

versity, and became a teacher of Count
Bruhl. During the years that Hiller

held this post, he continued his composi
tion, publishing a volume of melodies

on religious poems by Gellert and a suite

of German songs

At this period, Hiller was afflicted

by several sicknesses some real, others

imaginary which made consecutive

work difficult. He resigned his teaching

position with Count Bruhl (receiving a

pension of one hundred Saxon ecus)
From this time on he became an im-

JOHANN ADAM HILLER

portant musical force in Leipzig, In

1762, he published a volume of harpsi
chord sonatas. Five years later, he
founded a school of sing-ing, where he
conducted oratorios by Handel, Graun,
etc. In 1776, he established the Concert

Spirituel, a series of orchestral concerts

which he himself conducted, for which
he composed special symphonies and
songs with orchestral accompaniment.
In 1781, these concerts moved to the
new Gewandhaus hall in Leipzig. Thus
one of the greatest symphony orchestras
in musical history, the Leipzig Gewand
haus Orchestra, began its career under
Killer's direction.

Coincident with these activities, Hiller

began the composition of his famous

Singspiel Always gifted at producing
the song form which he brought to

new development Hiller turned his

talents to the French operetta By sub

jecting it to German influences, he
evolved the Singspiel which was to

reach a magnificent culmination with

Mozart, and from that point to evolve
into the future German opera Some
of Hiller 's Singspiel possessed so much
charm and freshness (Lottchen am Hofef

Die Jagd and Der Teufel ist los, for

example) that they were performed for

many years after his death Burney
wrote about Der Teufel' "The music
was so natural and so agreeable that
the favorite airs , . , were sung by all
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classes of the ptople, and some of them
in the streets"

In 1785, Killer lesigned from his con-

ductonal position at the Ge\\ andhaus,
and four }ears later was appointed
organist and musical director of the

bt Thomas Schule He held this posi-
tion until his death

Johann Adam Hillei died m Leipzig
on June 16, 1804
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the world of music (with the exception
of a few scattered vocal woiks) he
was an important influence m the de-

velopment of the song as an art form
and m the early history of German

S,ffl, f r f f ^V
SSchauffler, was one of the useful band

of Pioneers who were groping towards
the truth that muac can nevei be deh-
mte and concrete like words or pic-
tures Dimly, he saw that its chief gflory

is its indefinite abstract universal nualis its mcienmte abstract, umveisal qual-

ity and that whatever tends to constnc

sms aLmsT the' art
?;

,
sins against the ait

Principal works by Johann Adam
Hiller

SINGSPIEL Der Teufcl ut lo?, Lottchen am
Hofe, Die Jagd ,

Der Dorfbarbier ,
Die

Muse, Der Kneg ,
Der neue gutsherr, etc

intellect, he leamed even thing taught
him with facility His first music mastei
^ as tne organist Pob^lsk}, from \vhom
he acquired sound training in the pla> ing
ot

~

tne piano At the same time, he
learned to draw, paint, write poetr>,
and converse in several languages For
all of these widely diversified studies
he showed equal aptitude,

Completing some ot these studies, he
decided to specialize by entering; the

University ot Komgsberg and begmnmg
the stud/ of law Then suddenly and
me hc/bl he bmshed ^Slde his flfe of

study and mtellectual training and m>S
-

ten(
*

sl himsdf co|lpletel/to

debauc4r

*
and dissipatl n As

^
he im_

self wrote, his pai ents had been so intent

uP n&S h * comP^e educate in

the saence
s
s and & ^ ^ ^

kcted h moral t h |.

sult ^ hfi was ^ %ficient m the
latter Du h ^ ^ he ^
u i -u i r

VS llVmg by glvmg muS1C lessons
>

for

diversion, he painted grandiose subjects
Qn ,nor^ous ^anvases

^ J

the arms of hlg famly wheUj m
he resumed his legal study in Glogau
In 1799, he was given a position as

referendary of the court of justice in

Berlin, shortly after this, he became
assessor of the Tnbunal in Posen He

ORCHESTRA Symphonies, pastas, scn.s
with orchestral accompaniment

Ai, T , A , T^,,About Johann Adam Hiller

Einstein Alfred Lebenslaufe Deutscher
Musiker

, J^ehs, p ] Biographic Unvuerselle
des Musiciens

Allgememe Musikgesellschaft m Zmich No

E T. A. Hoffmann 1776*1822

nu-r-nT? u 11HERE is probably no composer in

music history with so picaresque a

hte-stoiy as E T A Hoffmann, who
has been immortalized m Jacques Offen-
bach s famous opera, Tales of Hoffmann

Ernst Theodor Amadeus (oiigmally
Wilhelm) Hoffmann composei, painter,
poet, romancer, singer, impresario, critic,

teacher, conductor, scientist was born
in Komgsberg on January 24, 1776 As
a youth, he studied both the sciences
and the arts Possessing an amazing

B
f

Ut
^
1S

f
r

^ge opinions on a variety
of subjects, his lack ot tact m relation-

ship with superiors, and especially his

dellght m dr/wmg absurd car;catu/es of
those m power, made his cucle of ene-11 A , r .

mies increasingly large At one festive

ball, he arranged to have one of his

friends, m disguise, distribute his strange
caricatures of the most famous guests
As a result, thru the influence of his

antagonists, he was removed from Posen
to piozk Ennm Wlth the routmed work
demanded by this post compelled him to

seek diversion in music study In 1801,
one O f his works music to Goethe's

Schera, List und Rachewzs performed
in Posen

In 1804, by permission of the officials,

Hoffmann's government post was trans-

ferred fioni Plozk to Warsaw Here,
he married a charming Polish lady, and
for the first time attempted to live a

disciplined and reasonable existence He
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was turning with greater interest towards
musical activity, founded a singing acad

emy which he himself directed, and

composed an opera-comique, Chanome
de Milan (after a text by Alexander

Dumas). His little opera, Die LusUgen
musikanten, the first work to bring him
fame as a composer, was also created
at this time and performed in Warsaw.
The entrance of the victorious French

army into Poland, in 1806, compelled
Hoffmann to flee from Warsaw. He
came to Berlin, penniless and without
resources, Musical conditions in Berlin
were in a sad plight , it was not easy for
Hoffmann to find connections which
might insure him a respectable livingA few of his friends, however, suc
ceeded in securing for him several

pupils For two years, Hoffmann lived
in dire poverty, studying the technique
of musical composition with great in

tensity
In 1808, the count of Soden planned

to open a theatre in Bamberg, and en
gaged Hoffmann to direct the music and
to compose a special opera His finan
cial problems at an end, Hoffmann went
to Posen to bring his wife to Bamberg.On arriving at Bamberg, however, he
learned that the theatrical venture had
collapsed There followed another two
years of great poverty In 1810, Hoff
mann was engaged as the director of
the theatre in Bamberg, by the members

of the roval family who lived in that

cit} He held this position for two

years, then lost it, suffering once again
keen want In an attempt to alleviate

his poverty, he wrote criticisms for the

AHgemeine Musikahschc Zeitung in

Leipzig It was at this time that he

wrote the series of fantasy-romances on

chapel master Kreisler which brought
him fame He also was the author of

many fairy tales (one of which inspired

Tschaikovsky to compose the Nutcracker

suite] and several brilliant critical arti

cles on music He wrote a distinguished

analysis of the Beethoven Symphony in

C-nnnor which, on March 20, 1820,
elicited from Beethoven a letter of deep
gratitude

Meanwhile, Hoffman's friends had in

terceded for him, procuring for him a

post in the theatre in Dresden At that

time, Napoleon's retreating army reached

Germany Hoffmann, on his way to

Dresden, passed thru the very battle

fields, actually sitting m a house that

was bombarded (and in which three men
were killed) without suffering a scratch

In 1814, he left his Dresden position and
came to Leipzig, and during the journey
his carriage overturned and his wife
suffered serious injury

In Leipzig he once again knew pov
erty, cold and neglect. "I found him/

3

wrote Rochlitz, who was Hoffmann's
friend at this time, "in a little room in

a miserable hotel He was seated in a

battered bed poor protection from the

cold his feet contracted by gout His

wife, sad and in despair, sat near him/'
It was precisely this note (dispatched

to Prince of Hardenburg, first minister
to the King of Prussia) that brought
Hoffmann a comfortable post as judicial
advisor in Berlin, a post he held until

his death

His last years were marked by nervous
disorders which resulted m partial

paralysis He died in Silesia on June 25,
1822.

His life had been marked by the most
ruthless dissipation and waste of energy
which as Thomas Carlyle wrote

"might have seasoned the nectar of the

gods." He was an inveterate drinker,
moved in the most suspicious company,
indulged in emotional and nervous ex
cesses He was small in stature and
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piteous looking, during the greater pait
of his life he commanded from those
\\ith whom he came into contact not
admiration (as his gieat talents de

served) but compassion He \vas enoi-

mously eccentric, consistent!} fluctuated

fiorn violent dissipation to the most
austere abstinence, from gaiety and

lightheartedness to black morbidity His

great tragedy \vas that he did all things
well, but that m nothing was he pre
eminent He was the dilettante par
excellence, talented in more directions

than one can enumerate, great in none

As a composer, he was strongly in

fluenced by Mozart (whom he adored,
and m honoi of whom he adopted the

name of Amadeus) Fetis comments
that Hoffmann'b music "lacked imagin
ation and never rose above mediocrity

J)

But there are other critics among them,
principally, A B Marx who find much
of charm, grace and appeal in his works,
even where they lack individuality In
his operas, Hoffmann maintained Wag-
nenan principles many years before

Wagner His romanticism exerted a

great influence, particularly on such out

standing composers as Robert Schumann
Carl Maria Weber, who heard Hoff

mann's opera Undine in Berlin, in 1817,
wrote as follows about this woik 'The
work, as a whole, is one of the most

ingenious creations which the present
epoch has given us It is the felicitous

result of a most perfect understanding
and knowledge of the subject, completed
by a series of ideas profoundly thought-
out and by all the artistic effects And
the most important aspect of this work
of art is its sincere and beautiful melo
dies

"

Principal works by E T A Hoff
mann
OPERA Sphere, list itnd rache

,
Der Rene-

gat , Faustina, Die Ungeladen gaste, Undine,
Das Gespenst ,

Aurora

ORCHESTRA Two symphonies, overture, in

cidental music to many plays

CHAMBER Music Quintet for har/i and
strings, etc

1

i

About ETA Hoffmann

BeHaigue, Camille In^pr&sswns Mustcales
et Lttterawes

, Curzon, Henri de, Musiciens
du Temps Pass&

, F6tis, F J Biographic Uni-
verselle des Maidens, Mistier, Jean La Vie
d

f

Hoffmann

Gustav Hoist 1874-1934

< vStc Composers Of /Way)

Francis Hopkinson 1737-1791

PRANCIS HOPKINSOX, \vho shares

with William Billings the distinction
of being: the ni\st American composer,
was bom at Philadelphia on Septem
ber 21, 1737 His father was an Eng
lishman \vho had married the niece of
the Bishop of Worcester

Francis Hopkmson
T

s education took

place at the College of Philadelphia
(later known as the University of

Penns>lvama), and he was a member
of the first class to receive the degree
of bachelor of arts from that institu

tion (1757) Hopkmson continued his

studies at the College, receiving the

degree of Master of Arts and Doctor
of Law He was admitted to the bar
m 1761

His musical education began com
paratively late It was not until his

seventeenth year that he began the study
of the harpsichord, it is believed that
his teachers were John Beals, Chailes

Love, John Palma, and later, Robert
Bremner In that same year, he also

began composition, publishing an Ode
to music In 1759, he participated even
more actively m music by teaching sing
ing to the children at Christ Church
in Philadelphia, where, in 1770, he as

sumed a temporary post as organist

Hopkmson's name features as prom
inently in the early political life of Amer
ica as in its early musical history He
was one of the most active i evolution
ists among the colonists, in 1776, he

resigned every office that demanded al

legiance to King George III, including
his seat in the Provincial Council of
New Jeisey (to which he was appointed
in 1774) and his post as collector of
the Poit of Newcastle, which he had
held since 1772 Soon thereafter, he
became a delegate to the Continental

Congress, was one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence, and- in

the opinion of hi3 biographer, George
E Hastings was even, the designer of
the American flag

With the establishment of the Amer
ican government, Hopkinson was ap-
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pointed Secretary of Xa\}. After that,

his political positions included that of

the judge of the Admiralty from Penn

sylvania (1779). In 1787, he was an

active participant in the framing of the

constitution of the United States.

Strange to say, a life so rich in politi

cal activity, was also marked by musical

achievements During the height of his

political power, he was the central musi

cal figure in Philadelphia, conducting

regular concerts and giving perform
ances on the harpsichord. In 1781, Hop-
kinson composed an oratorio-opera The

Temple of Minerva (an allegory to

commemorate the American alliance with

France) which was performed with

George Washington in the audience. In

1788, Hopkinson published his Seven

songs which he dedicated to his friend,

George Washington.
It is with his songs, primarily, that

Hopkinson has earned an important

position in the history of American
music (one of which, My days have
been so wondrous free,, has the distinc

tion of being the first piece of secular

music produced in America after the

independence). "I will not tell you how
much they have pleased us," Thomas

Jefferson wrote to Hopkinson, upon re

ceiving a bundle of songs from the com

poser as a gift, "or how well the last

of them (The Traveler benighted)
merits praise for its pathos. But I will

relate a fact only, which is that while

rny elder daughter was playing it on
the harpsichord, I happened to look

towards the fire and saw the younger
one in tears I asked her if she was
sick. She said, 'No, but the tune is so

mournful!'
"

Discussing the songs of Francis Hop
kinson, the editor of this volume wrote
m the Musical Courier as follows:

"Francis Hopkinson possessed the Ro
manticist's gift to bend and adapt his

melodic gift to express the varied emo
tions of the lyrics he couched in

music. . Not the least intriguing

quality of these songs is their broad,

symphonic accompaniments, in which

variety and originality are always pre
dominant. Never does the accompani
ment assume the guise of harmony text

book exercises, which is so often the
case of other American songs of this

period ;
in Hopknihon'b songs the ac

companiment is the spine of the song
as it should be as important and in

tegral a part to the conception of the

whole as the melody.
"Like Schubert and Wolf, Hopkin-

son's best songs aie vibrant \vith an

unaffected beauty that stabs the heart.

Listen to such exquisite morsels as See
down Alaria's blushing cheek, My love

is gone to sea and the Traveler benighted
and you will soon realize that Hopkinson
could sing of beauty in soft and unfor

gettable accents
"

Francis Hopkinson died of apoplexy
in Philadelphia on May 9, 1791

John Adams described Hopkinson in

the following words. "He is one of

your pretty, little, curious men His

head is not bigger than a large apple
I have not met with anything in natural

history more amusing and entertaining
than his personal appearance, yet he is

genteel, well-bred and is very social
"

Francis Hopkinson's gifts ran thru

varied channels He was not only a

distinguished political figure and a gifted

composer As a satirist, he often wrote
brilliant and stinging pieces As a poet
and a painter he had a deft and varied

touch. And as an inventor, he improved
the method of quilling the harpsichord,
created a keyboard for Benjamin
Franklin's harmonica, and evolved a

primitive metronome.

FkAK'CIS iOPKINSON
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Francis Hopkmson's son, Joseph
Hopkmson a judge distinguished
himself by being the author <of the

famous song, Hail Columbia

Principal works by Francis Hopkm
son

An entire library of excellent songs includ

ing My days have been so ivondrous free,
O'er the hills, Enraptured I gaze, Come fair

Rosinaj Beneath a weeping willow shade, My
heart disdain. See doivn Maria's blushing
check My love is gone to sea, The Traveler

benighted, etc

About Francis Hopkmson:
Hastings, George E Francis Hopkmson ,

Howard, John Tasker Our American Music ,

Sonneck, Oscar George Francis Hopkmson
and James Lyon

Johann Hummel 1778-1837

TOHANN NEPOMUK HUMMEL
** was born in Pressburg on November

14, 1778 His father, Joseph Hummel,
director of the Imperial School of

Military Music, attempted to teach his

son the violin when the latter was still

a child. Showing little aptitude for the

violin, Hummel was soon redirected

towards the piano; with this instrument

he revealed remarkable potentialities.

When the Imperial School closed,

father Hummel went to Vienna to be

come conductor of a theatre orchestra

At this time, Johann, aged seven, was

brought by his father to perform at a

musical soirree held at the home of

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Mozart
was so delighted with Hummers per
formance that he offered to adopt the

boy for a few years and personally

superintend his musical education. For
two years, Hummel lived under Mozart's

roof, acquiring both a marvelous

piamstic technique and a profoundly
mature insight into music

In 1787, Hummel made his debut as

pianist in Dresden with such success that

his father decided to take him upon an

extensive concert tour, Their voyage

brought them to the court of Cassel, to

Holland, to Edinburgh (where his suc

cess was particularly striking, and where
Hummel's first published work made an

appearance) and, finally, to London In

London, the Hummel's settled momen
tarily to permit Johann to study the

JOHANN HUMMEL

piano under dementi. Then, after re

visiting Holland, they returned to

Vienna after an absence of six years.

Johann Hummel, now fifteen years
old, was considered among the foremost

virtuosi of the German school of piano
performers But father Hummel had

greater ambitions for his son than a

virtuoso career. He therefore placed
him under rigorous educational disci

pline, Albrechtsberger was engaged to

teach him harmony, and Salieri, counter

point. Under their guidance, Hummel
composed his first operas

After a concert tour in Russia,

Johann Hummel returned to Vienna in

1803 to devote himself to creative work
more seriously than before. Under the

patronage of Nicholas Esterhazy
whose chapel-master he became
Hummel began the composition of piano
pieces, ballets and operas which were

frequently performed thruout Vienna
These early works which, as one critic

pointed out, "rings in our ears with
Mozart's music/' enjoyed great popu
larity, attracting even the praise of

Joseph Haydn. As a matter of fact,

by 1806 Hummel had become so well-

known as a composer that, in Paris, his

Fantasie was selected by Cherubim as

an examination piece for the students of
the Conservatory.

In 111, Hummel left his position
with Esterhazy, becoming a teacher of
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the piano in \ lenna He \\ as not to

nmam \\ithout a musical post for long
1

Ilv the end ot the \ear he became chapel
-

master to the King of Wurtemburg
tour \ears later, he assumed a similar

post at the court of Stuttgart, and in

1820 \vas selected as chapel-master in

\\ eimar to the Grand Duke of Saxony
In 1823, Hummel traveled extensively

as a virtuoso, principally in Holland,

Belgium and France, achieving soar

ing fame both for his interpretative
abilities and for his extraordinary

improvisations
In 1827, Hummel visited Beethoven

at the latter's deathbed These two
musicians had been estranged since the

early part of the century, when, as

chapel-master of the Esterhazy court,

Hummel performed Beethoven's Mass
in C, and made some caustic comments
about the work which reached Beetho

ven's ears On this later meeting, how
ever, the two musicians clasped hands
of friendship "You are a lucky man/'
Beethoven said to Hummel at this meet

ing "You have a wife who takes care

of you who is m love with you while

I, I am a poor, lonely man '"

The next two years found Hummel
revisiting Pans and London, where his

piamstic talents failed to arouse the

admiration and acclaim they once knew
It is believed that, about this time,
Hummel gave up concert work and
turned to conducting In 1831, he con
ducted the German Opera Company at

the King's Theatre in London
The last years of his life were spent

quietly m Weimar Here he died, on
October 17, 1837

Johann Hummel was small in stature,
somewhat corpulent He was known to

have been extremely careless about his

manners and dress, presenting far from
a courtly appearance He was charitable
and generous, possessed a charming
sense of humor, and had the talent of

making close friends with whomever he
came into contact with

It is the opinion of Fetis that "if

Beethoven were born twenty-five years
later, Hummel would have been lecog-
nized as the greatest instrumental com
poser of his era

"

"Unquestionably, Hummel was one of
the most sifted comnoset-s nf his

\vrote his biographer, Karl Ben^ovszky,
"whose only misfortune it \\as to have

been a contemporary of Beethoven
"

Time, no doubt, has dwarfed Hum
mers stature m the history of music

That his name is remembered at all, is

principally the result of his piano music
"He was," wrote F Bonavia, "the most
attractive of the minor pianoforte com

posers of his time/' even though, "he

has been rather drastically dismissed by
modern taste

" Of his piano works,
Robert Schumann considered the Piano
sonata (Opus 81) Hummers master

piece "It is," wrote Schumann, "in

truth a big, epical, Titanic work, the

painting of a large, struggling spirit
"

Principal works by Johann Hummel
OPERA Le Vnende d'amore

,
Mathilde von

Guise

BALLET HeUne et Pan*
,
Das bckbte <je-

malde
, Sappho

CHORAL Mass in B-flat ,
Mass in E-flat ,

Mass in D
ORCHESTRA Overture in B-flat, Double

concetto for violin and piano with orchestra,
Six piano concertos, Variations (for piano
and orchestra) , Potpoum (for viola and or

chestra) , Variations (for oboe and orches

tra)

CHAMBER Music Septet m D-mtnor
, Septet

in C-major, Piano quintet, Two quintet-
serenades

,
Three string quartets , Seven

piano-trios, Eight sonatas for violin and
piano
An entire library of music for the piano

About Johann Hummel
Benyovszky, Karl Johann Hummel,

Meugy, A La Poesie de la Musique

Important recordings of music by
Johann Hummel
PIANO Rondo in A-flat major (VICTOR-

Moiseivitch) ,
Rondeau favori (COLUMBIA)

Engelbert Humperdinck 1854-1921

JjMSFGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
was born m Siegburg, near Bonn,

on September 1, 1854 He entered the

high school at Paderborn for the pur
pose of preparing himself for architec
tural studies in Cologne Here his

musical talent being well known he
was asked to compose some incidental
music for a perfotmance of Goethe's
Claudia von Willabella The joy of
creation proved to be so great that

irvlivr -r^^^K^J t.
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bags and left for Cologne in order to Italy, Spam and France He armed in

have Ferdinand Hiller, the well-kno\\n Pans m 1883 Here he heard the tid-

musician, pass judgment on this first ings of the sudden death of Richard
fruit Hiller found it to be a youthful Wagner Humperehnck was to lemam
effort, but discovered sufficient merit a close friend of the Wagner family
there to encourage its composer to dis- for the remainder of his life; the educa-

card his architectural ambitions and to tion of young Siegfried Wagner \vas, as

begin the study of music seriously In a matter of fact, entrusted to him by
1872, therefore, Humperdmck entered Frau Cosima Wagner
the Cologne Conservatory, becoming a In 1885, Humperdmck \vent to

pupil of Hiller, Gernsheim and Jensen Barcelona, where he was appointed pro-
Four years of patient study brought fessor of the Conservatory It is said

him sufficient proficiency to enable him that he \\as the -one to introduce the

to win the Frankfurt Mozart Award, symphonies of Beethoven to Spanish
which made it possible for him to go to audiences, in his short career there as

Munich to continue his studies under orchestral conductor Five years later,

Lachner, and later, under Rhemberger he was m the employ of the publisher
at the Royal School of Music In 1879, Schott, in Mayence
Humperdmck won the Mendelssohn It was at this time that Humperdmck
Stiftung, which now made it possible for began to sketch the opera which made
him to take a trip to Italy him world-famous Originally, he

This trip proved to be the most im- planned Hansel und Gretel as a little

portant single influence in Humper- play with which to entertain his nephews
dmck's artistic career It was during and nieces In developing the play,

this voyage that he met Richard Wagner, however, he sensed its operatic possibili-

at the Villa D'Angn near Naples ties and began to outline his musical

Wagner soon became fond of the ideas

young musician (whom he called In 1890, Humperdmck became pro-

"Humpchen"), and urged him to come fessor at the Hoch Conservatory in

to Bayreuth to help him prepare Frankfurt, at the same time serving as

Parsifal for production Humperdmck, music critic of the Frankfurter Zeitunq
who worshipped Wagner, assented Such spare hours as he could find, he

eagerly In 1882, he came to Bayreuth, devoted to composition On December

acting as rehearsei and stage-manager, 23, 1893, Hansel und Gretel was given
he even wrote out patiently the or- its first performance m Weimar, and

chestral parts of Parsifal was phenomenally successful Over-

After the festival, Wagner left for night, Humperdmck (who previously

Venice, where he wished to celebrate had been known rather obscurely as the

the birthday of Frau Wagner by a per- composer of a pleasant orchestral

formance of his own Symphony in C Humoresk, a popular choral piece, Das

Wagner wrote to Anton Seicll, inviting Gluck von Edenhall, and a few smaller

him to Venice to conduct the Symphony pieces) became one of the most famous

Seidl had other engagements, but re- composers in Germany
minded Wagner that Humperdmck The fame of Hansel und Gretel spread

might be an acceptable substitute like a conflagration thruout Europe It

Humperdmck, therefore, conducted the was, finally, introduced to America by

Symphony at the Liceo Benedetto Anton Seidl at the Daly's Theatre m
Marcello on Christmas Day of 1882 In New York m 1895 where, strange to

gratitude, Wagner attempted to procure say, it was a failure However, upon
for Humperdmck the position of further acquaintance with this opera,

director of the Liceo, but failed because America began to appreciate its subtle

Italy at the time was strongly antagon- charm and appeal, it was presented by
istic to Germans the Metropolitan Opera House in 1905

At this time, Humperdmck won and was successful

another musical award the Meyerbeer Hansel und Gretel has maintained its

Prize of $2000, which made it possible popularity to this day For, as R A
for him to take an extensive tour thru Streatfeild has pointed out, "Hum-
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ENGELBERT IIUMPERDINCK

perdmck's music reproduced, with

infinite art, the tender and childlike

charm of the delightful old fairy tale

His score is amazingly elaborate , yet
the whole thing flows on as naturally as

a ballad The voice parts are always
suave and melodious, and the orchestral

score, however complicated, never loses

touch of consummate musical beauty."
H E. Krehbiel has noted that, in

composing Hansel und Gretelj Humper-
dinck was strongly under the influence

of his beloved master, Wagner "Hum-
perdmck built up his musical structure

in Hansel und Gretel in the Wagnerian
manner, and he has done so with such

fluency and deftness that a musical lay-
man might listen to it from beginning to

end without suspecting the fact, save
from the occasional employment of what
may be called Wagnerian idioms The
little work is replete with melodies near

ly all of which derive their physiognomy
from two little songs which the children

sing at the beginning of the first and
second acts, and which are frankly bor
rowed from the folk-song literature of

Germany. These ditties, however ,

contribute characteristic themes out of
which the orchestral part is constructed

;

and these themes are developed in ac
cordance with an interrelated scheme
every bit as logical and consistent as
the scheme at the bottom of Tristan und

The great success of Hansel und
Gretel enabled Humperdmck to resign
his positions as teacher and critic and,

retiring to Boppard on the Rhine, to

devote himself entirely to composition
Two years later, he produced another

opera, the Komgskinder, which (partial

ly because Humperdmck employed an
unorthodox style in which the actors

spoke in rhythm to the music) was
received coldly Komgskinder was
introduced to America at the Metropoli
tan Opera House in the winter of 1910
m the presence of the composer

In 1900, Humperdmck returned to

pedagogy by becoming director of the

Akademische Schule in Berlin During
the next five years, he produced two
more operas Dornroschen and the Die
Heirat wider willen both of which
were failures Somewhat discouraged,
Humperdmck momentarily abandoned

operatic composition For the next six

years, he composed considerable inci

dental music for stage productions by
Max Reinhardt including such Rem-
hardt successes as The Miracle, The
Merchant of Venice, Lysistrata, A
Winter's tale and The Blue bird

In the winter of 1911, Humperdmck
suffered an attack of apoplexy which
left his left arm paralyzed, He recov

ered, but required henceforth the serv
ices of an attendant During the war, he
was a staunch chauvinist, and drew up a

manifesto signed by ninety-five pro
fessors thruout the country which

repudiated the German atrocities, firmly
maintaining that Germany was not the

aggressor in the war but the victim.

Engelbert Humperdmck died in Berlin
on September 27, 1921 after a fresh
attack of apoplexy.

Although, of iiis many operas, only
one enjoyed fame, Humperdmck

J

s influ

ence upon the German operatic compos
ers of his time was great, particularly in

arousing interest in German folk music
forms Paul Kekker relates' "The ex

ample set by Humperdinck's treatment
of the orchestra combination of simple
song-melody with an appearance of ar
tistic polyphony and harmonic logic
proved handy for German composers of
household music, and was exploited in a
rich practical literature of genre-pieces,
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forms
" Of German opera composers,

the one uho has probably been most

strongly influenced by Humperdinck is

the modern Hans Pfitzner, composer of

Palestnna

Principal \\orks by Engelbert Hum
perdinck
OPER\ Han\tl und Grettl, Dorntosthen,

Die Konigskmder ,
Die Marketenderw, Gau-

deamus ,
Die Heirat wider zvillen

CHORAL Das Clink von Edetihall
t

Die

Wallfahrt nath Kevlaar, etc

ORCHESTRA. Symphony in C, Humoreske
,

Mauris the rhapsodic, incidental music to

many plays

About Engelbert Humperdinck
Besch, Otto Engdbert Humperdimk
The Looker-On 1, 105 No\ember 1895,

Musical Amenta 34 S October 8, 1921

Important recordings of music by
Engelbert Humperdinck
OPERA Hansel und Gretel, abridged

(BRUNSWICK)
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Die Komgskinder,

"Vater, Mutter, hier will ich knien" (GRAMO
PHONE) ,

"Verdorben gestorben" (TELE-
FUNKEN)
SONGS AmRhem (BRUNSWiCK-Schkisrms) ,

IVeihnachten (ViCTOR-Schumann-Hemk)

Vincent D'Indy 1851-1931

(See Composers Of Today)

Michael Ippohtov-Ivanov 1859-1935

(See Composers Of Today)

Leos Janacek 1854-1928

(See Composers Of Today)

Adolph Jensen 1837-1879

"Jensen must be pi enounced the heir of

Franz Schubert
" HUGO RIEMANN

A DOLPH JENSEN, eminent com-

poser of the Lied, was born on

January 12, 1837, in Komgsberg, de
scended from a distinguished family of
musicians His grandfather, Wilhelm
Gottlieb Jensen, was a talented composer
of choral and organ music, a pupil of

Graun and Hasse

As a child, Adolph Jensen revealed

musical talent, beginning the composi
tion of songs m his sixth year He was
advised by the rector of his town to

follow music stuldy seriously, but for

many >ears his knowledge of the art

was acquired b\ self-instruction He
was finally permitted by his parents to

complete "his musical training under

Louis Ehlert and Fnedridi Marpurg
In his nineteenth year he \vent to

Brest, Russia, as a teacher of music to

a nobleman's family He returned to

Germany one year later, and became

conductor m several theatres in Posen

and Glogau In 1859, he received an

important post as conductor of German

opera in Copenhagen, here he became
a close friend of Niels Gade
Between 1860 and 1866, Jensen

devoted himself to teaching, simultane

ously, he was occupied with composition
and with the direction of a musical

academy in his native city To this

period belongs a great portion of his

works, and as, at this time, Jensen was

strongly under the influence of Robert

Schumann, whom he adored, his music

revealed perceptible traces of Schu
mann's style

In 1866, Jensen was called to Berlin

by Karl Tausig, who had founded a

musical school For the next two years,
he taught the piano at this institution

Ill-health compelled him to give up
these pedagogical tasks He migrated
to Switzerland with the hope that its

climate might benefit him
Hard work (Jensen would frequent

ly compose during the entire mght)
finally exacted its heavy penalty, in 1867,
when Jensen suffered a nervous break

down From this time on he suffered

illness and intense pam "Health,
health'" he wrote bitterly in 1871 "It

is that for which I would sell myself to

the devil*" And in 1873 "I have

become so nervous that on the most

insignificant occasions I tremble like

aspen leaves
"

During the last seven years of his life,

Jensen was driven by illness and rest

lessness from one place to another,

persistently seeking rest and alleviation

from pain in different climates and sur

roundings His composition did not

cease during these trying years Having
come under the influence of Richard

Wagner, for whom he expressed his

admiration in many letters, his music
at this time disclosed obvious Wagnenan
traces "In all my recent composition,"
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ADOLPH JENSEN

he himself wrote during the closing

years of his life, "I have endeavored

and I think with success, to transfer to

smaller forms Wagner's idea of 'beauty
and truth

' "

In 1875, Jensen settled in Baden-

Baden Here, he died on January 26,

1879, a man broken in spirit and body
The score of an unfinished opera was
found after his death It was brought to

completion by Wilhelm Kienzl

In an illuminating discussion of

Jensen's music, Frederick Niecks has
written "No composer after Schubert,
Schumann and Robert Franz has
enriched the lyrical literature more than

Jensen. . . . Jensen's individually dis

tinctive art has its roots in Schumann;
but also Chopin was an important factor

in the formation of his character and

style; and m later life Wagner's influ

ence made itself powerfully felt

Jensen, in describing his temperament as

soft, describes also his music. However,
the development of his character and
style, the emotional deepening of the

one and the expressional strengthening
of the other, must not be overlooked.
Nor is this all that should be noted
The naivete, freshness, joyousness and
serene tenderness which we find m the

earlier works notably in the Wander-
bolder (Opus 17) and in the Roman-
tische studien (Opus 8) disappear

more and more in the later works, many
of which are darkened with sadness."

Principal works by Adolph Jensen.
OPERV Turandot (completed by \\ilhelm

Kienzl)

CHORVL Jephthas tochter
t
Der Gang der

Junqcr nach Enimaus
, Adomtfeier t Donald

Caird ist wiedcr da, Gesang der Nornen,
Brauthed

ORCHESTRA Overture in E-mmor
About 160 songs (including the cycles Dcr

Ungenannten, Liebesheder, Spamsches heder-

buch, Dolorosa, Gaudeamus, etc ) , pieces for
the piano.

About Adolph Jensen
Niggh, Arnold Adolph Jensen, Schweizer,

Gottfried Das Liedschajjen von Adolph
Jensens

Allgemcine Mitsikgesellschaft in Zurich 83 1

January 1895
, Monthly Musical Record 12 -|9

March 1 1882

Important recordings of music by
Adolph Jensen*
SONGS Murmelndcs luftchen (PARLAPHGNE-

Lehmann) , O lass
3

dich halten (PARLAPHONE-
Lehmann)

Joseph Joachim 1831-1907

JOSEPH JOACHIM, whose great
eminence as a violinist has tended

to obscure his distinction as a composer,
was born m Kittsee, near Pressburg, on

June 28, 1831. His father, a merchant,
was fond of music, possessing enough
perception to recognize that his son was
born with unusual musical talent At
the age of five, therefore, Joseph
Joachim received a violin as a gift
Soon afterwards, he became a pupil of

Szervaczmski, leader of the opera band
in Pesth. His progress was phenomenal
Two years later, Joseph Joachim made
his first public appearance. "This

genius-boy/' wrote a prophetic critic m
the Spiegel, "seems likely to become an

epoch maker in the art of music It

would give us great pleasure should we
be the first to have contributed to his
fame/ 1

'

In 1841, Joachim was sent to Vienna
to continue his study under Hellmes-

berger, who felt that the boy could never
become a great violinist because of his
weak bow arm ^.t this time, Joachim
met Ernst, the famous violinist, who
urged him to become a pupil of Joseph
Bohm, "I hved in "Bohm's house, and
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he took enormous pains with me night
and day," Joachim wrote in later years
'The room in which I practised had
a glass door, and Rohm used to peep in

at all times unknown to me. . . I

breathed in a thoroughly musical atmos

phere while I was under Rohm's roof
"

Two years later found Joachim in

Leipzig, where he became a close friend

of Felix Mendelssohn, "the revered
benefactor of my early days who un

ceasingly looked after me with fatherly
care

"
Mendelssohn discouraged

Joachim from entering the Conserva

tory, advising him to become a private

pupil of Ferdinand David (m violin)
and Hauptmann (in composition) On
August 19, 1843, Joachim made his first

appearance m Leipzig as violinist, play
ing de Bcriot's Rondo, with Mendels
sohn himself at the piano. Two months
later, Joachim appeared as a soloist with
the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra,

playing Ernst's Othello fantasy
In the Spring of 1844, Joachim

visited London, taking with him flat

tering letters of recommendation from
Mendelssohn On March 28, he ap
peared at the Drury Lane Theatre and
scored an emphatic success His great
ambition, however, was to appear as

soloist with the famous Royal Phil

harmonic Orchestra of London He
soon learned that one of the abiding
rules of the Philharmonic forebade the

appearance of prodigies with the or

chestra Fortunately, Mendelssohn
arrived in London at this time and
assured the managers of the Phil

harmonic that the artistic standards of

the orchestra would by no means be
lowered by the appearance of this extra

ordinary prodigy Mendelssohn's influ

ence carried weight On May 27, 1844,

Joachim's great ambition was realized

It was a memorable concert, indeed'
It introduced England to the complete
Midsummer night's dream music of
Mendelssohn (of which only the over
ture had previously been heard), and it

inaugurated Joachim's great career offi

cially, in his performance of the B^etho-
ven Concerto Wrote J W. Davis in

the Musical World in review

"Joachim's rendering of the Concerto
was astonishing. Not only >vis it

astonishing coming from a comparative

JOSEPH JOACHIM

child, but astonishing as a violin per
formance, no matter from whom pro
ceeding."

It was at Mendelssohn's request that

Joachim, during the next two years,
reduced the number of his public appear
ances to a minimum, devoting himself,

instead, to intensive study Returning to

Leipzig, Joachim taught for a short

period at the Conservatory, and served

temporarily as leader of the Gewand
haus Orchestra In 1849, Liszt appoint
ed him the leader of the Grand Duke's
band at Weimar In 1853, he was given
a similar position with the court orches
tra of the King of Hanover, retaining
this assignment for twelve years It was
here that he met Johannes Brahms for
the first time, Brahms, then in his

youth, had come to Hanover to accom
pany the violinist, Remenyi Joachim
was so impressed with Brahms' per
formance at the piano that he gave
the young musician a letter of introduc
tion to Robert Schumann. In this

fashion the lifelong friendship between
Brahms and Joachim began It w^s
for Joachim that Brahms, at the height
of his career, composed his great Violin
concerto.

In 1868, Joachim was appointed
director of the Hochschule fur ausubends

Tonkunst, which under his guidance be
came one of the leading musical institu

tions in Germany. One year later, he
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founded the \\orld-famous Joachim In June, 1931, the centenary of Joseph

String Quartet, which during its long Joachim's birth was celebrated in Lon-

existence, held a preeminent position don by a concert of the London Phil-

among chamber groups, terminating only harmonic Society (under the direction

with the death of its founder One of of Sir Henry J Wood and Professor

the distinctions of the Joachim Quartet Francis J Tovey) which featured works

is that it \vas the first to bring promi- by Joachim, including the Gozzi over-

nence to the then neglected and much ture and the Hungarian violin concerto

criticised last quartets of Beethoven prmapal works by Joseph Joachim
Thus, during his long musical career,

r
* r /*

T 1 n r i, ORCHESTRA Concerto in G-mirior (for \io-

Joachuns influence was felt m many hn and orchestra) f Hungarian concerto for
directions He was accepted as one of molm and orchestra, Gozz\ overture, Kleist

the great violinists of his generation, overture, Overtures to Hamlet and Henry IV,

there were many critics who felt that Nottumo (for violm and small orchestra),

no other violinist could equal the depth g*"'*
' G^ or < or Vlohn and orches-

and profundity of his performances of
Songs

the Bach solo sonatas and the concertos

of Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Brahms About Joseph Joachim

Pie was a potent force in music peda- Fuller-Maitland J A Joseph Joachim

crnrrxr *A i *4iamKpr mnir TTic ^fFnrtQ Monthly Musical Record 59 324 November
gogy and m chamber music Mis ettorts

^ 1929
^
Musical T%mes 72 599 jtliy i, 1931,

were, therefore, rewarded by great Strad 42 193 August 1931

honor He was conferred the order of

knighthood by Germany In 1877, he

received an honorary degree from the Niccolo Jommelh 1714-1774

University of Cambridge In 1889, he _.T ~^T ^ T^,rT-T T T +

became the object for a world-wide cde- TNJICCOL6 JOMMELLI, a prominent

bration the occasion of his fiftieth figure m the Neapolitan school of

anniversary as a professional musician opera, was born in Aversa, near Naples,

In 1904, England became festive to o* September 10, 1714 After pre-

commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of hmmary musical instruction under a

his first appearance m London canon, he continued his studies at the

Joseph Joachim died m Berlin on Conservatory Poveri di Gesu Cristo, and

August IS, 1907 The entire world of concluded them at the Conservatory

music mourned his passing,
Pieta deTurchim where his masters

As a composer, Joachim may have left included Leo, in composition, and Prato

less of an impression than he did in and Mancmi in cholar music

other musical activities But he was a As a composer, he made his bow with

composer of talent Ernest Walker several ballets and a church cantata,

speaks of the "grave sweetness and stern the latter of which elicited the high
purity" of his music J A Fuller- praise of Leo who prophesied a great
Maitland refers to Joachim's music as future for the young composer In

"masterly, often intricate in design," 1737 came Jommelh's first opera,
full of "nobility of conception

"
"There Uerrore amoroso, Jommelh being so un-

is often a note of tender melancholy, certain about its merit that, upon its first

as in the Romance m B-flat
"

performance at the Teatro Nuovo in

Joachim's best works include the Naples, he affixed to it a pen name This
Gozzi overture (which Professor Tovey precaution was unnecessary The per-
had leferred to as "Haydn tip-to- formance was successful, receiving con-

date"), two concertos for violin and or- siderable praise from musicians m
chestra, the Variations in E-minor and Naples Encouraged by this reception,
Noftttrno, both for violin and orchestra, Jommelh composed his second opera,
the Scena for contralto and piano, the Odoardo presented under his own
Romance in B-flat, and the Kleist over- name which was so popular that it

ture Joachim, however, is perhaps best brought the composer a commission
known for the cadenzas which he wrote from the Cardinal Duke of York, at

for the violin concertos of Beethoven Rome, to compose operas expressly for
and Brahms him
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In 1740, Jommelli went to Rome.
Under the patronage of the Cardinal he

produced two more operas Ricimero
and Astianattc which increased his

prestige. As a result of these successes,

Jommelli received a commission from

Bologna. While visiting this city to

bring his opera to completion, he visited

Padre Martini- probably the most
famous musician of Italy at the time

begging to become his pupil As was his

custom, Martini gave Jommelli a subject
for a fugue, asking the young musician
to develop it This Jommelli did with
so much ease, imagination and skill that

Martini said "Did you come to mock
me? It is I who should study under

you'"
Jommelh's reputation as a composer

soon spread thruout Italy In 1747, he
was appointed professor at the Con
servatory dega Incurabih His position
in Italian music had become so impor
tant that when the post of chapel-master
was vacated in Naples, he was sent the

manuscripts of all the contestants and
asked to select the successful candidate

In 1748, Jommelli was invited to

Vienna, where his opera Didone was

given its first performance This work

brought Jommelli as much fame in

Vienna as his previous works had

brought him in Italy As its librettist,

Cesareo, wrote in a letter to the Princess

of Belmont: "Its music fairly aston-

ished the court. It is so full of elegance
of ideas, novelty of harmony, and above
all deep expression

" The Empress*,
Maria Theresa, showered him \\ith gifts
and favors ;

and even so great a person
ality as the poet Metastasio did him
honor.

Jommelli, back in Rome towards the

close of 1749, was appointed assistant

chapel master at St. Peter, a post he
held for four years From there he
went to Stuttgart, summoned by the

Duke of Wurttemberg, For sixteen

years he fulfilled his duties as chapel-
master at the exceptional salary of 4000
florins a year, exclusive of apartment
and necessities

The poor health of his wife brought
Jommelli back to Italy, in 1769, when he
received handsome offers from the King
of Portugal to come to his country and

compose operas for him Jommelli was
too old and tired to begin travel anew
and declined the generous offer The
King of Portugal, however, was so eager
to do honor to the great composer that

he specified, should he receive a copy
of each of Jommelh's operas, the com
poser need not come to Portugal to

receive the handsome income.
This stipend enabled Jommelli to re

tire to Aversa and devote himself to

composition. In 1770, his opera Armida
one of his most distinguished works

was performed in Naples; young
Mozart, aged fourteen, heard the work
on his trip to Italy and wrote to his

sister praising it highly. In 1771, his

opera Ifigema was produced and became
one of the few failures that Jommelli
encountered during his life This fail

ure broke his heart and spirit From
that time on, he was unable to turn his

hand to the composition of opera Dur
ing the last two years of his life, Jom
melli devoted himself almost entirely to

church music producing a Miserere
which many critics believe to be his

masterpiece
Niccolo Jommelli died of apoplexy in

Naples on August 25, 1774, His friend,
Saveno Mattel, has described the

grandiose funeral. "Yesterday all the

musicians of the city united in celebrat

ing the funeral of the great JomrnelU
The church was very finely ornamented

;

and a great number of wax, tapers were
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placed about the pompous bier T\\o

orchestras of three rows . executed

the music that \\at expressly composed
on the occasion bv the worthv Sabattni.

< <

, . At the desire of Signer Manna,
not only every musician attended the

funeral and performed gratis, but con
tributed likewise towards the expenses
of this solemnity

n

In appearance, Jommelli was corpu
lent, clumsy m gestures, abrupt and
awkward in speech. He was a man of

culture, possessed a kind heart which
was the object of admiration among the

many musicians whom he had helped

generously He never catered to public
taste, but success was a necessity for his

happiness- He wrote with great facility,
was able to compose an air while open
ing and reading a book of poetry re

taining it in memory, sometimes for

several weeks, until he put it down on

paper,
Charles Burney, in surveying Join-

melh's output as a composer, finds three

prevailing styles* "Before he went to

Germany, the easy and graceful flow
of . Pergolesi pervaded all his pro
ductions , but when he was m the service
of the Duke of Wurtemberg, finding the
Germans were fond of learning and
complication, he changed his style in

compliance with the taste and expecta
tion of his audience And on his return
to Italy, he tried to think and simplify
his dramatic music/'

Principal works by Niccolo Jommelli
OPERA EJBIO

, Merope, Achille in Sciro , La
Clemensa di Tito, Armida, Ifigema in
Auhde , Dcmeirio ,

// re pastore, etc
CHORAL Isacco

, Betulia Liberata, S Elena,
Passion; masses, Requiem, Miserere, motets

About Niccolo Jommelli
*

Abert, H Niccold Jommelli als Opernkom-
ponist
Musical Standard NS 9-36 June 2, 1917

Josquin des Pres 144S-IS21
"He is the master of the notes, they have
to do as he wills, other composers have
to do as the notes will

"
MARTIN LUTHER

"He is the type of all musical excellence
at the time at which he lived" CHARLES
BURJSTEY

raries as the foremost musical master of

his age, \vas Josquin des Pres, who was
born in Hamault about 1445. As a

child, he sang in the choir of the

collegiate college at St Quentm, \\here

he rose to the position of canon and
choirmaster He is said to have contin

ued his studies under Okeghem, who,
in turn, had been a pupil of Dufay If

so, it was from this master that Josquin
inherited the traditions of the Nether
lands school of music

In his twenty-filth year, Josquin went
to Milan, where for five years he re

inamed at the court of Galeazzo Maria
Sforzai For a short period, Josquin
was in Florence, associated with the

brilliant court of Lorenzo the Magnifi
cent In I486, he entered the Papal
choir, remaining there for eight years
under the papacy of both Innocent VIII
and Alexander VI. By 1490, Josquin
had left Italy to join the chapel of

Lotus XII of France. Towards the

close of his life, he returned to his home
land where he pursued the tasks of com
position and pedagogy with considerable

vigor His last days were spent in the

little town of Conde-sur-Escant, where,
as Provost of the Chapter, he died on

August 27, 1521

As a composer, Josquin des Pres was
known to have been very critical of him
self, refusing to publish any work unless
it had satisfied him for several years.

greatest composer produced
by the Motherland contrapuntal

school/ recognized by his contempo-
See sketcji on

JOSQUIN DES PK6S
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He composed onl} \vhtn it suited him uas no less remarkable for the elevation
to do so, not even the most flattering of his M;>le in certain uorks, \\hose
commissions could tempt him to produce \\ords j>ossess a grace character a type
music \\hen he \\ as not in the mood As of merit \er^ raie and practically un-
a teacher, his influence was profound kno\\n during the first half of the six-

One of his pupils, Adrian Petit Cochcus, teenth century In this, Ciombert was
\\rote as follows about his master "My the precursor of the style of Palestnna,
teacher never gave a lecture on music, who produced nothing more beautiful
or wrote a theoretical work, and yet he than the Pater Natfcr of this composer"
was able m a short time to form com-

Pnncipal works by Josqmn cles Pr6s
plete musicians He did not keep his >r ,11 ,1 i i i Masses . motets . secular sonert., etc
pupils busy with long and useless m- ' s

structions, but he taught them the rules About Josqmn des Pres

in a few words during the singing" Ambros, August Vvilhelm Ge^huhte der

Juhen Tiersot points out that con- f
/w^ \

ol
}

l

t
t

'

,

E ^ From Bufayto S^rr-

trapuntal music was brought to its first fe^ vol 2
>" ^ f * f

stages of important development with Proceedings of the Mutual Association 53 1

Josqum des Pres The interweaving of 1926-1927, Revue Internationale de Musique
the counterpoint became more intricate,

21 1322 February 1, 1899

modulation was strongly suggested, Important recordings of music by
accidentals were used more freely, Josqum des Pres
imitation and canon acquired greater CHORAL Ave, verum corpus natum (Vic-

plasticity As a matter of fact, Fetis TOI <dve nrw virgintas (PATHE) , Et m-
mentions that Josqum was the first to

t0r otus et (PARLAPHONE)

write regularly m more than two parts,

thereby being virtually the inventor of Vasgll Ralmmkov 1866-1901
canonic art

But Josqum des Pres' works are im- ^ASSILY SERGEIVICH KALIN-
portant not merely as milestones in con- NIKOV was born m Vonna, near

trapuntal development Ambros refers Orlow, on January 13, 1866 He was
to Josqum as "the fiist musician who the son of an official in the Russian

impresses Its with genius There police service As a boy, he was edu-

speaks m the music of Josqum a warm cated in the Orlowsky Seminary
sensitiveness, a capacity foi urgent emo- His miserable financial condition

tion, a mystic awe of worship His brought him to Moscow m his youth
Masses are noble with the nobility of with the hope of improving his fortune
the heait's depth In his other Here, in 1884, he entered the music

works, the abstract, elevated style of the school of the Philharmonic Society, be-
earlier composers is broken up by the coming a pupil of Iljmsky and Blaram-

prism into a glowing play of many berg
colors Here is sadness, pain and bitter In 1893, he received his first important
revolt, and here is intimate love, tender musical post when he was appointed
sympathy, and playful jest It is an second conductor of the Italian Opera
unprecedented stride forward which m Moscow Unfortunately, he was un-

pccurs
with Josqum, in him theie is able to hold this post for more than a

'lived thru' an art development such year In 1894, he discovered that he
as is found in no artist previously

"
had a tubercular condition of the lungs

Josqum's influence upon his con- In an attempt to cure himself, he re-

temporaries was marked An entire signed his conductonal position and
school of disciples arose to compose in went to the south of Russia Here he
his idiom and to profit by his examples devoted himself principally to composi-
Of these, the most impoitant was tion It was during this period that he
Nidio'as Gombert, composer pf many composed his most celebrated works
distinguished songs, psalms and motets Kalmnikov is best known to present-
Of Gombeit, Fetis wrote 'The art of day concert audiences thru his Fifth
writing in the style of the fugue with symphony which has been recognized by
facility brought him distinction He critics as one of the more significant ad-
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ditions to the repertoire of the bymphony For the next forty years, Reiser de-

in our tune T hi *, bjmphonj, \vhich \\ as \oted himself to prolific operatic com-

introduced in Vienna, in 1898, and \vas> position for Hamburg, producing a

shortlv thereafter performed in Berlin, series of one hundred and sixteen operas

enjojed popular acclaim from its very which assured him a magisterial posi-

first'performance principally because of tion over the operatic composers of his

the dignitj of its style, its majestic con- day, and firmly established German

cept, the broad richness of its melody opera Fetis has noted that the out-

and'thc ingenuity of its development standing characteristics of these operas

Vassilv Kahnmkov died m Yalta on ^ere "the correctness and profundity of

Tanuan 11, 1901, at the premature age
his expression combined with originality

of thirty-five He left behind him only
of form He had a strong and pene-

a handful of uorks, but these are of suf- tratmg harmony, and an instinct for m-

ficient distinction and originality to con- strumentation He brought operatic

vmce us that his early death robbed us form to crystallization, enriched the

of an important composer
dramatic expressiveness of melody He

,
_

r , TT . was, unquestionably, the highest es-

Prmcipal works by Vassily Kalmni- teemed operatic composer in his time,
kov his operas the models for all other
ORLHFSTRV Two symphonies, Suite, Two Operatic composers in Germany J A

intermezzi, The ^[P^^^ %^Pro Hasse considered him the first composerMusic for I sar lions (iolstoy;, isu rro- . -
r

!ogue
m the world, Mattheson a rival oper-

CHOR\I Russalka, John of Damaicut ,
atic composer m Hamburgconfessed

Beatitude* that Keiser had no equal Scheibe and

CH \MBFR Mubic String quartet Reichardt likewise expressed their ad-

Songs, pieces for the piano miration and respect in no uncertain

vocabulary

Remhard Keiser 1674-1739 Jn 1700, Keiser inaugurated in Ham
burg a series of brilliant winter concerts

npHE first outstanding composer of m which a specially selected orchestra,
*- German opera, Remhard Keisei, the foremost vocalists and mstrumental-

was born m Teuchern, near Weissenfels, ists, joined to perform outstanding mu-

Leipzig The precise date of his buth sic Three years later, together with

is unknown, but in view of the fact that Druiske, he became director of the Ham-
he was baptized on January 12, 1674, it burg Opera Their extravagance m ex-

is strongly believed that he was born in pending funds for production brought
the early part of that month rum to the opera-house Druiske ab-

From his father, Gottfried Keiser, a sconded, and for a period Keiser was

respectable composer of church music, forced to go into hiding to evade the

Remhard Keiser acquired the elements clutches of creditors In 1709, how-

of music He then entered the St ever, Keiser married the daughter of a

Thomas Schule m Leipzig where, as a rich Hamburg merchant, thereby re-

pupil of Johann Schelle, he attained turning to full respectability Always
maturity extravagant and a lover of luxury,

In 1692, he received an appointment
Keiser now led a life of greater self-

as court musician in Brunswick There, indulgence than before

his first opera, Bastleus, was performed Self-indulgence, however, did not m-
In 1694, he came to Hamburg as chief terfere with his musical career In 1716,

composer to the Opera Five years after he visited Copenhagen where he became

this, his opera hmene a revision of an an idol of its music public Between
earlier pastorale, Die iwedergesundenen 1719 and 1721 he officiated as court

uerhebten, originally mtioduced at composer in Stuttgart In 1723, he re-

Brunswick was performed with such turned to Copenhagen as royal chapel

extraordinary success that it made master Five years later, he accepted a

Keiser one of the most beloved operatic position as cantor and canon of the

composers in Hamburg Hamburg Cathedral In 1729, he visited
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St Petersburg where he was immediate

ly engaged to take charge of the opera
In this post, he was sent to Italy to

search for new singers However, while

passing through Hamburg, he found it

so difficult to separate himself from old

associations that he decided to give up
his St. Petersburg post peremptorily, He
settled permanently in Hamburg at the

home of his daughter where, for the re

mainder of his years, he led a quiet and
retired existence. He died in Hamburg
on January 12, 1674

Karl Nef has referred to Keiser as

"one of those fortunate creatures who
always have an inspiration, with whom
everything turns into song He might
be compared with Mozart or Schubert,
if his nature had been somewhat more

profound Depth is a quality which is

always lacking in Keiser He delights,

flatters, pleases, but scarcely ever is one

really moved by his music. He under
stood his trade, and his forms are ar

tistic
"

Principal works by Reinhard Keiser

CHORAL Passions, motets, psalms, oratorios,

cantatas, etc

OPERA Basileus
\ Ismene ; Almwa , Oktavia ;

Lfmganno fehce, Der lacherliche Pr\n% Jode-
let] Ulysses, Storte'becker^ etc

About Reinhard Keiser

Leichentntt, Hugo Reinhard Keiser als

Opernkompomsty Nef, Karl An Outhne of
the History of Music

Friedrich Kuhlau 1786-1832

PRIEDRICH DANIEL RODOLPHE
X KUHLAU was born m Ulzen, Han
over, on September 11, 1786 As a boy,
he was sent to draw water out of a well

and, losing his balance, he hit his head
in -such a manner as to injure his right

eye; a few years later, he lost the eye
completely

Although his parents were poor, they
succeeded in procuring adequate musical
instruction for him In his eighth year,
Friedrich Kuhlau took lessons on the

piano, A few years later, he was sent
to Brunswick to begin -singing lessons,
and to undertake the study of the flute

earning his living, during this period, by
singing songs on the streets He went
next to Hamburg where he pursued the

FRIEDRICH KUHLAU

study of harmony under Schwencke. It

was at this time that he published his

first compositions for flute and piano.
In 1810, Napoleon occupied Hamburg

In order to escape from army conscrip
tion, Kuhlau fled to Copenhagen. Here
his ability was soon recognized, and he
was appointed first flute of the court
orchestra. By 1814, he became an im
portant figure in

s
Danish musical life, a

vital force in the restoration of nation
al opera (for which he composed
Roeverbergen, a work that made him
famous thruout Copenhagen).
Comfortably established, Kuhlau

brought hi parents from Germany and
settled with them in Lyngbye, a small
town near Copenhagen, earning a satis

factory living by teaching piano and

theory. It was at this time that he com
posed the bulk of his works for flute

works which brought him great honor
In 1818, Kuhlau was appointed court

composer.

In 1825, Kuhlau made a short visit to

Vienna, where he met Beethoven. It

cannot be said that Beethoven was im
pressed with Kuhlau's improvisations
but, notwithstanding this fact, a friend

ship developed between the two musi
cians. Before his departure from
Vienna, Kuhlau received from Beetho
ven a parting gift a canon composed on
a verse which punned upon the name of
Kuhlau.
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Returning to Lyngbye, Kuhlati de

voted hirnsell prmapall} to compositions

for the piano In 1830, his property,

and mam valuable manuscnpts, were

destroyed by fire His grief o\cr the

loss was so great that it undermined his

health He died in Lyngbye on March 12,

1832, and the splendid funeral he was

given bespoke the high position he had

maintained in Copenhagen's musical life

Fnedrich Ktthlau is perhaps best

known for his numerous \vorks for the

flute which, as Phihp Hale once wrote,

"afford estimable models of construc

tion and originality
" His piano works,

particularly his Sonatinas, are familiar

to students of the pianoforte ,
in their

clarity and succinctness they have

proved to be valuable studies for begin

ners of the piano

An anonymous critic, discussing m
The Etude the qualities of Kuhlau's

style commented upon the fact that, in

all of his music, it is evident that the

composer's instrument was the flute

'The influence of the flute is quite evi

dent in his piano works which abound
m charming passages in the higher oc

taves of the piano It is also noticeable

in the flowing style of his music a style

peculiar to composers who are ac

customed to play on an instrument cap
able of sustaining long voice-like tones

and at the same time capable of great

flexibility
"

Principal works by Friednch Kuhlau
OPERA Roeverbergcn , Ehsa, Lulu, Hitrjo

and Adelaide, The Magic harp, Castle of
bi igands

*

ORCHESTRA Music for Boyce's Shake
speare, Music foi Heiberg's Eluerhoi, Two
concertos for piano and orchestra

CHAMBER Music Three quintets for flute

and string quartet, Grand quartet in B for
four flutes , Seven grand trios fen flute

, Six
sete> of three duets for two flutes, Three
piano quartets, Sonatas for flute and piano

Pieces for the piano, for the flute, songs,
etc

About Fnedrich Kuhlau
Thrane, Karl Fnednch Kuhlau
Etttde 32 712 October 1914, Flutist 8 186

Octobei -November 1927, Musician 14260
June 1909

Johann Kuhnau 1660-1722

TOHANN KUHNAU, frequently des-
**

ignated as the father of the piano

sonata, \\as born m Geismg, Bohemia,
in April of 1660 In his ninth year,

he was sent to the Kreuzschu-e of Dres

den uhere he studied under Alexander

Hermg and Jacob Rental He soon at

tracted the notice of chapel-master
Vmcenzo Albnccij who took a personal
interest in his musical development and

welcomed him as a household guest
An epidemic, \\hich ravaged Dresden

in 1680, brought Kuhnau to Zittau where
he continued his study of music At the

same time, he entered the University
\vnh the intention of entering upon law

as a life career Composition, however,
was not neglected On the occasion of a

municipal election he composed a motet

for two choirs which met with such

extraordinary success that it brought its

composer a position as cantor at a sub

stantial salary
In 1682, Kuhnau came to Leipzig to

complete his legal studies at the Uni

versity Here, too, his musical talent

\vas recognized He was offered a post
as organist of the St Thomas Schule In

1688, Kuhnau officially became a lawyer
The same year he also entered more

actively into the music field by founding
the Collegium Musicum, which gave
series of concerts in Leipzig
For the next thirteen years, Kuhnau

assiduously followed the practise of both
law and music His intelligence, how
ever, was too restless and keen to find

satisfaction m these two pursuits alone

He also studied Greek, mathematics and
Hebrew, he translated several books
fiom the French and the Italian, and
he wrote a satiric romance

On May 6, 1701 Kuhnau was offered

the post of cantor of the St Thomas
Schule on the condition that he would
renounce his legal profession He con
ceded to this demand eagerly For the
next twenty years, he directed the

famous choristers of the St Thomas
Schule and devoted himself industrious

ly to the composition of music

Johann Kuhnau died m Leipzig on
June 25, 1722 His last years were un
happy ones, embittered by the tragic loss
of two sons and a daughter His post
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at the St Thomas Schule was assumed

by Johann Sebastian Bach

While Kuhnau composed many ad

mirable works for chorus, wrorks in

which, as Camille Rellaigue pointed out,

"one finds . young and truly fresh . .

these grandiose scholastic forms which

Bach was soon to bring to maturity." He
is most famous for his piano music It

was Kuhnau who was the inventor of

the piano sonata. The first of these was

published m 1695 with the following

introductory comment- "I add a sonata

which may please amateur musicians

Why should not one try to write for the

piano in a form which has been utilized

for other instruments ?
"

Kuhnau was so well satisfied with his

initial experiment in this direction, that

he composed thirteen additional sonatas

"While writing these . . sonatas,"

Kuhnau himself wrote, "I experienced

such eagerness, that without neglecting

my other occupations, I wrote one every

day, so that this work, which I began
on a Monday, was completed by the

Monday of the following week " Seven

of these sonatas appeared under the

title of "Fresh Piano Fruits"; the other

six were grouped under the heading of

"Musical Representations of Some Sto

ries of the Bible Perhaps the most

famous of these sonatas is The Combat

betzveen David and Gohath which, even

today, is occasionally featured m piano

recitals

"He did, indeed, possess a depth of

feeling, and at the same time a beauty
of form, a grace compounded of

strength and lucidity which even today
would make his name a household

word/' wrote Remain Rolland "Kuh
nau was one of the creators of the mod
ern sonata, he wrote 'suites' for the

clavier which are models of spirited

grace, occasionally tinged with reverie

He composed some descriptive poems

'program music'' under the title of

Biblical sonatas', cantatas, sacred and

profane, and a Passion which makes

him, if we are to tell the truth, not only

the immediate predecessor of Bach at

the St Thomas Schule in Leipzig, but

JOHANN KUHNAU

also, m a great many respects, his in

disputable model
"

Musicologists have repeatedly ac

knowledged Kuhnau's historical import
ance Scheibe regarded him as one of

the four greatest German composers of

his time Spitta points out frequently

how Kuhnau's liturgical music influ

enced Bach. Shedlock reveals similari

ties between the music of Kuhnau and

Handel

Finally, Kuhnau was not only the

father of piano music but also, as

Romain Rolland mentioned briefly in the

above quotation, a pioneer in the com

position of program music, Camille

Bellaigue wrote in this connection

"Program music existed before his time,

it is true
,
but it was less felicitously ex

pressed, and certainly less musical."

Principal works by Johann Kuhnau

CHORAL, Motels, chorales; passion, canta

tas, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Suites for the piano, son

atas for the piano.

About Johann Kuhnau

Bellaigue, Camille. Etudes Musicales (2e

sene) , Rolland, Romain A Musical Tour

thru the Land of the Past

Le Guide Musicals SO 43 January 17, 1904

Important recordings of music by

Johann Kuhnau *

INSTRUMENTAL The Combat betiveqn David
and Goliath (ANTHOLCKHE-SONOEB) .
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fidouard Lalo 1823-1892

-r/ jvii> \\-rrw\TT-1C I OR A.\ I Oh\ h
LALO \\as born m Lille, trance, on

January 27, 1823 His father, an officer
i *\~ ~i A \ J\ 4.ot the Grande Armee, was three times

Moumled m the battle of Lutzen, in spite
_r 1,1.1. 4. ~j * i_ u Aof \vhich he continued to hold command
,

.
T ,1 t r ,, , .,, ., r

until the \ery end of the battle, thereby_ _ ^ t
J

,. r ^ T-
J

earning a decoration from the Emperor
i, * Ai( +u ij r t, 4.4.1 n-u *himself on the field of battle That
A~** 4,_ v^j jTt? ij.decoration was Edouard La'o s proudest

^ f ,1, , t, i r
r

possession thruout his life
A, ,

douard Lalo s strong gift for music

brought him to it at an early age He
\\as entered m the Conservatory of Lille,

and then was placed under the private

tutelage of Pierre Bachmann, a sens-
tive musician who had played under
Beethoven's baton m Vienna/who gave
Lalo rigorous and thorough musical

training Lalo's aptitude for music was
matched only by his love for the art,
even as a boy, he was firmly determined
to adopt music as a life profession His
father, however, had visions of making
his son a soldier in the French army, and

vigorously opposed his son's wishes A
bitter battle of words took place, one

day, between father and son fidouard

Lalo, rather than submit to his father's

will, left the paternal home, vowing
never again to return The breach be
tween ffther and son was not healed un-
til the former's death, when fidouard
Lalo rushed back from Pans in time to
hear his father's dying words of for-

giveness
i7 j r , , ,., , ,Freed from his father's domination,

Laio now in his sixteenth year came
to Pans, entering the Pans Conserva-
tory These were trying days for the

young musiaan, but not even starvation
could smother his high spirits Lalo did
not remain at the Conservatory Ion?
for the rigid formalism irritated him'
Instead, he turned to textbooks and the
scores of musical masterpieces for his

lessons, deriving from them a consum-
mate technique In 1845, he composed
his first major work, a trio of >reat
originality and talent Two years later
he won the second Prix de Rome

'

TT r <

His professional musical career was
begun in 18SS when he joined the

Armingaud-jacquard Quartet as violist

To this group, \vas soon added a wmd-
Sectlon which, now known as the

Soci(^ classique, gave brilliant concerts

thruout France
A* a, + ^ T rt ? K^ * ^ +At this time, Lalo became a mend ot

,

distmffuish
'

d minter Eugene Dela-tlie dlstinguished painter Eugene jjela

croix, who was also a lover of great
_ T? u T? A T\ imusic Each Friday evening, Dela-

,, *
J

* ,,
& '

,

croix would be one of the visitors at
T , , , r< n i, * t,Lalo s house m Rue Duphot, where
, ,

rnnmral qorrep^ Aftermere LOOK uiace musical soirees /\iter
,, ,t A T\ ithe music there were discussions Dela-

f , , ,, , ,, , ,

eroix s penetrating aesthetic theories had
a Vltal mfluence Up0n the young corn-

poser
>

s artistic ^rowth
T 10/C K T i , i ,

+

Tn 18
^
5 ' Lal wa

? teaching harmony
t0 ^l ^ I'^ f Si

"* rT
^

lth his favorite student Mile Julie

^ane M^S^' F1

T

ex
,

cellf*

fDgerThey were married in July of that year

J
wo
f

ar" lat
f'

f

L
f
lc cam

,
e t

enfor *he
^
rsl ^f t

In
of
^
e
t

State m Pa s an'

competition among French

t

r
,

a
,^ suitable for per-

f * t
ynC

^ ^SUb
;his first opera A^ e (based

T*!
S
?
hlller s ^), and was award-

ed thlrd p"ze Seleral P"^t mu-

^cfns
' who saw

f

the ^^ ?
f Lal s

pera were so infuriated that a work
f Sch trordmsa ent S "Id be

,
, director of the Pans

Pe --<feaded to produce it The

^r\ n^ rea
4

ched production, even
though it attained rehearsal, but the in-
cident brought considerable advertise-
ment to -the composer

TJ. ,

T , ^f many years ' however, before^ fulX Ca
T
me into

^
1S ow? as a com-

P Se
y ,

On
,J^*^ ,,

18' 1874' his Per~

,

f"end
' Pabl

farasate,
the great

Vlolmist
'

,

Produced Lalo's Vwlm con-

t
at the

Concerts
of the London Phil-

narmonic
,

Tn(
i work enjoyed so great

a
,. Access

that Lalo decided to compose

^u ?
ther large ^rk for Sarasate

011 7ear, therefore, Sarasate
the Concert Populaire of

S^h^f espagnole With^ Lal firmly established
nis reputation as a composer of im-
portance

On Mav 7

theOP1r
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ance of Lalo's masterpiece, the opera
Lc Roi d'Ys "When two years ago I

destroyed the first score of Lc Roi
d'Ys" Lalo wrote in 1888, "I had the

desire of making it a lyrical drama in

the modern acceptance of the term, but,

after some months of reflection, I drew

back, frightened at this task which

seemed much too heavy for my strength
Until now, the colossus Wagner, the in

ventor of the real lyrical drama, has

alone been strong enough to carry such

a weight, all those who have had the

ambition to walk in his footsteps have

failed, some piteously, others honorably.
. It will be necessary to surpass Wag

ner m order to fight on his own ground
with advantage, and the fighter capable
of doing so has not yet revealed him
self As for myself, I have realized in

my time my impotence, and I have writ

ten a simple opera
"

This "simple opera" based upon a

Breton legend took Paris by storm

One critic of Lalo's day found it "noble,

strong, puissant, not free from faults,

but evidently the work of an artist of the

first rank, and endowed in a superior

degree." The audiences were thunder

ously enthusiastic, acclaiming Lalo the

composer of the hour.

"Le Roi d*Ys is an excellent specimen
of the kind of opera which French com

posers of the second rank used to write

before the sun of Wagner dawned upon

EDOUARD LALO

their horizon," wrote R. A. Streatfeild
u
lt is redolent of Meyerbeer and

Gounod, and though some of the scenes

are not without vigor, it is impossible
to avoid feeling that in Lc Roi d'Ys
Lalo was forcing a graceful and delicate

talent into an uncongenial groove. He
is at his best in the lighter parts of the

work, such as the pretty scene of

Rozenn's wedding, which is perfectly

charming
"

The last years of Lalo's life were
touched with tragedy. Although he was

appointed a member of the Legion of
Honor in 1880, and an officer ten years
later, he sincerely felt that he had failed

to receive the honor he deserved, prin

cipally because he had not been chosen
for the Institut Paralysis, moreover,
crippled his body just as disappointment
smothered his spirits.

He died in Paris on April 22, 1892,
and was buried at Pere Lachaise

"Lalo," said Jules Massenet in his eulo

gy over the fresh grave, "will be counted

among the French composers of whom
we must be proud because his music,
sometimes exquisite or sparkling, -some

times dramatic or elegiac, is always the

pure music of Lalo/'

Discussing the qualities of fidouard

Lalo as composer, Juhen Tiersot wrote,
"The music of Lalo is essentially an
aristocratic art It is a sculpture created

with extreme delicacy, outlined without

any visible effort, and brought to being
so it seems with the utmost of natural

ness. It possesses no romanticism, dis

closes little restlessness, and its intimate

feeling is not very profound. But his

forms are of a rare ingenuity. Its

tonality is clear and endowed with a

color not too excessive but always
bathed in light, it is founded upon a

diatomsm that is almost constant and

hardly ever depends upon the resources

of chromaticism His melodies, gener

ally short, are elegant and fresh. His

rhythms are well formed, so neat that

they often give the feeling of energy
"

Principal works by fidouard Lalo.

ORCHESTRA , Concerto for wohn and orches

tra] Divertissement, Allegro symphomque ;

Concerto for violoncello and orchestra] Rhap-
sddie norvegienne ,

Concerto russe (for violm

and orchestra) , Symphony , Concerto for
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piatu* and ttnhc^ra^ Symphonu e\pagnolc
(tfr violin and ortlustra)

OH-R\ Iiiiqutt It Koi f/'l s, La Jaiquenc
(completed hv Coquard)
CH \\IEH-R MISK T\vo quintets, Two quai-

tets
,
Three trios

U \n frT Xawtntna Au

About fidouard Lalo

Sere, Octave Musmens /* rant air d'aujour-

d'hw, 1 icrsnt, Juhcn I hi Demi-si$cle de Mu-
stque

La Revue Musicals 4 97 March 1923

Important recordings of music by
fidouard Lalo
ORCHSSTRV Comerto for mulomcllo and

orchestra (t OIUMBI \-Marechal) , Symphonic
e\pagnoh (\ ICTOR- \lenuhm) ,

Namounat

suite from ballet (BRUNbWiCK-VVolff) , Rhap-
sodie noritrt/icnnc (ODEON-Pierne)

SEIFCTIONS *RCM OPERV Le Rot d'\ T,

"Ouverturc" (COLUMBI \-Gaubert) ,
"En si

lence pourquoi suuffnr" (COLUMBIA) ,
"Pre

lude" and 'De tous cotes j'aperQois" (PARLA-
PHONE) ,

"Aubade" (GRAMOPHONE)
CHAMBER Music String quartet in E-flat

majot (GRAMOPHONE)

Orlando de Lasso 1532-1594

"One ot the peaks in the history of
music" CHARLES VVN DEN BORRLN

QRLANDO DE LASSO, the last of

the masters produced by the Neth-
erland school of counterpoint

1
, was born

as Roland de Lattre in Mons, Hamault,
in February of 1532 His father ap
pears to have been convicted as a coun
terfeit comer, and as punishment was
forced to walk three times round the

public scaffold with a collar of counter
feit coins dangling from his neck It is

said that Oilando witnessed this dis

graceful episode, which affected him so

vitally that he ran away fiom home and
called himself Orlando de Lasso

At the age of seven, he became P

choirboy in the church of St Nicholas,
beginning foimal music study one year
later Being in possession of a beautiful

voice, he was kidnapped three times by
the agents of powerful nobles who were
eager to include him m their chons The
first two times, the rape was unsuccess
ful The third attempt, however, brought
Orlando de Lasso into the service of
Ferdinand Gonzaga, viceroy of Sicily
For four years, he remained in the em
ploy of Ferdinand, traveling with him as

1 See sketch on Dufay

far as Munich \\here Orlando became a

membei of the choir of the chapel-
master

In 1548, Orlando de Lasso's voice

broke, and leaving the service of Fer
dinand permanently he \\ent to Naples,
and \vas engaged by the Marquis della

Terza, an important patron of art 1552

found de Lasso in Rome where, in all

probability, he became personally ac

quainted with Palestrma, seven years his

senior In Rome, de Lasso became

chapel master at the Basilica of St John
Lateran From Rome he went for a

brief visit to London Here the news of

the serious illness of his parents came to

him, and he rushed back to his home
land Towards the close of 1554, Or
lando settled in Antwerp ,

it was here
that his first book of madrigals, reveal

ing the influence of Willaert, was pub
hshed

In 1556, Orlando de Lasso was invited

to Munich where he was installed in the

court of Duke Albert of Bavaria Here,

during the ensuing years, he grew in im

portance and power After the first six

years, the Duke entrusted him with the

dnection of all the musical activities of

the court In 1558, Orlando de Lasso
was married to Regina Wackmger

It was not long before his fame as a

composer grew until it reached the

farthest boundaries of Europe In 1562,
he published his first book of wholly
sacred music in Nuremberg, and a vol

ume of cantlones in Venice, two years
later there followed a French publication
of his entire output up to the time His
fame grew so great m the years that

followed that, in 1570, Maximilian II

gave him a patent of nobility which was
to remain valid for his descendants as

well

In 1571, Orlando de Lasso visited

Pans The regal pomp and honor with
which he was received expressed the ad
miration of the French music public for

this great composer Three years later,
Orlando was further honored in Rome
by Pope Gregory U with the title of
Chevalier de St Pierre By 1579, his

reputation was so formidable and
offers for his Services from foreign
courts so plentiful that he was asked to

sign an agreement to remain in the
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Bavarian court for the remainder of his

life in return for an admirable yearly

salary Thus with the exception of a

brief excursion into Italy, which took

place in 1585 Orlando de Lasso re

mained attached to the Bavarian court

until his death, generally recognized by
his contemporaries as the greatest musi
cian of the day
The last years of de Lasso's life were

marked by gloom and morbidity, brought
on by fear of insanity. He talked con

stantly of death Shortly before his

death, he was seized by a fit of insanity

during which time he did not even

recognize his wife
,
the period of mental

upheaval, however, was only temporary
He died in Munich on June 14, 1594,

leaving as a heritage more than two
thousand compositions He was buried

in the cemetery of the Franciscans, The

following year a monument was erected

in Munich m his honor

Discussing the qualities of Orlando de

Lasso as a composer, Charles van den
Borren wrote "Profoundly hitman, and
a profound believer such was Orlando,

With this was combined a propensity to

interest himself in everything, to leave

nothing in the shade, to explore to the

further-most depths all the domains of

his art Universality and fecundity
these ware the distmctJYe traits of his

gemtis. ... If one penetrates more

deeply into the labyrinth of his immense

production, nne is struck by the multi

plicity of his attention to detail, and the

infinity of his means \\hich is combined
v\ith this* diversity. . The motet is. .

the form in which he gave expression to

his highest and most personal inspira

tion, the one in which, more than in any
other, he gives witness of his lofty

genius/
1

H. E, Wooldridge points out m the

Oxford History of Music that Orlando
de Lasso's characteristic works are often

"deficient in melodic beauty" that often
u
the voice parts seem not to spring com

plete from the imagination of the com

poser and to flow thence in parallel

streams, but rather to have been put to

gether with a view to create an harmonic
effect

"
Notwithstanding such defections

in his art, de Lasso's music remains an

imposing artistic achievement because of

its "grandeur and pathos."

Ernest Closson makes an interesting

comparison between Orlando de Lasso,

and his great contemporary of the

Roman polyphonic school, Palestnna.

"Lasso has less grace than the Italian,

he is less luminous, less perfect, above

all else less mystic However, if he is

inferior to him from the point of view

of religious sentiment, he surpasses him
m secular composition thru the original

ity of his harmony, his energy, his vigor
and puissant vivacity, his strong concep

tions, and more especially thru his vernal

freshness
"

It is the opinion of many critics that

the most famous of Orlando de Lasso's

works is the Seven penitential psalmsf

written before 1560 'These powerful,

magnificent, serious pieces/' wrote Hugo
Leichentntt, "are eminent classical mas

terpieces of the first rank, and find their

equal only in certain Palestnna and

Bach compositions They show, besides,

the fullest mastery of contrapuntal tech

nique, Lasso's individuality, with its dark

pathos, its passionate outcries, differing

considerably from Palestnna's more

serene, more celestial pure manner."

Principal works by Orlando de Lasso

Motets , masses ; magnificats , passions ,

madrigals ,
villanelles , moresques , psalms ;

French and German songs, etc
T
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About Orlando de Lasso Critics ha\e pointed out uhat remark-

Ilomn, Charles wn den Orlande de Lar- able strides violin music made thru

CIK, Closson, Ernest Orlande de Lassur, Leclair's \\orks a new limpidity was

Expert, Henri Orlande de L<mwr, \\oold-
brought to its harmonic \vntmg, tempo

ndgc, H L Ovfflrd Hivtory of I/KI (\ol acqinred greater flexibility, dynamics
1 ^ became more subtly expressive ,

the vari

ation-form assumed greater resourceful-

Jean Marie Leclair 1697-1764 ness
, and, finally, the binary-form began

to assert itself as the basis for the open-
TEAX MARIE LECLAIR I'ame, often mg movement of the sonata
**

called the "Corelh of France," was Except for a brief visit to Holland, at

born in Lyons on May 10, 1697, the
the invitation of the Princess of Orange

oldest son of eight children In his
(where he heard Locatelli, the famous

youth, he followed m the footsteps of his
violinist) and for a fleeting excursion m-

father by becoming an apprenticed lace- to Spain in 1743, Leclair lived a corn-

maker paratively secluded existence during the
In 1716, Leclair \\as married in Lyons jast thirty years of his life motnentan-

to Rose Castignie, a singer, and shortly jy interrupted, in 1746, when his opera
after this followed the study of music Scylla et Glaucus was given a success-
\vith great assiduity In 1722, he be- fu[ performance, and once again, two
carne ballet-master in Turin, at the same

years later, when the Duke of Gramont
time undertaking the study of the violin

appointed him leader of a private or-

and beginning the composition of charm- chestra

mg interludes and ballets Six years Towards the close of his life, Leclair

later, he went to Paris where he made was estranged from his second wife
his mark as a violinist His phenomenal He built for himself a home, remote

technique attracted considerable notice from the city of Lyon, far removed
within a limited circle of connoisseurs from any other house Here he lived a
who regarded him as one of the great lonely and quiet existence On October
violinists of the time At this time, too, 22, 1764, Leclair was murdered in this

he published his first book of violin house HIS gardener found him
sonatas sprawled upon the floor

, upon closer
From 1728 until 1736, Leclair enjoyed examination it was discovered that the

considerable success at the Concert composer had been murdered by three

Spiritual, and at the concerts of the strokes of a sharp tool Although both
court where he was leader of the royal the gardener and Leclair's nephew were
band From 1729 until 1735 he pei- m turn suspected of the crime, the
formed in the orchestra of the Paris murderer was never discovered

Opera During this period he did not Leclair's face ha<s been described by a

neglect music study, pursuing the sci- French contemporary as "full, with very
ence of composition under Cheron large eyes that possessed a uniquely

Meanwhile, Leclair had become a
strange expression, heavy eyebrows and

widower, and was married a second an enormous brow "

time now to Louise Roussel, wealthy His acquaintances remarked that he
widow, who had formerly been the en- was modest, sincere and generous, in-

graver of Ledair's music and with dined towards melancholy, somewhat of
whom he had entered into business re- a misanthrope He detested applause
lationship for several years Being a and the haut monde, finding happiness
lady of considerable means, she brought only m complete and monastic solitude
to Leclair comfort and affluence He was a man of gieat simplicity, a

After 1736, Leclair resigned from his lover of books By temperament, he

many activities as a violinist, devoting was pensive and introspective
himself to teaching and to composition He left a prolific library of works, the

For the next sixteen years he published most important of which are those which
an entire library of music for the violin he composed for his own instrument
which placed him among the impoitant Wrote Lionel de Laurencie "Here one

pioneer composers of that instrument, confronts most often, together with a
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perfect clarity of design, an austere

nobility which does not progress without

a touch of coldness; also a poignant and

anxious pathos which seems to lose it

self in the scintillating and sparkling

gaiety of his lively movements .

Leclair gave proof of a fecund re

sourcefulness which . . has opened up
for the instrumental art the greater part

of its future vistas
"

Principal works by Jean Marie

Leclair
OPERA Glaucus et Scylla, Apollou et Ch-

tndnej etc

CHAMBER Music* Concert! grossi for three

violins, viola, violoncello and organ, overtures

and sonatas for trio , trios for two violins and
bass

, sonatas for two violins without bass
,

concerti for violin and chamber orchestra;

forty-eight sonatas for violin

About Jean Marie Leclair ,

Laurencie, Lionel de Uecole Frangaise dn
Violon
La Revue Musicals 412 February 1923

,

Sammelbande der Internationalen Musik-

Gesellschaft 6 250 1904-1905 ,
Strad 40 676

April 1930

Important recordings of music by
Jean Mane Leclair*

VIOLIN AND PIANO Sonata in D-major
(POLYDOR),

Charles Lecocq 1832-1918

A LEXANDRE CHARLES LE
COCQ, famous

French opera-comiqm,

composer of

was born in

Paris on June 3, 1832. "I was a good
little boy," he wrote m reminiscent

mood in later years, "not turbulent,

timid, even inclined to be shy on ac

count of the weakness in my legs which,
alas! prevented me from running and

frisking about like my happier comrades

When recess came, not being able to

join their gambols, I amused myself by

drawing sounds from a primitive and
absurd instrument, the flageolet. I

played by instinct without knowing a

word of music."

A music teacher, Monsieur Laffont,

noticed him and, impressed with the boy
ish improvisations on the flageolet, de

cided to take the boy under his super
vision. Thus, young Lecocq was taught

solfege, and the elements of the violin

and piano. He made such rapid prog
ress that, in his fourteenth year, Lecocq
was able to draw an income by teaching
the piano.

At the age of eighteen, Lecocq entered

the Conservatory, where he became the

pupil of Bazin in harmony and Jacques

Halevy in composition. He showed
marked signs of his musical talent by
winning several awards, including first

prize in harmony and second prize
in fugue He remained at the Conserva

tory for four years Upon leaving the

institution, he attempted to earn a living

by teaching the piano and publishing
church songs

For several years, his ambition had
been to compose music for the theatre

Finally, an opportunity presented itself

when Jacques Offenbach, director of the

Bouffes Pansiens, announced a competi
tion for a one-act operetta based upon a

libretto of Ludovic Halevy and Leon

Battu, Le Docteiw Miracle. Lecocq
worked assiduously on this operetta, and
received the full fruits of his labor by
winning the award and having his work

performed at Offenbach's theatre on

April 8, 1857, Even in this early work,

Lecocq's style possessed charm and ap

peal; there were many critics who
praised this piece as a work of great

promise

Success, however, had not yet ar

rived Encouraged by the performance
of his one-act operetta, he worked in

dustriously upon his first major opera,-
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comique, Huis dos, which, upon its per
formance in 1859, was a complete fail

ure There followed several further un

successful efforts to gam public atten

tion Then, when Lecocq despaired of

every emerging from his obscurity, his

Fleur de the presented in 1868

aroused considerable admiration and en

thusiasm.

From that time on, his rise to fame
and success was marked. On December

4, 1872, his masterpiece, La Fille de
Afine Angot, was presented in Brussels

It was so great a success that it ran for

five hundred consecutive nights, estab

lishing Lecocq as one of the outstanding
composers of opera-comique of his day
Two years later, he achieved another

overwhelming triumph in Brussels, with

Girofle-gwofla

Success seemed to be the dynamo sup
plying Lecocq with indefatigable energy,
and from this time on his pen was tire

lessly producing a long series of light-

operas, their melodic freshness, in

genious instrumentation, pungency of

wit and grace finding enthusiastic audi

ences everywhere Between 1874 and
1900, Lecocq produced more than thirty

operettas, the majority of which were
acclaimed His musical importance was

acknowledged in 1894 when he was ap
pointed a member of the Legion of
Honor.

Charles Lecocq died in Paris on Oc
tober 24, 1918. For more than forty

years he had occupied a reigning posi

tion over composers of French opera-

comique, and he was mourned thruout

France

Principal works by Charles Lecocq
OPERA Le Doctenr Miracle, Lihne ct Val

entin, Les Ondincs de champagne, L*Amour
ct son carquois ,

Fleur de the, Le Beau Du-
no is; La Fille de Mme Angot, Giroflc-

Gtrofla, La Petite manee
,
Le Petit due, La

Joke Persane, Le Marquis dc Windsor, Le
four et la nuit ,

La Princesse dcs Canaries,
La Vie inondame ,

Plutus
,
Nos bons chas

seurs, Ruse d'amour ,
La Belle au bois dor

mant, Ycttat etc

BALLET Barbe-bleu
,
Le Cygne ,

Les Fan
toccini

Songs

About Charles Lecocq.
Schneider, Louis Les Maitres de Uoperetta

Frangaise
New Music Review 12 294 July 1913 , Rerue

Internationale de Musique 14 851 October IS,

1898

Guillaume Lekeu 1870-1894

"Next to Franck, Lekeu is one of the

most remarkable representatives of the

Belgian school
" DEBUSSY

TN musical history, the career of Guil-

laume Lekeu stands virtually un
paralleled. Dead at the age of twenty-
four, he succeeded in producing works
of such power that critics unanimously
proclaimed them the creation of true

genius ,
works of such originality that

they made his name prominent in the

music of the past half century
Guillaume Lekeu was born in Heusy,

near Verviers, on January 20, 1870 In

1879, his parents moved to Poitiers,
where Guillaume was entered in the

Lycee. Here he revealed unusual talents,

particularly for science, ancient and
modern literature, and the plastic arts.

Graduating from the Lycee m 1888, he
entered the University of Paris. After

taking his bachelor's degree in philos

ophy, he suddenly turned his entire

energy to music
In music, he was virtually illiterate

until his fourteenth year when he began
the study of the art. In 1885, however,
he heard some work of Beethoven which
3tirred him so deeply that he decided to

devote himself to music. He began the
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study of solfeggio and the piano, spend

ing four industrious years poring over

the scores of Beethoven, Bach and Wag
ner When, on completing his bachelor's

degree at the University, he decided to

become a musician, he became a pupil of

Gaston Vallm In harmony Under Val-

lin he made such phenomenal progress
that he was urgently advised to become
a student of Cesar Franck
For a full year, between 1889 and

1890, Lekeu studied under Franck
There developed a close bond between

teacher and pupil In the summer of

1889, Lekeu made a pilgrimage to Bay-
reuth to hear Wagner's music dramas,
and was profoundly impressed. Now
more than ever he knew that music

would be his lifework

The death of Cesar Franck in 1890

affected him intimately, but, fortunately,
another great musician was at hand to

take him under his wing Franck's dis

ciple, Vincent dTndy. D'Indy, con

vinced of Lekeu's genius, urged him to

enter the Belgian competition for the

Prix de Rome Lekeu succeeded in

gaining only the second prize, in 1891, a

source of great disappointment to him

For the next three years of his life,

Lekeu worked industriously upon his

composition, and enjoyed a measure of

recognition On March 27, 1892, his

choral work, Andromede, was performed
at the Conservatory of Verviers under

Louis Keter, finding an appreciative au
dience In the Fall of 1893, his Fantasie

symphomque, for orchestra, was per
formed under his own direction at An-

jou, which succeeded in attracting
further attention to the young, brilliant

composer
His life's span, however, was drawing

to a rapid close He contracted typhoid
fever and died in Angers on January 21,

1894 A few hours before his death, he

was gay, exuberant, full of hope for the

future, little aware that his life was at

an end Then delirium set in, and Lekeu
knew he was dying His last words

were* "So many works unfinished my
quartet I"

Four months after his death, his

friends arranged a concert m his mem
ory at the Salle cTHarcourt in Paris; it

was directed by Vincent d'Indy and

GUILLAUME LEKEU

Eugene Ysaye performed. Lekeu's Vio

lin sonata, selections from Andromede
and the Fantasie symphoniqitc were
featured.

On February 1, 1896, Lekeu's String

quartet, to which he had referred in his

dying words and which had been brought
to completion by Vincent d'lndy, was
introduced by Claude Debussy under the

auspices of the Societe Rationale On
November 16, 1904, the Hoffmann

Quartet performed the work in Boston

"Lekeu's voice was his own," wrote

Philip Hale after hearing the work,

"His music is not like that of other men;
he thought m his own way and his emo
tional eloquence in this quartet is genuine
and convincing Such music does

not suffer when played after a noble

work by Beethoven, but it makes a work
like that of Dvorak, which followed,

unendurable."

Although Lekeu did not compose

many works, what he created is suf

ficient, in the opinion of Romttald Van-
delle "to place this young artist at the

head of all composers of his generation.
None of his rivals . manifested a

geimis more original, or an inspiration
more exalted From his music there

comes a breath of grandeur and an in

tensity of life which are not deceiving
. When faith took possession of him,

when for a moment he attained the peaks
towards which he threw his gaze, his
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song became unique and large, powerful

ly harmonized with an intuitive feeling
for timbres which astonishes and
ravishes . . These moments mark the

peak of his inspiration."

Principal works by GuiHaume Lekeu-

OE>ERV Barbenne (sketches) ,
Les Bur-

graves ( ^ketches ) .

I MORAL Chant lynque ;
Andromede

ORCHESTRA Two etudes symphomques ;

Adagio (for quartet and orchestra); Pocmc
(for violin and orchestra) ,

Introduction and

Adagio , Fantasie symphomqite.
CHAMBER Music Adagio (for two violins

and piano); Sonata for violin and piano,
Trio ; Sonata for violoncello and piano (un
finished) r Quartet (brought to completion by
Vincent d'Indy)
Songs, pieces for the piano

About Guillaume Lekeu*

Sere, Octave Musicietis Fran^ais d'aujonr-
d'hui

, Sonneck, Oscar George Miscellaneous
Studies m the History of Music
Musical Quarterly 5:109 January 1919, La

Revue Musicals 2 A22 January 1921,

Important recordings of music by
Guillaume Lekeu*
CHAMBER Music Quartet (POLYDOR) ,

Sonata for -violin and piano (PoLYDOu).

Ruggiero Leoncavallo 1858-1919

T> UGGIERO LEONCAVALLO, com

poser of Paghaccif was born in

Naples on March 8, 1858. He was a stu

dent at the Naples Conservatory where,
as a boy of sixteen, he composed a

talented cantata. After receiving his

diploma from the Conservatory, he went
to Bologna to attend the University,

taking a course of literary training under
Carducci. Music, however, was not

neglected. At this time, he composed
an opera, Chatterton, arranging with a

local impresario for a production of the
work by placing with him a large sum
of money necessary for the expense.
The impresario, however, escaped from

Bologna with the money, leaving Leon
cavallo penniless

Restlessness and self-dissatisfaction

brought on wanderlust. In his twentieth

year, he traveled thruout Europe to

England, France, Germany and Holland

attempting to find some permanent
musical connection, but succeeding only
in earning the most meagre living thru

teaching the piano and singing. It was
a miserable existence, fraught with dis

appointment, futility and despair. Leon
cavallo's spirit was succored, during this

time, only by a gargantuan plan which
he conceived for composing a grandiose

operatic trilogy, along Wagnerian lines,

with the Italian Renaissance as a setting.

His voyages, finally, brought him to

Egypt, where he received an appoint
ment as pianist to the viceroy's brother

Shortly after his arrival, an Arabian in

surrection broke out against England
In danger of his life, as all Europeans
in Egypt were, he escaped from Cairo in

the middle of the night, arrived at Port

Said and, after organizing a special con
cert to raise funds, sailed for Paris.

In Pans, Leoncavallo knew the life of
a true Bohemian Reduced to beggary
and hack-work in order to keep from

starving, he went from one cafe-chantant

to the next in search of random employ
ment as pianist. He also earned some

twenty francs a day by composing popu
lar chansonettes for the proprietor of

the Eldorado Music Hall, one of which
became an emphatic success

This sordid existence was brought to

termination when Leoncavallo met and
became a friend of Victor Maurel, cele

brated French baritone Maurel was on
his way to Milan, and he urged Leon
cavallo to accompany him There, Mau-

RtJGGIERO LEONCAVALLO
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rel introduced the young composer to

Ricordi, the influential publisher, \vho

listened to Leoncavallo's plans for an

operatic trilogy on the Renaissance with
interest Ricordi ga\e Leoncavallo a

substantial sum of money to begin work
on the first of the trilogy, promising it

production When, however, / Medici
was finished, procrastinations and delays

greeted it until, finally, it was perma
nently discarded

Meanwhile, Mascagni's great success

with the one-act Cavallena rusticana in

duced Leoncavallo to put aside, momen
tarily, the composition of a Renaissance

trilogy and to create a work similar to

Cavallena which might attract public at

tention This work it was Paghacci
came to the notice of Lison Frandm,
celebrated pnmadonna, who, touched

by Leoncavallo's inability to get a hear

ing, urged the powerful editor, Son-

zogno, to use influence on his behalf

"Really/' Sonzongo told the singer, "the

house is full
,
there are too many com

petitors in the field
"

Frandm, however,
was insistent, and finally succeeded in

arranging an interview During this

meeting, Leoncavallo played Paqhacci
for the editor During the first act,

Sonzogna appeared apathetic ,
but in the

second, he could restrain himself no

longer He embraced the composer and

promised to help him

It was Sonzogno's influence that pro
cured a performance for Paghacci at the

Dal Verme theatre on May 7, 1892 The
conductor was Arturo Toscanim

"Well do I remember that eventful

evening when it first saw the light,"

Claude Trevor has recorded "No one

knew anything much about it except that

it was a novelty, and of sufficient im

portance to have attracted the attention

of Maurel, who created the baritone

part The crowded Dal Verme theatre

was literally in a frenzy on the above

occasion, and at the fall of the curtain

a scene of such wild enthusiasm took

place as is only to be seen rarely
"

F Bonavia has explained the reason

for the phenomenal success of Paqhacci
'The text has the rare merit of a poig
nant story and rapid action, and the

music has all the lyrical flow of the

Italian school, but the texture is in

finitely more substantial than i> the case
with Mascagm . The orchestration is

also carefully balanced, and is free from

vulgarities
"

The success of Paghacci brought per
formance to Leonca\allo*s earlier opera,
/ Medici, in 1893 / Medici possessing
none of the lyrical freshness or spon
taneity of Paghacci was a failure

"The music is the work of an extreme!}
clever man/' wrote R A Streatfeild

"It is seldom original, it is true, indeed,
it teems with the most audacious plagi
arisms, but it is cleverly strung together,
and the orchestration is full of fancy
and even imagination Nevertheless, as

a serious work of art its value is abso

lutely nil It is the work of a cultivated
student of contemporary music, a man
who has read and digested the best
scores of the best musicians of Europe
during the past fifty years It is a bril

liant exercise, a triumph of eclecticism
"

The failure of / Medici influenced
Leoncavallo to abandon his plan for a
Renaissance trilogy Instead, he turned
to the composition of operas similar in

spirit and style to Paghacci He com
posed many operas in this vein, none of
them able to recapture his early fire and
freshness He remained, notwithstand

ing his prolific production, essentially a

one-opera man a fact which greatly
embittered him in the closing years of
his life

Ruggiero Leoncavallo died of neph
ritis at his villa in Montecatmi on August
9, 1919

Principal works by Ruggiero Leon
cavallo
OPERA Paghacci, I Medici, La Bohcme

(composed before Puccini's opera), Zasa t

Der Roland
,
La Jeunesse de Figaro , Maia

,

Malbruk, La Reginalla delle rose, Gh Zin-
gan, Ave Maria, Goffredo Mameh
ORCHESTRA Serafita

BALLET La Vita d'una Manonetta
Songs

About Ruggiero Leoncavallo
Streatfeild, R A Masters of Italian MUMC
Monthly Musical Record 49 193 September

1919, Musical America 30 26 September 6,

1919, Musical Times 60476 September 1,

1919

Important recordings of music by
Ruggiero Leoncavallo

OPERA Paghacci , complete (VicroR-La
Scala)
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Smcnnvs *RHM OH-R\S Zaza "Buona
7a/a" and "Za?aT piccoia /mgara (Com \IBI\)

SONC.S Mattmita (ViaoR-Martini) ,
Sm-

nade napohtainc and Si rt wide

( Poi \ iwm )

Jean Francois Lesueur 1760-1837

JEAN FRANCOIS LESUEUR was
** born in a small French hamlet, Ples-

siel, near Abbeville, on February 15,

1760, the son of poor peasant folk As a

child, the only music he heard was the

hymns in church It was reported that,

at one time, when he was seven years

old, a military band passed thru his

town The magic concord of sound so

entranced him that he followed the

music foi miles until he fell exhausted

on the road This incident must have

made an impression upon his parents

for, soon afterwards, he was placed m a

monastery school, the only school near

Plessiel where he could procure instruc

tion in music Here he remained until

his sixteenth year, when he was trans

ferred to another monastery Then,

completing his studies under Abbe Roze
and serving as a choirmaster in Dijon,
he turned to Pans, m 1784, where he
was appointed chapel master at the

school of the Innocents At this time,
his first works to reach performance
were featured at the Concert Spintuel
a group of motets

In 1786, Lesueur was given the post
of chapel-master at Notre Dame Feel

ing convinced that church music was in

sad need of reform, he began to inaug
urate large-scale church performances in

which, during festival days, he would

perform grandiose lehgious music-
dramas of his own composition, to the

accompaniment of elaborate orchestras
These performances attracted the pooi
folk from distant corners of Pans, and
became so celebrated that before long
Marie Antoinette herself attended them

Notwithstanding the popularity of
these performances, Lesueur confronted
considerable opposition There were
many devout souls who felt that, thru
these spectacles, cathedral service was
being degraded into a "beggar's opera

"

To the churchmen of Notre Dame these
services were likewise undesirable be
cause of their exorbitant expense Be

fore long, the church officials began to

seek an excuse tor dismissing their am
bitious chapel-master When, therefore,

Lesueur asked, at one time, for a brief

leave of absence to visit England, the

churchmen found here the pretext they
had been seeking, and Lesueur was cur

sorily dismissed

In an attempt to justify his retorms

of church music, Lesueur now published
his Essai dc miisique sacree, m which he

clearly expounded his theories He at

tempted to apply to church music the

imitative principles utilized so success

fully in opera by Gluck He felt strongly
that the chaiacter of music should vary
with difteient festivals of the year, that

it should attempt to express the context

of the words as closely and as diamatt-

cally as possible Music, he felt strong

ly, should be essentially imitative, it

should be endowed with a descriptive

program and, hence, full of expression
It is interesting to point out that in more
instances than one did Lesueur prove to

be one of the first theorists to champion
the cause of program-music, and also

one of the first to formulate definitely a

theory for leit-motif

Upon his dismissal fiom Notre Dame,
many prominent people rose to champion
his cause Andre Chemer, the poet,
wrote a poem defending him, and the

Canon of Notre Dame offered him the

hospitality of his summerhouse, of which
Lesueur availed himself for several

years

It was at this time that, momentarily,
Lesueur turned from the composition of
church to dramatic music In 1793, his

first opera, La Caverne (taken from Gil

Bias) was given a successful perform
ance This was followed by Paul et

Virgime which brought Lesueur addi
tional prestige As a result of the suc
cess of these operas, Lesueur was ap
pointed, m 1793, professor at the ficole

de la garde nationale, and, two years
later, Inspector at the Conseivatoty

His fame continued to grow until

1801 when, once again, Lesueur suddenly
found himself stranded without a post
In that year, he began to object strenu

ously to the course of study given at the

Conservatory Finding that his com
plaint reached deaf ears, he published a
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monograph Projet d'un plan general de

^instruction nmsicale en France This

monograph incurred the enmity of his

superiors, who utilized the first pretext
to dismiss Lesueur. For a period, he

knew poverty Then, in 1804, he was

appointed director of music to Napoleon,
a post vacated by Paisiello With this

appointment, his fortune took a radical

turn On July 10, 1804, his new opera,

Ossian, on les Bardes, was performed at

the Opera, with Napoleon in the audi

ence Napoleon was so pleased with the

work that he sent the composer a gift of

a snuffbox filled with gold pieces.

From that time on, Lesueur was the

favorite composer of Napoleon, conse

quently enjoying great prosperity and

fame Upon Napoleon's coronation in

1804, he composed a Te Deum which

pleased the new Emperor considerably

Two years later, Lesueur was married

to the charming Mile Adeline Jamart
de Courchamp , Napoleon and Josephine

signed the marriage contract In 1813,

Lesueur succeeded Gretry as a member
of the Institut

The downfall of Napoleon was a

severe personal blow to Lesueur, but it

did not materially change his fortunes

He continued in his many positions,

adding ito them the significant post of

superintendent of the Chapel of Louis

XVI 1 1 In 1818, Lesueur became pro
fessor at the Conservatory, holding this

assignment until the end of his life. He
was a brilliant teacher, and he exerted

an influence over a large group of

famous French composers, including

Gounod, Thomas and Berlioz.

Jean Francois Lesueur died in Paris

on October 6, 1837. Fifteen years after

his death a monument was erected in his

honor m Abbeville For this occasion,
his pupil, Ambroise Thomas, composed a

special Song of triumph
Lesueur was described by one of his

contemporaries as follows "His fea

tures were hard, noble, lit with a

superior intelligence which, so to speak,
embellished his face. His brow was

high and polished like a marble-top table,

destined to receive and efface the

thousand impressions which confronted

it His mouth was finely shaped, his

lips were sensitive. . His cheeks

were pale, made thin by constant study
and by the many battles of his life

"

With his shock of gray hair, with his

eyes of piercing intensity, underneath
arches of heavy brows, and with his

fine ascetic face, he made a majestic im

pression. "He had the air of an old

patriarch," Gounod once said.

He was unworldly and impractical, his

head perpetually in the clouds But
his character was not untouched by
pride and vanity It was said that his

life was guided by three ideals Homer,
the Bible and Napoleon

Lesueur is, today, better remembered
as a personality and teacher than as com

poser "His music is a mixture of

simplicity and complexity/
7

wrote Mary
Hargreave "He was a poet, philoso

pher and a writer, as well as a musi

cian, and was full of ideas which were

too difficult of execution, especially with

his primitive notion of harmony."
Lesueur's most important accomplish

ment rests with his theories on music.

In this field, he was a precursor of

Berlioz (whom he influenced profound

ly), and left a permanent impression

upon musical development
It was Octaye Fouque who com

mented facetiously that "Lesueur's best

work was -IJerUoz."
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Anatol Liadov 1855-1914

NATOL CONSTANTINOVICH
LIADOV, well-known Russian na

tionalist composei, was born in St

Petersburg on May 11, 1855 In his

autobiography, Rirnsky-Korsakoff has

given us a vivid description of Liadov's

early background "Anatol Constantmo-

vitch was the son of Constantm Niko-

laievich Liadov, conductor of the Rus
sian opera The brilliant musical gifts

of Anatol's father were stifled in contin

uous revelling and carousing He frit

tered away his activity as a composer on

mere nothings, composing dance music

and pieces to order Of Anatol's

mother, I know nothing, she had long

departed the world, when I fiist came to

know him Anatol and his sister had
been left to grow up as best they might
Their father, deep in his carousing and
his liaison with the singer L ,

was never
at home and never laid eyes on his chil

dren for weeks at a stietch Though he
drew a very good salaiy, he frequently
left his children without a copper so that

they had to borrow money occasionally
from the servants to escape starvation

Of formal education and instruction

there could be no question at all On
the other hand, however, Anatol had
unrestricted access behind the scenes of

the Marymsky Theatre, where, one and

all, from the leading singer to the last

lamplighter, spoiled him as the conduc
tor's son At rehearsals, he lurked in

the wings and clambered all over the

boxes He could observe to his

heart's content The pet of the opera

troupe, the pet who frequently had

nothing to eat at home, was irresistibly

drawn by the operatic stage Glinka

he loved, and knew by heart Of
singers, chorus and orchestra he had
heard enough and more than enough
Amid such surroundings, his boyhood
passed, without supervision and without

system
"

He was entered in the St Petersburg
Conservatory where, despite his love for

music, he at first proved to be a listless

and lazy pupil Frequently he did not

come to class , on those days that he did

attend, his mind was far removed from
the classroom As a result, he was soon

suspended His pleas and promises of

repentance brought reinstatement From
this time on, Liadov suddenly became
the brilliant student He completed his

course in counterpoint, fugue, instru

mentation and musical form under

Johansen and Rimsky-Korsakoff Upon
graduation, he composed so remarkable
a work for orchestra, The Bride of Mes
sina, that he was recommended for the

teaching staff at the Conservatory In

1878, he was appointed professor of

harmony and theory at this institution

From this time on, he was active as

pedagogue, associating himself likewise
with the Imperial Chapel In 1894, he
became conductor of the Musical So
ciety, and was instrumental in bringing
to the fore many prominent works of

younger Russian composers Shortly
after this, he was appointed by the Geo

graphic Society a member of an im
portant committee to investigate Russian
folk music In this capacity, he did
valuable work in unearthing important
folk songs and in giving them significant
modern adaptations
Anatol Liadov died m St Petersburg

on August 28, 1914
In a letter to Stassov, Moussorgsky

described Liadov as
"
fair-haired, thick-

lipped, the forehead not very high but
full of character, especially in conjunc
tion with the high cheek-bones Irregu
lar wrinkles run around his nose and
mouth

,

He is extraordinarily nervous
and highly strung, and even more ex
traordinarily taciturn

"

He was known to have been a man of

singular attractiveness and charm, whose
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simplicity and retiring disposition (he
detested making public appearances,
even at concerts where his works were

performed) were frequently subject of

comment Perhaps his most distin

guishing trait was an incorrigible lazi

ness. He detested hard work, or ac

tivity of any kind. His entire life was
dominated by this lethargy and inertia

He detested movement of any kind * he

lived in one city for more than thirty

years, retaining in all that time the same
summer house. He was happiest when
idle in a chair indulging in vacant

dreams. It was said, likewise, that the

weather had an effect on his creative

energy. He was unab!e to work at all

in fair or warm weather

Notwithstanding his inertia, Liadov

composed many works of distinction

These works, wrote Ellen von Tidebohl,
reveal him to be a "true

Slay
. . . His

fertile imagination gave to his composi
tions a distinctly fertile Russian char

acter. . . . Liadov's music is entirely na
tional. He continued the work begun
by Glinka, the father of Russian music,
and his followers, Dargomijsky,
Borodin, Moussorgsky and Rimsky-
Korsakoff Compared with the latter,

his forms are much smaller."

It is the opinion of many critics that

Liadov is most important in his adapta
tions of Russian folk music. Here, as

Alfred J. Swan commented, "Liadov's

soul .... blossoms forth, radiates bril

liant light. He has set in all about one
hundred and fifty songs . . . Liadov's

harmonies are distinguished by certain

peculiar traits that fit the songs to an
almost incredible degree. . . . Coupled
with elegance, taste and economy, which
is yet exuberant, they make Liadov's

settings unique from a purely musical

point of view But, of course, the main
charm of them lies in the peculiar

spiritual affinity between Liadov's genius
and the Russian folk song."

Principal works by Anatol Liadov,

ORCHESTRA . The Bride of Messina; Two
polonaises; Eight Rttssian songs; Baba-jaga;
The Fairy lake; Kikimora; Dance of Ama-
sons; From the Apocalypse; Two scherzos

CHORAL Choruses to The Bride of Mes
sina, Choruses for Soeicr Beatrice; Choruses
for women's voices
A library of piano pieces including mazur

kas, variations, preludes, sketches, etc A li

brary of songs, including adaptations of
Russian folk music

About Anatol Liadov

Calvocoressi, M. D and Abraham, Gerald,
Masters of Russian Music; Rirnsky-Korsakoff,
Nicholas My Musical Life,
Chesterton N.S. 18 :45 October 1921 ; Monthly

Mitstcal Record 45 9 January 1915, Musical
Record and Review 498 4 July 1, 1903.

Important recordings of music by
Anatol Liadov.

ORCHESTRA. Baba-jaga (BRUNSWICK-
Wolff) ,

Kikimora (OBEON) , Eight Russian

songs (VicroR-Stokowski)

ANATOL LIADOV

Serge Liapunov 1859-1924

OERGE MICHAELOVITCH^ LIAPUNOV was born in Yaroslav
on November 30, 1859 His first sys
tematic musical education he received at

the Imperial Music School in Nijny-

Novgorod In 1878, he entered the

Moscow Conservatory remaining there

for five years. His teachers included

Klmdworth and Pabst at the piano, and

Tschaikovsky, Taneyev and Balakirev m
composition It was Balakirev who had
the strongest influence over the young
musician; m all of his future composi
tion, Liapunov imitated many of

Balakirev's musical mannerisms.

His studies ended, Liapunov was ap

pointed subdirector of the Imperial
Choir in Petrograd, in 1884. For
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eighteen years he held this position,

earning the respect and admiration of

the foremost musicians in Russia. His

reputation assumed such imposing sta

ture that, in 1893, he was appointed
member of a folk-song commission of

the Geographical Society which, in 1897,

succeeded in publishing almost three

hundred unfamiliar Russian folk songs

In 1902, Liapunov resigned his post at

the Imperial Choir to become inspector
of music at the St. Helene Institute

Five years later, he embarked on an
extensive concert tour thru Germany
and Austria as conductor and concert-

pianist, bringing many Russian works to

the attention of these music audiences.

After 1910, Liapunov served as pro
fessor at the Petrograd Conservatory.

One year before his death, Liapunov
came to Paris, spreading there valuable

propaganda on behalf of Russian music

On November 11, 1924, he died in Paris

of paralysis of the brain

It is Rosa Newmarch's opinion that,

in his composition, Liapunov is at his

best in writing for the piano "Here,
Liszt was his ideal His influence

shows clearly in the twelve etudes d
f

exe

cution transcendente . , . Liapunov's
piano music demands a high degree of

digital skill but is redeemed from

empty virtuosity by the poetic lyricism

which suffuses it and penetrates the

hard surface of the technical polish."

Liapunov's importance, however, is

greater historically than creatively.
f

'In

the evolution of Russian music/' wrote
Boris de Schloezer, "Liaptinov played
an important role which the historian

will never forget even when his music is

completely abandoned. . [His works]
imposed upon Russian imisical genius a

strict discipline, they inculcated into it

a taste for perfection of form, enriching
it with all the acquisitions of Western
musical culture, making it possible for

the emergence of the art of Scriabm,
as well as that of Stravinsky or

Prokofieff
"

Principal works by Serge Liapunov
ORCHESTRA Symphony, Yelasova Vola,

Haschisch, Ouverture solennelle; Two con
certos for piano and orchestra, Rapsodie (for
piano and orchestra) ,

Ballade
, Polonaise, etc.

PIANO Preludes, etudes, dances, etc

Songs

About Serge Liapunov
Calvocoressi, M D and Abraham, Gerald,

Masters of Russian Music, Montagu-Nathan,
Montagu A Short History of Russian Music
Chestenan 6 116 January 1925, Musical

America 41 47 November 29, 1924, La Revue
Musicals 6 142 December 1924

Franz Liszt 1811-1886

"Liszt, Liszt, qui changerait sans changer
de delire,
Les notes pour les vers, le clavier pour
la lyre" SMILE DESCHAMPS

T> OMANTIC biographers have found
the life of Franz Liszt singularly

rich m glamor and episode He was
born m Raiding, Hungary, on October
22, 1811 From his father, Adam Liszt

an impoverished officer m the imperial
service, who was a devoted amateur of
music Franz Liszt inherited his love
for music From his mother, Liszt

acquired a devotion for religion His
entire life was governed by these two
influences.

Franz Liszt disclosed his talent for
music at an early age He was taught
the elements of music by his father,

making su'ch progress, even under this

inadequate mstructiop, that he was able
to make an impressive debut at Qden-
burg at the age of nine Encouraged
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by the praise his son received, Adam
Liszt took the boy to the Esterhazy
palace in Eisenstadt, where his talent

once again made a vivid impression, and

urged a group of noblemen to raise a
fund to provide for his musical educa
tion

The Liszts now established themselves
in Vienna, where Franz became a piano
student of Karl Czerny, and the aged
Sahen's pupil in composition For two

years, Franz continued his studies, mak
ing appearances on the concert stage at

the same time At one of his concerts,
m 1823, it is said that Beethoven was
in the audience, and was so moved
by what he heard that he came upon
the stage and kissed the young virtuoso

1823 likewise marked Liszt's official

debut as a composer, when his variations

on a Diabelli waltz were published in a

collection entitled Vaterlandische

Kunstler-Verem
Towards the close of 1823, the Liszts

went from Vienna to Paris (stopping en
route for Franz to give two successful

concerts) to enroll the young musician
in the Paris Conservatory Cherubini,
however, would not be moved by the

boy's soaring reputation, not by his

indisputable gifts, nor even by the letter

of introduction from Prince Metternich
which Franz had brought with him, to

alter the rules of the Conservatory
which forbade admittance to foreign-
born musicians, Franz, therefore, was

placed under Reicha and Paer, under
whose instruction this young genius was
matured

During this period, Franz Liszt be
came the darling of the French salon

On March 8, 1824, he made a public

appearance at the Opera, assisted by a

symphony orchestra, it has been re

corded that, in the Hummel Concerto,
his beautiful playing so enchanted the

musicians in the orchestra that, in one

passage, 'they forgot to play their parts
Two months later, Franz was in Lon
don, where he delighted not only the

great music public, including the highest

society, but even George IV, for whom
he gave a command performance On
October 25, 1825, this genius emerged
with new powers- His opera, Don
Sancho, was produced enthusiastically
at the Op6ra. Unfortunately, this early

FRANZ LISZT

example of Liszt's creative talent is

no longer in existence, it was destroyed
in the fire that consumed the library of

the Opera about fifty years later.

For the next two years, Liszt con-

certized with great success In August
of 1827, Adam Liszt died in Boulogne-
sur-mer, with the warning on his lips
that his son be careful not to permit
women to ruin his great career. With
these words still ringing in his ears,

Franz experienced the first genuine love

affair of his life. He had settled m
Paris with his mother, earning a liveli

hood by teaching the piano One of his

pupils was the beautiful Caroline de

Samt-Cncq. It was not long before

they contemplated marriage The Count
de Samt-Cncq would not hear of such
an alliance, and crushed whatever hope
the lovers entertained

The loss of his beloved was a severe

blow to Liszt, who sought consolation
in solitude and religion For the first

time he thought seriously of abandon

ing music and entering the church At
the same time, he turned avidly to litera

ture and philosophy, devouring the

works of Montaigne, Chateaubriand,

Voltaire, St. Beuve, Lamartme, Rous
seau, etc Once aroused, his appetite
for literature becarne insatiable At one

time, he turned '

impetuously to the

Avocat Cnmieux and cVied "Monsieur

Crimieux, please teach me all of French
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hleratuie 1

"
The^e interests i>o absorbed Three children had been born to them,

Liszt that he neglected himself, ate and one of whom was the celebrated Cosima

slept irregularly, and suffered a nervous wife of Hans von Bulow and later of

breakdown At one time, he was so Richard Wagner
hick that a rumor spread thruoui Pans Upon returning to Paris after his

that he was dead love escapade m Geneva, Liszt dis-

The July re\olution of 1830 deflected covered that in his absence a new pianist

Liszt's ardor from religion and philo- had risen to fame Sigismund Thalberg
sophic study to the proletarian cause Liszt's vanity piqued, he determined to

It was only with difficulty that his prove to all Paris that he was still the

mother restrained him from fighting in greatest pianist of his time There fol-

the barricades lowed a bitter musical duel between
Two years later, Liszt returned to these two great pianists, each of whom

music inspired by Pagamm's phenom- had his own devoted band of followers

enal performances on the violin, and Finally, the two pianists appeared at an

by Liszt's friendship with such musi- exclusive salon, playing their own
cians as Berlioz and Chopin He now works, and what was surely one of the

hurled his enormous energy into de- monumental concerts in musical history
veloping his piamstic technique "Here became a personal victory for Liszt

is a whole fortnight that my mind and Betwen 1840 and 1848, Franz Liszt

fingers have been working like two lost travelled thruout the music world, prov-
spints Homer, the Bible, Plato, Locke, ing beyond contradiction that he was
Byron, Hugo, Lamartme, Chateau- one of the foremost virtuosos of his

briand, Beethoven, Bach, Hummel, generation Triumph, acclaim, fawning
Mozart, Weber are all around me," he adulation met him everywhere Men
wrote to a friend at this time "I study were enchanted by the vast scope of his

them, meditate on them, devour them interpretative art as well as by the magic
with fury, besides this, I practise four and magnetism of his personality,
to five hours of exercises (thirds, sixths, women, everywhere, succumbed to his

eighths, tremolos, repetitions of the unique fascination In 1847, he per-
notes, candenzas, etc ) Ah ' provided I formed in Kiev, where he made so stnk-
don't go mad, you will find an artist m mg an impression upon Princess
me' Yes, an artist such as you desire, Caroline von Sayn-Wittgsenstem, that
such as is required nowadays

"
she urged the musician to live with her

In 1833, Franz Liszt fell m love with at one of her estates This was the
the Countess d'Agoult, who deserted her prelude to a lifelong relationship be-
husband and children to come to the tween Liszt and the Princess
composer "Strong affinities of race In 1848, he was appointed chapel-
and temperament brought them together, master to the Grand Duke of Weimar
but the extreme differences in their edu- and, settling with the Princess m that
cation and station in life of necessity city where he remained for thirteen
raised up innumerable difficulties around years, he exchanged the piano for a
them A thousand obstacles arose be- baton These years as chapel-master
tween them and endowed the passion were marked by a valiant battle to bring
that drove them towards each other with important works of unknown composers
a dolorous intensity which, in more to recognition Among the new works
balanced days than these, love will never which Liszt introduced were Benvenuto
know again

"
This quotation appears m Celhni of Berlioz, Alfonso und Estrella

a book of Memoirs written by "Daniel of Schubert, Lohengnn of Wagner,
Stern, a pseudonym for the Countess King Alfred of Raff, and the Barber ofd Agoult herself, who, m later yeais, Bagdad of Cornelius
adopted a literary career fn 1849, Richard Wagner, a political

1 he lovers fled to Geneva, where their fugitive from Dresden, visited Franz
hrst child was born Liszt and the Liszt at Weimar Wagner and Liszt
Countess remained attached to one had met -several times previously but
another for six years After this, differ- during Wagner's stay at Liszt's home in
ences of tcmpeiament brought a rupture Weimar, the bond between these two
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great musicians became a dose one Karl Klmduorth, Taitsig, Sgambati,
From that time on, Liszt dexoted his Montz Robenthal, Emil Sautr, Frederic

life towards bringing the great music Lamond, etc

dramas of his friend to the notice of the Reconciliation between Wagner and
music \\orld As a matter of fact, Liszt Liszt took place m 1872 With the

\\as one of the forces to bring Wagner's inauguration of the Bayreuth Festival

dream of Bayreuth to realization In in 1876, Liszt was a -familiar figure at

later ^ears, \\hen Richard Wagner the small Bavarian town which had be-

encouraged Liszt's daughter, Cosima, to come the shrine for the Wagnenan
desert her husband, Hans von Bulow, music drama
and to live with him, Liszt was so When Richard Wagner died, on

bitterly infuriated that for many years February 13, 1883, Liszt was m Buda-
he became a personal enemy of Wagner pest, and the news struck him as a

It speaks nobly for Liszt's artistic hammer-blow Cosima Wagner, who
integrity that, even during these years of could not forget that her father did not

enmity towards Wagner, his zeal and sanction her union with Wagner, would

industry in pubhcizing Wagner's music not permit him to come to the funeral

dramas remained undiminished After a short tour in 1886 which
In 1861, as a result of intrigue and took him to France, England, Belgium

antagonism brought on principally by and Germany Liszt returned to

opposition to Liszt's efforts on behalf of Bayreuth Compelled to remain on the

new music Franz Liszt resigned his tram all night, he caught cold Negli-

post at Weimar, after a stormy recep- gence notwithstanding his illness he

tion accorded his performance of insisted upon hearing Tristan brought
Cornelius' Barber of Bagdad "I had on pneumonia
dreamed of a new art period for Franz Liszt died in Bayreuth on July
Weimar/

3

he wrote, "like that of Karl 31, 1886 The last word he had been

August, in which Wagner and I should heard to utter was "Tristan
"

have been leaders, as formerly Goethe Amy Fay, whose charming volume,
and Schiller were, but unfavorable cir- Music Study in Germany, contains many
cumstances brought these dreams to illuminating paragraphs about musical

naught
i} From this time on, Liszt was celebrities, describes Liszt as follows

drawn more and more closely to the "Tall and slight, with deep-set eyes,

church, spending much of his time in shaggy eyebrows, and long iron-gray
Rome in close contact with the Pope hair which he wears parted in the

In 1865, he was given the honorary title middle His mouth turns up m the

of Abbe In 18/9, he submitted to the corners, which gives him a most crafty

tonsure, and then took the vows of four and Mephistophehan expression when
minor orders he smiles, and his whole appearance and

In 1870, Liszt was appointed president manner have a sort of Jesuitical elegance
of an academy of music m Budapest an<i ease His hands are very narrow,

Formerly distinguishing himself as with l ng arid slender fingers that look

pianist, conductor and composer, he was as if they had twice as many joints as

now to carve a new great career for other people's
' They are so flexible and

himself as teacher The same high supple that it make you nervous to look

ideals and integrity that governed his at them Anything like the polish of

artistic activity m other fields of en- nis manner I never saw When he

deavor now characterized his work as ot UP tlQ leave the box, for instance,
a teacher He brought to his pupils

a^ei his adieu to the ladies, he laid his

that fine insight, that enormous knowl- hand on his heart and made his final

edge of piano technique and that bow not with affectation, or in mere

scholarship and high artistry that sue- gallantry, but with quiet courtliness

ceeded in making him one of the fore- which made you feel that ao other way
most piano teachers of all time The of bowing to a lady was right or proper
greatest pianists of the past and present It was most characteristic But the

generation were at one time pupils of most extraordinary thing about Liszt is

Franz Liszt, including Hans von Bulow, his wonderful variety of expression and
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pla\ ol featuie One moment his face ence of Liszt on the destiny of the piano
\\ifl look dreann, shadowy, tragic The \vas immense We o\\e to him the

next he \\ill he insinuating, amiable, invention of pictuiesque musical nota-

noriK, sardonic, but al \va\b the same tion, thanks to which, by an ingenious

captivating grate of manner
"

disposition of the notes, and an ex-

Franz Liszt^ personality has been the traordmary variety m presenting them to

subject for endless paragraphs He has the eye, the author contrived to indicate

described himself as "half gypsy and the character of the passage, and the

halt Franciscan
"

Certainly, he \\as a exact way in which it should be

strange mixture of \vordlmess and godh- executed Today, these refined methods
ness Religion v\as always an important are in general use But above all, we
element in his life, thruout his life he owe to Liszt the introduction on the

was a devout and pious soul Yet this piano of orchestral effects and sonority"
never kept him from indulgence of the in his symphonic music, Liszt's meth-
flehh One writer has recorded that od as Daniel Gregory Mason pointed
Libzt had no less than twenty-six love- out consisted in "combining the mu-
attairs, both of his principal relation- slcai organization of the classicists with
ships (with the Countess, and with the the dramatic organization of Berlioz

"

Princess) were without benefit of clergy Continuing, Prof Mason wrote "By the
Moreover, soft living, comfort, ansto- use o f program and leading motives he
cratie pomp and ceremony were neces- secured the advantages of the realistic
sities with him It is only the senti- schoo l freedom from the shackles of the
mental biographer who can speak of stnct traditional sonata form and a
Liszt as a man of simplicity" 'poetic' principle of coherence Byre-
He was a man of strange contradic- taming thematic development, he re-

tions His generosity and warm heart enforced this poetic coherence by musi-
were \vell known his great influence, cal logic, and avoided to some extent the
his purse, his advice and encouragement fragmentary effects into which unmodi-
werc always at the service of deserving fied realism generally falls To the
musicians And yet, Ernest Newman thirteen orchestral pieces in which he
points out in The Man Liszt, he was like- most strikingly embodied this plan of in-
wise guilty (

of snobbery, and periodic terhnked dramatic and musical structure
streaks of insincerity Liszt was, at he gave the name of Poemes sym-
turns, humble and self-advertizing, self- phomques, generally translated as "sym-
eftacmg and egotistic, a recluse who phonic-poem

" He owes his chief his-
loved solitude and a man of the world toncal importance to his cieation of this
who demanded attention and adulation form, which he exemplified also on a
He could be a staunch friend and a larger scale m his Faust and Dante sym-
venomous enemy He could be the high phonies

"

n
W
,l

Se f C
?
U T^ Whlle no cntlc denies *e Powerful

questioned and, at other times, he could mfluence that Liszt exerted on musical
compose obvious potboilers development m his composition (his har-

Liszt s career as a composer is divided momc writing greatly influenced Wag-
into two distinct periods In the first, ner, his symphomc-poem gave birth to
he composed principally brilliant an entire new school of which Richard
fantasias and transcriptions for the Strauss is today deani his piano music
piano as well as songs In the second brought writing for the piano to new
period, beginning with 1848 under the stages of development, etc ), the modern
mfluence of Princess Wittgenstein he musical authority is inclined to exclude
turned to more ambitious ventures, pro- Liszt from the first rank of gieat com-
ducmg those imposing symphonic and posers Frederick Niecks wrote m ex-
choral works that have brought him im- planation "The eloquence of his tone-
mortality speech does not make up for the less

Liszt is, first and foremost, a corn- happy lyricism, the richness of the
poser and transcriber for the piano chorda! harmony for the poverty of the
Wrote Camille Samt-Saens 'The mfru- polyphony, the virtuosity of his diction
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and orchestration for the inequality of

his thought and its presentation. As to

the last point, the thought in Liszt's larg
er compositions is apt to be without the

continuity, the evolution, the logic which

distinguish that of the supreme masters

He too readily contents himself with

fragments of ideas joined together by
transitions of inferior stuff Both his

style of mind and his early practise in

cline him to the improvisational fantasia-

like and cumulative form Sketching
was more natural to him than elabora

tion; indeed, revision did not amount
with him to a deepening and inter

penetrating . . His music is full of ex

clamatory interjections, dashes, impres
sive sequences, and the natural accents

of the emotions
"

Principal works by Franz Liszt .

ORCHESTRA Dante symphony, Faitst symph
ony, Thirteen symphonic poems (including
TassOj Let Preludes and Mazeppa) ; Two con
certos for piano and orchestra

, Dansc macabre
(for piano and orchestra) , Hungarian fantasy
(for piano and orchestra) , Mephisto ivalts

CHORAL Fest-inessc in D; Ungansche
Kronungs-messe ; Requiem , psalms ;

motets
,

Die Legcnde von der heihqen Elisabeth ,

Chnstiis
,
Die heihge Cactha, Die Glocken des

Strassbitrgen Munsters; Missa Chorahs, etc

PIANO Sonata in B-minor
, Hungarian

rhapsodies, etudes, legends, Annces de pele-

rinage, etc

Songs

About Franz Liszt

Bekker, Paul Franz Liszt, Corder, Fred
erick Frans Liszt, Hervey, Arthur. Frans
Liszt and his Music

, Huneker, James Gibbons
Frans Liszt, Kapp, Julius Franz Liszt Eine

Biographic ; Newman, Ernest The Man
Lisst

, Nohl, Ludwig Life of Liszt, Pour-
tales, Guy de Life of Fram Lisst, Sitwell,
Sacheverell Frang Liszt

, Siloti, Alexander
My Memories of Liszt t

Important recordings of music by
Franz Liszt

ORCHESTRA Faust symphony (PATHE) ,

Mazeppa (BnuNSWiCK-Fned) ,
Les Preludes

(CoLUMBiA-Mengelberg) ,
Concerto in E-flat

major (CoLUMBiA-Giesekmg) ,
Concerto in

A-major (VicroR-De Greef) , Hungarian fan
tasy (ViCTOR-De Greef) ;

Second Hungarian
rhapsody ( VICTOR-Stokowski) Mephisto waits

(CouiMBiA-Dcfauw) ,

CHORAL Missa chorahs (POLYDQR)
PrANQ ; Thirteen Hungarian rhapsodies

(GRAMQPHQNE-Hambourg) ,
Sonata in B-

Mnor (VicroR-Horowitz) ,
Lubestraum (CO

LUMBIA-Grainger) Innumerable other record

ings of smaller piano pieces

Pietro Locatelli 1693-1764

pIKTRO AXTOXTO LOCATKLLI
was born in llergamo in or about

1693 In his early youth, he was sent to

Rome, where he became a pupil of the

violin under the great Corelli. When his

study under Corelli was completed, he
entered professional ranks

In 1725, Locatelli entered the service

of the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt
at Mantua. In 1732, he went to Am
sterdam, which he then made his per
manent home There, he conducted con

certs, gave performances on the violin

which wrere sensational, and published
his first important works He achieved

considerable renown for his violin play

ing which, in technical skill, was said to

have been without parallel He had a

phenomenal command of his instrument ;

his virtuoso feats were the wonder and
awe of his contemporaries,

Pietro Locatelli died in Amsterdam on

April 1, 1764

Despite the fact that Charles Burney
esteemed Locatelli "a voluminous com

poser of music that excites more sur

prise than pleasure/' Locatelli was a

composer of genuine merit. His work,
as Edmund van der Straeten pointed out,

contains much "that is excellent, and his

share in the development of the sonata

form is by no means inconsiderable.

Paganini owes a great deal of his art

PIETRO LOCATELLI
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fro the close study of Loeatelli's twenty-
four caprice^ which are really tran

scendental technique
"

Locatelli was, in truth, the father of

modern violin virtuosity He was the

first composer to use high positions of

the \iolm, and in his caprices went to

the very end of the fingerboard, using
the highest A of which the viohn is cap
able

It should likewise be mentioned as

Arnold Sobering has said that Locatelli

was likewise an innovator in the con-

certo-grosso form Inheriting the form

from his master, Corelli, he brought it

greater solidity, expressiveness and

variety of emotion.

Principal works by Pietro Locatelli

ORCHESTRA Twelve concerti grossi; Thirty
concerti for violin and chamber orchestra

CHAMBER Music: Trio sonatas for two vio

lins and bass ; quartet-concertos ; sonatas for

flute and bass, sonatas for violin and bass

VIOLIN -

Caprices , sonatas, etc.

About Pietro Locatelli :

Phipson, Thomas Lambe Biographical
Sketches of Celebrated Violinists, Reuchsel,
Maurice L'&cole Classique du Violon, Strae-

ten, Edmund van der. The History of the

Violin

Important recordings of music by
Pietro Locatelli.

VIOLIN Caprice, Le labynnihe (POLYDOR) ,

Sonata da camera (COLUMBIA)

Matthew Locke 1630-1677

TUTATTHEW LOCKE, the foremost

English dramatic composer before

the time of Henry Purcell, was born in

Exeter in or about 1630 He began his

musical career as a chorister in the

Exeter Cathedral, where he was trained

by Edward Gibbons (the brother of the

celebrated Orlando) and William Wake.
In 1644, when Cathedral services in

England were suppressed, Locke was
turned adrift He went to London. A
few years after this, he was on the con
tinent on some secret mission possibly

carrying with him letters and propa
ganda of the Royalists. During this

period he did not neglect music study,

developing himself in the rules of com
position,

In 1651, he was back in England,
where he produced his first major work,

MATTHEW LOCKE

the Little consort of three parts Two
years later, he turned to the creation of

dramatic music, when he collaborated

with Christopher Gibbons in the com

position of a masque, Cupid and Death
Thus began his endeavors in the dra

matic field. Between 1653 and 1660, he

produced many works for the theatre,

including the Siege of Rhodes, which

Roger North has called "semi-operas"
and which have tempted more than one

musicologist to refer to their composer
as the originator of English opera
Matthew Locke soon achieved so

prominent a position in English music
that the coronation of Charles II was

accompanied by music which he com
posed for the event In acknowledg
ment, Charles II appointed Locke "com

poser in the private musick" and "com
poser in Ordinary" on June 16, 1660
Towards the end of his life, Locke

officiated as organist of the chapel Som
erset House, where his performances
were considered too heavy-handed and
distasteful.

Matthew Locke died in London in

August of 1677, and was buried in the

chapel of Savoy Palace Henry Purcell

\vrote an ode in commemoration of

Locke's death

Locke's music was, as Frederick

Bridge pointed out, "exceedingly dra
matic and melodious/' containing a har

mony which an the words of W, H.
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Cumrnmgb "evinces a freshness and

variety far in advance of the period in

which it \^as composed" It had a

strong-muscled robustness, a strength
and vigor \vhich placed it quite apart
from the music of other English com
posers of the period "All his work/'
remarked Jeffrey Pulver, "is marked by
an obvious desire to do his best often
in a style that did not suit him Thus
his sacred music, though good, lacks that

spontaneity which his dramatic work
exhibits

"

Principal works by Matthew Locke
OPERA Siege of Rhodes, The Stepmother,

Macbeth
, Psyche ,

The Tempest
CHORAL Anthems , hymns, ayres, songs,

etc

INSTRUMENTAL Little consort of three

parts , Courtly masquing ayres, Mustek's de

light on the cithern, Apollo's banquet,
Mustek's handmaid, etc

About Matthew Locke

Bridge, Frederick Twelve Good Musicians,
Pulver, Jeffrey A Biographical Dictionary of
Old English Music, Walker, Ernest A Short

History of English Music
International Music Society Congress 4 100

May-June 1911

Important recordings of music by
Matthew Locke
INSTRUMENTAL String quartet, arranged by

Warlock-Mangeot (NATIONAL GRAMOPHONE
SOCIETY)

Charles Martin Loeffler 1861-1935

(See Composers Of Today}

Karl Loewe 1796-1869

JOHANN KARL GOTTFRIED
LOEWE, genius of the ballad, was

born in Lobejun, near Halle, on Novem
ber 30, 1796 His father, Andreas

Loewe, was the village schoolmaster and

choirleader, who knew enough music to

initiate his son into the art Karl Loewe
took to music instinctively From earli

est childhood, his play hours were spent
m singing and drawing melodies from
the piano
At the age of ten, he was sent to the

school of Cothen where, as he later

wrpte m his autobiography with charm

ing frankness, "the people admired and
made much of me" Three years weie

spent here, after \\hich Loe\ve became a

pupil at the Gymnasium in Halle

During this time, Andreas Loe\\e was

eager to ascertain if his son \\as par

ticularly gifted m music To convince

himself, he took the boy to Professor

Turk, a theorist in Halle Professor
Turk gave the boy a severe examination,
from which Karl emerged triumphant
He had given such convincing signs of

talent that Professor Turk took him un
der his wing and taught him musical

theory and the art of singing Under
Professor Turk's guidance he developed
into an excellent singer Before long
he gave performances in Halle which

brought him many words of praise At
one of these performances, the celebrated

Mme de Stael was so moved by his sing

ing that she showered upon him effusive

praise, pressing into his hand an eight-

groschen piece At another perform
ance, King Jerome, brother of Napoleon
I, was present and so pleased with
Loewe's singing that he endowed the

young musician with three hundred
thalers a year to permit him to complete
his music study
The downfall of Jerome's kingship m

1813 deprived Loewe of his annuity,

rudely curtailing his intensive music-

study He re-entered the Gymnasium,
completed his studies there, and in 1817
entered the University At this time, a

vocal quartet was formed in Halle under
the leadership of Adolf B Marx, in

which Loewe interested himself keenly
because the first soprano was the beauti

ful Julie von Jacob, upon whom he had
directed admiring glances long before

this The success of the vocal quartet

permitted expansion Before long, this

society was capable of performing the

oratorios of Handel and Haydn and
the operas of Gluck and Spontmi In
this way, Loewe was brought into con
tact with some great masterpieces of

music, which aroused in him such enthu
siasm that he determined to pursue the

career of a composer Shortly after

this in 1818 he composed two of his

most admirable ballads, Ed^mrd and the

Erlkomg (not to be confused with the

famous Lied of Schubert) These two
ballads impressed Adolf B Marx who
published them at his own expense
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KARL LOEWE

In 1819, Loewe visited Dresden where
he met and became a friend of Karl

Maria von Weber, the operatic com

poser. Returning to Halle, Loewe alter

nated between musical and military ac

tivity giving song recitals and, at the

same time, fulfilling his military service

m the Halle rifle battalion where he was
a champion marksman He served in

military service only one year, relieved

from all further military duty by Crown
Prince William IV of Prussia

In 1820, Loewe came to Jena where
he visited Goethe, the printed copy of

his ballad, the Erlkomg, bulging from
his pocket "Goethe was exceedingly
kind," Loewe wrote later, "and while

walking up and down with me, con
versed pleasingly about the nature of the

ballad , I told him that I liked the

ballad above all other forms of poetry,
and how the popular legend of the Erl-

konig in the grand romantic garb of his

poem had quite captivated me
,
so much

so, indeed, that I could not help setting
it to music

"

It is interesting to comment paren
thetically that eighteen years later the
oldest grandson of the great poet, Walter
von Goethe, was Loewe's pupil m theory
and composition
From Jena, and his interview with

Goethe, Loewe went to Berlin where he
took a musical examination under Zelter

;

director of the Singakademie. The re

sults were brilliant and he was instantly

appointed choirmaster of St Jacob's

Church in Stettin, \\here he became at

the same time a student of theology,

preaching sermons at periodic intervals

At this time, too, he received an appoint
ment as teacher in the Gymnasium of

Stettin

Financially secure, he was now able to

marry his first love, Julie von Jacob, in

September of 1821.

He retained both positions, as choir

master of St Jacob and as teacher in the

Gymnasium, for almost forty-six years

During this period he composed the bulk

of his ballads and oratorios that brought
him world-wide fame

In 1823, one year and a half after his

marriage, his wife, Julie, died The

catastrophe immersed him in great

melancholy For the next year he lived

m lonely sorrow refusing to come into

contact with society giving expression
to his great grief by composing his poig
nant songs to Byron's Hebrew melodies

Fortunately, before the end of the second

year of this voluntary seclusion, one of

his pupils, Augusta Lange, attracted his

interest Before long, he emerged from
his solitude, and married a second time

By 1830 when he composed his ora

torio, Die Zerstorung lerusalems Karl
Loewe had reached fame as a com

poser In 1832, the University of Greifs-

wald gave him an honorary degree of

doctor of philosophy, and shortly after

wards he was elected Fellow of the

Royal Society of Fine Arts m Berlin

Between 1844 and 1848, he toured ex

tensively as concert artist, giving song
recitals in Berlin, Dresden, Frankfurt,

Prague, Vienna, and finally before

Queen Victoria in England
His active career came to a sudden

halt in 1866 when he was stricken with

paralysis Ordered by the municipality
of Stettin to resign from all his official

positions, Loewe retired to Kiel where
he spent the last three years of his life,

He died there on April 20, 1869 He
was buried near the organ of St Jacob's
church in Stettin

a composer of both ballads and

oratorios, Karl Loewe enjoyed consider

able distinction before and after his

death The foremost musicians of his
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time including Spontmi, Weber, Schu

mann, Mendelssohn and Wagner recog
nized his genius and esteemed him high
ly Posterity has paid homage to him as

\\ell "Loe\\e is the most important of

all minor song \\nters," commented
Francis Toye and Dyneley Hussey,

"owing to the fact that he may be said

definitely to have created the German
dramatic ballad Even now his setting
of the Erlkonig has not been entireh

swamped by Schubert's, and in the opin
ion of some competent judges his inter

pretation of the text is more conscien

tious if not more effective
"

Wrote Hugo Riemann "The musical

form of the ballad was first created thru

Loewe, so far as he understood it by

clinging to the development of a plastic

principal motive of epical breadth with

out losing any of the sharp characteristic

details
"

Principal works by Karl Loewe
OPERA Rudolph dcr deutsche herr

,
Malck

Adhel
,
Die drei wuntthe

CHORAL Die Zei stoning Jerusalems
,
Die

sieben rchlafer ,
Die Apostel von Phihppi,

Die Festzeiten
,
Die Aufcrweckunq des Laza

rus , PaJestnna, Die erste ll/alputgisnacht,
etc

ORCHESTRA Symphonies , overtures ,
con

certos for piano and orchestra

CHAMBER Music Four string quartets ,

Piano trio

About 250 songs An entire library of cele

brated ballads Pieces for the piano, etc

About Karl Loewe

Bach, Albert B The Art Ballad, Loewe
and Schubert, Bulthaupt, H Karl Lowe,
Deutschlands Balladenkomponist , Loewe,
Karl Autobiography, Wellmer, August
Karl Loewe

Important recordings of music by
Karl Loewe
BALLADS Archibald Douglas (GRAMQPHONE-

Bender) ,
Edward and the Erlkonig (GRAMO-

PHONE-Bender) ,
Frtdencus Rex and Pnns

Eugen (POLYDOR) ,
Hochseithed and Tom der

reimer (GRAMOPHONE-Bender) ,
Die Uhr (Co

ruMBiA-Tauber), etc

Albert Lortzmg 1801-1851

STAV ALBERT LORTZING,
composer of comic operas, was born

in Berlin on October 23, 1801 He was
3. descendant of a family of actors, his

father had given up the leather trade to

join the stage,

Following m the traditions of the

fannU, Albert Lortzmg took to attmg
in his fourth \ear, combining his his-

tnomc efforts \\ ith music stud} at the

Singakaclenue Unfortunately because
his parents v\ere itinerant actors it v\as

impossible for him to complete his

studies His childhood was spent in

travelling from one town to another, m
continual poverty, for a short period,
he attempted to alleviate his family's
financial difficulties by copying opera
parts

In 1819, Albert Lortzmg definitely
turned to composition, producing several

airs Some of these early creative ven
tures attracted the notice of Karl

Herlssohn, novelist, \vho thought he

recognized m them the germs of a
definite musical talent He encouraged
Lortzmg, who now turned industriously
to the composition of operettas In his

twenty-first year, Lortzmg composed the

first of his operettas, Ah Pascha von

Jawma, which was performed in Munster
foui years later

In his twentieth year, Lortzmg mar
ried a young actress, Rosina Regina
Ahles For a while, the young pair
knew great poverty This was, to a de

gree, alleviated m 1826, when Lortzmg
and his wife received employment in a

theatre in Detmold The salary was

poor but it promised some leisure m
which Lortzmg could turn to composi
tion In 1833, Lortzmg went to Leipzig,

employed as a tenor at the Leipzig
Opera After his successful debut in

the cast of Die Schlachtmaschine, he en

joyed a great vogue However, his suc

cess as a singer did not disturb his

fertility as a composer
On February 30, 1837, Lortzmg wit

nessed the first decided success of his

cieative career when he appeared in a

performance of his own operetta, Die
beiden schutzen, which caught the fancy
of the audiences Dw beiden schutzen

was performed successfully in Dresden,

Prague, Berlin, Munich, and, finally,

Vienna This operetta was followed, in

December of that year, by a still more
successful venture, the Zar und Zimmer
man, the work by which Lortzmg is

best known Given at the Stadt Theatre

in Leipzig on December 22, 1833, it was
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j successful that it was immediately in

troduced in leading cities in Germany
and Austria.

In 1844, Lortzing was appointed a

conductor of the Leipzig Opera 'Thus/
1

he \\rote enthusiastically at the time, "is

first the beginning of my good luck/'

Hut, as Lortzing soon discovered, it was

merely the prelude to his misfortunes

After* several months, he lost his conduc-

torial position because of intrigues m the

institution. There followed for Lortzing
two years of great want when the com

poser earned nothing from his music

because it was being widely sold in

pirated editions In 1846, Lortzing had

respite from his troubles when, invited

to Vienna to conduct his own Waffen-
schmied he made so great an impression

upon the Viennese music public that he

was engaged as conductor of the

Theatre-an-der-Wien The Revolution

of 1848 brought this assignment to an
end Brokenhearted, Lortzing returned

to Leipzig to seek some post commen
surate with his talent.

Broken in health and spirits, his hear

ing markedly impaired, Lortzing who
could find no musical post was com

pelled to return to acting in small Ger
man towns, where his earning was so

meagre that he frequently could not af

ford to buy coal, This trying period
was finally brought to a close when
Lortzing was appointed conductor of

ballet and vaudeville at the Fnedrich-
Wilhelmstadter Theatre in Berlin, a post
not particularly satisfying but which, in

contrast to his previous engagements as

itinerant actor, seemed affluence, indeed
But once again misfortune was Lort

zing's companion, and after a few
months he lost this post as well

This was the last straw This dis

missal broke Lortzing's spirit and health,
and in a short time he became a human
wreck. He died in Berlin on January
21, 1851. "At half past six ... I heard
him moan painfully," described his wife.
"I turned around and touched him. A
cold perspiration was on his forehead
I called him shook him no answer
I immediately called the girl and told
her to bring vinegar and fetch the
doctor. He came with a surgeon They
bled him in both arms blood came he

ALBERT LORTZING

made a few sounds, opened his eyes, but

only a short time, to close them forever

By half past seven he was no more "

No critic will attempt to assign out

standing importance to Lortzing as a

composer (he does not even occupy an

all-important position in light music).
But he will confess that, in Lortzing's
best works such as the Zar und Zwn-
mermann and Der Wildschutz the com

poser possessed a pleasing style full of

humor and charm "His is a kindly,

sunny humor," wrote Eric Blom, "for

he never ruffled his placid audiences

by any too cruel thrusts of satire It

has, in fact, a great deal of the senti

mentality of the old German Singspiel,
a quality which often characterizes and

frequently disfigures his music The
comic portions of his operas always
have a lively aptness, enhanced by a

happy knack of neat orchestration; but

where it is a question of displaying tend
er or melancholy feelings, he lapses sadly
into an almost unendurable triviality

"

Richard Wagner looked upon Lort

zing as a "skilful composer" and Liszt

found sufficient merit in the Zar und
Zimmermann to perform it in Weimar
in 1851. Other musicians, however
Robert Schumann, of example, or Hans
von Bulow found very little to admire
in Lortzing's works
After Lortzing's death, Giacomo

Meyerbeer, the famous operatic com-
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poser, helped raise a fund of sixteen

thousand dollars to proude tor the com

poser's family

Principal works b) Albert Lortzmg
OPIHV Die beidcn Sihutzen, Zar und Zini-

mcrmami , flanvSaiht, Der ll
r

tldnhufz
,

L
r

n-

duiL ,
Ihr II afttnsihmtLd ,

Die Rolandknap-
pen, Regina
CHORKL Choruses, Die Ihnwielfahrt

Christ i

ORCHESTRV Overtures, music to Dm Edel-

stcme

About Albert Lortzmg
Blum, Erich Stepchildren in Music >

Duer-

mgtr, Philip Johann Albut Lortzinq Leben
und irirken, Webster, Clannda Augusta
Albeit Lorteing t Wittman, Hermann Lortz-

I IK}

Musual Amenta 44 5 October 9, 1926,

Mu\ual Opinion 46 355 January 1923, Pro

ceedings of tht Musical Association, 58th Ses

sion, 1931-1932

Important recordings of music by
Albert Lortzmg
OPERA Zar und Zimmei maun, abridged

(POLYDOR)
SET ACTIONS FROM OPERV Undine, "Over

ture" (P^RLAPHONE-Knappeitslmsch) , "Vater,

mutter, schwestern, binder" (PoLYDOR-Tau-
her) ,

"Ballet music" (GRAMOPHONE) Der
ll'affenschmied, "0\erture" (POLYDOR) ,

"Audi ich war em Jungling" (PARLAPHONE-
List) ,

"Lied an die flasche" (ODEON-Hoff-
mann) , "Nun ist's vollbracht" (POLYDQR-
Schliisnus) Der Wild^chuts, "Overture"

(GRAMOPHONE), "Heiterkeit und frohlichkeit"

(POLYDOR) ,
"Kann es im erdenleben" (GRAM

OPHONE)

Jean Baptiste Lully 1632-1687

"I do not believe that there exists any
othei sweeter music under heaven than

Lully's
" MME DE SVIGN

JEAN BAPTISTE LULLY, the father

of French opera, was born in Flor

ence, Italy, on November 29, 1632, the

son of a peasant As a child, he learned

to play the guitar and acquired the

elements of music from a Franciscan

monk He revealed such musical apti

tude, that he interested Chevalier de

Guise who had corne from Pans to

Florence to find an Italian boy who
might serve as a page in the household
of Mademoiselle de Montpensier Che
valier de Guise took Lully back with him
to Pans Unfortunately, Lully's awk
ward mannerisms and ugly face repelled
De Montpensier and, instead of engaging

him as a page, she placed him in iht

kitchen a^ a satlhon

His leisure hours he demoted to music

playing the uohn and guitar and com

posing A nobleman accidentally heard
him play the \iolm and was sufficiently

pleaded to entreat Mademoiselle de

Montpensier to place the boy in the or

chestra Here, Lully revealed his talent

for muMC He would no doubt have
risen to high rank but for a malicious

and pointed verse which he wrote one

morning about his employer which re

sulted in his dismissal

It was shortly after this dismissal

from Mademoiselle cle Montpensier's
househoM that he found employment in

the orchestra of Louis XIV From that

time on, his star rose and soared until he

became one of the most famous musi
cians in the court It was said that

Louis XIV adored Lully's music, ex

pressly establishing a new orchestra,
called

ff

Les Petits violons" so that Lully

might direct it and compose for it orig
inal works During this period, Lully
composed some thirty ballets, to which
Louis XIV himself danced

Lully was, therefore, accorded great
honor Louis XIV conferred tipon him
the patent of nobility and appointed him
"secretaire du roi

"
In 1862

3 Lully rose

to the rank of "Maitre de musique" to

the royal family, a post bringing with it

handsome remuneration At this time,

Lully's fame as a composer was so great
that poets and essayists expressed their

admiration for him in their writings

In 1669, Abbe Perrm was given the

patent to create an Academic de Mu-
sique Lully, severely jealous of any
competitor., indulged m petty court in

trigues until the patent was transferred

from the Abbe Perrm to himself Thus,

Lully became the director of an opera
house From that time on stemmed his

great importance m musical history
With the aid of a sensitive poet, Qum-
ault, Lully composed a long list of operas
which definitely established French

opera, bringing to that art form new
phases of development Modeling his

operas after those of Caccmi, Lully en
riched instrumentation, substituted ac

companied iccitatives for the secco reci

tative, (modeling it more closely after
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speech), and developed harmonic lang

uage

Lully, as \\e learn from the writings

of Lecerf de la Vieville, "produced one

opera a year, and he took three months

to write it. He applied the whole of his

energies to it, and worked with ex

treme assiduity The rest of the year
he did little to 'it, except for an occasion

al hour or so at night when he could

not sleep, and on mornings, which he

could not spend in pleasure He kept

his mind always fixed, however, on the

opera that he was evolving, or had just

evolved, and if anyone happened to

learn what he was singing at any time,

it always proved to be an extract from

an opera on hand
"

Discussing Lully's achievements in

opera, C Hubert Parry wrote, "Lully

developed a scheme of opera which was
more mature and complete than any
other of his time, The texture of his

work on the whole is crude and bald,

but the definition of the various items

which go to make up his operatic scheme
is complete as far as it goes In

the first place, the plan of his overture

is thoroughly distinct, and very happily
conceived as an introduction to what
it follows. . . Lully shows excellent

sense of relief and proportion, and in

regulating the relation of the respective

acts and scenes to one another , and he is

JEAN BAPTISTE LULLY

conspicuously successful for his time

in shaking himself free from the ec

clesiastical associations of the modes,
and adopting a thoroughly secular man
ner His instinct for orderliness and

system in laying out the musical material

\\as in advance of the age . . He was

among the first to make a notab'e use of

what is called the aria form. . Lully's

type of opera was an immense advance
over the first experiments in plan, in

defimteness of expression and rhythm,
and in variety of subdivision into com

ponent ballet movements, choruses, in

strumental interludes, anas, recitatives

and so forth
"

In January of 1687, Lully directed the

performance of a Tc Dcum which he
had composed in honor of the King's

recovery from a serious illness Two
months later, on March 22, Lully died

m Pans There are some historians who
maintain that Lully's death was the re

sult of negligence In rehearsing, Lully
would beat time by pounding his heavy
walking stick upon the ground He ac

cidentally hit his foot so often, while

beating time, that he developed a fatal

gangrene. Placing himself in the hands
of incompetent physicians, Lully soon
found that the gangrene had spread,

poisoning his entire body
There is an amusing anecdote told in

connection with this illness Realizing
that his life was m danger, Lully called

upon his father confessor. His father

confessor told Lully that he was being
punished because he had composed mu
sic for a theatre, advising Lully if he
was penitent to destroy his last opera
This the composer did, and received ab
solution Shortly afterwards, Lully con
fided this fact to a friend, who was hor
rified that Lully should have destroyed
an opera "That's nothing to worry
about/

1

Lully told his friend calmly
"You see, I had another copy in my
desk/

1

George Hogarth described Lully as

follows "In person, Lully was rather

thick and short His complexion Was
dark, and his feattires very far from
handsome, but his face had the expres
sion .of spirit and talent He had not

the politeness which might have been ex-

pected from so long a residence at the
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l-rent-h com I, but he \\a^ a}> good-
luimored and hit. deportment \\as not

\\ithout dignit} Me \\a.s too much ad-

dieted to the pleasures of the table

He \\as fond of mone>, and left behind

him a sum equal to a hundred thousand

dollars He \\as called a miser by the

extravagant courtiers He had much

\ivacity and \vit, and told a story with

admirable humor"
Hogarth might have added that Lully

was very ambitious, often unscrupulous
in his methods to gain his ends

,
he loved

drink and food excessively, he was un-

tidy m his dress he did not possess a

capacity for hard work, and in compos-

mg his music he frequently dictated his

melodies to a secietary who would fill

in the harmonies
^

It is the opinion of Henri Prumeres,
that Acis et Galatee is Lully s most un-
" v

Principal works by Jean Baptiste

Lully
OPER\ Alccste, Atys , Isis t Psyche, Ama-

dis, Roland Armide Acts et Galatee

^^ 9

pikers, \\<us born in Xev\ York Lit\, at

220 Clinton Street, on December 18,

1861 Hih ame.stn \wis Scotch-Irish

CHORL Te Deum
, Miseme, L<b*a>

motets

ORCHESTRA Concertos, overtures, suites

Ballets

About Jean Baptiste Lully

Hargreave, Mary Some Earlier French

Musicians, Hogarth, George Musical His-

tory, Bwgiaphy and Criticism, La Laurencie,
Lionel de Lully , Notrville, Duruy de'.His-

Music, Pi umeres, Henn Lully

Important recordings of music by
Jean Baptaste LullyJ r

(ULTRAPHONE) , Atys, "Air pour la suite de
flore" (PATHE) ,

"Les Songes agr^ables

ln
Rrtr%frW^'ivm^v^" fCnMart 1 (rATHE) , yue naymez vous (Co-

LUMBIA) Thesee, "Ouverture et Marche"
(PATHE) , "Revenez, amours, revenez" (Co-
TUMBIA)
SONGS Au daii de la lune (GRAMOPHONE-

Pnntemps) ,
Aw tendre et courante (VICTOR)

Edward Macdowell 1861-1908

ALEXANDER MAC-
DOWELL, considered by many

critics the foremost of American com-

jn his eighth \ear, Macdowell

gnen his first piano lessons b> Juan
Ruitrago, friend of the famil}

*

Mac-
dovvell was no prodigy, but he proved to

be alert in learning his piano lessons and
m acquiring the rules of composition
After a fe\\ >ears of study under Bui-

trago, he became a pupil of Paul Des-

verme and Teresa Carreno B> this

time, he had developed sufficiently to

promise a successful future as pianist

when he was fifteen g old hlg

mother took him to pans xvhere she en_

tered him m the Conservatory as a pupil
of Marmontel in piano, Savard in theory
anc[ composition It is interesting to

mentlon the fact that a fellow pupil ol

hlg at this time was Qaude Debussy
There now occurred an incident which

almost changed the entire direction of

his life He was taking private les-

sons m French and, to relieve the

monotony of grammatical drill, he

*ketched a P rtrait of hls tutor He
was caught at this task The tutor was
s intrigued by the drawing that he

confiscated the work and showed it to

a fnend, a teacher at the ficole des

Beaux-Arts The painter, m turn,

found the sketch a talented one, and
offered to teach Macdowell free of

charge for three years Macdowell'
mother faced a pressing problem
Should Edward be penmtted to con-

tmue his study of music or should he be

redirected towanis art? She questioned
Marraontel at the Conservatory and con-

suited Ldward s own wishes It was.

Beaded, finally, that he should continue
his career as a musician

Considerably dissatisfied with the m-
struction he received at the Paris Con-

J ,-. - . ,.. . ., .,

servatory, Edward Macdowell, finally
left Pans and went to Stuttgart Here,
he was even less happy, the method of

teaching at the Stuttgart Conservatory
was SQ dlfferent from that m pans that

he would have to begin his studies almost
from the starting point The stay in

Stuttgart was, therefore, brief The
Macdowells next went to Wiesbaden,
where Edward became a pupil of Lo^ui?

Ehlert m composition and theory That
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.uituniii, he \\ as enured in the Hankiuit Uiden In thtse idjllic siuruimdmgs,

Conservatory, becoming a pupil ol Katt the umiposet was especially piodiiLtne
and Carl Hermann He \\as nm\ to ^ee the truits of hib

Completing his studies at the Frank- labor, hib fame began to spread in se\er~

furt Conservatory, llauloviell entered al directions Hamlet and Ophelia \\as

the ranks of pioiessional musicians by performed successfull} m Darmstadt,

accepting private pupils One of these Wiesbaden, Baden-Baden, Frankfurt,
was Marian Xevms, who was later to and finally in New York under Franz
become the charming and demoted Mrs van der Stucken Teresa Carreno played
Edward Macclo\vell the Second modern suite m a recital in

In 1881, Macdo\\ell became head New York And, in 1888, the First

piano teacher at the Conservatory in piano concerto was introduced in New
Darmstadt The work \\as arduous and York Wrote W F Apthorp at the

the pay small, but it insured financial m- time "We can hardly recall a composi-
depentlence It was at this time that he tion so full of astonishing and unpre-
devcted himself industriously to com- ceclented effects The work was evident-

posing (writing his Modern suite foi \y \\ntten at \vhite heat, its brilliancy

piano) and to the leading of great Eng- and vigor are astounding
"

hsh and German poetry These successes inspired Macdowell to
The hard work at Datmstadt began return to America In 1888, he regret-

to affect his health He decided to re-
fully sold his cottage, crossed the ocean

sign his position and retuin to Frank- and settled m Boston He now im-
furt Here, he divided his time between mersed himself m varied activities as

composition and pedagogy One of the teacher, pianist and composer During
works on which he was engaged at this the next few years, America heard sev-
time was the First piano concerto Raff eral important performances of his
saw the manuscript and was so mi- works In 1893, Hamlet and Ophelia
pressed by the high quality of the music was performed by Arthur Nikisch

,
one

that he decided to send the young com- year later Anton Seidl introduced the
poser to Liszt In 1882, Macdowell Second piano concerto at the concerts
visited Liszt with the manuscript of his O f the New York Philharmonic And,
concerto under his arm A fellow visitor m 1896, the Boston Symphony Orches-
at this time was Eugene D'Albert, the tra, on a visit to New York, performed
great pianist With D'Albert playing the both the Indian suite and the First piano
orchestral part of the work on the sec- concerto at the Metropolitan Opera
ond piano, Macdowell performed his House

^Kr IVM rf6"
*

LlSZt In 1896
>
a Apartment of music was

piaised the work highly, finding it a ripe founded ^ Ne/york at Columbia Um-acmevement
versity The professorship was accord-

On July 12, 1882, Macdowell played ed to Macdowell, the "greatest musical
his First piano suite at the Allgememer genius America ever produced

" The
Deutscher Musikverem One year later, work was prodigious particularly for
on Liszt s warm recommendation, the the first two years when he did not have
Second modern suite was published by an assistant Always thorough and con-
Breitkopf and Hartel

scientious, Macdowell hurled all of his
In June of 1884, Macdowell returned energy and industry into his duties, tax-

to America for a brief visit to marry ing his health considerably His years
Marian Nevms For their honeymoon, at Columbia University affected his

they returned to Europe, visiting Lon- strength vitally When he retired m
don and Paris, and finally settling m 1904 partially because of his illness but
Frankfurt Macdowell now applied pimcipally because a severe misunder-
himself more conscientiously to composi- standing had arisen between the com-
tion, producing at this time the orches- poser and the University authorities he
tial Hamlet and Ophelia was a sick and broken man

In the spring of 1887, the Macdowells Instead of retiring to quiet and rest
bought a cottage m Grubweg, near Wies- Macdowell continued his hard woik as
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EDWARD MACDOWELL

teacher, pianist and composer, until he

was able to work no more. In 1905,

the first signs of nervous disorder made
an appearance. Before long, it de

veloped into complete disintegration of

the brain tissues. Finally, Macdowell's
mind became like that of a child He
would sit near a window, perpetually

smiling, completely oblivious of his sur

roundings or his fate, thumbing the

pages of a fairy tale book which seemed
to bring him singular pleasure.
He died on January 24, 1908, at West

minster Hotel m New York His body
was taken to his farm at Peterboro, New
Hampshire, where he was buried on an

open hilltop commanding a view he loved

well Several years after his death, Mrs
Macdowell established her home in

Peterboro, in memory of her great hus

band, as a colony for artists, writers and

poets, where for a negligible sum they

might come to work m felicitous sur

roundings
T P Currier has given us the follow

ing description of Macdowell * "His fine

ly shaped head, carried a little to one

side, was we'l set on slightly drooping
shoulders, His very dark hair was
close-cut, . There was about him no
trace of the 'professional artist

J

.

His skin was light and clear, showing
a slight color in his rather delicately
rounded cheeks. Light blue eyes, with

light bordering pf eyebrows and lashes,

a v\ ell-cut aquiline m^e, ami an agree
able mouth and firm chin, completed
what anyone \\oukl call a handsome
face

"It \\as equally expressive. Even
casual acquaintances could read in it a

kindly disposition, strong sense of

humor, energy and determination. In

conversation, he regarded one frankly
and intently; and his face mirrored with

extreme quickness his instinctive re

sponse. Anything pleasant or humorous
would bring a lively twinkle into the

eyes, rapid winking of eyelids, and a

contagious smile, or deep hearty laugh,
as the case may be. Profuse compli
ments would be received with a mmg'ed
look of boyish bash fulness and sly sus

picion
"

Edward Macdowell had a singularly
well-rounded intellect He was thor

oughly versed m literature, was a student

of philosophy, and a radical in politics

He was known for his fine sense of

humor which was spiced with a keen

irony; "witticisms seemed constantly to

sparkle with him/' commented H F.

Gilbert His generosity towards young
students of the arts made him well-loved

among all those with whom he came into

contact

Discussing Macd-owell's style of com

position, Lawrence Oilman wrote that

it was "as pungent and unmistakable as

Grieg's, and far less limited m its varie

ty Hearing certain melodic turns, cer

tain harmonic formations, you recognize
them at once as belonging to Macdowell
and to no other ... He suggested, at

his best, no one save himself. He was
one of the most individual writers who
made music . . His manner of speech
was utterly untrammeled, and wholly his

own. Vitality an abounding freshness,
a perpetual youthfulness was one of

his traits, nobility nobility of style,

another
" The outstanding characteris

tics of Macdowell's music, continued

Mr, Oilman, were "great buoyancy and

freshness/' an "abounding vitality/' "a

constant juxtaposed tenderness and

strength," a "pervading nobility of tone

and feeling" His
native

"is. charged
with emotion, Yet it is not brooding
or 'hectic, and it is seldom intricate or

recondite in psychology., It is music

curiously free frona fevers of sex/'
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ll is prohabl) best known for

his piano \vorkb hit* t\vo concertos for

piano and orchestra and his celebrated

sonatas (Tragica, Eroica, Norse and

Keltic) In \\nting about the sonatas,

James (ribbons Huneker has spoken of

their "broad, colored narrative tone,

their heroic and chivalnc accents, poetic

passion and feminine It is noble,

noble as the soul of the man who con

ceived it Elastic in form, orchestral in

idea, these sonatas which are looser

spun m the \\eb than Liszt's \vill keep
alive the name of Macdowell

"

The Second piano concerto is, in the

opinion of John F Porte, "a work full

of feeling, brilliantly cohesive and logi

cal, with good material that is handled

with confident skill Its character

is strong and virile, containing many
passages of pure tonal beauty and elo

quent expressiveness
"

Principal works by Edward Mac
dowell

ORCHESTRA Hamlet and Ophelia, Lancelot
and Elaine

,
Lamia ,

First suite , Indian suite ,

Two concertos for piano and orchestra, Ro
mance (for violoncello and orchestra) ,

The
Saracens, Lovely Alda (fragments of a sym
phony)
An entire library of piano music including

sonatas, two suites, woodland sketches, JEanta-

siestucke, etudes, etc

Songh, choruses

About Edward Macdowell

Brown, Abbie Farwell The Boyhood of
Edward Macdowell, Oilman, Lawrence Ed
ward Macdowell t Huneket, James Gibbons
Unicorns, Porte, John F Edward Mai-
dowell

,
A Great American Tone-Poet, His

Life and Music
American Mercury 7 50 January 1926

,

Musical Quarterly 1 17 January 1925, Musi
cian 13 160 April 1908, Neiv Music Review
11 494 November 1912

Important recordings of music by
Edward Macdowell
ORCHESIRA Second piano concerto (Vic-

TOH)

PIANO AD 1620 (CoLUMBiA-Hess) , In
Autumn (GRAMOPHONE) , Nautilus (Vicroa-
Barth) ,

To a water lily (VICTOR) , To a wild
rose (VICTOR) , To the sea (VlcrOR-'Barth) ,

Witches dance (BRUNSWiCK-Godowsky)

Sir Alexander Mackenzie 1847*193$

CIR ALEXANDER CAMPBELL^ MACKENZIE was born in Edin
burgh on August 22, 1847 He was de

scended from a iannl} of musicians hi*-,

great grandfather \\as an armj bands

man, his grandfather \vas a violinist ni

Edinburgh, and his tather \\as both a

woltnist and a conductor

Alexander Mackenzie was a precoci

ous child, revealing a sensitive ear for

music and a retentive memory At the

age of eight, he was already in profes
sional ranks, earning a salary as violinist

in his father's orchestra Two years

later, he was sent to Sonderhausen, Ger

many, to receive a comprehensive musi

cal training Here, as he himself later

wrote,
il

l played second fiddle in the

Ducal orchestra, and thus drank deeply
from the well-springs of 'advanced

music
' For instance, we were the second

town in Germany to perform Lohengrin,
and we played the Tristan prelude be

fore the opera was brought out
n

He was back in London in 1862

"When I first arrived from Ger

many, my hair was very long, and as I

wore a turban hat, my somewhat femi

nine appearance aroused the curiosity of

the boys in the street, who followed me
with an attention more obtrusive than

pleasant In sheer despair, I made for

the first barber's shop I could find m the

Blackfairs Road, and had my hair cut
"

In London, Mackenzie became a stu

dent at the Royal Academy of Music,, at

the same time earning his living by ac

cepting odd jobs in theatre orchestras

He was a brilliant student ,
m a few

months' time, he was awarded the King's
scholarship
His academy caieer came to an end,

in 1865, when he returned to Edinburgh,
making his mark as a violmst He or

ganized chamber concerts, introducing to

Edinburgh many chambei music classics

(such as the Schumann Qiwntet] He
also devoted himself to teaching and

conducting He found tune for compo
sition as well during this period he pro
duced a piano trio and two piano quar
tets

Under this strenuous activity, his

health gave way His doctoi ordeied a

year of quiet and rest, which he spent m
Florence There he achieved such splen
did results m developing his health and
m producing successful music that he
decided to make Florence his permanent
home There he produced some of his
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imibic, including the cantatas The
Bride and Jason (produced in Worces
ter in 1881 and Bristol in 1882, respec

tively) ,
the opera Colombo,, an orches

tral balldd, La Belle dame sans merci,
The Rose of Sharon (Norwich, 1884)
and the Concerto for violin and orches

tra (Birmingham, 1885),
These compositions brought him a

formidable reputation. The demand for

his presence in England became so

pressing that, in 1885, Mackenzie re

turned to his native country. Once

again, he undertook an active musical

life He became conductor of the No-
vello concerts in 1885, assumed the post
of principal of the Royal Academy
(which he retained for thirty-six years
with great distinction), and took over

the baton of the Royal Philharmonic in

1892 In recognition of these services,

he was honored with knighthood in

1895.

For the remainder of his life, Sir

Alexander Mackenzie maintained a dis

tinguished position in the musical life of

his country as composer, conductor and
teacher. On the occasion of his eighty-
sixth birthday, more than forty of the

most eminent musicians of England pre
sented him with a silver tray inscribed

with the facsimile autographs of Elga^,
Delius, Sir Henry J Wood, Sir Edward
German, Sir Landon Ronald, etc

Sir Alexander Mackenzie died in Lon
don on April 28, 1935, The obituary

paragraphs spoke of his geniality, per
sonal charm and warm generosity which
attracted to him all those with whom he
came into contact. He was essentially a

cosmopolitan, at home with foreign lan

guages and m foreign literature, a man
of rich cultural background. A quiet
wit spiced his conversation. He ap
proached his many musical tasks with

prodigious zest, high idealism and inex

haustible enthusiasm In his art, he was

essentially a conservative and as he him
self wrote "a thorough-going eclectic,

appreciating all that is good m its own
period

"

"In his music/' wrote Charles Willeby,
"he steered a middle course. At times it

is eclectic to a fault. If for the nonce
to use his own; .words he puts on the

Wagner, greatcoat, we probably discover

that he wears the vest of Berlioz under-

SIR ALEXANDER MACKENZIE

neath There is music from his pen which
could own Massenet for a master, . . .

He has avoided flippancy in his art, even
if m doing so he has at times bored us,
and of his force when occasion demands
it, there can be no doubt, though
it is descriptive rather than emotional.
But it is never the force of accident; he
is ever conscious of his purpose, clear m
his method and design. Of all his works
those which represent him most happily
are La Belle dame and Twelfth night. . .

I have found little of pathos m his

music, little that goes very deep, yet I

am inclined to think that his greatest

strength hes m the sphere of realism
rather than in that of idealism But the

sweep of his imagination is sometimes
tremendous. The orchestra, in his hands,
is a thing of might, and some of his

works give one the impression that,
their conception being so broad, the in

tricacy of detail in treatment is not al

ways to their advantage His highest
point in the realm of idealism has been
reached in his Dream of Jubal; his

greatest directness of expression, in the

Story of Sayid"

Principal works by Sir Alexander
Mackenzie
OPERA . Colombo* , The Troubadour

;
Phoebe

;

His Majesty; The Cricfyet on the hearth; $t
John's Eve; The Kmghts of the road

CHORAL The Rose of Sharon; Bethlehem,
The Bnde of Jason; The Story of Saytd;
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I ht I ttttar s ^iitnrelav nu?hl ,
7/a Drmnt of

lubtil, H iUh*v (hnu)hter ,
The ^un-God^ re

turn, at
ORLHI-STRV Three rhapsodies S t /ara>, /-<i

#i/fo rftuju \ati\ num, London, day by day,
Loranatu>n manh, Invoiatwn, Four o\cr-

tures, Cwiitrto for vwhn and onheitra,
^idttwh inmcrta (ior puino and orclustra) ,

Highland ballad (tor \iolm and orchestra)

CH \MBFR Music Pinna quartet in E-flat ,

Piano tno t etc

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

About Sir Alexander Mackenzie

Mackenzie Sir Alexander I Musician
1

*

\arrative, O'Connor, T P In the Day? of

My \outh, \\illebj, Charles Matter^ of

English Music
Monthly Mutual Record 63 152 Scpternbu

1933, Mutual Opinion 45 781 Tune 1922,

al 7unc\ 68 78S September 1927

Gustav Mahler 1860-1911

"\\t know today that he was one who
was destined to be lord and leader, one
whom we must tollow It was a duty to

combat tor him It is a joy to be certain

tit his victory" PAUL STEF\N
uNo one will gainsay me when I say,

Truly he was a great man 1
'" ARNOLD

SCHONBtRt,

/^USTAV MAHLER of \vhose sym-^^
phonies Adolf Weissman has writ

ten that they are "the last supremely

great works of this class given to the

world"- was born in Kahscht, a small

town in Bohemia, on July 7, 1860 His

parents were Jewish shopkeepers From
his earliest years, Gustav lived m a

world of his own In grammar school,
he was known to stare vacantly into

space, whistling a note or two to him

self, unconscious of what was happening
about him At home, he was equally
oblivious of everything except his books
and the piano, which he found m his

grandfathers home in his sixth year
There is an anecdote told of his boyhood
which gives us a particularly illuminat

ing insight into his strangely self-

centered peisonality One afternoon he
was taken by his father into the forest

His father suddenly recollected that he
had forgotten something at home Plac

ing the boy on a stump, he warned him
to remain there until he returned On
atnvmg home, the father discovered that

some unexpected guests had arrived, m
the confusion, Gustav was completely

forgotten Several hours passed before

hih father icmembeied him

back to the \uodb, he discovered that

the bov \\as still bitting on the tree-

stump, lost in the fog <>1 his meditation

and re\enes, complete!} unaware of the

tact that he had been left alone during
all these hours

His father noticed his unusual lo\ e for

music, and, although he had hoped to

make his son a shopkeeper, decided he

\vould permit Gustav to study music if

he had the necessary talent To decide

the isbtie, he took the boy to Professor

Epstein of the Vienna Conservatory
Gustav played a few of his own com

positions, and Professor Epstein an
nounced "That boy is a born musician

"

Thus, Gustav Mahler, at the age of

fifteen, became a pupil at the Conserva

tory of Vienna Here he lemamed for

three years, winning awards for piano

playing and composition

His flaming idealism and profound
love for great music made the first years
of his professional life difficult His first

position was at a music hall where he
conducted light operetta for $12 50 a

month Finding the position unbearable,
he sought escape by accepting a post as

conductor at Olmutz an abominable

music-house where masterpieces wei e

performed together with cheap musical

farces and subjected to shabby treat

ment Once again he could tolerate this

post for only a short period, passing on
to Cassel where he became

"
royal direc

tor of music
"

Here, he was compelled
to direct a vulgar parody of Wagner's
Tannhauser which so infuriated him thit

he handed in his resignation peremptor-
ily

In 1885, Mahler was selected to con
duct Mendelssohn's St Paul at a music
festival in Leipzig This was the first

performance in which he gave a strong
indication of his talent as a conductor
It resulted m his appointment, the same

year, by Angelo Neumann as conductor
of his opera house in Prague After a

trial performance of Cheiubmi's Water
carrier, Mahler was entrusted with the

performances of Wagner's Ring and
Mozart's Don Giovanm, giving perform
ances of such eloquence and power that

he was engaged for the Op^ra House in

Pesth,
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It was here that Mahler's importance
as a conductor soared Each of his per
formances enjoyed increasingly mount
ing success Brahms said of his Mozart
"Such a Don Giovanni performance as

has been heard in Pesth is not to be
heard even in Vienna/* Critics pro
claimed that "everything that took shape
under Mahler's ringers was as born

again,"

From Pesth, Mahler went to the

Hamburg Opera, and from the Hamburg
Opera to Vienna where as conductor
of the Vienna State Opera and the

Vienna Philharmonic, he was recognized
as one of the great conductors of the

period From 1908 until 1911, Mahler
visited the United States annually to

direct, both at the concerts of the Phil

harmonic Society and at the Metropoli
tan Opera House.

In discussing Mahler's many extra

ordinary qualities as a conductor, Paul
Stefan informs us that "he had an aim
which only Wagner before him had

sought with such tenacity to attain Dis

tinctness The experience of many years
had given him unerring knowledge of
the capabilities of every instrument, of

the possibilities of every score Distinct

ness, for him, was an exact ratio of light
and shade His crescendi, his storms,

growing from bar to bar, now taking
breath for a moment, now crashing into

fortissimo ,
hih climaxes, obtained by the

Mmpleht means ; his whispering pianis
simo , his instinct for the needful alter

nation of tranquility and agitation; his

sense of sharpness of the melodic line;
all these were elements \\hich equally
went to make up his power."

Notwithstanding his active career

with the baton, Mahler found the time

and energy to compose those works
which brought him fame. Unfortunate

ly, from the very first, his music aroused

antagonism and hostility. When his

First symphony was introduced in Buda
pest in 1889, it was received with dis

concerting indifference. This indiffer

ence grew to antagonism when, the fol

lowing year, Richard Strauss conducted
the Second symphony When Felix

Weingartner performed the Third

symphony, in 1897, there were hissing
and catcalls.

In 1902, Gustav Mahler was married
to Alma Maria Schindler One year
later a daughter was born to them. Dur
ing this period, he was working on the

Kmdertotenlieder, a set of elegies writ

ten by Ruckert. When, in 1906, his little

daughter died of scarlet fever, Mahler
was obsessed with the thought that he
had tempted fate by composing the Kin-

dertotenheder, that he was in a great
measure responsible for his daughter's
death This morbid feeling lingered
with him until the end of his life

In 1908, Mahler was invited to Amer
ica by the Metropolitan Opera House
His friends urged him to decline the

offer, knowing well that he was not

physically fit to undertake such an exact

ing assignment. He turned a deaf ear

to all advice After a strenuous season
in New York, he returned home broken
in health. A physician- friend told him
that, unless he gave up all activity, his

heart would no longer withstand the

strain. Mahler, however, was stubborn.

He refused to reduce his work, continu

ing his many assignments as conductor
and composer on two continents

On September 12, 1910, after harrow

ing rehearsals, he conducted in, Munich
the first performance of his grandiose
Eighth symphony, the "symphony of a

thousand voices
"

This performance
brought Mahler probably the only sincere
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triumph oi UK ueative uireei In the

vuntei of 1
(

)10, he \\as back tn Xe\\

Yoik, undertaking a rigorous .schedule

\\ith the Xe\\ York PhtlhatmnniL The
hard woik, coupled \vith the biting cnti-

cifainb he received resulting from hts

freedom in interpreting the claries, boon

exacted a heavy toll He collapsed on

February 21, 1911 Taken back to

Pans for serum treatments, he was told

by physicians that they could do nothing
He asked, therefore, to be earned to his

belo\ed Vienna There, on May 18,

1911, he died, a broken and unhappy
man
He \\as buried m the cemetery at

Grmzmg in silent reverence ,
he had left

instructions that not a word was to be

spoken nor a note of music sung at his

burial One day after the services,

Emperor Francis Joseph decreed that a

special performance of the Eighth

symphony take place in. honor of the

dead composer
Altho Mahler was frequently referred

to as "the ugly Mahler," those who
knew him explain that his face had a

particular appeal and attractiveness "He
\\as a little below average height/' wrote
Gabriel Engel, in his monograph on the

composer, "but a wiry, slender figure of

perfect proportions obviated any impres
sion of shortness He had flowing black

hair and dark brown eyes which under
the stress of great emotion would take

on an almost fanatical gleam
"

His

appeal, however, rested in his scorching

eyes, the tense muscles of his face, his

square jaw, all of which suggested

strength and power
He was a man of great irritability and

nervousness, a man of inexhaustible

energy which made hard work essential

for peace of mind, a man of unswerving
stubbornness Perhaps the outstanding
quality of his personality was his high
idealism He looked upon music as a
ritual in which he was high priest Thru-
out his life, therefore, he could never

accept any compromises with the un
alterably high standards he had set for
himself in his art Consequently, as a
conductor m Prague, he lesigned from
his post (preferring unemployment and

poverty) because his commands were
not followed to the letter, and several

vears latei, he iGMgned once again fium
a highh lucrative post in Vienna be

cause Francis Joseph insisted that a

favorite tenor ot his whom Mahler had

given a pension, because he \\as too old

to fulfil his position satisfactorily be

reinstated And the same uncompromis
ing idealism he brought to his composi
tion, preferring the abuse of his contem

poraries to the lowering of his o\\n

creative standards

Few composers have been subject to

such extreme opinion as Gustav Mahler
Even today, the musical world is

definitely divided into two camps those

who are with him heart and soul, and
those who are against him There are

those who feel that Mahler was a pro

phetic voice in music, that his major
works the nine symphonies, the Lied
von dcr Erde> the Kmdertotenheder

represent the apotheosis of musical ex

pression These disciples of Mahler in

clude such eminent musicologists as

Adolf Weissman, Paul Bekker, and Paul

Stefan, such famous composers as

Arnold Schonberg, and Richard Strauss,
such eminent conductors as Mengelberg,
Klemperer and Bruno Walter On the

other hand, there are many who feel

that, altho in his best pages Mahler
reached sublimity, he is often too dis-

couragmgly prolix, too hysterical, too

bombastic, too effusive to deserve the

mark of greatness Permitting Philip
Hale to represent this group of critics

"One has found thru his symphonies
restlessness that at times becomes hysteri
cal, reminders of Wagner, Berlioz,

Strauss, melodies m folk song vein,
often naive, at times beautiful, but in

troduced as at random and quickly
thrown aside

,
an overemployment of

woodwinds, used too often as solo in

struments, passages for the bass which
recall the fact that as a child Mahler

delighted m military bands Sudden
changes from screaming outbursts to

thin and inconsequential instrumenta

tion, trivial moments when the hearer

anticipates^ the movement of a country
dance, diffuseness, prolixity that be
comes boresome

,
an unwillingness to

bring speech to an end, seldom genuine
power or eloquence, yet here and there

measures that linger in the memory
"
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Ho\\e\er, \\hen all the necessary sub

tractions are made, there is much left of

genuine importance As H T Parker

explained
lk

ln orchestration and in

form particularly, Mahler made tremen

dous forward strides His orchestra

does not indulge in the not of color

characterizing the German school at the

end of the last century Melodic con

tours matter more to him than orchestral

colors For him the orchestra is a

single, sounding unit, a cosmos alive

with a host of embryonic or evolutional

possibilities, always a far more closely

welded unity than a mere sum of the

various colonstic parts But in this

cosmos the various sonorous elements

often assume huge proportions

Mahler, who can write a symphony for

a thousand performers, is never afraid

of an economy of instruments Nor
does he shrink from sparse groups in

widely separated spacmgs He never

miscalculates No matter how great his

economies, no matter how distant his

spacmgs, his scores always 'sound
'

For
Mahler knows his instruments

"

Gttstav Mahler's widow is today the

wife of Franz Werfel, the world-famous

writer

Principal works by Gustav Mahler

ORCHESTRA Nine symphonies ,
Das Kla-

gende lied (for soprano, alto, tenor soli,

mixed chorus and oichestra) ,
Das Lied von

der Erde (for tenor and alto soli, and orches

tra)

SONG-CYCLES Des Knaben ivitnderhorn

(with orchestra), Kwdertotenlieder
,
Ruckert

he der, etc

An entire library of songs with piano or
orchestral accompaniment

About Gustav Mahler

Engel, Gabriel Gustav Mahler Song
Symphomst , Specht, Richard Gustav Mah
ler, Stefan, Paul Gustav Mahler A Study
of his Personality and Work

Important recordings of music by
Gustav Mahler

ORCHESTRA Second symphony (VicroR-
Oimandy) , Fifth symphony, "Adagietto"
( CoiUMBiA-Mengelberg)
SONGS Kindertotsnheder (PoLYDOR-Reh-

k&mper) ,
Urn Mitternacht (COLUMBIA) ,

Dt?v

Knaben Wwiderhorn, "Rhemlegendschen" atwl

"Der TambourgeseH" (PoLYDOR-Schlusnus)

Benedetto Marcello 1686-1739

BENEDETTO MARCELLO
born in Venice on July 24, 1686 t the

descendant of an ancient and illustrious

family that had included senators, am
bassadors, prelates and a doge His

father, a competent violinist, frequently-

gathered the leading musicians at his

home (the Marcello palace which still

stands on the Grand Canal) In this

way, Benedetto \vas brought into contact

with music from earliest childhood His
father hoped to make him a great

violinist, and sent him to study under
Tartim But from his early student

da)S, the boy showed greater aptitude
for and interest in musical theory than
in violin exercises His principal in

structors in theory were Francesco Gas-

panm and Lotti

Between the ages of seventeen and

twenty, Marcello was so deeply im
mersed in music that he hardly ever

stepped out of his study He memorized
the theoretical writings of Zarlmo, and

pored over the music of Monteverdi,
Palestnna and Stradella He worked so

hard that his health was vitally affected

His father was compelled to send him to

the country, forbidding the introduction

of any music-paper into the house This
could hardly discourage Marcello's in

dustry At night, when he was supposed
to sleep, he ruled lines on blank paper
and worked on his music

In his twenty-first year, he entered the

legal profession, soon achieving consider

able renown in this field At twenty-five
he became a member of the Great Coun
cil In 1711, he was appointed to the

Council of Forty His music, however,
was not abandoned He composed in

dustriously In December of 1711, he
was elected a member of the Accademia
Filarmomci of Bologna

Marcello's biographer, Leonida Busi,
relates two interesting anecdotes in con
nection with the life of the composer
One occurred in 1728, when he went to

the Church Saint Apostoh to take part
in musical services Going up to the

altar, he stepped upon a sepulchral slab

which gave way, causing him to fall into

the 'grave Marcello was not hurt, but
the incident had a far-reaching effect on
his life, He seemed to see in this a
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warning of coining death. From that

time on, he abandoned his formerly gay
life devoted entirely to parties, theatres

and the company of pleasure-mongers
and, going into almost monastic retire

ment, devoted himself to piety and re

ligion. From this time on, too, he be

came melancholy, serious and brooding
One of the important works that he
created during this sombre period was
his famous Psalms "In your sublime

and imperishable psalms," wrote the

German chapel master, Telemann, to

him, "there reigns a majesty which all

masters before you have failed to en
throne/'

The other incident occurred shortly
after this He was standing upon his

balcony in Venice when a gondola passed
under him In it was a young girl, sing

ing so beautifully that Marcello ordered
his servant to stop the gondola He
found that the singer was a beautiful

young girl of humble origin, He was so

moved by the quality of her voice that

he offered to become her teacher On
March 28, 1729 despite the fact that it

was scandalous for a man of noble de
scent to marry a humble woman Mar-
cello married his pupil, Rosana Scalfi

In 1730, Marcello was appointed pur
veyor at Pola in Istria About this time,
his health gave way He returned to

Venice after a few years, and accepted

the post of treasurer in Brescia. Despite
these official positions, he did not inter

rupt his prolific composition

Benedetto Marcello died in Brescia on

July 24, 1739, and was buried in the

church of S Giuseppe. His epitaph re

ferred to him as a "nobleman, magis

trate, philologist, poet and musician."

Benedetto Marcello is known princi

pally as a composer of a considerable

library of choral music, including psalms,

madrigals, oratorios and cantatas Musi

cologists have been divided as to the im

portance of this musical output On the

one hand, Burney, who studied the eight
volumes of Marcello's music, found that

"there is no considerable merit in the

work," and that "the author has been

overpraised.
33

Fetis, on the other hand,
saw in Marcello's music "a rare merit of

poetic expression, much originality and
boldness in ideas, and lastly a singular

variety of means."

"The music of Marcello was essen

tially lyric," wrote Camille Bellaigue
"But, to me, Marcello's power is more
to be admired than his sweetness now,
in the assurance of his faith and the

impetuosity of his prayer, now in the

tragic emotion of his repentance [His]
musical individuality was noble, proud
and vigorous; in every particular, it

stemmed from the force and beauty
which the Renaissance created thruout
all art To be convinced of this, one has
but to read a certain Sonata in F~major}

written for violoncello and piano; we
cannot but feel that it is full of strength,

pride and nobility . . . The glowing and

triumphant Psalms are the most char
acteristic of Marcello's genius Veritable
odes of music, how clear and high they
rise m their beauty, and, above all, with
what sudden bursts of emotion do they
spring forth '"

Benedetto Marcello was likewise the

author of // Teatro alia moda, a stinging
satire m prose on the pretenses and
affectations of the Neapolitan opera

Principal works by Benedetto Mar-
cello :

CHORAL Psalms, madrigals, oratorios, can
tatas, etc

CHAMBER MUSIC- Concerti for 5 instru
ments, sonatas for cembalo and flute, for
cembalo aud violoncello, etc.
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About Benedetto Marcello *

Htllatgue, C amille Portrait* and \ilhtni-

cttes
t BUM, Leomda Xotizie sulla Vita e Ic

Operc di Marcello

Monthly Musical Retard 20 40 March 18%

Important recordings of music by
Benedetto Marcello

CHAMBER ML sic Sonata m G-mmor, for
viola de gamba and harpsichord (VICTOR) f

Toaata (CoLUMBiv) ; Adagio in D-mmor
(VICTOR) f Sonata in F-inajor, for \ioloncello

and harpsichord (P \KL\PHONE)

"Padre" Martini 1706-1784

BATTISTA MARTINI
better known as "Padre" Mar

tini was born in Bologna on April 24,
1706. His father, a violinist, taught him
the elements of music Martini made
such progress that before long his father

could teach him no more Other instruc

tors were, therefore, summoned to tram
him including Predieri, at the harpsi

chord, and Antoni Riccien, in counter

point

However, the church appealed to

Martini even more strongly than music.

As a young man, he followed theological
studies with the monks of San Filippo
Neri He soon passed his novitiate at

the Franciscan convent at Lago and on

September 11, 1722 he was ordained a

priest

In 1725, he returned to his native city,

giving himself up to the study of many
varied subjects He absorbed philos

ophy, undertook the study of mathe
matics under Zanotti, learned medicine,

The same thoroughness he brought to

music, plunging into an intensive study
of its theory and practice. As a result,

he acquired an extraordinary knowledge
of music and science, amassing a culture

which was the wonder of his contem

poraries His library consisted of some

17,000 volumes, considered by many one
of the foremost private libraries in

Europe
In 1725, Martini received an appoint

ment as chapel-master at Saint Fran
cesco. Shortly after this, he opened his

own music school in Bologna. His repu
tation as a scholar being world-famous,
he attracted to his school musicians from
all parts of the world, In this way, his

influence was felt fair arid wide. There

were few musician*, of the eighteenth

century who did not directly or indi

rectly profit by his great \\Lsdom and

experience
The last \ears of Martini's life were

marked by pain, he suffered from
asthma and a disease of the bladder
His spirit always resigned and gentle
was not darkened by his suffering. In

spite of declining strength and increased

suffering, his enormous energy knew no

respite,

Giovanni Battista Martini died in

Bologna on October 3, 1784.

Charles Burney, who met Martini
when the latter was an old man, wrote
m the following vein "He is advanced
in age, and in bad health He has a dis

tressing cough ; his legs are swollen ; and
his whole appearance is that of a sick

man. . , . His character is such that it

inspires not only respect but affection

With the purity of his life and the sim

plicity of his manners he combines

gaiety, kindness and philanthropy. I

have never liked anyone so well after

so slight an acquaintance. I was no
more reserved with him at the end of a

few hours than I should have been with
an old friend or a beloved brother."

Martini's principal compositions were
for the church He was not a pre
eminently gifted composer, altho there is

much m his mtisic to disclose careful

construction and good taste, Romain
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Rolland pointed out that Martini's work

"exhibited a certain rococo grace
"
which

vras its distinguishing characteristic. He
followed in the traditions of the old

Italian school, being neither an experi

mentalist nor an innovator. His works

have charm and poise, but lack real in

dividuality and artistic importance

Martini was likewise an important
musical theorist, his most significant

works in this direction being a three-

volume history of music (the first ex

tensive, scientific history of music in

existence) and a two-volume thesis on

counterpoint,

Two very popular morsels are fre-
-4-4 Tl jT * *

quently erroneously ascribed to Martini.

The world- famous song, Plaisir d*amour,

was not the composition of Giovanni

Battista Martini but of Martini II Te-

desco (1741-1816) An Andantino, fre

quently featured by Fritz Kreusler, has

recently been discovered to be, not an

arrangement of a Martini melody by

Kreisler, but an original work by Kreis-

ler himself

Principal works by Giovanni Battista

Martini

CHORAL. Requiems; motets, hymns; can

ticles; Three oratorios, Twenty cantatas,

litanies
,* antiphons ,

canons ,
intermezzi ,

mad
rigals, etc

Organ pieces, pieces for harpsichord, etc

About Giovanni Battista Martini

Btisi, Leomda 77 Padre G B Martini,

Fetis, Francois Joseph Bwgraphie Unwerselle

des Mitsiciens ; Parismi, Fedenco Delia Vita

c delle Opere del Padre Martini

Important recordings of music by
Giovanni Battista Martini

CHAMBER Music: Balleto, arranged for

string quartet (COLUMBIA)

Giuseppe Martucci 1856-1909

Returning to Italy, late in 1872, he en

tered the Naples Conservatory Here,
he remained for two years, acquiring

maturity under the instruction of Costa,

Serrao and Rossi.

When he completed his studies, he

devoted two years to teaching and con

cert work Finally., he received an ap

pointment as professor of piano at the

Conservatory of Naples At this same

time, his fine musicianship was recog
nized when he was assigned the direction

of the Neapolitan Quartet Society fin

which he first revealed his great interest

m chamber music), and was given the

conductonal post with an orchestra

founded by Prince d'Ardore The lat

ter was Martucci 's debut as a conductor

He adapted himself so well to the baton

that, within a short period, he attained

considerable fame In 1888, he gave the

first Italian performance of Wagner's
Tristan und Isolde in Bologna After

this being one of the strongest disciples

of Wagner in Italy he gave such stir

ring performances of the Wagnerian
music dramas in Bologna that the city

soon became something of a Wagnerian
shrine in Italy.

In 1902, he was appointed director of

the Naples Conservatory which post he

held until his deattt

Giuseppe Martucci died in Naples on

June 1, 1909

MARTUCCI was born

in Capua on January 6, 1856 His

father, a trumpet player and leader of

a military band, taught him the piano

Giuseppe made such rapid progress that

he was able to make a successful dbut
in his eleventh year
At sixteen, Martucci made an exten

sive tour as concert pianist thru Italy

and England, his performances evoking
the high admiration of many musicians. GIUSEPPE MARTUCCI
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In hit* compositions the most famous 1848 The lesson \\a^ strangely mter-
of \\hich are the Concerto for piano and ritpted by the noise of street-firing The
orchestra and the Second symphony revolution had begun

"

Martucci strikingly reveals the influence The Revolution not onlv interrupted
of Wagner and Liszt on his musical that first piano lesson but all the manu-

thought His orchestration is drenched featuring activities of father Massenet,
\\ith Wagnenan color, \\hile in its dra- ruining him completely In 1851

,
there-

matic intensity his music follows m the fore, the Massenet familj transferred its

tradition of the Liszt tone poem His home from Montaud to Paris m an at-

style was, therefore, an eclectic one, but tempt to begin life ane\v Here, because
as a critic m the Musical Conner noted, Jules had already shown unmistakable
its foundations weie "broad and deep," musical talent, he was entered at the

couched m scholarly erudition and mus'- Pans Conservatory Curious to say, in

cianly good taste He belonged, as Hugo Bazm's class, he was considered a
Riemann pointed out, to that school of poor student At one time, Bazm was
Italian composers including Sgambati so infuriated at his ungifted pupil that

and Bossi which attempted to divert he insisted Massenet leave the class

Italian composers from opera towards Massenet's next teacher in composition
the creation of symphonic and chamber wras Ambroise Thomas, who instinctively
music according to German formulas understood the sensitive boy and adapted

Principal works by Giuseppe Mar- the studies to suit his temperament Un-

tucci
-er Ihomas, Massenet made prodigious

n^ TT^n, T i. T progress Between 1859 and 1863, Mas-
CDRCHESTR\ Two symphonies, Two con- . j ,

'

i

certos for piano and orchestra, Four piccoli
senet won awards m piano playing and

pezzi, La Canzone dei ncordi (for voice and fugue, and finally the Prix de Rome for

orchestra) , nocturnes
, novelettes, etc composition

CHAMBER Music Piano quintet, Two piano "It was m Rome that I began to live,"
trios, Sonata f01 violoncello and piano Massenet wrote "There it was that,
CHORAL Samuel

during my happy walks with my com-
.rieces for the violin, pieces for the piano, j ^ j

songs rades, painters or sculptors, and m our

A < ^ ... talks under the oaks of the Villa Borg-About Giuseppe Martucci hese ^ or under the pmeg of VJfa
Musical Courier 40 26 March 14, 1900

Pamphih, I felt my first stirrings and
Musician 14 367 August 1909, Sytnphonia 13 J TO + x * T T* 1 i\yr

June 1910 admiration for nature In Italy, Mas-

T , , , , * senet met Sgambati, the great pianist,
Important recordings of music by and then Franz Liszt

s
C/nously

Giuseppe Martucci
encmghj lt was thru Llszt that M^

ORCHESTRA Notturno tn G-flat minor senet met his future wife Liszt, hav-
(FARLAPHONE) , Novelletta (GRAMOPHONE) ,

<
rt A * , ,

J
,J mg decided to give up his piano pupils

and turn completely to the church,

Jules Massenet 1842-1912 recommended Massenet as a teacher for

, . one of the pupils, Mile de Saint-Mane

JULES EMILE FRfiDfiRIC MAS- There followed an affectionate relation-

SENET, youngest son of a family of ship between Massenet and his pupil
twenty-one children, was born m Mon- which culminated on October 6, 1866 m
taud, a suburb of Samt-fitienne, on May marriage

12,^1842 Upon returning to Pans, Massenet
"My father was a superior officer tin- began work on his first opera which,

der the First Empire/' he later recorded, thru the intervention of Ambroise
"but when the Bourbons were xestored, Thomas, was accepted for performance
my father resigned He was a graduate by the Opera Comique in 1867 La
of the Polytechnic School, and later de- Grand'tante ran for fourteen perform-
voted himself to manufacturing and to ances only, but it attracted notice among
starting the famous iron-works near the critics by virtue of its clever instrti-

Samt-Etienne My another gave me my mentation, its diamatjc appeal and its

first piano lessons How well I re- original me1ochc line In 1872, another
member the day' It was February 24, Massenet opera, Don Char de Bagan,
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JULES MASSENET

was hardly more successful But one

year later, Massenet suddenly soared to

fame An oratorio, and incidental mu
sic to Leconte de Lisle's Les Erynmes
the latter work containing the world-

famous ElegiCj originally entitled Invo

cation were performed at the Ocleon

with so great a success that their com

poser achieved instantaneous fame
Three years later, Massenet became a

member of the Legion of Honor In

1878, he was elected to the Academic
des Beaux-Arts and appointed professor
of composition at the Pans Conserva

tory.

Between 1880 and 1900, Massenet was
at the peak of his fame as a composer,
and was recognized as one of the fore

most operatic composers in France at

the time. He produced one extraor

dinary success after another, beginning
with Herodiade in 1881 including
Afanon (1884), Le Cid (1885), Werther

(1892), Thais (1894)
There can be little doubt but that it

was in his operas that Massenet proved
his greatest gifts as a composer As
G. Jean-Aubry wrote- ''Massenet had
the theatrical sense developed to a de

gree the more rare insomuch as he makes
no use of blatant means He is always
able to retain a degree of distinction that
is indisputable even when it is only rela
tive He has yielded no more to noisy
realism than he has attempted to attain

to lofty grandeur
11

And, continued
Eclouard Schure, Massenet's operas
were particularly distinguished for

ik

the

elegant thrust with which he dro\e
to the very source of a melody of \\hich

he a\ ailed himself \\ith so much grace
Massenet had two personal and

original notes on the one hand, an in

triguing tenderness which rises at times
to passion ,

on the other hand, a penetrat

ing melancholy, singularly incisive
"

It is Louis Schneider's opinion that

Massenet, in his operas, "is the musician
of Woman and Love Love, he sang
of it in every possible form mystic or

carnal, idealistic or romantic
,
he even

submitted it to the caprices of fashion
"

After 1900, Massenet who had be
come the foremost French composer of

his tune suddenly degenerated artistic

ally Truth to tell, he had been ruined

by success More eager to retain his

enormous popularity than to compose
music of growing power and originality,
he began to repeat himself endlessly un
til he could produce nothing more than
ineffectual and unimpressive works, fol

lowing definite formulas Altho he re

mained a singularly prolific composer
until the end of his life, he could pro
duce only two operas which are worthy
to stand near his best achievements Le
Jongleur de Notre Dame (1902) and
Don Quichotte (1910) As Claude De
bussy remarked so aptly "Massenet fell

a victim to the butterfly-play of fascinat

ing lady admirers
"

Massenet had come m from Egreville
to consult his physicians, when he was

suddenly stricken. He died m Pans on

August 13, 1912, His body was taken
back to Egreville, and there the funeral

services, following his express wishes,
were simple and dignified

Describing Massenet as he knew him,

Georges Servieres wrote "His eyes are

very quick in their movements, the ex

pression is very gentle His profile is

finely cut His shoulders are slightly

stooping, and he seems short, allho
of medium height His movements are
full of an ever-present, nervous vi

vacity."
Massenet always considered Le Jong

leur, and not Thais, as his greatest score,

'The chief idiosyncracy of Massenet
as man and artist/' m the opinion of
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M D Lahucoressi,
k

is an o\erv\ helming
desire to court success His object \\a^

to seduce, and from the time \vhen he

found that his music, prmed effective

and became popular, he carefully a\oid-

ed changing his manner The character

istic me1od\ a la Ma^tnetj graceful and

elegant enough, but almost stereotyped,

runs thru all of his scores His early

scores are, for the greater part, his best

Later, and for the plain reason that

he never attempted to renovate his style,

he sank into sheer mannerism Indeed,

one can but marvel that so gifted a mu
sician, \\ho lacked neither individuality

nor skill, should have so utterly suc

ceeded m throwing away his gifts"

It should not be forgotten that Mas
senet enjoyed a great career as a teacher

of compositions His pupils included

such distinguished composers as Alfred

Bruneau, Gustav Charpentier and

Gabriel Pierne

Principal works by Jules Massenet

OPERA Htrodiade, Manon, Le Cid , Wer-
ther

,
Thais

t
La Navahaise, Sapho ,

Gnseli-
idis

,
Le Jongleui de Notre Dame, Don

Qinchoite, etc

ORCHESTRA Seven suites, incidental music
to Les Erynmes (including the world-famous

lcgie) ,
Concerto for piano and orchestra,

Fantasic (for violoncello and orchestra) ,
Vi

sions
,
Devant la Madone ,

Marche solennelle
,

incidental music to Theodora, to Phcdre, to Le
Manteau de roi 3 etc

CHORAL Mane Magdelcme ,
Eve

,
Narcuse

,

La Vierge ,
La Teire promise

BALLET Le Carillon, Cigale , Espada

Song
4

s, etc

About Jules Massenet

Bouvel, Charles Massenet, Brancoui,
Rene Massenet

, Chantavoine, Jean De Cou-

penn a Massenet
, Delmas, Marc Massenet

and His Works, Finck, Henry T Massenet
and His Opeias, Heivey, Arthur Masters of
French Music, Julhen, Adolphe Mitsicicns
d'hier et d'auyourd'hW) Schure, Edouard
Profits des Mustciens

Important recordings of music by

Jules Massenet
OPERA Manon, complete (COLUMBIA) ,

irerth&i f complete (COLUMBIA)
ORCHESTRA Incidental music to Le\ Ft y ti

mes (PARLAPHONr) ,
"Ballet music" fiom Le

dd (VrcTOR-Heit?) 7
"Ballet music" fiom

Hcrodtade (OuEON) ,
"Meditation" from Thais

(VicroR-Fiedler) , Scenes alsaacnnes (CO
LUMBIA) ,

Scenes pittoresqucs (BRUNSWICK)

s F lnju and fnilianttmnt (I'

\alhn) ,
\ iu / pan*n and (luvre tt \ \tui

Innumerable rtcordin^ ot t \ctrpts trom
tht operas

fitienae Henri Mehul 1763-1817

"\[ehul is a \er> great master, one
has brought the greatest honor to the

French school" SVINT SA.E\S

"He was a product of the true French
school

"
\V V.NFR

NICOLAS (HENRI)
MfiHUL \vas born in (rivet, m

Ardennes, on June 22
,
1763 His father,

the o\vner of a \\meshop m Givet,

recognized his son's talent for music and

placed him in care of the organist, Abbot

Wilhelm Hauser Mehul remained a

pupil of Hauser for some five years,

finally becoming his assistant at the

organ
One clay, a wealthy amateur heard

him play the organ and, recognizing

signs of genius, offered to finance Mehul
in a trip to Pans In this way, Mehul
went to Pans in his fifteenth year,

taking with him a letter of introduc

tion to the eminent Gluck When he

arrived at Gluck's home, the master was
m a state of almost complete undress,

playing at the harpsichord, but to the

idolatrous Mehul "all the magnificence
of Louis XIV toilette could not fas

cinate me as much as Gluck's negligee
'"

Gluck seemed to have been impressed
with Mehul, for he undertook not only
to guide him in his musical career but

also to teach him philosophy and poetry
He advised Mehul to continue his

studies under Edelmann, the harpsi

chordist, and to turn his creative efforts

from the composition of sonatas to

opera At this time, Mehul composed
two operas which have completely disap

peared
As a composer for the theatre, Mehul

groped and stumbled until he met

Francois Hoffmann, a poet, who offered

to write librettos for him Their first

collaborative effort was Euphrosine et

Coradin which, on its first performance
in 1790, was an acknowledged success

Overnight, Mehul found himself a fa

mous composer whose music was favor

ably compared with that of Gretry and
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(iluok During the next four years, he

firmly established hus position \\ith two
more operatic successes, Stratomce and

Iforatius Codes

During the French Revolution, Mehul

composed patriotic songs for the revolu

tionists which brought him still greater

prestige in the eyes of the masses. One
of these songs, Le Chant du depart
soon rivalled the Marseillaise in popu
larity. Principally because of Lc
Chant du depart, Mehul won official

recognition "In the front rank of Re

publican composers," ran a proclamation,
"the nation places and proclaims Citizen

Mehul." Tn 1795, Mehul was further

honored by being appointed a director

of the Conservatory.

For the next few years, Mehul com

posed several operas which failed to

make an appeal particularly because of

their bad librettos. One of these, Lc
Jeune Henri, presented in 1797, was
hissed because the book suggested propa
ganda for royalty. But the music's

merit was recognized, and the overture

known today as La Chasse du je^tne

Henri, one of Mehul's most distin

guished pieces was encored.

Mehul's reigning position in the

French music of the period was not en

dangered by these successive failures,

In July, 1800, he was called upon to

compose a special work to commemorate
the storming of the Bastille and to cele

brate the victorious return of the French

army, under Napoleon, At the same
time, his native city held a remarkable
fete in his honor. With Napoleon's rise

to power, Mehul acquired even greater
importance by becoming one of the Em
peror's favorite composers, and a guest
at Malmaison.

The composition of his masterpiece,
Joseph, was the direct result of a chal

lenge During a dinner at one of the
fashionable salons in Paris, the conver
sation turned to a discussion of Baour-
Lormian's Joseph m Egypt, which was
then being performed at the Comedie
Franchise The theme was being at

tacked, but M6hul insisted that the sub

ject was an excellent one, even highly
serviceable as an opera One of the

guests at the dinner, the poet Alexandre
Duval, offered to write the libretto if

ETIENNE HENRI MEHUL

Mehul would compose the music

Joseph was first performed on Febru

ary 17, 1807. Though it ran for only
thirteen performances it was widely

praised as an artistic work of outstand

ing merit. Poems were written m its

honor *

"In this seductive work,
Brilliant with the fire of your

genius,

Everywhere your original har

mony can be found,

Capturing and ravishing our

hearts
"

wrote the distinguished Guizot Napo
leon gave it the five thousand franc

prize for the best operatic work in ten

years a prize which, incidentally,
Mehul never collected

f{The music is nearly always simple,

touching, rich m successful if not very
bold modulations/' was Berlioz's esti

mate of the score, "m broad, full har

monies, m graceful accompaniments ,

the expression is always truthful
"

Joseph was Mehul's last outstanding
work for the theatre, even though his

industry in this field persisted Between
1808 and 1810, he concentrated on com
position of symphonies, inspired by the

examples of Haydn, and produced a
series of charming works for orchestra.

The fall of Napoleon was a severe
blow to Mehul's fortunes He found
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himself demoted trum Ii^pectot at the

Conservator} to professor v\ith a sharp
decrease in salarv His spirit, crushed

In the disgrace brought to his idol,

Sapoleon, \\as fiuthei smothered \\ith

env} by the rise of Spontmi as a com

poser of importance
In 1817, Mehul \\as a sick man He

\\as rushed to the island of Hyeres, with
the hope that the climate might restore

his health "I have broken up all my
habits/' he wrote at this time "I am
deprived of all my old friends , I am
alone at the end of the world, surround
ed by people whose language I scarcely

understand, and all this sacrifice to ob
tain a little more sun

"

Mehul recovered slightly, sufficiently
to be present at a grandiose demonstra
tion held in his honor m Marseilles But,
on returning to Pans, he i elapsed He
was reduced to sitting by the fire, all

day, stifling his coughs He died m
Pans on October 18, 1817, and was
buried at Pere Lachaise

Mehul was of medium height with

regular features, attractive eyes and a

beautiful speaking voice He was a man
of great ambitfon, "I love glory with

madness/' he once confessed It is for

this reason that, despite his imposing
position in French music almost from
the dawn of his career, he was also the

victim of frequent depression, feeling
that none of his operas enjoyed the suc

cess they deserved Towards the close

of his life, he suffered intensely from a

haunting persecution-complex ,
he felt

that he was the victim of innumerable

jealousies and intrigues He was bit

terly envious of the success of every
other composer, particularly that ot

Spontmi

Notwithstanding these obj ectionable

qualities, he was well-loved and greatly
admired "Whilst other people have

generous traits," wrote one of his libret

tists, Arnault, "MdhuTs whole life was

generosity
" Mehul was a particularly

fluent conversationalist, a born story
teller His greatest diversion was with

flowers, for which he bore an extraor

dinary affecti-on

The outstanding qualities of Mehul as

a composer, according to Karl Maria
von Weber, were "dramatic truth, ani

mated advance free from injudicious

repetitions, the great effects, frequent!)
h\ the simplest means, and eumoim in

instrumentation, giving, m fact, only thai

\\hieh ib absolute!} essential
"

Mehul's importance m musical history
rests principally m the fact that he

placed light opera on a firmer and more
substantial basis

Principal works by fittenne Henri
Mehul
OPER\ Euphrowne et Coradin, Strato-

nite
t Homtnis Codes, La Cavtrne, Le Jeune

Henri, Epicure (\vith Cherubim), Llrato,
Une Poke, Le Tresor suppose, Joanna,
L3Hourcut malgre Im

t Helena, Joseph, La
Jounue auv aventitre\

, Train rede et Clor-
inde

, Uthal, Le Awazones t Anodant
CHORAL Le Chant du depart, Chant na

tional, cantata, mass, <.tc

ORCHESTRA Four symphonies, Fourteen
overtures

Sonatas for piano

About fitienne Henri Mehul
Brancour, Rene Mehul, Curzon, Henri de

Musiciens du Temps Passe, Hargreave, Mary
Earlier Fremh Musicians, Pougm, Arthur
Mehul Sa vie, son Genie, son Catactere,
Vieillard, P A Mehul Sa Vie et ses
Oeuvres

Important recordings of music b}
r

fitienne Henri Mehul
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Anodant, "Ro

mance du barde" (PATHE) Le Jeune Henri,
"Ouverttire" (BRUNSWiCK-L?moureux) Jo
seph, "Vamement Pharon" (CoLUMBiA-Thill)
VOCAL Le Chant du depart (COLUMBIA-

Thill)

Felix Mendelssohn 1809-1847

"I am Saul and thou art David Come to
me when I am sad and discouraged and
quiet my soul with thy sweet harmonies

"

GOETHE

JAKOB LUDWIG FELIX MEN-
** DELSSOHN, one of the glories of

the Romantic period in music, was born
in Hamburg, on February 3, 1809 His

ancestry was distinguished His grand
father, Moses Mendelssohn, often re

ferred to as "the modern Plato/' was a
celebrated metaphysician who, it is be

lieved, was the prototype for Lessing's
Nathan der weise Moses Mendelssohn's

son, Abraham, became a prosperous
banker, who married Leah Salomon, a
woman of singular attainments about
whom H F Chorley wrote "Thete
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ha\c lued feu women more honmahh

distinguished than she b\ aujunemeul
"

It uas at the instigation ol Leah Xilo-

mon'.s brothtr that Abraham Mendelb-

M)hn \tekled to expedient v and had his

family um\erted to the Lutheran reli

gion, adopting the ne\\ name of Bar-

thold\

Under the guidance and inspiration of

understanding parents, Felix knew a

happy childhood When he \vas thrto

jears old, the French occupation ot

Hamburg compelled the Mendelssohn

family to flee to Berlin When the

Fiench army reached Berlin, the Men
delssohn tamily crossed the frontier

and \vent to Pans In Pans, Felix re

ceived bus rirs>t hjbtematic instruction at

the piano, from Mine Bigot

On returning to Berlin, Felix was

given an intensive musical education

piano \vith Ludvug Berger, and musical

theory \vith Zelter He made marked

progress At the age of nine, he made
his first appearance in public as pianist,
at eleven, he turned to composition for

the first time His early fruits as a

composer were disclosed at weekly con

certs which took place at the Mendels
sohn home It was apparent that Felix

was handsomely endowed with musical

talent, and his name was much spoken
of in musical circles

Sir Jules Benedict, who first met
Mendelssohn in 1821, has recorded his

first impressions of the genius "Walk

ing in the streets of Berlin with my mas
ter and friend, Karl Maria von Weber,
he directed my attention to a boy, ap
parently about eleven or twelve years
old, who, on peiceivmg the author of the

Freischntz, ran towards him, giving him
a most heaity and friendly greeting
'This is Felix Mendelssohn/ said Weber,
introducing me at once to the prodigious
child, of whose marvelous talent and
execution I had heard so much at Dres
den I shall never forget the impression
of that day on beholding that beautiful

youth, with his auburn hair clustering in

ringlets round his shoulders, the ingenu
ous expiession of his clear eyes, and the
smile of innocence and candor on his

lips He would have it that we should

go with him at once to his fathei's

house, but as Weber had to attend a

icheatsal, he took me b\ the hand and
made me tun a race till \\e i cached his,

home I'p he \\ent br^kK to the dra\\-

mg-room \\here, finding his mother, he

exclaimed Tleie is> a pupil of Weber's,,

\vho kmms a great deal of his music and
of the ne\\ opera Pray, mama, ask him
to play it for us

' And so, \\ ith an irre

sistible impetuosity, he pushed me to the

pianoforte, and made me remain there

until I had exhausted the store of my
recollections When I then begged of

him to let me hear some of his own com

positions, he refused, but placed fiom

memory such of Bach's fugues or Cra
mer's exercises as I could name "

One of the most important influences

in Lehx's early life was his intimacy
with Goethe, whom he met in his thir

teenth year, spending a fortnight at his

home and enchanting the great poet with

his musical gifts At one of these meet

ings, at Goethe's request, young Felix

played a Bach fugue, m the middle of

which the young musician's mind went
blank Rather than interrupt the flow of

music, Felix spontaneously constructed

the remainder of the work "You will

be a very great composer, Felix," Goethe
told him

It was while he was still a child that

Felix Mendelssohn became enthusiastic

about the music of Johann Sebastian

Bach His teacher, Zelter, possessed a

copy of the Passion according to St
Matthew which had not been performed
since Bach's death and was virtually for

gotten One day, in thumbing the pages
of this dusty score, Felix was struck by
the high nobility and moving power ot

Bach's music He went home and begged
his mother for a copy of this great
music On Christmas day of 1823, Felix
found a copy of the Passion under his

Christmas tree From that time on, he
became an enthusiast of Bach's music

Notwithstanding hia youth, Felix

Mendelssohn composed industriously in

many forms of musical composition
sonatas, songs, cantatas, organ-works
and even a symphony were given per
formance at the weekly musicales at the

Mendelssohn home In 1824, his comic-

opera, The Two nephews, was given a

hearing with orchestral accompaniment
"My dear boy/' his master, Zelter, told
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FELIX MENDELSSOHN

him after the performance, "you are no

longer an apprentice but an independent
member of the brotherhood of musicians.

I proclaim you an independent in the

name of Mozart, Haydn and the older

Bach "

In 1825
;
the Mendelssohns bought a

new, spacious home on Leipzig Road in

Berlin Here, the Sunday musicales

were greatly enlarged, and the foremost

musicians of Germany were frequent
visitors One of these who attended

these concerts was Moscheles, the great

pianist, who found so much merit in

Felix's works that he decided to teach

him the piano "Today," recorded the

great teacher in his diary, "I gave Felix

his first lesson . He is a mature

artist, allho only fifteen
"

During this period, Mendelssohn com

posed two important works The first of

these came in 1826, the overture to A
Midsummer night's dream which he

originally composed for two pianos, but

later orchestrated This a creation of

a boy of seventeen is in some respects
Mendelssohn's most felicitous work
"The bloom of youth lies suffused over

it/' as no one less than Robert Schu
mann wrote, "as over scarcely any other

work of the composer The finished

master took in his happiest minute, his

first and highest flight" The other of

the two works was an opera,, Die Hoch-
%e%t des CamachOj which after many ob

stacles raided In such eminus musi
cians as Spontim reached performance
in 1827 \\hen it was sharply criticized

by the newspapers It is more than

probable that it \\as because of this ad
verse criticism that Mendelssohn never

again composed an opera.
In 1829, there took place one of the

important events in Mendelssohn's
career From boyhood, when he had
first come into contact with Bach's Pas
sion according to St Matthew, it had
been his ambition to introduce this mas
terpiece to the world. In 1829, Mendels
sohn organized a special chorus for this

purpose and, after many painstaking re

hearsals, performed the work on March
11 The performance was so successful

that, ten days later, it was repeated. "It

was an actor and a Jew," Mendelssohn
told Devrient, who also participated in

the performance, "who restored this

great Christian work to the people."

Musicologists have frequently asserted

that if Mendelssohn had not been a

great composer, his name would have
loomed large in musical history by virtue

of the fact that he rescued this Bach

masterpiece from neglect and obscurity.
For the next few years, Mendelssohn

traveled extensively. In May of 1829
he went to England where he was
elected honorary member of the Phil

harmonic Society This was the begin

ning of a long association between Eng
land and Mendelssohn. With the excep
tion of Handel, no foreign composer
was ever esteemed so highly in England
as Mendelssohn From London, Mend
elssohn went to Scotland, where he com

posed his Fingal's Cave overture and

planned his Scotch symphony Arriving
in Berlin, Mendelssohn was offered the

chair of music, recently founded at the

University, which he declined. By 1830,
he was in Italy, recording his impres
sions of Italian art and music in vivid

letters After a short visit to Switzer

land, he went to Paris where he became

acquainted with Chopin and Liszt.

Finally, he returned to Berlin, once again

doing a great service to music by per

forming Beethoven's Fourth concerto

which, for some mysterious reason, had
been neglected until now.

In 1833, Mendelssohn was appointed
music director at Dusseldorf After a
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and not altogether plcavint
natum \\iih this ut\ ,

Mendelssohn \\as

uttered, in IWx the\<mduUmial post of

the I eip/tu Ue\\andhaus Onhestra
A ne\\ Uicl of Mendelssohn's genius

\\db mm ie\ealed more forcefully than

ever before his talent \\ith the baton

Under his guidance, the concerts of the

Leipzig Ge\\andhaus Orchestra achieved

new artibtu. peaks In his fastidious at

tention to details m his conducting,
Mendelssohn virtuall} heralded the mod
ern era of orchestral direction How
ever, during this active period with the

baton, his creative pen \vas not idle In

1836, he completed hib oratono $t Paul,

\\hich \vab given its fttbt performance at

the Lower Rhine Festival m Dusseidorf,

by a chonib of more than three hundred

singers and a double orchestra

After Dusseidorf, Mendelssohn ar

rived for a short visit in Frankfurt

Here he met the charming Cede Jean-
renaud who, in March of 1837, became
his wife Their marriage was a roman
tic episode until the very end As Men
delssohn once wiote 'The best part of

every pleasure is gone if Cecile is not

there
"

In 1840, Mendelssohn was appointed

chapel-master by Wilhelm IV, King of

Prussia with full charge of the music

department of the Academy of Arts He
was not happy here, for musical stand

ards were not of the highest and he

persistently encountered petty intrigues

among the high officials and members of

the orchestra Finally, Mendelssohn
succeeded m procuring the King's per
mission to abandon his post and to re

turn to Leipzig In his position as

chapel-master, Mendelssohn composed
for the King, music for Antigone,
Athaha and, most important of all, the

Midsummer night's dream suite, the

overture to which he had composed as a

boy
In April of 1843 after many years

of effort Mendelssohn finally brought a

life-long dream to realization in Leipzig
Financed by a legacy, he was able to

establish with the coopeiation of Rob
ert Schumann and Ferdinand David
the Leipzig Conservatory of Music
For the next few years, Mendelssohn

worked at a feverish pace His peda
gogical duties at the Conservatory were

mam,, absorbing hib time and energ\
At the same time, he \\as btisv conduct

ing the concertb ot the Gevvandhaus

Orchestra and gi\ ing guest performances
in England and principal German cities

Finally, he \\a^ \\orkmg upon his most

ambitious composition, the oratono Eli

jah, which was first performed by the

Birmingham Festival in 1846 amid phe
nomenal ovations

Hard work overtaxed his energy and

\\eakened his body He began to feel

pains in the head Despite his growing
illness, he \\ent to London, in April ot

1847, to conduct Eh]ah When he re

turned to Frankfurt in September of

that year, he appeared a tired, old, sick

man even though he had not as yet
seen his fortieth birthday The news of

the death of his beloved sister, Fanny,
struck him when he had neither the

physical strength nor the spirit to with

stand the shock There followed fits of

depression, recurrent pains m the head,
chills and fevers

Finally, in Leipzig, he collapsed com

pletely On the fourth of November

(1847) he suddenly sat up in his bed

and emitted a cry of pain He sank back

unconscious A few hours later he was
dead

Eduard Phihpp Devrient described the

magnificent funeral that was Germany's
expression of love for its great musician

"In the afternoon the immense throng
of the funeral procession began to

gather m front of the house The
coffin was covered with a rich funeral

pall of velvet embroidered in silver

Streets and open places were filled with

people, all the windows were crowded
on the long and circuitous road that the

procession was to pass, thru the town
and by the Gewandhaus, the scene of

Mendelssohn's labors The musicians
led the way, playing a hastily instru

mented Song without words by Men
delssohn (the one m E-mmor, book 5)
Six clergymen in full robes followed
the bier

"
Memorials were likewise

held m London, Manchester, Birming
ham, Paris and principal cities of Ger

many
After the funeral services in Leipzig,

the body of Felix Mendelssohn was
transferred to Berlin where it was
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buned in the tamily \ault-of the Men- infrequently moulded after the vune pat
-

clelssohn lanuh tern He also possessed d strongh
Roth the attiaui\enevi of hib appeal- marked st\le and mtlmduality (one of

ance and the thai in of his personality
the surest attributes of genuus) He

have been the subject for many pages possessed in addition a. gaiety and

As the music, so was the man Refine- animation, <i joic dc rivre which were

ment, sensitivity and softness were his the outcome of his happy and light-

integral qualities as an individual Gen- hearted nature
"

crally m good spirits and a lover of Though few would deny that Men-
quips, Mendelssohn \\as a favorite of delssohn at his greatest exerts a peculiar
the salon He was a great lover of chil- fascination, evoking a world of magic
dren and Nature His favorite com- uniquely his own, critics are generally
posers were Bach and Beethoven agreed that he is not of the stature of
He often carried the germ of an idea Beethoven, Mozart, Bach or Handel If

tor a composition in his mind for many we were to compare Mendelssohn with
weeks or months before he put it down the giants of the musical art, we would
on paper He was highly self critical, discover, as Daniel Gregory Mason did,
and often subjected a work to minute re- that "we cannot escape the impression of
vision even after it received public hear- a certain thinness of blood, straitness of

ing He was not easily satisfied with sympathy and inelasticity of mind His
his creations, even after they achieved personality is tenuous, overrarefied

,
he

resounding acclaim seems more like a faun than a man
In his music Mendelssohn approached

And hence it comes about that when,
his greatest individuality when he at- leaving his world of fames, elves, vision-

tempted to paint landscapes of Nature arY landscapes, and ethereal joys and
in tone "The Scotch and Italian sym- sorrows, he tries to sound a fuller note

phonies are entirely occupied in giving
of human pain and passion, he is felt to

thru music the local color of the land- be out of his element His style is too

scapes and life of the two countries in- fluent, too suave, too insinuating and

cheated, or, more properly, the impres- inoffensive, to embody tragic emotion

sion which they produced m the com- It: lacks the rugged force, the virile en-

poser's imagination/' wrote H H Stat- ergy> the occasional harshness and dis-

ham 'The same is true of the Hebrides cordance even of the natural human

(Fmgal's Cave} overture, The Meerstille voice, its reading of life, in which there

overture, etc In the Midsummer mghfs 1S ugliness, crudity and violence as well

dream overture it is so in effect, though as beauty, is too fastidiously ex-

not nominally, where the sentiment of purgated
"

the quiet moonlight is so exquisitely con- However, as Frederic H Cowen
veyed by the few slow chords for the summed up "If Mendelssohn did not
wind instruments, bringing us at once nse to the greatest heights, he came
into the scene for seeing fairy revels Wllhm measurable dlstance of ^tm
What are the distinguishing qualities HIS music bears the stamp of his cul-

of Mendelssohn s music? Together with tured mmd and hls h h leyel of excd_

a form of cleai and polished symmetry, lence lg undemable
Mendelssohn's music is characterized,
as Frederic H Cowen has written, by Principal works by Felix Men-
"extreme grace and refinement and mu- delssohn

sicianly scholarship, at times full of ORCHESTRA Italian symphony, Scotch

Sparkling vivacity, at Others tinged with symphony, Reformation symphony, A Mid-

melancholy If he had comparatively
sum er ^ff^ dream smte Fmgal's Cave

11
J

, ,

* ^ J overture
> Ruy Bias overHwe , Tra^t^er-mar$ch ,few really great moments, so are there Concerto for viohn and orchestra, Two con-

few traces of absolute weakness, as may certos for piano and orchestra, music for

often be found in the lesser works of Antigone, Athake, Oedipus in Colonos, Meer-

Mozart and other composers He shlle "*"
was an immtwl mplnH^f thnno-li 1m<;

CHAMBER Music Piano octet, Piano sev-was an inspired melodist, though his M> Two stnng qumtetS| Seven strmg quar .

themes, beautiful as they were, were not tets, Three piano quartets, Two piano trios,
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aud puin,' ^nuita in I -wuwr ,
1 \v*

tor \uilonatlo and piano

i V AZK/, /Jim/;; Psalms, /'

LYv/<* ll\ilpiirtnwtuht t
1 c Deum ,

etc

()pMn /V r/ v

About Felix Mendelssohn:

Bern-diet, Jules Mvfi/i </ //if Z.tf*

IF(*rA"v o/ /* r/u Mendelsohn; Dahms, \\atttr

Mendelwihn ;
I >e\ nent, Kduard Philipp

Recollections of Fchv Mendel\\\ohn-BartJwl-

rfv, Dorn, Heinnch ReLolleitwns of Felix

\lend?l\n>hn and //iv I*rwnds t Gotsch, Rosa

mund Brunei (editor) Mcndels\ohn and His

Friend \ in Kensington; Hensd, S, The

Mendelssohn Family, Lampidnus, W, A Life

of Fehv Mendcl^uhn-Bartholdy, Reibsmann,

August Felix Mcndehwhn-BarthoIdy ,
Rock-

stro, \\ S Mcndelssvhn t Stratton, Stephen
Samuel Mendelssohn

Important recordings of music by
Felix Mendelssohn

ORCHESTRA Italian symphony (VicroR-

Koiibsevit?k> ) ,
Scotch symphony (CoiUMBiA-

Wemgartncr) ;
A Midsummer night's dream

suite (VICTOR-Hertz) , FingaVs Cave overture

(VicroR-Boult) ; Ruy Bias overture (VicroR-

Boult) ; Comerto for violin and orchestra

(CoLUMBU-S/igeti) ,
Mcercshlle overture

( VICTOR-Blecli)

CHAMBLR Music* Piano octet (GRAMO
PHONE) t Quartet in E-wtnor (VicTOR-Buda-
pest) ,

Trio m C-minor (COLUMBIA) ,
Tno in

D-minor (VICTOR-Casals, Thibaud, Cortot),

CHORAL Elijah, complete (COLUMBIA)
PIANO Songs without words, selected (Vic-

TOR-K U Schnabel)

Andre Messager 1853-1929

A NDRS CHARLES PROSPER^^ MESSAGER was born in Mont-

ItiQon on December 30, 1853 As a child,

he would drink in greedily the popular
music he heard at his home, and he told

his parents that some day he would com
pose similar music His parents ob

jected to a musical career, hoping that

he would become a government official

Financial ruin changed their outlook on

life, and they permitted Andre to ob
tain a musical education His studies

were first pursued intensively at the

ficole Niederrneyer. They were con
cluded under Samt-Saens who recog
nized his talent and persistently exerted
his influence to bring him recognition,

In 1874, Messager was appointed as

sistant organist at the church St Sul-

pice in Pans Six years later, he became

director at the Theatre Eden in P
He held the latter post only a .short

period, returning to Pans to officiate a,s

organist at the Church St -Paul-et-St

Louis, and at> choirmaster of the church

Ste Mane des Ratignolles.

His creative career \\as officially

launched when hib Symphony, composed
in 1875, was crowned by the Societe des

compositeurs and performed at the

Colonne concerts with acclaim This

success brought the Fohes Bergeres

management to introduce his ballet Flcur

d'Granger The ballet was so great a

success that it ran for two hundred

nights After this, Messager turned his

talent towards comic opera. After two

ungratifymg attempts, he produced his

first decided success, La Bcarnaise, at

the Houffes Parisians, in 1885 One year

later, La Bearnaise duplicated its Pari

sian success in London There followed,

in the footsteps of this first triumph,
several other prominent opera-comiques,

including La BasocliCj Les Petites

Michus and Mire tie

At the same time that he was success

fully following his creative career, Mes

sager was achieving great prominence
with the baton From 1898 to 1903 he

was conductor at the Opera Comique,
from 1901 to 1907 he served as artistic

director of Covent Garden, London, and
from 1907 until 1919 he was director

at the Pans Opera From 1908, he con-
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ducted MinphmiK UUIMC \\ith the Lon-

cuts du Conservatoire, \isitmg America
\\ith this orchestra m 1918

His distinguished musical career

brought him man} honors In 1907, he

became an officer of the Legion of

Honor, and in 1926 he \\as elected a

member of the Academic des Beaux-
Arts

Andre Messager died in Paris on

February 24, 1929 He had been mar
ried to an English song composer, Miss

Hope Temple
Altho Messager composed a talented

symphony and several cantatas and

songs, he is best kno^n for his opera-

comique Here, as Adolphe Boschot

wrote, "Messager has the force of talent

and charm, knowing how to assume a

style that is simple, natural and facile,

and his obvious facility is the distin

guishing trait of mastery He could

escape from pedantry and gravity be

cause Fate, or some gentle guardian

angel, gave him the wings of a Parisian

wren or sparrow She likewise gave
him a nimble song which fluttered

heavenwards, and was harmonized
\\ ith elegant lines

"

Roland-Manuel discovered in Mes-

sager's style "elegance, dryness and sen

sibility The harmonic language of

Messager is extraordmai ily original

Andre Messager, gentleman of music,

did not at all imagine that his art could

do anything moie than delight us
"

Principal works by Andre Messager
OptRA La Bearnaise

,
Le Bourgeois dc

Calais, holme, Le Man de la reine
,
La

Basoche
,
Mirette ,

Les Petites Michits, Veron-

ique ,
Fortumo

, Beatrice, Monsieur Beaucairc

BALLET Mignons et mlains
,

Les Deux
pigeons, Siaiamoucke

,
Amants eternels

,
Lc

Proems des foses, Une Avcnture de la Gui-

mart

ORCHFSTRA Symphony, incidental music

for Hcldne, La Montagne enchantce, etc

CHORAL Don Juan et Haydce ,
PromSthce

enchainec

Songs, pieces for the piano, etc

About Andre Messager
Boschot, Adolphe Le Mystere Musical,

Ser6, Octave Musiaens Prangais d'aujour-
d'hui

Musical Opwon 42 489 May 1919, Musical

Tmei 70 367 April 1929, Musique 2 837 April

15, 1929

Important ieet>nlmi*s of IIIUSK b\

Andre Messager
SHfrtTlUNS- I-ROM ()P1-R\ La Ktl\0tht, "Oll-

\crture et Passepied" (Ow-ox) ,

UA ton tour

bimplt et sincere' ( For \ IM>R ) ,

*

! Ik m aime"

(LmiTMBu) Lt 9/>titr ^i/i*<w?, lialkt suite"

(C'R VMOPHONE) J/ironiquc, "Fantasia" (Poi^-
DOR) ,

"Ouverture" (Ootov) ,

"
\dieu, je pars"

(COLUMBIA)

Giacomo Meyerbeer 1791-1864

"Meyerbeer's operas inaugurated a new
epoch m operatic \vntmg" FR^NZ LI

JAKOB MEYER BEER (it was not

until much later in life that he con
tracted and Italianized his name to Ciia-

como Meyerbeer) was born in Berlin

on September 5, 1791, to wealthy Jew
ish parents He showed early signs of

musical talent He proved to be m pos
session of a keen ear and a retentive

memory As a child, he frequently
startled his parents by the accuracy with

which he reproduced melodies he had
heard but once They, therefore, soon
decided to place him under capable mu
sical instruction At five, Meyerbeer be

came a pupil of Franz Ignaz Lauska>
who taught him the piano Four years
later he made his first public appearance,

performing the Mozart D-minor con

certo He acquired great fame as a

prodigy of the piano, some critics

esteeming him one of the most gifted

pianists in Beilm at the time

In 1802, Muzio Clementi who had,

by this time, gone into retirement as a

teacher of the piano visited Berlin

where he heard Meyerbeer play Cle

menti was so carried away by the per
formance that he decided to become

Meyerbeer's teacher Meyerbeer's other

musical studies were pursued under

Zelter, the eminent theorist (teacher of

Mendelssohn), and, shortly afterwards,
Anselm Weber
At this time there occurred a much-

quoted ancedote of Meyerbeer's student

days Meyerbeer composed a fugue
which pleased his master, Anselm
Weber, who decided to send it to Abbe"

Vogler, master of counterpoint The

reply received from Abbe Vogler was

keenly discouraging in the form, of a

tremendous and voluminous thesis Brit
ten by the Abbe" on the method and
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manner ut u imposing fugues, in \\hich that I uas an Italian
1 '

It \\as to he

uas included a \utsectum of Meyer- expected, therefore, that m his compos
liter'* fugue \\ith all of its man} errors tion his *tyle should become Italian as

dearly noted Me\erbeer, ho\\e\er, \\as \\ell, particular!} because he \\as closeh

not disheartened He composed another attracted to Robbim
1

* operas \\hith he

fugue, according to the instruction set heard so exten&u ely at this time

forth 'm the thesis, \vhich he also des- In 1818, he composed his first Italian

patched to Abbe Volger This time a opera, Romilda c Cosfanza^
which re-

far different reply came to his door ceived acclaim upon its performance m
"Art opens to you a glorious future Turin There followed several commis-

Come to me at Darmstadt, where you sions from important opera houses For

\\ ill be to me as a son
"

the next few years, Meyerbeer produced

In this way, Meyerbeer went to Darm- a string of Italian operas which, though

stadt m 1810, becoming not only a pupil they enjoyed great vogue in their day,

but also the household guest of Vogler have failed to survive Meyerbeer was

He remained here for two years, com- penetratingly self-understanding when

posing hib first large \vorks a cantata, he referred to these early Italian operas

God and Nature, the four-part Sacred as his "wild oats
"

songs of Klopstock, and his first opera, In 1823, Meyerbeer returned to Ber-

Jephtha's vow It should be pointed out 1m where he completed another opera,

that Meyerbeer's fellow -pupil, at this H Crociato in Egitto, which was a sen-

time, was Karl Maria von Weber, be- sation in Venice the following year A
tween whom and himself there arose an performance of this work m Pans
intimate friendship brought Meyerbeer to the French capital.

After these two years, Vogler told which appealed so strongly to him that

Meyerbeer that his studies were at an he decided to settle there peimanently

end, since there was nothing more he He became a close friend of leading mu-

could teach him Meyerbeer, therefore, sicians in Pans, including Adam, Auber,

went on to Munich to attend a perform- Boieldieu and Halevy Association with

ance of his Jephtha's vow, which was these composers brought him a stifling

highly unsuccessful From Munich he dissatisfaction with all of his previous

went to Vienna with the intention of operatic achievements For several

pursuing a career as piano virtuoso But years, therefore, he abandoned the corn-

on the night of his arrival there, he position of operas completely When
heard a recital of Hummel and was so he emerged from this retirement, it was

appalled by his own shortcomings in no longer as a composer of Italian opera

contrast to this great pianist that he de- that he made his appearance but as a

cided to go into complete retirement and composer of French opera

redevelop his piano style In 1813, he The first of his French operas, Robert

emerged from this seclusion and gave le diable on a libretto by Scribe was
a concert in Vienna, and was acclaimed presented on November 22

r
1831 Its

an outstanding artist During this time, striking effects and colorful scenes

too, his second operatic venture a bi ought it so magnificent and permanent
comic opera, Ahmelek was performed a success that it firmly established the

in Vienna, meeting with a cold reception Opera on a financial basis It brought

Discouraged by his two creative fail- iri more than four million francs within

tiies, Meyerbeer decided to give up all the next twenty years, receiving some

intentions of composing for the theatre three hundred and thirty performances
S alien, however, urged him to recon- While Meyerbeer's second opera, Le$
sider his decision and to go to Italy Huguenots, performed in 1836, did not

to study operatic style more closely equal the success of Robert, it showed

Meyerbeer followed Saheri's advice and his increasing powers as a composer
arrived in Venice in 1816 "All my Les Huguenots remains one of the fa-

feelings became Italian/' he later wrote, mous Meyerbeer operas, the one m
"all my thoughts became Italian After which he reached his highest develop-
I had lived a year there it seemed to me ment and enrichment "Had he written
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nothing else but the fourth act," wrote
Arthur Hervey,

a
he would be entitled to

rank as one of the greatest dramatic

composers of all time
"

Berlioz was

tremendously enthusiastic about this

opera. "The effervescence of the emo
tions excited by this masterpiece makes
one desire to be a great man in order

to place one's glory and one's genius at

the feet of Meyerbeer
" And Richard

Wagner before his anti-Semitic preju
dices brought a reversal of his judgment

considered the fourth act one of the

greatest acts in all operatic music

Meyerbeer was now one of the most
famous operatic composers of his time

Honors came to him from many direc

tions From the Netherlands, the Order
of the Oak Crown was bestowed upon
him, from London arrived an appoint
ment to the Royal Academy, from Ger

many, an offer to become chapel-master
to King Friedrich Wilhelm IV
For the next few years, Meyerbeer

lived m Berlin, devoting his creative

energy to the composition of music for

the king in his post as chapel-master
He produced many choral works for the

chapel, several marches, and one opera
(Das Feldlager in Schlesien), the last of

which was successful principally because
it boasted of Jenny Ltnd in its cast At
the same time he was busy with the

baton, performing operas of Spohr,
Weber and Wagner

During a leave of absence from Ber
lin, Meyerbeer visited Paris \\here he re

ceived from his librettist the hook for a
new opera, Meyerbeer worked enthusi

astically on his new task In April of

1849, Le Prophete was introduced at

the Opera in Paris, It was a tremen
dous success from the very first. And it

has maintained its success to this day.
For the next ten years, Meyerbeer de

voted himself principally to comic opera.
In 1854, the Opera Comique performed
L3

,toile du nord whose success was so

great that, within the year, it ran to more
than one hundred performances. Five

years later came Dinorah, and once again
Meyerbeer's creation found an enthusi
astic response.
The last years of Meyerbeer's life

were devoted to the composition of his

magnum opus, the opera, L'Afncaine a

task made doubly difficult by his poor
health and failing eyesight. He was
never destined to hear his last creation
On April 23, 1864, he took to his bed, a

hopeless invalid And on the morning
of May 2, he died.

His body was taken to Berlin Every
where, en route, the body was greeted
with reverent ceremony He was buried
m the family tomb in Berlin.

One year after his death, his last

opera, UAfricaine, was performed for
the first time in Paris amid thunderous
acclaim

Meyerbeer, who was a man of great
culture, made a striking personal irn-

piession. He had charm and poise; he
was a fluent and absorbing conversation
alist. He was, by inheritance, a man of

great wealth Yet he lived in Pans in

such simplicity that he was frequently
accused of being miserly. That he was
liberal with his money was, however, re

peatedly proved thruout his life by his

open-handed generosity m assisting mu
sicians, his endless contributions to char
ities and his handsome trust-fund which
he raised for musicians' families. He
was addicted to neither drinking nor

smoking.
His greatest fault, both as a man and

as an artist, was his love of glory and
his indefatigable effort to attract it Just
as in his operas he always catered to

public taste and, therefore, concerned

maturity under the instruction of Costa,
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text hi> opeias produced than \\ith their

content so, by \\ord of mouth and b\

e\erj siuion, tie attempted to draw end

less "attention and admiration towards

himself and his \\ork It \\as Hemnch
Heine who entailed Meyerbeer for thib

shortcoming in a devastating quip

"When Meyerbeer is dead," Heine once

asked, "\\ho will look after his glory'"

Discutistng Meyerbeer's operatic out

put, C Hubert Parry wrote "Musically

it is a huge pile of commonplaces, in

finitely ingenious and barren There is

but little cohesion between the scenes,

and no attempt at consistency to the situ

ations in style and expression No doubt

Meyeibeer had a great sense of general

effect The music glitters and roars and

warbles in well-disposed contrasts, but

the inner life is wanting It is the same

with his treatment of characters They
metaphorically strut and pose and ges

ticulate, but express next to nothing,

they get into frenzies but are for the

most part incapable of human passion
The element of wholesome musical sin

cerity is wanting m him, but the power
of astonishing and bewildering is al

most unlimited His cleverness is equal
to any emergency

"

Notwithstanding these lamentable

faults, Meyerbeer was an operatic com

poser of impoitance
<c

Meyerbeer was
an innovator," wrote Arthtir Hervey,
"his operas contain great beauties, he

showed extraordinary dramatic percep
tion and marked originality, he devised

new instrumental effects 3 he helped to

prepare the way for the modern music-

drama With more strength of char

acter, Meyerbeer would have done yet

greater things He had at his command
the genius and the opportunities

JJ

Hugo Riemann thus summed up

Meyerbeer's historic importance "His

tory will point to Meyerbeer's music as

one of the most important steps to Wag
ner's art

"

Principal works by Giacomo Meyer
beer

OPERA // Crociato in Egitto , Robert Ic

diable , Les Huguenots ,
Dot, Peldlaqei in

*)chlesien, Le Prophdte ,
L'fitoile du nord,

Dmorah
t L'Afncame

CHORAL Gott und die Natw , Gutenberg,
Maria und ihr genius , Festhymmts, Das

dcr tnu\d am tfrath #t

Afatir, Psalms, Mt\trfn

ORCHI-STR\ I'ciLkeltanzt , march, o\ertur<

Songs

About tnacomo Meverbeer

Blaze de Bur>, Angt Henri Meyerbc t r

Sa Vie, ws Oemm ct \on Temps , Curzon,

Henri Meyerbeer, Duanac, Lionel Alex

ander Meyerbeer, Kapp, Julius Meyubeer t

Kohut, \dolphe Mty^rbeer

Important recordings of music by

Ciiacorno Meyerbeer
SELECTIONS FROM OPLRV L'Afrnainc,

"Overture" (GR^MOPHOND-Blech) , "\ditu,

mon doux nvagc (COLUMBI \-Rethberg) ,

"Fille des rois
11

(ODEON) , "\damastor, roi

dcs vagues" (ViCTOR-Ruffo) , "Prelude,

Marche mdienne" (GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
"O

Paradis" (VicroR-Gigli) Dmorah, "Ombre

legere" (P-VTHE) ,
"En chasst" (COLUMBIA)

Les Huguenot* f "Noble* seigneurs, salut'"

and "Une dame noble ct sage" (ViCTOR-

Onegm) ,
"O beau pays de la Tourame"

(Cc)LUMBTA-Norena) ,
"Ballet music" (Gii\M-

oPHONE-Blech) ,
"Gloire an grand Dieu \an-

geur" (GRAMOPHONE),
t(O Ciel ' on cotirre/-

vous" (GRAMOPHONE) Lc Proplnte, "Ah,

mon fils'" (VicroR-Onegin) ,
"Prelude"

(GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
"Coronation march"

(VicroR-Mengclbeig) ,
"Roi du ciel"

(PATHE) ,
"0 pretres de Baal" (VICTOR-

Onegm) Robert h diable, "Oiuerture"

(GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
"Voici done le debris"

(COLUMBIA)

Stanislaus Moniuszko 1819-1872

"The composer of Halka must be con

sidered a musician of very original

powers" HANS VON BULOW

TANISLAUS MONIUSKO was

born in Ubiel, near Minsk, on May
S

} 1819, the son of a former officer in

the army of Napoleon From his

mother, he received his first instruction

m music After acquiring the elements,

he was placed under Augustus Freyer
m Warsaw In 1837, he went to Berlin

where for two years he was a student

under C F Rundenhagen One year

later, he emerged as a composer, with

Three songs, which G W Fink de

scribed in the Allgememe Mus^kahsche

Zeiiung as "national m word and

tune distinguished by surety and de

cisiveness
"

In 1842
;
he published the

first part of his Home song book, and

was instantly recognized as a song com

poser of great distinction

"Not for a moment do I hesitate to

put the songs of Moniuszko in the
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highest class of lyric composition," wrote
the Russian composer, Serov, m 1869,
"as represented by the great names of

Schubert and Schumann m Western

Europe, and m our country by Ghnka
and Dargomijsky

"

From Berlin, Moniuszko went to

Vilna where for many years he earned
his living by playing the organ at St

John's Church, and teaching the piano
He did not neglect composition In

1846, there was produced in Warsaw his

opera-bouffe, The Lottery, which en

joyed great popularity. During the next

year, Moniuszko was engaged m the

task of composing his monumental folk-

opera, Halka often designated as the

first national Polish opera, Halka was

given its first performance at the Vilna

concert-hall on January 1, 1848.

Discussing Halka, Zdzislaw Jachi-
mecki wrote "The listener is carried

upon the stream of the music, and al

ways feels the personality of the corn-

poser, and the sincerity of his inspira
tion. The songs of the opera are very
melodious, characteristic and dramatic
There are, however, also other remark
able factors which raise it to the rank
of a masterpiece No Polish dramatic

composer had previously expressed by
dance scenes the Polish national tem

perament so perfectly as Moniuszko
did,"

Ten yeai> after its first performance
at the Vilna concert-hall, Halka \\as in

troduced with great MICLCSS to the \Var-
iviw opera house Since that time it has
been performed by the foremost opera
houses thruotit the \\orld T coming to

Prague in 1868, St Petersburg, Kie\
and Moscow m 1892, and, finally, to

New York in 1905 Halka has also

made its appearance in a Polish talking

film, in which version it was released

thruout Europe and America.

Moniuszko followed the success of

Halka with another popular opera, The
Terrible castle, performed in Warsaw
on September 28, 1865

In 1858, Moniuszko changed his per
manent home from Vilna to Warsaw,
where for many years he was busily en

gaged in conducting at the opera house,
in teaching theory at the Conservatory,
and in composing During the last

years of his life, he produced two operas
which were decided failures, The Pariah
in 1869 and Beata m 1872. These fail

ures broke his heart and spirit, bringing
on his fatal illness. He died in Warsaw
on June 4, 1872

In April of 1926, the Vienna Volks-

oper revived Halka with overwhelming
success

Principal works by Stanislaus

Moniuszko *

OPERA The Lottery, Halka
; Phs

,
The

Countess', The Terrible castle, The Panah;
Beata

CHORAL; Sonnets from the Crimea] Spec
tres; Seven masses; Two leqtiiems; Four
Ostrobramer htames

, hymns, etc

ORCHESTRA* Bajka overture, incidental

music to Hamlet, Merry wives of Windsor,
etc

About 400 songs, piano pieces, etc

About Stanislaus Moniuszko

Jachimecki, Zdislaw Stanislaus Momwssko
Musical Quarterly 1453 January 1928,

Poland-America 5 93 August 1924

Important recordings of music by
Stanislaus Moniuszko
ORCHESTRA Bajka (SYRENA)
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA* Halka, "Gydyby

rannem slenkiem" ( GRAMOPHONE), "I ty mu
wicrzysz" (ODEOW) , "Overture," "Mazurka,"
"Mountaineer's dance/' "Polonaise," etc

( SYRENA )
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Pierre Monsigny 1729-1817

of the creators of the French

opcra-comique, Pierre Alexander de

Monsigny, was born in Franquem-
hergues, near St, Omer, He was given
an intensive education at the Jesuit Col

lege of St Omer, where one of the

Jesuits taught him the violin In his

eighteenth year, the death of his father

placed the burden of the support of his

family upon his shoulders Realizing
that the opportunities m his native city

were few and far between, he left for

Paris, with thirty francs in his pocket
Soon after his arrival in the French

capital, he secured a position as clerk in

the Bureaux des Comptes du Clerge
In 1752, an itinerant operatic company

from Italy presented m Paris Pergolesi's

sparkling La Serva padrona This

sparkling opcra-bouffe stirred Monsigny
who felt that he had, at last, found the

medium in which he wished to express
himself musically He decided to return

to music study with greater intensity as

preparation for creative work. He took
lessons in harmony from Gianotti, a

disciple of Rameau, making such

progress in five months that he was
able to submit to his teacher the manu
script of a comic-opera, Les Aveux
indiscrets,

This comic-opera was performed at

the Theatre de la Foire on February 7,

1759 The following year, another

Monsigny opera, Le Maitre en droit re

ceived presentation With Le Cadi dupe,
produced in 1761, Monsigny became one
of the most popular composers of his

time Le Cadi dupe attracted the atten

tion of Sedaine, eminent librettist, who
presented himself to Monsigny and of
fered to write the books for his operas
Together, they produced such over

whelming successes as On ne s'avise

jamais de tout, Le Roi et le fermier and
Rose et Colas

In 1768, Monsigny was given the posi
tion of maitre dhotel in the household
of the Duke of Orleans. This was, for
the most part, a sinecure enabling
Monsigny to live in great luxury, amass
considerable wealth and, at the same
time, to devote himself uninterruptedly
to composition During the next few
years, Monsigny produced some of his

most resounding successes, including Le
Deserteur (1769) concerning which
Berijoz Wat, later to write some rapturous

paragraphs of praise Lc Faucon

(1772), Lc Rendezvous Men employe

(1774) and Felix (1777)

Cunousiy enough, altho Felix was
an overwhelming success and despite
thfi fact that it revealed Monsigny at

h
-

ht of his CTeative po Mon.

was neyer m tQ com
WQrk Monsigny hirnsdf m

explained his silence to

confessing that not another

idga tQ his^ after

hk(J death for m
. .

the Duk
f

of Orle
.

ans died
:

and his son greatly appreciative ot

Monsigny s music appointed him ad-

mmistrator of his affairs and inspector
f th

,

e canals of Orleans The French
Revolution not only brought these posi-

^ns to
,

an end
' ^

ut also
wjP

ed
r
out

Monsigny s sizable fortune. There fol-

lowed Poverty and suffering In 1798,
the 9Pera J ^1(!Ue gave Monsigny an

annuity of $500 a year. When Napoleon
heard about thls grant surprised to

learn lhat
,

the
gf

ea
l composer Monsigny

was Stl11 al ve he increased it to $1500.
In 1800 '

uPon the death of Piconm,

Monsigny was appointed Inspector at the

Conservatory He was, however, un-

fitted for the Post '
due to his ^adequate

musical technique, and was forced to
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give it up t\\o \ears later In 1813,

Monsigny succeeded Gretr\ at the In-

stitut, and in 1816 he \\as a\varded the

Legion of Honor

Pierre Alexander cle MonMgny died m
Pans on January 14, 1817 An impres
sive funeral ceremony at St Laurent
attested to the high respect and admira
tion which his \\ork still commanded in

Pans

A contemporary of Monsigny de

scribed him as follows "He \\as of

medium height, his appearance was
noble and benevolent, and his manners
were at the same time both simple and

elegant He preserved until his extreme
old age all that distinguished a man who
has lived in the best society His char

acter, full of sweetness and kindness,
without a trace of pettiness or envy,

brought him the affection and high es

teem of all those who knew him The
most salient trait of his make-up was a

most exquisite sensibility
"

While it is quite true that none ot

Monsigny's comic-operas have survived,

they were all-important in serving as

models for all future French composers
of the opera-comiqite Monsigny had
an inadequate musical technique which,
more than once, revealed appalling gaps
in his musical construction But what
he lacked in science he more than com

pensated for in charm, grace and melodic

beauty Adolphe Adam, famous com

poser of opera-comique, has spoken of

the "exquisite sensibility/' the "comic

verve," the "dramatic movement and ex

pressive force" of Monsigny 's music
Berlioz has expressed the opinion that

Monsigny was as genuine and as im

portant in his own field, as Gluck was in

his

Principal works by Pierre Alexander
de Monsigny
OPERA Les Aveux mdiscrets

, Le Maitre
en droit

,
Le Cadi dupe ,

On ne s'avise jamais
de tout, Le Roi et Je fenwer, Rose et Colas,
Le Deserteiir, Le Faucon, Le Rendezvous
bien employS,

About Pierre Alexander de Monsigny
Adam, Adolphe D&rtners Souvenirs d'un

Mi&siQien, Boschot, Adolphe Cheg les Mu-
sictens

, Pougin, Arthur Monsigny et son
Temps

Philippe de Monte 1521-1603

HILIPPE ot MOXTE, the last of

the great representative^ of the

Flemish school of contrapuntal music,
\vas born in Malmes in 1521 Material
about his earl} life is meagre, but it is

known that as a boy he was a chorister

at the St Rumold's Cathedral, which
was under the patronage of Queen
Margaret of Austria In early manhood
he came to Naples where for fifteen

years he followed the trade of tutor

Here he came into intimate friendship
with Orlando de Lasso

II, consort of Queen Mar} One year
accompanied de Monte on a tour thru

Italy in 1554 At any rate, in that year
de Monte came to Rome, met Palestrma,
and succeeded in publishing his first

book of five-part madrigals From
Rome he went to Antwerp, then to Lon
don where he joined the choir of Philip
II, consort of Queen Mary One year
later, he returned to his native country
For the next ten years, Philippe de

Monte toured Italy extensively as com
poser, singer and performer, acquiring
a great reputation for his contrapuntal
music One of his contemporaries,
Chancellor Selt (in 1555), referred to

him as "the best composer in the whole

century
*'

In 1572, he was awarded the

honorary and non-resident position of

treasurer at the Cathedral of Cambrai,
and three years after this was elevated

to canomcate

In 1586, De Monte went to Vienna
where he was given his most important
musical post choirmaster to Emperor
Maximilian II He retained his posi
tion until the end of his life

Philippe de Monte died in Vienna on

July 4, 1603 After his death, his

piohfic output passed into complete ob

scurity It was not until our time that
a group of distinguished musicologists
principally G van Doorslaer and
Charles van den Borren unearthed his

work and revealed its outstanding
artistic importance There has recently
been sponsored and launched the pub
lication of the complete works of

Philippe de Monte under the editorship
of Charles van den Borren and Canon
van Nuffel
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PHILIPPE DE MONTE

Philippe de Monte composed a library
of masses, madrigals, motets, etc These

works, G van Doorslaer informs us,

are characterized by "a simple, pure and

elegant style, and at the same time by
a profound technique of harmony and

counterpoint
"

"With Monte/' wrote Charles van den
Borren in analyzing de Monte's style,

"the edifice is slowly and patiently put

together by means of little pieces fitted

one upon another with the most marvel
ous suppleness and most impeccable
sureness He has, like Lasso, a vigorous

i>ens-plastique of which the delicate ma
teriality is in opposition with the more
ethereal substance of Palestrina's work/'

Principal works by Philippe de

Monte
CHORAL- Thirty-five masses, about 1,000

madrigals ; motets, etc.

About Philippe de Monte

Doorslaer, G van La Vie et les Ocwvres de

Philippe de Monte
Chestenan 11 70 December 1929, Musical

Times 72 1036 November 1, 1931
, Proceedings

of the Musical Association 57 '99, 1930-1931

Claudio Monteverdi 1567-1643

QLAUDIO MONTEVERDI, the first

of the great Italian opera composers,
was born in Cremona on May IS, 1567.
The existing facts of his early life are

not very informative It is known that,

while still young, he wras a pupil of

Ingegnen, one of the most important
musical theoreticians of the time.

Monteverdi acquired such a thoro mu
sical education from him that he was

able, in 1583, to publish his first book of

madrigals which disclosed a contrapun
tal skill of great mastery

In 1589, Monteverdi became a violist

in the court orchestra of the Duke of

Mantua From this time on, biographi
cal material about him becomes more

plentiful His salary was twelve and a

half Mantuan crowns a month (a decent

income), but m view of the fact that he

was expected to live in style he was al

ways in financial difficulties. Howr

ever,

this was an important post for Monte
verdi, for here he found recognition for

his unmistakable musical gifts He en

joyed such great esteem in the eyes of

the Duke that when, in 1595, the Duke
traveled to Hungary, and, in 1599, to

Flanders and Spa, he insisted upon tak

ing his gifted musician with him

The latter trip was of far-reaching

importance to Monteverdi's artistic de

velopment, bringing him into contact

with the French school of composers,
their technique and style of composition
which he was to utilize extensively We
are informed by Monteverdi's brother

that Claudio Monteverdi was the first

composer in Italy to "practise the French
manner of vocal writing in the new
style which has been much admired dur

ing the last three or four yearSj whether
as the accompaniment of words of

motets or madrigals, or songs and anas
>J

In 1601, Monteverdi was appointed

chapel master to the house of Gonzaga
in Mantua, and as an additional mark
of honor was accorded full citizenship
His salary was small

,
it was said that he

was frequently compelled to fight the

treasurer to receive that little which was
due him, The work was exacting, par
ticularly to a composer of Monteverdi's

temperament, who could work only

slowly and painfully. Frequently the

compulsion to complete assignments on a

few days' notice depressed him and
made him violently ill "I do most

heartily pray your most Serene High-
ness/' he was compelled to write to the
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Duke at one time, "for the lo\e of God,
no longer to put so much \\ ork on me

,

and to gi\e me more tune, for m\ great
desne to serve \ou, and the excess ot

m\ fatigue \\ill not fail to shorten ni}
life

"

In 1605, Monteverdi published his

fifth book of madrigals With this pub
lication, one phase of his artistic career

came to an end From this time on, he
was to go in an altogether new direction,
a direction which was to bring him a

permanent position of importance m mu
sical history

The marriage of the Duke's son to

Margherita, the Infanta of Savoy, in

1607, inspired Monteverdi to compose
a work for the occasion in the then
new art form of the opera During his

trip to Flanders, in 1599, he had heard

reports about that group in Florence

who, under Giovanni Bardi's wing, had
evolved a new type of musical art

1 The
report interested him excessively On
his return to Italy, he attended a per
formance of Pen's Eundite, when his

enthusiasm for the opera form grew
When, therefore, he wished to commem
orate the wedding of his employer's son,
he decided to try his hand at the new
form The opera was Ananna, and it

was so triumphant during its perform
ance at the wedding ceremony, that

Monteverdi decided to continue in this

new sphere of composition
One year later, Monteverdi published

his masterpiece, the opera Orfeo, which
is frequently credited as being the first

great opera

Discussing the score of Orfeo, Henri
Prumeres wrote "The whole score

shows considerable attention to variety
of effect Contrast abounds The
powerful Venetian colorist is at work
The first act is a luminous tone picture
in clear-tints It is almost entirely given
up to joyous shepheid choruses with

dancing The atmosphere of the

second act is sombre thruout In Act
III, by the substitution of brass for

strings, Monteverdi produces a dark and

tiuly malevolent effect The Fourth Act
?s all in half-tints, suited to the pale

light which reigns m the infernal re

gions, and in Act V there is a progres
sion from the dark despair of Orpheus

1 See sketch on Caccirn

to the golden glow of musical aj)otheosib
He sho\\s an astonishing tenMti\e-

ness to the expre,sM\e \alue of each in

strument, and to \vhat \\e call instru

mental color
"

twOne of the most remarkable features

of this work," in the opinion of Frank
Howes,

*

is the great flexibility and

power of the recitative, which is very
light, and carries the drama forwards
more rapidly than does a good deal of
the recitative in later works

"

In 1613, Monteverdi left Mantua to

compete for the post of chapel-master
of St Mark's Cathedral in Venice His

performance on the organ so impressed
the Procurators that, then and there,

they offered him a salary of three hun
dred ducats a year, instead of the usual
two hundred In this position, Monte
verdi remained until the end of his life,

living simply and in seclusion m a

monk's cell and devoting his time to the

composition of church music and operas
and to the training of his choir

Meanwhile, his name grew more and
more famous thruout the entire world of

music In 1637, the first opera house in

Venice opened its doors Its frequent
performances of Monteverdi's operas
brought him enormous prestige There
was hardly a musician thruout Europe
who was not acquainted with some of his

music and who did not revere his name
In 1643, Monteverdi decided to take

one last glimpse of the city of his birth

Unfortunately, his wish never reached
realization Falling seriously ill on the

voyage, he was brought back to Venice,
where he died on November 29, 1643
He was buried with pomp and ceremony,
accorded a funeral usually given only to

princes
Monteverdi was known to have been

a man of austere simplicity, very serious

and grave in his behaviour, proud and
self-assured in his conduct He was
intimately acquainted with the classic^
and philosophy He worked hard thru
out his life He knew only one diver

sion, the practice of alchemy
Casting a glance over the formidable

output of Monteverdi's genius' his

church and secular music- Benr/i
Prumires commented as follows ,"Ttu$
immense work is inexhaustible ]Jt

astonishes by its richness as ,by its ui-
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CLAUDTO MONTEVERDI

the direction towards which Italian

opera was to travel

Monteverdi is frequently referred to,

by the musical historian, as the "father

of modern orchestration
" Truth to tell,

the orchestration of his operas was many
years ahead of its time He introduced

such new effects as pizzicato and trem

olo, which were electrically new for

their days ;
his dissonances enriched har

monic language immeasurably, he first

evolved a dramatic style of composition
for the orchestra. But, most important
of all, he made a sharp distinction be

tween an "instrumental" style of com

position and "vocal." "He produced
music," wrote Adam Carse, "which is

only possible on string instruments ; mu
sic, in which the interest is that of har

mony, texture and tone-color, and is

completely independent of imitative

movement of parts
"

Recently, the eminent Italian compos
er, Francesco Mahpiero, edited for pub
lication the complete works of Monte
verdi. Another recent composer, Vin-

credible variety Yet the personality of

Monteverdi gives to this work, written in

styles not only different but incongruous,
a surprising unity. Everything bears

the mark of his genius, the contrapuntal cent d'Indy, restored the Ulncorona

motets, the madrigals with their barbaric sione di Popped, which was presented by

dissonances, the graceful canzonette, the the Juilliard School of Music in New
O ' ^r TT * -i t~\ jf\ X* .4 s\ j*. f+

dramatic narrations The slightest ariet

ta by Monteverdi has so peculiar a quali

ty that the composer can be recognized
in the very first bars . The music of

York m 1932-1933

Principal works by Claudio Monte
verdi

__ - OPERA Ananna, Ballo dclle mgrate ,
Mad-

Monteverdi, like that of Bach, is never dalena, Didone , Armida\ Adone , Ulncoro-

empty of thought and feeling, it does nazione di Poppea, Orfeo, etc

not find its end in itself but in the emo- CHORAL. Eight books of madrigals, scherzi

tions it expresses. His vehement soul
musicah, motets, masses, requiems, etc

is revealed entire, with its passionate
sadness, its powerful sensuality, its love
of life; for this great Latin artist, who
suffered so greatly, preserved to the end
that love and feeling for life

"

Monteverdi's importance m musical

history rests not with his church music

which, though often labored, possessed temi

great imagination and power but m his

operas As Paul Bekker pointed out,
his outstanding contribution lay in

"shaping their [Florentines] achieve

ments, which though bold and of genuine
worth were still rather tentative, into a

vigorous form of art
"

While the pio
neer efforts of Caccmi and Pen should

About Claudio Monteverdi

Mackie, M D Monteverdi, His Life and
Works, Prumeres, Henri Claudio Monte
verdi

Musical Times 65 '509 June 1924,

Important recordings of music by
Claudio Monteverdi '

FROM OPERA Ananna, "Lascia-
morire" (PARLAPHONE) L'Incorona-

jsione di Poppea, "Lullaby" (COLUMBIA)
OrfcOj "Ecco purch'a voi ntorno" (VICTOR)
CHORAL. Lagrime d'wnante al sepolcro dell'

awata, madrigal-sestina, (COLUMBIA)

Cristobal Morales 1500-1553

CRISTOBAL MORALES, one of the

,, .
,

. earliest of great Spanish church
not be minimized m importance, it was composers, was born m Seville about
Monteverdi who first definitely pointed 1500. As a boy, he sang for six
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CRISTOBAL MORALES

years in the choir of the Seville Cathe
dral under Fernandez de Castilleja, the

chapel master. His beautiful voice

brought him to Rome, in 1535, where
he joined the choir of the Pope, Three

years after this, Ins first known work
a cantata for six voices was given per
formance There followed a fertile out

pouring of choral compositions, includ

ing several magnificats, three volumes of

motets, and two volumes of masses
In 1540, Morales was given leave from

the papal choir to return to his native

country Between 1545 and 1553, he
held the post of chapel-master first in

Toledo and then m Malaga It seems

that, m the latter year, he took a leave

of absence from his Malaga position ex

pressly to apply once again for his

former chapel-master assignment in

Toledo, At any rate, all trace is lost of

him from this time on, and it is be

lieved that he died somewhere m Spam,
sometime between September 4 and Oc
tober 7 m 1553

The singular importance of Morales
as a composer rests in the fact that he

was one of the first great Spanish com

posers to disclose to the rest of Europe
the peculiar individuality of the Spanish
mind. His prolific output of church

music is characterized by an amazing
technique No less a theoretician than

Padre Martini greatly admired, and fre

quently commented upon. Morales'

choral structure. Hew ever, at J. I>

Trend pointed out ? "Morales is saved
from dullness by his imagination ;

he
had such a complete command of the

methods of hib time that he could afford

to break the strictest rules . , when the

occasion demanded It."

"The art of Morales/' wrote Cecil

Gray, "is perhaps less directly moving
than that of most of his compatriots,
and it has in it something of the cere

monious stiffness and solemn, courtly
demeanor of a Spanish grandee; never

theless, this somewhat forbidding aspect
conceals a vein of sombre and passionate

intensity which is often exceedingly
compelling and impressive."

Cristobal Morales' works have been

published in the first volume of the

Hispamae scholae musica sacra, edited

by Felipe Pedrell

Principal works by Cristobal Morales
CHORAL Cantatas, magnificats, motets,

masses

About Cristobal Morales

Gray, Cecil A History of Music, Mitjana
y Gordon, Rafael Estudios sobre Algitnos
Musicos Espaiioles del Siglo XVI', Trend, J
B The Music of Spanish History ,

Van Vech-
ten, Carl The Music of Spam

Thomas Morley 1557-1606

rT*HE first of the great English madn-

gahsts, Thomas Morley, was born
m England in IS 57 As a boy, he was
a chorister in St. Paul's Cathedral In

1573, his voice broke and, leaving the

St Paul choir, he became a pupil of

William Byrd
Jn 1589, Morley was appointed or

ganist at St. Paul's Cathedral, a position
he held for almost four years During
this time, he was strongly implicated as

a political agent in Flandersbecoming
reconciled to the Catholic Church so

that he might better allay suspicion and
was discovered by Paget, a Roman
Catholic, who intercepted some letters of

Morley's, With imprisonment, perhaps
death, facing him, Morley came (in the

words of Paget himself)
f

'asking on his

knees forgiveness I was content to let

him go
"

Scorched by this contact with politics,

Morley contented himself with devoting
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the remainder of his life to nui^u In

15(>2 t he became a gentleman of the

Chapel Rojal One jear later, he pub
lished his" hrst \olume of Canzonets

1594 sa\\ the publication ot his first book

at madrigals whuh. \\ith the exception
of the sohtau examples produced b\

William Byrd'vvere the first important

specimens of madrigal form in Eng
land '

Discussing English madrigal compos
ers from Thomas Morley on, Ernest

Walker wrote "So far as greatness m
handling of material there can be no

doubt that the concerted vocal music of

the chief men of the time represents the

supreme flower of English art

Limited by necessary historical condi

tions as their technical resources are,

they can between them cover a wide

range of emotional expression, and por

tray it from end to end, with a subtle

directness that places their work very

high among the things worthy of per
manent remembrance by musicians of

all nationalities They can look in the

face any composer who has ever lived,

if they are not among the supreme
divinities they are at any rate Titans

among the earth-born
"

All of Thomas Moi ley's published
work falls within the span of a few

years Following the publication of his

madrigals, he produced a set of ballets

in 1595 (including such gems as Now is

the month of Maying and About the

Maypole new), in 1598, a second volume
of madrigals, in 1599, a book of Con
sort Lessons and, in 1600, a book of airs

On September 28, 1598, Thomas Mor-

ley was granted the patent for printing

songbooks and music paper A com
petitor, John Day, claimed priority to

the patent After considerable alterca

tion, the matter was brought before the

House of Commons which decreed that

the patent was to remain exclusively
with Morley until his death, after which
it would become public property

Ill-health compelled Morley to aban
don composition and retire from the

Chapel Royal in 1602 In 1603, he
edited the charming book of madrigals,
The Tnumphes of Onanaf written in

honor of Queen Elizabeth, to which the

iotemobt madrigal composers m Eng
land contributed numbers

Thomas Morley died in London some
time between 1603 and 1606 Historians

have for a long time give 1603 as the

definite date, but modern music olog\
tends to 1606 as more accurate Be
sides his compositions, Morley, wrote a

sparkling dialogue entitled A plamc and
easie introduction to practical! musicke,

published in 1597

What Edmund Horace Fellow es wrote
about Morley's canzonets might well ap

ply to all of his secular works, his bal

lets and madrigals as well They reflect,

wrote Fellowes, "the light-hearted spirit

of the composer, who excelled all the

English madrigal ists m this particular
vein They are written with con
summate skill and with extraordinarily
full harmonic effect, while their phrasing
and melodic beauty go near perfection

"

Principal works by Thomas Morley
CHORAL Canzonets , ballets, madrigals ,

airs

INSTRUMENTAL Fantasias

About Thomas Morley
Andeiton, H Orsmond Eatly English

Music
, Becker, Oscar Die Enghschen Madn-

gahsten , Fello\ves, Edmund Horace English
Madrigal Composes, Heseltme, Philip The
English Ayre , Walker, Ernest A Short His
tory of English Music

Important recordings of music by
Thomas Morley
CHORAL Fire, fire my heart (COLUMBIA) ,

Hard by a Crystal fountain ( ROYCROFT-English
Singers) ,

It was a lover and hu lass (CO
LUMBIA) ,

Now is the month of Maying (Rov-
CROFT-English Singers), mistiesse mine
(GRAMOPHONE) , Sing we and chant it (Rov-
CROFT-Enghsh Singers)

INSTRUMENTAL Fantasias for two viols

( CoLUMBrA-Dolmetsch)

Moritz Moszkowski 1854-1925

l^TORITZ MOSZKOWSKI was born
iTA

in Breslau on August 23, 1854 He
began the study of the piano m Dresden,
continuing it at the Stern Conservatory
in Berlin His studies were completed at

the Kullak Conservatory
In 1873, Moszkowski made an impres

sive debut as concert pianist m Berlin

Shortly after this, he was engaged as

teacher of the piano at the Kullak Con-

Moszkowski
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seivatory, holding thit> position \\ith dis

tinction for many years
After a successful concert tour as

pianist, which took him thruout Europe,
Aloszkowski settled in Pans m 1897, He
had, by this time, acquired a soaring
fame as a composer He had already

composed many small pieces for the

piano (including his frequently per
formed Spanish dances} which made
his name known thruout the length and
breadth of Europe, His opera, Boabdil,
was given an impressive first perform
ance in Berlin in 1892 His Concerto

for piano and orchestra was acclaimed

m Germany and England
In recognition of his importance as a

composer, Germany selected him as a

member of the Berlin Academy m 1899

Moszkowski's last years were in strik

ing contrast to his fame and success of

early manhood. He had disposed of all

his copyrights for a handsome figure,

enough to insure him financial stability

for the remainder of his life Un
fortunately, he invested all this money
in Russian, Polish and German securi

ties The World War, therefore,

brought him financial ruin The closing

years of his life were spent m dire

penury and ill-health An effort was
made by the music world to raise funds

for him sufficient to bring him material

comforts But when this plan reached

realization, Moszkowski was a dying
man. He passed away in Pans on
March 4, 1925

Fannie Edgar Thomas, a pupil of

Moszkowski, has recorded the following

description of the composer "Moszkow
ski is one of those 'ever-will-be-youthful'

types of men, tall, slender, of a certain

easy grace in carriage, a gentle air

Hair and mustache are somewhat auburn
and not over plenteous, face rather long,
with high brow, kindly eyes, the hands

long and slender, with a few freckles

on them, the speaking tones clear, gentle,

good-humored and haunting
"

As a composer, Moszkowski is best

known for his pieces for the piano
which, as Paderewski once commented,
embraced the whole gamut of piano

technique

"The music of Moszkowski," wrote

George Lowe, "follows in legitimate line

MORITZ MOSZKOWSKI

that of Schumann and Chopin It is

romantically conceived and built up out
of well sustained melodies and bold har
monies not too remotely related The
wealth of melody and the generally at

tractive quality of the rhythms are

marked features m the work of this

composer There is no hesitancy in the

sequence of his musical themes They
flow from a source that is clear and
undisturbed . It is by his delightful
dance music that Moszkowski will prob
ably always be best known . Mosz
kowski like Chopin has shown how
dance music may be both scholarly and

artistic, and if he fails to stimulate our
intellect or stir any depths of emotions,
he sets our pulses tingling, and makes
us feel the glamour of the world, way
ward doings of youth beneath sunny
Spanish skies, and the various character

istics that dominate the people of his

country Poland It may be the life of

action only that he has the power to pic

ture vividly, but he does it with a sub

tle and compelling fascination. That is

the essence of his genius
"

Principal works by Montz Mosz
kowski

OPERA Boabdil

BALLET Lamm
ORCHESTRA Jeanne d'Arc

, Phantashscher

mg\ Aus oiler Herren Lander
, (orchestrated)

Two suites ; Prelude and fugue for strings ,
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zwlm ttnd

/fir PMIW and ttnhi \tni, etc

An tntirt hhrar\ oi piano music

two books of Spanish tkncts ski//en f
laiui-

tella, fctudeb, etc ) , sung^

About Mont? Moszkouski

Collins, \\ F Laiml II mner\

Gramophone Magazine 3 ^8 July

Aftmi/ifa; J/wmfl/ tf*0ftf 45128 May
57 72 March 1927, ,\fun<0J Opinion 50 10H8

August 1927

Important recordings of music by
Montz Moszko\vski

SOLECTIONS FROM OPERA Boobdtl, "Mala-

guefia" (VICTOR)

ORCHFSTRV A us aller Herren Lander, ar

ranged {GR \\toPHONF) , Spanish dances, Book

1, arranged (CoLUMBi v-Kerby) ,
bwte no 1

(ViCTGR-Damrosch)
PIANO Serenata (Cor uMBiA-Fnedmann) ,

The Juggleress (VICTOR-Levitzki) ,
&tude in

G-flat major (GR\MGPHc>NF-De Greef)
VIOLIN AND Pi VNO Guitarrc (VICTOR-

Heifetz)

Modest Moussorgsky 1839-1881

ODEST PETROVICH MOUS-
SORGSKY, one of the component

parts of that important nationalistic

school kno\vn as the "Russian five" was

born m Karevo, in the government of

Pskov, on March 21, 1839 His father,

a prosperous landowner, had married a

serf

We learn from his autobiography

(which, curiously enough, Moussorgsky
wrote in the third person) that his was
a happy childhood, in which music

played an important role from the first

"Under the influence of his nurse,"

Moussorgsky wrote, "he became familiar

with the old Russian tales It was main

ly his familiarity with the very spirit of

the life of the people that impelled him
to extemporize music before knowing
even the most elementary rules of piano

playing His mother gave him his first

piano lessons
"

It was not for music, but for the army,
that Moussorgsky was at first intended

After completing his preliminary studies

in St Petersburg, he entered, and finally

graduated from, the Military School for

Ensigns, becoming an officer of the

Preobrajensky Regiment Military rou
tine was hateful to htm from the first,

and thruout his three years m the army
he constantly sought escape

1 See sketch on Balakirev

\n officei m the legiment, lecogmz-
Mouttsorgsk}'s great lo\e foi miibic,

introduced him to that distinguished
t omposer, Dargomij sky Dargomij sky,

in turn, introduced Moussorgsky to

Balakirev and Borodin 'He was a

true little fop," wrote Borodin about his

first meeting with young Moussorgsky,
"all spick and span in a well-fitting uni

form, \\ell groomed, his hair carefully

brushed, his hands perfectly manicured

He spoke mmcmgly, interlarding his

sentences with French words He \\as

very popular \\ ith the ladies
"

The enormous enthusiasm of Bala

kirev and Borodin for music, and their

high ideals for a new nationalistic art,

infected Moussorgsky He decided to

join them in their heioic battle to create

d new school of Russian music ^

Realizing now that his life was destined

to go in an entirely new direction, he

resigned from the army, in 1858, and de

voted himself exclusively to music Bala

kirev and Borodin gave him advice, and
under their guidance he composed his

first large works

For a short period, he was absorbed

with composition Then, family re

verses necessitated his return to work
In 1863, he accepted a government post
He was a careless and irresponsible
worker and was dismissed from one

position after another He remained a

government employee, however, until

1879 two years before his death

For several years, Moussorgsky lived

partly in the country, partly at his

mother's home, and partly with his

brother and sister-in-law During these

years, he came into close contact with
Russian peasants and their folk music
He was so intrigued by the homely and

simple beauty and unpretentiousness of

the Russian spirit that, more than ever

before, he decided to devote his art to

giving it expression 'The goal of the

artist/' as he wrote, "should be to study
the most subtle features of human-beings
and of humanity in mass "

At this time, he witnessed a little

episode which was said to have had a

far-reaching influence upon him Pass

ing thru a Russian village, one day, he
saw the town simpleton make love to

the belle Moussorgsky was enchanted
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by the weird, vibrant haunting sentences

of the simpleton sentences which

seemed to the composer to possess more
musical poignancy than any concocted

melody. It was from that time on, it is

believed, that Moussorgsky definitely de

cided to make his music a literal transla

tion of speech "What I want to do is to

make my characters speak on the stage
as they would in real life, and yet write

music which will be thoroughly artistic/'

The first compositions, in which he

disclosed his individuality and power,
came in 1867 a choral number, The
Rout of Sennacherib, several poignant

songs, and the first draught of his only
orchestral composition, A Night on. a

bald mountain But all this was merely
the apprenticeship for the great task

which yet stretched before him * the com

position of a Russian opera which would

give expression to the soul of the Rus
sian people.

His first effort in this direction was a

one-act opera based on Gogol's comedy,
The Marriage, composed in 1868. It

was here that he first experimented with

melodies that resembled human speech.

"If you forget all operatic conventions,"

Moussorgsky wrote to Rimsky-Korsa-

koff, "and admit the principles of musi

cal discourse carried out in all sim

plicity, then The Marnage is an opera.

If I have managed to render the straight

forward expression of thoughts* and

feelings a^ it takes place in human

speech, and if my rendering is artistic

and musieianly, then the deed is done/
1

It cannot be said that the other mem
bers of the Russian five appreciated the

direction which Moussorgsky
J

s art took

in The Marriage When this opera wab

given a private performance at the home
of Cesar Cui, it was regarded more as

an interesting experiment than as an
artistic achievement.

But Moussorgsky saw his direction

clearly before him. He would permit
neither advice nor criticism to swerve
him from his goal. He had crossed the

Rubicon with The Marriage, as he him
self had picturesquely described it, and
was prepared to explore a new world
which he had discovered. Late in 1868,
he began work upon Pushkin's drama,
Boris Godounoff, The composition of

this new opera intoxicated him, inflamed

his imagination, and, as he termed it, "it

went on boiling and bubbling'
1

under
his pen "While I was writing Boris, I

was Boris/* he remarked. It was a

colossal labor of love, composed in white

heat of inspiration

In Boris Godounoff, Moussorgsky
struck new paths even more boldly than

he had clone in The Marriage, In utiliz

ing a prose, instead of a poetical libret

to, he once again made an effort at pro

ducing his new type of song-form which
would be more recitative than melodic,
more speech than song "I foresee a

new kind of melody," wrote Moussorg
sky in defence of Boris,

(t
which will be

the melody of life With great pains I

have achieved a new type of melody
evolved from that of speech. Some day,
all of a sudden, the ineffable song will

arise, intelligible to one and all If I

succeed, I shall stand as a conqueror in

art and succeed I must "

But Boris was unorthodox in direc

tions other than melodic form. It was
built upon an entirely unconventional

operatic pattern There were no major
love scenes, no efflorescent melodies, rio

ballets, no exhibitionistic tenor roles.

The directors of the Imperial Opera,
to whom Moussorgsky submitted Boris,
were frankly puzzled by this strange
work, which, to them, was neither fish,
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tlt>h nw to\\I Hie}, hnall}, refined

it In an attempt to please the directors,

Mtnissorgsk\ began to re\ ise the opera

injecting a fe\v lo\e situations and sev-

eral more singable passages for the prin-

upal characters Itit even in thi^ form
the opera was too unconventional, and
the committee of the Imperial Opera re-

turned it to its composer
Three scenes from Boris were per-

formed at a benefit at the Imperial
Opera on February 3, 1873, creating so

striking an impression that it was finally
decided to grve the entire work per-
formance As a result, Boris Godounojf
was introduced to the \\orld on January
27, 1874 It received a chill reception
The critics were unusually vitrohc, Her-
maim Laroche, perhaps the foremost of

them, referred to the opera as a "patch-
work version" of Pushkin, full of

hoarseness and cacophony/
5

with ac-

companunents that sounded like "a per-
petual strumming on the piano, with
the loud pedal down most of the time

"

Even Moussorgskj's astute confederates
were blind to the originality and great-
ness of the work Rimsky-Korsakoff
savv hardly moie than its "clumsiness
and illiteracy" and at first completely
failed to perceive behind them a work
of first magnitude Cesar Cui wrote a

denunciatory review After twenty per-
formances, Bons passed into obscurity

Moussorgsky attempted to smother
his disappointment with hard work
he was planning another folk-opera,
Khovanstchma, and working intensively
upon The Fa^r at SorotchJ* In 1879
his work was interrupted by a tour of
Southern Russia which he took with
Daria Leonova, a singer The trip had
an exhilarating effect upon him He re-

turned home with renewed spirits, deter-
mined to work harder than ever before

vvhah MoubiM>rgsk\ was doomed to die

the setting in \vhich this genius \\as ex

tinguished, made one shudder You
could see at once that a true Bohemian
had died there Close to the door
stood a cupboard, a desk, t\\o chairs,
and two small tables \\ith newspapers
and five or six books, among them
Berlioz's Traite dc t* instrumentation He
had died like a soldier, sword m hand

A feeling of bitterness rose up in

me strange is the fate of our country
men 1 That a genius like Moussorgsk}

possessed of all the qualities that

fitted him to scale the highest heights of

life, should die in a hospital, among
strangers, without one friendly hand to

close his eyes
"

After Moussorgsky's death, Rimsk}-
Korsakoft and Stassov took upon them
selves the task of editing and revising

Moussorgsky's compositions for publi
cation Truth to tell, his compositions
were in sad need of editing His musical
education had been inadequate, so in

adequate that frequently he had difficulty
m putting down his ideas correctly on

paper Coarseness, clumsiness, awk
wardness abounded in Moussorgsky's
writings "He did not want to increase
his means of expression," wrote Pierre
d'Alheim m justification of Moussorg
sky's mistakes, "he simply tried to trans
late into sound the soul's cries which
struck upon his ears from without or
rose from within himself In

truth, he trampled on the rules

crushed the life out of them by
sheer weight of his thought

"

In this colossal task of editing,
most important work was done by
Rimsky-Korsakofl, who not only com
pleted and polished Khovanstchma, re

vamped A Night on a bald mountain,
but reorchestrated and drastically re
vised Bons Godounoff It was in

gy^r^'siaar s-He died as he had hved-alone whlch he restored many of tfae

XT / ,

w
^*

mto
,^

e Private room at the he had previously deleted In this final
Nikolai Hospital, wrote M M Ivanov, form, Sons conquered the entire world
shortly after Moussorgsky's death "My of muS1c Recently, Moussorgsky'sheart failed me The environment in

original form of Bons was published,
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dud pet foimed in Philadelphia and Kos-

tf)n in concert form under the batons of

Moko\\bki and Kous.sev ityky re^pectne-
1\ At that time, it became apparent
that Boris had lost something of its

elemental po\\er and colossal strength in

Rimsky-Korsakoft's refined and mani
cured edition

"With Boris Godoitnoft" wrote Kurt

Schmdler, "a new type of 'historical

opera
5

has been founded This is the

\vork of the simple and compelling logic
of a master playwright, m which the

great emotional forces, the revolutioniz

ing sentiments of a period are depicted
thru the medium of music

"Moussorgsky was not only a wonder
ful composer individually, but behind
him lay the unexplored musical wealth
of the great Slav nation a mine of

rhythmically and melodically unusual
folk songs ,

of Byzantine church chants

flavoring of the mysterious early Chris
tian periods ,

of old bard tunes, rhap
sodical and full of grandeur, of new and
violent vocal inflections rooted in the

dialects of a rich and varied lan

guage
"In Boris Godounoff, the people are

actually in the foreground of the hap
penings, the great masses are really the

principal actor
,
at first dumb, oppressed,

easily guided, then stirred up, threaten

ing, finally in open revolt and jubilant
war spirit The strong veracity of these

folk scenes can be likened without blas

phemy to such eternal master-pieces as

Shakespeare's Conolanus and Julius

Caesar And m all dramatic music
there is nothing so near to Macbeth as

the specter scene of Bons
"Since Wagner's death there is no

work that has so stirred the musical

world thru its freedom from conven

tion; its direct truth, and its compelling

sincerity
"

Discussing Moussorgsky's individual

type of melody, Paul Bekker com
mented "Moussorgsky proceeds from
the sentence structure and not, like Wag
ner, from the individual word From
the sentence structure he builds a sort

of recitative-hke arioso For this con

struction, to be sure, the simple and
natural singable quality of the Russian

language was a prerequisite There is,

in fact, no language e.xxtpt Italian that

lencK it^elt so readiK to Mngnig as Kuv
Man, and none that disposes of btich rich

material as Russian, particularly among
men's voices Moussorgsky found form
al support for his style in Russian folk

song, and for his treatment oi speech-
melody and of harmony in Russian
church music

"

"Of the 'Five/" wrote Montagu-
Nathan, "he alone appears to have pos
sessed the true seer's vision His art

is to be described as an expression of
socialism m simultaneous relation to

people and to music In opera, as in

song, he \\as close follower of his master

(Dargomijsky) His dramatic, as well
as his vocal works, are informed by that

steadfast desire for naturalness \vhich

Dargomijsky seems to have been the
first to awaken in him For more than
either Balakirev, Cm or Borodin, Mous-
sorgsky reflects the spirit of the sixties

m Russia, his works are in much closer

touch with the literature and painting of

that period They show us that, altho

he was regarded with some alarm by
his friends as a revolutionary, his ideals

were of a kind that could not fail, when
realized, to promote the evolution of the
musical art

"

The fame of Bons Godounoff has, to

a large degree, obscured the fact that

Moussorgsky was likewise a great com
poser of song

Principal works by Modest Moussorg
sky
OPERA The Marriage, Bons Godounoff,

Khovanstchma
,

The Fair at Sorofchmtsi
(completed by N Tcherepmne)
ORCHESTRA A Night on a bjld mountain,

Pictures at an exhibition (orchestrated by
Maurice Ravel)

CHORAL Joshua, The Rout of Sennacherib

Songs , pieces for the piano

About Modest Moussorgsky
Calvocoressi, M D Moussorgsky , Riese-

mann, Oskar von Moiissorgsky

Important recordings of music by
Modest Moussorgsky
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Bons- Godounoff,

"Opening chorus" (COLUMBIA ) , "Coronation
scene" (VicroR-Gialiapm) ,

"Varlaam's song"
(ViCTOR-Chaliapin) ,

"I have attained the

highest power" (GRAMOPHONE-Chaliapm) ,

"Clock scene" (QRAMQPHO^E-Qh,ahap;n) ,

"Polonaise" (COLUMBIA) , "Come, let us vote"

(GRAMQPHQNE-Chaliapm) , "Farewell, my
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F am d>ing, ami "Dtdth of Boris" (YUTOR-
thaliapm) The Fair at SorotJnntn, "In

troduction*' (P\KI \PHONt) , "\\h>, m> s<ul

heart" (CiR \Mni>Hn\fr-Rosmg) , "Hopak"
(.BRUNb\viCK-\Volit) KhovanstLhtna 'Tre-
luck" ( COIUMBI \-Hartj ), "Dances of the

Persian sla\cs" (\icroR-Coates), "Entr'acte"

(\ iCTQR-Stokowski)

ORCHESTRA* A Xtyht on a bald mountain

(CoLUMBiv-Para>) , Pictures at an cvhibi-

tioti, orchestrated by Ra\el (VicroR-Konsat-
\itzk>)

SONGS Moussorgskj Song Society, collected

songs (P

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
1756-1791

"I declare to you. on my honor that I con
sider him the greatest composer I have
ever heard

"
JOSLPH HA\ DN

"A most prodigious genius has raised
him above all the masters of all time and
m all the arts "RICHARD WAGNER

YXTOLFGANG AMADEUS MO-
Z A R T christened Johannes

Chrysostomus Wolfgangus Theophilus
Mozart was born in Salzburg on Janu
ary 27, 1756 His father, Leopold
Mozart, was a famous musician in his

own right In his twenty- fourth year,
Leopold received an appointment as

violinist in the orchestra of the Arch
bishop of Salzburg, finally rising to the

position of chapel master He composed
with fertility, and produced a famous
violin method But, as Leopold himself

realized, his greatest work was not his
own music, but his son, Wolfgang
Much has been written about Wolf

gang Amadeus Mozart's phenomenal
precociousness At the age of three, he

already sat in front of the harpsichord
attempting to find harmonic successions
of thirds, whenever he succeeded, his
shrill voice rang out joyfully When
Wolfgang was four, his father began to
teach him the elements of the harpsi
chord and, playfully, the rules of com
position Wolfgang learned these les
sons with such ease that, by his sixth

year, he had produced an imposing
quantity of minuets, sonatas and even
a concerto His sensitive ear could
recognize that the violm of his
father's friend (which Wolfgang jesting
ly called a "butter-box") was tuned an
eighth of a note lower than he himself
tuned his own instrument, and it could

rebel so \iolently against a raucous
sound that at the blast of a trumpet, he
sxvoonecl \\ith pain Music, obviously,
came as naturally to him as breathing
Leopold Mozart, recognizing the ex

traordinary gifts of his t\\o children (for

Marianne, five years Wolfgang's senior,
was also strongly talented) decided to

exhibit his children before all Europe
When Wolfgang was six years old,

therefore, an extensive concert tour

brought him to the foremost concert

halls and royal courts of Europe Wher
ever he performed, the sweet charm of
his personality and his incredible genius
conquered the hearts of music lovers

Francis I of Vienna lovingly refeired to

him as "cm kleme hexenmeister" ("a
little master-wizard") In Frankfurt,
Mozart gave something of a one-man
circus show "He will play," ran the

announcement in the Frankfurt news
paper, "a concerto for the violin, and
will accompany symphonies on the cla

vier, the manuel or keyboard being
covered with a cloth, with as much
facility as if he could see the keys, he
will instantly name all the notes played
at a distance, whether singly or in chords
as on the clavier or any other instrument,
bell, glass or clock He will, finally,
both on the harpsichord and the organ,
improvise as long as may be desired and
in any key

"

(C
I was only fourteen years old/' wrote

Goethe many years later to Eckermann
about this Frankfurt performance, "but
I see, as if I were still there, the little

man with his child's sword and his cuily
hair A phenomenon like that of
Mozart remains an inexplicable thing

"

In Pans, Wolfgang became the dai-

ling of Versailles He was, as Grimm
wrote

{f

so extraordinary a phenomenon
that one finds it difficult to believe it

unless one has seen him with one's own
eyes and heard him with one's own
ears

" The Pans visit was marked by
the appearance of Mozart's first pub
lished work, four sonatas for the harpsi
chord

From Pans, the Mozarts came to Lon
don, where Wolfgang won the heart of

Johann Christian Bach, chapel master
In London, Wolfgang gave several sensa
tional performances at the Vauxhall
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Gardens \\hich \vere the subject of great instead of punishing the young- genius
\\onder \\ith excommunication he sho\\ered

The Mozarts \\ere back in Salzburg praise upon him and gave him handsome

in 1766, after an absence of four years gifts A few months later, the Pope
The tour had been a greater success bestowed upon Mozart the Cross of the

artistically than materially True, Mo- Order of the Golden Spur
zart \vas given many gifts by royalty, The following autumn, the Mozarts
but the principal goal towards which were back m Italy for Wolfgang to ful-

Leopold aspired had been unachieved fill his commission for Milan and bring
the acquisition of a permanent, lucrative to completion his opera sena, Mitndate,

post by Wolfgang in one of the principal King of Ponte "Before the first re-

European courts hearsal," Herr Leopold Mozart wrote to

One year later, the Mozarts were once his wife, "there was no lack of people

again on tour They had come to to run down the music and pronounce it

Vienna where Wolfgang was commis- beforehand m satirical language to be

sioned to compose his first opera something poor and childish, alleging

Intrigues, created by envious composers,
that so young a boy, and a German to

prevented this first opera achieving a the bargain, could not possibly write an

performance In Vienna, however, an- Italian opera and that, altho they ac-

other charming theatrical work of knowledged him to be a great executant,

Mozart, Bastien and Bastienne, an he could not understand or feel the

opeia-bouffe, was performed at the home chiaroscuro required m the theatre All

of a friend Dr Messner these people have been reduced to silence

Towards
1

the close of 1769, the Mo- sin e the *venm
1f f the ^ rehea

y
sal

zarts made their first journey to Italy, a
Wlth

d
,?

ma11 orchestra, ^ J *<* *

journey crowned with glory In Mantua,
wor

they attended a concert of the Philhar- At the first performance of Mitndatc

monic orchestra which performed a few on Christmas day of 1770, the work was

of Wolfgang's compositions m his honor a phenomenal success One of the

In Milan, they received a commission soprano airs, contrary to all precedent

for Wolfgang to compose an opera sena was encored Cheers greeted the dimm-

for the following year Bologna brought
utive composer as he reached the stage

Mozart into contact with the great Mar- Pe newspapers commented upon that

tim, who welcomed the young genius
rarest musical grace and that studied

with open arms of admiration and beauty" which seemed to be Wolfgangs

respect In Rome, there took place that intuitive idiom

phenomenal proof of Mozart's genius The next few years of Mozart's life

which has frequently been quoted were drab Except for two brief inter-

Young Mozart attended a performance missions, he remained in Salzburg whose
of the celebrated Miserere of Allegn limited intellectual world chafed him

which could be heard only in Rome considerably Moreover, his musical

during Holy Week performed by the labor at the Court of the Archbishop was

papal choir By papal decree it was an endless humiliation He was the

forbidden to sing the work elsewhere, principal composer and virtuoso at the

and its only existing copy was guarded Court, but his salary was so meagre and

slavishly by the papal choir Any attempt his work so unappreciated that each day
to copy the song or to reproduce it in was for him crowded with trials His

any form was punishable by excommuni- fellow musicians at the Court were dis-

cation Mozart, however, had heard the solute scoundrels, whose musical tastes

work only once when, returning home, were vulgar and whose interests centered

he reproduced it in its entirety upon tipon gambling and drink ''Tell me/'

paper This incomparable feat soon be- Wolfgang wrote at this time, "how could

came the subject for awed whispers in a decent fellow possibly live m such

Rome, it was not long before the Pope company ?))

himself heard of this amazing achieve- It was, therefore, with' a yearning

ment The Pope summoned Mozart, but heart that Wolfgang dreamt of escaping
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from Salzburg A new extensive tour

was, therefore, planned for Mozart in

1777, and since Herr Leopold was re

fused by the Archbishop a leave-of-

absence, Wolfgang Mozart left in the

company of his mother to conquer the

music world anew
But the music world was this time not

so easily conquered by Mozart. He was
now twenty-one years old a child prod

igy no longer The music world had in

the past lavished its adoration upon a

little pug-nosed child who could achieve

miraculous musical feats Now that the

child had entered man's estate, he had
lost his great appeal Munich and Mann
heim turned a deaf ear to his pleas for a

permanent post at the court, even ran

dom commissions were not forthcoming
These disappointments, however, did

not smother Mozart's high spirits Now
a man, he found consolation from his

disappointments in frequent love affairs.

In Augsburg there was his cousin, Basle,
his first genuine love "Basle," he wrote
to his father, "seems to have been made
for me, and I for her for both of us

have that little bit of badness in us
"

In Mannheim, where he was a household

guest of a musical family called Canna-

bich, he in turn courted Rosa Cannabich
and then Aloysia Weber, a singer,

daughter of a copyist. He thought seri

ously of marrying Aloysia; only the

heated and embittered letters of his

father convinced him that it \vas \\iser to

delay marriage until he had procured hii>

desired post The road, therefore, next

brought him to Pans, \\here in the sum
mer of 1778 Mozart's mother passed

away
In Pans, too, Mozart met disappoint

ment There were those who were

acutely jealous of his phenomenal gen
ius

,
the others thought of him only as a

one-time child prodigy who had out

grown his talent. Because of these

people, it was impossible for him to

receive the appreciation he deserved

Small commissions fell to him, but they
were so slight and of such negligible

importance that they failed to support
him adequately. Even Grimm, once so

idolatrous, now lost interest in Wolf

gang, complaining m a long letter to

Herr Leopold Mozart, that Wolfgang
was "too confident, too little a man of

action, too much ready to succumb to

his own illusions, too little an courant

with the ways that lead to success."

It was not long before Mozart, con

vinced that no important post was open
for him, decided to return to Mannheim
and marry Aloysia Weber To his

bewilderment and humiliation, he learned

upon his arrival that Aloysia had for

gotten him so completely during his

absence that she did not even recognize
him when he entered

Disappointment and disillusionment

now completely overwhelmed him. He
returned to Salzburg (a town he de

tested with increasing strength each time

he returned to it) for a brief and sombre

period. In 1780, a commission from

Munich for an opera seria brought him

escape This commission resulted m the

first of Mozart's great opera, Idomeneo

Idomeneo, upon its first performance on

January 29, 1781 was a rousing success.

Ramm, the oboe-player, and Lange, the

horn-player "were half-crazy with de

light/' and the latter exclaimed "I must
own that I have never yet heard any
music which made such a deep impres
sion upon met" The audience ex

pressed its enthusiasm in no uncertain

responses
This success inspired Mozart to sever

all connections with Salzburg an<l his

employer, the Archbishop, and to settle

permanently in Vienna, Shortly after
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he made Vienna his permanent home, he Despite this emphatic suue^s. Mo/art
\\as commissioned by Joseph IT to com- kne\v at this time a period of ^reat trial

pose a Sun/spiel The Abduction from and depression His child. RamiimtL had
the Scraqho duplicated m Vienna the died three months atter birth, inspiring
success that Idomenco enjoyed in Mu- in the composer a fit ot melancholy
nich Gluek, the foremost composer of uhich was not easily dissipated More-

operas at the time, had the work especi- over, at this tune, Mozart kne\\ appalling

ally performed for him, his praise being poverty Repeatedly, he \\rote pitiful

lavish Joseph II honored Mozart with letters to his publishers, to friends, to

rewards And Prince Katimtz, after distant acquaintances for small loans to

hearing the opera, openly expressed the relieve his trying circumstances Finally,

opinion that a genius like Wolfgang his wife Constance was ill, her sickness

Mozart could appear only once in a brought on by undernourishment

century Yet, in spite of these tr\mg ^ears,

On August 4, 1782 Mozart was mar- Mozart's pen kne\\ no recess from the

ned to Constance Weber, youngest sister production of imperishable masterpieces
of his one-time beloved Aloysia The In October of 1787 he produced for

ceremony was a simple one, the only ones Prague Don Giovanni, which more than

present being the bride's mother and one critic has designated as Mozart's

youngest sister, two witnesses, and a greatest opera Don Giovanni was

friend of the family 'The moment we greeted with thunderous cheers, but to

were made one/' Mozart wrote to his the impoverished composer it meant only

father, "my wife and I began to weep, one hundred meagre florins One year
which touched everyone, even the priest after Don Giovanni, Mozart composed

We are married now, we are man his three greatest symphonies the G-

and wife 1 And we love each other minor, the E-flat major and the Jupiter

enormously We feel that we are made all in the incredible span of two

for one another
" months In 1790, came Cost fan tutte,

It was shortly after his marriage that followed closely by the Magic flute And
Mozart met and became a close friend of between the composition of these rnonu-

Joseph Haydn Haydn recognized Mo- mental works, Mozart was composing a

zart's genius, and until the end of his prolific library of concertos for solo m-

hfe exerted his every effort to bring struments and his masterpieces for string

recognition and fame to the younger quartet

composer who, he sincerely felt, was Mozart's last work was composed un~

without an equal m all music der mysterious circumstances In 1791

On May 1, 1786, Mozart's The Mar- a stranger, masked and dressed in gray,

riage of Figaro was introduced m accosted Mozart and commissioned him
Vienna "I can still see Mozart," wrote to compose a requiem The stranger
Michael Kelly, a singer, in his Remmis- was representing a wealthy nobleman
cences "dressed m his red fur hat who frequently asked great composers
trimmed with gold, standing on the stage to produce works for him which he later

with the orchestra, at the first rehearsal, presented under his own name But to

beating time for the music The Mozart, ill and morbid as he was at this

players on the stage and in the orchestra time, it appeared that this stranger was
were electrified Intoxicated with pleas- a messenger from the other world sent

me, they cried again and again, and each to warn the composer that the time had
time louder than the preceding one come for him to compose his own
'Bravo, maestro ' Long live the great requiem Through sleepless,, diclinous

Mozart I

J

It seemed as if the storm nights, the messenger from the other

of applause would never cease Had world haunted Mozart's thoughts Fev-
Mozart written nothing but this piece of enshly he worked upon his requiem,
music it alone would, in my humble refusing both rest and food so that he

opinion, have stamped him as the great- might finish his work before H was too

est master of his art Never before was late "Willingly would I follow your
there a greater triumph than Mozart and advice/

7

he wrote to a friend who tried

his Figaro '" to persuade him to take a holiday,
<f
btit
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how can I do it
7"

I know by my
feelings that my hour has come It is

striking e\en now ' I am in the region
of death

"

He was found at his> desk unconscious

He was taken to bed, and the physician
\vho had been summoned soon an

nounced that Mozart \\as seeing his last

days Mozart knew he was dying To
his pupil, Sussmayer, he explained pre

cisely how the Requiem \\as to be

brought to completion Shortly before

his last breath left him, he attempted to

sing parts of his last great work On
December 5, 1791, he said farewell to

his family and turned his face to the

wall; shortly afterwards he was dead
Mozart's remains were thrown into a

pauper's grave in the churchyard of St

Mark One week later, when Constance
returned with flowers to Mozart's body,
she could not find the grave Because
Mozart had died like a pauper, his grave
had been left unmarked, his body un
identified

Mozait was short and slim, and

though his head was slightly too large
for the body its well-proportioned fea

tures gave him an attractive appearance
His face had a softness that was almost

effeminate, his cheeks always being sick

ly pallid His eyes, piercing m their

intensity, were eloquently expressive
His hair, of which he was considerably
proud., was a rich shock

Well-poised, meticulously well dressed

(he frequently sported laces and jewel
ry) and possessed of charming manners
he made a deep impression upon those
with whom he carne into contact

Though moody by temperament and in

trospective, he was considerably fond of
the society of pleasant people He
adored dancing, and it was with great
difficulty that Constance could keep him
from frequenting places of questionable
reputation His recreation consisted of

bowling and playing billiards "He was
generally cheerful and m good humor/'
Constance Mozart has recorded, "rarely
melancholy, though sometimes pensive
His speaking voice was gentle, except
while directing music when he became
loud and energetic would even stamp
with his feet, and might be heard at a

considerable distance
"

Commenting upon Mozait'h method of

composition, Robert Pitrou wrote

"With him, both stages the birth ot

ideas and their elaboration \\ere prob

ably unconscious His mind was con

stantly creating, without ever a break

When he came to the third stage to

committing to paperhe used to gi\e
his ideas at one stroke the very form he
was aiming at When at his desk, he

always seems to have been copying
out music already fully written down in

his mind We even know, from his

letters, that his mind could turn to other

music the while Sending a prelude and

fugue to his sister on April 20, 1792, he
wrote 'Forgive the untidy arrangement
I had composed the fugue first, and
while writing it out, I was thinking out

the prelude
' "

Mozart himself has written "When I

am in the right mood, ideas teem within

me Those I like I retain Then there

are scraps which might go to the making
of many a good dish When I start com

posing I draw upon the accumulation in

my brain
"

Commenting succinctly on Mozart's

principal operas, Eric Blom has written

"With Idomeneo mastery may well be
said to have been reached Fine work
Mozart certainly did put into Idomeneo,
and m spite of the influence of Piccmni
and of certain conventions (mainly
choral) of French grand opera, he was
becoming an independent musical peison-
ality His treatment of accompanied
recitative shows a very sensitive leadi-

ness to apply expressive touches In
The Abduction from the Seraglio Mo
zart was at last wholly in his element,
not because of any especial liking for the
German Singspiel but chiefly be
cause by 1782 he was a fully matured
master of his craft and had leaint a good
deal about life Indeed one would
not have a note different even where it

falls a little short of greatness, for it

never ceases to be delicious as it is apt
to its type and subject It is a stiuc-
ture and a collection of tunes of such

fascinating grace that one would like to
call back every phrase of it to hug it

over and over again And then came
The Marnage of Figaro the perfect

opera-bouffe Beaumarchais' expo-
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sure of a rehned but pernicious civiliza

tion is here made the pretext for music
as sunnily ciuhzed as the \\orkl ought to

have if the dreamers of Mozart's age
had been right These qualities

Figaro has to a degiee never again at

tained m music, and it has moreover a

profound humanity, a sympathetic pene
tration into the hearts of men and
\\omen especially women Figaro
is Italian comic opera m its final stages
of perfection With all its over

whelming perfection, Figaro still shows
an almost disconcerting readiness to use

the curient idiom of the time But
the next opera, the greatest of all

Don Giovanni, makes a tremendous ad
vance in achieving originality already, so

to speak, at the fountainhead of inspira
tion It is impossible to conceive

that any notion as here set down by
Mozart could have come from the pen of

any other composer, then or later What
is more, not a single number in Don
Giovanni can be imagined to occur in

any other opera by Mozart himselt

Everything is m character, everything
colored by the particular mood into

which this great tragi-comic subject cast

him After Don Giovanni we are

magically transported into yet another

world that of Cosi fan tutte Well,

scarcely a world at all
, only a show of

marionettes Once again Mozart
achieved the miraculous feat of writing
a score which, consistent in style from
start to finish, could not by any con

ceivable chance lend a single one of its

numbers to any other work of his The
whole perfume and flavor of the music
is new and unique Artifice is the key
note of it

"What Mozart wanted was not dec

lamation but spontaneous emotional

expression, not grandly ordered drama
but the variety of life That is why
he was not m the least disturbed by the

hair-raising inconsistencies, the panto-
mune absurdities of The Magic flute

Here was a great deal of nonsense,
but it was good theatre, it was alive, and

there was a multiformity of setting, of

situation, of charactei such as he had

never before had occasion to handle

The variety of The Magic flute score

ought to be bewildering, somehow it is

only astonishing in a favorable sense
The music itself is much more diver

sified than that of an> opera of Mozart's
The flashy Italian anas of the Queen

of the Night next to Sarastro's solemn
utterances in Mozart's 'masonic' man
ner, the popular ditties of Papageno side

by side with the profound humanity of
Panama's tear-compelling G-mmor la

ment and the wonderful dramatic truth

of her brief mad scene all this and
more is by some marvel of genius fash
ioned into a single gem of many facts

and of inestimable value
"

Edvard Grieg, the famous composer,
has written an illuminating essay on
Mozart which is not widely kno\\n In

it, he has discussed Mozart's greatest

symphonies m the following manner
"We note at once the great step from

Haydn's to Mozart's treatment of this

the highest of instrumental forms, and
our thoughts are involuntarily trans

ferred to the young Beethoven who,
without any specially noteworthy break,
rises from where Mozart left off to

those proud summits which none but he
was destined to reach In the introduc

tion of the E-flat major symphony, just
before the first allegro, we come upon
harmonic combinations of unprecedented
boldness They are introduced in so

surprising a way that they will always
preserve the impression of novelty
In the G-minor symphony, Mozart shows
himself to us in all his grace and sin

cerity of feeling It is worth noting
what astonishing effects he gets here by
the use of chromatic progressions In

the Jupiter symphony we are astounded,
above all, by the playful ease with which
the greatest problems of art are treated

No one who is not initiated suspects in

the finale, arnid the humorous tone

gambols, what an amazing contrapuntal

knowledge and superiority Mozart mani
fests And then this ocean of euphony 1

Mozart's sense of euphony was, indeed,
so absolute that it is impossible, m all his

works, to find a single bar wheiem it is

sacrificed to other considerations
"

Mozart's importance in the develop
ment of the musical art has been so

great that it is not easy to summarize

his contribution in a few paiagraphs C
Httbert Parry has admirably suggested
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the struk the musical art made under

Mo/art in his discerning
1

paragraphs on

the contribution of both Haydn and

Mozart
'

He fore their time, the only
t\\o branches in \\hich first-iate and

mature \\ork of the harmonic kind had
been done were the violin sonatas \\ntten

chiefly by the great Italian violinists and
their pupils m other countries and the

clavier sonatas The scope of the move
ments \\cis small and without much de

velopment, and the ideas even m the

best examples were rather indefinite By
the end of their time instrumental art

had branched out into a very large num
ber of distinct and complete forms, such

as symphonies, concertos, quartets, trios

and sonatas for violin and clavier The

style appropriate to each had been more
or less ascertained, and the schemes of

design had been perfectly organized for

all self-dependent instrumental music

Both Haydn and Mozart immensely im

proved upon their predecessors m the

power of finding characteristic subjects,

and in deciding the type of subject which

is best fitted for instrumental music

They improved the range of the sym
phonic cycle of movements by adding
the minuet and tno to the old group of

three movements, thereby introducing
definite and undisguised dance move
ments to follow and contrast with the

central cantabile slow movement Be
tween them they had completely trans

formed the treatment of the orchestra

Even in detail the character of

music is altered in their hands, all

phraseology is made articulate and

definite, and the minutiae which lend

themselves to refined and artistic per
formance are carefully considered, with
out in any way diminishing the breadth
and freedom of the general effect There
is hardly any branch or department of
art which does not seem to have been

brought to high technical perfection by
them, and if the woild could be satisfied

with the ideal of perfectly organized
simplicity, without any great force of

expression, instrumental art might well
have stopped at the point to which they
brought it

"

Principal works b\ \Voltgang Amad-
eus Mozart

QPFRV Jdomeneo
,

Abduction from the

Stragho ,
I he Marriage of Figaro, Don

Giovanni, Cosi fan tutte
,
The Magic flute,

La Clemtnsa di Tito, also operettas, dramatic
cantatas, etc

CHORAL Fifteen masses, Requiem, T\\o
masonic cantatas ,

Four litanies
,
Two vespers ,

Te Deum, Nine offertormms
,
Four kynes,

etc

ORCHESTRA More than forty symphonies ,

divertimenti , serenades, cassations, Twenty-
five concertos for piano and orchestra, Eight
concertos for violin and orchestra, Concertos
for two pianos, for three pianos, for flute,

for flute and harp, for horn, for clarinet,
Concertante smfome (for violin, viola and
orchestra) ,

German dances
, marches, etc

CHAMBER Music Nine string quintets ,

Twenty-six string quartets, Seven piano trios,

Forty-t\\o sonatas for violin and piano
PIANO Seventeen sonatas

,
Three fantasies

,

Fifteen variations, shorter pieces
Pieces for organ, arias, etc

About Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Blom, Erie Mosart
, Curzon, Henri de

Mozart, Dent, Edward J Mozart's Operas
A Critical Study, Dunhill, Thomas Mozart's
String Quartets, Jahn, Otto The Life of
Mosart, Kelly, Michael Reminiscences,
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus Letters, Paum-
gartner, Bernhard Mozart, Ponte, Lorenzo
da Memoirs

, Prod'homme, J G Mozart,
Raconte par Ceux qui I'ont Vu, Sitwell,
Sacheverell

Important recordings of music by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
OPERA The Marriage of Figaro, complete

(His MASTERS VoiCE-Glyndebourne Festival) ,

Cosi fan tutte, complete (His MASTERS VOICE-
Glyndebourne Festival)

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Don Giovanni,
"Overture" (GRAMOPHONE-Blech) ,

"Mada-
nuna, il catalogo" (GRAMOPHONE-Chahapm) ,
f(La ci darem la mano" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

"Delia sua pace" (PQLYDQR) , "Batti, batti"

(ViCTOR-Schumann) , "Minuet" (VicroR-Lan-
dowska) , "Serenata" (VicroR-Pmza) , "Ved-
rai, carmo" (VlCTOR-Schumann) The Ab
duction from the Seraglio, "Overture"

(BRUNSWlCK-Furtwangler) ,
"Wer em Lieb-

chen hat gefunden" (VicroR-Kipms) , "Kos-
tanze, Kostanze" (PoLYDOR) , "Durch Zart-
hchkeit" (PARiAPHONE-Pons) , "Marten aller
Arten" (BRUNSWICK) Idomeneo, "Overture"
(BRUNSWICK) , Choruses (GRAMOPHONE)
The Magic Flute, "Overture" (ViCTQR-Meng el-

berg) , "Der Vogelfanger bin ich" (PARLA-
PHONE), "Hm, hm,, hm'" (BRUNSWICK),
"Bei mannera" (BRUNSWICK) , "March of the

priests" (OttAMOPHONE-Blech) ,
"In diesen

heil'gen hallen" (ViCTOR-Kipnis) ; "Ach, ich
fuhFs (PAKLAPHONS-Lehmann) , "0 Isis und
Osiris" (VICTOR)
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ORCHESTRA Symphony in C-major, K, 338

(CoLUMBiA-Beecham) ; Haffner Symphony
(ViCTOR-Toscamm) ; Symphony in C-major,
K425 ( VicroR-Busch) , Prague symphony
(GRAMOPHONE-KIciber) , Symphony in E-flat

major, K 543 (VICTOR-Walter) , Symphony
in G-minor, K. 550 (ViCTOR-Koussevitzky) ;

Jupiter symphony (CoLUMBiA-Beecham) ;

Divertimento in D-majorf and F-major (DEC-
CA) ,

Divertimento in C-major (GRAMO
PHONE) ;

Divertimento in B~major (BRUNS
WICK) ,

Divertimento in D-major (COLUM
BIA) ,

Eine kleme nachtmusik (VICTOR-
Qrmandy) ;

Concerto in A-major, for piano
and orchestra (COLUMBIA) ; Concerto in

D-mmor, for piano and orchestra (VicroR-
Fischer) , Concerto in B-flat major, for piano
and orchestra (ViorOR-Schnabel) , Coronation

concerto, for piano and orchestra (DECCA) ,

Concerto in G-major, for piano and orchestra

(CoLUMBiA-Dohnanyi) , Concerto in G-major,
for violin and orchestra (GRAMOPHONE-
Menuhm) ; Concerto in D-major, for violin

and orchestra (CoLUMBiA-Szigeti) , Concerto
m A-wajor, for violin and orchestra (VicroR-
Heifetz) , Concerto in E-flat major, for violin

and orchestra (COLUMBIA) , Concerto in

D-major, K 271a (ViCTOR-Menuhin) ,
Ade

laide concerto f for violin and orchestra (Vic-
TOR-Menuhm) ,

Concertante sinfonte (COLUM
BIA) ,

Concerto for flute, harp and orches
tra (VICTOR) , German dances, no 1 to 6

(COLUMBIA)
CHAMBER Music *

Quartet in G-majort

K 387 (COLUMBIA) ; Quartet in D-mmor,
K 421 (VrcroR-Flonzaley) , Hunting Quartet
(ViCTOR-Budapest) ; Quartet m A-major,
K 464 (VicroR-Roth) , Quartet m C-majort

K 465 (ViCTQR-Budapest) ; Quartet m
D-major, K 575 (GRAMOPHONE-Flonzaley) ;

Quartet m F-major, K 590 (GRAMOPHONE-
Budapest) , Quartet for flute and strings,
K. 285 (NATIONAL GRAMQPHONIC SOCIETY),
Quartet for oboe and strings, K370 (COLUM
BIA) ; Quartet for piano and strings, K478
(VicroR-Pro-Arte, Schnabel) ; Quintet m
C-major for strings, K 515 (VicroR-Pro-
Arte) , Quintet m G-mmor> for strings, K. 516

(ViCTQR-Pro-Arte) , Qumtet for clarinet and

strings w A-major, K581 (COLUMBIA),
Trio m B-flat major, K 502 (POLYDOR) ;

Tno
in E-majorf K 542 (COLUMBIA) , Tno m
G-major, K 564 (COLUMBIA) ,

Sonata m
A-major, for violin and piano (ViCTOR-

Menuhm) ;
Sonata in B-flat major, for violin

and piano (GRAMOPHONE).

Eduard Napravnik 1839-1915

T7DUARD FRANTSOVITCH NAP
RAVNIK was born in Beischt^ near

Koniggralz, Bohemia, on Augxist 24,

1839. At the, age of five he displayed
an aptitude for rrmsic His father, a

music teacher, placed him under the in

struction of a local tutor, Pugonny

By his thirteenth year, Xapravnik
could play the organ well enough to of

ficiate at church services. In 1850, he
was sent to the Modern School at

Prague to continue his musical educa
tion. There his studies were soon inter

rupted by the sudden death of his father.

For a short period, Xapravnik knew

great want and suffering. Then, thru

the generosity of a patron, he was en
abled to enter the Organ School in

Prague When his studies w^ere com
pleted he received an appointment as

piano teacher in Maidel's Piano Aca

demy. At the same time, he continued

advanced music study under Kittel,

director of the Prague Conservatory.

Napravnik began composition at an

early age During his trying period of

self-adjustment, he produced a sym
phony, a mass, an overture on Czech
themes and many smaller works None
of these succeeded m bringing him any
measure of recognition.

In August of 1861, Napravnik re

ceived an invitation from Prince Yous-

sipof to come to Russia to conduct his

household orchestra This was the turn

ing point in Napravmk's career. He
now settled m Petrograd, which became
for him his second home Here he be

came acquainted with Constantin Liadov,
father of the Russian composer, whose
influence brought Napravnik a position
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as asMstant umduUor and organ.t at

the Imperial Opera m I etrograu
In 1869, Xdpra\mk v\as appointed

principal conductor of the Petrograd

Opera Thus began a celebrated career

as conductor which spanned forty >ears

and m \\hiih Napravnik assumed a regal

position among
1 the batomsts of "Russia

Thru Napravmk's influence, the Opera
was

con^etely
reformed, ne method.

introduced, new singers engaged and a

new repertory installed During h.s

long tenure of the directorial post, Nap-
ravnik conducted more than three

thousand works and gave sixty-two first

performances, half <ff wh.d/were de-

\ oted to new Russian operas
In 1868, Napravnik's opera, The

Citizens of Nijm, was given its premiere

tnos s^m/a fvr iwltn and piano, T\\o suites

tnr M0i<mccllo and piano

(_HOR\I Don Juan, Three mak chumsc- ,

Five a capi^lla choruses, uc

About Eduard Napravmk
Montagu-Nathan, Montagu J \hort //im

^n, Of RU\ \iati Mu\u , Rimskj-Korsakoff,
Nicholas My Mu^al Life

^titf^&lL*? 1

Important recordings ot music by
Eduard Napravnik

SrLccrioNt, FROM OPS.RV Duobrm-tky, "Give

mt oblivion" (Vicniu)
'*<

Pietro Nardim 1722-1793

style and filled with plebian ideas The

work therefore, made very little rmpres-

sion
'

Tschaikovsky, however, wrote to

Napravnik in 1885 telling him that he

esteemed The Citizens highly
Whatever fame Napravnik enjoyed as

a composer was the result of his operas

Harold, given m 1886, Doubrovsky, in

1895, and Francesco, da Rimmi, in 1903,

still left much to be desired, but the mu-
sic public derived great pleasure from

their warm melodic content and their

skillful workmanship
In his music, wrote Leonid Sabaneyev,

Napravnik "recalls the music of Rubin-

stein and, m some respects, that of

Tschaikovsky, though his later period

suggests the more contemporary mflu-

ences of the Russian national school

Nevertheless, his compositions are by no

means lacking m musical quality, and

show him to have been a fine master

and fully equipped in the technique of

musical writing-
"

Eduard Napravnik cfied in Petiograd
on November 10, 1915

-n 1 1 -L T-J j XT'
Principal works by Eduard Nap-

lavnik
^ rr r t e AT rr uOPERA The Citizens of Niint, Harold,

Douhrovsky, Lranccsca da Rwwu
ORCHESTRA Four symphonies, The Demon

,

The Fast, National dance* ,
Voleum overture

,

Marches, Conteito foi piano and oichestia,
1'antana on Russian theme* (foi piano and
orchestra), Fantasia (for violin and orchcs-

tra) , The Song of the mglitwqalc

IETRO NAKDINI ,,

Fibiana in 1722 As a child he was

brought to Leghorn where he beg-an the

study of music After taking lessons

from Tartim, in Padua, in his twenty-
fourth year, Nardim returned to Leg-

horn, playing in chuich concerts

In 1753, he became attached to the

chapel of the Duke of Wurtemberg at

Stuttgart Here he made his reputation
as a violinist "I have heard a violin

player named Nardini," wrote Leopold
Mozart (father of the great composer),
in 1753, "who in beauty, equality and

purity of tone is not to be surpassed
"

When Emperor Joseph II heard Nar-

dim perform he was so pleased that he

presented him with a richly enamrneled

gold snuffbox

jn I7g7
?
Nardim left Stuttgart, re-

turning to Leghorn, where he composed
most o f his music Two years latei, he

came to padua, the home of Tartim, re-

newing his friendship with his formei

master During Tartmi's fatal illness,

Nardim tenderly and solicitously nursed

him, remaining at his master's side until

Tartim died
^-^ ,

T A -

In 1770, Nardini became first violinist

and court chapel-mastei in Florence
A r-L ,* ,

r
, , ,- Xl

After this
^
ne entered the service of the

Grand Duke of Tuscany His last

years were spent in comparative seclu-

sion m Florence, where he died in 1793
XT j ,

. -, r^*
Nardini s music, commented Thomas

Lambe Phipson,, "like hi5 character was
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of serious cast . , His style is large, his

ideas and his expression natural
"

Principal works by Pietro Nardim
ORCHESTRA Six concertos for violin and

orchestra

CHAMBER Music Six string quartets, Six
trios for flute and bass

,
Six sonatas for two

violins, Six sonatas for violin and bass

Many compositions for solo violin, etc

About Pietro Nardim
Phipson, Thomas Lambe Biographical

Sketches of Celebrated Violinists \ Reuchsel,
Maurice L'Ecole Classique du Violin, Strae-
ten, Edmund van dcr The History of the
Violm

Important recordings of music by
Pietro Nardmi
INSTRUMENTAL PIECES Andante cantabilc,

from a violin concerto (CoLUMBiA-D'Aranyi) ,

Ana (COLUMBIA) , Adagio cantdbile, arranged
for violoncello from a violin concerto (TELE-
FUNKEN)

Ethelbert Nevin 1862-1901

JjyTHELBERT NEVIN, celebrated

American song composer, was born
at Vineacre, the homestead of his father,
in Sewickley, Pennsylvania, on Novem
ber 25, 1862 His father, of Scotch-
Irish descent, whose immediate ancestors
had for several generations been farmers
in Pennsylvania, was a business man of
moderate means,

Ethelbert Nevin showed obvious mu
sical talent at ai early age At ten, he

played the piano \\nh such lluencv that

his teacher* pronounced him a genius
C hie \ear later, he turned to composition,
producing a polka. In his thirteenth

year, he composed a song, Good night,
good night beloved, \\hich kneu con
siderable popularity

His father had visions of a successful
business career for Ethelbert, and en
tered him in Western Unixersity for a
thoro academic training* Xevin's scho
lastic career, however, was short. He
was too strongly devoted to music In
the autumn of 1881, he continued the

study of music under Benjamin J. Long
and Stephen Emery Then, in 1884, he
embarked for Berlin to complete his

piano studies and prepare for a virtuoso
career under Karl Klmdworth Klind-
worth recognized that Nevin's greatest
talent in music rested not in his piano
playing but in his compositions He,
therefore, urged him to devote all of his
time and energy towards completing his

theoretical education After a short

period of further study under Hans von
Bulow, Nevin returned to America On
December 10, 1886 he made his first ap
pearance as concert-pianist, featuring at

his concert several pieces of his own
In 1888, Nevin married Anne Paul, a

boyhood sweetheart, settling shortly
after this in Boston where, for the first

time, he turned away from a career as

virtuoso to that of a composer In

1891, Nevin published his suite for

piano, Water scenes It was one of
these pieces that first brought him a bril

liant success the world-famous Nar
cissus,

Nevin, himself, has explained the

origin of this celebrated piano piece
"I remembered vaguely that there was
once a Grecian lad who had something
to do with the water and who was called
Narcissus I rummaged about my old

mythology and read the story over again
The theme, or rather both themes, came
as I read I went directly to my desk
and wrote out the whole composition
Afterwards, I rewrote and revised it a
little. The next morning; I sent it to

my publishers Until the proofs came
back to me I never tried it on the piano
I left almost immediately for Europe
and was surprised when

,

a publisher
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\\rote to me of the astonishing sale of

the piece/'

Xarcissus \\as a best-seller, bringing

great fame and prosperity to its com

poser. During Xevin's lifetime, more
than 125,000 copies \\ere sold. It was

performed from one coast of America to

another The striking success of Nar
cissus not only surprised its composer
but frequently disgusted him. He re

garded it as one of his slightest efforts,

and it brought him continual annoyance
that, of all his works, this should have

aroused the admiration of the music pub
lic. He frequently referred to this piece
as his "nasty Narcissus"

Restlessness took Nevin to Europe
in 1892 and again in 1895, and for ex

tended periods he enjoyed travel in

France, Germany, Italy and Algiers,
When he returned to America in 1897,

after his second voyage, he settled in

New York City, It was here that, early
in 1898, he composed a song whose suc

cess surpassed that of Narcissus and
established Nevm as the most famous

composer of serious songs in America of

his day
Francis Rogers has recorded the in

cident attending the first performances
of this song, in the Musical Quarterly
"After dinner, Nevin sat down at the

piano, as was his custom, and began to

play After a little while, he handed me
a slip of music-paper with the voice part
and the words of a song scribbled on it

in pencil, saying as he did so, 'Here is

a song I want you to sing at our concert

next week '

I deciphered my part as

best I could, while Nevm played the ac

companiment from memory . The

song was The Rosary . Our little

audience approved of our efforts, but

Mr Skeldmg professed to doubt our

ability to get the song ready for public

performance in so short a time, and after

some good-natured discussion offered to

bet Nevm a champagne supper for all

present that the song would not be sung
at the New York concert Nevm ac

cepted the wager and won it, for the

following week, February IS, 1898, m
Madison Square Garden Concert Hall,
we gave The Rosary its first public per
formance

"

The Rosary remains one of the best

selling serious songs of any American

composer From 1898 to 1928, more
than two and a half million copies were
sold.

"It is in his songs that Nevm's peculiar
charm asserts itself most potentially,"
wrote Louis Campbell-Tipton, "for here

his ultra-lyric moods are reflected with

out challenging invidious comparison
Here is his vantage ground ,

and it is re

markable the number of songs he has

written with a similar harmonic basis,

all of which are beautiful, . Altho he
has never followed the modern tendency
to atmospheric word-painting in music,

. . The most steadfast advocate of

word-painting must recognize the

aesthetic beauty of the best examples of

the lyric school of which Nevin in his

songs is a representative
J3

In 1900, Nevin settled m New Haven
During the last period of his life he was

severely addicted to morbidity, and to

resorting to alchohohc stimulants in

solitude Excessive drinking under
mined his strength and weakened his

heart He died of an apopleptic stroke

in New Haven on February 17, 1901
After his death, malicious rumors were

spread that he had committed suicide,
but these rumors have long ago been

proved to be false

In estimating Nevm's position as a

composer, John Tasker Howard wrote

ETHELBERT NEVIN
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'

It is unfan either to o\urate or under-
tate Ethelbert Xe\m A great master he
ne\er \\as and ne\er could be He
lacked complete!} the power to paint
\\ith a large brush on a broad canvas
He had no ability to develop his ma
terials to works of large dimensions, to

sustain a prolonged melodic line or to

reach soul-stirring climaxes As a

miniaturist he \vrought exquisite cameos,
music that reflected the kind of man he
\\as and the sort of life he led

;J

Francis Rogers described Ethelbert
Nevm as follows

ffHe was of medium
height and very slender Without being
emaciated, his frame appeared to carry
neither flesh nor muscle He had no

liking for sports of any kind and seldom
walked if a cab was available Indeed,
in his distaste for physical exercise he
was somewhat Oriental Oriental, too,
was his habit of squatting on one heel

while he read and smoked contentedly
His senses were abnormally keen,

especially his sense of smell and his hear

ing He could recognize his friends
not only by their footfall but also by
their odor

"

For many years, it was the custom
m the Nevm family to conduct rausicales

every evening when, with the family
about him, Ethelbert Nevm sang and

played his new works

Principal works by Ethelbert Nevm
CHORAL The Quest
PANTOMIME Lady Flonane's dream
SONGS An entire library of famous songs

including The Rosary, Mighty lak
j

a rose,
Captive memories (song-cycle), etc

PIANO In Tuscany, Water scenes, Sketch
book, In Arcady, etc

Pieces for the oigan, for violin and piano,
etc

About Ethelbert Nevm
Howard, John Tasker Bthelbert Nemn,

Vance, Thompson The Life Of Ethelbeit
Nemn
Music 19 573 April 1901

, Musical Quarterly
3 358 July 1917, Musician 6 67 March 1901

Important recordings of music by
Ethelbert Nevm
SONGS Music by Ethelbert Nemnf principal

works of Nevm arranged for orchestra by
Shilkret, including Narcissus, Day m Venice,
selections from In Arcctdy, Mighty lak

j a rose,
Little boy blue, At twihght, In winter I get
up at night, It was a lover and his lass, The
Rosary, etc (Vicro-Shilkret)

Otto Nicolai 1810-1849

JTARL OTTO KHRKNTRIKH
NICQLAI \vas born in Konigsberg

on June 9, 1810 He had a miserable

childhood, principally because of an
autocratic father \vho beat him frequent
ly In his twelfth }ear, therefore, Otto
ran away from home, for five years sub

sequent to which he knew appalling
starvation and cold

In 1827, he came to Berlin where he
was introduced to two eminent musi

cians, Berger and Zelter, who decided
to help him in his music study Xicolai
made rapid progress In 1830, he pub
lished a vocal duet, which was followed

by a vocal quartet, and a book of Lieder
dedicated to Mendelssohn Between
1832 and 1834, he composed a Christmas

overture, a symphony and a Te Deum
which were performed in Berlin and in

Leipzig, attracting to the composer some
attention

In 1834, Nicolai arrived at Rome
where, thru the influence of Karl von

Bunsen, Prussian ambassador at the

Papal Court, he was given the position
of organist at the Prussian Embassy
Here, he was given the opportunity to

study sacred music under Giuseppe
Bairn During these studies he copied
and collected rare manuscripts which be
came the nucleus of his magnificent li

brary, with which Royal Library in

Berlin was later endowed

It was m Rome that Nicolai first in

terested himself in opera After produc
ing two unsuccessful works, he com
posed // Templano which, upon its

presentation m Turin in 1840, was a

striking success // Templano spread
Nicolai's reputation thru half the music

world, being produced m Vienna, Berlin,
St Petersburg, Constantinople and New
York

In 1840, Nicolai received an appoint
ment as conductor of the Hofoper at

Vienna where, soon after his arrival, he

presented his own // Templano He
proved to be a uniquely gifted conduc

tor, under his direction the Hofoper
enjoyed great artistic success In 1842,
he founded the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra which, under hiis batpn, be

gan its distinguished career as one of
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the great symphony orchestras of the

world

In 1844, Nicolai began work upon his

masterpiece his opera based upon
Shakespeare's Merry wives of Windsor,
and after a libretto of H S Mosenthal
It was from the first bar a labor of love

"My new opera," he wrote at that time,

"has, in its composition, made me very
happy The happiest hours of an artist

are those which he spends in creation
"

It was several years before the Merry
ivwes of Windsor reached performance.
In the meanwhile, m 1847, Nicolai was
appointed chapel-rnaster and director of
the Domchor in Berlin Two years after

this appointment, the Merry wives of
Windsor, upon royal request, was intro

duced in Berlin It was a tremendous
success. Altho Nicolai was ill at the

time, he conducted the first four per
formances

Apoplexy brought Nicolai's life to a

premature close, He died in Berlin on

May 11, 1849, on the very day' on which
he was elected a member of the Berlin

Academy of Arts

In his earlier operas, Nicolai followed
Italian models closely, but in his crown
ing achievement he reverted to the type
of German comic opera which had been

brought to popularity by such composers
as Lortzmg. "But," as Paul Bekker
pointed out, "Nicolai works with more

plentiful musical capital, both cU> to in

vention and craftsman.ship He brings
with him from Italy, above all, the urge
to sing, \\hich his \\ork shows much
more markedly than that of Lortzmg

All the characters sing m German,
but their creator knows Italian articula

tion He gives them a melodic line of
such freedom, a parlando of such light

ness, that the listener notices with
astonishment how well the German
language is learning to sing But Nicolai
is not satisfied with solo voice He is

again writing ensemble-opera, the first

German ensemble-opera since Figaro
"

Principal works by Otto Nicolai

OPERA Rosmonda d'Inghilterra, II Tern-
piano ;

Odoardo e Gildippe , II Proscntto
,

The Merry wives of ITindfor

CHORAL Motets
; Requiem ,

Te Dcum
ORCHESTRA Two symphonies, Overture on

Em' Feste Burg, Concerto for piano and or
chestra

CHAMBER Music String quartet, Sonata
for violoncello and piano

Songs, pieces for the piano

About Otto Nicolai

Bekker, Paul The Changing Opera, Kruse,
Georg- Richard Otto Nuolai Em Kunstkr-
lebcn, Mendel, Hermann Otto Nicolai

Important recordings of music by
Otto Nicolai

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA The Merry ivives

of Windsor, abridged recording (POLYDOR-
Berlm State Opera)

Jakob Obrecht 1430?-1SOS

(See sketch on Gmllerme Dufay)

Jacques Offenbach 1819-1880
lt

the Mozart of Champs- fiiysees
"

ROSSINI

JACQUES OFFENBACH was born
m Cologne, Germany, on June 21,

1819, the son of a synagogue chorister
whose original name was Judah
Eberscht Delicate in constitution,

Jacques was forbidden to indulge in the

study of music for which he manifested
unusual enthusiasm He was, therefore,
compelled to study the violoncello sur

reptitiously. One day, in his tenth year,
he startled his relatives and friends by
offering to substitute for the absent
violoncellist in a performance of a

Haydn quartet, playing his part with
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sureness and skill Three years after

this, he made a public appearance, play

ing several of his original compositions
He created such a stir with this per
formance that for many weeks he was
the talk of Cologne

In his fourteenth year, young Offen

bach set out for Pans, in his pocket a

letter of introduction to Cherubim
Cherubim was so impressed with Offen

bach's talent that he entered him as a

student in the Conservatory in spite of

its rules which forbad admission to

foreigners At the same time, Offen

bach earned his livelihood by playing in

the orchestra of the Opera Comique,
where his love for prank and mischief

(one of his favorite pranks was to play

only the alternate notes of a work 1

) cost

him so many fines that he frequently
drew no salary.

In 1848, Offenbach made a trip to

Germany to visit his relatives On his

return, the following year, he accepted
the post of conductor at the Comedie

Frangaise At -this time, he harbored

dreams of owning his own theatre where

he might produce musical plays accord

ing to his own fancy His dream did

not reach realization until 1855 when he

took the lease of Bottffes Pansiens and

introduced his own Deux aveugles. The

success of his performances of comic-

opera at the Botiffes-Parisiens was so

great that, before !onj, Offenbach was

compelled to take larger ami more

prominent quarters. At the UoufFes

I'arusiens Offenbach presented a succes

sion of operettas that brought great

popularity to his name
It was at the Rouffes Parisiens that,

in 1858, Offenbach presented one of his

outstanding works, Orphce aux enfers

(Orpheus in der Unterwelt). At first,

Orphce was a dismal failure. Jules

Janm of the Figaro viciously attacked it

with withering denunciations; and the

audience was confused by its satiric

theme. It was not until fifteen years
later that it came into prominence.

'The score is full of sparkling wit and
melodious charm/' wrote Gabriel

Grovelz concerning Orphee "It is im

possible to analyze adequately a piece
wherein the sublimest idiocy and the

most astonishing fancy clash at every
turn. The overture is gay and lively,

the recitative of the Shepherd Anstee is

almost on the level with one of lopas in

Les Troyens of Berlioz The songs of

Cupid and Venus are accompanied by
the snores of the sleeping Gods, and
those of John Styx are masterpieces of

fatuity and naivete . . . Offenbach never

produced a more complete work "

For the ensuing few years, Offenbach

produced operettas with varying degrees
of success, ranging from Earkouj
(1861) which was a dismal failure to

La Belle Helene (1864) which was sen

sational Of the many operettas, Offen

bach produced in this period, the most

important was, of course, La Belle

Helene, a worthy successor of Orphee
"One is astonished at the extraordinary
tunefulness/' writes Arthur Hervey,
"the wonderful entrain which never

flags, the peculiar sense of humor, the

real originality displayed in its pages
"

In 1866, Offenbach relinquished his

ownership to the Bouffes Parisiens But
the theatre was too much in his blood
for him to surrender production per

manently He returned, in 1872, to man
age the Gaiete which, though it at

tracted large audiences, involved him m
such expense that it collapsed "My
children," he said to. his musicians, th

night before the Gaiet6 was forced to

close, "you will be paid to the last
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Centime It I have been inuuilioux, T Niccolo Paganmi 1782-1840

shall at least be hnnoi itself"
T^TICCOLO PAGANINI, one of the
111To help defra\ the enormous expense 1

torenlO s,t \iolmists of all time,

of pa\mg the mam debts that he had ac- born in Genoa on October 27, 1782 His

cumulated as manager of the Gaiete, father, Antonio Paganmi, \\as engaged

Offenbach left tor a tour of America m shipping He was known to ha\e

which brought him a 100,000 franc been a man of hardness and unscrupu-

profit He has recorded his impressions lous seventy, who raised his son with

of this trip in Notes d'un musiaen en a hand of iron
1 As a child, Niccolo Pagamm was at-

r
^!

St
\ , ^rr u ^ 1 r tacked so severely by measles that it \v as

The last years ot Offenbach s life were
t ht tfaat ^ was dead Hlg body

sombre He suffered irom a painful was
"

wrappe(i m a shroud, and it was

gout and a harrowing cough He had
only ^ accident that it was not pre-

only one wish left, and that was to live maturely buried This early illness left

long enough to hear a performance of Paganmi sickly for the remainder of his

his last opera, The Tales of Hoffmann, hfe

upon which he had been working many He began the study of the violin at a

years He was not fated to see the very early age His father, dreaming of

realization of his great wish He died wealth which a prodigy might bring him,

in Pans on October 4, 1880 Four applied cruelty in keeping Niccolo at

months after his death, The Tales of
his musical tasks punishing each mis-

Hoffmann was given a successful
take severely, andP^ the ch i d

*
,

& no relaxation or play Under ms early
premiere teachers Giovanni Servetto and Gia-
As a personality, Offenbach possessed como Costa Paganmi made startling

a naive vanity which made him as proud prOgress At the age of eight he com-
of his attractive appearance as of his posed a violin sonata of surprising merit

,

musical talent Essentially he was a a half year later, he played the Concerto

boulevardier, fond of fine living and dis- of Pleyel in church so successfully that

play Applause and appreciation were he was frequently engaged for church

indispensable to him
,
he acquired his functions Antonio Paganmi was rapid-

greatest happiness from public acclaim ty realizing his dreams, but far from re

lenting his despotic rule over his son, m-
Prmcipal works by Jacques Offen- creased it with the hope of bringing his

bach vision sooner to fruition

OPERA OrpMe aux enfers, La Belle In 1795, Paganmi then thirteen years
Helcne, Barbe bletie

, La Vie pansienne, La Qi& gave a performance at a theatre m
Grande duchesse, Madame Favart, Les Genoa that was so phenomenal that he
Lontes a Hoffmann - ,1 1 ^ a j

was henceforth known as the wonder-
About Jacques Offenbach child

"
His father decided to take him

Bekker, Paul Jacques Offenbach, Hensler, to greater teachers He therefore be-
Anton Jacques Offenbach, Martinet, Andre ^an the Study of composition Under

fe^ tt%
e"6SgMf/oT-^,r

n/IK Ferdmando Paer m Leghorn In 1797

of His Life Paganmi undertook an extended concert

T i r 1
tour to Milan, Bologna, Florence, Pisa,

Important recordings of music by Leghorn, startling the audiences with his

Jacques Offenbach
phenomenal technique

OpEiiA The Tales of Hoffmann, abridged By this time, Antonio Pagamm's
n^l^ ,vl

P ^;cBerl^K ,H
Sbf per/ ) '

tyranny over his son was proving tin-
Urphee auv enjers, abridged recording / ,( . XT H, 1 Y A

(QDEGN-Berlm State Opera) ,
La Vie pans* bearable to Niccolo, who became de-

enne, abridged recording (ODEON) termmed to free himself once and for all

from his father's rule In November

i^ r^ rn^rfi^ iJin$> IAQC f ^9S t he went with his older brotherJean De Okehem 1430?-149S Maftm Festml at

(See sketch on Gtullerme Dufay) where he gave a successful performance
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From Lucca, he visited nearby cities

giving outstanding performances He
earned enough money to support himself

more adequately, and he firmly decided

never again to return to his father's

home
This newly-won freedom, however,

turned his head He was only sixteen

years old, but he began to plunge into

dissipation with women, and gambling.
Of these two vices, the latter proved to

exert so strong a hold upon him that he
would frequently lose more at one sitting
than he earned m several weeks More
than once he was forced to pawn his

violin to pay off a debt of honor. At
one time, he was scheduled to give a

performance, but his violin was in pawn
A friend, Monsieur Livron, offered to

lend him his own valuable Guarnenus,
and at the concert was so enchanted
with Pagamm's playing that he urged
the violinist to retain the precious instru

ment as a gift Shortly after this,

Paganim almost lost this famous violin

in gambling When, the following

morning, the realization came to him
that he had almost gambled away his

most precious possession, he swore never

again to approach a gaming table, and
he kept his promise.
Between 1801 and 1805, Paganmi dis

appeared from public sight It is be

lieved that he lived during these years in

complete retirement m the chateau of a

Tuscan lady, a guitarist, devoting his

tune to mastering the playing of the

guitar and to composing IUUMC for that

instrument.

In 1805, Paganmi returned to the con

cert stage. Once again, he knew

triumph. Towards the close of the year,
he was employed by the Princess of

Lucca as court violinist. Here he ex

perimented indefatigably with violin

technique and continually attempted to

perform on less than four strings by the

use of harmonics. He actually com

posed at this time a sonata for the

G-string alone.

Paganini remained in the employ of

the Princess of Lucca until 1813, For
the next few years he concertized ex

tensively in Italy He left no question
as to his supremacy over all violinists of

his day
Ill-health made it impossible for

Paganini to give concerts outside of

Italy for many years. Finally, in 1828

after a rest cure in Sicily had brought
him renewed strength Paganini went
to Vienna where he was a sensation

Clothes, food, delicacies were named
after him; his picture was featured on

walking sticks and snuffboxes. In 1831,

Paganini surpassed even this Viennese

triumph in Pans. Franz Liszt expressed
the wonder of the French music public
when he exclaimed "What a man'
What a violin ! What an artist ! Heavens '

What sufferings, what misery, what tor

ture in those four strings!"

By this time, Paganini had become

something of a legend It was not only
his incredible technique his digital feats

011 the fingerboard seemed miraculous to

his audiences but his cadaverous ap

pearance that aroused the superstitious
terror and awe of his audiences. "Five

feet five inches in height, built on long,
sinuous lines, a long pale face with

strong lineaments, a protruding nose, an

eagle eye, curly hair flowing to his

shoulders and hiding an extremely thin

neck/' was Castil-Blaze's description of

Paganim in 1831. "Two Imes, one

might say, were engraved on his cheeks

by his profession, for they resembled

the / / of the violin
"

His pale, long-drsiwn 'face ,with its

hollow cheeks, his thin lips that seemed
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to curl into a sardonic smile, piercing ex

pression ot bis eves which \\ere like

flaming charcoals/ gave him a diabolic

appearance \\hich tempted many of his

admirers to circulate the rumor that he

\\as the son of a devil People frequent

ly crossed themselves if they were ac

cidentally touched by him At one time,

Paganmi was forced to publish letters

of 'his mother to prove that he had hu
man parents At any rate, he aroused

a\\e and terror wherever he played In

Pans he \\as called Caghostro, in

Prague he \vas deemed to be the original

wandering Jew ,
the Irish circulated the

rumor that he had reached their land on

the Flying Dutchman

Notwithstanding his delicate health,

Paganini continued concertizmg exten

sively, and succeeded in amassing a con

siderable fortune In 1836, however, he
entered a speculative venture the es

tablishment of a "Casino Pagamm" in

Pans, a fashionable gambling resort

where concerts were given which was
a failure and m which he lost a fortune

His unhappmess at the loss of his wealth

aggiavated his illness He left for

Marseilles and Nice for rest and re

covery But he was doomed His ill

ness grew worse, he coughed incessantly,
and finally he lost his voice completely
He died m Nice on May 27, 1840

A few days before his death, the

Bishop of Nice was called to his bedside,
but Paganini refused to see him, insist

ing that he was not dying He died,

therefore, without the final sacraments,
and the church refused to grant him a
burial on holy ground For a long
period his coffin remained in the hospital
m Nice, then was removed to Villa-

franca It was not until five years after

Pagamm's death that his son, by appeal
ing directly to the Pope, received per
mission to bury the body of the great
violinist in the village church near Villa

Gaiona

Thruout his life, Paganini suffered
from a nervous disease which compelled
him to assume a nomadic existence This
disease resulted frequently in violent
fevers which compelled him to follow

long periods of inactivity Because of
his ill-health, he observed a rigorous
diet frequently, for an entire day he

ate no more than some soup, <i cup ot

chocolate and a cup of camomile tea

He required <m excessive amount ot

bleep

He possessed an unusually sensitive

ear, even for a great musician, that could

detect even the faintest whisper from a

great distance
,
loud talk caused him ex

treme physical pain Thruout his life

he was capricious and unmanageable
disorderly m his personal appearance
and m the state of his home His friends

have frequently commented on the fact

that he was tight-lipped and reticent

Where money was concerned, he \\as a

man of greed
Robert Schumann held Paganini the

composer m as high esteem as Paganini
the virtuoso

<fHis compositions," wrote

Schumann, "contain many pure and

precious qualities
"

Berlioz was equally
enthusiastic about Paganini 's works "A.

volume might be written in telling all

that Paganini has created of novel

effect, of ingenious contrivances, noble
and grandiose forms, and orchestral

combinations unknown before his time
His melodies are broad Italian melodies,
but full of passionate ardor seldom
found in the best pages of dramatic com
posers of his country His harmonies
are always clear, simple and of extraor

dinary sonorousness His orchestration
is brilliant and eneigetic without being
noisy

"

Certainly, Pagamm's greatest import
ance as a composer rests with his bril

liant pieces for the violin, m which he

developed the resources of his instru

ment prodigiously and profoundly af
fected all violin-writing that was to fol

low Of his works for the violin, per
haps the most famous are the twenty-
four caprices which, m the opinion of
Flonzel von Reuter, are "Paganim's
most important work and reveal such
a wealth of pedagogic lore, coupled with
such inexhaustible fantasy and po&tical
romance that they may be considered as

convincing proof of Pagamm's worth
as a musician and composer

"

Both Franz Liszt and Robert Schu
mann have transcribed the twenty-four
caprices for piano Johannes Brahms
composed a series of piano variations on
the twenty-fourth caprice, as did the
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modern Russian composer Serge Rach
maninoff

Principal uorks by Xiccolo Paganmi
*

VIOLIN \NH ORCHFSTKV T\\o concertos;
I'ariatwns on a theme by Sussmaycr, Varia
tions on God save the King , Allegro de con-

tert; Moto perpetuo, etc

CHAMBER Music Three quartets for strings
and guitar, Tuo sonatas for \iohn and guitar,
etc

VIOLIN Twenty-four caprices; Witch's
dance

,
Le Carnaval de Vzmse

, Sixty varia

tions upon Baraniha, etc

About Niccolo Paganmi :

Day, Lillian Paganmi of Genoa, Istel,

Edgar Niccolo Paganmi , Kapp, Julius

Paganmi Einc Biographie , Prodhomme, J G.

Niccolo Paganmi, Stevens, Peter John The
Paganmi , Stratton, Stephen S Paganmi
His Life and ll

r

orks

Important recordings of music by
Niccolo Paganmi
ORCHESTRA Concerto in D-major, for violm

and orchestra (VICTOR-Menuhin; ;
Moto per-

petuo, arranged for orchestra (VicroR-
Ormandy)
.VIOLIN AND PIANO Caprices no 2 and 9

(CoLUMBiA-Szigeti) , Caprice no 20 (VicroR-
Heifetz) , Caprice no 24 (ViCTOR-Heifetz) ;

La Campanella (VicroR-Menuhm)

John Knowles Paine 1839-1906

JOHN KNOWLES PAINE was born

in Portland, Maine on January 9
;

1839 His earliest musical education
was received in Portland from Her
mann Kretschmar For a short period,
in 1837, he officiated as organist. Then,
a few months later, he left for Berlin

where for three years he followed the

study of the organ, composition, singing
and instrumentation under Haupt,
Wieprecht and Teschner

After giving a few successftil organ
recitals in Berlin, Paine returned to

America in 1861 to engage actively m
musical activity One year later, he was

appointed instructor of music at Har
vard University where he worked so de

votedly and conscientiously in the build

ing of the department of music that, in

1875, he received his professorship in

music the first occupant of such a chair

in any American university He was
known to have been an inspiring teacher

and a potent influence "on his students,

many of whom including Arthur Foote,
Louis A Coerne, Frederick Shepherd

Converse, Henry T. Finck, Richard Aid-
rich and William Foster Apthorp later

became prominent in \arious fiekLs of

musical emleavoi.

Pedagogical activity, howexer, did not
absorb all of his energy for, during his

long career as a teacher, Paine was like

wise a fertile composer* In 1867 T
he

directed his own Mass at the Sing-
akademie in Berlin in the presence of

Crown Princess Victoria, achieving his

first distinct success as a composer. Six

years after this, his oratorio, St. Peter
first performed in Portland, Maine, and
then repeated by the Handel and Haydn
Society in Boston brought him in

creased prestige With the perform
ance of his First symphony (a work
which Paine regarded as "the turning

point in my career") by Theodore
Thomas* orchestra in Boston, in 1876,
Fame's important position among Amer
ican composers became firmly estab

lished.

Within the next few years he pro
duced outstanding music in various

fields The most important of these

were the Spring symphony and the sym
phonic-poem An Island fantasy, both

performed by Theodore Thomas, and
such choral works as A Song of prom
ise, (composed for the Cincinnati Festi

val of 1888), and Oedipus Tyranmts,
performed widely in Boston and New
York and receiving a gold medal in Ber-

KNOWlES PAINE
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1m, in 1W), on the occasion of the un- Giovanni Paisiello 1741-1816

veiling of a monument to Wagner In <*-*~F/~\\T\^\TT r> \ TCTTTT r r\

1901, Fame produced h.s most Imbttious GIOVANNI PAISIELLO, composer

work, his opera .Isra, which ^vas pub-
of li^ Pe V' a

\r r
Tar'

lished bv Hreitkopf and Hartel The anto on Ma? 9 > 174
[

Hls fa*her
.
a

Moorish dances, from this opera, was veterinary surgeon who acquired such

featured prominently m svmphonv con- fame
j
m
u

thl
f

P ctlce
.
that ^ was em-

certs ployed by the King ot Waples, entered

In 1905, Paine tested his position
his son m the Jesuit School where Gio-

as professor of music at Harvard to vanm remained for eight years There,

turn more extensively to composition J"
s beautiful voice attracted notice

Unfortunately, his liberation from peda- ^ tinf Chevalier D Girolamo Car-

gogical activity was short-lived 111-
ducci asked him to sing from memory,

health made intensive creative work im- whlch Paisiello did with such selr-

possible On April 25, 1906, Paine assurance that Carducct ttrged the boy's

died of pneumonia at his home in Cam- Parents to send him to Naples to con-

bridge, Massachusetts On his piano
tmue music

J^dy
under masters The

rested the unfinished score of his last parents, at first, refused adamantly to

work, a symphonic poem, Lincoln, upon Part from *el onl? son But Cardacci's

which he had been working intensively
entreaties finally won out When, there-

for several months fore, Giovanni raisiello had completed

"He certainly can be classed as a his
preliminary

music study under a

musician and composer m whom the pnest,
Don Carlo Presta he went with

elements of old and the new are happily
s father to Naples in 1754, entering the

blended," wrote Louis C Elson
f

'He Conservatory of St Onofno as a pupil

has written m the classical forms, and of Durante

he has also shown a romantic spirit in ^or
nme year^

Paisiell remained a

his more recent works
,
he has attained student at the Conservatory, devoting

the dignity of the old Hellenic tragedy
sPecial effort to the study of church mu-

in his Oedipus Tyrannus, and he has S1C
>
and composing psalms, motets and

given most modern touches in some parts
oratorlos Towards the close of his

of his opera, Azra, notably m the Moor- sttldent daYs > however, he composed a

ish dances and in the beautiful forest comtc interiude winch was performed
scenes

" a^ ^e Conservatory This piece at-
ffAs a master of orchestration/' com- tracted so much attention that it pro-

mented Henry T Fmck, "he has few cured for lts comPoser a commission

equals
" from Bologna to compose an opera In

this way, Paisiello was brought to that

Principal works by John Knowles field of music m which he won world
Paine renown
ORCHESTRA Symphony m C-mmor

, Spring Paisiello composed two comic operas
symphony The Tempest An Island fantasy, for Bologna La PupMa and // mondo
As- you like it overture. Duo concertante (for > 1.1.1- 1 ^

violin, violoncello and orchestra)
a Rovescio which achieved such great

OPERA Azra fame that the composer received com-

CHORAL St Peter, The Realm of fancy,
missions to compose operas for leading

Phoebus, anset
}
The Nativity ,

A Song of opera houses in Italy His pen was pro-
promise, Oedipus Tyrannus, Choral hymns, ductive

, during the next few years he
et<

l, composed a long string of operas which

tnnX ^U^ f
nns

??
arte t

*
P"

spread his fame from one end of Italytrio, Largketto and scherzo (for trio). So- +* +^<* ^^^ -\xn, ^ t, ^11 AT i

nata foj viohn and Piano, etc
to the other When he settled m Naples,

Pieces for the organ, for piano, part songs
lS fame rivalled that of Piccmni and

songs, etc
'

Cimarosa, two of the most populai

About John Knowles Fame operatic composers of the time

Lrn rj i^ m f /> i
^Ut ^1S reputation was not confined to

Howard, John iaskei Our American Tf^Ur ^i^ T T^"7^ t, j
Music *y ^tone In 1776, he received an m-
Aeohan Quaitetly 3 13 Septembei 1899,

vitation from Catherine II, to serve as
Etude 24 104 March 1906

'

her music-master, at a yearly salary of
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4,000 rubles, excluding expenses For
nine years, Paisiello remained in the

employ of Catherine This period was

especially distinguished by the fact that

it produced // Barbiere di Swiglia, prob
ably the best of Paisiello's operas and
the first to utilize a subject which Ros
sini was later to make world famous.
On his way back to Italy, after his ex

tended sojourn in Russia, Paisiello

stopped at Vienna, where he composed
twelve symphonies upon an order from

Joseph II, and an opera, // Re Teodoro

Proceeding- to Naples, he was appointed

chapel master to Ferdinand IV, in 1784
In this post he produced some of his

most famous operas, including Nina and
La Molinara

In 1799, the revolution in Naples es

tablished a republican government, and
the court withdrew to Sicily. Paisiello,

however, did not lose his prominent mu
sical post, immediately being appointed

composer to the Nation. With the

Restoration, his former patrons refused
to reinstate him For two years, there

fore, Paisiello held no official post
Then, called to Pans by First Consul

Napoleon to direct the music of his

chapel, at a salary of 12,000 francs a

year excluding expenses, Paisiello came
to the French capital, remaining two and
a half years in Napoleon's employ. Dur
ing this period, he composed considerable

church music and an opera, Proserpine
His music was esteemed highly by
Napoleon, who considered Paisiello one
of his favorite composers
The ill-health of Paisiello's wife,

brought on by the climate of Pans,

compelled the composer to resign from
his attractive position and to designate
the-then-unknown Leseuer as his suc

cessor Returning to Naples, Paisiello

found honor and fame awaiting him
He was accorded a handsome pension

by Joseph Buonaparte and reinstated in

his one-time position as chapel-master
The return of the Bourbon family into

power in Naples however ended this

good fortune Deprived of his pension,
Paisiello was faced by comparative

penury.

The loss of his high position, affected

Paisiello vitally, tu^dermming
11 his health,

The death of his beloved wife, in 1815,

GIOVANNI PAISIELLO

was the last blow. Giovanni Paisiello

died in Naples on June 5, 1816.

The critics of his day assigned a

crowning position to Paisiello m the

world of opera We read, for example,
in the Quarterly Musical Magazine and
Review of 1818 that Paisiello's qualities
as a composer were "fertility of inven

tion, an extraordinary and happy facility
of finding subjects full both of nature

and originality, a talent unique in de

veloping them by the resources of

melody, and embellishing them by in

teresting details, an arrangement always
full of fancy and learning, a taste, grace
and freshness of melody . . . His com
position is always very simple, and di

vested of all affectation of learning . .

exceedingly elegant ;
his accompaniments

are always very clear and at the same
time full of brilliant effect, . He knows
perfectly how to introduce variety . ,

to pass from the comic, from the simple
and unaffected, to the pathetic, to the

majestic, and even to the terrible without

losing. . grace and elegance
"

Time, however, has not confirmed the

enthusiasm of Paisiello
J

s contemporaries
R A. Streatfeilcl remarked tersely in

The Opera: "Paisiello, a composer
Whose works though immensely popular
m their day, did not possess individuali

ty enough to defy the ravages of time

Paisiello deserves to be remembered as
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the first man to \\nte an opera on the

tale ot the 'Harber of Seville
' "

Principal \\orks h\ Giovanni Paisiello

Qptttv L'ldolo iine\e, L'Ohmpiadc , La
.Strra Padrona * II Rarbierc di Vwtqlui, At/-

tftt t La Mohnara, AIHC, Zcnolna, etc

CHORVI More than thirt> masses, R^-

quietn, Pawwn , Te Deutn , cantatas, motets

ORCHJSTRV TweUe symphonies, Funeral

march , Six concertos tor piano and orchestra

CHAMBER Music Six string quartets,
TweHe piano quartets, etc

About Gio\anm Paisiello

Abtrt, Hermann Pamcllos Verhallmss su

Mozart, Parktr, John R A Mutual Biogra

phy , Streatfeiid, R A The Opera
Quarterly Musual Magazine and Review

1 308 (1818)

Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina

1525-1594

'He was the ocean towards which all

streams flow" GXOVVNNI MATTEO ASQL\
(15Q1)

"In a general history of ancient poetry
Homer would doubtless occupy the most
ample and honorable place ,

and Pales

trma, the Homer of the most ancient

music that has been preserved, merits all

the reverence which it is in a musical
historian's power to bestow

" CHARLFS
BURNE\

HPHE age of vocal polyphony was

brought to a magnificent culmina
tion by Palestrma, the foremost musical

genius of the sixteenth century This

Composer, whose name was derived from
the town of his birth, was born as Gio
vanni Pierluigi Sante in Palestrma, Italy
The date of his birth has been subject
to much controversy, but it has been

placed somewhere towards the close of
1525 It has been recorded by Zoe
Kendnck Pyne that the long-existing
enigma of Palestnna's birth was about
to reach solution in 1912 when a mu
sicologist discovered in an Augustian
monastery, a Palestrma manuscript
which seemed to contain the composer's
exact date of birth, but which was dif

ficult to decipher The musicologist
asked the monastery for permission to

photograph the manuscript, but when he
returned to do so discovered that some
one had, in the meanwhile, stolen the

manuscript, it has never been heard of
since

\. legend informs us that, shortU attei

his arrival in Rome in IvK), Palestrma

walked past the Kasihca S Maria Mag-
giore Janetto, singing to himself as nt

\\alked The choirmaster, overhearing
him, \\as so struck b\ the qualitv of his

voice that he urged the bo\ to enter his

choir It is doubtful if this story has

even the germ of truth Ft has also been

recorded that Palestrma became a pupil
of the Flemish contrapuntist, Goudimel,
another statement that is subject to con

troversy

However, it is kno\\n definitely that

on October 28, 1544, Palestrma was ap

pointed organist and choirmaster at the

cathedral San Agapito, in Palestrma, and
that in this position Palestrma enjoyed
the happiest period of his life He was

busily engaged in musical activity with

out interference of jealous antagonists,
and enjoyed marked appreciation and a

satisfactory salary Three years after

this appointment, Palestrma married
Lucretia de Gons Palestrma's biog

rapher, Giuseppe Bairn, has described

the intense poverty that Palestrma suf

fered during the eaily years of this mar
riage, but modem research has dis

proved Bairn As a matter of fact,

Lucretia de Gons was the daughter of a

prosperous landowner, and soon after

her marriage, received an inheritance of
a house, vineyards, fields and meadows
There is more reason to believe, there

fore, that during the early j^ears of his

marriage, Palestrma was in comfort
able en cumstances, able to devote his en
tire attention and industry to music

study and composition
In 1551, Palestrma retumed to Rome

to receive the appointment of Master of
the Boys in the Julian choir in St
Peter's Three years later, he published
his first volume of music containing
four masses for four voices, and one
mass for five voices- which he dedi
cated to Pope Julius III Flattered by
this dedication, Pope Julius III appoint
ed Palestrma the following yeai to the

collegiate of smgeis m his private chapel
This year was also marked by the publi
cation of Palestrma's first book of mad-

ngals for four voices

On the death of Pope Julius III the

papacy went to Matcellus II, who died
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almost as soon as he assumed his ponti-
ficial position The new Pope was Paul

IV, who decided to reorganize the Papal
choir. Palestrina was summarily dis

missedprimarily because he was mar
ried, and married singers were not per
mitted m the papal choir It is said

that the dismissal affected the composer
so acutely that for several weeks he was
ill in bed with nervous disorders How
ever, Palestrina did not remain without

employment for a long time. Soon after

his recovery, he was given the post of

chapel master at the Basilica St John
Lateran, when he composed his book
of thirty-five magnificats and his lamen
tations for four and eight voices,

Tn 1561., Palestrina became the chapel-
master of S Maria Maggiore, and with
this appointment is inaugurated one of
the richest creative periods in Pales-
tnna's life 1562 was the date of the

Council of Trent which decreed that
Italian Church music must be radically
reformed The following year, Pope
Pius IV created a commission of eight
cardinals to bring this decree to realiza

tion One of the first moves of this

commission was to engage Palestrina to

compose a mass which would serve as a

model for all church composers Pales
trina composed three masses (including
his world-famous Missa Papae Mar-
celli) which were first performed at the

home of Cardinal Vitellozzi This mu-

GIOVANNI

sic was accorded Ia\Lsh enthu>ias>m and
praise and vva.s immediately accepted as
the prototype for all future ecclesiasti

cal music This episode established
Palestrina as the foremost church com
poser of the period.

In 1565, Palestrina assembled five of
his masses, including the Papae Mar-
celli, and sent them with an appropriate
dedication to Philip II, monarch of

Spain, who rewarded the composer with

nothing more than effusive gratitude
Three years later, these masses were
published A third volume of masses
was published m 1570, and likewise dedi
cated to Philip II.

In 1569, Palestrina entered the serv
ice of Cardinal d'Este, a prominent
figure of the Renaissance who encour

aged Palestrina to compose some of his

greatest choral works, including the first

book of motets. The second book of
motets appeared in 1572, followed three

years 'later by the third volume

It was not until March of 1571 that

Palestrina returned to the Papal choir,
this time as chapel-master. He was now
the foremost composer m Italy and was
accorded great honor and reverence. In

1575, he received what was probably
the greatest triumph of his career. It

was the year of the Jubilee, and to

celebrate the event, fifteen hundred

singers from the town of Palestrma,
subdivided into three mammoth chor

uses, entered Rome on foot, singing the

music of Palestrina as they marched,

The death of his wife, in 1580, caused
Palestrina great grief One year later,

however, he remarried The last years
of Palestrina's life were sombre Of the

four children of his first wife, three

died, after revealing considerable musi
cal talent; the fourth proved to be dis

solute and irresponsible But sorrow
could not dam the flow of his inspira

tion, which continued to pour in mag
nificent abundance.

The early part of 1594, Palestrina

published his last work, a collection of

thirty madrigals While preparing this

publication, he was stricken with pleurisy
which completely undermined him He
took to bed on January 26 of 1594 and
one week later on February 2^-he

passed away His last words to his son
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expressed gratitude in knowing that the new vocabulary or forms He was, as

remainder of his works, which were as Richard R Terry pointed out, "content

yet unpublished, would soon he issued to work in the modes as his forefathers

"The boy genius from the Sabine hills had done, and we see no signs of his

had clone his work/' to quote Zoe Ken- attempting to break away from this

dmk Pyne "Step by step, emerging mediaeval system of tonality Un-
froin obscurity to fame, he bore music like his English contemporaries, he tried

aloft and taught it to express all that no bold experiments in the direction of

the tongue dare not utter, because such a newrer tonality, and this contented habit

emotion, .such ecstasy, is too great for of mind gives his music \ery frequently

words defiled by common use" an uneventful character But the note

Palestnna was buried on the day he of mysticism was always present

died His body was encased with a Serene, aloof, and detached from mun-

plate of lead, on which his name* as en- <fcme affairs, there is no note of ma-

scribed m Latin together with the desig-
tenahsm to be found in it When he

nation "Musitae Pnnceps
" On Febru- rises to his highest flights, they are

an, 14 a Requiem Mass was performed flights of spiritual ecstasy, not those of

in his memory in the chapel of S Maria declamation or pictonahsm
"

del Soccorso A complete edition of Palestrma's

Giuseppe Bairn has, somewhat pe-
works numbering thirty-three volumes

dantically, subdivided Palestnna's mu- and Deluding some nine hundred and

sic into ten different periods or styles
fi% compositions was published by

However, Cecil Gray is piobably more Bieitkopf und Hartel under the editor-

accurate m finding three, rather than ship of Witt, Espagne, Commer and

ten, distinct styles in Palestnna's life- Haberl

work "In his first book of masses, pnncipai works by Giovanni Pierlmgi
and in several other compositions pub- ja pa]estrina
hshed later, but probably written about

CHQRAL ^^ books of ma$seSj Four
the same time, he appears rather in the of madngals, Seven books of motets, lamen-

light of a disciple and follower of the tations, hymns, offertories, magnificats t

Netherland school They are highly litanies, etc

complex and artificial, and as full of in- Abollt Giovanni Pierlmgi da Pales-

genious contrapuntal contrivances as the
j-rma

most elaborate productions of the Flem-
fi Ui^ Pahstrwat Cameth, Ai-

ish school His second period is char- ^ erto palestrma, Fellerer, Karl Gustatav
actenzed by a constantly increasing Palestnna, Pyne, Zoe Kendnck Paleitnna,

tendency in the direction of melodic Hw Life and Times, Raugel, Felix Pales-

suavity and harmonic clarity, culmmat- tnm
>
Schtmtz

'
Eu^en P*l***ia

ing m the M*ssa Papae Marcelhfae
important recordings of music by

most famous as it is likewise one of the Glovanm pierlmgl da Palestrma
best of all his Masses in which the ut- P^AWAT M , p rt*^ ** n ^i^

,
*

, , j , ,
LHOKAL Missa rapae Maicelli, complete

most sensuous beauty is united to a great (VICTOR-Westminster Choir) , Mwa asmmp-
wealth and subtlety of technical resource, ta est Maria, complete (VicroR-Dijon Choir) ,

without, however, detracting from the Stabat Mater, complete (SYRENA) ,
Sicut cer-

profoundly devotional character of the J (VICTOR-Sistme Chapel)

music Finally, in the work of his third

period, the formal structure becomes TT , . ^ , 10 s,> 1n1n
more concentrated and precise, the poly-

Horatu> W " Parker ^63^1919

phonic texture still more refined and TTORATIO WILLIAM PARKER,
simplified, and the harmonic and melodic -^ one o f the most gifted of American
idiom undergo a further process of clan-

composers, was born m Auburndale,
fication, resulting in the formation of a near Boston, Massachusetts, on Septern-
style from which every vestige of the ber IS, 1863 His father was a dis-
old Flemish style has been eliminated" tingmshed Boston architect, his mother,

Palestnna was not, essentially, a revo- a woman of rare literary talent who dis-

lutiomst in music, he did not create any tmguished herself by her translations in
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English from Latin, Greek and Euro- completed his Onjan mncerln in P he

pean languages selected Parker to introduce it in

As a child, Horatio Parker disclosed Munich In Munich, too, a feu of
a remarkable memory, as \vell as an un- Parker's early \\orks reached perform-
usual lo\e for natural histor} Music, ante at the conceits of the Royal Music
ho\\e\er, seemed to make no impres- School
sion upon him Time and a^am, his, in iggS, Parker returned to America,
mother attempted to arouse a love for

becoming director of musical instruction
music m him, but failed at gt Paul's and St. Mark's School in
His interest m mubic \vas suddenly Garden City, Long Island There fol-

ancl mysteriously aroused hometime m
iowe(j several positions as organist, first

1877 Once stirred, his appetite became at $t Andrew's Church m New York,
insatiable His mother informed us that then at the Holy Trinity Church, also in
he used "to spend literally whole days New York At the same time, Parker
at the piano, beginning at daylight and

taught counterpoint at Thurber's Nation-
stopping only when his father sent him aj Conservatory
to bed, perhaps at 11 P M From that In Ig93 p^ transferred hls home
time onwards he had one object Sports from New York to Bost becommgand recreation were left out of his life

Q t and dlrector of thfi chojr ^
and *e "e

cfS
ary education uas with Tr

6
mit Church For ht he

great difficulty imparted in the intervals hdd ^ tlQn Wlft ^ d|stmc
'

tlon
ot music study In 1894) he uas appomted p10 fessor Of
His mother gave him his first mstruc- music at Yale University, thereby

tion at the piano He made gargantuan coupling pedagogy with the playing of
strides He soon turned to composition, the organ and the conducting of choral
and at the age of fifteen set to music music
fifty poems of Kate Greenaway's Under And at the same t; hjs creatlye
the window m a period of two days was not ldle Qn M 3 1893_wmleHe also studied the organ In his S1x-

stl]1 m New York-Parker directed the
teenth year he was appointed organist firgt perfortnance O f his most famous
and director of music at St Pauls

choral work] Hora nmnssma at the
Church in Dedham

Holy Trimty Church composed during
Apparently destined for a musical a period of illness and depression This

career, Parker soon followed an mten- performance was so successful that the
sive training Stephen Emery was en-

following year the Handel and Haydn
gaged to teach him harmony, John Orth, Society m Boston performed it The
the piano, George W Chadwick, com-

Springfield Festival likewise featured it

position George W Chadwick has re- prominently In 1899, Parker was in-
corded his impressions of Parker as a Vited to England to conduct this work,
student "As my pupil, he was far from

receiving a heart-warming reception
docile In fact, he was impatient of the The sohd musica{ W0fth of HQfQ
restrictions of musical form and rather nowsma," commented George W
rebellious of the discipline of counter-

Chadwick, "its skilful and impressive
point and fugues But he was very m- Aoral wnt ^ tic beaut/ of ^
dustnous and did his work faithfully and sol and ^e yaned and colore^ mstru.
well His lessons usually ended with his

mentation, endear it to musicians, while
swallowing his medicine, but with many lof j h f
a wry grimace It was quite natural i ,j . , ,

that before long our relation should de-
rell^f P*s^ altiio tinged with

velop from that of teacher and pupil
romance mysticism, make a strong ap-

mto a warm and sincere friendship
" Pea^

In his eighteenth year, Parker went Horatio Parker's prestige as a com

to Munich where he studied the organ Poser rose gradually after the perform-
under Josef Rhemberger Parker be- ances of Hora novissvma In 1897,
came so much of a favorite pupil of this Walter Damrosch introduced his ora-

organ master that when Rhemberger tono, St Christopher, with the Oratorio
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Society of New York The musical

merits of this work were proved when
it was featured prominently at the Nor
wich and Bristol music festivals in Eng
land. In 1901, Parker was awarded the

Paderewski prize for a cantata, A Star

song, Ten years later, he won the prize

of $10,000 offered by the Metropolitan

Opera House for the best opera written

in English by an American composer,
with Mono, (on a libretto by Brian

Hooker), performed on March 14, 1912.

Another opera^ Fairyland, won the first

prize offered by the National Federation

of Women's Clubs for an American

opera.

Walter Henry Hall pointed out that

Parker's outstanding importance as a

composer does not rest with his two

operas which won him great fame "His

ventures into opera, while they proved
his complete mastery of musical ma
terial, and enhanced his reputation, also

showed that his greatest gift was in the

direction of pure choral music
"

Horatio William Parker died of pneu
monia at his home in Cedarhurst, Long
Island, on December 18, 1919. His last

published work, the choral Dream of

Mary, reveals a modification of his

former complex style with the result,

as Walter Hall commented, that Parker

produced "music direct, beautiful and

impressive."

Thruout his life, Parker suffered

severely from rheumatism Notwith

standing this ailment, he v\as a passion

ate lover of sports He played golf fre

quently, and enjoyed nothing more than

cycling and mountain climbing. His

summers were frequently spent in the

Bavarian, Tyrolean or Swiss Alps, either

on foot or on bicycle

Principal works by Horatio W.
Parker

OPERA Mono,, Fairyland

CHORAL Hora nouissima, St Christopher',

A Wanderer's psalm, A Star song, Spirit of

beauty ;
A Song of the times

,
The Dream of

Mary, etc

ORCHESTRA. Symphony in C-mmor; Sym
phonic poem; Venetian overture, Collegiate

overture, Scherzo m G
,
A Northern ballad,

Concerto for organ and orchestra, Crcpuscule

(for mezzo-soprano and orchestra) , Union
and liberty (for solo and orchestra, composed
for the inauguration of Theodore Roosevelt

as president)
Pieces for the organ, for the piano, etc

About Horatio W. Parker ,

Chadwick, George W Ploratio Parker,

Howard, John Tasker Our American Music
Musical Quarterly 16 153 April 1930; Mun-

cal Times 43 586 September 1902, New
Revieiv 19 58 January 1920

G, Hubert Parry 1848-1918

SIR
CHARLES HUBERT HAS

TINGS PARRY called by some

English critics the "greatest English

composer since Purcell" was born m
Bournemouth, on February 27, 1848 He
was the second son of Thomas Gambier

Parry, a Gloucestershire squire, talented

amateur painter, and a well-known col

lector of Italian art-works

Parry disclosed musical sensitiveness

at an early age, At eight, he composed
chants and hymn tunes At preparatory
school he came under the influence of

Samuel Sebastian Wesley who brought
him more intimately into contact with

music From there, he went to Eton
where his musical talent became recog
nized

In 1868j Parry's Intermezzo religioso

for strings was introduced at the Glou

cester Festival The exhilaration of

hearing his own work convinced him

that he wished to become a com-
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poser. He decided, therefore, to con
tinue his music study under such well-

known professors as Sterndale Bennett,
G A. Macfarren and H H. Pierson.

On graduation from Oxford, Parry
engaged for three years in business. The
lure of music, however, was too great.
He finally discarded all thought of a

permanent business career and entered

the profession of music. He was for

tunate, at this time, in becoming a close

friend of Edward Dannreuther, the mu
sicologist, whose advice and encourage
ment were of immeasurable importance
in the growth of Parry's artistic career

It was for the musical gatherings which
Dannreuther held at Orme Square (the

very same studio where, one afternoon

in 1877, Wagner read to a group of

friends his libretto of Parsifal) that

Parry's early chamber works reached

performance And it was Dannreuther
who introduced Parry's Concerto for

piano and orchestra at the concerts of

the Crystal Palace in 1880

It was probably this performance that

procured for Parry a commission from
the Gloucester Festival to compose a

special choral work Late in 1880,
scenes from Prometheus unbound were

performed at the Festival The per
formance was a disheartening failure

Parry, however, did not wait long for

recognition. In 1883, his eloquent set

ting of Shirley's Ode, The Glories of our
blood and state was performed at the

Gloucester Festival with considerable en

thusiasm Four years later, the Bach
Choir sang his Blest pair of sirens, con

vincing the critics of the originality and

imagination of the composer From
this time on, Parry's music found ap
preciative ears With the performance
of the third and fourth symphonies, in

1889, there were already many critics

to hail him as the greatest English com
poser of his time.

In 1894, Parry succeeded Sir George
Grove as the director of the Royal Col

lege of Music a position he held until

the end of his life Altho he was hence
forth burdened by innumerable Adminis

trative duties, he did not neglect com
position. He was enormously prolific,

producing music in every possible form,
with the exception of the opera

C HUBERT PARRY

Parry's eminent position in English
music was recognized; he was the re

cipient of many honors and distinctions.

In 1898, he received the honor of knight
hood. Five years later at the corona
tion of King Edward VII, for which he

composed a special anthem he was
created a Baronet In 1900, Parry suc
ceeded Sir John Stamer as professor of
music at Oxford University, holding this

position until 1908 when ill-health com
pelled him to resign.

Sir Charles Hubert Parry died at

Knight's Croft in Rustington on October

7, 1918. His body was cremated and

placed in an urn m St Paul's Cathedral
in London

Parry's musical style is not, wrote R
O Morris, "superficially an attractive

one He scarcely ever wrote a good tune
in the sense in which, for instance, Pur-
cell, Schubert and Brahms wrote good
tunes , . Even m his finest musical
declamations there is hardly a trace of
the true lyrical rapture His rhythm is

often too square and too heavy-footed,
. . . His harmony, again, is staid and
unadventurous . , All these things hit

you right in the face at the outset
"

Intimacy with Parry's music, however,
discloses many of its fine qualities "His
instrumental work," to quote W, H
Haddow, "is firm and dignified; it pon-
tains no cheap and no unworthy phrase,
but it has not the sense of color and
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contrast on which onh^tial w tiling s Felipe Pedrell 1841-1922

much depend,, and it hold, so far aloof J^J^^ Ifthe
trom sensationalism mat it even ai^ stimulation exercised on me by his \vorks

countenances adventure His chief that I o\\e m> artistic hie" MVNUEL DE

strength, and here his has no rival thru- V\u*\

out our hihtorj, is his gift of enteung in-
rppfjr father of modern Spanish mu-

to the very heart of a noble poetry, not -*-
slCj Felipe Pedrell, was born in Tor-

by the reflected light of illustration or
tosa, on February 19, 1841 As a boy,

comment but by a glow of mspnation he sang in the choir of the Tortosa Ca-

\vhich has been kindled at the same fire
"

thedral, which brought him into intimate

Sir Charles Hubert Parry has also contact with Spanish church music

distinguished himself as an eminent mu- Feeling drawn to music, he began its

:
*

,
T e r 11tl study autodidactically, succeeding m ac-

sicologist producing many works of un- 7
a competeilt

y '

education Then,
questionable musicological significance- ^ a ^^ of Juan Antonio Nm y
including the Evolution of the art of Serr^ he reached maturity It was Ser-

music, the third volume of the Oxford ra who first mtroduced him to native

History of Music (The Seventeenth
Spanish music and who urged him to

Century), and a biographical and critical compose works based on folk melodies

study of Johann Sebastian Bach He In jg?^ pedrell's first published work
also contributed many penetrating aiti-

appeared, and three years later was suc-

cles to George Grove's Dictionary of ceeded by his first opera, El Ultimo aben-

Music and Musicians cerraje His music attracted very little

attention To earn his living, Pedrell

Principal works by C Hubert Parry turned to pedagogy, becoming professor

ORCHESTRA Fne symphonies, To an un- of musical history and aesthetics at the

written tragedy y
Suite modcine, Variations m Madrid Conservatory

E-mmor, Suite in F, Concerto for piano and
ni_heatth compelled Pedrell to resign

onhestra Iticidental music lo Anstophanes
professorial post Going to

The Bird?, The Clouds and The frrogs, to 111*1. i u u
Hobbes' Repentance, Aeschylus' Agamemnon Barcelona which he then made his home,

CHAMBER Music Wind nonet, Stnng qum~ Pedrell published his famous opera Los

iet in E-flat, Stnng quartet in G, Piano quar- Pmneos, which was not performed un-

tet in F-nnnor, Three piano trios, Violin til 1892 It was at this time that he first

sonata in D , Violoncello sonata m A began his monumental work on behalf of

CHORAL Judith, Job, King Saul, The Glo- Spanish music, publishing a pamphlet,
nes of our blood and state, Ode to a solemn por niiestra mtisica, in which he main-
music, Ode on St Cecikafs day, UAllegro , tamec[ that national music art must rest
II Pensoroso Invocation to music, Song of ^ foundatlon of the folfc song
darkness and light. 1 he ried piper of name- -,-F ., , , A ,

-, ^
/m, A Vision of life, Hymn to the Natmty, from

this time on, he devoted mex-

elc haustible energy towards historical and

archaeological research In 1887 came
About C Hubert Parry his Estudios de Bibhografia musical,

Fuller-Maitland, J A The Music of Parry which was followed by a biographical
and Stanford, Graves, Charles L Hubeit and bibliographical dictionary of Span-
Parry, Hadow, W H Collected Essays, ish, Portugese and Spanish-American
Willeby, Charles Masters of English Music writers and composers From 1892, he

Monthly Musical Record 46 3 January 1916, began the publication of a series of
Musical Quarterly 5 299 July 1919, Musical articles, entitled Los Mustcos anommos,
Times 59 489 November 1918 filled Wlth impOrtant documentary in-

Important recordings of music by
formation about Spanish folk lore

C Hubert Parry
In 1894, Pedrell began to edit his

CHORAL Coronation anthem (COLUMBXA) ,

^^ouBH^span^ae scholae m^ca sacra,

Jerusalem (GRAMOPHONE) an eight-volume anthology of great

SONGS Three aspects (GRAMOPHONE-MC- Spanish church music This monument-

Cormack) al endeavor was succeeded by a still
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more gargantuan venture, the editing
and publication of the complete works
of Vittona, the great Spanish church

composer of the sixteenth century. Be
tween 1905 and 1908, Pedrell edited an

anthology of classical organ works by
Spanish composers, and the last years
of his life were devoted to the selection,

editing and publication of Cancionero

musical popular espanol, the first com

prehensive anthology of Andalusian,

Moorish, Cataloman and Basque folk-

music.

Despite these enormous archaeological
and historical labors, Pedrell did not

neglect composition In a long series of

works, including operas, choral and sym
phonic compositions, he attempted to put
into practice his theories on Spanish mu
sic He was, however, never accorded

that recognition for his compositions that

he received for his historical and critical

labors. When, in 1911, his seventieth

birthday was the object of considerable

festivity and congratulations, it was not

because he was a composer but rather

because he had accomplished monument
al research in Spanish folk and church

music

The realization that his music never

achieved recognition embittered him

considerably As he once told Manuel

de Falla, towards the close of his life-

"They have never done me justice either

in Catalonia or in the rest of Spain
They have constantly tried to belittle me,

saying that I \vas a great critic, or a

great historian, but not a good composer
It is not true, I am a good composer

f

I do not \vant respect for my years, but

for my work. Let them hear it and

study it; they will then be able to

judge!"

However, as Anthony Clyne wrote,
Pedrell's importance does not rest in his

creative work "He was himself incap
able of entirely discarding the meretri
cious sentimentality, acquired thru the

influence of foreigners, especially the

Germans, of an age when true romance
was in all the arts so often counterfeited.

So anxious to make his music expressive,
he did not see that it was not sufficient

to use the material of folk music with
the technique of European music, but
that its own technique must be involved.

Its rhythmic and modal characteristics

were the essence of its beauty and value

Intensely patriotic, he nevertheless over
laid the racial and traditional qualities
with a structure un-Spanish, producing
a mixture of irreconcilable styles.

1 '

Pedrell's great importance in musical

history rests almost exclusively with his

research work, and with his influence

upon the succeeding generation of Span
ish composers Almost single-handed
he caused a renaissance of Spanish mu
sic, and pointed out a new direction for

Spanish music towards which his con

temporaries traveled eagerly Thus he
achieved a new epoch in Spanish art mu
sic. His influence was felt strongly not

only by his immediate successors, Isaac

Albemz and Granados, but also by the

entire school of modern Spanish com
posers

f<He has made of Spanish music
a living and vibrant art," wrote Andr6

Coeuroy "The Joaqiun Tunnas and
the Manuel de Fallas of our day would
not have become what they are if this

predecessor he of the white beard
had not guided them. Thus Pedrell has
known the purest joy that can be ex

perienced by pioneers that of haying
assisted, while

hying,
to the triumph arid

culmination of his life's ideal
"

Felipe Pedrell , died in Barcelona pn

August 19, 1922 During the last years
of his life he knew not only illness but
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jM>vert\ as \\ell a po\ert> which was intermezzo) \\as performed at the

onh partial!} alleuated by the support monastery S Angello Maggiore The
of his pupiK success of this performance procured

J B Trend has discovered three stnk- its composer a commission to compose
m# qualities in Pedrell's music "There an opera for the court theatre La Sal-

are individual peculiarities m his st}le, litstia \vas produced in the \\mter of

seremt} as well as strength in his emo- 1731 and was warmly acclaimed, altho

tions, and an unusual sense of mystery, there were many who did not like the

or of poetr}
"

comic intermezzo which Pergolesi had

Principal work, by Fehpe Pedrell
mser

u
ted to *1S Pera '

to
.

^ 1732,
_ *

rrr , ^ j another Pergolesi opera made its ap-OFERV El i Ituno aocncerraje . Quasimodo, D \ . ,

r

Mwppa, Ckopatn ,
La telestina, Lav Pin- pearance Ruimero, but it was a com-

ntu* plete failure

CHORU Cannon, Mme di gloria, Hymne All of Pergolesi's works were created
a Me ThtrLW, Requiem > motets, antiphons wmthm the short span of five years
ORCHESTRA Enelswr El Cornte Armm

C 1731-1736) But his industry m this
Glose (with chorus). / irionn. Lant de la i i 1 j 1 j i

montanya, Mart he a M^tml Peno(i was phenomenal and he produced

Songb a rich succession of works for the

About Felipe Pediell
th

?
atre

>
for *orus ' chamber-groups and

. j r n , , nf solo voice It was often difficult for
Cocurcn, Andre Le Panorama de la Mu-

, , , ,

^quc Contemporame, Curzon, Henri Fehpe
him to Compose because his creative

Pedrell a Lc Pyrcncti, Salazar, Adolfo labors would frequently be interrupted
La Musica Contem'poranea en Espana, Trend, by violent hemorrhages Yet, despite
J B Manuel de FaUa and $fiwish Music his ^Iness, he worked at a breath-takingMonthly M usual Record 52 277 November T

'

.,
r i i

1922, AfuM t and Letter 7265 July 1926, Pace In these five yeaiS '
he composed

Musical Quarterly 11 164 April 1928, La twelve operas, thirty oratorios, four
Revue Musicals 4 1 February 1922 masses, four Salve Regmas, psalms, airs,

Important recordings of music by cantatas, sonatas, trios, a Stabat Mater

Fehpe Pedrell as well as four volumes of vocal ex-

SONGS Cctait en avnl (VicaoR) ,
Sur I'cau erases It was almost as though he

(VICTOR) knew that he had not long to live

Pergolesi's masterpiece, that jewel of

^ -D ^ i *^y/i y^/ comic opera La Serva padrona was
Giovanni Pergolesi 1710-1736

firsl pre

A

Sented m Naples" m 1733, to

history of opera bouffe virtually vigorous and triumphant applause Built

begins with Giovanni Pergolesi's
about a theme of almost threadbare sim-

La Serva padrona, the first great opera phcity and utilizing only three char-

bouffe m musical history acters, of which one is entirely silent,

Giovanni Battista Pergolesi was born lhis llttle Play as Karl Nef commented
m Jesi, near Ancona, on January 3, pithily "is so lively m its music, so telling

1710 His first musical instruction was in lts characterization, so full of jests

on the violin under Fiancesco Santim and humor, that it has continued as a

and Francesco Mondmi masterpiece of the first rank until the

In his sixteenth year, his musical present day
"

talent attracted the attention of an mtel- Twenty years after its first perform-
ligent patron of the arts, Count Carclolo ance in Naples, La Serva padrona was
Maria Mannelli, whose influence made introduced thruout Europe by a group
it possible for Pergolesi to enter the of itinerant Italian singers, and was
Naples Conservatory, Poven di Gesii everywhere received with tumultuous
Cnsto, where his teachers were Gaetano acclaim It was performed in Pans m
Greco, Fiancesco Durante and Fran- 1752 and made so profound an impres-
cesco Feo sion that it brought into being an entire

In 1731, Pergolesi emerged officially
cult of musicians, including Jean Jacques

as a composer when his sacred drama Rousseau, Diderot and Grimm, who
La Conversions di San Gughelmo proclaimed this as the only true musical
d'Aqwtania (which contained a comic art, condemning such French composers
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as Rameau for enmeshing music \\ith

intricate technique and elusive emo
tions l

La Serva padrona, commented Paul

Bekker,
t(

is among the most astonishing

things the theatre has to show in any age.
Two speaking characters, no decorations

nothing could be more primitive. . . .

The astonishing thing is the variety ex
hibited within that narrow circle No
thing more can be said about the in

terplay of man and woman than bass and

soprano tell each other and enact in

their raving, dancing and singing. It

may be this element of eternal validity
that gives Pergolesi's work its incom

parable effect . It remains alive

and inimitable. While it contained, as

the first work, the essence of the entire

species, it left to later times the possibili

ty of formal expansion and productive
elaboration But everything essential it

had itself established beyond excelling."

Early in 1734, Pergolesi was engaged
by the Duke of Maddaloni as court mu
sician One year later, another of his

distinguished works, the opera L'Olim-

piade}
was introduced under his own

direction at the Tordinona Theatre in

Rome. The performance was a dismal

failure Gretry reported that someone
in the balcony threw an orange at the

composer's head 1 This failure affected

not only Pergolesi's spirits but his health

as well, aggravating his illness and

GIOVANNI PERGOLESI

bringing on a period of great (le>pomlen-

cy. Momentarily, he deserted the com
position of operatic music, but for

tunately this desertion was only tem

porary In the autumn of 1735, he pre
sented another comic opera in Xaples,
// Flaminio, which aroused some en
thusiasm and praise.

Biographers of Pergolesi relate that at

this time, the composer fell in love with
a girl of high rank, Maria Spinelli. Her
brothers swore that they would kill

Pergolesi if she did not promise to for

get him completely. Three days later,

the brothers returned for the girl's final

answer only to find that the girl had left

to enter a convent.

This loss of his beloved was a fatal

blow to Pergolesi His health disin

tegrated rapidly. Early in 1736 he went
to Pozzuoli for a rest cure It is be
lieved that he composed his remarkable
Stabat Mater here, on a commission
from the Confraternity of S. Luigi di

Palazo at Naples He composed the

Stabat Mater m illness and pain, and
when his friends begged him to take a

short respite he answered: "Alas, I have
no time to lose!"

It is a penetrating commentary upon
Pergolesi's personality that at this time
with illness as his companion and death

facing him he should compose a lusty
and vulgar musical jest, a satiric scherzo
about the Capuchin monks

Giovanni Pergolesi died at Pozzuoli,

Italy, on March 17, 1736. He was
buried in the town cathedral. "Giovane
e monbondo" ("Young and dying") was
the inscription on his grave
Many critics, including Paul Marie

Masson, have found a close affinity be
tween the style of Pergolesi and that of

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Wrote
Masson: "There exists between Pergo
lesi and the author of Don Gwvanm a

close parental tie. One finds with each
of them the same quality of soul, the
same nimble gaiety or, in the sadness,
the same elegiac sweetness And it is

not only in sentiment that they resemble
each other but in style as well, by the

general form of their art There are
entire pages of Pergolesi which one
would say had been written by Mozart;
there are the safne melodic outlines, the
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method of harmonization and ac

companiment
"

The world-famous modern composer,

Igor Stra\msky, has arranged be\eral

ianiotis Pergolesi melodies for chamber-
orchestra and adapted them into t\\o

suites, Pidcinclla and Suite itahcnne

Principal \\orks by Giovanni Pergo
lesi

OPERA La Sallustia, Rictmero , La Serva

padrona, LQhmpiade, II Flammo, etc

CHOR\L Thirty oratorios ,
Four masses

,

Four Salve Regmas, psalms, cantatas, Stabat

Mater, Orfeo, Giasonc, etc

ORCHESTRA Concerto for violin and strings,

Symphony in G, Concerto for flute and or

chestra

CHAMBER Music Sonata for violoncello

and contmuo
,
Tw cnty-six sonatas for two

\iohns and bass, etc

Airs

About Giovanni Pergolesi

Bekker, Paul The Changing Opera, Bel-

laigue, Camille Portraits and Silhouettes,

Colmi, Francesco Pejgolesi e Sponhm
Le Guide du Comcrt 1 149 January 14,

1911

Important recordings of music by
Giovanni Pergolesi

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA La Scrva padrona,
"Donne vaghe" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

Vocal selec

tions (DECCA)
CHORAL Stabat Mater, "First Chorus"

(PARLAPHONE) , "Vitht suum" (PARLAPHONE)
ARIAS Se tu m'aim (COLUMBIA)
ORCHESTRA Pulcmella and Suite itaUenne,

Pergolesi melodies adapted by Stravinsky
(COLUMBIA)

Jacopo Peri

(See sketch on Caccmi)

Niccolo Piccinni 1728-1800

JOICCOLO PICCINNI, well-known
^

composer of Italian opera who was
the principal character m the famous
Gluck-Piccmni feud of musical history/
was born in Ban, Naples, on January 16,
1728 His father hoped to make of him
a priest, and it was only surreptitiously
that Niccolo was able to study the

harpsichord One evening, while visit

ing the home of the Bishop of Ban with
his father, Niccolo found a harpsichord
in an empty room Thinking he would
be undetected, he began to play quietly

1 See sketch on Gluck

His music, ho\\ever, attracted the

Bishop's notice \vho r recognizing the

talent of the performer, urged father

Piccinni to permit the boy to study mu
sic

In this manner, Piccinni became a

pupil at the Conservatory St Onofno
in 1742 He was at first displeased with

the instruction at the school, seeking
diversion by composing oratorios, psalms
and operatic arias secretly The director

of the Conservatory, Leo, soon heard

that one of the younger pupils was com

posing in pretentious forms, contrary to

the rules Leo, therefore, summoned
Piccinni to his office He discovered so

much talent and merit in the works that

Piccinni brought with him that Leo
whose original intention it had been to

reprimand the student severely
caressed the boy and placed him under

the personal care of Francesco Durante
Picunm remained at the Conserva

tory for twelve years On leaving that

institution he found a patron in the in

fluential Prince of Ventimiglia, who
utilized his power to procure a produc
tion of Piccmm's first opera, Le Donne

dispettose, in Naples m 1755 The suc

cess of this opera was extraordinary

Despite the fact that many intrigues
were working against the young com

poser, instigated by the followers of

Logroscmo, celebrated composer of

comic opera at the time, Piccinni pro
duced several rousing successes shortly
after his initial product

In 1758, Piccinni was summoned to

Rome on a commission to compose
Alessandro nelle Indie Here, two

years later, he composed the comic opera,
La Cecchma, one of the most famous

opera bouffes in musical history La
Cecchma was first performed in lead

ing theatres in Rome, then introduced
to the important cities of Italy Its fame
and popularity grew so great that it was
even known in China, where the Em
peror had a special performance of the

work prepared for him
This opera, as Eric Bloni wrote, "is

replete with a fluency and vivacity that

are quite in the best vein of the comic

opera of the period It is mellifluous,

pretty music, written without any great
care to fit it to the stage situation, yet
with more of that care than the public
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of the time, \\ho simply \vantetl to hear

agreeable music, ever suspected There
is some delightful harmony and sur

prising modulation in this little opera,
besides occasional attempts to create

dramatic effect by means of tremolos,
and other conventional tricks

"

Piccinm's fame was now at its height
In 1761, he composed six operas which
were performed simultaneously in six

different leading opera houses, each en

joying great popularity. For several

years, Piccinm was without a rival.

This dominant position, however, was
soon menaced In 1773, a pupil of Pic-

cmni Anfossi, by name -produced a

comic opera, Incognita perseguitata,
whose charm brought momentary popu
larity to its composer. Anfossi's newly
won fame reacted unfavorably to Pic-

cinni's reputation At one performance
of a Piccinm opera, there were some to

hiss the work To Piccinni, this was a
severe blow His health became af

fected, and for an extended period he

was seriously ill When he recovered,
he swore never again to compose an

opera for Roman production. He trans

ferred his home lo Naples, devoting his

energy to the preparation of operas for

the Neapolitan stage In Naples he had
lost none of his stature One of the

first comic operas he composed upon his

return, / Viaggiatori, ran for four con

secutive seasons

In 1776, as a result of repeated invita

tions, Piccinm went to Pans where, for

a salary of six thousand francs a yearj
he agreed to compose operas expressly
for the French stage He enjoyed high
favor at the Court; twice each week he
went to Versailles to give singing les

sons to the Queen
His first French opera was Roland,

a subject which had likewise been given
to Gluck. This was the beginning of

an artistic war between Picanm and
Glttck which split musical Paris into two

battling camps* The Gluckists were on
the side of dramatic expressiveness and

complex orchestrations and harmoniza

tions, the Piccinnists were for simplici

ty, agreeable melody and unpretentious
forms.

The director of the Opra, recogniz

ing the valuable publicity of this rivalry,

NJCCOL6 PICCINNI

decided to settle once and for all the

comparative greatness of these two com

posers by commissioning both of them
to compose an opera on the same sub

ject Iphigenie en Tauride Piccinm
had been promised that his opera would
be performed first, but, at the last

moment, the manager went back on his

word and gave precedence to Gluck
Gluck's Iphigenie was a masterpiece, and
it captured its audience by storm After
a success as great as this, Piccinni suf

fered inevitably. To add to Piccinm' s

misfortune, the principal singer of his

opera appeared on the stage obviously
intoxicated. The performance was,

therefore, a fiasco. There was no longer
a question in the minds of the Parisian

music public that in the Gluck-Piccinm
feud it was the former who was the vic

tor

In the meanwhile, Piccinni produced
two more operas in Paris Atys and
Adele de Ponthieu which were only
moderately successful. When Gluck left

Paris, in 1780, Piccinm was momentarily
the centre of interest again,. But, three

years later, a new rival appeared Sac-

chmi whose great popularity brought
failure to many of Piccinm's operas. It

is worthy of mention, and singularly in

dicative of Piccinni's personality, that

his rivalry with Gluck and Sacchini did

not embitter him egainst his antagonists.
When they died Piccinni extended ges-
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tines of admnation and tespeit, going
so far as to s<u of ( rluck that "the lyri-

tal theatre is as much indebted to him

as is the French stage to the great

Corneille
"

The I'reneh Revolution sent Piccmni

back to Naples, where the King ga\e
him a flattering reception and a hand

some pension Several of Piccmni's

operas were rev i\ eel successfully Once

again he knew adulation Unfortunate

ly, Piccmni brought back with him the

germs of revolutionary ardor He began
to express loudly sentiments on behalf of

proletarian revolution, even permitting
his daughter to marry a French revolu

tionary Immediately, he lost caste in

the e>es of the royalty For four years,
he was viciously persecuted, virtually

kept a prisoner in his own home In

1798, however, he received a commission

from Venice to compose two operas

Safely out of Naples, he decided to re

turn once again to France Here, he

tasted glory for the last time He was
created an Inspector of the Conserva

tory, and given a small pension

His many misfortunes, however, had

wrecked his health Paralysis set m, and

his health was persistently undermined

by continual bleedings by surgeons Fin

ally, he left for Passy with the hope
that rest and quiet might restore his

health There he died on May 7, 1800

Piccmni has been described by one of

his contemporaries as "under middle

size, but well-made, his carnage bespeak

ing dignity His figure had been very

agreeable, his forehead was large and

open, his eyes blue and with an ex

pression both sweet and spirited and
sometimes animated and sparkling
The form of his nose, and the union of

this feature with the forehead, reminded
one of the Greeks His mind was

quick, extended and cultivated His

principles m art were severe
"

In musical history, Piccinni is remem-
beied principally because of the feud
with Gluck, in which German opera

triumphed over Italian Piccmni's

operas have been relegated to obscurity
However, there exist a number of out

standing
1

critics m our day who believe

that Piccmni's obscurity is undeserved,
and that he is worthy of a much higher

artistic position than the musical his

torian has accorded him Cecil Gra\,
for example, has written 'That such a

noble and highly gifted artist as Piccmni

should be held up in musical histories

to derision and contempt, and regarded
as a typical representative of all the

most pernicious tendencies m operatic

art, is probably the crudest injustice and

the most glaring example of shallow

prejudice and ignorance in the whole his

tory of musical criticism Gluck is m-

contestably a great musical dramatist,

but as a musician pure and simple he is

incontestably the inferior of his rival
"

Bernard van Dieren is equally en

thusiastic about Piccinm's art "He was
a strong personality and a considerable

intellect, and technically well equipped
His music has an elegant statelmess, an

easy flexibility, and a balanced clarity

such as are rarely found combined with

so much strength and purpose He has

dramatic muscle, together with exquisite
nervous sensibility His melody emo

tionally pulsated with a subtlety that has

been rarely equalled before the advent

of Verdi
"

Niccolo Piccinm's grandson, Louis

Alexandre Piccmni (1779-1850), was
likewise a composer of operatic music

Born m Paris, he was engaged m that

city as pedagogue, violinist, accompanist,
and chorus master at the Opera He
composed more than two hundred works
for the stage, some of which were very

popular m their day

Principal works by Niccolo Piccmm
OPERA Le Donne dispettose ,

Alessandro

nelle Indie
,

Siroe
, L'Ohmpiade ,

Demetno
,

La Cecchina
, Demofoonte ,

Berenice
, Catone

in Utica, Antigono , Roland, Atys , Iphtgenie
en Taunde

, Didon, etc

CHORAL Three oratorios
, mass, etc

About Niccolo Piccmni

Blom, Eric Stepchildren of Music, Cui-

zon, Henn f Les Demigres Annies de Piccmni
a Pans, Delia Corte, Andrea Piccinni,

Dieren, Bernard van Doivn Among the Dead-

Men, Gray, Cecil A History of Music

Important recordings of music by
Niccol6 Piccinni

SELECTIONS PROM OPERA Didon, "Air de

Didon" (GRAMOPHONE)
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Amilcare Ponchielli 1834-1886

A MTLCARE POXCHIELLI was

born in Cremona on September l t

1834. At the age of nine he was entered

at the Milan Conservatory, where he re

mained for eleven years While still a

student, he made abortive attempts at

operatic composition which elicited the

praise of his teachers.

Upon leaving the Conservatory, he be

gan the composition of a major operatic
work based upon Manzoni's / Promessi

sposi. This work was given a first per
formance in Cremona, in 1856, with

moderate success For several years fol

lowing this operatic debut, Ponchielli

earned his living as a bandmaster in

Piacenza At this same time, he com

posed several operas, none of which re

vealed sufficient individuality to attract

notice.

The opening of a new opera house in

Milan the Teatro dal Verme brought
Ponchielli a commission for an opera for

the opening performance In 1872,

Ponchielli revised his early / Promessi

spoM radically, and with his wife sing

ing a principal role the work achieved a

tremendous success There followed a

commission from La Scala in Milan for

a ballet When / Lituani, the commis
sioned work, was performed in Milan in

1874, it was riotously acclaimed

AMILCARE, PONCHIELLI

Ponchielli was now a famous com
poser. With the self-assurance which
fame brings with it, he now set upon the

task of composing a new opera. On
April 8, 1876

r he produced La Gwconda
on a libretto by Tobia Gorna I who was
none other than Arngo I'mto, famous

composer and librettist) The opera did

not completely satisfy the composer and,
after having put the final touches upon
it, he changed it radically. Tn this new
form, La Gwconda was again per
formed at Genoa, in December of 1876
There followed a La Scala performance
the following February. The triumph
which this opera achieved definitely

placed Ponchielli among the leading
composers of Italian opera in his day.

"Ponchielli's score/' wrote a critic in

review shortly after the first perform
ances of La Gioconda, "shows that he
has fully grasped the poet's intentions

True to the school of which Boito made
himself the champion, and after many
years of hard struggle, Ponchielli had
endeavored to write dramatic music
which being descriptive of the action

abounds in coloring and instrumental ef

fects . . La Gioconda is an energetic
and laudable effort to infuse fresh vigor
into Italian opera

"

Probably the most famous portions of
La Gioconda are the ballet sections,

principally the famous Dance of the

hours, which have been favorites with

opera audiences everywhere "The bal

let music is unusually good/' wrote R, A.

Streatfeild, "and shows many favorable

examples of Ponchielli's fondness for

fanciful melodic designs, a mannerism
which has been freely imitated by his

pupils and followers/'

Altho Ponchielli produced three

operas after La Gioconda, he failed to

duplicate his brilliant success. He re

mained the composer of one extraor

dinary opera, but that one opera was
sufficient to bring him immortal fame
in operatic history.

During the last years of his life,

Ponduelli served as chapel-master at the

Cathedral of Bergamo He died in

Milan on January 16, 1886

"His creative power/' summed up
William Foster Apthorpf

"wa$ consider
able He was decidedly a man of gemtis.
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if of second rank If ht lacked Verdi's

\igor of temperament, he had a fine

dramatic ^itt, and his* technical musician-

ship was rather in advance of his day
"

Principal works by Amilcare IVm-

chielh

OPJRN I Vrvmessi sposi, La $<wojarda,

Rtidtrmt, ttertrando dtl Bornw , La Stella

del monte, II Farlatore ctcrno t La Gwcanda ,

/ Mvn di Vtnesia (completed b> A Cadora)

B\IOT Le Due qtmelle, I Lttuam, etc

CHOEAI Cantata in honor of Donizetti,

Hymn in memory of Garibaldi

About Amilcare Ponchielh

Apthorp, \Vilham Foster The Opera Past

and Present, Mreatkilel, R A The Opera
Mutual Times 24 338 Tune l f 1883, Musi

cian 10 95 March 190S
t
\*eue Mitsik Zeitwg

42 216 September 1916

Important recordings of music by
Amilcare Ponchielh

OPERVS La Giaionda, complete (COLUMBI\-
La Scala)

SELECTIONS I-ROM OPERV / Prowess
"Overture" (GRVMOPHONE)

Giacomo Puccini 1858-1924

"Within his period, Puccini stands as the

perfecter of lyric opera" PAUL BEKKER

GIACOMO
ANTONIO DOM-

ENICO MICHELE SECONDO
MARIA PUCCINI successor to Giu

seppe Verdi as the foremost composer of

Italian opeia was born m Lucca on

June 22, 1858 He was descended from
a long line of musicians For two
centuries the family of Puccini had been

prominent musicians in Lucca Giacomo
Puccini was, therefore, trained musically
from earliest childhood

Altho he disclosed unusual musical

precociousness, Giacomo was as a child

unruly and undisciplined He was hot-

tempered, obstinate and irresponsible
At school the seminary of San Michele

he was the leader of his companions
m all mischief In singing class, he dis

played a supreme indifference, and at

home was frequently kicked by his

uncle because of the frequency with

which wrong notes appeared in his prac

tising In San Pietro at Somaldi, where
he studied the organ, he often scandal

ized the priests by intioducmg operatic
arias in his improvisations It was

probabl} onlv his irulifteiente \\hich

made him fail m a competition for a

hjmn, \\lnch he entered in 1877

He lo\ed music passionate!} , ho\\e\er ,

at one time he \vent on foot to Pisa,

thirteen miles distant, to hear Verdi's

Aida The performance enchanted him

From that moment on, he \\as de

termined to go to Milan and study music

intensely, perhaps e\ en to meet the great

master personally Fortunately, his

mother understood him sympathetically,

and did everything m her power to bring
his dream to realization She applied to

Queen Marghenta, convinced her of

Giacomo's gifts, and procured three

hundred lira, enough to support Gia

como for one year In October of 1880,

Puccini entered the Reale Conservatory
after passing the entrance examinations

(f

l like Milan/' he wrote to his mothei,

after he had become acclimated "I

am not hungry I eat a great deal, and

I fill up on substantial soup My ap

petite is satisfied In the evenings I go
to the Gallery for a stroll, then come
home footsore reaching my room, I do

a little counterpoint, I do not play the

piano, because it is not allowed at night
After that I go to bed where I read seven

or eight pages of a novel This is my
hfe

"

While still a student at the Conserva

tory, Puccini composed a Capnccio sin-

fonico which, upon its performance at

the Conservatory concert, was success

fully received Franco Faccio promised
to perform it at the concerts of the La
Scala, and it was published by a well-

known house in Milan Thus, upon
leaving the Conservatoiy, Puccini had
his first taste of success, which encour

aged him to undertake the laborious

work of composing his first opera

To earn a livelihood, Puccini taught
the piano in Milan, working between les

sons upon his first opera, Le Vilh When
the opera was completed, he submitted
it for the Sonzogno competition, but it

was not even read because it was too

illegible Shortly afterwards, however,
Puccini played the score for Arngo
Boito, well known critic, librettist and

cornposer, who was so impressed with
the work that he started a special sub

scription to have the work performed It
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\\as presented at the Theatre dal Verme
in May of 1884, and was so phenomenal
ly successful that it brought Puccini a

reward of 2,000 lira Ricordi accepted
the work for publication, giving the

composer one thousand lira m advance.

Puccini was now in comparatively af

fluent circumstances He has recorded

how, shortly after the success of Lc Villi,

he went into his favorite restaurant in

Milan, called The Aida where during
his long period of penury he had ac

cumulated a bill of several hundred
lira ordered a sumptuous meal and

then, to the bewilderment of the res

taurant keeper, took out a thousand lira

note and paid off his long-standing debt.

"That was for me the greatest, the most
memorable satisfaction

"

Puccini's second opera, Edgar, was

presented at the La Scala on Apnl 21,

1889, It was a failure, even though
there were many critics who praised the

mastery of its construction But Puc
cini did not wait long for permanent
success. In February of 1893, his third

opera Manon Lescant was introduced

at the Teatro Regio in Turin. Manon
Lescaut made Puccini world-famous,

being introduced with enormous suc

cess in London and Paris as well as m
Italy

With Manon Lescaiit, Puccini's ca

reer, as the greatest Italian operatic com

poser since Verdi, was definitely

launched "Puccini's work/' wrote D,

C. Parker in discussing Manon, "con

tains some of the most vigorous and

spontaneous melody which he has given
us. ... The Puccini 'manner

1

. . . is not

absent, Indeed, considering the chrono

logical position of the opera, it is sur

prising that there is so much of the ma
ture Puccini in it,"

While m Pans for the French pre
miere of Manon, Puccini worked indus

triously on his new opera, La Boheme,
on a libretto by Giuseppe Giocosa and

Luigi Illiaca based on the famous novel

by Henri Murger, Scenes de la vie de

Boheme The opera was completed in

his villa at Torre del Lago, and given
its first performance at the Teatro Regio
iu Turin in February of 1886, under

the direction of Arturo ToscaninL

GIACOMO PUCCINI

The opera was a sensation. With one

stroke, Puccini had surpassed all of his

previous operatic efforts, producing a

work which placed him unquestionably
at the head of all Italian operatic com

posers of the time.
ff

Puccini has caught
the fanciful grace of Murger's style/' in

the critical estimate of R. A Streat-

feild, "with the dexterity of genius His
music is thoroughly Italian m style, but

he never strikes a false note He dashes

off the irresponsible gaiety of the earlier

scenes with a touch which though light is

always sure, and when the action deep
ens to tenderness, and even to pathos,
he can be serious without falling into

sentimentality and impressive without

encroaching upon the boundaries of

melodrama La Boheme is one of the

few operas of recent years which can be

described as a masterpiece
"

The success of La Boheme brought
Puccini financial security. He built a

beautiful Florentine villa at Torre del

Lago Here, during the next three

years, he planned and worked ori his

new opera, Tosca, after the tragedy of

Sardou. It seemed as if success had
now become a habit, for Tosca, on its

performance at the Teatro Costanzi in

Rome on January 14, 1900, equalled the

phenomenal success of La Boheme

In February of 190? while driving
his car at high speed late one night, jnear

his home Puccini missed a: curve and
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\vent o\er an embankment of some

thirty feet Both his \\ife and son es

caped injury, but Puccini broke his leg

and suffered intense pain \\hile he \vas

rushed back to his villa at Torre del

I -ago Three days later, a specialist

from Florence arrived to set the broken

leg, but the recovery \vas long and pain
ful For several months, Puccini suf

fered excessively, but during this period
he did not interrupt his composition
He was working on Madame Butterfly,
and was frequently forced to interrupt
his labors m the middle of a line because

the pain in his leg was too poignant He
\vas confined to an invalid's chair, and

whenever he wished to try out a new

harmony or melody he would be carried

to his piano

When Madame Butterfly was given its

first performance at La Scala, on

February 17, 1904, it met a chill recep
tion Its exotic theme failed to create a

favorable impression, and, mirabile

dictu* Puccini idol of Milan was
hissed and booed at the end of the opera
This failure prompted Puccini to with

draw the score from the La Scala after

one performance After revising the

music slightly, Puccini permitted anothei

performance of the work in Brescia, on

May 28, 1904 At this time, the audi

ence was more appreciative In October
of 1905, Madame Butterfly was present
ed to America m English by the HenryW Savage Opera Company

Late in 1906, the Metropolitan Opera
House of New York decided to intro

duce Madame Butterfly into its reper
toire For this event, it invited Puccini
to America Puccini arrived in New
York early m January of 1907, and re

ceived a regal welcome At the first

performance of Madame Butterfly he
was given a thunderous ovation

While in America, Puccini attended a

presentation of David Belasco's Girl of
the golden West When, shortly be
fore his return to Italy, he was com
missioned by the Metropolitan Opera
House to compose an opeia expressly for
that institution, he decided to convert
the David Belasco play into an opera
The libretto was prepared by Carlo

Zanganm and Carlo Civmini In 1910,

upon the completion of the opera, Puc

cini retained to America to help assist at

the rehearsals
,
David Relasco officiated

as the stdge director On December 10,

1910, the opera was given its premiere
\vith a cast that included Caruso, Emmy
Destmn and Scotti It wat* a gala event

\\hich the elite of musical New York at

tended But perhaps because of an

unappealing libretto the opera was a
failure

For the next seven years, Puccini's

pen was idle
,
and not until 1917 did he

emerge from his letirement with a new
opera La Rondine, a work written in a

lighter vein La Rondmc was followed

by three one-act operas Puccini's last

opera was Turandot, based upon an

eighteenth century play of Count Carlo
Gossi

Late m 1924, while working on

Turandot, Puccini was troubled by per
sistent sore throat and hoarseness He
went to a specialist in Florence who was
vague about the nature of Puccini's ail

ment To Puccini's son, however, the

specialist confessed that the master was

suffering from a cancer of the throat It

was decided that only an operation might
spare his life On November 4, Puccini
and his son set off for Brussels where
he was to undergo an operation under
the hand of one of the foremost surgeons
m Europe It was a difficult operation,
but Puccini emerged from it miraculous

ly However, a heart attack set in the

following day, and on November 29,
Giacomo Puccini died The news spread
thruout the music world, and was met
everywhere with grief In Rome, a per
formance of La Scheme was interrupted
to permit the orchestra to play Chopin's
Funeral march as the audience stood in
i espect

The Italian government defrayed the

expenses for Puccini's funeral After

impressive ceremonies in Brussels, his

body was brought back to Lucca for
burial

Two years after Puccini's death on
April 25, 1926, his last opera, Turandot,
was presented in its unfinished form at
the La Scala in Milan under the direc
tion of Arturo Toscamm In the middle
of a phrase, the work came to an abrupt
stand-still Toscamru, turning around
to the audience, tears streaming down
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his face, announced "Here here tht an inimitable elegante, a quivering
maestro died'" Turandot \\as com- and a sure feeling for artistic tact and

pleted by Franco Alfano, and in this grace which colors e\en the -.niallest

form has been presented in leading phrase vuth personality he has his

opera houses m Europe and America o\\n peculiar, unforgettable note, and

In appearance, Puccini hardlj sug- further, a bitter-s\\eet, genth irritating

gested a composer Always carefully at- aroma that ib all hus own, not only in his

tired, he seemed more the successful orchestration, but also in pure tone and

business man than the creative artist harmony
"

There were, however, sensitive lines to pnncipal \vorks by Giacomo Putcmi
his face, delicacy to his lips and alert in- 0pR ^ Manon Lc^utjLaBohlm^ ToSt^
telhgence m the expression at his eyes Madame Butterfly, The Girl of tin golden

His passionate hobbies were motoring HVj<, La Rondtne, II Tabarro Suor Angel-

and hunting He was sensitive to beau- ^^TlfJS
' * (c mpleted by

tiful women ('1 am always m love/' he
CHQRVL Sohmn mflf fuM

once confessed laughingly), an epicure

(his favorite food was beans'), a lover A out Giacomo Puccini

of soft living Solitude was essential to Dry \Vakehng Giacomo Piuam Specht
1 * ? t> i ~ t, rt 1 f^A . ^^T-I^T Richard Giaiotno Piunm Hu Life and
him

,
most of his life he lived m privacy Work Welssmarlt Adolf Giacomo frm , ml

far removed from adulation and praise

He was not a prolific composer He fre- . Important recordings of music by

quently required a long period of rest Giacomo Puccini

after completing an opera before he OPERA Manon Lescant, complete ( COLUM-
, j i

r
i __

*
rtfu<- wVi fl^ BiA-La Scala) ,

La Boheme, complete (Co-
could begin work upon another When

LUMBIA_La Sca
J

la) ?
ro,La

, complete (COLUM-
he worked, however, he worked m- BiA-La Scala) ,

Madame Butterfly, complete

tensely, unable to tolerate the slightest (CoujMBiA-La Scala)

disturbance "When I am working, do

not trouble me I am capable of level

ling a gun at you/' he frequently Gaetano Pugnani 1731-1798

warned his guests He was a man of

great culture, his favorite relaxation be- QAETANO PUGNANI was born m
ing reading One of his favorite authors

VJ Turin on November 27, 1731 His

was Maxim Gorky In his own opinion, first important instruction on the violin

his two best operas were Manon and was pursued under Somis, and brought

Madame Butterfly to completion under Tartmi In 1752,

In his opeias, Puccini's canvas is not Pugnani was appointed first violinist at

a very great one, even in his most sue- the Royal Chapel m Turin He then be-

cessful creations Ildebrando Pizzetti g*n an extensive concert tour which es-

has referred to Puccini's works as tabhshed his fame as a violinist In

"opera di arte non grande
"
Puccini him- 1754, he received an extraordinary re-

self has said of his own works
ff
l love ception at the Concert Spiritual m Pans,

small things, and the only music I can and, in 1768, surpassed this success in

or will make is that of small things
London

so long as they are true and full of pas- He was a violinist of unusual bnl-

sion and humanity, and touch the liance, but his performances were dis-

heart
;}

tinguished particularly by the depth and

However, though Puccini's canvas is profundity of his artistic insight When

small, there can be no question but that Pugnani played on the concert stage, he

he always reveals himself a master of was so absorbed m his music that he

his equipment, an artist in the finest would forgerhis surroundings and fre-

sense of the word 'There is never any- Q^ntly
walk up and down the platform,

thing coarse, vulgar or effusively banal while playing, imagmmg himself to be

m His approach," wrote Richard Specht, ^tirely alone

"but always a noble and fastidious deli- In 1770, Pugnani returned to Turin

cacy, the quintessence, so to speak, of to become geneial director of the Royal

exquisite music His ideas are full of Chapel, where he established his fame
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GAETANO PUGNANI

both as a composer and as a teacher of

the violin One of his most famous

pupils was Viotti

Gaetano Pugnam died in Turin on

July IS, 1798. He has been described

by his contemporaries as of middle

height, deep-set eyes of brilliant intensi

ty, emaciated cheeks that gave his face

an unusual spiritual quality. His nose,
of enormous length, was frequently the

subject of much ridicule One artist of

his day caricatured him as leading an

orchestra, all the orchestra players
sheltered under the roof of his nose '

R Sodenheimer pointed out that Pug
nani, m his compositions, was something
of a link between Sammartini and Boc-
cherini "Pugnam was also the particu-
lar Italian composer to assimilate the

Italian with the German sonata form
His significance is, for us, however,
hardly more than a go-between . .

Altho his works, as Funker so aptly puts
it, are 'suffused with a tint of melan
choly/ and altho our ear is captured by
the sorrow-laden, even cloying tones
which Italian music was to hand on to

the classical composers thru Sammartini,
Pugnam and Boccherini, his creative

power did not suffice to divest the

strongly marked outlines of their me
chanical effect . In detail, he was un
doubtedly successful in formulating
many new idioms . . but to create a

great and convincing new form out of

the new formulas . . was denied him."

Ironically enough, the two composi
tions by which Pugnam is today remem
bered the celebrated Praehidmm and

Allegro and the Tempo di minuctto,
both supposedly arranged for the violin

by Fritz Kreisler have recently been
discovered to be not pieces by Pugnani
but original compositions by Kreisler

Principal works by Gaetano Pugnam ;

ORCHESTRA Nine concertos for violin and
orchestra, smfomas
CHAMBER Music Thirteen octet-smfomas

(strings and -woodwind) ,
Six quintets (for

strings and flute) ;
Six string quartets , trio-

sonata; violin duets, Fourteen sonatas for
\iolm and piano
Operas, cantatas, ballets, etc

About Gaetano Pugnani
Cobbett, Walter Willson Cyclopedic Sur

vey of Chamber Music, Pamparato, S Cor-
dero di. Gaetano Pugnani Violinista Tori-
nese , Straeten, Edmund van der The History
of the Violin

Important recordings of music by
Gaetano Pugnani
VIOLIN AND PIANO Largo espressivo (Co-

LUMniA-Enesco)

Henry Purcell 1658-1695
"Sometimes a hero in an age appears,
But scarce a Purcell in a thousand yeais"

JOHN DRYUEN

Father of English Music," as

Henry Purcell has been called,
was born, it is believed, in Westminster
in or about 1658. His father, who was
an esteemed musician m his own right,
a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, died
when Henry Purcell was six years old
The boy was adopted by his uncle,
Thomas Purcell. Shortly after this,
Purcell was admitted as a chorister of
the Chapel Royal, and it has been said
that while still a chorister he composed
several anthems,

In 1670, Purcell set to music a loyal
address from the children on the occa
sion of His Majesty's birthday. This
work attracted wide attention, bringing
the boy into favor with the English
royalty In consequence, when his voice
broke in 1673, necessitating his dismissal
from the Chapel Royal, he was immedi
ately engaged as "keeper, maker, mend
er. repairer and tuner" of the king's in

put-cell:
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struments at a salary of thirty pounds a

year and an additional sum for his ward
robe It is strongly believed that at this

same time, Purcell was a pupil of the

celebrated organist and composer, John
Blow.

Thru the influence of John Blow, Pur-
cell was appointed to the post of copyist
at the Westminster Abbey, in 1675. Four

years later, when Blow resigned from
his post as organist at the Abbey, Henry
Purcell, aged twenty-one, was named
successor. In 1680, Purcell first re

vealed creative genius with his famous
Fantasias for strings, in various parts,
one of the most strikingly original in

strumental works of the period This

year was also marked by his marriage.
In 1682, Purcell was appointed organ

ist of the Chapel Royal, the same year
in which his first son was born One
year later, he published a set of sonatas
for two violins and a bass in the Italian

style In 1685, he returned to his one
time post as copyist at Westminster

It was on a commission from a board

ing school for girls in Chelsea that, at

this period, Purcell composed the work
that proved to be his masterpiece, the

opera Dido and Aeneas This composi
tion is one of the landmarks of English
opera; it has frequently been said that

if Purcell had composed nothing else

he would have remained one of the

great English composers of all time

"It is one of the most original expres
sions of genius in all opera/' wrote the

composer, Gtistav Hoist. And Hubert

J Foss commented* "In the variety of its

style, in its power of crystallizing in

stantly a situation, a new scene, a char

acter, it is dramatic music of the first

order In this last particular the special

greatness of Purcell's achievement lies

most He has the power to vivify each
of the characters, puppet-like though
they appear to be in the libretto

;
he en

livens each scene, so that it seems as if

paper flowers and property trees had
blossomed into real fragrance and were

oozing the real sap of spring His gaiety
is as lively as his sorrow is poignant;
his crowds are as sharply characterized

as his principals
"

Dido and Aeneas was completed in

1689 and performed shortly afterward

HENRY PURCELL

at the Josias Priest School for Girls in

Chelsea. On the celebration of the bi

centenary of the composer's death in

1895, Dido was revived by Sir Charles
Stanford at the Royal College of Music
in London.
The success of Dido and Aeneas en

couraged Purcell to continue his com
position for the theatre During the
next few years he produced the music
for The Tempest, The Massacre of
Paris, for Beaumont and Fletcher's The
Prophetess and for Dryden's Amphi
tryon The music for Amphitryon at

tracted the attention of John Dryden
who was so impressed that he sought out
the composer; a close friendship fol

lowed Purcell and Dryden collaborated
several times on dramatic works, and in

1691 produced their most ambitious ef

fort, King Arthur. It is the opinion of

many critics that the music to King
Arthur represents one of Purcell's ma-
turest achievements Wrote Ernest
Walker- f

Purcell never wrote anything
more finely organized than the spacious
P&ssacagha in the fourth act, the struc
ture of which is remarkable/'

During the remaining years of his life,

Purcell produced one more major work,
The Fairy queen, after Shakespeare's
A Midsummer night?s dream, as well as
a large quantity of sacred choral music

It is believed that hard work tinder-

mined his ever-delicate constitution and
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that his death \vhich took place on make an unprejudiced native of this

Xo\emher 21, 1605 was the result ot island feel, more than all the elegance,
his lo\v ph\Mcal resistance Another grace and refinement of modern music,

theory, based on apocnphal evidence, less happily applied, can do
"

has it that PurceU's death was caused The most predominating quality of
bv a cold, contracted \\hile waiting out- Purcell's genius was his ability to pro
vide the doorstep tor hit* \\ife to let him duce melodies of unforgettable beauty
enter According to this legend, Pur- "Few musicians have possessed the

cell's wife infuriated at his disposition melodic sense to such a degree as Pur-
to keep late hours and indulge in drink cell/

3

wrote Henri Dupre
f

Not the
ordered the servants, one night, not slightest trace of effort can be felt in

to admit their master if he returned the melodies of the English master, they
after midnight Having drunk profuse- spring spontaneously to life Purcell

ly at the tavern, Purcell arrived home sings as naturally as a bird
"

past midnight, considerably heated from However, it would be a mistake to
the drinks, and was forced to wait sev- believe that all is gold in Purcell's pro-
eral hours m the cold before he was ad- hnc output of music Frequently, Pur-
mitted A cold set m which developed, cell fluctuated from sheer genius to the
the following day, into his final fatal commonplace W H Hadow has pointless ed out the three outstanding faults in

Henry Purcell was the first musician Purcell's works 'The first is that his
to be honored with burial m Westminster melody is not always of the supreme-
Abbey On the tablet, near his grave, ty highest rank It is pure, it is lucid
was inscribed "Here lyes Henry Pur- it is imbued with national feeling, but
cell, Esq who left this life, and is gone n does not worship in the inner courts
to that Blessed Place where only his The second is that no artist of his
harmony can be exceeded

"
eminence has ever been so completely

John Dryden wrote a celebrated ode under the control of one tiresome man-
in honor of Henry Purcell nensm On almost every occasion when

Purcell was known to have been a the music speaks with a cheerful
lovable, amiable, bright spirit A witty voice we have the same lilting figure
tongue and a pleasant disposition en- O f dotted notes constantly appearing un-
deared him to many friends He was a til we come to expect it as a matter of
great lover of drink He frequently course The third is one which he
confessed that his happiest hours were shares with other composeis of the
spent in the tavern m the company of seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
friends, consuming great quantities of the construction of a song on a
W1

?5 ~
, simple quatrain, or an even more slender

Henry Purcell was an eminent theorist foundation, the words of which were
as well as a composer His most im-

constantly repeated in order to eke out
portant theoretical writing appears m the the music

"

'^ o

p
/
a f AH Introduc- r -rt *rdu* his fauits

'

,

pur
;

Histonans have always accorded a ?^w 5" "ST* "^ >?

position of pre-eminent importance to Henrf blrf I t? ^P u
7\

^
Hemy Purcell, who, had he lived a full , ,

P? ,

Purcell > whose

life's span, might have changed the en-
W

f J
Wlth 'ts mfvdo s variety is

the e
,

-
f

tire course of English nrasi He was
the
/^t jewels in the poetic treasury

one of music's geniuses "Purcell's ?JL? K
' ^^'i ^ sh

,

rt)

" ^ d
rces K i ,

genius was equal to that of the eat- ^fJf,fc S"?^^ d T^
est masters," wrote Burney with unfal- 1

aglS)
and T ,

alway
f
be so handed

terme- uisieht a cenlnrv -.nrl a h,u down ' because he knew how to express

"anKuf^hi dTSic'sfyre "and rS ^^ feell^ S in a lan^e a11 d-ne "
a

dicsye and
tative were formed in a great measure Principal works by Henry Purcell
on French models, there is a latent pow- OPERA AND THEATRE Music Dido and
er and force m his expression of Enehsh ^eneas

>
Km9 Arthur, The Fairy queen, The

words, whatever be the subject, that will M^cre
' Th> Prol>hetess '

Tt' e
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CHORVL Anthems, services, hjmns, tides,

songs, trios, catches, etc

INSTRUMENT \L Fantasias m 3, 4, 5 t 6, 7

and 8 parts for strings, Twelve sonatas m
three parts, Ten sonatas in four parts, over

tures; pieces for the harpsichord, pieces for

the organ, etc

About Henry Purcell

Arundell, Dennis Drew Henry Pun ell,

Dupre, Henri Purcell, Holland, A K Henry
Purcell The English Tradition

Important recordings of music by
Henry Purcell.

OPERA Dido and Aeneas, complete
(DECCA)
INSTRUMENTAL. Nine font part fantasias,

The Golden sonata (COLUMBIA) ; Ayres for
the theatre, arranged by Bernard (DECcO ,

Suite in G-wajorj for harpsichord (COLUM-
BiA-Dolmetsch)

CHORAL Catches, "I gave her cakes" and
"To thee and to a maid" (COLUMBIA) , Airs,
"If music be the food of love" and "How
long, great God" (COLUMBIA)

Joachim Raff 1822-1882

JOSEPH JOACHIM RAFF was born

at Lachen, on the lake of Zurich, on

May 27, 1822 As a child he disclosed

remarkable capacity for learning lan

guages It is said that at the age of

seven he could translate Homer, His

parents, therefore, decided to give htm
an intensive classical education. After

completing preliminary studies at the

Wurtemburg Institute, Joachim Raff be

came a student at the Jesuit Lyceum of

Schwyz where he won first awards in

Latin and mathematics During this

period, music was merely a hobby ; it was

only for diversion that he learned to play
the violin and piano

Indigence compelled Raff to discon

tinue his academic studies, and in his

twentieth year he became a schoolmaster
Music now began to hold a stronger at

traction for him and from this time on
he devoted more conscientious effort

towards composition Upon the whim
of a moment, Raff sent some of his com
positions to Felix Mendelssohn, m 1843,
who found therein so much talent that

he immediately wrote to his publisher,

Breitkopf and Hartel, urging publication
"The composition is elegant and fault

less thrttotit," Mendelssohn wrote, "and
in the most modern style. If my hearty

JOACHIM RAFF

recommendation will have any weight,
I most willingly add it to the request of

my young friend."

Breitkopf and Hartel published Raff's

early pieces. This publication, together
with Mendelssohn's enthusiastic praise,

tempted him to give up school teaching

completely and to become a musician.

There followed several years of priva

tion, during which time Raff continued

his creative work mdefatigably
At this time, Raff met Franz Liszt.

Liszt, who always had a keen scent for

true talent, was strongly impressed by
Raff's gifts so much so that he urged
Raff to accompany him on a tour thru

Switzerland, In 1846, Raff met Men
delssohn personally for the first time

Mendelssohn urged Raff to become his

pupil, but, unfortunately, the sudden
death of the great composer ended this

plan Instead, Raff went to Stuttgart,
where he turned even more seriously to

music study than before, principally un
der Hans von Bulow. In 1848, von
Buiow introduced Raff's first major
work, a Concertstuck, for piano and
orchestra

In 1850, Raff went to Weirnar where,

for six years, he served as secretary, as

sistant as well as pupil of Franz

Liszt During this period, Liszt exerted

every effort to bring recognition to the

young composer, going so far as to pre-
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sent Ratt'u earh optra, -R^ii/ Alfred, at and nut imanably inspired, he \\as al-

the Court Theatre \\a>s comprehensible and rareh dull

Dr William Mason, fellow-pupil of His romanticism \vas grafted on a clas,-

Raft under I ranz Liszt, ga\e us the steal stem, and the broadness ot his out-

following \\onl-portrait of the young
look resulted m his endeavoring to con-

composer "He \vas hard to become ac- "hate opposing tendencies

quamted with, and not disposed to meet Raft is best known as a s>mphonust
one half-way He \\as fond of argu- Ebenezer Pi out has analyzed the pre-

ment, and if one side was taken, he was dominating qualities of Raft's best s> in

apt to take the other . Upon better phonies "The first point that strikes

acquaintance one found a kind heart the student of these symphonies is their

and a faithful friend He was very individuality They possess, it is true,

poor and there were times when he that family likeness which shows them

seemed hardly able to keep body and soul to be productions of the same brain

together Once he was arrested for His ideas are by no means of equal
debt He was a hard worker and merit, but at all events the well never

composed incessantly
" runs dry, and inexhaustible fluency

In Weimar, Raff met and fell m love seem
f
to be one of the composer's stnk-

with Dons Genast, the beautiful mg characteristics I have no hesita-

daughter of an actor When Dons left tlon m saymS that smce Beethoven no-

for Wiesbaden in 1856, Raff followed body has equalled Raff m the absolute

her They were married in that city in mastery of thematic treatment By his

1859 skill m this respect, he frequently sue-

Meanwhile, Raff's star as a composer ceeds in constructing an interesting

was rising In 1858, he composed m- movement out of the most unpromising
adental music to a drama by Wilhelm material, and when, in addition, he has

Genast, Bernhard von Weimar, the over- been happy m the choice of themes, he
ture to which proved to be so popular produces music worthy to rank with the
that it was performed thrtiout Germany masterpieces of our art No less re
in 1863 Raffs first symphony won the markable is his complete command
prize offered by the Gesellschaft der n r rnt1n fprnnm f

JT 1 i* i i* T r f vyJ. vlJ LIJ.1 LCjJ. LJLJillL

Musikfreunde of Vienna, focussing
more attention upon him In 1870, a Principal works by Joachim Raff
comic opera, Dame Kobold, finally es- ORCHESTRA An das Vaterland, Im walde

,

tablished his reputation as a composer Symphony w G-mmor, Lenore, Symphony m
Seven years later, Raff was appointed D-minor, In the Alps, Fruhlmgsklange , Im
the director of the Hoch Conservatory sommer

, ur herbstseit, Suite, Jubilee over-

m Frankfuit, a position he held until
\

ure
>

*****<*[
rture Bin* feste burg over-

i j . ,

'

- ture, Loncerto for violonLello and orchestra,
trie end or nis lite Two concertos for violin and orchestra, Con-

Joachim Raff died in Frankfurt on certo for piano and orchestra, Smte for

June 24, 1882 At the time of his />*<> <**<* orchestra, Ode au prmtemps (for

death he was held m high repute as a ^^ orchestra) Swt* (Ior viohn anfl

composer Smce his death, however, ^^ Komg Alfred> Dame Kobold
his music has suffered neglect, and per- CHORAL Wachet mf]} Psalm 130

f
De

formances of his works have been few fundis, Die Tageweiten, etc

and far between CHAMBER Music String octet, String

Perhaps the outstanding characteristic
tet

> Piano Wtet Two piano quartets, Four
P -n JYJ , r 1 r r piano trios , Swfonietta (for wind mstru-

of Raff s music is its graceful fusuju of
mmts) t Sonatas

J

for VlolmVnd piano
classical forms with the romantic spirit

"The wonderful ease with which he was About Joachim Raff

able to employ scholastic devises re-
&/̂

aff
'
Helene J a^m Raff Ew Lebens-

yealed
rtself m all his larger compost- '^^ M^cal Record u ^ ^

tions, wrote Arthur Hervey, and if he mz ,
Neue Musik-Zettung (Stattgart-Leapzig)

wis occasionally prohx m his utterances 43 254 March 1922
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Jean Philippe Rameau 1683-1764

"Rameau has made of music a nc\\ art/'

VOITMRE

JEAN PHILIPPE RAMEAU was

born m Dijon on September 25, 1683

His father was an organist who, though

poor, was determined to give his son a

thorough education While still a mere

child, Rameau was taught music; at the

age of seven, he could play the harpsi
chord competently. Howr

ever, to an

exacting father it seemed that the mu
sical progress Jean made was much too

slow to warrant further study m the art

As a result, the boy was sent to a Jesuit

college for an academic training. He
was, however, an inattentive and indif

ferent pupil to any study unrelated to

music When he left the college, he

had hardly succeeded in carrying away
with him any perceptible degree of edu
cation.

His great love for music ineluctably
drew him to Italy, the home of the opera.

Depending upon his knowledge of music
for a livelihood, Rameau wandered, in

his eighteenth year, thru the northern

Italian cities, now playing in town bands,
now performing the organ for church

services, coming at all times into in

timacy with the Italian music of the day,
It cannot be said that this music pleased
him. Before long, he returned to his

native France, to assume the post of

JEAN PHILIPPE RAIVLEAU

organist, first at Avignon, and then in

Clerrnont. At the same tune, he began
his first intensive efforts at composition.
The musical life of a small town in

France was inadequate for Rameau
After six years of organ playing at

Clermont, he migrated to Pans. Here
he settled m the home of a wig-rnaker
in the Rue du Temple, not far from
the church where Louis Marchand,
world-famous organist, performed regu

larly. For a while, Rameau was Mar-
chand's pupil, earning at the same time

a meagre existence by playing the organ
For several years he knew intense pover

ty in Paris, but during this period he

was absorbed in music study.

In 1723, Rameau first came into

prominence, not as a composer, but as a

theoretician, by publishing the first of

his remarkable studies on harmony,
Nouveaii, systemc dc musique theorique.
In later years, Rameau was to supple
ment this volume with several other

studies on harmony. These were to

form the basis for the science of modern

harmony
It was Rameau's eminence as a

theorist that brought him, in 1727, to the

notice of the foremost art patron in

France Monsieur Riche de la Pou-

phniere Convinced that Rameau was a

musician of genius, La Poupliniere was
determined to give him every opportuni

ty to grow and develop. He placed an

organ at his disposal, permitted him to

conduct his private orchestra, and intro

duced him to the foremost artists of the

day in his salon. It was here that

Rameau met, for the first time, apprecia
tion and recognition as a composer The
instrumental music that he composed for

La Pouphmere's orchestra found atten

tive ears.

In 1733, Rameau composed his opera,

Hippolyte et Ancie, based upon Racine's

Phedre, which, after several rehearsals

at the home of La Pouplimere, was

presented at the Opera Four years
later came the famous Castor et Pollux,
which enjoyed a great success In 1745,
Rameau's La Princesse de Navarre, on a

libretto by Voltaire, definitely placed him
in preeminent position among

1

the French

composers of the time, earning for him
a yearly pension of two thousand francs
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and the hnnoiarj title of
'

C. ompohrteur During the last ten \ears of his lite,

(k la musique de clumhre
"

Ranieau lived a quiet and secluded extst-

IWnte this recognition and honor, ente, producing his several important

Rameau did not attain ultimate suaew treaties on harmony, and composing

without a fierce .struggle There *ere ballet, operas, instrumental music uith

thci^e Mho tound his music too intricate an industrious pen The last jears ot

for their tastes, and too unmelodious, his hie tound him generally accepted as

who preferred the less taxing music of the greatest composer ot his period, and

Lully These adherents of the Italian he saw hib 'trench art winning a de-

tradition m opera \vere vicious critics tibive victory

of Rameau's music and abused him con- Jean Philippe Rameau died at his

siderably As a matter of fact, one of home in the Rue des Bons Enfants on

the moht circulated verses of the time September 12, 1764 It is said that on

had, for its butt, Rameau his dtath-bed he reproved the priest for

intoning his prayers out of tune He
"If the difficult is pretty, buried with ceremonious reverence

\\hat a #rtat man is Rameau' . n , ,

It, try chanct., whatt'er is witty Rameau, who was tall and thin, was
Must be simple, then I know frequently compared by his contempor-
He is hut a little man 1

"
anes to an organ-pipe His voice was

\\ith the passing of several years,
loud and harsh his actions awkward, his

this hostility to Rameau grew rather mannerisms obstreperous He was

than decreased In 1752, an Italian con> known to have been avaricious capable

pany presented Pergolesi's La Serva of driving a hard bargain Althp
he

padrona The charming simplicity and earned well, he lived with a simplicity

ingenuousness of this music inspired
that bordered upon the threadbare He

many to proclaim this as the only true much preferred saving his money to

musical art and to condemn viciously spending it His was not a pleasant per-

composers like Rameau and even Lully sonality, often acid m his conversation

who enmeshed the musical art in the and unscrupulous in his actions Long

labyrinth of a complex technique At solitary walks in the country were his

the head of this group were such out- favonte diversion

standing men as Jean Jacques Rousseau, In composing, he frequently created

Diderot and Gntnm 'The French airs his works while holding violin in hand,
are not airs at all/' wrote Rousseau in and not as so many other composers
his Lettres sur la Musique Prangaise, did at the harpsichord He possessed
"and the French recitative is not recita- an extraordinary self-assurance He
ttve I conclude, therefore, that the frequently said that he could, if he

French have not and cannot have a inu- wished, set the Gazette de Hollandie to

sic of their own
,
or if they have one, it music He looked upon music more with

will be so much the worse for them 1

" the eyes of a theoretician than of a

Musical Pans was split by a veritable creator, considering it an imitative art,

war, known as the "guerre des bouf- and maintaining that it was entirely

fons
"

Those who sided with Rousseau based upon a routined system of har-

ttpheld the Italian tradition in opera, mony
those who were with Rameau, fought Rameau is of significance in musical
on behalf of "French art

"
Rousseau, hlst as a forerunner of Gluck in lhe

as a matter of fact, composed a delight- development of lhe music drama Gen.

full comic opera, Le Demn du milage, m n ^ernp.ni7ed ^ hpincr Illp fir<5t mnH
1752, following the style of Pergolesi

erally reco
^

llz cl as bein
f

lhe first mod-

It is interesting to note parenthetically ^ colonst
>
Rameau-because of the

that, several years later, when a similar staking originality of his harmonies and

battle split musical Pans the fight of hls startling orchestral effects definite-

Gluck against the Italian Piccinm, Rous- ^ drew opera away from the stereotyped
seati was once again in the heat of the traditions of the Italian school and in-

battle, but this time his fight was against troduced it to an expressiveness entirely
the Italian tradition and for Gluck unknown in his day
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"Rameau embodies the mo^t astonish-

ing balance of science, \\ill-po\\er and

mspiration," \\rote d Jean-Aubr>
*'

Nothing extravagant characterizes him
It may be that he is crabbed and sa\age,
i

l^ 11 _
, -Li

because the obsession of the problems on

\vhich he aspires to thro\\ light compels
him to solitude

,
but hov\ much the more

thoroughly does the most vivid feeling

pierce thru in a thousand places
f

Plasticity of rhjthm, a sense of orderly

life,, delicacy, and care to maintain the

balance of expression, these are the fea-

tures of Rameau "

Karl Nef, m considering Rameau's

operas, believes that he "belongs to the

most original discoverers of all times

He treated the recitative, like Lully, in

strictly French manner, and, like him,
but with greater skill, he drew upon the

chorus for dramatic purposes In his

own manner, Rameau created a well-

rounded work of art which combines in

unified manner poetiy, action, solo,

chorus and orchestra, an accomplishment
that is to be reckoned among the great-
est achievements m the field of musico-

dramatic art
"

Between 1895 and 1924, Durand m
Paris published a complete edition of

Rameau's works m eighteen volumes tin-

der the editorship of Camilla Saint-Saens

and several other prominent French mu-
sicians

-r, 1 i u T rt. 1

Prmcipal works by Jean Philippe
o ^ y J rr

nea

TIONM (R\MOPHONK Nxim),
ttir harpsichord (G

Trac

- P
Poll"*\ Dardanus Les

ebe
,
La Princesse de Navarre, etc

Ballets, an entire library of music for the

harpsichord, instrumental pieces for various
corabmations of instruments, etc

About Jean Philippe Rameau
Hargreave, Mary Some Earlier French

Musicians, Masson, P M L 3

0p$ra de Ram-
eau, Nef, Karl An Outline of the History
of Mime

Important recordings of music by
Jean Philippe Rameau
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Castor et Pollux,

"Ballet suite" (BRUNSWICK-Wolff) ,
"Air de

Thelaire (COLUMBIA) Dardanus, Rigau-
don" (POLYDOR) Les Fetes d'HM, "Tarn-

bourm/
7

arranged for harpsichord (VICTOR-
Landowska)
INSTRUMENTAL la Pouk} for harpsichoid

(GRAMOPHONE^Landowska) ,
Les Salvages

for harpsichord (G^AMopnoKE-Landowska) ,

Theme and variations, for harpsichord (NA-

1R71-it)/ t/
m

REGER, for a long time a con-

troversial figure in recent German
symphonic music, \\as born m Brand,
Bavaria, on March 19, 1873, the son of

the village school master He \\as bora
\\ith an amazingly sensitive ear As a

child he frequently aroused \vonder and
admiration by his ability to name cor-

rectly, when blindfolded, any note played
on the piano or organ At one time, a

military band passed his home When
it \vas gone, Max Reger sat at the piano
and without hesitation played the march
from beginning to end

His first instruction in music was re-

ceived from both his father and his

mother Progressing rapidly, he was

placed under Adalbert Lindner, who per-
fected his piano technique and mellowed
his musical understanding It was not

long before Reger made appearances at

school concerts, exciting considerable

enthusiasm for his performances of

Beethoven and Chopm Between 1886
and 1889, he served as organist of the

Weiden Catholic Church

One time, Lindner urged Reger to

undertake composition, and Reger
already manifesting his life-long dis-

,

J
,

-,

&
r A

position towards profusion composed a

long and complicated overture for a

small orchestra Lindner was so im-
, ^ ^ ^ ^ . 1

pressed with the result that he sent it

to Hugo Riemann, the eminent rriu-

sicologist Riemann damned the work
with faint praise, found some talent m
it but many faults as well, prescribing
a rigorous course in Bach and Beethoven
for the young student This criticism

dampened Reger's enthusiasms but not

his productivity In the year that fol-

lowed he produced several songs, a

string quartet and a movement of a

qmntet These were sent to Hugo Rie-
^L^^^ TTT-L^ Mrt^ r Pu^,Tr1^ m.^^-^mann who now showed ^ eater

By 1890, Riemann decided that Reger
was sufficiently talented to warrant, ac-
ppntanrp nimil "Rpa^r fhprpfnrpceptance as a pupil Keger, theretore,
went to bondershausen and lived at Kie-
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MAX REGER

mann's home where he underwent a

rigorous course in harmony and counter

point. The works of Bach and Beetho

ven were studied with painstaking
minuteness. This intensive musical

training brought Reger a marked artistic

development. As a musician, he ac

quired a mature and profound insight,
as a pianist, he attained not only a re

markable technical equipment but a great

interpretative capacity as well Finally,
as a composer, he developed his own
personal style and idiom Hugo Rie-

mann found much to commend in

Reger's compositions at this time, going
so tar as to recommend the composer
enthusiastically to an English publisher,

Augener, Ltd, Augener signed a con
tract with Reger accepting for publica
tion all works produced during the next
seven years The relationship between

Augener and Reger, however, soon be
came strained Reger's ponderous style
found little favor in England and his

music sold badly Upon the request of

Augener to simplify his music, Reger
demanded the termination of his con
tract. It was later reassumed by the

German publisher, Schott
In 1896, musical activity was rudely

interrupted when Reger was called to

military duty. Sensitive in spirit and

body, the privations of military service

played havoc with his health. He be
came seriously ill, and for a while

puzzled the physicians at the hospital as

to the nature of his ailment He was,

finally, returned to his father's home

There, for three years, he lived under

the scrupulous eye of the house physi
cian. During these years of quiet and

rest, Reger was voluminously produc
tive, adding a considerable quantity of

songs, organ pieces and chamber works
to his already imposing list of works

In 1901, Reger went to Munich and

began to earn his livelihood by con

ducting and by playing the piano He
achieved considerable success as a con

cert pianist because of the sensitivity of

his piano style and his profound inter

pretative talent His engagements were
so numerous that he soon overstrained

himself, suffering from a stroke of

paralysis in 1906. A long rest at Lake
Chiem where he wrote his famous In-

trodution, passacaglia and fugue for

two pianos brought his health back suf

ficiently to enable him to visit St Peters

burg where, as a conductor and pianist,
he was given a royal reception

In 1907, Reger was appointed music
director of the University of Leipzig,
and from 1907 until his death he was on
the faculty staff of the Leipzig Con
servatory Professorial duties did not
interfere with his composition Violin

sonatas, chamber works, symphonic mu
sic (including the imposing Variations
and fugue on a theme of J A Hitter},
choral works, sonatas, concertos were
produced with amazing fertility

Reger was not a popular composer
The complexity of his technique and the

pedantry of his style aroused consider
able antagonism and criticism among
music critics, and the general public
found little appeal m his ponderous
works However, his work did not pass
entirely without honorable recognition
In November of 1907, Reger was hon
ored with the title of professor by the

King of Saxony In 1908, the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy was conferred
on him by the University of Jena. Two
years later, the Medical Faculty of Ber
lin University gave him an honorary
doctor's degree.
When the World War began in 1914,

Max Reger made an effort to volunteer,
but was found physically unfit for mill-
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tary service He therefore settled m
Jena to devote himself to further com

position He died, suddenly, of heart-

attack in Leipzig on May 11, 1916

As a composer, Reger was more note

worthy as an artisan than as an inspired
creator He is, perhaps, one of the

most skillful technicians that music has

produced He was, as Andre Coeuroy
pointed out, essentially the skillful work

man, the musical craftsman par excel

lence He could imitate the style of any
composer with astounding cunning The
most complicated forms in music were
mere child's play to him His music,
more often than not, is an amazing study
in technical acrobatics "Seated at his

work-bench of a musical mechanic, in

a shop whose windows were rarely

opened to the outside world/' wrote

Andre Coeuroy, "he manufactured, like

a shoemaker his shoes, fugues and more

fugues He did not wish either to daz

zle or impress, he created problems,
and found their solutions He personi
fied abstract music, he was the man of

Bach's polyphony, and of old forms

brought back to life toccatas and

passacaghas
"

Alexander Brent-Smith emphasized
the fact that Reger's pedantry was his

great fault as a composer "He says

everything that can be said, and he ex

hausts his heaiers long before he has

exhausted his subject Furthermore, he

not only says all that is to be said about
his subject, but he says all that is to be

said about each successive harmony,
thus leaving nothing to the imagination

His melodies are choked with notes,
and have little chance to live When
ever he saw a crack in the counterpoint,
he stuffed it up with two or three derm-

semi-quavers ,
had a chord only four

notes, he added two more
,
did a melody

move in a single line, he instantly
doubled it Thus he stifled his ideas

with too many notes, just as some
ostentatious jewelers crowd their

windows
"

Principal works by Max Reger
ORCHESTRA Variations and fugue on a

theme of J A Hitler
, Symphonic prelude to

a tragedy , Lustspiel overture
,

Konzert in

alien stil
,
Romantic suite

,
Ballet vwte

,
Vari

ations awd fugue on a theme of Momrt ,

e overture, Cumcrto for iiohn
and orchistta, Comtrto for piano and ortli-s^-

t>a, etc

CHOR\L Der evangelic he ktnhenchor
t

Four choral cantatas, Thirt> -eight motets,
psalms, Requiem , Gesang der Verklarten t

Die Nonne, etc

CHAMBER Music String seitet, Piano
quintet t Quintet for clarinet and \tnngs, Fi\e
string quartets. Two piano quartets, String
tno in A-minor, Two piano trios, serenades
for string trio, sonatas for violin and piano,
suites for violm and piano , sonatas for violon
cello and piano , sonatas for clarinet and
piano, etc

A voluminous library of music for the

organ, for the piano (including the Variations
and fugue on a theme of Beethoven), for two
pianos (including the Introduction, passa-
cagha and fugue}

Songs

About Max Reger
Bagier, Guido Max Reger, Kallenberg,

Siegfried Garibaldi Max Reger, Lindner,
Adalbert Max Reger Em Bild seines

Jugendlebens und Kunstlenschen Werdens ,

Reger, Elsa Mem Leben mit and fiir Mav
Reger, Ungar, Hermann Max Reger
Monthly Musical Record 46 161 June 1916,

Mu^cal Times 66 497 June 1925, Strad 37 167

June 1926

Important recordings of music by
Max Reger
ORCHESTRA Ballet music (GRAMOPHONE) ,

Konsert in alien stil (BRUNSWICK) , Varia
tions on a theme of Mozart (PoLYDOR-Busch)
CHAMBER Music String tno m A-minor

(GRAMOPHONE) , String quartet in E-flat

major, "Scherzo" (GRAMOPHONE)
CHORAL Gloria m Excelsis Deo (POLYDOII) ,

Und unsei heben frauen (MusiCA SACRA)

Karl Reinecke 1824-1910

TTARL HEINRICH CARSTEN REI-
** NECKE was born in Altona, Den
mark, on June 23, 1824 The son of a

professional musician, he was brought
into contact with music at an early age
At five he began the study of the piano,
at eight he made his first essays at com

position, and at eleven he made his first

public appearance as piano virtuoso

After his debut, he continued the study
of music with greater intensity, concen

trating especially on the playing of the

violin In early youth, he served a

valuable apprenticeship as violinist m
orchestras

At the age of eighteen, he toured

Scandinavia as pianist, being especially
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in Copenhagen. F>y 1843, his

music journey had brought him to Leip

zig, \\here once again he turned to the

study of music In Leipzig he per
formed several of Mendelssohn's works
and the piano part of Robert Schu
mann's Quintet in the presence of the

respective composers, and it was not

long before he became their close friend.

In 1844, he continued his tour as vir

tuoso pianist, settling for two years in

Copenhagen in a position as court

pianist

In 1851, he was appointed professor
of piano and counterpoint at the Cologne

Conservatory Something of the esteem

with which he was held m the eyes of

Franz Ltszt might be judged by the fact

that Reinecke, in this year, was entrusted

with the piano instruction of Franz
Liszt's daughters
His first efforts with the baton began

in 1854, when he was appointed conduc
tor of the Konzertgesellschaft in Bar
men His concerts enjoyed great popu
larity, and Reinecke soon acquired a

formidable reputation as a conductor
After a short appointment as music

director in Breslau m 1859, Reinecke re

ceived the musical post which brought
him world-wide fame the conductor-

ship of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orches
tra, At the same time, he became a

member of the faculty, m piano and

KARL REINECKE

composition, of the Leipzig Conserva

tory.

Roth as a conductor and teacher, Rei
necke became one of the most influen

tial musicians m Leipzig, the very center

of its musical activity People m the

streets took off their hats to him when

they passed him
;
there were not many

in Leipzig who were unaware of his

prominent position m the musical life of

the city When, therefore, the new
Leipzig Gewandhaus auditorium was

opened, in 1884, Reinecke was honored
with a degree from the University. One
year later on the occasion of his

twenty-fifth year of musical activity in

Leipzig the city became festive in his

honor his opera, Konig Manfred, was

performed at the Opera, and at the

Gewandhaus auditorium there took

place a concert devoted to his works

Remecke's fame in musical history
rests more with his work as teacher and
conductor than with his creative efforts,

although he produced more than two
hundred works m every field of musical
endeavor Of his imposing output, only
a handful of piano pieces (principally
the sonatas) and choral works have sur

vived him J. A Fuller-Maitland has
written "It is pretty certain that Rei
necke will be remembered. not by his

operas Konig Manfred or Der Gouver-
neur von Tours, his symphonies, his

chamber compositions or even by his

Piano concerto in F-sharp minor but

by certain works he has written for chil

dren, such as the pretty cantatas Schnee-
wittchen and Aschenbrodel and the

like, and the many children's songs by
which his name is endeared to thousands
of small Germans His works in the

larger forms are reproached, and no
doubt fairly enough, with poverty of in

vention and cold classicality, altho he is

a master of the ordinary resources of

the instruments for which he writes

As an arranger of other men's works
he is especially successful

"

Karl Reinecke died m Leipzig on
March 10, 1910.

Principal works by Karl Reinecke
OPERA Konig Manfred, Aitf hohen befeht ,

Der Gouverncitr von Tours, Em Abenteuer
Handels
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CHORAL Schneezuittchen, Dornroschcn\
Ast henbrodcl , Traunifriedel, Sam mcrtacjsbil-
dcr

, Schlachthcd, Festgesang, Dcr Deuhchc
sang, etc

ORCHESTRA Three symphonies, Kinder-

symphonic , Overtures, Dame Kobold, Fe\t
t

Zur Jithelfeier, Zcnobia, etc ; Traitennarsch;
Tnumph^narsch ,

Serenade for strings', Ref
ormationsfeicr ,

Four concertos for piano and
orchestra; Concerto for violin and orchestra-,
Concerto for flute and orchestra, Concerto

for Tioloncello and orchestra

CHAMBER Music Octet (for wind) ,
Sevtet

(for wind), Quintet, Five string quartets;
Two piano quartets , String trio

,
Four piano

trios, Trio for piano, oboe and horn; Trio

for piano, clarinet and horn
,

Sonatas for
violin and piano ,

Sonatas for violoncello and

piano, etc

Songs, compositions for the piano, etc

About Karl Remecke
Fuller- Maitland, T A Masters of German

Music, Wasielowski, Wilhelm Joseph von
Karl Remecke Sein Leben, Wirken und
Schaffen

Musical Observer 26 11 February 1927

Ottorino Respighi 1879-1936

(See Composers Of Today)

Ernest Reyer 1823-1909

17RNEST REYER (whose original
name was Louis Ernest fitienne

Rey) was born in Marseilles on Decem
ber 1, 1823 His earliest musical edu
cation was pursued at the Free School of

Music in his native city In his early

years, he showed greater affection than

aptitude for his art, and his parents

finally decided that it would be wisest to

discourage him from adopting music as

his life's profession They therefore

sent him in his sixteenth year to Algiers
to stay with his uncle, who held a

government post in the province of Con-
stantine Here, however, Reyer con

tinued industriously with his musical oc

cupations, teaching himself from text

books he had brought with him He also

began composition, one of his works,

during this period, was a mass, per
formed at the cathedral in Algiers His

prolonged stay in Algiers had a pro
found influence on his artistic develop
ment It was, no doubt, chiefly respon
sible for his predilection, in later life,

for Oriental subjects in his musical com

position,

The revolution of 1848 brought Reyer
back to Pans His parents had by this

time decided to permit him to iollou his

musical inclinations, and Reyer plunged
deeply into study, principally with his

aunt, Louise Farrene, a composer His
studies completed, he approached com
position with a new vitality, producing a

work based on an Oriental subject a

symphonic ode, Le Selani, to words by
Theophile Gautier. Le Selam was intro

duced in 1850 at the Theatre Ventadour

but, because it was modeled so closely
after Felicien David's Lc Desert, it

failed to make an impression
It was not until he produced his one-

act opera, Maitre Wolfram, which was

produced at the Theatre Lynque in 1854
that Reyer began to attract attention

Critics noticed the freshness of his

melodic material and the originality of

his instrumentation Berlioz, upon hear

ing this early work, exclaimed "God be

praised
' We have gone out of the

kitchen and into the garden Let us

breathe deeply!"

His next important work, a ballet-

pantomime, Sacountala which was pre
sented at the Opera in 1858 increased

his prestige With the first performance
of his opera, La Statue, at the Theatre

Lynque in 1861, Reyer's important posi
tion in French music was accepted No
less a musician than Georges Bizet con
sidered La Statue the most remarkable

ERNEST REYER
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opera gi\en in France in twenty years, parency which one admired in the past, it

amazing praise \\hen it is recalled that is colorful, striking and expressive"
Gounod's Faust had been introduced to The Theatre de la Monnaie of

Pans tv\o }ears before this La Statue Brussels likewise presented the first

won for Reyer the decoration of the performance of Reyer's last important

Legion of Honor work, Salammbo Salammbo \\as a

In 1862, Baden-Baden presented the favorite from its first performance, and,

next of Reyei's operas, Erostate, which, when it was introduced to Pans m 1892,

because of its German premiere, Reyer
found enthusiastic admirers

dedicated to the Queen of Prussia Ten During the last years of his life,

years later, the opera was given a French Reyer led a quiet and retired existence

performance, when it encountered such Serving as a librarian for the Opera,

antagonism because it had been he lived on the fifth floor of the Opera
dedicated to the Queen of an enemy house in comparative seclusion He died

country, that it was closed after two in Levandou, Hyeres, on January IS,

presentations 1909

Between 1865 and 1875, Ernest Reyer "His style/' commented Arthur

devoted himself principally to music Hervey, "has been described as proceed-

criticism, becoming editor of music ing from Gluck and Weber, while his

of the Pans Journal des Debats For admiration for Berlioz and Wagner
this paper, he went to Cairo to attend the reveals itself m the richness and variety

premiere of Verdi's A%daf
in 1871 On of his instrumentation It may be

his return to Paris he became one of said with truth that Reyer 's individuality

the most vigorous and fearless protagon- is not of the most marked, that his

ists for such unappreciated or misjudged melodies sometimes lack distinction, and

composers as Berlioz, Wagner, Lalo and that his inventive faculty is scarcely

Bizet Many of his more important equal to his skill m making the most

newspaper articles have been assembled of his materials, but none will contest

into two books, Notes de Musique, the true artistic feeling that presides

published m 1875, and Quarante Ans de over all his compositions, nor deny him

Musique, published posthumously in the possession of strongly pronounced
1909 convictions

"

In 1876, Reyer's important position m prmcipal works by Ernest Reyer
trench music was confirmed by his ap- 0mA M^rc Wolfraw> Sacountala (bal-
pomtaent to the Institut Meanwhile, let) f

La Madeleine au desert (scena) ,
La

he had been working for ten years on Statue, Erostate, Sigurd, Salammbo
a new opera, Sigurd, based on a CHORAL Vwtowe t Le Sclam (with orches-

Nibelungen legend It was not until 1884 tra) ,
L'Umon des arts, Le Hymne du Rhm,

that Sigurd received a performance % Chan
J

du Pw> Choeur des bweurs,
j j. T> -L * 4. At. n^i_ ' A

J. j i Cnoeur des assiegcsand not in Pans, but at the Theatre de la
Songs

Monnaie m Brussels The following

July, Sigurd was produced at Covent About Ernest Reyer

Garden, m January of 1885 m Lyons Heivey, Arthur Matter? m Ficnth Music,

and, finally, m June of 1885 m Pans Imbert Hughes Nowueav* Profits de Musi-

Th* Pan/ v^rdinn nf 9*/wW wac cin
ciens ' Jullien > Adolphe Ernest Reyer, Tiei-

I he
^ans

version ot Sigurd was so
sot Juhen Un Demi.^de de Musique Fran-

sadly handled that in the middle of the
faise

performance the composer ran out of the Revue mu^cale de Lyon 6 436 January 24,

opera house and refused to listen to it 1909

Sigurd, m the opinion of Juhen Important recordings of music by
Tiersot, is full of color, of movement Ernest Reyerand-m certain spots-of poetry The

SELECTIONS FROM OpERA SaiammUi "Ans
melodic vein here is abundant It is des Colombes" (POLYDOR) Sigurd, "Ouver-

'fitll of ideas' His songs have a ture" (Gi^MOPHQNS-Coppola) , "Je savais

Qnnnt-an^nnQ fnr^P ^ crrarp wlnrln IQ tout
"

(^OLYDOR) , "J'ai gardd mon ame m-
spontaneous torce, a grace which, is

g6nue
,>

atld Esputs gardiens'
J

(GRAMO-
neither effeminate nor affected And if PHONE) , "Salut, splendeur du JQUI" and 'O
his orchestra does not have that trans- Palais radieux" (GRAMOPHONE),
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Josef Rheinberger 1839-1901

JOSEF GABRIEL RHEINBERGER
** was born in Vaduz, in the upper
Rhine valley, on March 17, 1839, the

son of Peter Rheinberger, treasurer to

Prince Lichtenstein While still a child,

Rheinberger would listen while his

sisters took lessons upon the guitar and
in singing; and it soon became apparent
that he learned with far greater rapidity
than they, His parents decided to

include him in this musical instruction

He was first taught the piano Then,

making swift progress, he was sent to

Sebastian Pohly for lessons in theory

Pohly, who recognized Rheinberger
5

s

talent, soon began to teach him the

organ actually inventing a special ap

paratus with which the organ pedals

might be brought within easy reach of

the feet of the little boy Once again,

Rheinberger was a receptive pupil, so

much so that in his seventh year he

was considered sufficiently proficient to

be engaged as organist of the parish
church
The Bishop of Chur, hearing of

Rhemberger's talent, decided to test the

boy himself He placed the music of a

Salve Regma on the organ and asked

the boy to play the work by sight, while

the Bishop sang the vocal part Young
Rheinberger not only played fluently,

but even corrected the Bishop when
ever he sang out of tune

In 1847, Rheinberger composed his

first mass, which was performed in the

parish church to enthusiastic comment
In the same year, Rheinberger disclosed

his extreme intolerance of bad music by

burning, on his own initiative, several

volumes of organ masses which he found

in the organ-loft and which did not meet

with his approval
For two years, Rheinberger studied

theory with Phihpp Schrnutzer in Feld-

kirch making the ten mile journey to

Feldkirch by foot every week-end In

1850, his studies with Schmutzer came

to an end. He now worked intensively

by himself to prepare for entrance ex

aminations to the Munich Conservatory
Between 1851 and 1854, he was a pupil

at this famous institution, studying the

piano under Emile Leonhard, the organ
under Professor Herzog and counter

point under J J. Maier

JOSEF RHEINBERGER

On leaving the Conservatory, Rhein

berger became a private pupil of Franz

Lachner, at the same time earning his

living by giving private lessons In

1859, Professor Franz Lachner resigned
from the faculty of the Munich Con

servatory, selecting Rheinberger as his

successor One year later, Rheinberger
rose to the position of professor of

counterpoint That year also marked his

first publication a set of four piano

pieces.

In 1860, Rheinberger received an

appointment as organist of the Court
Church St Michel in Munich, During
the next few years, he was also employed
as conductor of the Munich Oratorio

Society (for which he composed many
works for chorus and orchestra) and as

solo-repetitor of the Hof-Theatre, where
he created something of a furor by

playing and transposing at sight a score

of Wagner's Plying Dutchman In 1867,

when Hans von Bulow founded the

Royal School of Music, Rheinberger was
chosen professor of counterpoint and

organ. In that same year, he was
married to Fraulein Franziska Jager-

huber, a talented writer, who was
influential in directing him towards

great literature, thereby broadening his

intellectual background. ,

In 1877, Rheinberger was honored

with an appointment as Royal chapel-

master, In this office, he composed many
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ecclesiastical \\orks, including eleven

masses, an oratorio and a btabat Mater
The last years of Rhemberger'b life \vere

marked Sy ill-health, due to incurable

lung-trouble \\hich he had contracted in

a mountain tour of the Tyrol He died

in Munich on November 25, 1901

Josef Rheinberger was held in high
esteem as a musician and was the re

cipient of many honors, including a de

gree from the University of Munich,

knighthood of Gregory the Great from

Pope Leo XIIT, and election to the Aca

demy of Berlin

He was a sociable person, who fre

quently maintained that he derived his

greatest pleasure from the society of

agreeable people His dinner-table was

invariably filled with guests Rheinberger
himself superintended the cooking of

every meal served at his home, he was
an excellent cook, and frequently prided
himself on the fact that his principal in

structor in the* culinary art had been a

chef in the service of Napoleon III

Before his marriage, he had been a

great lover of hunting His wife, how
ever, being an intense humanitarian, put
an end to this pastime After marriage,

Rheinberger frequently indulged in the

hobby of histrionics At one time, it

was said, he appeared under an assumed
name as Bottom in a production of A
Midsummer mghfs dream, at the Royal
Theatre in Munich He was fond of

reciting poetry to friends, while accom

panying himself on the piano
He was excessively generous and

charitable Each Christmas he dis

tributed gifts widely to the poor, and he

was always responsive to any charitable

cause He was a strict Roman Catholic

His marriage was an ideally happy
one On the death of his wife, he lived

in virtual seclusion, rarely visiting his

friends or welcoming
1 them to his home

He would visit his favonte restaurants

and would enviously eye any happy
couple until they would become embai-
rassed by his fixed gaze His last years
were unhappy

Josef Rheinberger was a prolific com
poser The list of his works occupies
almost a full four-column closely-printed

page in Giove's Dictionary Discussing
the qualities of this music, Frederick

Niecks wrote "Thoroughness of work

manship is a teature which distinguished

Rhemberger's productions And this

quality of thoroughness is combined
with another, not less charactenstic of

the artist and his work namely, un-

pretentiousness Rheinberger is a
master of his craft and yet never makes
a bravado of his skill The matter, the

intellectual and emotional substance of
his compositions, is of the nature of his

workmanship unpretentious We may
describe it as simple, and even as home
ly For him, the classic temperament
predominates over the romantic

Moreover, his romanticism differs

in its being neither violent, extravagant,

voluptuous, fantastic, nor tianscenden-

tally sentimental His art is deeply-
rooted m folk-music, even in his

grandest and most scholastic composi
tions the soil from which it sprang is

easily discernible Health, simplicity and
clearness pervade everything he has
written

"

J A Fuller-Maitland pointed out that

"the department of his work in which
the highest level has been maintained
thruout his career is beyond question
that of organ composition The whole
series of organ sonatas, covering as they
do a period of over twenty years, has a
richness of coloring, a mastery of effect,

and a constant flow of beautiful ideas

that are by no means found in his other

works
"

As a teacher, Rheinberger was known
to have been a very strict disciplinarian
and pedant who subjected his students to

a comprehensive and thoro technical

training He was frequently laughingly
nicknamed by his pupils, "Herr Fugen-
Seppel

"

Principal works by Josef Rheinberger
OPERA Die steben raben, Die anne Hem-

rich, Das Zauberwort ,
Twmers tochteilcin,

etc

ORCHESTRA Wallcmtem syMiphony ,
Floien-

tmer symphony, Academic overture, Demi-
trms overture Concerto for pictno and or

chestra, Concertos foi organ and orchestra

CHORAL Toggenburg ,
Die todte brant

t

Johanmsnacht ,
Die Rosen von Hildesheim

,

Montfort ,
Jaims' tochter

,
Christophorus ,

Der
Stern von Bethlehem, requiems, masses, pas

sions, motets, hymns, etc

CHAHBER M0siC Nonet (for wind and

strings), Sextet (for wind), String quintet,
Piano quintet, Two string quartets, Piano
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quartet, Fanatwin for string quartet, Sonatas series of his G\\n s}niphomes at the
tor \mlin and piano, etc Concert Spiritual, and these \\orks bc-

\\ nrks for the organ, for the piano, etc came so popu lar tha t the secure position
About Josef Rhemberger of their composer m the French music

Fullcr-Maitland, T V Waiters of Go man of the time \\as assured As a matter
Mu\u

, Grace, Hai\e> The On/a// Works of of tact, when Gluck left Paris, he said
Rfiembcjgu , Kro\er, Theodur Josef Rhcm- i am going but I Iea\e }OU Rigel

"

^Monthly MuMial Record 12 193 September
Tl
? ^ Rigel * as appointed teacher

1882, Mutual Times 67 812 September 1926 "J
the Royal School of Singing m Pans

For more than ten years he taught there

three times a \veek, receiving a liberal

salary, commensurate with his high posi-
Henry Joseph Rigel 1741-1799 tion as a musician In 1795, when the

Pans Conservatory was opened, he was
ENRY JOSEPH RIGEL (original- named an Inspecteur together with

ly Riegel) was born at Wertheim Gossec and Cherubim He maintained

on February 9, in 1741 After conclud- his position with the Conservatory until

mg preliminary studies m music m his his death

native city, he came to Mannheim to Henry Joseph Rigel died in Pans in

become a pupil of Franz Xaver Richter May of 1799 He had composed in a
m harmony and counterpoint His variety of forms, including comic operas,
studies were brought to a conclusion in oratorios, chamber-works and sym-
Stuttgart undei Niccolo Jommelh phonies It is generally conceded that

Equipped with a letter of introduction he was artistically more successful m
from his former master, Richter, Rigel oratorios and instrumental music than in

went to Pans in 1768 In a short while, the opera
he acquired a considerable reputation as In the Lexikon der tonkunstler of
a pei former on the clavecin and as a Gerber, published in 1790, we read that
teacher He was held in high esteem by Rigel's works were generally character-
the foremost musicians in Pans of the ized by a spontaneity of ideas and purity
time, no one less than Gretry, m the of harmonic writing
third volume of his Essais sur la

Rlgel 1S a man who tasted each styie

Musique, refeired to Rigel as an "expert an(j ^id not devote himself exclusively
master," commenting also upon the to any one; wrote Georges de Saint-
"excellence of his method "

Fox Hls music 1S facilGj ptlrej very
Rigel likewise made his mark as a exquisite and very pretty, with a sine

composer On May 25, 1775, his art for modulation What Rigel lacked

oratorio, La Sortie d'Eyypte was intro- from the point of view of melodic inven-
cluced at the Concert Spmtuel, and tion he replaced with other qualities

"

was so highly esteemed by musicians Rlgel was one O f the first composers
thruout Pans that Rigel's fame as a to utjlze the piano in instrumental

composer was assured "When one has ensemble music
composed a work like the oratorio La _

1 t , TT T 1

Sortie d'Sgypte," said Gluck, "one has Principal works by Henry Joseph

composed a formidable work '" Three ^1 el

years later, two comic operas Le r,
PERA

J
Le Savettcr et h financier ,

La
o , , j r j j TI < A j. Depart des matclots ,

Kosame . Le Bon fer-Saveher e le financier and Le Depart 7m^
?

Blanche et
'

Ve}meille
\ Lttcas ,

f
Les

des matelotswtTQ presented at
^the Amours du Gros-Cailtou, L'Entree du seig-

Opera Comique and the Comedie new, Akne et Dupre, Ahx de Beaucaire,

Itahenne respectively While certain Pauline et Henn

critics more in sympathy with the
ra
CH0

5
AL

r

Lf
!

Sortie l'gypte, Jepthi, La
Tj - ,11 r r 1 ,1 rrise ds Jencno, motets. Regina Coeh, etc
Italian standards of opera found the r.>, \^^ * c x i_

;. 1

l
1

CHAMBER Music Six symphonies for dum-
inusic pretentious, there was a chorus her orchestra, String quintet, Piano quwtet,
of praise for the originality and fresh- sonatas for violin and piano

ness of the composer's style Be- About Henry Joseph Rigel
tween 1782 and 1786, Rigel directed a ia Revue Mustcale 5 192 June 1924
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N
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakoff Naval College m St Petersburg where

1844-1908 ne remained for six years
His studies at the Naval College did

'ICHOLAS AXDREIEVICH RIM- not completely obliterate his musical

SKY-KORSAKOFF, acknowl- interests, m his spare hours, he took

edged dean of the school of Russian lessons on the piano and on the violon-

composers known as the "Russian-five," cello In 1861, Rimsky-Korsakoff be-

\vas born m Tiklvun, m the government came a friend of Balakirev, the Russian

of Novgorod, on March 18, 1844 composer, and in their conversations on

He showed early signs of talent "I muslc> Rimsky-KorsakofFs one-time

was not fully two years old," he wrote Pfff
11 for

.
l
\
W
f
S
r,

a am aroused

in his autobiography, "when I clearly
Balakirev introduced Rimsky-Korsakoff

distinguished all the tunes that my to Cesar Cm, Borodin and Moussorgsky
mother sang to me Later, when three These

. y un musicians succeeded m
or tour vears of age, I beat a toy drum transternng their ideals and enthusiasms

in perfect tune, while my father played
* r an

Tl
ndl

gf
n us Russian music to

the piano Often my father would Rimsky-Korsakoff who now knew that

suddenly change the tempo and rhythm
he

.
must henceforth devote a great part

on purpose, and I at once followed suit
of
J
113 J fe

*?
serious musical activity

1

Soon afterwards, I began to smg quite ,
Rimsky-Korsakoff was sent abroad by

correctly whatever my father played,
his parents to complete his naval studies

,

and often I sang along with him Later he carried away with him his newly-

on, I myself began to pick out on the awakened ambition to become a serious

piano the pieces and accompaniments I musician During three years of cruis-

had heard him perform and, having mg, Rimsky-Korsakoff composed his

learned the names of the notes, I could,
nrst symphony In 1865, Balakirev m-

from an adjoining room, recognize and troduced this symphony at the concerts

name any note of the piano
" When he of the Free School of Music in St

was six years old, he was given his first Petersburg where it aroused great praise

piano lessons, making rapid progress
Tne success of his symphony encour-

At eight, he showed an unusual love for aged Rimsky-Korsakoff to continue his

the music of Glinka's A Life for the musical study and to devote more con-

tsar One year after this, though entirely
scientious effort to his composition A

innocent of theoretical knowledge, he symphonic poem, Sadko (not to be con-

began composition
fused with his opera of the same name

Until his twelfth year, Rimsky-
which was produced at a later date),

Korsakoff lived m his nattve city There
a d an ,Pera>

The Mmd f Psk > em-

he had an opportunity to heat the folk- Prized his growing powers as a corn-

songs of peasants and to listen to the P ser *n 18
^' Rimsky-Korsakoff was

folklore of the Slavonic people, both of appointed professor of composition and

which made a deep impression upon his
instrumentation at the St Petersburg

plastic mind At the same time, he was Conservatory, two years later, he

vitally influenced by the music of a
dennitely accepted music as his life pro-

band of Jewish musicians, employed on fession bV retinn from the Navy
his father's estate, who frequently During the next three decades, Rim-

played Russian folk-songs His love for sky-Korsakoff's influence was felt in

native Russian music, therefore, was many directions As a professor at the

deeply embedded in him from earliest Conservatory, he directly influenced an

childhood entire generation of Russian composers
His aristocratic family, while reahz- VL?* ,

Petersburg Between 1873 and

mg that he was uniquely talented m the i
8
r j*^ , ^on a

Pp
om

"?
lt

t

b^

direction of music, refused to permit ^ " - Constant^
Nicholae-

t, 4. * it. i r
vitch as the inspector of the navalhim to enter the musical profession bandSj from 187/lo mi he wag con.

Instead, they directed him towards a ductor of the Free School concerts, and
naval career In 1856, therefore, from 1886 to 1900 he directed the Rus-
Rimsky-Korsakoff was entered in the sian Symphony Concerts in St Peters-

1 For a discussion of the "Russian Five" see sketch of Balakirev
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NICHOLAS RIMSKV-KORSAKOFF

burg While he was never acknowl

edged a great interpreter with the baton,
his importance as a conductor rested in

the fact that he was a vigorous pro

ponent for the younger Russian com

posers, a forceful instrument in bringing
the most important Russian music of this

period to the attention of the mu
sic public

Notwithstanding his activity as a

teacher and conductor, he did not neglect
creative work Beginning with A Night
in May, on a text by Gogol presented
m St Petersburg in 1878 he produced
a long series of distinguished operas.
The Snow maiden, his first truly per
sonal expression as an operatic com

poser, came in 1882 The Snow maiden
was followed by Sadko (1895), Mozart
and Salieri (1898) and the Tale of Tsar

Saltana (1899), At this same time,

Rimsky-Korsakoff was likewise indus

trious m producing symphonic music,

creating the Capnccw on Spanish themes

in 1887, the Russian Easter overture in

1888 and, most famous of all, the

Scheheresade towards the close of 1888

In 1905, Rimsky-Korsakoff published
a letter in Russ m which he complained

vigorously about the supervision by the

police to which the St Petersburg Con

servatory was subjected. As punish
ment for his rebellion, Rimsky-Korsa-
koff was dismissed from the faculty

There followed a wave of indignation

and resentment against this perfunctory
dismissal of one who was unquestionably
among the leading musicians in Russia
Such professors as Alexander Glaztmov
and Liadov peremptorily resigned from
their posts By the autumn of that same
year, it was officially decided to reor

ganize the Conservatory completely.
With the selection of Glazunov as direc

tor of the institution, Rimsky-Korsakoff
was reappomted as professor of com
position and instrumentation
He held this position until his death,

which took place at St Petersburg on

June 21, 1908 He died after a third

attack of angina pectons Glazunov,
who was at his death-bed, said that

Rimsky-KorsakofFs last regret was that

he was unable to finish his course at the

Conservatory
Among Rimsky-Korsakoff's pupils

were numbered such eminent Russian

composers as Glazunov, Arensky,
Liadov, Ippolitov-Ivanov and Gretchan-
inoff.

Rimsky-Korsakoff was tall in stature,

with narrow stooping shoulders, a chest

that was flat, and a physical frame that

suggested delicacy His eyes, small and

expressive, possessed an irrepressible ap
peal "His long, brown beard," wrote
Rosa Newmarch, "his spectacles and the

natural gravity of his demeanor, gave
him a slightly severe and pedagogic air

Where, I wondered, did he keep hidden

away the rich stores of exquisite fancy
and dainty humor that brightened every

page of the Snow maiden? He was
one of the delightful exceptions to those

cosmopolitan, expansive and emotional

and sometimes frothy Russians who give
such false impressions of the national

character Each time I saw Rimsky-
Korsakoff, I was more and more struck

by his simplicity and dignified reserve
"

His foremost qualities as a man were
his sympathy and good-humor; it was
these qualities that made him the ideal

teacher. He was a profound lover of

Nature, and a man of profound intellect

His favorite composers were Bach,

Mozart, Chopin and Schumann, but his

tastes were sufficiently versatile to in

clude the waltzes of Johann Strauss,

Platon Brounoff has discovered four

qualities m the music of Rimsky-
Korsakoff T "His melodies are of the old
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Russian st\le, entirely original in rhythm
and charaeter, his harmom is brilliant

and daring, in which he uses the old

Greek scales, he has an extraordinary
talent for instrumentation dazzling
combinations of colors, strong, radiant

and brilliant, and at the same time,

transparent and clear, finally, qualities
\\htch you meet so seldom in the workb
of other Russian composers namely,
sunshine and \\armth"

Commenting upon Rimsky-Korsakoft's
operas, H C Colles wrote (Oxford His

tory of Music) that they represent the

"turning away from the naturalism of

the historic drama [Moussorgsky's
Boris] to the symbolism of the pictorial

stage, of which the ballet is the ideal

representation Vocal melody was not

Rimsky-KorsakofFs strong point as it

was Tschaikovsky's Rather the keen-

edged instiumental phrase in appropriate

coloring of violin, trumpet or oboe, the

counterpart of gesture, the incisive

rhythm,, and the languorous arabesque
were the groundwork of his inspiration

In the mam if we say that it was

Rimsky-Korsakoff who gave form and

consistency to the Russian opera, we
must also say that it was the Russian

preoccupation with the ballet which im
bued Rimsky-Korsakoff with a distinc

tive sense of those qualities
"

"By his resolve to make a thorough
study of the theoretical aspect of music,
with which his comrades* acquaintance
was far from exhaustive," wrote

Montagu-Nathan,
ff
he was eventually

able to supplement and even to eclipse
the efforts of Cesar Cui in upholding
the banner of nationalism against the

onslaughts of a very determined opposi
tion He proved that nationalism was
not, as alleged, a mere cloak for techni

cal ignorance, and in the course of time
he gave the world a treasury of nation
alistic musical art, and an army of pupils
each of whom was able to reflect no little

glory upon the master
"

Rimsky-Korsakoff was the author of
a remarkable book on instrumentation,
and a charming autobiography He also

orchestrated important works of his

compatriots, including Dargomij sky's
The Stone-guest, a part of Borodin's
Prince Igor, and Moussorgsky's Bons
Godounoff and Khovanstchina

Principal works by Nicholas Rimskj-
Korsakoit

OPLRV The Maid of P\koi\ A Night in

May, Tlu $noi\j maiden, Mlada, Christmas

Eve, Sadko
,
Mozart and Sahen, The T\ar \

bride
,
The Tale of Tsar^ Saltana

, Serviha
,

Kotsthci tin. immortal, Kiteah
, The Golden

toikcrcl

ORCHESTRA Fir\t symphony, Antar symph
ony, Symphony in C-nnnoi

, Sinfomctta on
Rus\ian themes, Overture on Russian themes,
Russian Easter overture, Serbian fantasy, A
Talc, Capriccw on Spanish theme*

t Sihehcic-
zadc ,

Concerto for piano and onhcrtta, Fan
tasia on Riwian themes (for violin and or

chestra)

CHOR\L Slava, Two cantatas, Ftaqrnent

jiom Homer, Four variations and fughetta
(for female quartet), Two mixed choruses,
15 Russian folk songs , trios, etc

CHAMBER Music Siting sextet, Quintet
(for piano, flute, claimet, horn and bassoon) ,

String quartet
Songs, works for the piano, etc

About Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakoft
Markevitch, Igor Rimtky-Kovwkoff, Mon

tagu-Nathan, Montagu Rimiky-Korsakoff ,

Rimsky-Korsakoff, Nicholas My Musical

Life, Pals, N van Gilse van der Rimsky-
Korsakoff pei nschaffen nebst sktsse uber
Lebcn und Wuken

Important recordings of music by
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakoff
SELECTIONS FROM; OPERA The Golden cock-

eiel, orchestral suite arranged by Rimsky-
Korsakoff (VicxoR-Coates) The Maid of

Pskov, "Hunt and storm music" (ViCTOR-
Coates) A Night in May, "Overture" (Vic-
TOR-Coates) , "Sleep, my beauty" (GRAMO
PHONE) Mlada, "Cortege des nobles" (Vic-

TOR-Coates) Sadko, "Song of the Viking

guest" (ViCTOR-Chaliapm) , "Song of India"

(CoLUMBiA-Tauber) ,
"Berceuse" (VICTOR-

Koshetz) The Snow maiden, "Full of won
ders" (VICTOR) , "Dance of the tumbleis"

(VlCTOR-Coates) Tale of Tvar Saltana, "The

Flight of the bumblebee" (CoLUMBiA-Haity),
etc

ORCHESTRA Antar symphony (VICTOR-
Coppola) , Scheheresade (VictOR-Stokowski) ,

Capnccio on Spanish themes (VicxoR-Fielder) ,

Russian Easter overture (ViCTOR-Stokowski)

Joseph Rode 1774-1830

JACQUES PIERRE JOSEPH RODE
was born in Bordeaux on February

16, 1774 At the age of four he began
the study of the violin under local teach

ers He came to Paris in 1778 where a

horn player heard him perform and was
so impressed that he gave the boy a letter

of introduction to the great violinist,
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Viotti Viotti ga\e Rode an audition,

after which he immediately accepted him
as a pupil After two yean* of intensive

study, Rode made his formal debut at

the Theatre de Monsieur, playing the

Viotti thirteenth concerto

Shortly after his debut, Rode was ap
pointed leader of the second violins m
the band of Theatre Feydeau He re

tained this position for four years, ap

pearing occasionally as soloist Then,
m 1794, he made a tour of Holland and

Germany, achieving great personal
success Embarking at Hamburg for

Bordeaux, Rode was brought in a violent

storm to England, where he made one

appearance. Finally, the journey came
to a close, and returning to Pans he was

appointed principal professor of violin at

the newly-founded Conservatory. At the

same time, he held the position of solo

violin at the Opera Rode, however, was
too restless by temperament to remain

imprisoned m any permanent post, one

day, he resigned peremptorily and left

for a Spanish tour

In 1800, he was back in Pans, where
he was honored by an appointment as

solo violinist to Napoleon. He was now
at the height of his fame, and at each

of his public appearances he was cheered

'The more I heard of him," wrote

Ludwig Spohr, "the more I admired his

playing Indeed, I do not hesitate for a

moment to place his style above that

of my own master, Eck, and I did my
utmost to master his style by a most

careful study of same."

In 1803, m the company of the popular
French composer Boieldieu, Rode toured

the North German towns, finally extend

ing his journey until he reached St.

Petersburg, Russia, Here he settled,

filling the post of solo violinist to Tsar

Alexander, at a salary of more than

$3,500 a year. For five years, Rode
remained in Russia, working at a

feverish pace Then his health deteri

orated He returned to France with the

hope of recovering his lost vitality and

strength, This he succeeded in doing to

a great extent, sufficient to enable him

to undertake extensive tours in Switzer

land, Germany and Austria. In Vienna,

Rode met Beethoven, and the master

was so moved by Rode's violin playing
that he composed the Sonata in G (Opus

JOSEPH RODE

96) for him. In 1814, Rode settled in

Berlin, where he was married There
he became acquainted with Felix Men
delssohn, then a child-prodigy.
After 1814, Rode's public appearances

became few and far between, primarily
because his technique had degenerated

noticeably He retired to Bordeaux
where he bought a country home, and

enjoyed the peace and serenity of soli

tude

Unfortunately, in 1828, a few ill-ad

vised friends urged him to emerge from
his retirement and give a concert in

Paris. The concert was such a fiasco

that it brought laughter and ridicule

upon Rode. Rode was severely affect

ed by his appalling failure and brooded

over the disgrace until his health gave

way. For the next two years, he was
a sick and broken man He died at his

chateau in Bordeaux on November 25,

1830.

Rode's principal works* are for the

violin, including ten concertos and

twenty-four caprices His fame, how

ever, rests principally with his Concerto

in A-mmor, which appears in the reper

toire of the concert violinist, and his

twenty-four caprices, a valuable study

book for the violinist

Of the Concerto w A-minor, Alex

ander Brent-Smith has written- "It is

remarkable in many ways Written in

an age which we, at this distance, regard
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dominated b\ Mo/art, the Loncerto,
f J

despite its many styles, sho\\s no traces,

of Mozart's influence That the

concerto is, ill-knit, that it is a conglom
eration of styles, that it hab no intel

lectual development, ih ob\ious criticism

But that it has enduied and that it has

very real beauties and treshnesss entitle

it to our occasional release from the

strings of students"

"Seen thru the late eighteenth centur}

glasses/' \\rote I M Somerville of this

concerto,
tk

this is an attractive work, the

first movement being noble and pathetic
in feeling The slow movement, it

must be confessed, is rather dull and

gives the impression that not much
trouble was taken with it The
Rondo is racy, compact and

tuneful
' J

Arthur Pougm has commented upon
Rode's caprices as follows "[They] are

truly model works m this form, and re

main one of the best excercises for our

young violinists [Most of them]
are true pieces of style, with an inspira

tion that is sometimes melancholy and

elegiac, sometimes ardent and fiery,

sometimes warm and passionate
"

Principal works by Joseph Rode

ORCHESTRA. Ten concertos foi violin and
orchestra

CHAMBER Music Five sets of string quar
tets

,
Three books of duos for two violins, etc

VIOLIN Twenty-four caprices, Seven sets

of variations, etc

About Joseph Rode

Pougm, Arthur Notice wr Rode
Strad 38 241 September 1927

Gioacchmo Rossini 1792-1868

"He gave me the impression of being
the most truly great and admirable man
whom I ever met in the world of art

"

RICHARD WAGNER

/^lOACCHINO ANTONIO ROS-
^^

SINT, who was born in Pesaro,

Italy, on February 29, 1792 was the son
of the town trumpeter Father Rossini,

inspired with republican ideals by Napo
leon's invasion of Pesaro, lost his mu
nicipal position while Gioacchmo was
still a child and after a short period of

incarceration' earned his living by trav

eling near the vicinity of Bologna as an

ittneidiil imibicum Dunng this period
of movement, he entrusted his son to

the caie ot dioacchmo's aunt and grancl-
mothei

Tn 1804, the Robsims settled in Bo

logna The) uere now able to concen
trate upon Giodcchino's education He
had alreacl} disclosed unmistakable signs
of genius As a child, he possessed a

beautiful soprano voice, and at the age of

seven he made his debut m Bologna in

an opera by Paer By his twelfth birth

day, he had not only undertaken com
position (producing a great number of

bongs, duets and operatic anas) but he
had also learned to play the cembalo,
hoi n and the viola with considerable

competence
As a result, Gioacchmo Vvas placed in

the Liceo Musicale in Bologna, where
his master, Mattel, gave him a compre
hensive technical tiaming The rigorous

schooling was not much to Rossini's

taste, who found considerable more sat

isfaction m studying the scores of Haydn
and Mozart by himself However, he
was an excellent pupil Tn 1808, he was
commissioned by the school authorities

to compose a cantata on the occasion of

the annual award of prizes
In 1810, Rossini left the Liceo After

a few months of woik as accompanist
and teacher, he received a commission
from Venice to compose a one-act opera
La Cambiale di matnmomo was success

ful, bringing its composer several more
commissions to prepare other one-act

operas
Success came to Rossini almost at the

dawn of his career In 1813, his opera,
Tancredi, was given its first perform
ance in Venice the first of Rossini's

serious operas, or opera sena The
popularity of Tancredi spread like a

contagious disease All of Venice sang
its anas, it is said that at a law court

the public was ordeied by the judge to

stop humming them Within four years,
the opera encircled virtually half the

world, greeted eveiywhere with the

pleasure and enthusiasm which the

Venetians first accorded it

Only two and a half months after the

emergence of Tancredi, Rossini pro
duced a second great success, this time a

comic opera, Lfltahana in Algen That
Rossini had been able, within the space
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of less than three months, to produce La Gazza ladra (1817), Mosc (1818)
two remaikable operas, and in contrary and Zelmira (1822)
styles, so aroused the admiration of In 1822, Barbaja, \vho had taken o\er
Venetians that Rossini immediately be- the direction of Karthnerthor Theater
came the composer of the hour The m Vienna, m\ited Rossini to the
audiences, weary of pompous and stereo- Austrian capital to help present Zdmira
typed operas to which they had until For the first time in his life, Rossini
now been subjected, reacted spon- crossed the border of Italy In Vienna,
taneously to the exuberance and youth he immediately became an idol Altho
of Rossini's melodies, to the charm of his there were some eminent musicians, like
vocal ornamentations, and to his sup- Karl Maria von Weber, who felt that

pie dexterity m composing nimble music Rossini, with his superficial art and
In 181 S, Rossini met the celebrated lightness of touch was debasing the

operatic impresario, Barbaja Barbaja, musical art, the music public was at

realizing Rossini's enormous talent, his feet In Vienna, Rossmi \isited

urged the composer to come to Naples Beethoven, and much to his credit,

and assume the directorship of two Rossmi recognized the irony of fate that

operatic theatres there, and to compose caused the composer of the Eroica sym-
one opera a year for each house The phony to live m penury and loneliness

first opera which Rossmi composed for while he, Rossmi, was a pampered pet

Naples, Ehsabetta, blazed new operatic of the music world, enjoying wealth

trails It was the first opera which dis- and adulation Rossini, as a matter of

pensed with accompaniments of recita- fact, attempted to raise a subscription

tives by the cembalo, utilizing, instead, for Beethoven, but it fell thru, due to

the full orchestra, it was also the first the apathy of the Viennese music public

opera in which the singers were not per- to such a venture

mitted to indulge m their customary im- After returning to Italy where his

provisations but were compelled to sing latest opera, Semiramide, was presented

only those notes which Rossini had put m Venice (1823), Rossini once again

down in the score took to travel This time, he went to

Permitted by a flexible contract to
L
?ndon,

once again to be the object of

take periodic vacations, Rossini went to
adulation From London, Rossini went

Rome m November of 1815 In thirteen to Pans
>
where receiving an appoint-

days' time, he composed for the Aigen-
ment as director of the Theatre Italien

Una Theatie in Rome the opera which at a munificent salary-he settled per-

made him immoral the world-famous manently In 1826, Rossini retired from

II Barker di Swigha Its first perform-
his diieclonal post and was given the

ance on February 5, 1816-under the honoraiy position of Composer to His

title of Almaviva-wzs a failure, due Majesty, and Inspector General of Sing-

principally to the fact that an opeia on a m at an annual salar^ of twent^ thou"

subject similar to one formerly used by
sa^ rancs

Rome's idol, Paisiello, could never hope
n

Aff**
1829, Rossini s last

to succeed The failure, however, was P*ra,^am Tell was firs performed

only temporaiy On its second perform- f
*e Opera m Pans Like its cele-

ance the opera was cheered It has ever grated
Predecessor // Barber A

since remained one of the most famous ^gfta,
Wtiham Tel was not successful

operas m the repertoire
at first > thotlgh lt achieved the re-

F_
, i , TJ I spectable total of five hundred perform-

Rossim s popularity m Italy was now
â ces The yictim o a poor Ilbrett0j W^

at a peak Though the demand for his ham Teu failed to exert that powerful
operas was enormous, his fertility was appeai over its audiences that Rossini's

such that he was easily able to supply previous operas had attained It was
this prodigious demand In a little many years before the work was ac-

more than five years, he composed six- claimed a characteristic Rossmi master-

teen operas, performed in Naples, Milan, piece

Rome and Venice The most famous of Rossini was now thirty-seven years old,

these included La Cenerentola (1817), probably the most famous operatic com-
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poser of his time, the creator of several

masterpieces. His operatic style was

continually disclosing new richness and

depth ,
William Tell showed the growing-

powers of a great composer. It is,

therefore, one of the inexplicable

mysteries in musical history that, altho

Rossim was to live for almost forty years
after the composition of William Tell,

he never again composed a work for the

operatic stage. As a matter of fact,

except for the Stabat Mater which came
ten years after William Tell, and the

Petite messe solennelle, which he com

posed towards the end of his life

(together with several smaller pieces)
Rossini's pen remained virtually idle.

For this amazing phenomenon many
explanations have been offered. There
are some to say that the failure of

William Tell as well as the rise of a

rival, Meyerbeer, to great popularity
embittered Rossini so greatly that he
swore never again to compose an opera.
There are others to explain that his

earlier productivity had sapped his

energies, that ill and tired he was un
able to devote himself to the hard work
of composition. Still others say that,

indolent by temperament, Rossini' now
wealthy and comfortable had no
further incentive for composition. Ros
sini's own explanation (one cannot ac

cept it too seriously') was* "One more
success would have added nothing to

my glory, whilst a failure might tarnish

it/' In any case, musical history can

offer no parallel of a composer who
achieved greatness by his thirty-seventh

birthday, and then, for the next forty

years, went into almost complete retire

ment
The last forty years of his life, Ros

sini spent partly in Paris and partly
in Italy Ill-health began to trouble him
in 1836, but, at first, did not interfere

with his capacity to enjoy life. By 1848,
his health had degenerated so marked

ly that, in Florence, he suffered con
tinual neurasthenia, unable to eat, sleep
or enjoy tranquihty. Returning to Pans
for medical treatment, Rossini recovered

partially. However, his ailment was
chronic After a short illness, he passed

away in his villa in Passy, on November
13, 1868, It is curious to note that Ros
sini, who thruout his entire life had been

superstitious, should have died on Fri

day the thirteenth

Rossini was buried in Pere Lachaise
in Pans. Nineteen years after his

burial, the Italian government removed
his remains to Sante Croce church in

Florence

Rossini's personality is familiar to

music lovers his scintillating wit, his

colossal laziness, his love of life and

luxury He was an epicure who took

delight in preparing his own dishes

"I would rather be a sausage maker than
a composer," he once commented

Luxury, comfort, adulation he found

necessary to happiness; and he knew
how to live fully and completely.

His bon mots are familiar, but only
one or two need be mentioned as char

acteristic examples. When William Tell

was given in a truncated form at the

Opera, the manager, meeting Rossini

one day, told the composer that the

second act would be performed that

evening "What, all of it?" Rossini

asked with mock surprise At another

occasion, a young composer came to

Rossini to play for him two original

pieces Rossini interrupted the first

piece in the middle, and said acidly
"Indeed, I like the other one better

"

Rossini loved long walks in the Bois
de Boulogne When he returned from
these walks he would take off his wig,

wrap a towel around his head and
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select the \\ig most appropriate for the that in the land of the sun one prefers
activities of the e\enmg He was a to go nude

"

veij ordeily man both in his dress and Francis Toye is more than jusined m
in his habits His intellect was not

maintaining that Rossini's music "will
%v ide He \\ as completely ignorant ot never appeal greatly to those who attach
politics, science or the other arts He SUpreme value to profundity of feeling
was excessively superstitious or iritellect Rossini \v as clear-
Rossmi knew only too well his own

headed, shrewd, urbane, but in no way
strength and limitations as a composer mtellectual

"
However, Francis ToyeHe knew, tor example, that his musical

goes to considerable pams to explain that
facility made it possible for him to pro- the world of music has room not on]
duce an abundance of music with spon- for Beethoven's profundity but for Ros-
taneous outpouring Give me a laundry smi

'

s gaiet and charm as well In
list, he once said and I will set it to his own field the production of music
music He could, and did, compose that chuckles and sparkles with each bar
music under any conditions we are Rossini was truly incomparable
informed by Franus Toye, amidst the R A ctrf>at

r.
l]f]

r Hp, rlv Pvni ainf,H
chatter of friends out fishing, or p

* A ^treatteild has clearly explained

m bed
" His abundance of ideas was *f'

m S hf"C
'^tance

The

such that a long-familiar anecdote speaks
^vention of the cabaletta, or quick

of the tune when Rossini was composing
vement

>

Rowing
the cavantina or

m bed
,
a page of his manuscript fell to

sl W move
f

ment
-

* be/s

f
&ed to him,

,, a
*

?i t , , ,,

r
, LI an innovation which affected the form

the floor, rather than eo to the trouble ,- ,~ , -r-. , ,.

r ,. ... r i j t. A it, i opera, German and trench, as well as
of getting out of bed he composed the T , , A. j. it. j. t?fe & *

Italian, thruout the century Even more
paee over again . . , ,

J
, , ,r

5. , j ^. , , important was the change which he
Rossini, however, recognized the fact mtroduced m the manner f smgmthat he was altogether incapable of

flond music Before hlg d
s ^

piofundity or depth The German had been accustomed to jntroduce
critics wish that I compose like Haydn cadenzas of their own to a t extenl
or Mozar he said after his visit to when th bked Rogsmi m

s
sisted

Vienna But if I took all the pains! in
their noth but what wa/set

the world, I should still be a wretched down fof êm M
&
r Streatfeild might

Haydn or Mozart So I prefer to have added, what was mentioned earlier
remain a Rossini Whatever that may m thg gketch that Rossmi was algo the
be, it is something, and at least I am

first to substltute the orchestra for the
not a bad Rossini cembalo in accompanying the secco

Rossini s favorite composer was reatatmo Rossmi also ampiined the
Mozait, whose works he adored

orchestra of his day, persistently mtro-
As a composer Rossini's greatest duang new instruments for the expres-

talent lies in his deft touch, in his sion of new colors and effects

ability to produce volumes of sparkling, , , , ~ , ,-,

effervescent music that bubbles like Principal works by Gioacchmo Ros^

champagne, and is often a$ intoxicating
sim

There have been many critics, m his time D ,

pf* Tancredi ,
L Itahana * Algen ,

! , ,
J

\ , j Ehsabetta, II Barbier at Siviglia, Otello , La
and Since, who have vigorously criticized Cenerentola, La Gaua ladra, Most, Zelnnra,
Rossini's music as being so much surface Senwrcwnde , Wdham Tell, etc

veneer Ingres, the painter, referred to CHORAL Stabat Mater, Pehte messe solen-

Rossmi's Operas as "the works of a nelle, Partenope ,
La Riconoscenga ,

II Vero

dishonest musician" Karl Maria von omaggio UAugurio fehce, La Sacra alle-

Weber held the opinion that with Ros- ^ J^fc
"W ' * '

Stm "the decay of music began
"

Many Songs, canzonets, piano pieces, etc

critics, too, have found fault with Ros-

Sim's simplicity m harmonizations and About Gioacchmo Rossini

technical construction To SUch accusa- Azavedo, A G^acchmo
Rossim Sa Vie et

tions, however, one might well say what ^^Tko^' fc^H^dTS
Gretry once levelled at Similar onslaughts JWW> Dei went, Lord Roswm and Some For-

agamst his OWn music "You know gotten Nightingales, Edwards, H S Rossini's
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Li/t , Pougm, \rthur Ro^tm \otf\, im- an honorable rank among European
pre$ion\, Soui't'nirs, Commentaries , To>e, celebrities

31

Francib /fc^uii ./ Mib wi twgi-tomcdy The success of that initial concert

Important recordings of music b\ tempted Villomg to take his prodigy on

Gioacchmo Rossini
'

a concert tour which extended as far

OPEHA The Barbtr of bevillt, complete as London and Pans "In Paris, I

(CoLbMBiv-La Scala) remained a whole year/' \\rote Rubin-
SELECTIONS FROM OPLRV La Ceiierentola, stem m hls autobiography, "but had no

"Overture" (LoiuMBiv) ''Cavantm (PvR-
j t m ^ Villomg,L \PHONL) , \n<i and Rondo finale (r'ARLA- *,

- , -
*

pHoiNL-Supervia) La Gassa /arfra, "Over- who jealously guarded me from all

ture" (BRiiNswicK-Fumv angler) William approach, not a being could gam access

Tell, 'Overture" (LoLUMBi \-Beecham) ,
"Coro

t.0 me 1 At one of my concerts, Liszt,
deU'Imeneo" and "Tirolese" (COLUMBIA), n^nnm T pnrjold Mever and other
"Cavantma" (COLUMBIA , "Ah, Mathilde," ^opm ~P,oia ivieyer >

ana mer

and "Troncar suoi di quell'empio" (GR\MO- musical celebrities were present In Lon-

PHONE) L'ltahana m Algen, "Overture" don, I was graciously received by
(P^RLAPHONL) , "Oh, che muso" (PARLA- the young and then-handsome Queen
PHONF), "Per Imcheadoio" (PARLAPHONE),

Victoria, and subsequently in all the
Amici in ogni evento (PARLVPHONE- Super- ', , AUI u * u r

%ia) Semiramide, "Overture" (COLUMBIA), aristocratic Circles AltliO but a boy of

"Bel raggio
ir

(Oi)LON) Tamrtdi, "Overture" twelve, I felt no shyness or timidity m
(VICTOR) the presence of these formal lords and
CHORAL Stabat Mater, "Cumb animam" ladies

"

(GR\MOPHONE-Gigli) ,
"Pro peccatis" (Vic- In 1846 Rubinstein came to Vienna,

TOR-Journet) , "Stabat Matei, Istud Agas nrlTirma iiv tn CPPV thp aic;ta Tirp nf
(GRAMOPHONE), "Inflammatus" (GRAMO- principally to seek the assistance ot

PHONE) Franz Liszt Liszt, however, gave
ORCHESTRA Rossmiana, arrangement for Rubinstein a cold welcome, denying him

orchestra of famous Rossini piano pieces by any help For a period, therefore,
Ottonno Respighi (CoLUMBiA-Beecham) Rubinstein lived in want "I lived m an

attic of a laige house, and often for

two or three days m succession I had
Anton Rubinstein 1829-1894 not money enough to pay for a dinner at

the nearest restaurant, and so I went
TON GREGOROVICH RUBIN- without food The room was fairly
STEIN, one of the great pianists bare, and soon I had crowded every

of all time and a composer of distmc- corner and literally carpeted the floor

tion, was born in Volhyma, Russia, on with my writings And what did I not
November 28, 1829 His father, a write m those days of hunger 1 Eveiy
manufacturer, left the village shortly sort of composition, not only m the
after the birth of his son, establishing department of music operas, oratorios,
his family m Moscow There, Anton symphonies and songs but articles,
Rubinstein's mother began to teach the philosophical, literary and critical as

boy the piano He learned his exercises well My prolonged absence at last

so rapidly that it was not long before reminded Liszt of my existence He
the child outdistanced his teacher He took it into his head to pay me a visit

was then placed under the guidance of The first sight of my quarters
Villomg, a celebrated piano teacher m seemed to shock Liszt He showed,
Moscow however, much tact and delicacy, and m
On July 11, 1839, Anton Rubinstein a most friendly manner invited me to

made his debut in Moscow, playing a dine with him on the same day a most
movement from a Hummel concerto welcome invitation since the pangs of

"He certainly has the soul of an artist hunger had been gnawing me for several

and the feeling for the beautiful/' com- days After this I was always on good
mented the Moscow Galatea the follow- terms with Liszt

"

mg morning, "and there lies with him After a short stay m Berlin, where
so much musical talent that in time, Rubinstein was active as pianist, teacher
after the complete perfecting and and composer, he returned to his native

developing of it, the young artist will country He settled in St Petersburg,
undoubtedly be able to procure himself and for eight full years devoted himself
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to study At the same time, he worked

industriously on his compositions In

1852, an opera, Dimitn Donskoi, was

produced with such great success in St

Petersburg that it procured for Rubin
stein the patronage of the Grand
Duchess Helen, who appointed him
chamber-virtuoso. The Grand Duchess
invited Rubinstein to spend his summers
at her place at Kamennoi-Ostrow It

was there that Rubinstein composed
three one-act operas, and also that

famous piece which appears m the

Portraits, for piano, Kamennoi-Ostraw.

In 1857, supplied with funds by the

Duchess Helen and Count Vielhorsky,
Rtibmstem undertook an extensive con

cert tour as pianist, which established

his reputation as one of the foremost

virtuosos of his generation ''In power
and execution he is inferior to no one,"

wrote Ignaz Moscheles. "This Russian

boy has fingers as light as feathers, and

with them the strength of a man "

Returning to Russia, Rubinstein gave
a series of sensational concerts in St

Petersburg He played an important
role in Russia's musical life beginning
with this period. He was appointed

imperial concert-director, and m 1862,

together with Karl Schuberth, he

founded the St. Petersburg Conserva

tory, serving as its director for five

years.

Another magnificent concert tour kept
Rubinstein m the principal cities of

Europe until the early part of 1870.

Exhausted by the enervating strain of

persistent travel, he expressed the hope
of retiring permanently from all musical

activity. However, his personality was
too dynamic for inactivity. From 1870
until 1872, he directed the Philharmonic
concerts and the Choral Society of

Vienna One year later he was in

America, touring as concert pianist in

the company of Henri Wiemawski,
famous violinist. For the next fifteen

years, Rubinstein's activities as concert

pianist and composer knew few inter

missions. Between 1885 and 1887, he

gave a series of triumphant farewell con

certs thruout all of Europe, returning
to St Petersburg in 1887 to resume the

direction of the Conservatory In 1889,
he published his autobiography, to

commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of

his career as pianist
Anton Rubinstein died suddenly in

his villa at Peterhof, Russia, on
November 20, 1894. Strange to say, he
died a bitter and disappointed man
notwithstanding his magnificent career

because the music world refused to

accord him recognition as a composer.
"I confess to you frankly and honestly/*
he wrote to his Berlin publishers in

1889, "that complete disappointment is

the sum total of all my artistic

activity ! That to which I have attached

especial importance all my life, and to

which I have devoted all my knowledge
and built all my hopes upon my work
as a composer has met with failure

"

"He had the body of a Hercules, with

a solid frame, huge developed chest,

and broad, powerful shoulders," Arthur

Pougin described Rubinstein. "His head

was square, without either beard or

moustache. The forehead' was high and

prominent, the hair was thick and black;

the nose was strong, the mouth sensual,

and the eyes which were sunk in their

orbits had a look which, though piercing,

seemed a little vague and undecided,"

Rubinstein was fastidious about his

food, preferring Italian cooking; he was

fond of cucumbers When he was on

tour, he always arranged to have cucum
bers sent to him, because no meal was

complete without them H,is favorite
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diveisum \\a.s billiards, but he did not

play \\ell \\henever he made a bad

shot, he would alv\ays make the same

apologetic remark
'

"I play billiards

only for exercise
" He \\ as a passionate

smoker of cigarettes
Rubinstein \\as a prolific composer

who produced an abundant number of

works in every field of composition

Discussing Rubinstein's Style, Leonid

Sabaneyev wrote "In most cases,

Rubinstein shows himself to be a sue-

cessor of Beethoven and Mendelssohn,
but his defective sense of style leads
Tii'm tn H1<-nr1 tlwA ifliiPTirp<s with ihnqphim to blend these influences with those

of Glinka, the Italian school, Meyerbeer
and even Liszt In his symphonic and
chamber works, he is Mendelssohn with-

out the stereotyped form and feeling\ 1 r 4.1 1 u ^ 4.1.

for style of the original, but on the

other hand, he often approaches Bee-

thoven in the intensity and dramatic

quahty of his emotions (the Fourth
1 J

, , t 7 1 * \ T
concerto for piano and orchestra} In

opera and music for the stage, he is

more like Meyerbeer and Glinka His

work is inundated with an abundance ot
i , n i 1 A XTwhat are called commonplaces Never-

theless, it cannot be denied that we find

in it oases of inspiration which compel
us to bear in mind his rank as a musi-
n^n Thp n^Qpci nf o-rpat tVinncrVitc;cian ine oases ot great thoughts
and even of grandiose conceptions are

evidence that if he had not written at

journahstic speed, there was no reason

why he should not have been the pro-
claimer of a great musical idea

"

"Rubmstem may justly be accused of

having produced with too much feverish

haste, and of not having left himself
,

'

t ,

&
,tune to give his works as much pruning

and polishing as he should have done/
3

commented Arthur Pougin "Every now
and again, too, he lapses into writing

L, -L i j j i, i 3which is clumsy and is not characterized

by purity of style, and he sometimes
was rather too ready to be content with
the first idea that came into his head
But these defects were more than

counterbalanced by some splendid quah-
ties He had ample inspiration and

wide, expansive temperament which
made it possible for him to take up all

branches of composition, if not exactly
with success, at least with uncommon
vigor His music is undoubtedly alive,

picturesque, and full of warmth and

mo\ement, and in moments of mspira-
tion it carnes the listener along in its

tram and rouses him to a high pitch of

enthusiasm
"

prmcipai \\oiks by Anton Rubin-
stem

QphRV Dlmitn Bonskai, Die Kinder der

Heidi, 7 Iu Demon, Neio, Unto Raubeni
,

Der Papagei, Gorjushka, Da\ verlorene

parade, Die Makkabaer, Moses, Christus,
etc

QRCHEbTRA Symphony m F, Ocean sy,,*-

phony, Symphony in D-wmot , Diamatit. sym-
phony, Symphony in A-mmot

, Symphony in

G-mmor, Overtures, La Ritma
t Inomphale,

Antony and Cleopatra, Suite in L-flat , Faust,
Imn iy Don Quivotef Flve concertos for

piano and orchestra, Two concertos for

violoncello and orchestra, Two fantasias for

piano and orchestra, Caprice russe (for piano
and

.
orchestra) Romance (for violin and

orchestra), Caprice (for violin and orches-

CHAMBER Music Octet m D
, String sextet

w F (for piano and wind) , Quintet m G-

'(foi piano and strings) , Piano quartet
in C , Five piano-trios. Sonatas for violin and

pian0j Sonatas or V10 i once ii alld plan0j etc

Songs , pieces for the piano

Afa Anton Rubmstem
_ .

T
.

1
_ .

4 ,
,

Bernstein. Nikolai Davidovitch Anton^m^; Llpsms ,
Ida Manc Anton Rnbm-

stem, Pougin, Aithur A Short History of
Russian Music, Rubinstein, Anton Auto-

biography , Zabel, Eugen Anton Rubin* tew
^in Kunstlerleben
Musical Quarterly 5 10 January 1919, Mu-

suai Times ; 977 November 1929

* r u
recordmgs of music by

AAnton
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA The Demon Do

not weep my child/ and I am he (URAMO-
PHONE) ,

"Invocation to the night" (VICTOR)
Nero, "O mem geschick'

J

(GRAMOPHONE-
Caruso), ''Vindex's air" (ULTRAPHONE)
PIANO Etude, no 1 Opus 23 (GRAMOPHONE-

Hambourg) , Melody m F (BRUNSWICK-
Godowsky) ,

Romance in E-flat (COLUMBIA-
Fnedmann) ,

Staccato etude (VICTOR-
^evitzki) Valse allemagne (GRAMOPHONE-
Hambourg), Valse caprice (VicxoR-Paderew-
skl

&y ' * ^

ORCHESTRA Kamennoi-Ostrow, arranged
foi orchestra (VICTOR)
ManY iccoi dings of songs

Camille Samt.Saens 1835-1921

/CHARLES CAMILLE SAINT-
SAENS was born in Pans on

October 9, 1835 He was of humble

origin The ancestors of his father

were peasant folk, while those of hi$

mother were humble bourgeois
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His phenomenal precociousness has his many musical activities \uth equal
tempted more than one biographer to industry He not only performed his

refer to him as another Mozart As a tasks at the Niederme\er School and at

baby of less than two years, he uas the Madeleine Church' \\ith unique effi-

sensitrve to musical sounds, particularly ciency, but he was also following a
those pioduced by bells At two and career as piano virtuoso (distinguishing
a half, he was given his first lessons on himself by the dignity of his style) and
the piano A half year later, he began as composer, with equal success And
to learn musical notation, and at the his activities did not end here In 1871,

age of five he made his fiist attempts he was one of the founders of the
at composition, the same year in which Societe Nationale de Musique, whose
he made a public appearance with a mission it was to give performances of

violinist in a performance of a Beetho- new works of French composers Samt-
ven sonata Serious and intensive music Saens, therefore, was a thoro musi-

study began in his seventh year, under cian who distinguished himself in

Stamaty, at the piano, and Maleden, in numerous directions It was no wonder,
theory Samt-Saens' progress was so then, that when, early in the seventies

lightning that, when he was ten and a Samt-Saens visited Wagner's home and

half, he gave a piano recital at the played the piano score of Siegfried,

Pleyel Hall, in a program devoted to Hans von Bulow remarked that in his

Handel, Bach, Mozart and Beethoven opinion Samt-Saens had the finest mu-
In 1848, he was admitted to the Pans sical equipment of any musician of that

Conservatory, where he joined the organ time
class of Benoist, and the composition Meanwhile, Samt-Saens was achiev-

class of Halevy Three years later, the mg a formidable reputation as a corn-

first prize m oigan playing rested in poser His two early symphonies, and
his hand his first symphonic poems (Le Rouet
He competed for the Prix de Rome d'Omphale, Phaeton and Danse maca-

m 1852, but failed to win the award It
bre) found enthusiastic audiences

is interesting to point out that Berlioz Between 1865 and 1875, four of his

was one of those who voted against piano concertos were performed in

him "I did not vote for Samt-Saens," Leipzig and Pans, with the composer
explained Berlioz "He knows every- at the piano In 1873, Pablo Sarasate

thing, but lacks melody
" The dis- introduced his Violin concerto in Pans

appointment of this failure, however, The competent workmanship of these

was alleviated a few months later when works, the fluidity of the style and the

Saml-Saens won first prize foi his freshness of the material aroused much
Ode a Ste Cecile, in a composition con- enthusiasm, and finally succeeded in

ducted by the Societe Samte-Cecile in placing their composer at the head of

Pans, this work was performed m all French composers of the day By
December of 1852 1868, the importance of Samt-Saens as

On leaving the Conservatory, in 1853, a composer was recognized when he be-

Samt-Saens was appointed organist of came a member of the Legion of Honor
the Church Saint-Merry In this year, jn 1881, he was elected to the Institut

his First symphony received perform- His operas, however, failed to duph-
ance at the hands of the Societe Samte- cate the success of his symphonic and

Cicile, and received a handsome measure chamber music His early operas
of praise A second symphony, follow- including the famous Samson and

mg the first by three years, was likewise Dehlah were persistently refused per-

performed by the Societe Samte-Ccile formance at the Pans Opera Samson
In 1857, Samt-Saens received the im- and Dehlah, as a matter of fact, was

portant appointment of organist of the not performed until it was accepted by
Madeleine, four years later, he joined Weimar in 1877 When one act of

the faculty of the Ntedermeyer School Samson was performed in Paris at the

of Music, as teacher of piano Chatelet, it was bitterly attacked by the

Nature had endowed him with mex* critics one of whom wrote in the

haustible energy, he was able to follow Chromque Muswale "Never has a
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more complete absence of melody made \\ere inferior to his capacity for building
itself felt as in this drama And when and working out, but \\hat his works

to the lack of melodic motives there lack m glow and piofundity they almost

is added at times a harmony extremely make up for in technical interest and

daring, and an instrumentation which beautiful finish, in fineness of propor-
ne\er rises above the level of the ordi- tion and perfection of texture"

nary, you will ha\e some idea of \vhat "He may not have the rugged power
Sam wn is like'" of a Berlioz, the emotional feeling of

It was not until Samt-Saens became a Gounod, the mystic fervor of a Cesar

a member of the Institut that the Franck, the insinuating charm of a

Parisian opera houses opened their doors Massenet," summed up Arthur Hervey,
to his \\orks Tn 188^, the Opera pre- "but he possesses an extraordinary
sented Henry VIII, beginning a series faculty for assimilation, and certain

of consecutive performances of Saint- characteristics peculiarly his own He
Saens' operas, culminating in 1892 \vith has been taxed with dryness, with lack-

a successful presentation of Samson and mg that warmth of feeling which vivifies

Delilah However, it cannot be said a work and establishes a communication

that the operas of Samt-Saens with the between the composer and his audience

exception of his masterpiece, Samson The fact is that, of all composers, Saint-

and Delilah ever achieved the fame of Saens is most difficult to describe He
his symphonic music eludes you at eveiy moment the ele-

Commenlmg upon the symphonic
ments constituting his musical person-

works, Louis Vuillemm wrote "The ahty are so varied m their nature, yet

Samt-Saens symphonies, notably the one they seem to blend m so remarkable a

in C-minor with organ, are stylistic
fashion Samt-Saens is a typical

models True to classical form, they
Frenchman He is pre-eminently

extend it without doing much of the witty It is this quality which has

renovation until the finale makes its enabled him to attack the driest forms

appearance His symphonic-poems, on of art and render them bearable There

the other hand, better affirm the musi- is nothing ponderous about him "

cian's personality They instantly estab- Camille Samt-Saens died in Algiers
lish a genius the 'poem for orchestra

1

on December 16, 1921 His body was
has a legendary cast As to the con- brought back to Pans, whei e the funeral

certos for piano and orchestra, it seems services were conducted with pomp and
to me that even more than anything ceremony Alfied Bruneau and Charles

already mentioned, they characterized M Widor delivered eloquent eulogies
the composer's 'manner

'

Radiantly In his volume on modern French

wrought, ingenious m their instrumental music, Georges Seivieres has given us

disposition, often rich in the picturesque, this description of Samt-Saens "Saint-

they dominate the ensemble of the com- Saens is of short stature His head ex-

poser's work and, I believe, constitute tremely original, the features character-

their most original feature
"

istic a great brow, wide and open where,

Samt-Saens was a uniquely produc- between the eyebrows, the tenacity of

tive composer, every field of musical the man icveals itself, hair habitual-

composition has copious specimens of his ly cut short, and brownish beard turning
talent M D Calvocoressi, analyzing gray , a nose like an eagle's beak, under-

the general qualities of Saint-Saens' lined by two deeply marked wrinkles

style in all of his music, speaks of the starting from the nostrils, eyes a little

"surpassing excellence of his technique prominent, veiy mobile, very expres-
his lucidity, his versatility, his sense sive

"

of proportion, and the perfection of Perhaps the most characteristic quality
what he achieved within the limits of of Samt-Saens as a man was his keen
his outlook limits carefLilly thought and penetrating intellect He was not

out, deliberately adopted, which he never only a thoro musician, but a scholar

fell short of nor overstepped His as well He was a brilliant amateur

qualities of emotion and imagination scientist, well versed m astronomy,
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CAMILLE SAINT-SAfiNS

physics and natural history. He was a

student of philosophy. His knowledge
of literature classic and modern was

comprehensive He was a good linguist,

and could write a trenchant and striking

prose.
Altho his social evenings at his home

in Pans were frequent and famous his

weekly musical Mondays were known
thrttout Paris he was essentially a lover

of solitude Frequently, he would slip

away from his friends and would not

be found for weeks at a time At such

time, he would take lonely holidays in

foreign countries. He was a great

traveler, and visited many countries of

the world

He was a brilliant conversationalist;

his speech was always colored with a

spicy irony that could wound an enemy
as poignantly as a lance. He had a great

love for mimicry. At some of his

Monday evenings, he would startle his

guests by impersonating Marguerite, of

Gounod's Faust, in an indescribable

costume, or else he would parody early

Italian operas with a keen sense for

their absurdity, He was likewise known
for his obstinacy; there was no one

who could change his mind, once he was

determined to follow a certain course of

action.

His greatest fault, both as artist and

as man, was his intense love for speed.

On vacations, he always chose the fastest

trams and motor-cars. In his speech
and actions, he was always electrically

quick. And in his work, as well. He
could not compose, or correct proofs
with studied care but did everything
with a haste that frequently brought
with it superficiality.

Camille Saint-Saens was the editor of

a comprehensive edition of Rameau T

s

works published by Durand, and the

author of two books of musical essays,
Harmonic et melodic and Malade

imagmaire It is also interesting to

mention that Saint-Saens was one of the

first musicians in France to recognize
the genius of Richard Wagner and to

fight Wagner's battle heroically. During
the World War, prompted no doubt by
chauvinistic ardor, Saint-Saens com
mitted a volte face and became a bitter

enemy of Wagner's music

Principal works of Camille Saint-

Saens ;

OPERA Samson and Delilah', tienne

Marcel: Henry VIII\ Proserpine, Ascamo
,

Phryne; Les Barbares, Helcne\ L'Ancetre
,

Dejamre
CHORAL: Le Deluge, The Promised land,

Oratorio de Nod, Les Noces de Promethee >

La Lyre et la harpe ,
La JVwtf, Ode & Ste

Cecile
, psalms, motets, Messe solennelle;

Messe de requiem , choruses^ etc

ORCHESTRA Five symphonies; Four sym
phonic poems (Le Rouet d

J

Omphalet Phaeton^
Danse macabre, La Jeunesse d

rHercute) ,

Two suites (Algenenne, Ouuerture de fete') ,

Spartacus overture ; Five concertos for piano
and orchestra, Two concertos for violin and

orchestra, Introduction et Rondo capnccioso

(for violin and orchestra) ,
Plavanaise (for

violin and orchestra) ,
Two concertos for

violoncello and orchestra) ; Rapsodie

d'Auvergne (for piano and orchestra) ; Jota

aragonesa, Sarabande et Rigaudon, Honneur
a VAmerique ,

Le Carnaval &e$ ammaux (for

two pianos and orchestra)

CHAMBER Music Septet (for piano,

trumpet and strings) ,
Piano quintet; Stnng

auartet m E-minor, Piano quartet; Serenade

(for violin, viola, piano and organ) , Two
piano-trios, Sonata for violin and piano;

Sonatas for violoncello and piano, etc

An entire library of music for the piano,

for the organ, etc,

About Camille Saint-Saens
*

Bonnerot, Jean Camille Saint-Saens Sa
Vie et son Qeuvre; Dandelot, Arthur. La

JSie et I'oeuvre de Saint-Saens , Hervey,
Arthur Sawt-$a**s; Lyle, Watson. Camtlle

Samt-Saens Hw Life and Art ; Mason, Daniel

Gregory. From Grieg to Brahyns; Holland,

Roruain, Miwciarif^ of Today; Services,

Georges
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Che\tenan 2007 January 1922; Etude 25

368 June 1907, Monthly Musical Record 52

25 February 1922; Mttncal Quarterly B 469

October 1922; Musical Times 63*90 February
1, 1922

Important recordings of music by
Camille Samt-Saens

FROM OPERA Samson and

Delilah, "Orchestral selections," (COLUMBIA);
"Air of the High Priest" (PoLYDOR) , 'Trio]'
(GRAMOPHONE) , "Prmtcmps qui commence"
(PARLAPHONE-Superua) ; "Amour, vicns

aider ma faiblesse" (GRAMOPHONE) ,
"Man

coeur s'ouvre a ta voix" (VICTOR-Qnegm) ,

"Vois ma misere," (GRAMOPHONE) ,
"Bac-

chanale" (VicroR-Stokowski) Henry VU1,
"Ballet music" (VICTOR)
ORCHESTRA Symphony no 3 (VICTOR-

Coppola) ;
Le Rouet d'Omphale (VICTOR-

Mengelberg) ;
Phaeton (VicroR-Coppola) ,

Danse macabre (VicroR-Stokowski) ,
Suite

Algenenne (ODEON) , Concerto in G-mtnor,
for piano and orchestra (VicroR-de Greef ) ,

Concerto in C-minor, for piano and orchestra

(GRAMOPHONE-Cortot) ,
Concerto in B-minor,

for violin and orchestra (COLUMBIA) ,
Con

certo in A-minor, for violoncello and orchestra

(COLUMBIA) ,
Le Carnaval des animaux (Vic-

Toa-Stokowski)

CHAMBER Music Trio in F-major (Co-

LUMBIA),

Pablo Sarasate 1844-1908

PABLO MARTfN MELITONr SARASATE Y NAVASCUES, one
of the great violinists of all time and a

famous composer for his instrument,
was born in Pamplona, in the province
of Navarre, Spam, on March 10, 1844.

He was a child prodigy who began study
at an early age, making his first public

appearance in Corunna at the age of six

Shortly after his debut, he set out upon
his first successful concert totir thru

Spam, In his twelfth year, he arrived

in Pans, where he was enrolled in the

Pans Conservatory in the classes of Jean
Delphin Alard and Henri Reber He
was a brilliant pupil, succeeding in win

ning not only the first prize in violin

playing but also the honorary premier
accessit in harmony. It was not long,

however, before he gave up his studies

in harmony and composition to devote

himself completely to his instrument, In

his fifteenth year he was pronounced by
his master fully prepared to begin a

virtuoso career.

It is not necessary to trace the many
tours that Sarasate took as concert

violinist He performed m every prin

cipal music center in the world not

only in Europe but m the Scandinavian

countries, Portugal, Russia, North and
South America as well Everywhere he

was greeted with the honor commen
surate with his genius "When one saw
this little well-set man with elegant

figure, black eyes and abundant, flowing

hair, holding in one hand both his fiddle

and bow advance to the platform, greet
his public with great simplicity and with

out timidity, then place his instrument

under his chin and prepare to launch

upon his solo in his irreproachably
correct position . . . one instantly felt

that one was in the presence of a

veritable artist," wrote Arthur Pougin
And an eminent critic of Sarasate's day
wrote as follows about the great
violinist's art "Sarasate's distinguish

ing characteristics are not so much fire,

force and passion, though of these he

has an ample store, as purity of style,

charm, flexibility, and extraordinary

facility
"

His career was a magnificent one,

crowned with glory and adulation Until

his death he maintained an unquestioned

supremacy over all other violinists of

his day. Something of his importance

may be judged by the fact that such

composers as Lalo, Bruch and Sir Alex
ander Mackenzie wrote important works

expressly for him.

PABLO SARASATE
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A friend of Sarasate, Lui^a Sobnno, he succeeded m exploiting and mcreas-
has left us some vivid paragraphs about ing the technical resources of the \iolm
the personality of this great artist

kkHe Many of these pieces including the
was a model of courtliness and courtesy, famous Zigeunerweiscn, Iota Ara-
particular to a degree as to the neat- qoncsa and Spanish dances art fa\or-
ness and good-taste of his dress exact- ites on programs of wolm recitals

ness personified At his Biarritz home, -n , i i -n i_i n
he breakfasted in his icom, then walked f

nnC1Pal 7
lks ^ Pabj Sarasate

for a little time in his garden, attended 4"
t

c"tlrc
n

llbra
^

of wc
j

rks for Moh"
f
nd

i * r 4. A TI i 11 01 chestra or uolm and piano including
by his favorite dog Then he would Ztgeunenueisen, Navarra, Atrs ecossait,
drive to his favorite cafe the same Jota de San Fermm, Nocturne-Serenade,

cafe, invariably walk to the same table,
Chansons russes, sets of Spanish dances,

and sit down in the same chair, Sara-
Fantasias on Carmen, Faust, etc

, Jota Ara-
j. > i TT i i j * ^1 qonesa, etc

sates chair He lunched to the

minute at the appointed hour, and then About Pablo Sarasate

there would be a short walk on the Altadill, Julio Mcmonas de Sarasate, Bach-

h<*sirh At f-pn rninnfp<? fn nine nrpriQplv mann Alberto L^ Grands Violinistes dllbeach At ten minutes to nine, precisely, p^ Villalba, Munoz Luis Lltimos Mteicos
he would take a cab and be dtiven to the

Espanolc*r del Siglo XIX
Casino which he would always enter by Menestral 74 306 September 26, 1908

,

the same door, sharp at the stroke of Monthly Musical Record 38 222 October 1,

nine Then the homecoming
1908

'
Mu* tcal Tlmes 49 m November 1908

dominos and a glass of beer Important recordings of music by
"Sarasate, the man, was devoid of Pablo Sarasate

ostentation The possessor of a VIOLIN AND PIANO Caimen fantasy (Co-

treasury of royal jewels, chiefly the gifts LUMBiA-Zimbalist) ,
Habanera (COLUMBIA) ,

nf admirinp- monarch*? he wore no Malagucna (GRAMopnoNE-Heifetz) , Romaniaot aamirmg monarcns, ne wore no
Andalusa (vicTOR-Menuhm) , Zapateado

jewelry but a simple chain To money (Vic-roR-Heifctz) , Zigcunerweisen (VICTOR-
he gave no thought In his early days Elman)
he was careless as to money Yet he

had an eccentric fancy for carrying

money about him He liked to see it
brik ^atie 1866-1925

I have often seen the special place m his
(See Composers Of Today)

violin case in which it was his habit to

put his money and thus carry it about

with him thru an entire season
"

Alessandro Scarlatti 1659-1725
It is not without mteiesi to note that

Sarasate practised the violin only during A LESSANDRO SCARLATTI, the

the summer, and never during periods founder of the Neapolitan school of

of engagements His command of his opera, which was the successor of the

instrument was so consummate that Venetian school of Caccim, Cavalh and

practice was not necessary for him He Monteverdi
}
was born in Palermo in

was very near-sightedj but he possessed 1659
a remarkable photographic memory The existing material on the early

which made it unnecessary for him to years of Scarlatti's life is meagre It is

refer frequently to the printed page believed that, when Alessandro was four-

Pablo Saiasate died in Bian itz at his teen years old, his family migrated out

villa Navarra on September 21, 1908, of Paleimo and, after two of its mem-
of acute bronchitis In his will he bers had settled in Naples, went on to

bequeathed two Stradivari violins and Rome In Rome, Scarlatti began his

five thousand dollars to the Pamplona first important studies in music, possibly

Academy of Music, one Stradivarms under Canssimi, master of the Oratorio

violin and four thousand dollars to the There, too, his first opera was given per-

Pamplona Conservatory and $20,000 to formance in 1679

the Madrid Conservatory For a short period, Scailatti enjoyed

As a composer, Sarasate is best known the patronage of the Queen of Sweden,
for the repertoire of pieces which he who admired his first opera sufficiently

composed for his instrument, in which to endow him Then, in 1682, Scarlatti
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decided to join the other members of his boni's influence that Scarlatti was able

family in Naples, where, for the next to procure even so undesirable a post

t\\enty years, he made his home. In as assistant director of the S. Maria
1684, he succeeded Pietro Andrea Ziani Maggiore However, Scarlatti's lack of
as chapel master The same year saw success did not smother his industry, in

successful performances in Naples not 1705, we find him confessing that he had

only of his first opera, but of his second just completed his eighty-eighth opera 1

opera as well For several years, Scarlatti remained

During the years that followed, Scar- in Rome Finally, Cardinal Grimani,

latti composed prolifically for the stage.
Austrian Viceroy at Naples, made per-

These works were performed regularly
sistent gestures to him to return to

both at the royal palace and at the San Southern Italy In 1713, enticed by his

Bartolomeo theatre, bringing him a former post of chapel master at a great-

powerful reputation and influence. ty increased salary, Scarlatti returned to

In 1702, political disturbances m Naples Here, except for intermittent

Naples encouraged Scarlatti to visit trips to Rome to attend performances
northern Italy His goal was Florence, of his operas, he stayed for the re-

where the son of the Grand Duke of mainder of his life.

Tuscany, Ferdinand III, was a famous His operas, which he continued to

patron and music lover Unfortunately, compose with an indefatigable pen, were
Scarlatti's musical style did not appeal enjoying an unprecedented popularity on
to Ferdinand III who, altho he was the Neapolitan stage, exerting such a

willing to commission the composer to powerful influence on other operatic

produce several operas for his theatre, composers in Naples that they soon be-

refused to give him a permanent appoint- gan to imitate his style. As Charles

ment Thus, Scarlatti passed on from Burney wrote, Scarlatti's influence was
Florence to Rome, somewhat regretfully,

so
^great

not only upon his contempo-
for he realized that opera in Rome at the raries but upon his immediate successors

time was at a very low ebb, due to the as well that "I find part of his property
fact that the Pope did not countenance among the stolen goods of all the best

any productions for the stage composers of the first forty or fifty years
While in Rome, Scarlatti met and be- of the eighteenth century

"
Morever,

came a friend of Cardinal Ottoboni, the the fame of Scarlatti's operas soon drew
same Cardinal Ottoboni who was a the limelight of attention from Venice

patron of Corelli It was thru Otto- to Naples. Before long, a new school of

operatic composition was functioning,
known as the Neapolitan school.

Alessandro Scarlatti died in Naples on
October 24, 1725. He was buried in the

church of Montesanto At the time of
his death, he was recognized as the

foremost operatic composer in Italy of

his day. Commenting on his death, the
Gazzetta di Napoli of October 30, 1725
wrote:

ft

ln the course of last week there
died the celebrated Cavaliere Alessandro

Scarlatti, to whom music owes much for
the numerous works with which he en
riched it"

Alessandro Scarlatti earned an all-

important place in musical history for a

variety of reasons. He is said, by some

musicologists, to have been the first com
poser to write a string quartet. More
over, in developing the "Italian" over-

lure, as distinct from the 'Trench" over-
ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI ture (the "Italian" overture consisted of
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three movements an ''allegro", an "an
dante" and an "allegro" ;

while the

"French" overture usually comprised a

slow introduction followed by a fugue)
he actually paved the way for the future

symphony form Finally, m the field of

the opera, he inaugurated ensemble sing

ing, chromatic harmony and brought the

ana form to a high degree of perfection

Discussing Scarlatti's operas, Edward
J Dent has written ''Scarlatti was not

by temperament a reformer or an icono

clast. He took things as he found them,
and did the best that could be done on

the lines of his predecessors The libret

ti of his day offered him hardly any
guaranty of heroic sentiments which he

could set to a dignified recitative, as well

as straightforward obvious emotions,
which he could express in a neat aria at

the end of the scene. . . Writing every
air (and each opera would contain some

fifty or sixty) m the same form, Scarlat

ti attained a wonderful mastery over his

material, and besides displaying an in

finite variety of style within the given
limits, he gradually developed the form
to a very high degree of emotional and
structural organization

"

As for Scarlatti's importance in mu
sical history, Mr. Dent commented as

follows- "He has gathered up all that

was best of the tangled materials pro
duced by that age of transition and ex

periment, the seventeenth century, to

form out of them a musical language,

vigorous and flexible as Italian itself,

which has been the foundation of all mu
sic of the classical period

"

Principal works by Alessandro Scar

latti ,

OPERA- About 150 operas including Mitri-

date Eupatore, Teodora, Tigranet II Tnonfo
del I'onorc, La Rosaura, Telemaco, Turno

Ancino, Griselda, etc

CHAMBER Music , Symphonies for chamber-

orchestra) ,
sonatas (for various combinations

of instruments)

CHORAL- Two hundred masses; more than

600 cantatas and oratorios, etc,

About Alessandro Scarlatti :

Borren, Charles van der Alessandro Scar

latti, et L'tsthetique de Uop$ra Napolitaw,

Dent, Edward J Alessandro Scarlatti^ His

Life and Work , Lee, Vernon Studies m 37th

Cvntiwy Italy, \ ,

Musical Times 67-982 November 1926;

Nezv Music RQWCW 17';312 September 1918,

Important recordings of music by
Alessandro Scarlatti :

VOCAL- Jo t't mtro ancor resltte di fior

(VicroR-GaUi-Curci) ,
Cessate di piaqarmt

(VICTOR) ,
Se Flonndo fcdele (GRAMO

PHONE) ; Sento ncl core certo dolorc (GRAMO
PHONE) ,

Le Vwlette (COLUMBIA).
INSTRUMENTAL Sonata for flute and

strings (VICTOR).

Domenico Scarlatti 1685-1757

"In the entire history of music there is

perhaps no composer who is more remark
able than Domemco Scarlatti

" EDWARD
J DENT

T\OMENICO SCARLATTI, son of

Alessandro Scarlatti, was born in

Naples on October 26, 1685, the same

year that saw the birth of Bach and
Handel As in the case of his father,

biographical facts about his life are not

plentiful He is known to have received

his early musical education from his

father, and to have gone to Rome when
Alessandro left Naples in 1702, Three

years later, he was engaged upon his first

major musical task, remodelling Pola-

roli's opera Irene for its Naples pro
duction

He disclosed an original talent both in

his compositions and m the playing of

the harpsichord, so much so that we
find his father complaining to Ferdinand

III of Florence, m 1705, that neither

Florence nor Rome were environments

DOENICO SCARLATTI
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suitable fm a talent so great as that of playing J B Trend, as a matter of

Ins son This son of mine is an eagle fact, hkeuise considers these Esercizi

\\hose \\mgb are grown, he ought not as the origin of Spanish piano style
to stay idle m the nest, and I ought not In 1754, Domenico Scarlatti returned
to hinder his flight" As a result, Ales- from Spam to the city of his bnth
sandro pet nutted Domenico to travel to There he died three years later An m-
Vemce with Nicohni, a great binger oi veterate gambler, he had squandered all

the da}, for the purpose of studying of his income in games of chance, leav-

tinder Gaspanni ing his family sadly in want
Domenico Scarlatti acquired an un- While Domenico Scarlatti composed

usual technical equipment at the harpsi- operas and church music with a fertile

chord, becoming one of the most signifi- pen, his importance in musical histoiy
cant harpsichord virtuosos of his day rests almost exclusively with the short

Shortly after his stay m Venice, he morsels which he composed for harpsi-
\\ent to Rome, where Cardinal Otto- chord These little pieces pointed
bom arranged a musical competition at towards new duections for many
the harpsichord between him and reasons They introduced a new type
Handel There were some who mam- of virtuosity runs, arpeggios, and the

tamed that it was Scarlatti \\ho emerged crossing of hands which definitely
victorious from this duel At any rate, marked a new era in piano technique
from this time on dates a close bond of In their form (they were usually divided

friendship between Handel and Dom- into two parts, m which each part was
enico Scarlatti repeated) they paved the way for the

An appointment to the musical staff sonata form, to reach final crystalhza-
of Queen Mane Casimire of Poland, m tion with Haydn Hans von Butow has

1709, turned Domenico Scarlatti serious- even suggested that some of the wittier

ly towards the theatre During the next pieces dearly foreshadowed the Bee-

few years, he composed a series of thoven
ff

scherzo
"

operas which were performed at the "His instinct foi the requirements of

Queen's theatre m Rome In 1715, his instrument/' wrote C Hubert Parry,
Scarlatti became chapel-master of St "was so marvelous and his development
Peter's m Rome, now turning his crea- of technique so wide and rich, that he
tive industry towards the Church seems to spring full armed into the

In 1717, Domenico Scarlatti entered view of history That he had models
into legal proceedings in order to gain and types to work upon is certain, but

complete independence from the juris- his style is so unlike that of familiar old
diction of his father Victorious, he set suites and fugues and fantasias and
out for London, where his opera Nar- ncercare, and other haipsichord music
ciso was given a successful performance of the early times, that it seems likely
From London, he went to Lisbon, where that the work of his prototypes has been
he became the darling of the couit lost He knows well the things that

During the last twenty-five years of will tell, and how to awaken interest m
his life, Domenico Scarlatti lived in a new mood when the effects of any
Spam, m the position of music master particular line are exhausted Consider-
to the royal family In this period, his ing how little attention had been given
fame as a composer and as a virtuoso to technique before his lime, his feats

on the harpsichord made his name of agility are really maivelous The
known thruout the entire world of mu- variety and mcisiveness of his rhythms,
sic It was in Spam that Domenico the peculiarities of his harmony, his

Scarlatti composed his Esercwi, or ex- wild whirling rapid passages, his rattling
erases, for the harpsichord which have shakes, his leaps from end to end of
immoilalized his name These Bsercixi the keyboard, all indicate a preter-
(or "sonatinas" as they are known to- naturally vivacious temperament, and
day) composed expressly for the In- unlike many later virtuosos, he is

fanta Barbara not only foreshadowed thoroughly alive to the meaning of mu-
the future sonata-form, but also in- sic as an art, and does not make his

augurated the modem age of pianoforte feats of dexterity his principal object
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They serve as the means to convey his

singularly characteristic ideas in forms
as abstract as the modern sonatas The
defimteness of his musical ideas is one
of the most surprising things about him

He left behind him a most copious
legacy to mankind, but his successors
were very slow to avail themselves of
it His influence did not bear full

fruit till the development of genuine
pianoforte playing began

J;

Two important modern composers
have arranged Scarlatti's sonatinas for

orchestral suites Vmcenzo Tommasmi
in The Good humored ladies, a ballet

brought to prominence by Diaghilev, and
Alfredo Casella m Scarlattma, for piano
and orchestra

Principal works by Domenico Scar
latti

OPLRA Sylvia, Orlando, Fatide in Sciro ,

Ifigenta in Auhdc
} Naiciso, Amleto

CHORAL Stabat Mate?
,
Salve Regma, etc

Sonatinas for haipsichord

About Domenico Scarlatti

Parry, C Hubeit Evolution of the Art of
Music

t Sitwell, Sacheverell A Background
for Domenico Scarlatti

Monthly Musical Rccoid 36 194 September
1906

Important recoi dings of music by
Domenico Scarlatti

HARPSICHORD Twenty sonatas (His
MASTERS Voicc-Landowska)
ORCHESTRA The Good humored ladies, a

group of Scailatti sonatinas arianged in an
orchestral suite by Tommasmi (DECCA)

Franz Schreker 1878-1934

(See Composers Of Today}

Franz Schubert 1797-1828

"He was a very little man, but he was a

giant
" ANTON HOLZAPFEL

PETER SCHUBERT, young-
est son of a parish schoolmaster and

a cook, was born m the Lichtenthal dis

trict of Vienna on January 31, 1797 The
Schubert family was musical Father

Schubert played the violoncello, and
Franz's older brothers, Ignaz and Fer

dinand, were violinists Their music-

making gave Franz Schubert his earliest

musical impressions Before long,

Franz^ too, was given instruction in the

art, under the guidance of his father,

his brother Ignaz, and lluhael Hol/tr,
choirmaster of the parit>h "He seenih
to knov\ the lehsoiib perfectly before 1

begin to explain them to him/' Holzer
once told Schubert's father in amaze
ment

In his eleventh year, Schubert passed
the entrance examinations for the Con
vict School, which trained choristers foi

the Imperial Court Chapel Life at the
Convict \vas not without hardship, the

young music-students frequently suf
fered cold and hunger "Hunger has
become so pressing/' Schubert wrote to

his brother, Ferdinand, "that willy-mlly
I must make a change The two gro-
schen that father gave me went m the
first few days If, then, I rely upon your
aidj I hope I may do so without being
ashamed (see Matt n, A So also

thought I') How about advancing me
a couple of kreutzer monthly?"
When Schubert became acclimated to

his new surroundings at the Convict he
was far from unhappy He was com
pletely absorbed in music-study, finding
therein endless fascination and adven
ture He also made some intimate

friendships, particularly one with Josef
Spaun, seven years his senior, who re

mained his intimate friend for the re

mainder of his life

In the Convict school, Franz Schubert

began his first compositions Supplied
with note-paper by Spaun, Schubert

composed his first song, Hagar's Klage,
which came to the notice of Salieri,

director of the Convict Salieri was so

impressed with this achievement that

he placed Schubert under the personal

guidance of Ruczizka, professor of

harmony Then, when Ruczizka con
fided to Salieri that Schubert "seems to

have been taught by God himself, the

lad knows everything/* Salieri decided
to take the boy under his own wing
One of the first Exercises which Schu
bert composed for Salieri was an

opera' "Franz'l, you can do everything/'
Salieri told him "You are a genius

'

J>

In 1813, Schubert's voice broke, he

was now compelled to leave the Convict

school and return to his father's home
He was eager to devpte himself entirely
to compositipn (he had aheady produced
a symphony, some church music, pi,ano
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\\ork\s, overtures and quartets') but the

necessity of earning a living compelled
him to adopt the profession of teaching

A year of preparation at the Normal

School of St Anna enabled Schubert to

assume a pedagogical post at his father's

school. He \\as a miserable teacher

While in classroom, he was far removed

from his pupils, troubling himself little

with their attendance, work or behaviour,

while his mind was busily conceiving
melodies and development of themes,

School-teaching was detestable to him,

the four walls of a classroom a prison
When the school-day ended, however,

Schubert found release ,
he could belong

to music, and music alone Nights were

spent in the production of an incredible

amount of music In 1815 alone, Schu

bert composed two symphonies, two

masses, five operas, four sonatas, sev

eral smaller choral works and one hun

dred and forty-six songs

It was in 1815 that Schubert created

the first of his mdisputed masterpieces
His friend, Spauix, burst in upon him
one day to find him in a fever of com

position. Schubert had just stumbled

across a ballad of Goethe, the Erlkomg,
which inflamed his imagination He
reached for music-paper and, during the

next few hours, set the great poem to

music When the song was completed,

Spaun and Schubert hurried to the Con
vict school to perform it before several

friends But as was to be expected of

a song so far ahead of its time it was

greeted coldly

The Erlkomg was one of Schubert's

highest flights of genius, an amazingly
one-piece and mature production for a

boy of eighteen. Goethe, who first ig
nored it, heard it sung to him two years
before his death when, with tears m his

eyes, he acknowledged it to be a master

piece. Jean, Paul, the poet, begged a few
moments before his death for a last

hearing of this melody
At this time, too, Schubert made sev

eral friendships which persisted until the
end of his life. Together with Spaun,
there were Mayrhofer, a poet, Vpgl, a

singer, Schober and Huttenbrenaer, two
fervent admirers of Schubert's music
These, calling themselves "Schubert-
lans," formed an intimate circle which,

FRANZ SCHUBERT

thruout the life of the composer, brought
him encouragement, advice and material

assistance. They held frequent social

evenings devoted to music and entertain

ment called
"
Schubertiaden*

'

which
furnished Schubert the few moments of

contentment and happiness he knew in

his life

In 1818, Schubert received a position
as music teacher to the family of Count

Johann Esterhazy in his estate at

Zelesz, Hungary, The work was pleas
ant, the pupils agreeable, and the leisure

abundant However, Schubert did not
remain at this post longer than one
summer. The following winter, Schu
bert roomed with Mayrhofer, leading

something of a Bohemian existence. The
mornings belonged to intense composi
tion, "He would sit down at the table
clad only in his shirt and pants and
compose the most beautiful things,"
recorded Spaun. In the afternoon, the
two friends often supplemented by
Spaun, Vogel and Schober would go to

the cafe-house for relaxation

Until this time, though Schubert had
composed prohfically, his works had
been completely ignored by the music
world In 1820, however, two important
performances of Schubert's works took

place in Vienna. Thru the efforts of

Yogi, Schubert had received a commis
sion from the Karlhnerthor Theatre to
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compose an opera, Zwilhngsbruder At phase of development, \ve hope that he
the same lime, the Theatre-an-der-Wien \\ill emerge from it successful!} At

engaged Schubert to prepare still an- present he is too much applauded [sic*] ,

other opera, Zauberharfe It seemed in the future may he never complain of

that, at last, Schubert's star as a com- being too little recognized
|JJ

poser was rising However, both pro- These repeated failures plunged Schu-
ductions were failures, leaving Schubert bert into an abysmal despondency
as comfortably obscure as he had been "Picture to yourself," he wrote broken-
before Zmllmgsbruder, after being bit-

heartedly to a friend at this time, "a

terly reviewed, ran for only six nights man whose health can never be reestab-
The Zauberharfe was not better received hshed, who from sheer despair makes
One critic found there "a want of tech- matters worse instead of better, picture
meal arrangement" and that the

f

har- to yourself, I say, a man whose most
momc progressions were too harsh

,
the brilliant hopes have come to nothing, to

instrumentation overladen
,
the choruses whom proffered love and friendship are

vapid and weak" Another critic felt but anguish, whose enthusiasm for the
that "the work was deficient m real beautiful an inspired feeling, at least

melody" threatens to vanish entirely, and then

An effort was made by Schubert's ask yourself if such a condition does not

fi lends at this time to procure a pub- represent a miserable and unhappy man
usher for some of his greatest songs Each night when I go to sleep, I

One publisher after another, however, hope never again to waken, and every
found either that the accompaniments morning reopens the wounds of yester-

were too difficult or the composer too day
"

obscure Finally, m 1821, Schubert's ln 1823, the Musikverem of Graz
friends decided to publish some of these elected Franz Schubert an honorary
songs themselves A hundred sub- member This was no great honor, nor
scnbers were found, and Schubert's first did it carry with it any remuneration

published work appeared Following But, to Schubert starved as he was for

this publication, several other of Schu- recognition it brought considerable

bert's songs reached the presses None happiness Overflowing with gratitude,
of these publications, however, succeeded Schubert decided to compose a sym-
m alleviating Schubert's distressing pov- phony m honor of the Musikverem

erty, his loyalties from them amounting The work that schubert composed was
to only a few cents ^he world-famous Unfinished Symphony,
These failures were followed by still so called because it comprises only two,

other misfortunes In 1822, Schubert instead of four, movements Why
composed an opera, Alfonso und Es- Schubert never completed the work (the

trella, the scene of which he showed to third movement, as a matter of fact, is

Karl Maria von Weber Weber, abruptly halted after a few measures)
embittered by the fact that Schubert has been a subject for much speculation
had at one time severely criticized It is believed that, after the first two
Weber's Euryanthe said that "first movements, Schubert was completely

operas and first puppies should always^ unable to maintain the high plane of m-
be drowned

"
After many futile and effable beauty upon which the symphony

heartbi caking attempts to procure a pro- was poised Rather than permit the

duction for the opera, Schubert finally symphony to own two inferior move-
was forced to discard Jus opera into his ments, he preferred to keep it an un-

bulging trunk, In 1823, Schubert com- finished masterpiece

posed incidental music to a drama by The remaining years of Schubert's life

Wilhelmina von Chezy, Rosamunde, were not particularly eventful There
which was performed m Vienna that was continued and uninterrupted crea-

same year "Herr Schubert," wrote one
tion, which neither despair nor futility

critic, "shows originality in his compose COUH smother Inhere were occasional

tions, but, unfortunately, bwarrene also excursions 'into the country, one par-
The young man is passing through a ticularly delightful holiday took place in
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1R25 \\hen Schubert tramped the Tvrols making an angements, theietore, to stud}

with Vogl Most important, however, fugue and counterpoint under Sechtei,

was Schubert's \isit to Beethoven's court organist, \vhenhe recovered full}

death-bed in 1827 Schubert worshipped He was making elaborate plans for fu-

P,eetho\en \vith an almost blind adora- ture compositions, and for the first time

tion \\hen, therefore, he heard that he evinced a hope that his works would

the master had seen a few of his songs gam recognition

and had praised them, he summoned On the night of November 16th,

courage and vusited the sick-bed of the delirium set m For three days after

great composer standing there in silent that, Franz Schubert lingered on half-

veneration for several hours insane with pain I'inally, the evening

At Beethoven's funeral, Schubert was before his death, Schubert still uncon-

one of the pall-bearers When the cere- scious called his brother Ferdinand to

monies were over, Schubert and his his side "Ferdinand, I entreat you to

friends stepped into a nearby tavern to put me into my own room Don't leave

drink to the memory of a depaited hero me in this corner under the earth Don t

At that time, Schubert raised a toast to leave me here' Do I not deserve a

the one who would be the first among place in the sunlight
? Ferdinand at-

them to follow Beethoven to the grave tempted to calm Schubert "You are

Then as though in prophetic vision m your own room, Franz'l," he said

Schubert begged his friends to promise "But no'" Schubert answeied hotly,

him that, should he die soon, they would "that
cannot^be

true for Beethoven

bury him next to Beethoven is not here 1

"

During these last years of Schubert's
Late

<J*
next Corning, Schubert once

life, he composed some of h.s ratet again called to his brother ^rdinand,

fsMass in k-nat, some ot nis most

ant songs included the Winterrwe was Then, Ferdinand, I am so happy

cycle Until the end of his life, how- Late thai afternoon at three o'clock

ever, he remained a comparatively ob- the nineteenth of November of 1828

scure and unknown composer Only one Franz Schubert passed away

great honor came his way On March Two days later, Schubert was buried

26, 1828 the Mitsikverem of Vienna gave m the Wahring cemetery, near Beet-

a public concert devoted entirely to hoven, as he had lequested Franz
Schubert's music The concert was Schober, Schubert's friend, read a poeti-

overwhelrmngly successful the first and cal farewell

only taste of fame which Schubert had May Peace at last be Wlth you , Angel_

in his lifetime pure soul'

In the Fall of 1828, Schubert revealed J?.
the

.
ft
?

1 bl OI OJ
L
Y
?
uth

'

i _ < Ii *^ * ^-c The stroke or Death has seized youmore and more startling symptoms of And extmgulshed the pure hgflt Wlthm
illness Ihe physician recommended the you'"

country Fortunately, his brother Ferdi

nand at that time had rented a house in Shortly after Schubert's death a con-
the Neue-Wieden subuib of Vienna, and cert was held in his honor With the

offered to take care of the composer proceeds from this concert, a monument
With the passing of a few weeks, Schu- was erected in Schubert's honor This
bert's illness developed acutely His monument with an inscription from a

body was a broken shell
,
before long, poem of Franz Gnllparzer reading,

his physicians despaired completely of "Here lies buried a rich treasure, and
his recovery yet more glorious hopes" still stands

Schubert did not know that he was over Schubert's grave

dying He divided his time between Anselm Huttenbrenner, an intimate

correcting the proofs of his Winterrei.se friend of Franz Schubert, has left us
and making important plans for the vivid word pictures of the great corn-
future He sensed that, as a composer, poser "Schubert was not of a very
he had technical deficiencies

, he was striking appearance He was very short,
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somewhat corpulent, with a full, round with them freely, that his feu love-
face His brow had a very agreeable affairs \\ere essentially of a schoolboyish
curve Because of his near-sightedness, nature

, that his intellectual horizon was
he always wore eyeglasses which he considerably limited he knew little

never removed, not even while sleeping of painting, literature, philosophy or
He never concerned himself with his politics*

dress, and he detested going into higher Schubert's greatness as a composer
society because it necessitated careful rests pnncipally upon his amazing lyrical
dressing In general, he found it im-

glft Whether he composed a symphony,
possible to discard his soiled frockcoat a stnng quartet or a song, he filled his
for a black suit mould with an endless wealth of beauti-

His voice was weak, but very agree- fui ^eas He created beauty as freely
able When Schubert would sing his as men breathe Each of his thoughts
own Lieder, in the company of musicians, possessed the wings of lyricism His
he genet ally accompanied himself When melodic output seemed inexhaustible
others sang them, he would generally sit both in its endless variety of mood and
in a remote corner of the room, or even ln its copiousness
in another room, and listen quietly c^^Q i, T -u *.*.*.

ttc* i u 4 j -LI
oince lyricism was his greatest gift,Schubert never composed in the c^-u^+'c ^ ^ t A 5 I ^

j A r^ j T jj bcnubert s genius found its aptest ex-
afternoon After dinner, he would go Slon m

*
he Lled whlch he

P
b htdown to the cafe drink a cup of dark

to an am develo
'

t Simple m
coffee, would smoke for several houis

sl le and degf won
F
derfull dlreĉ and

while reading papers In the evening a conceived as idealizations of the
hewouldgotothetheatie Good plays beautlful old German Vo iMleder and
interested him as much as good opera camed QUt Wlth a]1^^^ perf^ctlon

"Ordinarily, Schubert drank beer at and appropriateness of detail that good
the Chat now, on Annastrasse, or at the craftsmanship could give, they are
Escargot at Peterand smoked consid- among the few things in music that are
erably But when we were more affluent absolutely achieved/' wrote Daniel
we would drink wine Before a glass Gregory Mason "Especially remarkable
of wine, Schubert was most loquacious , is the art-concealing art by which Schu-
his opinions on music were pointed, brief bert, through some perfectly simple and
and penetrating, he denounced with a unobtrusive feature of rhythm, melody
stiong feeling for justice About his or harmony, knows how to suggest
own works, Schubert spoke rarely His exactly the spirit and atmosphere of his
favorite conversation concerned itself text In short, Schubert strikes at
with Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven He once the exact tone and style needed
held the highest esteem of all for Beet- to iiansfigure the particular feeling with
hoven Schubert was enchanted by the all the magic of music, and throughout
operas of Mozart, but he could not find the song maintains the mood perfectly,
enthusiasm for Cherubim The favorite with no mixture or clouding And this,
works of Schubert were the Messiah of too, with the greatest actual diversity of

Handel, the Don Juan and Reqmem of mood in the different songs, to which his

Mozait, the Mass in C-mayor and Sym- art flexibly responds Schubert is

phony m C-minor of Beethoven
"

often sublimely simple ,
but some-

There remains but to add that Schu- times he is merely flat and obvious In-

bert was something of a practical joke- deed, writing as he did over six hundred

ster, frequently delighting his friends by songs m a score of years, not the most

whistling his own songs thru the teeth of inspired of men could have always
a comb or by absurdly burlesquing oper- avoided platitude Thus we must set

atic mannerisms at the piano , that he aside many melodramatic and many trite

was fond of smoking his assortment of compositions before we can get an umm-
pipes, and fonder still of dancing, that, pedecl view of his real masterpieces

though he was fond Of women, his But after that has been> done, we have
natural shyness and $el~consciousness left aboxvt twenty or thirty songs of

made it impossible for him to associate such incomparable loveliness as to give
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him .1 ware place .iiiumR the groat It ib interesting to mention that man)

te s oVthe inusicat hnc
" of Schubert's masterpieces were tor

T i <^ v,,,K..n\ mstru- ^ny \e,irs, lying neglected on dusty
In considering Schubert s nstnt > -

^ Qbscure attics The
mental nuiMc-his- remarkable chamber-

; C-ma,^, tor example, *as
works, hus svmphomes, his pwnc, so- -W 3< / ^^ b ^^
plT' 71 Tn^ rtLTTn Lm cm Schumann who prevailed upon Ferdi-
Fhihp Hale has done that in them urn

Schubert to send the manuscript to
be found the same "striking character,- na

L
P

ties of ^Hubert's songs spomane ty ^ forinance And *,***, as

haunting melody, a birthright master) discovered by

r^t^SSJ^^S Sir
Arthu/Suf

n and Sir George

the prevailing sentiment of the poem and G:ove m an attic ot a physician m
m finding the fitting descriptive figure Vienna

for salient detail
"

^ Principal works by Franz Schubert

"There is the spontaneous melody," QPERA Alfonso wid Estrella, Fierrabtas,

wrote Philip Hale, "the Simplicity plc Zwillmgsbruder ,
Die Zauberharfe ,

Die

praised by Walt Whitman To speak Verschworenen, Music for Rosamunde

jvith the perfect rectitude and insouci- CHORAL Six masses. Three kynes, Two

ance of th'e movements of animal, and Stabat^^.g^^
the ummpeachableness ot the sentiment psa imSj Miriams siegesgesang t

Gott m dcr

of trees in the woods and grass by the natur,
'

Gebet vor der schlacht ,
Chor dcr

roadside is the flawless triumph of art engel, Gesang dcr geister, Fifty other

Then there is the ineffable melan- choruses and part-songs

nV,rihr tli a f ic thp Hntninatmp* note There ORCHESTRA Nine symphonies, Six over-
choly that IS me dominating noie mere

Konsertstuck (foi violin and orches-
is a gayety such as was piped naively by tra ^

William Blake in his Songs of Inno- CHAMBER Music Octet m F, String qum-
cence

,
there is the innocence that even tct m C, Piano quintet m A, Sixteen string

Mozart hardly reached m his frank quartets, String tno in B-flat, Two piano

rr^r^+ir t^t ir^ +1^^ ffawAtv anH ninnrpncp tnos Notturito ( for piano tuo) ,
Tiauermu-

gayety , yet m the gayety and innocence ^ .

for mne wmd mstiuments) }
Foui sonatas

is a melancholy despairing, as in cer-
for yiolm and pian0j Arpeggwne (or violon-

tam songs of the Wtnterreise, when ceiio) sonata

Schubert smelled the mould and knew PIANO More than fifteen sonatas, Eight

the earth was impatiently looking for impromptus, Eight moments musicaux, Two

him a melancholv that is not the titanic scherzos, Two sets of variations Wandcrer-

\ r> x 1

"
4. xt. \~ phantasie , waltzes ,

landlei
,

other dances,
despair of Beethoven, not the whining or

gtc
'

shrieking pessimism of certain German More than 600 songs including the song-

and Russian composers ,
it is the melan- cycles Die Scheme Mullenn , Die WmUrreise ,

choly Of an autumnal sunset, of the Schwanengesang

ironical depression due to a buigeonmg About Franz Schubert
noon in the spring the melancholy that

Antchffe) Herbert Schubert, Audley,
comes between the lips of lovers Agathe Ftanz Sclmben, sa Vie et ses

Schubert's music, however, is not Oeuvres
;,

Bie, Oscar Franz Schubert his Life

,! , , i i r , ff rp/ , and Works. Dahms, Walter Schubert t

without marked defects The nicety Deutsch> Otto Ench (editor) F,am Schu-
of adjustment of details of form, after belt's Letters and other Writings, Flowei,

the manner of masters, is defective,
Newman Prw* Schubert the Man and his

i tr , , , , Circle. Kobald, Karl Franz Schubert and
and self-restraint, concentration, concise- ^ Tlmes

^
Kreissle von Hellborn, Heinnch

ness and judgment are too often absent/
1

Frans Schubert, Landoimy, Paul La Vie de

pointed out C Hubert Parry One Schubert Mason, Daniel Gregory The Ro~
, ,i r 1A j j_i manhc Composers, Pition. Robert Frang

accepts these faults and recognizes them Schubert Vie Intvme

Yet, when subtractions are made, there

is a complete world of magic left, a _,
Im

P^tant recordings of music by

world of Schubertiari magic, a world Franz Schuberl

flushed with a beauty that stabs the
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Alfonso mdEs-

, *
J

trella, Overture" (CoLUMBiA-Harty) . Rosa-
heart more poignantly than pain mwnde, selections (COLUMBIA-Haity)
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CHORAL Mass in G-major (Gu \MOPHONE) ,

Deutsche messe (CHKisrscH\LL) Psalm 23

(PARLAPHONC) ,
Mirjams swgesgesang

(GRAMOPHONE)
ORCHESTRA. Symphony no 5 in B-flat major

(ViCTOR-Blech) , Unfinished symphony (Vic-
TOR-Stokowski) , Symphony in C-major (Vic-
TOR-Boult) , AtpeggioiiL sonata, arranged for

violoncello and orchestra by Cassado (COLUM-
BiA-Cassado)

CHAMBER Music Octet in F (COLUMBIA) }

String quintet in C (VicroR-Pro Arte) ,

Piano quintet in A, "Forellen" (ViCTOR-Pro
Arte, Schnabel) , Quartet in C-major (PoLY-

pest), Qwitet in A-mmor (ViCTOR-Buda-
pest) , Quaitet in D-imnor, *Tod und das
madchen (VicroR-Budapest) , Quartet m
G-major (CoLUMBiA-Kohsch) , Trio in B-flat

major (VicroR-Thibaud, Casals, Cortot) ,
Tno

in E-flat major (GRAMOPHoHE-Busch, Busch,
Serkm) ,

Sonata in D-major, for violin and

piano (COLUMBIA) , Sonata in G-minor, for
violm and piano (GRAMOPHONE) , Sonata m
C-major, foi violin and piano (ViCTOR-Biisch,

Serkm) ,
Sonata in A-major, for violin and

piano (VicTOR-Kreisler)
PIANO Sonata in A-major (COLUMBIA-

Hess) ,
Sonata in G-major (COLUMBIA) ,

Four
impromptus (CoLuMBiA-Legmska) Six
moments musicaux (CoLUMBiA-Leginska)
SONGS Die ^chone midterm, complete

(SCHONE MULLERIN SOCIETY) ,
Sckwanen-

gesang, complete (GRAMOPHONE) , Die Winter-
reisc, complete (DIE WINTERREISE SOCIETY) ,

Seventeen songs (GiuMOPHONE-Gerhardt) ,

iK ^T^ T T^ M
am US

n
f

bchubeil s Liedei such as Ave Maria, Vu
but die Rub', Erlkomg, Die Porelle, Am
Meet, Dcr wandera

, Der 1 od uud das

Madchen, etc (COLUMBIA)

TU u o u ^ trot i*r*Hemrich Schutz 1585-1672

pJEINRICH SCHUTZ, who is fre-AA
quently referred to by the musi-

cologist as the
"
father of Geiman mu-

sic/
J

was born in Kostntz, Saxony, on
October 8, 1585 The son of a pros-

perous family, he was given a very
thoTO musical education from early
chifdhood He possessed a beautiful

soprano voice which made so striking an

impression upon the Landgraf Maurice
of Hesse-Cassel, that the Landgraf,
after many talks' finally prevailed upon
Heinnch's parents to permit him to

guide the musical and academic educa-

tion of the boy
In this way, Heinnch Schutz became a

chorister of the Landgraf's diapel m
1599, and at the same time was enrolled

as a student m the exclusive "Gymnasio"

to which only children of nobility \\ere
admitted Srhnt7 i^c; * ^nf rmnil in*a ue ^utz \i as an apt pupil in

Latin, Greek and French, and the Land-
raf decided to permit him to continue

his academic study at the Unrversit} of

Marburg It \vas during his early period
at the University (where Schutz was
Q - rtnA j

+. + j i \ \ *. 1enrolled to study law) that he man-
nested an extraordinary talent for
music Consequently, in 1609, his patron
permitted him to leave the University
for Italy to study music under Giovanni
Ga^f *** ^rr?rmet There -

m loll, ^chutz published his first musi-
cal work, a book of songs, which caused
considerable stir among musicians
Qn the death of Gahriplr m 161 2

c u . ,

aeaui or LraDrieu, in 101Z,
Schutz retumed to his native country to

officiate as organist to the Landgraf
Maurice At this time, he was still tm-
decided whether to adopt music or law
. * T i/ci? 1 ^
^ his car

,

ee
^

In 1614
> however, the

Elector of Saxony, Johann Georg I,

heard him conduct a musical perform-
ance, and was so impressed that he

expressed his eagerness to procure this

fted musician \s hls chapel-master^ T pnrio-rif wac rAlTi^tnnf tn not-f- -wnth
/
ne LandgraJ

was reluctant to part with
n is protege, but persistent persuasion on
the part of the Elector of Saxony finally
won the day for him Installed in Dres-
den as the chapel-master to the Elector,01,, i r j i j .11 -. r

Schutz now definitely devoted himself

entirely to music He completely re-

organized the music of the chapel on
Italian lines, importing special mstru-
ments and players from Italy

TT t, c u 4 A +t, *Hemricn bchutz remained in this post
for fifty-seven years, retaining it until

hls deatjl He dld n0^ however, hold
lhls position without intermission In

1628, he took a leave of absence to revisit

ItalY in- order to study the advance made

by the musical art during his absence
The Thirteen Year's War temporarily
dissolved the Dresden chapel, and m
1633 Schutz served as a chapel-master m
Copenhagen, when the chapel of Dres-

den was restored m 1645, Schutz re-

turned to his former position, holding
it uninterruptedly until the end of his

hfe

His position in Dresden gave hirn

sufficient leisure to devote himself to

composition, From the beginning of his

tenure, he was amazingly fecund. His

first important works came m 1619, a
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Aeries of Rsalms and Motets for eight

or more voices. In 1627, to commemo
rate the marriage of the daughter of the

Elector to the Landgraf of ^Hesse-
Darmstadt, Schutz composed his only

opera, Dafne, whose importance rests in

the fact that it is probably the first opera
in German music. However, it is not for

his solitary production for the theatre

that Schutz's name is prominent in musi

cal history, but rather for his remarkable

works for the Protestant Church the

oratorios, psalms, passions, etc. works

which have made him, together with

Johann Sebastian Bach and Handel, one

of the three greatest composers for the

Protestant Church.
The complete works of Heinnch

Schutz have been published, under the

editorship of Philipp Spitta, by Brett-

kopf and HarteL E. W Naylor

analyzed the distinguishing qualities of

Schutz's works First there is his care

"to accent his words with intelligence

and accuracy," coupled with "the tend

ency to let the course of the musical

notes take the natural shape of ordinary

speech" ; second, there is an unusual

dramatic expressiveness to his musical

writing; and third, his harmonies are of

unusual color and depth, with special

emphasis upon the use of chromaticism,

"The most striking characteristic of

Schutz's mature art lies m its expres
sive depth," wrote Cecil Gray "In

the art of Schutz every mean's of secur

ing musical interest is ruthlessly sacri

ficed to his expressive purpose, with the

result that he attains to a stark, ele

mental simplicity and a mystical gran
deur and solemnity that are quite unlike

anything else, and are among the most

affecting things in all music It is

incidentally interesting to note that

Schutz became deaf m his old age, and
that it is, therefore, probably no mere
coincidence that we should encounter m
his later work the same mysterious inner

radiance, the same abstract and disem
bodied quality of thought, the same
notes of wistful and tender resignation
that we find m the later work of Bee
thoven/'

Discussing Schutz's historical import
ance, Fr. Erckmann wrote* "When he
was born, the purely polyphonic style
had undergone a change While study

ing under Gabrieh he became acquainted
with the 'nuove musiche* solo songs
with figured bass, development of in

strumental music, and union of vocal

and instrumental music With this new

style he became thoroughly acquainted

during a second stay m Italy, and he was
the first German who introduced Italian

methods and musical manners into Ger

many."
Heinnch Schutz died in Dresden on

November 6, 1672 Martin Geier, who
was at his death-bed, left us the follow

ing description of Schutz's last hours .

"On the sixth of November . he

arose . and dressed, and after nine

o'clock, while he was searching for

something in his room, he was seized

by a sudden weakness and he was strick

en by apoplexy. . The doctor, whom
one had called without delay, applied all

his care to succor him with excellent

remedies but there was nothing that

could help him At the same time,

the spiritual father was called to his

side . . . He blessed him, and almost

immediately, he [Schutz] rested very

tranquil And when the fourth hour

struck, he died quietly and peacefully,

without the least convulsion, while we,

at his side, were praying and singing"

Hemrich Schutz was buried in the

church of Notre Dame in Dresden

Principal works by Heinnch Schutz*

OPERA Dafne.

HEINBJCH SCHUTZ
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CHORAL The Passions according to St

John and St Matthew, The Seven last words,
The Christinas otatono, Three Biblical

scenes, psalms, requiems, motets, Sym-
phomae sacrae, Geisthche concerte, madri

gals, etc

About Heinnch Sclmtz
Einstein, Alfred Heinnch Sihittz

, Cruller,
Erich Hermann Heinnth ^ihutz, Pino,
Andre Schut2

Monthly Musical Record 52 309 December
1922, Proceedings of the MiMcal Associa
tion 32 23 (1905-1906)

Important recordings of music by
Heinnch Schutz

CHORAL Geisthche concerte, "Also hat Gott
die welt gehebt" and "Bnngt her dem herren"

(KANTOREI) , "Eile, mich, Gott, zu erreten"

and "Ich liege tind schlafe" (KANTOREI) ,

"Schaffe in mir, Gott" and "O susser, o

freundlicher, o gutiger Herr" (KAN
TOREI) Symphomae sacrae, "Ich werde
mcht sterben" (KANTOREI) ,

"Saul was ver-

folgst du mich ?" (GRAMOPHONE)

Robert Schumann 1810-1856

"It matters little whethe: his monument
be large or small, in either case it is im

perishable
" W H HADQW

T>OBERT ALEXANDER SCHU-
MANN was born in Zwickau,

Saxony, on June 8, 1810 His childhood

was tianquil He moved m an environ

ment that was distinctively cultured and
m which he found sympathy and under

standing His father, a lover of great

literature, was a successful publisher
and a well-known author, his mother
had a well-cultivated mind

As a child, it was literature rather

than music that attracted Robert Schu
mann He read feverishly, devoting his

play hours to the writing of dramatic

sketches which he recited while accom

panying improvisations on the piano In

his ninth year, he tempoianly sweived
his allegiance from literature to music
He heard Moscheles perform on the

piano, and was so stirred that for a

while he devoted himself to musical

activity He assembled many of his

little friends into an orchestra which he

directed
,
he also composed choral pieces

By his fourteenth year, he was once

again in the aims of Muse Poetry his

major inteiest, he read voiaciously the

works of the Greeks, Goethe, Byron and

poet who was probably the greatest

single influence in his life Jean Paul
When he was fifteen, he founded a liter

ary society among his friends for the

purpose of reading and discussing great
German literature

While still in his adolescence, he \vas

introduced by a friend of the family to
the songs of Schubert Once again,
Schumann strongly felt the lure of
music For a period, therefore, he wav
ered between literature and music "I

possess imagination," he wrote at this

time, taking stock of himself, "but I am
not a profound thinker Whether I am
a poet for I cannot become one

posterity must decide The strange thing
is that where my feelings make them
selves felt most strongly, I am forced to

cease being a poet at such times I can
never arrive at adequate ideas

"

When Robert Schumann graduated
fiom the Gymnasium, he was sent by
his mother to Leipzig for the study of
law There he was attacked by a violent

fit of melancholia (could it have been

brought on by his aversion to adopting
law as a profession"*

3

) which was only
partially dispelled, and at infrequent
intervals, by his preoccupation with
music He attended the concerts of the

Gewandhaus, adopted musical friends

and resumed a serious study of the piano
under the guidance of a personal friend,
Fnednch Wieck
Schumann's mother, objecting vio

lently to her son's neglect of law for

music, decided to transfer him from

Leipzig to Heidelberg He remained in

Heidelberg for a year, growing increas

ingly impatient with legal study and

immersing himself more deeply in music

Finally, after a trip to Italy where he

bathed himself m Italian music, he wrote

to his mother on November 11, 1829,

announcing his decision to become a

musician "If ever I were to have

achieved anything in the world," he

wrote, "it would have been in music

From the first I have had within me a

powerful inclination towards music, and,
not to overrate myself, the creative

spirit as well" On July 30, 1830, he

wrote once again "I have arrived

at the conviction that with work, patience

and a good master, I shall be able within

six years to rival any pianist Be
sides this, I also possess imagination,
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and perhaps talent for indiudual cre*i- The strain of \\ork and study brought
tt\e \\ork" The letters, joined b> on neurasthenia In 1833, Schumann
others \\ntten by Fnednch Wieck, ft- began to sufter fainting fits, and \iolent

nallv convinced the mother to give her rushes of blood to the head During the

consent Late m 1830, therefore, Robert night of October 17, 1833 he was at-

Sthumann returned to Leip?ig to begin tacked by a particularly violent fit in

a new life He brought back with him which he attempted to throw himself out

the first draught ot his first creative of the \\mdou For a short period,

fruits for the piano, including the Schumann \\as certain that he \\as on

Papillons, the Variations on Abegg and the verge of insanity

the Toccata Recovery came slowly, and \\as fol-

He hurled himself into his music lowed by deep and brooding depres-

study \vith assiduity, evolved his o\\n sion Only in music did Schumann find

method \\hereby he could, by mdefatig- some escape from his intense morbidity
able practise, acquire a prodigious tech- In 1834, with the publication of his

nique at the piano Unfortunately, he magazine, the Ncnc Zeittclmft and with

overstrained his fourth finger, com- the composition of his piano masterpieces

pletely paralyzing his hand A virtuoso the Studes symphoniques and Carnaval

career, therefore, was now closed to something of his old zest for life re

turn
,
he turned to composition For two turned to him

years, lie studied theory under the guid- At this time, Robert Schumann fell in
ance of Hemnch Dorn love seriously for the first time m his

In 1833, Robert Schumann helped to life She was Ernestine von Fncken,
found the Davidsbundler, a society of daughter of a rich baron and a passion-
iconcolashc and idealistic music loveis ate music lover, who frequented the

who, just as King David conquered the home of Fnednch Wieck Schumann
Philistines, hoped to attack Philistinism, spoke rhapsodically about his beloved,
false musical standards, and false ideals, spoke of her "Madonna-like head" and

hoped to erect new and deserving altars described her as "gentle and bright as

and to shatter undeserving ones Schu- the eye of heaven shining blue thru the

mann himself has explained the origin clouds
"

Though they were officially
of this society

ffAt the end of 1833, a engaged, their relationship never devel-

certam number, for the most part of oped into marriage It is believed that

young musicians, would meet every eve- either Ernestine's illegitimate birth or

nmg in Leipzig, as though casually, in else the fear that marriage might hinder
the first place for sociable purposes, but his artistic career caused a change of

just as much m order to exchange ideas heart in Schumann
on the art which was their meat and By 1835, the affair with Ernestine be-
drink, namely music Then, one fine came a forgotten incident It was
day, an idea flashed across the minds of replaced by another love, this time for
the young hotheads 'Let us not be mere the young daughter of Fnednch Wieck
idle lookers on, let us set to work to Clara, a brilliant pianist On Novem-
make things better, so that the poetry of ber 25, of 1835, Clara wrote to Schu-
art shall be restored to its place of mann "When you kissed me for the
honor

first time, I thought that I should faint
The voice of the Davidsbundler was Everything went black before my eyes

)J

the Neue Zeitschnft fur Musik, edited The love affair grew in intensity, until

by Robert Schumann, the first issue *of Fnednch Wieck not relishing the
which appeared on April 3, 1834 The match sent his daughter away to Dres-
Davidsbundler society did not enjoy a den and forebade all correspondence
long life, but the magazine continued on between her and the young- composer
for many years and, under the vigorous, Schumann, however, was not discour-
fearless, and penetrating editorship of aged from sending Clara poignant letters
Schumann, was one of the most forceful of devoted passion When Wieck heard
weapons m Germany on behalf of great of this correspondence he flew into a
music

rage, wrote to Schumann a letter full of
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realized, he "produced something quite
new in that line" In 1841, he turned
to the orchestra, producing; the first two
of his famous symphonies, as well as

the Overture, Scherzo and Finale One
year later, he composed the greatest of
his chamber works, three string quartets,
the piano quintet and the piano quartet.

In 1844, ill-health compelled Robert
Schumann to desert the strenuous musi
cal life of Leipzig Resigning his

pedagogical and editorial activities, he
settled in the more placid city of

Dresden. There, for several years, he
lived in virtual seclusion, which was only

partially interrupted, at periodic inter

vals, by important concert tours

In 1850, upon the recommendation of

his friend Ferdinand Hiller, Schumann

ROBERT SCHUMANN received ^ P08^ f conductor in

Dusseldorf He could not, however, ful-

1 .I , j fill the exacting obligations of his new
poisonous vituperation, and threatened

as ent ade
s

quately because of ill-

Schumann that he would not hesitate to ^^ Ris ne]
>vousness and irritab ihty

kill him if he did not cease the corre-
wgre dl he SQOn ]ost ^

spondence For some fifteen months, it abm
s
of ;nfensi^e oncentratior, His

was impossible for Schumann to ex-
efforjT thereforei received coid and

change word with his sweetheart How-
anl stlc criticism By 1853, his

ever he spoke to her thru his music .

cond
*

cting had become S(/ erratic and
his Sonata m F-sharp minor was dedi-

t that
s
a ial committee discreetly

cated to her, his unique cry of passion suJgested to \lm thati because of h,s
Thru the intervention of Clara Schu-

lUfjfealth he give up his balon duties to
maims maid, the lovers, finally re-

d himseff ^^ tQ compositlonsumed contact. On September 9, 1837 . ., , t it. 4.

they met surreptitiously-for the first c ^
was dunng J

118 ^S penod that

time in almost two years The meeting
Schumann met Johannes Brahms for the

was a disappointment to both; thl first time welcomed him at his home as

prolonged absence had made both em- \
household guest, and prophesied for

barrassed and stiff However, with ^ 7
unger Composer a magnificent

renewed contact, the flame of their pas-
iu Llue -

sion burst anew, In vain did Schumann Early in 1854, Schumann arranged

plead with Friednch Wieck for permis- with a Leipzig publisher for the appear-

sion to marry Clara. At last, Schumann ance of his more important essays on

took the only step left him. Bringing music in four volumes. These volumes

the matter to court, he received legal proved Schumann s great
^

discernment

sanction to marry On September 12,
and penetration as a critic 1 hough

1840 Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck many of these essays had been written

were married Despite the many ob- fifteen to twenty years before this hnal

stacks which perpetually arose during publication, they had lost none of their

their married life, their union was a intrinsic validity

blissfully happy one Schumann's nervous disorders were

It is more than likely that the influence growing more apparent m 1854 His

of his happy marriage caused Schu- mind was tormented by a bedlam of nau-

mann's creative genius to flower fully sical sounds which seemed to haunt him

after 1840, to penetrate into new realms, incessantly 'He frequently said that the

In 1840, he turned from the piano to great composers of the past Bach,

vocal composition, and as lie himself Mendelssohn and, Schubert parttcitlarly
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held communion \\ith him at his bed- portant than an intensive stud) of har-

*ide, dictating melodies to him In mony, counterpoint and composition

lehnun of 1854, he left his home Robert Schumann, \\ho inherited the

secreth
*

and threw himself into the mantle of Romanticism from Franz

Rhine' Only the fortuitous circum- Schubert, has produced masterpieces in

stance of boatmen passing the scene at mam fields of musical composition His

the moment s<ued him from dro\vning piano \\orks and his songs are, perhaps,
After that, he \vas confined to a private the most integrated of his music, in

insane asylum at Kndenick, near Ronn smaller canvases, his touch was infallibly

Occasionally, lucid moments returned to perfect
him when he would meet friends and de- ^s a wnter for the pianoforte, he
vote himself to correspondence But

may be saici to ran^ beside Schubert/
more frequently his spirits were wr^te w H Hado\v "He has less

smothered by crushing morbidity melodic gift, less sweetness, perhaps less

Robert Schumann died in the insane onginahty, but he appreciates far more
asylum in Endenick in the arms of his

fuiiy t^e capacities of the instrument
uife on July 29, 1856 Brahms, Joa- ancf possesses more power of rich and
chim and Ferdinand Killer accompanied recondite harmonization His polyphony
his body to his grave in Ronn In 1880, was a new departure in the history of
a monument was erected in his honor at

pianoforte music, based upon that of
the cemetery Bach, but exhibiting a distinctive color

Schumann was moderately tall, built and character of its own The beauty

lithely, presenting a dignified appear- of his single phrases, the vigor and
ance His face, round and full and ef- variety of his accompaniments, the

femmately soft, invariably wore an ex- audacity of his 'bitter-sweet discords* are

pression of ineffable pain His eyes were all so many claims on immortality

frequently clouded by revery He was His spirit, too., is essentially human No
intensely self-centered, wrapping himself composer is more companionable, more
within a meditative cloak thru which ready to respond to any word and sym-
few could penetrate His spirits were pathize with any emotion

"

rarely bright It has been recorded Qf Schumann's songs, C Hubert
that often, when he was in the company Parry has wntten that they "showed
of boisterous friends, he would sit alone, powers Wlth which no one till then
apart from the crowd, and piotected wcmki haye cred!ted him There was
from the merrymakers by his reveries, no laborious process of developing his
would be little conscious of what was

style m this particular branch of art,
happening about him he no soorier faced lt than his mastery
Robert Schumann had a well culti- seemed complete In this respect he

vated intellect He was enormously well resembled Schubert, who had written
read in classical literature, the English many of his finest songs in the earliest

poets, Dante, Petrarch and the foremost years of his mature productive period
German writers He not only studied Schumann adopted much the same meth-
Goethe, but interpreted him His favor- od of dealing with his poems that Schu-
ite author was Jean Paul, the poet "I bert did He did not aim at making
learned more counterpoint from Jean tunes with accompaniment and fitting
Paul than from my music-master," he the words to them, but he looked to the
once said poet's conception to guide his own m-
He has confessed that three musical spiration Everything available was

influences have shaped his development made to minister to the purpose of m-
"the simple Gluck, the more intricate tensifymg the design, thought, and
Handel, and the most intricate of all meter of the poet by the music The
Bach Only study the last named thor- pianoforte part and the voice part had
oughly and the most complicated of my well-balanced functions The voice did
works will be clear

" He had a violent all that was possible in the way of
dislike for musical theory, considered melodious declamation, and the accom-
a close study of the masters more im- pamment stipphed color, character,
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rhythm and all that must necessarily receptive listener The hearer of Schu-
tall to its share, in the most perfect man- mann's music must in turn be imainna-
ner possible Moreover, Schumann, by tive and a dreamer He must often antic-
nature a poet himself, seized the pur- ipate the composer's thought The
pose and spirit of the poems he set with music is not for a garish concert hall
an astonishing powerful grip, and con- it shrinks from boisterous applause

"

veyecl infinite shades and varieties of r i i L ^ L ^ *

meaning in forms which are almost al-
PrmciPal ^^^ by Robert Schumann

ways perfect works of art in detail and ^ ORCHESTRA Four symphonies (including

in entirptv HP pvnrP^Prl w,tfc *rmtl ^e SpJmq symphony and the Rhemsh sym-in entirety Me expressed with equal phony") , Overture, Scherzo and Finale
, Over-

success pathos, passion, bitterness, tures to The Bride of Messma, Fest, Julius

humor, joy, exultation and even gaiety Caesar, Hermann und Dorothea, Concerto

and sarcasm
" f r Piano and orchestra

, Concerto for violon-
cello and orchestra

Schumann s symphonic works have OPERA Genoveva, Music for Byron's ton-
been subject to great criticism by the /; ed , Scenes for Goethe's Faust

musicologists, particularly for the feeble CHAMBER Music Piano quintet, Three
instrumentation and the meagre develop- string quartets, Piano quartet, Three piano

ment of his ideas Philip Hale has r
no

f
Sj T

"\
S
7

ona
j
as or

T

violin
J
and ?iano Four

i 1.1 j ,1 , it tantasie-stucke for violin and violoncello etc
admirably summed up the strength and r^,^ n D j j

v IHUULCUU, etc

i r c i * i
CHORAL Das Paradics und die Pen Ad-weakness ot Schumann s symphonies venthed, Der Rose ptignfahrt, Der Komgs-

It has been Urged against Schumann sohn, Des Dangers fluch, Vom Pagen und
that his symphonies were thought for der konigstochter ,

Das Gluck von Edenhall,

pianoforte and then orchestrated crudely, f
b^dhed t Requiem fur Mignon Nacht-

* , n-1 i
" iiea

>
M eitjarslied , Missa sacra

, Reqmem ,

as by an amateur This, however, is Spamsches hederspiel, Part-songs for men's
not the fatal objection A more voices and for women's \otces, etc

serious objection is this the genius of PIANO Three sonatas, Papillons ,
Davids-

Schumann was purely lyrical, altho oc- bitndlertanse
, Carnaval

, Fantasie-stucke
,

casionallv there is ihp imnrp^Qivp PV Kreislenana
} Eight noveletten, Four nacht-

casionany ineie is me impressive ex-
stuckej Nme waidscenen, Twenty album-

pression of a wild and melancholy blatter, Etudes symphoniques, Variations on
mood, as in the chords of unearthly Abegg ,

Twelve studies after Pagamni's ca-

beauty soon after the beginning of the P"^3
* Toccata, Fantasia m C, Arabeske,

overture to Manfred Whether the %'#*'
mterniczzi, Thirteen kmder-

music be symphonic, chamber, a piano- An entire library of great songs
forte piece or a song, the beauty, the About R b Sdmmann
expressive force lies in the lyric pas- , , r

_ . A _
f

qao-pc; Whpn Srhiirmnn Pnrlpa^nrp^ tn ^asch, Victor Schumann A Life of Suf-
sages wnen bcrmmann endeavored to

fermg) Puller-Maitland Schumann, Hadow,
build a musical monument, to quote W H Studies m Music, Jansen, F G
Vincent D'Indy's phrase, he failed, for The Life of Robert Schumann told in his

he had not architectonic imagination or Betters, Nieck^
Frederick Robert Schu-

cu-ii
& Mann, Parry, C Hubert Studies of GreatbKUl

Composers
"His themes in symphonies charming Important recordmgs of music b

as they often are give one the impres- Robe Schtlmann
y

sion of fragments, of music heard in ^ r , * tl~

sleep-chasmgs Never a master of con- (V̂ oT-Cck) f&k^no \ (IS-
trapuntal technique, he repeated these WICK) , Symphony no 3, "Rhenish" (VicroR-

phrases over and over again instead of Coppola) , Symphony no 4 (CQLUMBIA-

broadly developing them, and his filling W?l1:er) , Concerto for piano and orchestra
11 . i i r (COLUMBIA) . Concerto for 'Violoncello and

in is generally amateurish and perfunc- ^rchestra (Vzcroa-Pjatigorshy)
tor^ CHAMBER Music Pwwo qwntet (VicroR-

"The best of Schumann's music is an Schnabel Pro-Arte) , Quartet m A-mwor
expression of States and conditions of (VrCTOR-Flonzaley) , Quartet m A-myor

1 rni j. j 1 (VICTOR) . Piano quartet (PoLYHOR) , Trio
soul This music is never spectacular , ^ D^r (VicWcasals, Thibaud, Cortot) ,

it is never objective In his Own Trw w G-minor (COLUMBIA) , Sonata m
field, Schumann 1$ lonely, incomparable ^^a\ for V1 lm and

^
ian ( VtCTOR-

No composer h^s whispered sudi secrets g^J ^^ m
-

G^jnQf m_

Of subtle and ravishing beauty to a Levitzfa) ,
Carnaval
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Â̂

zc (Con MRI \) ,
ftudt f sym- used to \\nte little fugues during the

(\icroR-Cortot), rantasia in
proceedings in court nice little fugues/'

{ Poi \ NOR), Kmdersienen (VICTOR- h j f confessed Finally, he made
McnseiMtch), Papillons (G^roPHt^-Cor- ^ m^b]Q step he su^denly ga, e

"SONI.S Dnhtcrhebc complete (GR*MO- *P his legal career returned to St

pHcmK IraiHfllwbe und Ltbfn (COIIMBIV- Petersburg and decided to devote him-

Lehmann), etc self entirely to musical endeavors To
earn his living, he accepted a post as

Alexander Scriabin. 1871-1915 newspaper censor

(See Composers Of Today} At this period of his life, he became

a devoted disciple of Beethoven's last

Bernhard Sekles 1872-1934 1^* FflmS th
f
*e e

f
efal te

t

cl
T

/0 ^ , , meal characteristic of these last quartets
(See Composers Of Today) ^^ tfae predommatmg use of old Greek

modes, Serov decided to utilize such

Alexander Serov 1820-1871 des extensively m his own composi-
tion For a while, he refused to com-

LEXANDER NIKOLAEVICH pose any music in modern scales

SEROV, the son of a government Serov first made his mark in the mu-

official, was born in St Petersburg on sic world, not as a composer but as a

January 23, 1820 His intelligence as a critic Eager to spread his ideas on

child was extraordinary he learned Beethoven, the opera, and Russian mu-

foreign languages with such facility that sic, he published a series of polemical
as a mere boy he was acquainted letters in the Pantheon which attracted

\\ith Latin, Russian, English, French great attention because of the clarity of

and German Morever, he manifested a his writing and his profound scholar-

keen interest in natural history, the ship It was not long before he received

theatre, design and music It was de- recognition as the
(

'first great Russian

cided, therefore, to give him a thoro edu- music critic
"

cation as preparation for a government In 1857, Serov traveled to Germany
post In 1834, he was enrolled in the where he was virtually hypnotized by
School of Jm isprudence Here he made Wagner

"
I am now Wagner mad/'

only one fnend curiously enough, he wrote from Germany "I play him,
Vladimir Stassov, later a famous music- study him, read of him, talk of him,
critic and one of Serov's most bitter ad- write about him and preach his doc-
versanes tnnes I would suffer at the stake to

In 1840, Serov left the School of be his apostle" Returning to Russia,

Jurisprudence and became a clerk in a Serov brought his Wagner fever with

government office His leisure hours him By word of mouth and pen he
were spent in studying the violoncello attempted to spread propaganda thruout
and composition , up to that time, his Russia for the great music-dramas Un-
only formal training in music had been

fortunately, Serov was so completely
as a child under a spinster-aunt Study hypnotized by Wagner that he became
in music convinced him that he was blind to every other musical idiom In a
more interested in art than m law series of vitriolic essays, he viciously
When, m 1842, he met and became a attacked the new national school of Rtis-
fnend of Glinka and was deeply moved Sian music, headed by Balakirev, because
by the score of A Life for the Tsar he he felt that it was traveling m a wrong
definitely decided to turn to composition direction The national school found its

and began searching for an appropriate champion m the critic Stassov There
libietto for an opera ensued an acrimonious battle of printed
The projected opera was interrupted, woids between Stassov and Serov

at the very beginning, when Serov was which, for many years, rocked musical
transferred from his government office Russia to its very foundations
m St Petersburg to Simferopol, where It was primarily because he wished to
his growing passion for music made him give a concrete proof that the national

neglect his governmental duties "I school of Russians were adopting a false
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idiom that Serov decided, m his fortieth

year, to turn to composition In 1860,
a famous Italian tragedienne, Signora
Adelaide Riston, came to St Petersburg
with La Gutditta Serov saw in this

drama an excellent theme for an opera.
He wrote his own libretto, and in May
of 1863, his first important work
under the title of Judith was given its

first performance at the Russian Opera
House

"If the score of Judith is frequently
open to adverse criticism," wrote Cesar

Cm, "one can at least point to a certain
number of passages which deserve

praise In the first act . there is a

striking prayer, in the second, there is

a long monologue for Judith which is

really beautiful . . , Then m the third

act there is the exceedingly powerful
and effective symphonic episode of the

triumphal march . . as well as the

delightful chorus of female slaves with
its curiously broken rhythms

"

Judith was something of a sensation,
and for a long while proved to be the

most vigorous argument that Serov had

posed on behalf of his artistic position
In 1863, when Wagner visited St

Petersburg, he saw the score of Judith

and was considerably pleased with the

orchestration

Spurred on by his first success, Serov
turned with great enthusiasm to the

composition of a second opera. In 1865,
he completed Rogneda, which was pro
duced the same year. Rogneda sur

passed even the success of Judith

Tschaikovsky wrote as follows about
this work: "The continued success of

Rogneda, and the firm place it holds

in the Russian repertory, is due not so

much to its intrinsic beauty as to the

subtle calculation of effects which guided
its composer . Serov knew how to

catch the crowd; and if his opera suffers

from poverty of melodic inspiration,
from want of organic sequence, from
weak recitative and declamation, and
from harmony and instrumentation

which are crude and merely decorative

in effect yet what sensational effects

the composer succeeds in piling up!"
Another critic, Gustave Bertrand, com
mented that Rogneda "bears the mark
of undoubted inspiration but still more
of deliberate endeavor."

ALEXANDER SEROV

As a result of his second success,
Serov's popularity as a composer could
not be questioned The Tsar recognized
his fame by compensating him with an
annual pension of twelve hundred
rubles.

Though Serov's first two operas were
influenced by Wagner, they were not

built strictly along the lines of the

Wagnenan music-drama. His success

now tempted Serov to attempt the com
position of a major operatic work, which

by embodying Wagnerian theories m
a music-drama on a Russian subject,
written in Russian would be the final

argument to prove emphatically that the

nationalist Russians were on the wrong
trail With this end in view, Serov

composed The Power of evil in 1867

Fortunately, Serov did not live to realize

how dismally he had failed In its first

performance in 1871, The Power of evil,

with its overdressed instrumentation and

cumbersome structure, appealed very

slightly to Russian tastes

Alexander Serov died suddenly of

heart failure on February 1, 1871,

Wagner wrote the following tribute

"For rne Serov is not dead, for me, he

still lives, actually and palpably _

Such

as he was to me, such he remains and

ever will, the noblest and highest minded

of men, His gentleness of soul, his puri

ty of feeling, his ^erenity, his mind

which reflected all these qualities made
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the trtemWiip \\hu-h he cherished for me a pianist, and a* a conductor of small

one of the gladdest ijifts of my life
" orchestras

Vladmnr StasM,v has written as fol- J*
I860, Sgambati returned to Rome

low, concern,^ the arUstK importance
where he made his mark as concert

of Serov "A fanatical admirer of P-aniht He became an ardent protagon-

Mejerbeer, he nevertheless caught up all
t for great piano music introducing

theSuperficial characterises of'Wagner,
* all ot his concerts great German

from whom he derived hi, taste* for P'ano iS1C *hich at the time wab

marches, processions, festivals, every completely unknown in Italy-parhcu-

sort of pomp and circumstance, every larly the works of Robert bchumann

kind of external decorat,on But the
P^spite

the tact that Sgambati cluttered

inner world, the spiritual world, he his programs with so many unfamiliar

ignored and never entered.it interested (and, to many Italians unpalatable )

iT^f i ,! piano ^orks, he achieved considerable
him too little

fame as a virtuoso Bettina Walker m
Principal works by Alexander Serov her charming volume, My Musical Ex-

OFR\ Judith, Roqneda, The Power of penenccs, has spoken of "his lovely,

evil elastic touch, the weight and yet the

ORCHFSTR\ (hnitmat Eve \nite, Incidental softness of his \vnst Staccato, the swing
music to Nero, Donw Cosaque anc[ gO o f his rhythmic beat, the coloring
CHORM ^tabat Mater, Lied von der nch and warm, and yet most exquisitely

a)

AVC Mma (f r S Pran r~

delicate, and over all, the atmosphere
of grace, the charm, and the repose

About Alexander Serov which perfect mastery alone can give
"

Pougm, Arthur A ^hori History of Ru$~ And Franz Liszt, who was in Italy dur-
wa Music, Riesemann, Oskar \on Mona- in

-
fa lB penod and became a close fnend

gmphien zur Russisthen musik f c^o^K^f-i "Tn ^o-^i-nh^fi fHf^rp IQ

Zeittchrift dcr Internationalen Musik Gcsell- of bgambati In bgambati mere is

schaft 4 173 (1903) something of both Bonsart and Tausig
At this same time, Sgambati proved

Important recordings of music by hls lmportance as a conductor When,
Alexander Serov m 1866j the Dante Gallery was m-

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA The Power of alt rrUrated m Rome, Liszt selected
ry Butterweek (GRAMOPHONE-

Sgambati to conduct his Dante sym-
phony After this, Sgambati was an

important factor in mtrodticmg many
Giovanni Sgambati 1843-1914 great German symphonic works to

Italian audiences including the Eroica
IQVANNI SGAMBATI was born symphony and the Emperor concerto of

in Rome on May 28, 1843 His Beethoven
father was a lawyer, his mother, an In 1869, Sgambati toured with Liszt

Englishwoman, was the daughter of an thruout Germany, meeting many of the

eminent sculptor great personalities of the time, mclud-

It was originally intended by his ing Wagner, Rubinstein and Saint-

parents that he be directed towards law, Saens Wagner became so interested m
but his musical precociousness was so Sgambati that he interested the publisher

pronounced that they did not hesitate to Schott in his early works, which m-

assign music as his life's career His eluded two quintets
first teacher was Amerigo Barben, upon his return to Rome, Sgambati
under whose instruction Sgambati dis- founded a free piano class at the
closed marked genius Academy of St Cecilia In 1878, he

When he was six years old, his father became professor of piano at the

died, and his mother took him to Trevi, Academy, and later its director His

Umbna, where she married again high position m Italy's musical life was
There, Giovanni Sgambati studied under recognized by royalty, he was the

the distinguished Natalucci, under whom recipient of many honois from King
he made such swift progress that he Victor Emmanuel III A familiar

was able to make public appearances as anecdote about Sgambati relates of the

/^VJ
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time \\hen, with his customary absent-

mindedness, he came to a court" function
without having put on his tie

; Queen
Marghenta saved the situation by cut

ting a ribbon from her gown and adjust
ing it about the collar of the musician

Recognition for his composition was
likewise accorded him His Quartet in

B-flat was familiar on the programs of

the Kneisel and the Joachim Quartets
in their concerts thruout the music-
world In 1887, his Second Symphony
and his Piano quintet received perform
ances in Pans and Cologne respectively,
and were well received His Epitalamio
sinfonico brought him high praise not

only in Italy but m England as well

Finally, his Requiem, composed m
memory of King Humbert I, was ac

corded a rousing reception upon its

performances in Italy and Germany
In 1903, Sgambati retired from all

musical activity For many years he

lived a quiet existence in Rome, devoting
himself only occasionally to teaching

assignments He died in Rome on

December IS, 1914.

"Much of his work in the larger

forms/' wrote Edward Burlmgame Hill,

"has neither the spontaneity and melodic

invention which characterize Italian

music nor the depth which his German
models possess, In spite of the dry-
ness of much of his chamber music,
the somewhat futile classicism of the

symphony, and the pretentiousness of

the piano concerto, we must recognize

Sgambati as a composer for the piano
of real distinction His piano pieces
are original in technical style, and also

in musical conception, they are elevated

m artistic standards
"

Alfredo Casella has taken considerable

pains to point out that Sgambati's works
are of considerable historical importance
in the development of Italian instru

mental music "He marks the beginning
of the renaissance in that country of

instrumental music which had been in

abeyance for a whole century . , . The
work of Sgambati, the first advocate and

supporter of this return, is of real im

portance in musical history, if he said

nothing that was absolutely new, it was

he, at all events, who pointed the way
which Italian cpmposers are now tread

ing in ever greater numbers, with grow-

GIOVANNI SGAMBATI

mg confidence and with increasing
success

"

Principal works by Giovanni Sgam
bati ,

ORCHESTRA ; Two symphonies ,
Quverturc

solennellc
; Epitalamio sinfonico ,

Piano con
certo in G-minor ,

Te Deum laudamus

CHAMBER Music Two piano quintets,

String quartet

CHORAL Requiem
Pieces for the piano, including etudes, noc

turnes, pieces lynques, transcriptions, etc

About Giovanni Sgambati
Etude 25 714 November 1907, Monthly Mu

sical Record 40 125 June 1910, Music and
Letters 6 304 October 1925 ,

Musical America
21 2 December 19, 1914

Bedfich Smetana 1824-1884

OEDRICH SMETANA, the founder

of the modern school of Bohemian

music, was born in Leitomischl,

Bohemia, on March 2, 1824 His father,

a wealthy brewer, was a lover of good
music and introduced Bedhch to music

study at an early age Bedfich Smetana
disclosed unusual talent as a child At
the age of five he was a member of

a string quartet; a year and a half

later, he made his debut as a pianist in

an entertainment given in honor of

Emperor Francis I. Soon after this, he

turned tus hand to composition His

talents found many admirers ;
for a
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period, he \vas the pampered pet of the Tn 1855, Smetana's elder daughter
aristocratic circles in Bohemia. Fredenke died at the age of four As

Between 1831 and 1839, he pursued
an escape from his sorrow, Smetana

his academic education in German composed his poignant Tno in G-mmor.

schools at Xeuhaus, Iglau and Deutsch- He continued to brood over the death

brod After this, he was entered as a Q* his child until he was urgently recom-

student in the Gymnasium in Prague
mended to seek a change of scene In

where his preoccupation with music was 1856, he went to Gothenburg, Sweden,

so great that he neglected his other where he immediately became an mflu-

studies. In 1840, he was sent to Risen ential force m its musical life He was

to complete academic study under the appointed conductor of the Harmomska

vigiliant eye of a relative Josef Franz Sallskapet, and from 18o6 until 1861

Smetana, eminent scholar and historian served as director of the Philharmonic

Josef Franz Smetana was keen enough Society of Gothenburg
to realize that his ward was squandering The ill-health of his wife compelled

precious talent in devoting himself to him to return to Bohemia On April

any study but that of music. He there- 19, 1859 occurred the second great
fore tried to use his influence in acquir- tragedy of Smetana's life the death of

ing the consent of Bedfich's father for his beloved wife. One year later, he

a musical career for the boy.
returned to Gothenburg, where he re-

Father Smetana refused'to permit his manned and resumed his activities as

son to follow a musical career as a pro-
conductor

fession. When Bedfich insisted, his He was back in Bohemia in 1861

father abruptly terminated his support After an extended concert tour thru

Without resources, Smetana went to Germany and Holland which was sue-

Prague in 1843, where he earned a cessful, he settled permanently in his

meagre living by giving piano lessons native country and was henceforth to

and serving as a resident music teacher play an all-significant role in the musical

to Count Leopold Thtin At the same development of his country. When, in

time, he turned with greater industry to 1863, an art society was founded in

music study, fortunate in procuring the Prague, Smetana was appointed head of

instruction of Josef Proksch, a distm- the music section. In this capacity,

guished musical scholar Smetana began his first significant

In 1847, Smetana set out on an ex- efforts on behalf of ^ive Czech music

tended concert tour, the proceeds of Between 1863 and 1865, he conducted

which were to be expended in establish

ing a music school in Prague The tour

was a financial failure, but Smetana suc

ceeded in gaining possession of some
additional funds. In 1848, he estab

lished a musical institution m Prague
On August 27 of that same year, he

w<is married to Katharina Ottihe Kolar,
whom he had met m Pilsen.

In 1850, thru the intervention of his

teacher, Proksch, Smetana received an

appointment as concertmaster to the
former Emperor of Austria, Ferdinand
I The security of this position enabled
him to compose with greater fertility
than before Three years later, he com
posed his first significant work, the

Triumphsymphome, to commemorate
the marriage of Emperor Franz Joseph
of Austria, a work utilizing the Austrian
National Anthem as a principal theme.
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the Hlahol Singing Society, which he spoken dialogue supplanted b> recita-

himself had founded, and m 1863, tives In this ne\v form, it recerved its

together with Ferdinand Hiller, he first great success outside of Bohemia

opened a new music school in Prague in June of 1892, in Vienna, \\here it

Despite his many efforts as conductor, was a sensation Thus began the great
teacher and virtuoso, he was not idle as success of The Bartered bride thruout

creator "I want to give my nation that the entire world of music It was mtro-

which I owe to it and which I carry m duced to America on February 19, 1909

my heart a work of grand volume/
1

at the Metropolitan Opera House, under
he expressed at this time The first the baton of Gustav Mahler

significant effort m this direction came The great success of The Bartered

m 1863, his opera The Brandenburgers bride brought Smetana an appointment
in Bohemia The importance of this as conductor of the National Theatre in

opera rests principally on the fact that Prague One of the members of this

it is the first opera of a truly national orchestra was a young musician,

spirit by a Bohemian composer At its Antonin Dvorak, there soon developed
first performance at the National an intimate friendship between the older

Theatre in Prague on January 5, 1866 and younger musician Smetana exerted

it was unsuccessful, principally because a great influence upon the artistic

of an effete libretto But there were development of Dvorak, and was mstru-

many musicians in the audience who mental in arousing in the younger com-

i ealized strongly that, with this work, poser a national consciousness x

Bohemian music was turning m a In 1869, Srnetana founded a dramatic

pioneer direction school for the Bohemian Theatre in

On May 30, 1866, Bohemian national Prague, becoming its director four years
music achieved its first milestone with later At the same time, his industry

the first performance of Smetana' s most as a composer knew no recess He
famous opera, The Bartered bride produced two additional operas at this

Here, the success of his national style period, including Libusa (which won a

could not be questioned Its appeal on prize of one thousand
gulden)^,

a work,

Bohemian audiences was extraordinary concerning which Heibert F Peyser
"The Bartered bnde is a simple opera- wrote in the Nezv York Times, after a

comique, full of vivacity, movement and recent levival in Prague "It is not

color," remarked Juhen Tiersot "The necessary to be a Czech to realize that

action, which takes place entirely m a Libusa is one of the larger experiences

public square, in an inn of a village of a musical lifetime For this is

of Bohemia, during a festival day, has music now lyrical m the grand
for a subject a typical vaudeville situa- manner (and revealing some singular

tion This is a work full of veive and beautiful relationships to Chopin),

and gaiety, its author had certainly now heroic or epic and cast, as it were,

conceived with pleasure" As for the m bronze music that has the tread of

score of the opera, Tiersot commented armies in it
"

"All the music which expresses all the By 1874, Smetana began to suffer

states of soul (however simple) of the deafness, as a result of which he was

characters, is enframed here and there finally forced to resign his position as

by purely picturesque episodes chomses conductor at the Opera Deafness, how-

of peasants, drinking songs and, above ever, could not smother his creative

all else, by popular elements which con- ardor During this period of storm and

tribute greatly in giving Jife to this stress, he composed his most pretentious

musical work and to justify its reputa- symphonic work, a symphonic cycle of

tion as a representation of the art of Srx poems entitled Ma Vlast (My
a people" Fatherland), and which includes the

The Bartered bnde in its original world-famous Vltava (On the Moldau),

form consisted of two acts, with musical performed frequently at symphony con-

epSdes interspersed with spoken certs thruout the world He also com-

dtaloffuc It was later revxsed by posed two new
^operas

The Kws
f given

Smetana, extended into three acts, with a very successful performance in

i See 'sketch on BvoHk, which also contains a comparison of the nwic of Dvo and
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The Scust In 18X0, he j>ave the

\\nrhl his gieatest chamber \\ork, the

string quartet -lies' mcmctn Icbtn

The last \ears of hi^ life were bitter

His last opera, The Devil's wall, pro
duced in 1882, \\as a miserable failure

It had been decided that the proceeds of

the third performance go entirely to the

composer, but when the sum uas com

puted it was found to be a beggar's

stipend This failure deeply Bounded
the composer "I bhall wnte nothing

more," he -waded, "no one wants to hear

from me 1 am too old'" Late in

1882, he suffered a nervous breakdown,
and forgetting his former vow nevei

again to compose insisted tipon violat

ing the physician's orders by completing
his last string quartet His health went

from bad to \vorse, and he became more

and more subject to depression

By the time his sixtieth birthday was

celebrated in Bohemia, he was no longer

able to realize what was happening about

him He had lost his mind completely,

and on April 20/1884 was interned in an

asylum near Prague There he died on

May 12, 1884 a sombre end to a tragic

life that had produced one of the gayest

operas of all time

It is impossible to overestimate

Smetana's importance m the history of

Bohemian music "It was Smetana/'
summarized Jan Lowenbach, "who was

priveleged not only to hear and imitate

the spirit of the rich melodies and varied

rhythms of his nation, but also to invent,

to feel, and to express it in a new way,
and to adapt it to the spirit of modern
times He created the new song and the

first symphony and great symphonic

poems filled with new poetical and na

tional ideas, he invented a modern na

tional style of piano music and he

was the first to introduce a discreetly
intimate note to chamber music For

national opera, he found, thru his

ingenious intuition, his own lyrical and

dramatic punty of style which has its

personal cadence and retains its value

as something intermediate between

Mozart and Wagner All this makes

him the great founder of the modern
music of the nineteenth century, and one

of the most important factors in the

culture of his nation
"

Principal \\oiks b\ ttedndi SmUan.i
\ in o

Tin Harhnd bndt ,
Dalihor , Libu\a t

7u<>

widow*, Tin Knv, Tin Surtf, The A t>if s

&'a//, l
r

wla (tmhmshed)
ORCH&STRV llakon farl, Inumph^ym-

phorne t
Ma Vlait (1 Vy \ehnid ,

2 Vltava,

3 Sarka, 4 From the fidds and (/rove* of

Bohemia, 5 labor, b Blantk) ,
1 he Prague

LLWnwal

CHAMBrR Music Aits meinem Icben (string

quartet) , String quartet in C-minor, Piano

trio m G-wwor
Works for the piano, for chorus, etc

About Bedhch Smetana

Nejedl>, Zdenck Frederuk Smetana,
Ritter, William Smetana, Rjchnovbk},
Ernst Smetana , Tieisot, Juhen Smetana,

Wellek, Bromslav Sine tana' v Lebcn und
Wirken
Chesterton K s 37 137 February 1924,

Musical America 39 5 Maich 1, 1924, Musical

Courier 88 6 February 28, 1924, La Rivue
Musicals 5 193 October 1924

Important recordings of music by
Bedhch Smetana

OPERA The Bartered bnde, complete (Vic-

ToR-Prague National Opera)

ORCHESTRA Ma Vlart, complete (GRAMO
PHONE)
CHAMBER Music Aus meinem leben, string

quartet ( VICTOR-Flonzaley) , Trio in G-mwor
(COLUMBIA. Malkm)

Louis Spohr 1784-1859

GUIS SPOHR was born m Bruns-

wick on April S
} 1784, the son of

musical parents His father, a physi

cian, played the flute with virtuoso skill,

his mother, was both a pianist and a

singer In such setting, Louis Spohr
awakened to musical consciousness at an

early age At four, he sang duets with

his mother "Soon after," he informs us

m his autobiography, "I had lessons [on
the violin] from Herr Riemenschneider
I still remember that first lesson m which

I had learned to play the G-major chord

on all four strings In ecstasies over

the harmony, I hastened to the kitchen

to my mother, and arpeggioed the chord

to her so incessantly that she was

obliged to drive me away
)3

Spokr's first important lessons on the

violin came m his seventh year from

Dufour, m Sessen, whither his family
had transferred its home His progress
was such that, when he reached his

twelfth birthday, his master felt that
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there \\as nothing more he could teach

him Spohr, therefore, \\as sent hack to

]>runswick for more advanced study of

the violin under Kunisch, and for train

ing in harmony and counterpoint under

Hartung It should be mentioned that

upon Hartung
J

s death (which occurred

soon after Spohr began his lessons),

Spohr's theoretical study came to a com

plete end
,
from that time on, the only

instruction Spohr received in theory he

drew from a personal study of the musi
cal masterpieces of great composers

In his fourteenth year, he was already
a fully equipped virtuoso His father

felt that the time had come for the boy
to earn his own living For this pur

pose, Lotus was sent to Hamburg, where
for a period fortune refused to recognize
him After many discouraging months
in which he failed completely to attract

notice to his talent, he returned to

Brunswick where he petitioned the Duke
for help He was engaged in the Court

orchestra where his life was far from

happy. Concerts at the court were not

taken too seriously, invariably inter

rupted by noise of conversation and

card-games ,
more than once was Spohr

rebuked by the court for playing the

violin with too much spirit, thereby dis

turbing the card-players
'

This position, however, was not with

out importance for Spohr, for it enabled

him to continue his violin study under

Ferdinand Eck, one of the celebrated

violin masters of the time Late in

1802, master and pupil set out for an

extensive concert tour For the first

time, Spohr's playing, which had now
achieved maturity, aroused comment. A
second concert tour came in 1804, when

Spohr made an even more vivid impres
sion in the principal cities of Germany
On December 10, his recital in Leipzig
was a triumph ;

he was hailed both as a

supreme violinist and as an outstanding

composer Rochhlz, the critic of the

Leipzig Music Journal, wrote as follows

about the two Spohr violin concertos

which the violinist introduced at this

concert; "His concertos rank with the

finest existing, and in particular we
know no concertos superior to the D-

minor, whether as regards conception,

soul and charm, or also in
^
respect

^

to

precision and firmness. His peculiar

LOUIS SPOHR

style inclines most to the grand, and
then to a soft and dreamy melancholy."

In the Spring of 1805, Spohr returned
from his concert travels, and was ap
pointed director of the ducal orchestra

at Gotha. This launched Spohr's dis

tinguished career as a conductor
,
from

this time on his name loomed as large
m the field of conducting as in those of

violin-playing and composition In 1812,
he went to Vienna to direct the orchestra

at the Theatre-an-der-Wien, when he
met Beethoven whom he described in

his autobiography as "blunt," "rough"
and "even repulsive in manner/' In

1815, Spohr became director of the

Frankfurt Theatre where his prestige as

a conductor became so great that, in

1820, he was invited to London to direct

the symphony concerts of the Royal
Philharmonic Society.

His first appearance with the Royal
Philharmonic made conducting history,

for it was the first time that a conductor

attempted to direct a symphony concert

with a baton, "I took my stand . . in

front of the orchestra/' wrote Spohr in

his autobiography, "drew my baton from

my coat-pocket and gave the signal to

begin Quite alarmed at such a novel

proceeding some! of the directors pro

tested against it, but when I
besought

them to grant me at Ujast one trial thiey

became pacified. The symphonies and
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( y\ei tin es that were to be rehearsed \\ere his industry a* a composer succeeded

\\ell known to me, and in Germany m producing a prolific hbrarj of music

I had already directed their perform- in e\erv form

ances I, therefore, could not only give In 1857, because of his republican

the tempi in a \ery decisive manner, but sympathies, he was asked to withdraw

indicated also to the vund instruments from his position \\ith a pension \Vhen,

and horns all the entries, \vhich ensured one year later, a broken arm brotighi

to them a confidence such as hitherto to a close his virtuoso career, he \\ent

they had not known Surprised and into complete retirement, whence he

inspired by this result, the orchestra emerged only for a brief appearance, in

immediately after the first part of the the Spring of 1859, when he came to

symphony expressed aloud its united Meinmgen to make a last appearance as

assent to the new mode of conducting a conductor A bust of him was m a

and thereby overruled all further opposi- prominent position on the stage, flowers

tion on the part of the directors surrounded his music stand, when he

The triumph of the baton as a time- came upon the platform he was greeted

giver v\as decisive" with thunderous ovation This was his

Notwithstanding his activity as violin- last public appearance On October 22,

ist and conductor, Spohr found sufficient 1859 he died m Cassel, after several

energy for composition Besides his months of illness and sleeplessness

violin concertos, commented upon above, Very little of Spohr's music has sur-

he had produced many works for orches- vived him ,
but he was an important

tra and for voices which received high creative force in music "Undoubtedly,"

praise His opera, Faust, was intro- wrote C a Becket Williams, "the great-

duced in Prague by Karl Maria von ness of Spohr consists in his originality

Weber m 1816, another opera, Zemire He was decidedly an innovator, and

und Azor was performed under his own stands out as such in an age of conven-

direction in Frankfurt m 1819, and in tionalists Spohr freely introduced

1820, he conducted his own Symphony the romantic element into the oratorio

in D-flat with the London Royal Phil- Again, it must be remembered that

harmonic 'program-music/ so-called, though not

In 1822, Spohr received an appoint- invented by him, received a considerable

ment as director of the Court Theatre contribution to its waning health by the

orchestra m Cassel, a period in which production of his symphony, Die Weihe
he produced several works of impor- der Tone Also, his opera Jessonda

tance In 1823, his operatic master- shares with Weber's Euryanthe the

piece, lessonda, was given a brilliant honor of introducing for the first time

reception at the Cassel Court Theatre accompanied recitative thruout, in place
In 1826, his oratorio, Die letzten Dinge of spoken dialogue He also invented

performed at the Cassel Lutheran various forms of composition, e g the

Church spread Spohr's reputation as double string-quartet, the quartet-con-

composer thruout Europe In addition certo, the symphony for two orchestras,

he composed several symphonies, mclud- etc
"

ing the famous programmatic Die Weihe Without question, Spohr's most im-

der Tone which, for half a century, portant works are his concertos for

was esteemed on a level with Beetho- violin Discussing them, Arthur M
ven's symphonies many works for Abell wrote "Spohr gave to the violin

chamber groups, several additional concerto a depth, breadth and nobility

operas, and a violin method which to such as had been quite unknown before

this day is utilized by students of the him He took a big step in advance of

instrument Viotti, he made the violin concerto an

For thirty-five years, Spohr remained organic whole, giving it greater unity of

court-director m Cassel, maintaining his construction, and greater wealth of

great reputation as violinist, conductor ideas Spohr, like his predecessors,
and composer His activities knew no recognized the fundamental nature of

recess, he frequently traveled thruout the violin and treated it first as a 'sing-

Europe as violinist and composer, and ing' instrument, thus his slow move-
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merits ate among the most beautiful

cantabile writing in existence foi the

violin Unlike Paganmi, he avoided

showy writing for effect There is no
froth or foam in Spohr's works
He had an abundance of ideas, and in

melodic outlines his concertos are lyric,

elegiac and oftimes of a certain melan-
chohc sentimentality

"

Spohr venerated one composer, and

only one composer Mozart, whom he

always used as a model for his own
composition

Principal works by Louis Spohr~ r
,

7 77, <7 j AOPERA Alruna, Faust
t Zemire und Azor >

Jessonda, De, JB^wf/etc
CHORAL Das Jimgste geruht ,

Die letztcn

Dmqe ,
DCS Heilands letste stimden, Das

befteite Dcutschland, mass, hymns, psalms,
et(
l XT ,

_ .

ORCHESTRA Nine symphonies, Fifteen con-

certos for violin and orchestra, Concerto for

quaitct and oichettra, Concertante (for two
violmes and orchestra) , Two concertos for

clarinet and orchestra, overtures, etc

CHAMBER Music Nonet, Octet, Septet,

Stnng sextet, Seven string quintets, Pmno
quintet, Quintet for piano and wind ,

Four
double string quartets, Thirty-four string

quartets ,
Three quartet variations

,
Five piano

tnos, Twenty duos for two violins, Duos for
"*

Pieces for the harp, for clarinet, for the

piano, foi the violin, Nine books of songs,

duets, part-songs, etc

About Lotus Spohr
Crowest, Frederick The Great Tone

Poets, Mahbran, Alexandre Louis Spohr
Sem Lcben und Wirken, Schletteier, Hans
Michel Louis Sphor's Werke, Spohr, Louis

*&&?*%,*<* Record 60228 August
1930, Musical Courier 51 5 July 26, 1905,
Musician 8 245 July 1903

Important recordings of music by
Louis Spohr
ORCHESWA Concerto m A-mmor, for violin

and orchestra (TELEIUNKFN)

Gasparo Spontim 1774-1851

"Spontim was the last member of a series

of composers whose first member was
Gluck "-RICHARD WAGNER

GASPARO
LUIGI PACIFICO

SPONTINI was born in Majolati,

Jesi, on November 14, 1774. His par-

ents had hoped to train him for the

church, and for this purpose they sent

him to an uncle, a priest, for private

instruction The Church, hcwe\er, held
but small appeal for young- Spontim
When, at one time, he \vas subjected to

physical maltreatment by his uncle be-
cause he neglected religious studies for

music, he ran a\vay to Monte San Vito
where another uncle, of kindlier disposi-
tion, permitted him to follow his musical
bent unmolested

By 1791, it was definitely decided that

Spontim would be trained as a musician
and not for priesthood In that year,
he was enrolled at the Conservatono de'

Turchini m Naples There under the
careful guidance of Sala and Tntto. heM^A^ A 11made raP'd progress, revealing such
creative gifts that the well known im-

presano of the Argentina Theatre m
Rome, Sigismondo, commissioned him
to compose an opera It was forbidden
f ctn/UntQ at &P PrmQArvfltni-v tn aror stuclents at the Conservatory to ac-

cept any commissions Spontim, there-

fore, left the Conservatory and set to

work Upon his first Opera It was
j puntigh delle donne, performed suc-
rpLfn ]]* 1T1 TD nrnfk
us^iuuy

m jxume
I he success of bpontim S first opera

convinced the director of the Conserva-

tory m Naples that so great a talent

* be forglven transgresses Spon-
tmi was permitted to return to his

studies Meanwhile, he did not neglect
the composition of operas, producing
fifteen of them m a llS^t vein, one of

which (L'Eroismo) was performed m
leading Italian theatres with great suc-

cess

jn 1393^ Spontim decided to seek new
victories He left Italy for Pans There,

by coming into contact with such com-

posers as Mehul and Cherubim and by

studying the scores of Mozart and

Gluck, he was influenced into seeking
an entirely new Patl\ m ^ s PeratlC

composition to abandon his torrner

light Italian style and to adopt the more

elaborate manner of the French com-

posers In 1804, he introduced his first

two operas m the new vtmfwhe and

^ p e^e maison but neither possessed
sufficient distinction to attract attention

Milton, which came in 1805, was also a

failure

It was while he ^as working on his

masterpiece, La Vestde, ,

that Spontim

procured the patronage of the Empress

Josephine This patronage proved
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prmuU.nli.il La I t*lak commuted in- pennanent attuution at the Pans Opeia,

numerable obstacles hefoie it sa\\ ftr.st enjovmg moic than Uvo hundred pei-

performance The artists \\ere pieju- formances b\ 1830 La rotate \\as

diced against the \\ork, and rehearsals fiist introduced to America m Philadel-

were UMialh interrupted b> ridicule phia and Xe\\ York by a company from

Mam enemie^ envious that an Italian Xe\v Orleans as early as 1828

composer should be performed so fre- Spontmi's second great operatic suc-

quently m Pans, attempted to use their cess followed La Vertale by t\\o jears

influence to keep the opera from the Fernand Cortez, given its first perform-

stage The patronage of Empress ance on November 28, 1809, proved to

Josephine, however, insured its presen- be almost as popular as its eminent pred-

tation On December 6, 1807, therefore, eeessor The only other opera by \\hich

Spontmi's masterpiece was introduced Spontmi is today remembered Olympic
It was a triumph The applause of came on December 22, 1819, and was

the first-night audience was thunderous a complete failure

The opera \vas immediately accepted His bitterness at the failure of

by public and critic as one of the great Olympic led him, m 1820, to resign his

ones of the time Jt succeeded m win- assignments as conductor of Italian

mng the decennial prize founded by Opera in Pans and to brush the dust of

Napoleon, unanimously accepted by a Pans from his boots He visited Ger-

distmguished committee that included many coming to Dresden where he be-

Mchul, Gossec and Gretry "This came acquainted with Weber, whom he

opera," ran Mehul's report, "has had a treated with condescension From
brilliant and lasting success The com- Dresden, he went to Berlin where he

poser has had the advantage of apply- was installed by Wilhelm III of Prus-

mg his talents to an interesting and real- sia as chief conductor and general music

ly tragic subject His music has verve, director

brilliancy, and often grace The m- In this position, he composed many
contestable merit and superiority of the operas, none of which was successful

success of La Vestale do not allow the His failure to recapture his one-time

jury to hesitate in commending this glory embittered him considerably He
opera as worthy of the prize

"
composed less and less and began to

While La Festale is only infrequently assume a pose of arrogance and tactless-

performed today (it was last revived m ness which brought him many enemies

America at the Metropolitan Opera His increasing blatant arrogance, at one

House in 1926), its niche in musical his- time, caused him to insult his patron,

tory is established It is an important Wilhelm III of Prussia, with the result

transition-opera which bridges the gap that he was tried in law-court and con-

between the eighteenth century classt- victed In 1842, therefore, Spontmi
asm of Gluck and the French grand- was compelled to retire from his mu-

opera period of Meyerbeer sical posts in Berlin

Discussing the merits of this opera, In 1844, he was invited by Richard

Ebenezer Prout wrote "The melodies Wagner to come to Dresden and conduct

are all of an Italian cast, the lecitatives, a performance of La Vestale Wagner,
always remarkable for the truth of their too, was treated by Spontmi with

expression, are modelled on those of haughty condescension A famous anec-

Gluck, though without servile imitation, dote, in this connection, is worth quot-
the great ensemble movements were m mg When Wagner confided to Spontmi
their day a novelty Berlioz speaks of that, he, too, was a composer of opera,
him as the inventor of the

f

colossal Spontmi answered with arrogance "In

crescendo' There is little doubt but La Vestale, I treated a Roman subject,
that his great finales were the patterns m Agnes von Hohenstaufen, a German
which, consciously or not, were imitated subject, in Fernand Cortez, a Spamsh-
by many of the opera composer who Mexican subject and m Olympie a

have followed him" Greek-Macedonian subject all the rest

The success of La Vestale was not an 1$ worth nothing How do you imagine
overnight phenomenon It became a that you can invent anything new when
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GASPARO SPONTINI

I, Spontini, declare myself unable to

surpass my own works ?"

Towards the close of his life, Spon-
ttni returned to his native city His

closing years were marked by miserable

health- he was growing deaf, and his

memory was failing him rapidly. He
died on January 14, 1851 in the city of

his birth His entire belongings were

left to the poor of Jesi and Majolati
In view of the neglect into which the

operas of Spontmi have fallen, it is in

teresting to note with what high esteem

and reverence they have been held by his

contemporaries and immediate succes

sors Berlioz frequently spoke of his

great admiration both for Glttck and

Spontini. Robert Schumann wrote in

his diary, after hearing Fernand Cortes

"Heard it for the first time with rap

ture
"

Richard Wagner wrote * "Let us

bow profoundly and reverently before

the grave of the creator of La Vestale,

Corteg and Olympie
"

Frederick Niecks has admirably

summed up the present-day opinion of

Spontini.
"
Spontini's earnestness,

nobleness of aim and breadth of con

ception raise his operas to a high level,

In their form there is an imposing large

ness and a striving after unity that made

him impatient of the littleness produced

by the stringing together of self-con-

taiaed pieces. His dramatic power and

skill, which never foresake him, shine

brilliantly when at the climaxes of hus

subjects his soul is stirred. It is in

these qualities that Spontini's greatness
lies. Among the shortcomings, Spon-
tini's poverty of harmony and awkward
ness and inexpertness of part-writing
strike one first/'

Principal works by Gasparo Spontini.
OPERA Berenice, La Petite maison,

Milton*, Julie] La Vestale, Fernand Cortez,
Pelage , Les Deux nvaux; Olympic, AIMor ,

Agnes von Hohenstauj-en, etc

Cantatas, hymns, songs, etc.

About Gasparo Spontmi
Bouvet, Charles Spontini, Bury, Henri

Blaze de Miisiciens Contcinporains; Cohni,
Francesco Pergolesi e Spontmi, Wagner,
Richard Collected Writings
Mcnestral 93 1 January 2, 1931; Monthly

Musical Record 42 494 December 1912; Musi
cal Times 51 779 December 1910, La Revue
Musicals 6 403 September 1906

Important recordings of music by

Gasparo Spontini
SELECTIONS FROM OPERA La Vest&le, "Over

ture" (COLUMBIA) ,
"Tu die invoco" and "0

nume tutelar" (VicroR-Ponselle)

Sir John Stainer 1840-1901

CIR JOHN STAINER, composer of

English church music, was born in

London on June 6, 1840 From his

father, a schoolmaster of the parish
school of St. Thomas in Southwark, he

inherited a great love for music His

father was so passionate an amateur of

the musical art that he possessed in his

house no less than six pianos, as well as

a pipe-organ

When John Stainer was tall enough
to reach the keyboard of the organ while

standing, his father began to give him

instruction, At the age of seven, John
could already play Bach. One year

later, he became a probationer in the

choir of St. Paul's Cathedral, rising to

rank of full chorister in the Dean's

vestry at the termination of twelve

months

In 1856, Frederick Ouseley, professor

of music at Oxford, came to St Paul's

for the purpose of finding a -suitable

organist for a vacant position in St.

Michael's College tti Tenbury After

hearing Stainer perform, he felt con

vinced that he had found the candidate
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The years Stainer spent in Tenbury
were devoted to hard work As the

warden of St. Michael later recorded:

"Stainer worked hard at the organ and

pianoforte and did a good deal of com

position. Besides playing at the two

early services, he gave pianoforte lessons

to the boys for two hours each day. He
was fond of out-of-door sports and

joined in the cricket games with the

boys and pastors And so his days

passed, each like the other." At the

same time, Stainer did not neglect his

own study, receiving his bachelor degree
in music from Oxford in 1859

In I860, Stainer was appointed organ
ist and chorusmaster of Magdalen Col

lege in Oxford One year later, he be

came organist at the University of Ox
ford, a rare honor for a youth who had

only recently seen his twentieth birth

day. 1864 marked his official debut as

a composer, when a collection of eight

madrigals was published by private sub

scription In 1865, Stainer received his

doctorate in music from Oxford, his

exercise being the oratorio, Gideon

After many years of successful activi

ty as organist, Stainer was honored in

1872 with an appointment as organist of

St. Paul's Cathedral "In a very short

time his influence and genius made the

services at St. Paul's a model for cathe

drals and churches thruout the land,"
commented an editorial writer m the

Musical Times. "His masterly accom

paniments always devotional and m
perfect taste no less than his remark
able extemporizations, were listened to

by organists from all parts of the

world,"

But his activity was not confined to

the playing of the organ alone For

many years, he was professor of har

mony and composition at Crystal Palace

School, finally becoming professor of

organ at the National School of Music
m 1876. At the same time, he was in

dustriously producing an entire library
of distinguished choral music, In 1878,
his oratorio, The Daughter of Jairus,
was featured at the Worcester Festival,

revealing him to be a strongly endowed
musical creator This was followed by
important performances of St Mary
Magdalen at the Gloucester Festival of

SIR JOHN STAINER

1887, and of The Crucifixion at the St

Marylebone Church in the same year
In 1888, failing eyesight compelled

Stainer to resign his post as organist at

St PauL One year later, he accepted
a professorial position at Oxford Uni

versity. He held this distinguished as

signment for ten years, resigning finally

in order to retire from all musical ac

tivity. On July 10, 1888 he was

knighted by Queen Victoria in recogni
tion of his eminent musical services to

his country
He was on a holiday trip to Italy

when death took him suddenly On
Palm Sunday (March 31) of 1901 he

reached Verona and spent the morning
visiting the amphitheatre. After lunch

at the Hotel de Londres, he decided to

take a nap, while his wife visited the

Church Upon her return to the hotel

she found Sir John shivering, attacked

by pains in the chest Remedies, which

were hurriedly applied, proved futile A
few hours later Sir John was dead

Sir John Stainer has been described by
his friends as a lovable, charitable, pious
man of most simple character, to whom
jealousy and malice were completely
alien. Until the end of his life, his

personality was marked by an innocent

boyishness which was one of his most

engaging qualities. His favorite hobby
was his library of some 3,000 volumes to

which he always referred with affection-
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ate pride He was likewise deeply in- Johann Wenzel Stamitz 1717-1757
terested in campanology His favorite Ha>dn and Mozart rest absolutely on
pleasure was an evening of conversation the shoulders of Stamitz's symphonies"
with intelligent friends, in which he m- HUGO RIFMXNN

dulged with considerable gusto between TQHANN WENZEL AXTOX STA
vigorous puffs at a cigar J MITZ-the dean of the Mannheim
As a composer, he is best known for school of instrumental music \v as born

his Church music which is frequently in Deutschbrod on June 19, 1717, the

performed This, at its best, is char- son of a schoolmaster He began the

actenzed by melodic inventiveness, a study of music at an early age, showing
passionate sincerity, simplicity of archi- particular talent for the violin In 1742,

tectonic construction, at its worst, its
he performed as solo violinist at the

sentimentality becomes maudlin Critics
fe
r
stl

f

vities held m Frankfurt in honor

are generally agreed that though Stamer
f

,

the co natlon
[ Emperor

Karl VII,

j.

no, a composer of firs, mportance,
he ^SSE^jSSSS*.^has at least succeeded m producing sev- of the Elector Palatme Karl Theodore

eral works headed by his world-famous who took him? one year yateFj to Mann,

Crucifixion which have emotional ap- heim as chamber musician
pe^ In 1745, Stamitz rose to the rank of

"It is not difficult to estimate his concertmaster and conductor of the
worth as a composer," wrote William Mannheim orchestra It was m this

Alexander Barrett "His whole output, position that he made conductonal his-

practically devoted to the Church, is toiy, not only by establishing the "Mann-
charactenzed by sound workmanship,

heim school of conducting" (which laid

effectiveness and a ready appeal Of the considerable emphasis upon careful

oratorios and cantatas, The Crucifixion Preparation of each composition per-

and the Daughter of Jawus have
f Te

f
and^ d

}

s

Pj* /
the

1 j
^ J

t , , orchestra-men) but also bv developing
achieved immense popularity indeed, hig orchestra as one of th/mo$t tec

P
hm

g

the former may be said to be the serious
cally perfect of ^ time Charles

rival of The Messiah in the affection of Burney referred to this Mannheim or-
the masses "

chestra under Stamitz as a "band of

Sir John Stamer is likewise known for generals
" "No orchestra of the world

his critical pen, having produced several ^as ever surpassed the Mannheim or-

important volumes on Dufay, early
chestra in execution," he wrote "Its

Bodleian music, and many text-books on orte 1S thunder
>
its crescendo is cataract,

harmony and organ playing t

lts diminuendo is a crystal stream bab-
^ J

blmg along m the distance, its piano a

Important works by Sir John Stamer breath of spring
"

Stamitz toured thru-

CHORAL Daughter of fawns, St Mary out Germany with the Mannheim Or-
Magdalen, The Crucifixion, services, an- chestra, creating a sensation everywhere
thems, madrigals, part-songs, Italian songs, with the performances

Pieces for the organ
-^ ltt Stamitz's importance in musical

history rests even more with his corn-
About Sir John Stamer positions, in which he proved to be one
Barrett, William Alexandei English of the fathers of the Symphony, one of

Church Composers r the distinguished forerunners of Haydn
Musical Times 42 293 May 1901, Musician Stamitz's symphonies enjoyed great

15 210 April 6, 1901
popularity m their day, and as early as

Important recordings of music by 1751 they received performance m Parts

Sir John Stamer In these symphonies, tamitz brings new

CHQKAL Tk, Cwfinon, complete (Vic-
deve

JPf
ent *>

?
e ^ embryonic

R) Hymns, "Gracious SpW, Holy Ghost"
s
?
nata fo^ , ^/z^ Stamite s sym-

(D^ccA), "Kail, ^laddenin^ hiht" (CoLUM- phonies, Karl Nef Wrote 'His first

BU) , "I am Alpha and Omega (COLUMBIA) mQYSftieiits already approached da3Sical
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structure of the bonata-form first and studying the \iolm under his father, he

second theme, de\ elopment and reprise joined the Mannheim orchestra as ^ec-

His sknv movements are charming in ond \iolm He \\ent to Pans, in 1770,

their exptession of tender sentiment, and where he distinguished himself as a per-

frequentK they are already scored in former on the \iol Fn 1778, he \\ent to

that flexible mobile manner, which is a England Between 1785 and his death

characteristic of the newer orchestral he traveled extensively thru Europe, as

music . Stamitz also regularly in- far as Russia He died in Jena in 1801

serted the minuet into the symphony He composed more than seventy sjm-
In this, he anticipated Haydn

"
phonies, seven violin concertos, concertos

Hugo Riemann, who was one of the for the viola and for the piano, some
first to recognize that Johann Wenzel chamber music and several operas, in-

Stamitz was one of the important com- eluding Dardanus and Dcr verhebte

posers in musical history, asserted in his Vormund
Handbuch dcr Alusikgeschichte that Sta- Johann Anton Stamitz, another son of

mitz is historically the most significant Johann Wenzel, was bom in Mann-
composer of the middle eighteenth cen- heim in November of 1754 Like his

tury because of the change from the brother, he studied the violin writh his

classic to the romantic point of view in father With Karl, he visited Pans,
his instrumental music Riemann point- where he held the office of

"
ordinaire de

ed out these distinguishing features in la musique du roi
"

Johann Anton Sta-

the style of Stamitz General avoidance mitz died in Paris m or about 1820, and
of the conventional, pedantic, con- was the composer of thirteen sym-
trapuntal and fugal style, the discard- phonies, three piano concertos, several

mg of the figured bass, frequent use of violin concertos, fifty quartets and many
dynamic expression It is these quali- trios and duets
ties which have made more than one P > n 1 ks b T 1 W 1

recent critic refer to Stamitz as one of c ta t
the first of the great instrumental com- _ **,-,-
nnsers in miiQir Tiistnrv

ORCHESTRA About fifty symphonies, Ten
posers in music History oichestra trios, Twelve concertos for violin

In 1755, Johann Wenzel Mamitz went and orchestra, concertos for harpsichord and
to Pans to visit his sons, and he so- orchestra, etc

journed in the French capital for a brief CHAMBER Music Sonatas for the violin,

period He died m Mannheim on sonatas for harpsichord, etc

March 30, 1757 About Johann Wenzel Stamitz

Discussing the music of Johann Wen- Denkmalcr Deutscher Tonkumt (2nd
zel Stamitz, Romain Holland wrote series), vol 3, Eitner, Robert Biographisch-
"The roots of Beethoven exist already Bibhographwcher Quellen-Le.\ikon, vol 9,

m the Mannheim symphonies, in the
f

; ic

Karl An uthne of the History of

work of that astonishing Johann Sta
mitz Thru him, instrumental music
becomes the supple garment of the living Sir Charles Vilhers Stanford
soul, always in movement, perpetually 1852 1924
changing with its unexpected fiuctua-

Hls music ls m ^ best sense of ^
tions and changes I have no hesita- word Victonan, that is to say it is the
tion in saying that the symphonies of a musical counterpart of the art of

Stamitz, though less rich, less beautiful, Tennyson, Watts and Matthew Arnold"

less exuberant, are much more sponta-
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

neous than those of a Haydn or a Mozart OIR CHARLES VJLLIERS STAN-
It is made to its own measure

,
it creates ^

FORD, the son of an examiner m
its forms

,
it does not submit to them "

the Irish Court of the Chancery, was
Two sons of Johann Wenzel Stamitz born in Dublin on September 30, 1852

distinguished themselves as composers, Fiom his parents and his giandmother
helping their father to bring the sym- (the latter had been a pupil of Mo-
phony form to integration and technical scheles) he received his eaihest lessons

development Karl Stamitz was born in music At the age of six, he began
in Mannheim on May 7, 1746, and aftei to turn his hand to composition Two
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years later, one of his compositions was Veiled prophet of Khorassan (1881) and
featured during a pantomime perform- his first two symphonies < 1876 and
ance at the Theatre Royal in Dublin 1882).
He began serious study of music un- In 1883, Stanford was appointed by

der Levey and Stewart In his tenth Sir George Grove as professor of corn-

year he visited London where he con- position and conductor of the orchestra
tinned study under O'Leary and Ernest and operatic class at the Royal College
Patter He made swift progress, in of Music. Two years later, Stanford
1870, he had so complete a musical tram- supplemented this activity with conduc

ing that he was able to win the organ tonal duties with the Bach Choir. From
scholarship at Queen's College in Cam- this time on, his life was rich in achieve-

bridge One year later, when he won ment, and his energy poured thru many
the classical scholarship as well, he channels In 1887, he was appointed
proved that his talents were not for mu- professor of music at Cambridge, a posi-
sic alone tion he held with prestige until the end
In 1873, he received appointments as of his life In 1901, he succeeded Sir

organist of Trinity College, and as con- Arthur Sullivan as conductor of the

ductor of the Cambridge University Mu- Leeds Festival He also made periodic
sical Society After receiving his appearances as conductor in principal
Bachelor of Arts degree at Cambridge cities of Europe and America Thus,
in 1874, he left for Germany to com- for many years, he exerted his influence

plete his study of music under Remecke in many fields

in Leipzig and Kiel m Berlin. On his To honor his crowning position in

return to England he made his official the world of English music, Stanford

bow as a composer when his incidental was knighted by King Edward VII in

music to Tennyson's Qiieen Mary was 1901 Three years later, he was elected

performed, in 1876, at the Lyceum a member of the Royal Academy of Arts

Theatre. This was followed by a per- in Berlin.

formance of his Festival overture at the Sir Charles Vilhers Stanford died m
Gloucester Festival of 1877, London on March 29, 1924 He has left

These early performances of his mu- an indelible mark as teacher, writer and

sic encouraged a prodigious fertility,
composer As a teacher his influence

During the next few years he produced
can best be judged by the long list of

an abundance of works in every form of distinguished pupils who studied under

music, including his first opera The ^m, including Eugene Goossens, George
Dyson, Vaughan-Williams, Frank Bridge,

John Ireland and Gustav Hoist As a

writer he is best known for his History

of Mus^c, his book of critical essays en

titled Interludes, and several volumes of

memories
As a composer, the distinguishing

quality of his music, as an anonymous
critic wrote in the Musical Times, was
his "versatility There is no branch in

which he did not do work varying from
the merely sound to the first-rate ora

torio, opera, orchestral and chamber mu
sic, choral works, etc . . As is inevitable

m so vast an output, there is much that

is unoriginal, but impeccable workman

ship is always evident The matter may
be perfunctory, the ilianner never. , .

HIS scores pf all kinds are models of

economy, though perhaps, this quality is

best shown in his songs." W. H.

STR CHARLES vtLliEits STAWQRD ftadow added: "In all his works he is a
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craftsman of almost uncanny skill \uth

tht^e and their like be rises abo\e crafts

manship into the pure .serene of poetry
"

It might be added that another^
dis

tinguishing characteristic of Stanford's

music is its undiluted classicism

It is the opinion of Thomas F Dun-

hill that Stanford \vill best be remem
bered for those songs which he

composed in hts later years "In the

familiar Songs of the sea and the Songs

of the fleet, Stanford touched a note of

romantic patriotism in strains which

quicken the ardor of our spirit, and are

stirring, manly and dignified But

even better, because of sheer lovableness,

were his Irish songs It is safe to say

that no one has approached Stanford

in Irish music, either in the new settings

he has provided for the old folk tunes

of his race, or in those songs in which

the melodies are entnely his own"

Harry Plunket Greene, in his charm

ing book on Stanford, has given us

vivid personal glimpses at the composer
He has shown Stanford to be Irish in his

\vit, gentleness, speech and temperament
He had a sharp tongue and a combustible

temper and was, therefore, not always

easy to get along with As a teacher

he was brusque, sometimes merciless

To one pupil, he exclaimed "Your

music comes from hell From hell, my
boy, H-E double U" To Harold

Samuel, the famous Bach performer, he

once said "You are playing Bach like

a blacksmith
"

However, at other

moments, he could be soft and solicitous ,

and, as a matter of fact, he always

regretted his sharp remarks a moment

after he made them, making great effort

to placate his victim

He was a methodical worker For

this reason, no doubt/ he was able to

accomplish as much as he did He was

smothered by the mass of routine which

enmeshed him as teacher and con

ductor, but he never neglected his com

position, which he always felt was the

most important part of himself Until

the end of his life, he kept the fresh

morning hours for his creative work,

permitting no one and nothing to inter

fere with this custom

He was a vicious opponent of modern

ism in music "Anybody can write in

the extreme modern style/' he once

told a friend "It is largeh a mattei

of having enough spare time to \\nte

lots of notes
"

Principal works of Sir Charles Vilhers

Stanford

OP*RA Tht Veiled prophet of Khorat\an t

Savonaiola, The Canterbury pilc/rims ,

Shamus O'Brien, Much ado about nothing,

The Critic>
etc

CHORM The Thret holy children, Eden,
Psalms, Mais in G, Requiem, Stabat Mater,
The Revenge, The Battle of the Baltic, The
Last post, Fairy day, Elegiac ode, The

Bard, East to West, Songs of the sta
t 6ow/

of faith, Wellington ode, Wt koine song,

^ongs of the fleet, services, motets, etc

ORCHESTRA Seven symphonies, Festival

overture, In the style of a tragedy overture,

Four Irish rhapsodies, Eight Irish dances,
Serenade in G } Tv\o concertos for the piano

and orchestra, Concerto for violin and or

chestra , Variations on an English theme (for

piano and orchestra) ,
Incidental music to

many plays including those of Aeschylus,

Sophocles, Tennyson, etc

CHAMBER Music Nonet-serenade, T\vo

string quintets, Piano quintet, Six string

quartets, Two piano quartets, Two piano

trios ,
Two sonatas for violin and piano ,

Two
sonatas for violoncello and piano ,

sonata for

clarinet and piano, etc

Songs, pieces for the piano, arrangements
of Irish folk songs, etc

About Sir Charles Vilhers Stanford

Fuller-Maitland, J A The Music of Parry
and Stanford, Greene, Harry Plunket

Charles Vilhers Stanford, Porte, John F Sir

Charles Vilher^ Stanford, Stanford, Sir

Charles Vilhers Pages from an Unwritten

Diary, Willeby, Charles Masters of English
Music
Monthly Musical Record 48 98 May 1918

,

Music and Letters 5 1Q3 July 1924, Musical

Opinion 47 797 May 1924, Musical Times 68

258 March 1927, Proceedings of the Musical

Association S3 41 (1926-1927)

Important recordings of music by
Sir Charles Vilhers Stanfoid

CHORAL ^ongs of the sea, complete (GRAM
OPHONE) , Songs of the fleet, "Farewell*

1

(GRAMOPHONE) ,
"The Little Admual"

(GRAMOPHONE) , Morning Service m B-flat,

"Benedictus" (GRAMOPHONE) , "Magnificat"
and "Nunc dunittis" (GRAMOPHONE) ,

"Te

Deum" (COLUMBIA)

Alessandro Stradella 1645-1682

\LESSANDRQ STRADELLA was
*** born in or about 1645 The place
of his birth is unknown, but it is believed

to have been Naples His father,

Marcantonio Stradella, was governor of
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A^ignola who, m 1643 upon the siege
of the town by the Papal troops
retreated to Montefestino

The life of Stradella has been so

colored by legend and romance that it

is difficult to trace the boundary where
truth ends and fiction begins The most
familiar version has been recorded by
Bourclelot in the Histoire de la musique
et ses effcts, and there is reason to

believe that at least part of this version

is true

Stradella, who had acquired a con-

siderable reputation as a musician in

his youth, was invited to Venice to com-

pose operas for the Cai nival season,
some historians, like Burney, believe

that he had come to Venice not to com-

pose opei as but to teach singing In any
case, while in Venice he was engaged by
Senator Alvise Contarmi to teach his

beautiful mistress, Hoitensia, the art of

song Stradella and his pupil fell m
love with each other, finally deciding
to escape from Venice together When
then- flight was discovered by the

Senator, he billeily vowed that he would
kill the musician He engaged two
assassins to follow the fleeing pair, who
traced their movements as far as Rome
There, the assassins learned that

Stradella's oratorio, San Giwonm
Battista was being given at the church

of St John thf Lateran, and they

planned lo accost the composer after

the performance and murder
Jim

White

waiting for Stradella, they entered the

Church, where they were so moved by
the beauty of the music, and by the

poignancy of Stradella s singing that-

instead of murdering him-they warned

him of the Senators plans The

protection of the Duchess of Savoy who,

having heard their stoiy, decided to

help them She placed Stradella's

beloved in a convent, and by employing
Stradella as her personal musician kept

a vigilant eye over him However, the

lovers were only temporarily safe One

evening, taking less piecaution than

usual, Stradella was waylaid on the

street and stabbed The wound was not

fatal, and after several weeks the com

poser recovered The Duchess, finally,

decided to have the couple marry in her

palace and live \\ith her For nne

year, the pair knew happiness, Then
while in Genoa on the occasion of a

performance of one of btradella'^

operas, Stradella and his \\ife were
accosted in the street late one night
an<i murdered The year of Stradella's
death is believed to be 1682
This life story of the composer has

served as the libretto for an opera by
Flotow, entitled Stradella

Stradella's most famous \\ork was
hl

,

s tono San Giovanni Battuta,

^hose principal importance rests in the

,

fact that * represents an important link

between the abortive oratorio form of
Canssimi and the mature artiste

creation of Handel The recitative is

m ?e
,

neral excellent, was Burney s

cntlcal Pimon of the work
-

an
^

there

1S scarce a movement among the airs

m whu S?nms '
skl11 and study d not

fHf".
!t >s interesting to mention

that
,

this
5
at n is one of the first

w rks m which the proper accidentals-

sharps and flats-were placed at the clef

Discussing Stradella in relation to his

ent contemporaries, Alberto Gentih

wrote
,

Stradella by no means stands

aPart from his Predecessors But if in

certam a ?s which spring up m the

recitatives he reminds us closely of

Cavalli-if the facile but well-turned

stream of melody m certain pages takes

J
< to^^'^

f

the^whole,
Stradella

,

s onginal{ty
g
;nd creative force

m,fH,=f>nrP<; Tavalli bv the^^amph^foTh/fTms d

J of
P
outl00k, which is capable of

'

f mterde
F

dent

^ Re b ^J Qf

^ f h utter_

-I W^s melodic vefsatUity, by his

greater dramatic mtensity

Principal works bv Alessandro Stia-

della

OPERA La Forza deli amor paterno, etc

CHORAL San Giovanni Batfata, Esther,

San Pelagio, San Gtovanm Cnsostomo ,

INSITOMENTAL Stnng concertos

About Alessandro Stradella

B^l^ H^t*/?
Of MMIC, Hess, Hemz Dw Opern Ales-

smdro
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Tinus 6& 507 June 1927, Sam- The fame ot Johann Straus^, senioi,
mdbandcr Inhrmtwnalin AAmA (mdktha)t as tomluctoi ua^ enormous As a
8 306 (IQ06-I90/)

}ea(lei% he had a ma?ne tism ihat Axas

Important recordings of music b\ irresistible
'

I shall ne\er forget," \\rote
Atessancho Stradella Richard Wagner, then in his* nineteenth
VCKU Pitta, winore, air (VicroR-Gigh) \ear, "the passion bordering on mad

tury \\ith which the wonderful Johann
T r o TV n?*r *>/)/)

Strauss conducted This Daemon of
Johann fctrauss, II 18tt*18W

the anclent Viennese folk spirit trembled

T7QR more than one hundred years,
at the beginning of a neu v altz like a

r
the Johann Strauss family ^ere the P7thon preparing to spring and it uas

waltz-kings of Vienna more the ecstasy produced by the music

The first Johann Strauss, the father than the drinks among the enchanted

of the composer of The Blue Danube audience that stimulated that magical

waltz, wah born m Vienna in 1804 first violin to almost dangerous flights
"

While still a boy, a goading wanderlust While the elder Strauss was a prolific

urged him to run av\ay from his composer, producing an enormous quan-

apprenticeship, bookbinding, for a while tity of music, some of which possesses
he -was a homeless waif on the streets charm and bewitching ingenuity, \ery
of Vienna Good fortune brought him little of it is of real importance He is

into contact with a sympathetic sti anger, best known for his Radetzky-march,
who decided to adopt him and give him Strains of the Lorelei and the Rhine,
musical training and Black, red and gold Had Johann
As a boy of fifteen, Johann joined the Strauss, the older, been more self-cnl-

then celebrated band of Josef Lanner ical, more discriminating in his selection

Ambition, however, stirred restlessly in of musical ideas, he might have ranked
his bosom It was not long before he with the great waltz composers of all

broke all relationship with his employer time As it is, he is best lemembeied
m order to assemble his own orchestra as a captivating Kapellmeister and as

He made his debut as Kapellmeister in the father of the greatest waltz composer
the Bock Cafe with instantaneous sue- of all time

cess From the Bock, he went to the ft was the younger Johann Strauss
Zwei tauben There he introduced the Wh immortalized the family name of
first of his captivating waltzes, the

Strauss, making it synonymous with
Tauberl-wafeer, and his fame m Vienna

great warlzes The second Johann
was firmly established Strauss was born m Vienna on October
When he reached the prime of life, 25, 1825, the first bom of the marriage

an unhappy marriage drove him to between the older Johann and Anna
desert his family for Emihe Trampusch, streim For some mystenous reason,
a beautiful and wealthy widow The father J hann was viciously opposed to
remainder of his years were therefore, his son becoming a musician With
spent m wealth, luxury and ove while, vlolent lhreats and lashes of lhe wh
at the same time, he was achieving an he attempted to keep his son from any
enormous reputation as conductor of musicai preoccupation However, young
light music m France, England and

Johann was too magnetically atli acted to
Austria While he was tasting success music to penmt threats to discourageand adulation, his family suffered hlm Whlle his father was al lhe caf^
appalling penury When in 1849, he he atlfimptcd to draw pleasanl sotmds
lay on his death-bed, his abandoned son r , n *> ,, , , T>I.

-Johann Strauss, the second-was at
from his fathers violin Then encour^

his side And the father died, knowing
a
^d by his mother, he studied the violin

well that his son was greater than he,
and composition surreptitiously under

that the son would avenge himself for Amon, a violinist in the father's orches-

the desertion of the family by his father tra It was not until his father deserted

by surpassing his predecessor completely his family that young Johann could turn

m his every effort as Kapellmeister and his entire devotion and effort to music

composer study
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JOHANN STRAUSS II

On October 15, 1844, Johann Strauss,
the second, made his debut as Kapell
meister, at Dommayer's Casino, near
Schonbrtmn. He played the overture
to Auber's The Mute of Portici, his

father's waltz, Strains of the Lorelei and
the Rhine, and a waltz of his own crea

tion, Die Gunstwerbcr Die Gunstwerber
met such approval that young Strauss

played several other morsels of his own
creation including the Debutsquadrill
and the Hersenlist polka Finally, his

waltz Smngedichte aroused such deliri

um among those in the audience that

it was repeated eighteen times.

The older Johann Strauss was, at the

time of this concert, sick at the home of

his mistress. But, from the lips of

friends, he heard the tidings that his

son's triumph had been unprecedented
in Vienna, and that young Johann was
now an idol of the cafe-house.

From his debut on, young Johann
Strauss' importance in Vienna swelled to

prodigious proportions He became the

cynosure for all eyes, the envy of all

young men, the idol of all young men
His music was on every one's lips and

in each one's heart. "The Strauss mad

ness/' as it has been called by his

biographers, was now at its height Be
fore long, Johatm Strauss visited Russia,

France and Engl#n<J where, too, his

fame knew no boundaries,

On August 27, 1862 Johann Strauss
married Henrietta Treflfz, of notorious
reputation. Strange to say, she made
him a remarkable wife Under her
warm encouragement, Johann Strauss
rose to new heights as a composer of
waltzes

;
it was during this marriage that

he composed some of his most imperish
able masterpieces
The world-famous Blue Danube waits

was composed sometime in 1867 while
Strauss was living m the Praterstrasse
Its premiere took place on February 13,
1867, at a concert of the Wiener
Mannergesangverein at the Diana Saal.
It was a sensation.

But Henrietta not only inspired her
husband to compose his greatest waltzes
It was also her coaxing which made
Strauss turn to more ambitious creative
fields the operetta On February 10,
1871, the first performance of Indigo
and the forty thieves, Strauss' first

operetta, was performed at the Theatre-
an-der-Wien. Critics were unanimous
in agreeing that Johann Strauss had
surpassed himself Two years later,

Johann Strauss composed his famous
Die Fledermaus.

In June of 1872, Johann Strauss came
to America, at the invitation of Boston
to help commemorate the centenary of
American independence. He made his

American debut by conducting a monster
concert. An orchestra of a thousand
instruments and a chorus of a thousand

voices, directed by no less than a
hundred conductors, were all guided by
a brightly illuminated baton in the hand
of Johann Strauss. In America, as

well, Johann Strauss met idolatry. Dur
ing the next few weeks, he directed four
teen concerts principally in Boston and
New York, scoring unforgettable

triumphs,

Henrietta Strauss died suddenly of a

heart attack on April 8, 1878 Strauss'

second wife, Angelika Diettrich, was an

incorrigible coquette and strumpet
Their marriage, soon culminating in

divorce, was sordid from the Jjirst.

Johann Strauss married a third time

Adele Deutsch, who made his last days
coimfortable and happy. Adele survived

her famous husband by more than three

decades.
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Late tn 1W4, \ icntia btuime festive in Beethoven, Franz Sdmbeit ami

honor ol UK fiftieth diini\ersar\ ot Johannes Ihahm*

Johann .Straus^' hrst appumime "<is a
"

To a certain extent, Johann Strauss'

Kapellmti\tcr For an entire week the enortnou.s appeal to hi!> Viennese cafe-

festi\ittes took place On October 14, house public \\as the result of the

there \\as a festival comert in the Music fascination of his personality He \\as

Hall conducted by Johann Strauss him- btnkmgly attractive, with soft eftemmate

self, that evening there took place a lines of the face, and rh>thrmc, graceful

Promenade conceit The following day, curves of the body On the platform,

exactly fifty years after Johan Strauss conducting his orchestra, or off it, he

made 'his memoiable debut, the Haupt made a profound impression He \\<is

theatre presented a ballet accompanied all grace and poise the last word in

by the music of Strauss' most famous elegance, sauveness and self-assurance

melodies Late that same night, a torch- His charm was unquestioned

light parade took place, with thousands But this only partially explains
of Viennese taking part Telegrams Strauss

1

great success Equally impor-
ancl messages poured m from all over tant was the fact that he could produce
the world America sent Strauss a sensuous qualities m the music he con-

silver loving cup with fifty silver leaves ducted, evoking new voices and new
on it, the names of fifty of Strauss' most beauties from the texture of the harmo-

famous waltzes engraved, one on each nies "You must go to the Volksgarten
leaf Russia sent him a magnificent on Friday evening when Johann Strauss

floral wreath Word came from Berlin, will conduct his waltzes," wrote no one

Hamburg and Munich that similar festi- less than Johannes Brahms "There is a

vities were observed in those cities At master, such a master of the orchestra

the final concert of this celebration, that one never loses a single tone of

Johann Strauss made his final speech to whatever instrument
"

It should be

his public "If it is true that I have remembered that altho Strauss con-

talent, I owe it, above everything else, ducted light music extensively, he was
to my beloved city, Vienna

"
one of the first to feature extracts of

On May 22, 1899, Johann Strauss Richard Wagner's music on his pro-
conducted a performance of Die grams at a time when Wagner met
Fledermaus After the performance, he antagonism and opposition m Vienna

caught cold and was confined to bed Altho Strauss' appeal as conductor

Bronchitis set m It was soon apparent cannot be doubted, it is as a composer
that Strauss was a mortally sick man of waltzes and operettas that his name
Late one night, he sat up in bed, and hves There were some critics, in his

gesturing extravagantly as though he day and m our own, who cannot accept
were conducting an orchestra, he sang Strauss' music seriously Eduard Hans-
at the top of his voice hck objected to the "heavy Lisztian

So beautiful the sun shines yet,
chords

"
an

A

d to
t

the "Wagnerism" of the

Alas, this sun now soon must set' waltzes Another critic of Strauss day
wrote Let it be stated that the

On June 3, at four o'clock, his heart waltzes, polkas and quadrilles of Herr

stopped beating Strauss lack not onl} freshness of inven-

The news of his death reached the tion but even the particular character of

Volksgarten The conductor at once dance music, the continual syncopation
stopped the music he was performing m of the themes, the noisy orchestration,
the middle of a bar, and broke the news the frequent employment of diums and
to the audience Then, after a few whistles completely obscures the dance
minutes of reverent silence, the orches- rhythm and makes his music truly
tra played the Blue Danube waltz, horrible to the ear

"

pianissimo However, the greatest number of

His funeral was as grandiose as though famous musicians have respected
an Emperor had died He was buried Strauss' music considerably Hans von
in the Vienna cemetery, near the other Bulow once wrote that a Johann Strauss
three glories of Vienna's musical life waltz should be featured on symphony
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progiams because of their intrinsic Joseph Strauss ( 1827-1870 ) is the corn-
musical value It is well-known that poser of such favorites as the Aqitardlcn
when Johannes Brahms autographed a waltses, the Ddmenwalscr and Jw? der
picture for Adele Strauss, he scrawled

ferne Eduaul Strauss (1835-1916) is
in a corner a few bars of the Blue known prlncipaily for hls Doctnnett _

Danube and added Not by me un- ,! r / A j ir ^
fortunately Jacques Offenbach, Ver- ??'*"' ,

**** ** *"* A/jrr^n-

di, Dehbes, Gounod, Goldmark were
St ^ waltzes There were times

only a few of the great composers who !?en
the three brothers collaborated

expressed great admiration for Strauss'
lhe Tnfohemvalzer and the Schittsen-

charm and talent quadnll were composed by Johann, Josef

Strauss' outstanding importance as a
and Eduard

.
the Pmicato polka, the

conductor rests in the development
Vaterlandischer march and the Monstre-

he brought to the waltz-form Wrote quadnll were the works of Johann and

Paul Becherl "His reform of the Joseph Without exception the works
waltz as a species had reached a stage produced in collaboration were inferior

where it could not be improved upon to those created single-handed
The originally simple form had been There is also a Johann Strauss III,
developed by him into a thing of subtle

nephew of the younger Johann Strauss,
art, it was no longer pure # rhythm, who m recent has become wdl_

supported by simple broken chords m i w A , r T i.

the bass and endowed with native
^nown m Vienna as a conductor of light

melodic equipment He had made it an
mus* Neither Richard Strauss, the

instrument for the expression of vary-
world-famous modern composer of tone-

mg moods of the widest scope Just as poems, nor Oscar Straus, the composer

Schubert had created the Lied out of of such operettas as The Chocolate

the rudiments of simple folk songs, soldier is related to the waltz-family
Strauss had made of the waltz an art -D <

t r T -i <?,

j .ill, Principal works of Johann btrauss,
foim in the highest sense r J

"To be sure, faults manifest them- Q^^ ^ Fiedermaus
,

Cannval m
selves m Strauss works, wrote this Rome, Gypsy baron, A Night m Venice, etc

editor m an extensive article on Strauss ORCHESTRA About five hundred dance-
in the Musical Quarterly "Sometimes works including such world-famous waltzes

he resorts to melodic material of the as the Blue Danube, Tales from the Vienna

most stilted kind; sometimes he uses > d*
7̂
MorfH''l

1^'^?;^"*-
i i 11 , song, Vienna blood. Artists life, etc

oom-pah corn-pan kapellmeister accom- .y u A n ^1
.
l ^

j ,
, Also polkas, quadrilles, etc

pamments, harmonic crudities and

clumsy modulations are not infrequent About Johann Strauss, II

intrude! s in his scores, and his Decsey, Ernst von lohann Strauss, Ewen,

embellishment of melodies with octaves,
Davld Wwe>

Women and Wali*

trills and mordents may occasionally Important recordings of music by

cloy But even though one may recognize Johann Strauss, II

these defects and deplore them, one OPERETTA Fledermaus, abridged (BRUNS-

must concede that he frequently swept wicK-Berlm State Opera)

In crrPnltiAcc ^liaitQQ* nhiliiv tn ORCHESTRA Music of Johattitl StraUSS,
to greatness bttauss ability to

mdud the Blm Dmubef Acceleration and

give elasticity and suppleness to three- Tales from Vienna woods waltzes, and over-

quarter time was nothing short of tures to the Fledermaus and Gypsy baron

miiarnlnnc "RV rnnlH n^V nf nam (VrcTOR-Ormandy) Waltzes of Johann
miiaculous He could speak ot pain

^, mdudmg Artefs hfef Village swal-
ancl ecstasy, joy and suffering, all to

iOWSf 4 Thousand and one wghts waltzes

the lilting rhythm of the waltz And (VieroR-Krauss, Kleiber) Brunswick Strauss

h^ was ^nHnwprl with a melnrlir owim Collection, no 2, including Mornwg journals,he was endowed with a melodic genius w m̂m ^ sonffwiltzts (BRUNSWICK)
capable of bearing favorable comparison
with his rhythmic gift

"

Both brothers of Johann Strauas were Joseph Suk 1874-1935

waltz-composers m 'their own right (See Composers Of Today}
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Sir Arthur Sullivan 1842-1900

^ullivan was as much a satinst in musi

cal notts as Gilbert in the xeibal ttst

Thar repartees m collaboration ottcn re

minded of the sarcasms at Voltaire
"

~S \INT-S\I-NS

OIR ARTHUR SEYMOUR SULLI-^
VAX", one of the greatest composers

at cotmc opera, was born in London on

May 13, 1842 His father, a band

master, soon discovered that his son

was unusually gifted At the age of

eight, Arthur" could play tolerably \vell

on almost ever}/ instrument in the band

When, therefore, Arthur finished four

^ears of preliminary academic study at

a pmate school in Bayswater, he

received an appointment as a member
of the Chapel Royal school He pos
sessed a striking voice, and was fre

quently called upon to sing solos More

important, however, is the fact that dur

ing his three years as a chorister he com

posed many anthems and songs, one of

which was sufficiently talented to reach

publication in 1855

By 1856, Sullivan was promoted to

the rank of "first boy" in the Chapel
choir He had shown such adaptability

for imisic study that, when announce

ment was made that a Mendelssohn

prize had been inaugurated, he was

tempted to become a candidate When
the examinations were over it was dis

covered that, of the nineteen applicants,

he was tied with one other young musi

cian for first award the other student

being Joseph Barnby, later a well-known

conductor A second test was inaugu
rated to decide between these two appli

cants
,

from Jthis,
Arthur Sullivan

emerged the victor As a result, Arthur

Sullivan became a pupil at the Royal

Academy of Music where his teachers

included Goss and Sterndale Bennett

He remained there until the Fall of 1858

During this period, he composed an

overture which was performed at one

of the concerts of the Academy
On leaving the Royal Academy of

Music, Arthur Sullivan went to Leipzig
to enroll in the Conservatoiy Under

Hauptmann, Plaidy, Moscheles and

Richter, he made rapid strides towards

musical maturity A string quartet and
an orchestral overture, The Light of the

harem both of which were performed

attested to his grovung strength as <i

composer
Leipzig \va^> an all-nnpoi tant influence

in Sullivan's aitistic development, as

he himself recognized "I often try to

think \vhat \\ould have become of me
had I never come to Germany/

1

he wrote

m a communication home "In England
there was very little more for me to

learn I had heard and knew \v ell almost

all the small stock of music which is

ever performed in London (and it is

very little compared to what one hears

here') I should have made very little

improvement m pianoforte playing,

whereas no\v, thanks to Messrs

Moscheles and Plaidy, I am a tolerably

decent player
"

In Leipzig, too, Arthur

Sullivan first tried his hand at conduct

ing, with a certain measure of sticcess

Early in 1862 he was back in London
On April 15, his orchestral suite to

Shakespeare's The Tempest was per
formed at the Crystal Palace with so

much acclaim that Sullivan found him

self a much-discussed composer Charles

Dickens was one of the celebrities at the

concert After the performance the dis

tinguished novelist approached Sullivan

and said "I am not a music critic, but

I do know that I have just listened to

some very remarkable music
" Some

months later, Sullivan visited Pans in

the company of Dickens While there,

he met Rossini for whom he played

parts of his Tempest, to the enthusiasm

and delight of the great composer
The next few years saw Sullivan's

prestige as a composer mounting rapidly
In 1863, after a visit to Ireland, he

composed his Symphony m E-flat (more
familiarly known as the Irish symphony)
which, upon its first performance at the

Crystal Palace m March of 1866, was a

decided success The same year, the

death of his father inspired him to com

pose his orchestral overture, In

Memonam, featured at the Norwich
Festival Other important perform
ances of his works included that of his

Concerto for violoncello and orchestra

at the Crystal Palace, on November 24,

1866, his orchestral overture Marmion

by the Royal Philharmonic Society on

June 3, 1867, an oratorio, The Prodigal

son, at the Worcester Festival of 1870

and several shorter hymns and songs
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the most famous of which are Onward,
Christian soldiers and The Lost chord

At this same time, Arthur Sullivan

was successfully holding two positions
as organist in London Between 1874

and 1887 he expanded his activities by
officiating regularly as conductor of the

Leeds Festival and the Royal Philhar

monic of London From 1876 to 1881

he officiated as principal of the National

Training School in London.

But it was not in serious music that

Sullivan attained immortality, even

though his religious music achieved

tremendous popularity For, as Isaac

Goldberg wrote of Sullivan's religious

music, ''sweetness it has and light; never

power, never depth, never loftiness/'

As a matter of fact, what Percy Fitz

gerald wrote of Sullivan's oratorios

might very well apply to the bulk of

Sullivan's serious works, including his

opera Ivanhoe. They are, wrote Fitz

gerald, "excellent, scholarly works, but

they seem to lack inspiration and are

academical m style and treatment."

It was, rather, in efforts which Sulli

van took less seriously, which, so to

speak, he considered his musical slum-

mmgs that Sullivan achieved greatness
In the lighter vein of song, Sullivan

proved himself to be incomparable.

His first effort in this direction came

in 1867, Cox and Box, based upon a

famous farce of Madison Morton's.

However, it \\as not until Sullivan met
his great collaborator, \V S. Gilbert, that
he came into his own as a composer of
comic opera In 1871, Sullivan was in

troduced to Gilbert by a singer, Fred

Clay^ it was not long before an enter

prising impresario, John Hollingshead of
the Gaiety Theatre, commissioned the

pair to compose a comic opera for his

theatre Thespis was the first of the Gil
bert and Sullivan comic operas. While

they were merely groping in this first

collaborative effort, it was clearly dis

closed that they were bringing comic

opera into new territories. Trial by jury
came in 1875, the first of their operas
to be composed for Richard D'Oyly
Carte, the impresario who was responsi
ble for their greatest achievements; and
Trial by jury with its stinging satire on
law definitely proved that both compos
er and librettist had found themselves

and each other* From this time on, their

collaborative efforts were to be a "mar

riage of true minds," one of the most
felicitous wedlocks of music and libretto

that the history of operas has known.
In 1876, Richard D'Oyly Carte formed

his own comic-opera company, and on
November 17, 1877 launched his new
venture with The Sorcerer of Gilbert

and Sullivan The Sorcerer was fol

lowed, six months later, by Pinafore,
which played for two years to crowded
and enthusiastic houses. That was the

beginning of the Gilbert and Sullivan

craze. In 1879, Gilbert and Sullivan

came to America in order to protect

their copyrights, which were being

flagrantly stolen. While in this coun

try, they introduced their Pirates of

P enzance at the Fifth Avenue Theatre.

The Pirates took New York by storm

Meanwhile, D'Oyly Carte was erecting

a new theatre, the Savoy, henceforth the

home of the Gilbert and Sullivan

operetta To inaugurate the opening of

the Savoy, Patience that pungent at

tack on Oscar Wilde was performed
under the baton of Arthur Sullivan Its

success was tempestuous. A few months

later, Arthur Sullivan was. knighted by

Queen Victoria.

After this, e^ch new Gilbert and Sul

livan comic opera was more successful

than its predecessor lolanthp came in

1882, Princess Ida m 1884, The Mikado
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in 1885, Kudth<itnem 1887, the Yeomen for the Savoj The expenses ot the

tt} tin <iuard in 1888 and 7 At- (romlohw* Savo\ Theatre \\ere to be Chared In

m ig#() Crilbert, Sullivan and D'O\1> Laite

In anah/mg the stores \\hich Sir equally Carle had purchased a ne\\

Arthur .Sullivan composed for the^e carpet for his theatre at a prae exceed-

operas, Thomas Fredemk Dunhill dis- ing $500, an expenditure \\hich Gilbert

covert, the following outstanding char- thought unforgivable^
A squabble be-

acterihtics of Sullivan's style in the light- tween Gilbert and Carte ensued At

er vein (1) hib avoidance of any manu- first, Sullivan was neutral in the dispute

factured music, (2) his complete un- Then, when Gilbert demanded to know

pretentiousness, (3) the unaffected sim- his position, Sullivan said he was on the

phcity and striking lucidity, (4) his side of Carte There followed hot and

pungent sense of humor and satire which ugly words, Gilbert relieved himself of

"almost invariably are coexistent with a some ugly epithets Shortly afterwards,

sense of beauty," and (5) his genius "for Gilbert wrote his historic note to Sul-

abounding provision of good melodies
"

livan 'The time for putting an end to

Cecil Forsyth points out still another our collaboration has at last arrived

qualit}, which he considers most un- In accordance, therefore, with the con-

portant of ail, namely Sullivan's "recog- tents of my note to you of this morning,

mtion of the fact that it was not only I am writing a letter to Carte (of which

necessary to set his text to music which I enclose a copy) giving him notice that

was pleasing in itself, but to invent he is not to produce or perform any of

melodies m such close alliance with the my libretti after Christmas 1890 In

words that the two things become in- point of fact, after the withdrawal of

distinguishable In this respect, Sul- The Gondoliers, our united work will be

hvan did more for the English stage heard m public no more
"

than any musician of his time
"

In 1893, however, the rift was momen-

In his scores, Sullivan is rarely the tanly cemented Once again, Gilbert

experimenter or innovator, he does not and Sullivan collaborated on a comic

blaze new tonal trails "He used no opera Utopia limited was a success,

harmonies that composers before him though both Gilbert and Sullivan realized

had not used over and over again," that in this work neither one had sue-

wrote T F Dunhill "His melodies ceeded in recapturing his former genius

were perfectly proportioned in an un- One more collaborative effort saw the

orthodox way, and he seldom attempted light of day, The Grand duke in 1896

to arrest our attention by oddities of With that opera, the most famous col-

shape or rhythm His orchestration, laborators m musical history called it a

skilful and pat as it invariably is, was day
never in the least degree experimental Sullivan's last works were an opera,

And yet, within such circumscribed Ivanhoe, which came in 1891, and three

limits, his art is always recognizable for more operettas (to none of which Gilbert

its personal quality The Sullivan touch supplied a libretto) The last of these

is unmistakable and can be felt operettas, The Emerald isle, was never

instantly'' finished by Sullivan, but was brought

It was after the composition of The to completion after his death by Sir Ed-

Gondohers that the famous rupture be- ward German

tween Gilbert and Sullivan took place, a Ivanhoe was Sullivan's most ambitious

rupture that had been pending for sev creation, the one upon which he ex-

eral years They had not been har- pended most energy and devotion "Sul-

momzmg so smoothly m their personal hvan wrote Ivanhoe, so to speak, with

relationship as they had in their artistic his lifeblood/' we are informed by Her-

alhance Each, ridiculed the pretenses man Klein "He slaved at it steadily

and poses of the other, each was slightly from May until December, and put into

envious of the acclaim the other re- it only of his best For weeks before

ceived, and each was not above cnticiz he finished it he was inaccessible, the

mg the other The final breach, it is Christmas of 1890 was no holiday for

said, was caused by the cost of a carpet him "
Despite all this devotion to his
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task, Ivanhoe was a dismal failure when his fnend to the gra\e \V S (jilbeit

it was given its fiist performance And died on May 29, 1911
it failed dismally only because Sullivan B W Fmdon has described Sullivan
as an artist had failed "Ivanhoe" as as follows

u
His face impressed at once,

Percy Fitzgerald pointed out, "was cer- because it \\as the outward indication of

tamly a ponderous work, more like a the sweetness of his nature The \\ide

vast symphony protracted thru several but somewhat low forehead and the pal-
acts of an opera

"
Noi can it be said lor of his complexion were relieved by

that Sullivan did not know that he had the eyes which were brimful of sensi-

missed the maik In Dr Isaac Gold- bihty and radiant with quiet humor
berg's The Story of Gilbert and Sullivan But soft and mild as were his e^es,
we are informed that Reginald De there was a straight forward look in

Koven, the American composer, attended them which indicated the resolution of

the performance of Ivanhoe and told the man, and this trait \vas enhanced
Sullivan that he liked the opera very by the strength of the nose and chin

much, indeed "That's more than I do/' Though below medium height, and
was Sullivan's retoit

ffA cobbler should with a figure inclined to corpulence, he
stick to his last

"
earned with him a suggestion of dignity

The last years of Sullivan's life were and power that were at once recognized

a drab contrast to the former years of His voice was musical and persuad-

gloiy and splendor he had known He ig, and he had a pleasing directness of

drifted to Monte Carlo where he in- speech which never failed to reach its

dulged in extravagant gambling and dis- mark Hls personal charm was m-

sipation of energy His health, more- ^n
)J-

e
"

over, had disintegrated he was almost Composition came easily to Sullivan

m peipetual pain, and his face had be- As Hesketh Pearson explained "Many
come haggard and deeply lined thru of his melodies came to him m the noise

the overuse of morphine It was a and bustle of a social crush, when he

shabby close to a brilliant career
,
and no would pull out a notebook and commit

one realized this more forcefully than them to paper He scored with great

Sullivan himself rapidity, smoking cigarette after cigarette

-TT , J ! . and chattme: without effort to the visitor
His last days were spent in an agony

*

moJLt "

which not even morphine could relieve ^p^'va^nce was one of his most
In the Fall of 1900 he caught a chill ^2^^ as a per onality
Bronchitis set m and his aheady weak- *^eS to^?affS^t
ened heart could not wihstand the J { iandon, a fact which
strain Sir Arthur Sullivan died m Lon-

ed ^ more j Gdbert
don on November 22 1900 It was a

said M
*
cook ets

lonely death None of his formerly close
ds a ^ s

5
me

friends or associates was at his bedside ^ Sullivan's cook gets five hun-
Gilbert who was on the Contmen heard ^ ds a for hm the
of his former collaborator s death thru ^ m F;ench Amiablllty ^d
the morning newspaper D Oyly Carte

erieroslty

s
endeared him to all ot his

was sick m bed, too sick to be told of
|nends He waS; llke an gamblers,

Sullivan's passing It is a curious
h lessly superstitious He believed m

phenomenon, however, that Carte from
ho doos/lllcky stars and lucky days He

his bedside, saw thru the window a
wag an mvetcrate smoker, drank copious-

funeral cortege pass It was Sullivan s

]y and hved nchly^ fuljy
funeral, but Carte had no way of know-

It ghould nQt be forgotteri that, to-

ing it, "After it had gone by, some one ^ wlth g jr George Grove, Sir

went to D'Oyly Carte's room and found Arthur Sullivan discovered the lost part-

him out of bed and prostrate by the wm- books Of pranz Schubert's Rosamunde

dow Asked what he was doing there as wen as forty songs never before

he replied, 'I have just seen the last of
printed, Spurred on by a hint in ,the

my old friend, Sullivan
' " Four and a L^fe of From* Schubert by Kreissle von

half months later, D'Oyly Carte followed Heaborn, Grove and Sullivan had come
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to Vienna in 1867 and theie found the

musical treasure, dust\ and forgotten, in

the attic of a Dr Schneider

-p , t i c i ,1 c ,

Principal works by Sir Arthur Sul-

_, ^,OPERAS Ivanhoe , The Beauty stone, The
Rose of Persia, The Emerald hie, Coi and

Box, Trial by jury, The Sorcerer, HMS
Pinafore, The Piratts of Pcnzance ,

Patience
,

lolanthe; Princess Ida, The Mikado
,
Rud-

die/ore, The X eomen of the guard, The
Gondoliers, Utopm Limited

BALLET L'lle emhantce , Vutona and
Merne England
ORCHEbTRA Irish symphony, The Sapphire

necklace overture, In Mcmonam, Di Ballo
overture Marmion, Concertino for vwlon-
cello and orchestra t Marches, incidental mu-
sic to plajs b> Shakespeare, Tenn>son, etc

CHORAL The Prodigal wn , The Light of
the world, The Martyr of Antioch, Keml-
ujorth

,
On shore and sea ,

The Golden legend ,

Festival Te Deum, morning service, anthems,

About Sir Arthur Sullivan

Dunhill, Thomas Frederick Sullivan's

Comic Operas A Critical Appreciation, Fm-
don, B W Sir Arthur Sullivan, His Life and

Music, Goldberg, Isaac The Story of Gilbert

and Sullivan, Pearson, Hesketh Gilbert and
Sullivan,

, Sullivan, Herbert (with Newman
Flower) Sir Arthur Sullivan, His Life, Let-

ters and Diaries, Wyndham, H Saxe Arthur
Sulhvan

Important recordings of music by
Sir Arthur Sullivan

OPERA Complete recoidmga of The Gondo-
hert, Trial by jury, Pinafore, Pirates of
Pensance, lolanthe, Yeomen of the guard,
Mikado and Patience (His MASTERS VOICE-

D'Oyly Carte)
ORCHESTRA In Memonam (GRAMOPHONE-

Sargent) Di Ballo overture (GRAMOPHONE-
argent)

VOCAL The Lost choid (ViCTOR-Crooks) .

Onward, Christian soldiers (VICTOR)

Franz von Suppe 1820-1895

,r^.r CTior)^ *uVON SUPPfi, one of the

founders of German comic-opera,
was born at Spalato on April 18, 1820
of Belgian descent He was christened

Francesco Ezerchiele Ermenegildo Cava-
here Suppe Demelli

He was an unusually precocious child

where music was concerned At the age
of eleven he began the study of the flute,

making such progress that he was soon
able to perform on the instrument with

considerable talent In his tittcenth

\ear innocent though he \\as of all

technical kno\\ ledge he composed a

mass which \vas performed at the Fran-

^^ church at^
He \\as entered m the University of

p j ^rp he mntirmerl hm srndv nf* adlia ^
T
h
T

ere ne
t

continued nis study ot

music Upon the death of his father,

he left for Vienna, where his mother
had already settled There, for a while,
V.P t^no-ht Tt^linn and nrarlmeH merhnne

r taugnt Italian, ana practised medicine

Then, convinced that his future belonged
to music, he entered the Vienna Lon-

servatory where he became a pupil of

Seyfned and Sechter

HIS first professional post as musician
A.***. f +1,^ T^O __t,~+ Awas as conductor of the Josephstadt

Theatre in Vienna a post that brought
With it no pay Theie followed COn-

ductonal engagements in Pressburg and
Baden which were so succeSsful that, in

1862- Suppe was appointed conductor of

the important Theatre-an-der-Wien In

ig65, he became conductor of the Leo-

poldstadt Theatre m Vienna, a position
i ^ pi H until the pnrl nf hi9 lifeneneld until tne end ot ms me
By the time he received his appoint-

ment as conductor of the Leopoldstadt
Theatre, he had already gained a formid-
11 renntatmn as rninnn9er nf rnrmr-aDle P

I T^^ J?
P A , ,

operas In Ie47, his Das Madchen vom
Lande was introduced m Vienna when
lt was a phenomenal success Suppe's
singable melodies enchanted the Vien-
nese music-public In 1858, another
tr^mpnrlniis ^im QHPPPCQ tlnnllprltremendous buppe success thrilled

Vienna, Paragraph 3 From that time

on, Suppe composed more than one hun-
dred fifty comic-operas, many of which
attained tremendous vogue The most
famous of these included Franz Schu-
-L nAf . /io^/i\ , i t, 4. \ 1 i r
bert Q8

?
4
)
W^<& utilized several fa

mous bchubert Lieder, Die schone Gala-
thea (1865), Fahmtza (1876) and Boc-
cacao (1879) Both Fahnitea and Boc-
cacao were adapted for the American

stage by Harry B Smith
Franz von Su 6 died m Vienna on

May 2 1
;

1895 Today, he is perhaps
best known not for hls co^c^as bul
for his two orchestral overtures, Poet
and peasant and Ught cavdry whoge
popularity seems deathless Poet and
peasant has been arranged for fifty-nine
different combinations of instruments

Discussing Suppe's qualities as a corn-

poser, Arthur Pougin wrote "Suppe is
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not only a musician full of the verve

of youth and gaiety when he wrote for

the theatre Eclectic in temperament,

supported by an excellent education, he

joined Italian grace with German pro

fundity, writing several important and

serious works which reveal a happily

inspired and richly endowed artist"

Principal works by Franz von Suppe .

OPERA , Das Madehen vom
t

Lande , Para

graph 3; Franz Schubert, Die schone Gala-

}hea, Fahmtza, Pique dame, Das Pensionat,

Boccaccio, etc

CHORAL Mass, Requiem,

ORCHESTRA. Symphonies; overtures (in

cluding Poet and peasant, Light cavalry, and

Morning, noon and night in Vienna)

CHAMBER Music String quartets

About Franz von Suppe

Keller, Otto, Frans von Suppe der

Schopfer der Deutschen Operette, Rieger,

Erwin, Offenbach und seine Wiener Schule.

Important recordings of music by

Franz von Suppe :

SELECTIONS FROM OPERA* Boccaccio, "Over

ture" (POLYDOR) ;
"HaV ich nur deine hebe

(ViCTOR-Rethberg) ;
"Florenz hat schone

Crauen" (GRAMOPHONE) Die schone {rala-

lhea> "Overture" (PARLAPHONE-Bodanzky) ;

"Man tragt wiccler treue augen" (GRAMO

PHONE),
ORCHESTRA: Poet and peasant (Co&UMBU-

Mengelberg) , Light cavalry overtime (Vic-

T0-Boult) ; Mormng, noon and wight in

Vienna (VicroR-Heger).

Johaa Svendsen 1840-1911

JOHAN SEVERIN SVENDSEN was
born in Christiana on September 30,

1840 His father, a good musician, gave
him his first lessons on the violin. When
Johan was eleven years old, he turned
to composition The Svendsen family,
however, was too indigent to permit
Johan to follow a musical career, Cir

cumstance compelled them to enlist

Johan in the army in his fifteenth year.

There, proving himself adept at playing
the violin, flute and clarinet, he soon be
came bandmaster During this period
he supplemented his income by playing
at town dances, frequently improvising
Kreutzer studies into country dances.

In his twenty-first year, he left the

army For two years, he traveled in

principal cities of Europe with a minstrel

orchestra. His musical talent came to

the notice of Charles XV who decided

to give this young musician an annual

stipend to enable him to perfect his violin

technique, Thtis, in 1863, Svendsen
went to Leipzig where he studied under

David, Hauptmann, Richter and Rei-

necke. Unfortunately, at this time,

paralysis of the hand brought an abrupt
end to his violin career But it also

opened the door foi an even more im

portant future, that of composer. Un
able to play on his instrument, Svendsen

turned to composition with great as

siduity During his Leipzig period he

composed a Symphony in D and several

large works for chamber groups, includ

ing an octet, a quintet and a quartet.

With the termination of his studies in

1867, Svendsen traveled extensively in

Denmark, Iceland, Scotland and Eng
land, finally coming to Paris where he

earned a living by playing m Musard's

orchestra. He was back in Leipzig in

1870, then becoming acquainted with

such eminent musicians a$ Liszt and

Tausig who encouraged him in his work

and gave him valuable counsel One

year later, Svendsen became the con

ductor of the Leipzig Euterpe concerts ,

in that year he also made his mark as a

composer when the Leipzig Gewandhaus

Qrchestr'a performed his Symphony in

D, a performance which attracted much

notice
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In 1872, Svendsen went to Bayreuth,

becoming acquainted with Richard Wag
ner and intimately associated with the

Bayretith Festival From there he

traveled to his native country, assuming
the direction of the Philharmonic con

certs in Chnstiama for five years, be

tween 1872 and 1877. During this time,

Svendsen's talent was officially recog
nized in his own country In 1874, he

received an annuity from the govern
ment and a decoration from the king
This recognition of his talent, no doubt,
was strongly instrumental in encourag

ing him to produce his most ambitious

works. During the years that followed

he composed the works that have made
him famous, including four Norwegian
rhapsodies, his Romeo and Juliette

overture and the Zorahayde legend for

orchestra

In 1877, Svendsen returned to Ger

many for an extended visit The year

following, he went to Paris and London

Finally back m his own country, he once

again became an important factor in its

musical life, becoming court conductor

in Christiama, in 1883 He assumed his

last important position three years later,

when he accepted an appointment as

musical director of the Royal Theatre of

Copenhagen

Johan Svendsen died in Copenhagen
on June 14, 1911 It was generally ac

cepted that, although Svendsen was not a

Norwegian composer of the importance
of Grieg, he had produced music of con

siderable attractiveness His works

have been praised for the workmanship
and "sustained nobility of conception
His wide experience made his style more

cosmopolitan than national
"

Principal works by Johan Svendsen

ORCHESTRA Symphony in D; Symphony m
B-flat, Zorahayde legend, Romeo and Juliette

overture, Four Norwegian rhapsodies,
Funeral march (for Charles XV) ,

Corona
tion march (for Oscar II) ,

Concerto for
violin and orchestra ,

Festival polonaise,
Carnival m Pans; Romance (for violin and

orchestra)

CHAMBER Music String octet', String quin

tet, String quartet
CHORAL Wedding cantata; part-songs.

About Johan Svendsen

Romam, Louis de Essais de Critique Mu-
sicale

Boston Symphony Orchestra Program Notes

(1917-1918), p!336, Musical Courier 6240
June 21, 1911, Musician 9 185 May 1904

Important recordings of music by

Johan Svendsen ,

ORCHESTRA* Carnival m Pans (GRAMO-
PHQNE-Ronald) r

Festival polonaise (GRAMO
PHONE) ; Romance, for violin and orchestra

( COLUMBIA-Sammons)

Jan Sweelinck 1562-1621

TAN P1ETERZOON SWEELINCK,
one of the important members of the

Netherland school of contrapuntal mu
sic, was born in Amsterdam in 1562

His early lessons m music were procured
from his father, an organist of the Old
Church in Amsterdam, and from the

local pastor By his fifteenth year,
S^eelmck had made sufficient progress
to be able to go to Venice for a con

tinuation of his studies; it is believed

that, at this time, he studied under such

famous masters as Zarlmo, in theory,
and Andrea Gabneli, in organ playing,

In 1580, Sweelinck was back in Am
sterdam, where he was appointed to the

organ post vacated by his father at the

Old Church, at a salary of one hundred

gulden a year. In this position,

Sweelinck acquired so great a prestige

composer, teacher and organist that, in

1586, his salary was doubled, by 1590

his income had been increased to three

hxindred gulden together with the free
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use of a house There is a story extant
to the effect that several rich merchants
in Amsterdam, deeply attached to

Sweehnck, decided to create a special
purse for him, with which they specu
lated for him When the purse bulged
to 40,000 gulden it was given as a gift to

the musician

Sweehnck was unquestionably the

greatest of all Dutch organists As the
teacher of many famous organists in

cluding the founders of the North Ger
man organ school of the .seventeenth cen

tury, Praelonus and Samuel Scheldt
his influence was felt for more than a

generation after his death Johann
Hemlsch, a pupil of Sweelmck, spoke
as follows about his master- "Sweehnck
was considered a 'wonder of music*
When the fame of his greatness went

abroad, the young talent of Germany
flocked to him, and Hamburg called him
the 'organist maker ' The two Hamburg
masters, Praelonus and Scheidemann,
honored him as a father They learned

from him not only music, but also princi

ples of contact, and carried away from
their association with him a lifelong

ideal, which they kept ever before their

eyes, and winch they set before their

famous pupils
"

Considered historically, Sweehnck is

one of the most important of the Nether-

land group. He brought the fugue form
to its highest technical development, as a

matter of fact, m the opinion of Karl

Nef, only Johann Sebastian Bach ex

celled him in this form Moreover, in

some of Sweelmck's works, instrumental

music makes its appearance for the first

time. As a composer for the organ, he

increased its resources immeasurably,
and his works had a vital influence on all

future organ composition.

Jan Sweehnck died m Amsterdam on
October 16, 1621. He has been de

scribed by a contemporary as having a

"handsome, manly face, from whose
features speak a deep earnestness, but

also goodness and kindness,"

Between 1894 and 1901 Breitkopf and
H artel, published the complete works of

Jan Sweelinck in twelve volumes, under
the editorial guidance of Max Seififert

JAN SWEELINCK

Principal works by Jan Sweelinck,
CHORAL Psalms, cantiones sacrae; chan

sons (for 5 voices), Rimes franqoises el

itahennes, etc

INSTRUMENTAL Pieces for the organ ; pieces
for the clavier, etc

About Jan Sweehnck *

Seiffert, Max Sweehnck und seine Duek-
ten Deutschen Schiller, Sollitt, E R. From
Dufay to Sweehnck; Stainer, John R Dufay
and ftis Contemporaries (foreword)

Important recordings of music by
Jan Sweehnck
CHORAL Hodie Christus natus est (POLY-

DOR) , Psalm 138 (COLUMBIA) , Tu as tout

seulj madrigal (COLUMBIA)

Thomas Tallis 1510-1585

rPHOMAS TALLIS, the "father of

English Cathedral Music/' was born
in England in or about 1510, Grove

places Tallis' birth in 1505, but more
recent researches find the year of 1510
more accurate The early years of his

life are veiled m obscurity, but it is be
lieved that early m his life he came un
der the influence of the J^etherland

school of counterpoint

Between 1532 and 1540, Talhs served
as organist of Waltham Abbey, Upon
the dissolution of the monastery he came
to the post which ,he held with great

prestige for the remainder of his life

under t^e reigns of Edward, .Mary atid
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Elizabeth namely, that of organist of

Chapel Royal. There, he was in high

favor with royalty, the recipient of many
honors. In 1547, he received his livery

for the coronation of Edward VI. In

1557, he was granted by Queen Mary
the special reward of a lease of a manor

on the Isle of Thanet Queen Elizabeth

continued the royal bounty in the first

year of her reign with a grant of $2,000

a year
In 1572, William Byrd joined Talhs

at the Chapel Royal as pupil and fellow

organist. From that time on the two

great musicians became close friends

Three years later, they obtained from

Queen Elizabeth an exclusive patent for

printing and selling of music paper The

venture was a financial failure because

neither one boasted great business

acumen. But the venture resulted in

at least one important event the publi

cation of Cantiones sacrae, containing

sixteen motets by Talhs and eighteen by

Byrd.

Shortly after this publication, Talhs

resigned his post at the Chapel Royal
and spent the last years of his life in

retirement m Greenwich During his

last years, his fame as a musician had

reached its height. He was generally

regarded the foremost composer in Eng
land

Thomas Talhs died in Greenwich on

November 23, 1585, and was buried in

the Greenwich Parish Church.

Much of Tallis' importance as a com

poser rested in his ability to make his

musical style conform to the religious

faith and forms of worship of his day.
It will be recalled that Tallis lived thru

the Reformation The break with the

Catholic Church compelled all English

Church composers to write m a new

style : from formerly ornate motets and

masses, these English Church composers
were compelled to produce anthems and

offertories of a simple and unpretentious

type suitable for the new services. It

was Tallis
7

success m adapting himself

to the new idiom that gave him his pre
eminent position in English music

But Tallis was also an ^important crea

tor, the composer of much music of

compelling quality. "The majestic and

THOMAS TALLIS

architectural splendor of [his] works

may quite fitly claim for them a place

beside all but the very highest flights of

contemporary Italian art," wrote Ernest

Walker "In massive music . we see

Tallis at his grandest ,
there are none of

the angularities of phrasing that . . mar
the effect of occasional works by Tye . . .

But Talhs also could, when he so

pleased, employ with equal success a

tender ancl more expressively graceful

style
"

Tersely analyzing Tallis* style of

composition, W. H Hadow commented-

"Talhs' music has little intimacy, little

involution, it is strong, simple, dignified,

caring more for solidity of structure

than amenity of decoration
"

The celebrated modern English com

poser, Ralph Vaughan-Williams has

composed a Fantasia on a theme of

Thomas Tallis, for double string or

chestra, which has been prominently fea

tured on symphony programs

Principal works by Thomas Tallis ;

CHORAL Motets; anthems; prayers, psalms,
litanies, services, masses, tunes, etc

About Thomas Tallis :

Teny, Richard Runciman, A Forgotten
Psalter, Tudor Church Music, vol. 6; Walker,
Ernest, A Short History of Music in Eng
land

Music and Letters 10:152 April 1929; Mu
sical Tunes 66,800 September 1925.
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Sergei Taneiev 1856-1915 On returning to Russia, Taneiev un-

ERGEI IVANOVICH TANEIEV dertook a S nc
,frt

tour of the Baltic

K, vi ,1 -NT u provinces He finally settled in Moscow

fi H, ^ Al"
n/Tmber where he * appointed professor of

TnnSv nfe fiS if!"
lheoiy at the Mosc w Conservatory In

n^ 1 / 1 ^
WaS "

,"
1881

>
on the death of Nicholas Rubm-

hant musical amateur who composed sl he b^^ ^^ f fa

many operas symphonies and string- d IQ ^ fe Q d f

quartets of talent, he held high positions the Conservatory four years later For
in the government, including that of four he

^
hdd ^ A

chief chancellor
admirable distinction, after which he de-

Sergei Taneiev inherited his love for cided to retire in order to devote him-
inusic from his father, a prosperous self entirely to composition He re-

landowner, who was i devoted amateur tamed a few classes until 1906, when dis-

Displaying unusual talent, Sergei was agi cements with Safonov at that time
given instruction at the piano at an eaily dnector of the Conseivatory forced
age by a lady, Muopolsky by name, him to retire completely from pedagogy
who was so impressed with his talent Performances of Taneiev's music were
that she took him to Nicholas Rubin- not frequent during his lifetime In
stem, dnector of the Moscow Conser- 1892, a cantata, John of Damascus
vatory Rubinstein lecogmzed a spark composed in memory of Nicholas Rubin-
of genius, and decided to take the boy stem was performed in Moscow,
under his care He entrusted him to E Taneiev's first major work to receive
L Langer foi studies in harmony and peiformance Three years later, his

piano, and peisonally supervised his operatic trilogy, Orettet, strongly imita-

general education tive of Wagner, was pioduced at the

By 1869 Rubinstein became convinced Marymsky Theatre in Petrogiad
that he had made no mistake about the Orestes consisted of three small operas,

boy's talent He urged Sergei Taneiev's Agamemnon, Choephorai and Eumen-
father to peimit the boy to give tip all ides On its first perfoimance Chesikm
academic study and linn completely to found that its greatest fault was m its

music For six years, Taneiev studied total absence of archaic coloring, feeling

music intensively pursuing a piano stiongly that a judicious employment of

couise under Nicholas Rubinstein, the ancient modes would have improved the

study of theoiy under Hubert, and work considerably "If he does not

harmony and composition from Tschai- achieve Wagnenan effects, he has writ-

kovsky Finally, as a winner of a gold ten many beautiful pages
"

Rimsky-
meclal, he emerged, a fully equipped mu- Korsakoff speaks m his autobiography

sician, ready to enter upon a professional of the, many pages of "extraoi dmary
career beauty and expressiveness" in Orestes

In 1875, Taneiev made his first public Sergei Taneiev died of a heart attack

appearance as pianist, performing the at Moscow on June 19, 1915 As a per-

Brahms D-mmor concerto and receiving sonahty, he was best admired for his

instantaneous recognition A few flaming idealism He took teaching as

months later, his friend Tschaikovsky
a sacred duty, composition was to him

entrusted to him the first public per- f
llle He never gave a thought to mar-

formance of his famous Concerto m ^ting his music, being quite content to

D jo-/ ,- w/1 - compose it, for composition s sake alone,JJ~ /tut irltltrbUr 1
A

j j i -\ j j-i

L* r it 1 4 4 4. and permitting it to lie dusty on the
There followed extensive ours first

hdf As a ^^ of fftcl h^ was be_

with Leopold Alter the violinist, and
wlldered to lcarn that Belaiev was

then with Nicholas Rubinstein, extend-
wlllmg {Q publish his operaj Orestes,

ing as far as Turkey and Greece, For and some c\^m^r mus ic, and was even
a short period, Taneiev settled in Pans, prepared to pay him for the privilege
where he became intimately acquainted Taneiev expressed similar surprise
with Gounod, Saint-Saens, Vincent whenever anyone manifested interest m
d'Indy and Faurd his music
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A man of retiring disposition, his the material at his command and \vhat

greatest happiness came from cultural he could build from this material
"

pursuits He was a linguist, a lover of The composer whom Taneiev adored
art-works and a profound student of most was Tschaikovsky
literature He had a passion for rare Discussing the qualities of Taneiev's
books. In tv\o respects, at least, he compositions, M Montagu-Nathan point-
stands apart from most Russian com- ed out their high contrapuntal skill,

posers. He never touched alcohol, and their perfection of form and mastery
he v\as a celibate. of construction both as to the whole

As a composer, he worked carefully
and the details, and his recognizable

and slowly; Orestes took him ten years
themes which are symbols of expressive-

He was not interested in experimental
ness.

composition or in originality. As he Taneiev is, perhaps, at his best in his

once wrote to Tschaikovsky: "Least of chamber works where he succeeded in

all do I care to represent in my works achieving his most personal style "In

samples of a style that was not invented respect to his style," wrote Leonid

before me, or to create new, unheard of Sabaneyev, 'Taneiev stands out as a

music
" He had an obsession for count- master of the highest rank It is hardly

erpoint, spending many hours in writing possible to mention another composer

contrapuntal exercises on original
after Beethoven, save perhaps Brahms,

themes in his copy books As a matter who can stand comparison to him in

of fact, his method of composition was respect to maturity of style in the sense

to precede it with elaborate contra- of making the most of the instruments

puntal exercises. "Before starting the and creating a tonal web that commands

actual writing of some composition/
1 interest But at the same time there are

we are informed by Rimsky-Korsakoff, apparent the characteristic faults of the

-Taneiev used to prepare a vast number melo> lack of inn
J

em tlo*al *pera-
r , , i i j i t r ment. an occasional odd blindness to

of sketches or studies; he wrote fugues, artist}c differences o sil a blmdness
canons and different contrapuntal com-

ihat permits Tanelev m one and lhe
bmations upon a simple theme and same composition to combine imitative
motifs of his future composition. Only traces of Mozart and Tschaikovsky

"

then, after sufficient practice in the pnn- Taneiev is also the author of two
cipal parts, did he begin the general out-

important volumes on counterpoint,
line of his composition, knowing well

Principal works by Sergei Taneiev:
OPERA Orestes

CHORAL John of Damascus
ORCHESTRA Four symphonies, Overture on

Russian themes', Suite (for violin and or

chestra) , Solemn overture

CHAMBER Music Two string quintets;
Eight string quartets, Piano quartet, Three
string trios

,
Piano trio

Pieces for the piano; songs, choruses, etc

About Sergei Taneiev

Montagu-Nathan, Montagu. Contemporary
Russian Composers , Rimsky-Korsakofl,
Nicholas My Mtisical Life, Sabaneyev,
Leonid, Modern Russian Composers
Musical Quarterly 13 540 October 1927,

Giuseppe Tartini 1692-1770

QIUSEPPE TARTINI, successor of

Corelli as composer for the violin,

was born m Pirano on April 8, 1692.
SERGEI TANTEIEV His parents were prosperous and able to
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give him a good education Planning a

clerical career for him, they sent him to

the Oratorio Saint Philip Neri for his

early studies From there, he went to

the Padri delle Scuole, where he re

ceived his first lessons in music Religion

appealed so little to Tartini that he de

cided to turn to law. For this purpose
he was sent to the University of Padua
in 1770 Jurisprudence proved to be

equally unappealing* to the young stu

dent and he squandered his time in

making love, fencing and playing the

violin

At this time he fell in love with a

beautiful girl, believed to be a relative of

the powerful Bishop of Padua, the

Cardinal Giorgio Cornaro They were
married secretly a fact which so in

furiated the Bishop that to save his life,

Tartim was forced to flee from Padua

disguised as a pilgnm For a period, he
made his home in a monastery in Assist

It was there that he studied the violin as

siduously for the first time, acquiring a

remarkable technique.
At the same time, he turned to com

position, and early in 1713 he produced
one of his best-known masterpieces, the

Devil's irill sonata for the violin. Tartim
has himself recorded the origin of this

famous work "One night in 1713 I

dreamt that I had made a compact with

the devil, who promised to be at my
service on all occasions. Everything
succeeded. ... At last I thought T would
offer my violin to the devil, m order to

discover what kind of musician he was,
when to my great astonishment I heard

him play a solo so singularly beautiful

and with such superior taste and preci
sion that it surpassed all the music I had
ever heard or conceived in the whole
course of my life. I was so overcome
with surprise and delight that I lost

my power of breathing, and the violence

of the sensation awoke me. Instantly,

I seized my violin in the hopes of

remembering * some portion of what I

had heard, but in vain I The work which

this clream suggested, and which 1 wrote

at that time, is doubtless the best
^of

all my compositions. I call it the Devil's

trill sonata."

In 1715, Tartini received the forgive

ness of the Bishop of Padua. He re

turned to his native city where he ba-

came a violinist in the San Anthnio
Church. His fame as a violinist soon
became so great that, in 1716, he was
invited to Venice to enter into a contest
with Veracmi, the great Italian violinist

Tartini performed first, giving so re

markable a demonstration that Veracini
decided discreetly to withdraw from the

contest

"Indeed, Tartini was a great violin-

player," said Quantz, the great flautist

in the court of Frederick the Great
"He produced a beautiful tone from his

instrument, and he had an equal mastery
over fingers and bow He overcame
the greatest difficulties without effort

"

In 1721, Tartini was appointed mu
sical leader at the San Antonio Church
in Padua Except for brief intermis

sions during one of which he served as

a musician to Count Kunsky in Prague
Padua remained his home for the

remainder of his life His salary in

Padua was a modest one, only 400 ducats

a year, but it satisfied him; he frequent

ly refused a king's ransom to leave Italy
and give performances m France and

England "I have no children, and a

wife who thinks as I do," he once

wrote in explanation to an Englishman,
in refusing to accept an offer of 3 000

pounds to come to England "We are

satisfied with our circumstances, and if

we have any wish, it is not the wish

to possess more earthly goods
"

GIUSEPPE TAJtflNI
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In1"

1728, Tartmi established his violin

school in Padua \vhich became world-

famous, attracting violin students from
all of Europe

His fame, hem ever, rests more secure

ly upon his violin compositions than on

his violin playing In his works, he

brought music for the violm to new

stages of development His works for

his instrument are numerous, some of

which particularly the Devil's trill

sonata and the Sonata m G-major are

favorite repertoire pieces of great
violinists even in our own day In these

works, as we are informed by Arthur M
Abell, "he built upon the foundation laid

by his great predecessor, Corelli, but

he greatly enlarged upon his models

He employed broader and more pregnant

themes, while his passage work reveals

organic development Tartmi under

stood the importance of light and shade,
his passages stand out in bold contrast

to the melodic passages, and they are

not a mere collection of notes for the

sake of variety ,
but they reveal a certain

kinship to the whole structure
"

Tartmi, who was a great lover of

poetry, received his inspiration for com

position from verse He always read a

poem by one of his favorite writers

when he wished to get into the mood
for composition , and, before playing his

work in public, he would always reread

the poem
By 1768, Tartim's health began to

degenerate An attack of convulsive

paralysis was followed by a malignant

growth of the foot which physicians
found to be incurable For many
months, he suffered intensely

Giuseppe Tartmi died in Padua on

February 26, 1770 He was buried in

St Catherine's Church

As a personality, Tartmi was a man
of great piety, whose happiness, as he

frequently told his friends, consisted in

submission to the will of the Almighty
Simplicity of character, unpretentious-
ness and kindness endeared him to many
friends His generosity was famous
He distributed his property and belong
ings to friends and family during his

lifetime so that there was very little left

when he died He possessed great
culture, being a lover of every field

of art and a professional student of the

sciences, one of his favorite studies was
in the field of acoustics

Tartmi likewise distinguished himself

as a musical theorist, producing several

important works in the field of harmony
and violin playing

Principal works by Giuseppe Tartmi
An entire library of music for the violin

including eighteen concertos, fifty sonatas and

many smaller pieces
Music for violoncello, trios, quartets, etc

About Giuseppe Tartmi
Musical Conner 57 8 July 29, 1908, Musical

Times 73 988 November 1932, Strad 16 46

June 1905
,
Strad 40 283 October 1929

Important recordings of music by
Giuseppe Tartmi

VIOLIN AND PIANO Devil's trill sonata

(VicxOR-Menuhin) ,
Sonata in G-major ( CO

LUMBIA- Szigeti) ,
Sonata in G-minor, "Grave"

(COLUMBIA) , Fugue, arranged by Kreisler

(ViCTOR-Kreisler)

ORCHESTRA Conceito in D-majoi, for

violoncello and orchestra (PARLAPHQNE)

Georg Telemann 1681-1767

"A Lully fame has won,
Corelli may be praised,
But Telemann alone,

Above all piaise he raised"
MATTHEbON

/^EORG PHILIPP TELEMANN
^^ was born in Magdeburg on March
14j 1681, the son and grandson of

Lutheran pastors At an early age, he
showed a remarkably retentive memory
He could grasp several languages (in

cluding Latin and Greek), was able to

memorize German poetry with facility
and acquired musical instruction with
ease His only music instruction he re

ceived from an organist in his native

town for a short period For, though
Telemann showed unusual aptitude for

music (as a child he could perfoim on
the zither, flute and violm, and at the

age of twelve he composed an opera
which reached pei formance) he was

impatient of routimzed study He
abandoned his teacher to devote him
self more unrestrainedly to composi
tion, and never again received systematic
instruction from any master

In his thirteenth year, Telemann went
to school in Zellerfeld, in the Harz
mountains, where he specialized m ge-
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GEORG TELEMANN

ometry There, ai one lime, a festival

took place for which a special music-
master was engaged to compose and
direct the music The master fell ill

before he could fulfill his commission

Despite his youth, Telemann asked for

an opportunity to substitute He not

only composed the musical score but

directed it himself, a performance which
made so deep an impression upon the

mountaineers that they carried him away
on their shoulders in triumph. The
head-master of the school was particu

larly impressed by this achievement, and

urged young Telemann to concentrate

more upon music and less upon mathe
matics.

Four years later, Telemann was
enrolled at the Gymnasium in Hild-

esheim, studying logic But this was
soon neglected for the sake of music,

Not only the hours of recreation but the

hours allotted to study of logic were

spent in a feverish spurt of composition,
Telemann's mother, however, would not

permit her son to become a musician

Finally deciding to prepare him for

law, she sent him to Leipzig in 1701

En route, Telemann stopped at Halle to

pay his respects to George Frederic

Handel
In Leipzig, Telemann devoted himself

to his law-study, keeping his musical

passion a secret even from his closest

friend A roommate, however, acci

dentally discovered a psalm which
Telemann had composed, and brought it

to the attention of important musicians
m Leipzig who succeeded in having it

performed at St Thomas Church. The
burgomaster was so impressed with the
music that he gave Telemann a gift,

commissioning him at the same time to

compose music for the St. Thomas
Church every fortnight This commis
sion definitely influenced Telemann to

discard the study of law and enter the

profession of music

There followed a bitter rivalry be
tween Telemann and that eminent com
poser and chapel-master of St Thomas,
Kuhnau Kuhnau was piqued that a

young law student should be commis
sioned to compose music regularly for
his Church. When, shortly afterwards,
Telemann was engaged as chapel-master
of the Mew Church (1704) with the

provision that he direct the choir of the
St, Thomas Church from time to time

(so that, when Kuhnau passed away,
Telemann might become successor

automatically) Kuhnau's displeasure
mounted to genuine resentment From
resentment he passed on to undisguised
hostility when Telemann was chosen
director of the opera house in Leipzig,

thereby having the limelight of fame and
attention focused upon him From this

time on, Kuhnau made every effort to

have his young competitor displaced, but
his efforts were futile. Telemann had
become an idol of Leipzig music lovers,

and his hold upon them was too secure

In 1705, Telemann went to Soraxi to

become chapel-master to Graf Erdmann
von Prommtz Graf Erdmann von
Prommtz was a great lover of French

music, and it was in his honor that

Telemann began to compose music in

the French style During two years of

his stay in Sorau, Telemann composed
more than two hundred French over

tures.

From Sorau, Telemann went to

Eisenach a court which was more
French in Spirit than German where he

continued his composition of French

music, particularly concertos and trios

In Eisenach, Telemann became ac

quainted with Johann Sebastian Bach
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and, in 1714, beived as godfather to one of the first to initiate German comic

Fhihpp Emamiel lUieh opeia, in \\hich his gifts as a humorist
Telemann uas, b} temperament, too \\ere \\idely recognized Likewise, he

restlebs to remain in any one place \vas among the first champions in Ger~

indefmitel} By 1712, he \vas in Frank- many of the ''French overture" 1 His
fuit as chapel-master of several Church music \\as of monumental stat-

churches One jear later, he founded ure, brought to an almost unprecedented
the celebrated Collegium Musicum technical mastery, some of its pages, in

which, each week, gave concerts for the the opinion of Romam Rolland, "are

public ,
for these, Telemann composed worthy of Beethoven, while in the or>

an imposing amount of chamber and chestral accompaniments there are some
orchestral \\orks touches that remind one of Berlioz"

Telemann's wanderings from one mu- Indeed, it is Holland's opinion that "if

steal post to another came to an end in Telemann had been more careful of his

1721 when he was engaged as chapel- genms, if he had not written so much,
master and cantor for the Johanneum accepted so many tasks, his name would
m Hamburg One year latei, Leipzig perhaps have left a deeper mark on his-

made attractive ofters to him to come tory than that of Gluck
"

to the St Thomas Church to succeed the Great composers and critics have
late Kuhnau Hamburg which esteemed always esteemed Telemann's genius
Telemann highly was so eager to highly Handel so valued Telemann's
retain its chapel-master permanently that technical skill that he once said that

it acceded to every demand of the com- Telemann could write a motet in eight

poser It was only after Telemann had parts as easily as anyone else could
refused the post at the St Thomas write a letter Franz Schubert referred
Church in Leipzig that Johann Sebastian to Telemann as "the peerless master/*
Bach was chosen and Schiebe considered him one of the
His wanderings over, Telemann was greatest composers of the century

absorbed in a whirlwind of music acti- ^ -
,

, r ^ 7

, TT i , 1 x-u 4. f irmcipal works by ueore lelemann
vity He undertook the composition of ^ J &

mucin f- fi^ n-f tl^ rriM^ma1 /4iiiri4ipQ CHORAL Iwelve cycles of cantatas
, Forty-music toi hve oi the principal churches

four asslons oratorio Sj 100 services, motets,m Hamburg, and superintended musical etc

education at the Gymnasium and the INSTRUMENTAL French overtures, French

Johanneum He directed the Opera m concertos, sonatas, trios, serenades, quartets

Hamburg which, thru his efforts and A ^ott*

Jrty
>

^000 pieces for the
& '

1 , , r ,. * >?T-> organ, pieces f01 harpsichord, etc

energies ,
was restored to its feet in 1722

He founded the Collegium Musicum About Georg Telemann

which gave weekly concerts for the pub- Rolland, Romam A Musical Tour Thru

he He started the first musical journal # h T̂ t
the Pas

l>
Valentin, Erich Georg

, * -LI i j /- A j Phihpp Telemann Em Biographic
to be published in Germany And, in Die Musik 23 317 March 1931
addition to these many efforts, he com- T , . - -

posed music on commission for r Important recordings of music by

Eisenach, Bayreuth and Frankfurt ^or^ leiei
l
iann

T 1 ,_' >_ ^ ,
T , , CHORAL St John Passion. Lu, o ewigesIn 1737, lelemann paid a visit to

Erbarmen," and "Wie trotzig eischemet mit

Pans, where he remained for eight schwestern" (KANTORCI)

months, attending many performances of INSTRUMENTAL Suite in A-major (Vic-

his works He died in Hamburg on > Quartet m B-mmor (THEASOTY OF

T. ot 1*7^*7 u- T + u Music), Quartet in E-mmor (ANTHOLOGIJ:
June 25, 1767 His consolations, m old

SONORE) , Fantasia, for harpsichord
age, were music and flowers BIA)

Telemann was succeeded in Hamburg
by his own godson. Phihpp Emanuel A , . r, y<? y# 10*,Ambroise Thomas 1811-1896

In a monumental essay on Telemann, CHARLES LOUIS AMBROISE
Romam Rolland emphatically pointed

^ THOMAS, distinguished composei
out the importance of this German com- of French opera, was born in MeU on

poser m musical history Telemann was August 5, 1811 His parents, who were
1 For comment on the "French overture" as distinguished fiom the "Italian" see sketch bn Alessattdio

Scarlatti
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teachers of music, gave him his first

lessons, and in 1828 Ambroise was able

to enter the Paris Conservatory He
was a particularly good student; after

one year in Zimmerman's piano class he
won first prize. The following year, he
studied harmony and accompaniment
under Dourken, once again receiving
first award Completing his studies

under Lesueur whose favorite pupil he

was Thomas won the Prix de Rome
with a cantata entitled Hermann et

Kctty.
He went to Rome m 1832, where he

spent three industrious years at the

Villa Medici. The fruits of these years
were several talented compositions, in

cluding Caprices for trio, a Requiem and
Souvenirs d'Italic, The Caprices at

tracted the notice of Robert Schumann
who commented that they were "neither

heavy nor light, neither deep nor super-
r i j i i ,' 1 4.

ficial. not classical nor romantic, but

always euphonious and m certain parts
full of beiutiful melody

"

Back in Paris, in 1836, Thomas
lurned his creative talent exclusively totumecl his, ueative talent exclusively to

the theatre. His first opera. La Double

tchclle, was given a performance at the

Opera Comique in 1837. While some
critics found much to praise in this
r 4 r , /T> i 4 -( 4

first fruit (.Berlioz commented upon its
cc r r 1 4- ^
grace, fire, finesse of dramatic mten-

,

b '
i ,

;

, i . r ,

tions. and tact m employment of mstru-
/ , M\ a i * rt^men a masses ) the work was not sue-

cessfully received by the Pans music

public. This was followed, a year later,

by Le Pcrruqmcr dc la Regence which
m turn was succeeded by a ballet, La
/-A D i io/iA rt .1 iQ/i/i ^ri^^^o'
O&/M"V, Between Io40 and Io44. Ihomas

/ / ,.
rt

, i r
'

^ rt_
productive pen created four more

operas, all performed. But it was not

liul Ma (1843) that Thomas' work

began to appeal to Parisians. Mina ran

for fifty-six performances, bringing con-

siderablc publicity and attention to its

composer's name.

During the political disturbances of

1848, Thomas enlisted in the Garde na-

tionale. Fortunately, he was not com-

pelled to remain for long in uniform,

In 1849 he produced Le Caid, a witty
satire of Italian opera which is regarded

by some critics as the forerunner of the

Offenbach opera-bowffe. Two more

operas came in 1851, one of which is

remembered today only because of its

AMBROISE THOMAS
, r> j D joverture. Raymond, Raymond was

f ^ i u ^
y

\
ollowed by five more operas, bringing

de^ee o re
.

fleet ee ot recog-
nlllon was now his In 1851

'
he became

member of the Institut In 18S6, he... , . ., ^,was appointed professor at the Con-

fTh Te"*i n f Horfr"
,

ie
, .^ ? , , ?

nor
. Ihomas decided to take a

t ,

'

, , ,

much-needed rest from composition.
,T n , , < , ,.

r
,When he returned to creation, several

i * i, A t, A
years later, he seemed to have acquired*

all elh
'

er new vitalil and fresLess
j ^ ft ^ ^ presented'

d ^ Goethe's Vi/^/m^ '

p fi Im Th
. ,

t
.

. .

'
. ,.

touched permanent importance in his
...

r r. r
,

r. .

., ,
.

composition. This was his first thrust
A

t ^^ , , , . ,

Awards greatness, a thrust which
msured him operatic fame.

The success of Mignon was not only
sensational m its own day. Within

twenty-eight years, Paris saw no less

^han one thousand performances of the

Pera - Ol1 *at
,

occasion in 194
Thomas was raised to the rank of Grand
Cross of the Legion of Honor. On the

night the Paris Opera Comique was
consumed by fire, in 1887, the opera

performed was Mignon.

"If this opera is successful and

popular," noted Henri de Curzon, "it

is because it offers many things to many
people- laughter and tears, sincere emo-
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turn and fn\oht>, diuaULi and fauliU able to bend himself to the taste of the

Its banal pages are rehexed by an public by hemng up in turn the st\le

inspiration of exquisite giace Lorn en- of iniusie that suited it best In one

tional effects are balanced by the \\orcl, he is a musician of science and

poignant truth of still another efteet
"

\\orth, absolutely devoid of ait mitia-

What the distinguished German critic, tive, and \\ho turns to all the four

Eduard Hanshck, \\rote concerning quarters of the ^vinds \\hen these b\o\\

Mignon, upon its first performance .n m the direction ot success

Germany, still holds true "This opera While it is true that Julhen's criticism

is in no place powerfully striking, and it was too severe, in that it failed to

is not the \\ork of a richly organized, acknowledge Thomas' unquestionable

original genius Rather does it appeal talent for sentiment and tenderness, it

to us as a work of a sensitive and refined must be confessed that Thomas too

artist, showing the practical ability of a frequently catered to public taste Dra-

master hand Occasionally somewhat matic taste he possessed to a great

meagre and taw dry the music to degree, skill m instrumentation, as well
,

Mignon is nevertheless mostly dramatic, and with them an ability, from time to

spirited and graceful, not of deep, but time, to express a melody of great
of true, and, in many instances, warm charm But he wras too easily satisfied

feeling
"

with his efforts, too little inclined to edit

Mignon was succeeded by another im- and revise, too eager to catch the

posing achievement, Hamlet, performed applause of his audiences with a catch-

with great success at the Pans Opera mg phrase As a result, he is more

in 1868 These two operas made charming than original However, the

Thomas the idol of the French music popular appeal of Mignon among opera

public His name was spoken of with audiences thruout the world cannot be

great admiration He was a favorite questioned

at the Couit of Napoleon III It was,
Pnncipal works by Ambroise Thomas

therefore, not surprising that when r
, n , . , .

r D
A i jj.ii j e ji j j OPERA La Double tchellc . Le reiruquieiAuber died, the position of the duector de la Rc(je)lce t

Le Pamcr
'

flwi| Carhne ,

of the Pans Conservatoiy passed on to Hfma
,
Le Caid

,
Le Songc d'une nmt d'ete

,

Thomas Raymond, Psyche., Lc C(interval de Venue,

Although Thomas produced several
MW*> Ha llct

>
p"** ** *"tm etc

moie works for the theatre after Hamlet, ^
ALLET L Glpsy ' BeityL

La Te pete

he had lost the magic touch, and they ^fole^S^c^ &.*'%
were strongly imitative of his earhei and ORCHESTRA Fantasia (for piano and or-
fresher style chestra)

Ambroise Thomas died at his resi- CHAMBER Music String quintet, String

dence in the Pans Conservatory on quartet, Piano trio

February 12, 1896 after an illness of About Ambroise Thomas
ten days Boschot, Adolplie La Musique et la Vie,
Henri de Curzon descnbed Thomas as Delaborde, Henn Notice sui la Vie et les

a man of great timidity and leserve who Oevvres de M Awbtoise Thomas, Hcrvey,

was invariably absorbed in revery "I
Artlmr Masters f prench Muslc

need to dieam," Thomas used to say,
Mistral 82 493 December 17, 1920

"just as other people need to sleep and Important recordings of music by
walk" His sensitive face with soft Ambroise Thomas

eyes which continually spoke of pain
OPERA Mignon, abridged (COLUMBIA-

bore an almost ineffaceable expression of
TheaUe de la Monnaie)

!
i i i. r\ /- SELECTIONS FROM OPERA Hamlet. "Vain

sadness, a sadness which, as De Curzon
regrets ancl Doute de la lumi^re

,
(

'

COLUM _

commented, was touched with poetry" BIA) , "Invocation" (GRAMOPHONE) ,
"Sa mam,

An eminent critic of Thomas' day, depuis hier" ancl "Adieu, dit-il, ayez foi!"

Adolphe JulUen, esteemed the com- (^MOPHONE) "Dajis
son icgard plus

^ . ' 4. 1\ A t, 1,1 'f^pi- i
sombre' (ODEON) , "Comme une pale fleur"

posers talent harshly The principal (&UAMOPHONE) R9ymondf "Ovetture" (Vic-
talent of Thomas consists m having been TOR)
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Ludwig Thuille 1861-1907

T UDWIG WILHELM ANDREAS
-^ MARIA THUILLE was born in

Bozen, in the Tyrols, on November 30j

1861 As a child he showed unmistak
able musical talent, beginning composi
tion at the age of eight Both his

parents died while he was still very

young. After the death of his father,

he was enrolled as a chorister in

Kremsmtinster At the same time he

was given instruction upon the violin

and piano.

He was particularly fortunate at this

time m attracting the attention of the

well-to-do widow of a Tyrolese com

poser, Nagiller, who became his patron
Under her guidance, Thuille became a

piano pupil of Josef Pembaur, Sr In

1879, he was em-oiled as a student of the

Royal School of Music in Munich where
he received thorough technical training
under Josef Rheinberger It was thru

Fran Nagiller, too, that Thuille was
introduced to another young composer,
Richard Strauss From that time on

a close friendship developed between

Thuille and Strauss Strauss' first im

portant tone-poem, Don Juan, is dedi

cated to Ludwig Thuille.

In 1866, Alexander Kilter, the poet,

settled in Munich and having become

acquainted with both Thuille and

Strauss some years before now became

closely attached to them, and aroused the

enthusiasm of both composers for the

gospel of Liszt and Wagner
^

Both

Strauss and Thuille determined, in their

composition, to continue along the path
struck by Wagner and Liszt. In 1897,

Thuille composed his first opera,

Theuerdank, which was performed in

that year in Munich under the baton
^

of

Richard Strauss, Thwrdank, which

was strongly imitative of Wagner's style,

received the Luitpokl prize.

One year later, Thuille composed a

second opera, Lobe tans, which brought
him great prestige as a composer.
Lobetanz was introduced by Felix Mottl

in Munich on February 6, 1898, re

ceiving so enthusiastic a response that

it was soon afterwards performed in

Berlin under Karl Muck. When
Lobetan was performed at the Metro

politan Opera House in New York in

LUDWIG THUILLE

1911, Herbert F, Peyser discussed it in

the following manner . "Thuille shows

unmistakably that he, too, has imbibed at

the Wagnenan fount. The general color

of his instrumentation and harmony of

the first two acts bear witness to this.

But even though he has chosen the

loftiest possible model, it cannot be said

that his score is a product of the highest

inspiration . . , Thuille reveals little

original creatrveness There are pas

sages of fluent grace and charm in the

first two acts, but one misses the element

of individuality and general distinction."

In 1900, Thuille produced his third

opera, Gugcline, in which he began to

draw sharply away from Wagnerian
traditions and which, consequently,

many critics esteem more satisfying

artistically than his two previous operas.

However, Thuille's great reputation
as a musician rests not with his creative

work but with his influence as a teacher.

In 1883, he was appointed professor at

the Munich Royal School of Music.

For more than twenty years he held his

professorial post with eminence. His

disciples wei-e many, and were frequent

ly referred to as the Jung-Milnchner
Schule; they included Walter Braunfels,

Paul von Klenati and Josef Pembattr, Jr.

Ludwig Thuille died in Munich on

February 5, 1907

Principal works by Ludwig Thuille :

OPERA: Thewerdank; Lobetana; Gugeline,
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ORCHESTRA Romantic overture, S\m-

phonischer Jfttmarsch

CHORAL: Trauwsomrnemacht, Men's

choruses, \\ omen's choruses, etc

CHVMBER Music Sextet (for piano and

\nnd) ; Quintet, Two sonatas for violin and

piano ,
Sonata for violoncello and piano

Pieces for the organ, for the piano , songs

About Ludwig Thuille *

Daniels, Mabel W. An American Girl in

Munich] Munster, Friednch Ludwig Thmlle
Bin erste Versuch, Seidl, Arthur Neuzeit-

liche Tondichter und Zeitgenossiche Ton-

kitnstler

Musical Quarterly 18 463 July 1932

Sir Francesco Tosti 1846-1916

OIR FRANCESCO PAOLO TOSTI^ was born in Ortona, Abrtizzi, on

April 9, 1846. At the age of eleven he

was sent to Naples by his parents to

study music at the Royal College of St

Pietro a Majella, where his instructors

included Pmto for the violin and Conti

and Mercadante in composition Mer-

cadante discovered young Tosti's

talent, and soon made him a pupil

teacher at the meagre salary of sixty

francs a month.
In 1869, ill-health brought Tosti back

to his native city where for many months
he was confined to bed. During this

period, he began the composition of

several songs with great industry On
their completion, he submitted two of

them for a prize offered by the Floren

tine Art Society, and two others to the

publisher Ricordi All four were
refused.

Recovering from his illness, Tosti

left Ortona and came to Ancona. Here,
his poverty was great; he was forced

to live on oranges and stale bread

Finally, his journey brought him to

Rome where he met Sgambati, the great

pianist and composer, Sgambati became
so interested in the young musician that

he offered to become his patron

Sgambati arranged for Tosti to give a

vocal concert at which royalty was

present. The Princess Margherite was
so delighted with his songs and with his

singing that she appointed him her

teacher. With this appointment the tide

turned Soon after this, he sold to

Ricordi two songs which appealed

strongly to the public,, at the same time

SIR FRANCESCO TOSTI

he was appointed Keeper of the Musical

Archives of Italy at the Court

In 1875, Tosti went to England where
he was fortunate in procuring the

cooperation of several powerful friends

who introduced him to the highest so

ciety. For many months, Tosti was a

favorite in the fashionable drawing-
room Before long, he received an ap

pointment as singing-master to the royal

family of England. His fame as a

composer was likewise mounting. Tosti

had brought with him to England a

song, For ever and ever, which was
introduced by Violet Cameron at the

Globe Theatre The song became a

sensation overnight; its composer found

suddenly an enormous demand for his

songs. He supplied this demand during
the next few years with many of the

songs that brought him world-fame -in

cluding At vespers, Mother, That day,

Good-bye and Forever '

By 1885, he was the most famous

song composer m England, and one of

the best loved song writers in the world.

He was an intimate friend of Italian

and English dukes and duchesses, and
a frequent visitor to Queen Victoria.

His popularity was so great that his

publishers, Ricordi, paid him $500 a

week as a retaining fee for twelve songs
a year.

Tosti, now established in England,
decided to make it his permanent home
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For many >eais he was a membei of Mother, At vespers, For ever and cv*,r
t

the faculty of the Royal Academy of dmoie, April, Screnata, Vorni morire, Thai
Music In 1906, he \vas honoied b>

day > etc

England with the Commander of the About Sir Francesco Tosti
Victonan Oidei, and two years later he Collms, \V F Laurel II tnnctf
was knighted by King Edwaid The fact Musical America 25 5 December 16, 1916,
that Tostt became a British subject

Mus
}
c
%! Opinion 54 1030 September 1931, Mu-

created considerable criticism and an- ?
TlMCS SB 129 M*rch 1917

lagomsm against him m Italy where it c
inLPortant recordings of music by

was felt that, for the sake of glory, he
bir ^ rancesco T sti

had i enounced his own country 7

SoNG
,

s Serenata (VicxoR-Ponselle) ,
Good-

T irMo i r .
1 , , < bye and Fotever (VicTQR-Ponselle)

In 1913, however, feeling that he had
not much longer to live, Tosti, returned
to his native country to spend his last Peter Hitch Tschaikovsky 1840-1893

years there He died in Rome on "He has bi ought the East to the West
December 2, 1916 on wings of art, uniting the sheer glory

In his SOUPS Tosli levenlerl n naliiml ^ maamficence of color of the one toin ins
son^s

losti levealul a natmal the instmct for form and d of the
How of melody and a strong senli- other" R A STREATFEILD

mentality which have given him a -r|FTFp TT TTrw TarwATTrnvQirv
prominent position among composers of J^

1- 1 -^^ ii^-i^n XO^I/\IA.U V^JS.Y

the Romantic song The Italian cnlic,
was born al Vbtmski, in the govern-

Robeit Uracco, has pointed out that the ment of Viatka, on May 7, 1840 His

chief characteristics of Tosti's songs are mother had sprung from an old French

"a modest simplicity maiked with an Protestant family which, coming to Rus-

mboin dignity and an untramraeled sia as refugees after the revocation of

elegance that aie clue more to instinct the Edlct of Nantes, settled there pei-

than to cultuie," and which have sue- nianently In 1833, she married Ilya

ceeded m retaining the "imprint of the Petrovitch Tschaikovsky, a mining en-

purest and most traditional foims of meer ln affluent circumstances They
Italian mu&ic

" ^ia<^ seven children, of which Peter

Sir Fiancee Paolo Tost, was a
Ihi was

,

*e^ i ,

glamorous Hgure m high Enghsh soc.ety ; ^^^^^1^^*his wit and pungent irony were well-
lere

f
m liusi

f
lft

f ^f'^
OW
"T a

known He oossessed itiodestv and
mechamcal instrument called an orches-

Ian7ne,s Vo I great degreeXX! ^^ i^n ^ Zerlma>S
Tt

lr

endeared him strongly to all those with
f

Tt S "
/^TTi , t?f

whom he came into contact His com-
b
^

utlf
,

ul air ^ thn"ed
,

*e chl
i
d tha1'

posilion was seasonal, the bulk of his
after heanng it a first time, he pei-

10 for muslcal *s'n,

creative work being done at the seaside ^ S10? or muslca p*s'n
during warm weather The winter was

f^ Wn He was given some lessons1^,11,1, i r on the piano, his spare hours from this
almost entirely devoted to social func- Ume

*
Wr; dev^led lo mdefal ab]e

lions However, he gathered his ideas
improvlsatlons

s

at all times and m all places It was a
ft fe h ^ adaptability, he

frequent sight to see him suddenly, was d[scouraged frora devo4g hl/'tirae
irrespective of where or with whorn he

t hlg arl_h
fc

is nts haym| ]anned
was, jot down hurriedly a few bars

a { { careef ^ hjm In
s
hl̂ ^

of music on a soap of paper which he
therefore, he went to a piepaiatorywould stuff into his pocket school m St Petersburg for the studyTostt is likewise known for his valu-

of jurisprudence He completed his law
able edition of Italian folk songs of his

studies^ ]ater In the mean.

native town, entitled Canti popolan whlle
,
he did not fojget his love for mu-

Abrusstcsi
glc Hlg molher's sister sang to him

Principal works by Sir Francesco famous operatic anas, rekindling in him

Xosti' his ejirly passion for the art. He also

VOCAU An entire library of famous songs ^ad a
5,
c

.

ess to a v
t

ocf scofe of Mozart's

including Malivnala, Good-bye, Forever, Don Giovanni which inflamed his im-
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PETER ILITCH TSCHAIKOVSKY

agination ,
he frequently said in later

life that Mozart was the greatest single
influence in bringing him to music How
ever, it was not until the close of his

legal study period that Tschaikovsky
was permitted by his father to resume
the study of the piano. His teacher,

Rudolf Kimdinger, found but little

talent in Tschaikovsky. As a matter of

fact, when Tschaikovsky's father asked

of Kundmger, at one time, whether
Peter should give up legal study for mu
sic, the teacher's answer was a firm and

decisive negative

When Peter Tschaikovsky left the

school of jurisprudence, he was given a

clerkship in the Ministry of Justice, a

position he retained for three years. He
was known to have been a sloppy
worker, inattentive to his duties and tin-

interested in his task. At the same time,
he was drifting more and more towards
music. In 1861, he joined the class of

Nicolas Zaremba (a pedantic theorist

who was frequently the object of Bala-

kirev's scorn), making such progress
that the following year he was able to

enter Anton Rubinstein's class in orches
tration at the Conservatory, By this

time, he had definitely decided to give

up law for music "Do not for a

moment think that I expect ever to be a

great artist," he wrote to his sister,

"Whether I become a famous composer
or a poor music-teacher is a matter of

indifference to me, at all exents my
conscience will be clear and I shall no

longer have the right to complain about

my lot
"

As a graduating exercise for the Con

servatory, Tschaikovsky composed a

cantata based upon Schiller's Ode to Joy
Altho the work won a silver medal,
none of his masters including Anton

Rubinstein, Rimsky-Korsakoff and Serov
esteemed it highly There was, how

ever, one prophetic opinion voiced by
Hermann Laroche, Tschaikovsky 's close

friend, who later became a famous
critic Laroche wrote to Tschaikovsky
"In you, I see the greatest, or rather the

only hope of our musical future Your
real works will perhaps only begin five

years hence, but those mature works will

surpass all that we have had since

Glinka
"

The cantata likewise made a favorable

impression upon Nicholas Rubinstein,
director of the newly opened Conserva

tory of Music in Moscow, who called

to Tschaikovsky to become professor of

harmony. The appointment came at a

critical moment, Tschaikovsky's father

had suffered severe financial reverses

and was unable to support his son any
longer. The salary at the Conservatory
was a meagre one, but it protected

Tschaikovsky from actual starvation

And it enabled him to devote a con
siderable amount of his time to composi
tion, frequently even to make visits to

France and Germany to acquaint himself
with the music of these countries

Overwork and worry, caused by the

composition of his first symphony,
brought Tschaikovsky to the brink of
a nervous breakdown He suffered from
an agonizing hammering in the head

which, he felt, heralded the approach of

insanity At other times, he was con
vinced that he was dying. Recovery
came after several terrifying months, but
the sickness left indelible fingerprints
in the form of a permanent nervousness
When Tschaikovsky conducted, for ex

ample, he supported his chin with his left

hand because he was afraid his head

might fly off !

In February of 1867, two movements
of the first symphony were performed
m St. Petersburg (Anton Rubinstein
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stubbornly refused to have the whole mit suicide by standing up to his neck m
work perfoimed), \vheie it \\as received the ice-cold Neva River His physicians
with coldness This reception em- ordeied a change of scene For an en-
bittered Tschaikovsky, but it did not tire year, therefore, Tschaikovsky
discourage his pioductivity A few traveled in Switzerland and Italy, at-

piano pieces, an overture and his first tempting to forget his bitter experience
opera, Voyevod, which followed, failed Escape fiom haunting memories, he
to increase his fame to any appreciable found to a great degree in musical coin-

degree Even his first great composition, position During this period he pro-
the orchestral fantasy, Romeo and Juh- duced an abundance of important works
ettc which he composed in 1869 on the which revealed his increasing gieatness
advice of Balakirev and which was first as a creator including his first piano
pei foamed in Moscow in 1870 under concerto, the second and third sym-
Nidiolas Rubinstein's direction was a phonies, two string quartets, an opera,
dismal failure In 1872, therefoie, Vakoula, the Variations on a rococo

Tschaikovsky was compelled, in order theme, for violoncello and orchestra,
to support himself, to accept a position and the oichestral fantasy, Francesca da
as music cntic which he held and cle- Rimini
tested for four years While he was traveling in Switzerland

What is believed to have been Tschai- ancl T-ialy, greatly troubled not only by

kovsky's only love-affan took place
llls memones but also by financial prob-

sometime in 1869 Desiree Arlol was a kms, a stroke of good fortune came his

music-student, five years Tschaikovsky's
Wa7 He received word from Russia

semoi "1 love her with all my heart lhal an influential patron, Nadejda
and soul, and 1 feel I can't live without Filaretovna von Meek, had interested

her," he wrote in one of his letters Yet herself so deeply m his music that she

he vacillated a long time m pioposmg
offeied the composer a yearly pension of

mariicige Desiree 's betrothal to a lliree thousand dollars to free him from

Spamaicl, finally, made marriage with a11 pecuniary wony That was the be-

Tschaikovsky out of the question, caus- mnmg of a thirteen year relationship

ing the composer no little anguish
between Tschaikovsky and his -patron

Theie took place in 1877 one of the ^ m
!*

neve
!i^ t0 P ers?nally) '

*

major tragic incidents in Tschaikovsky's
relationship sealed by an exchange of

life Tschaikovsky had been receiving
etle

i'

s ni which Tschaikovsky bared his

letters of ardent affection from a pupil
heart and soul to his best fnend, as

at the Moscow Conservatory, Antonma \
fcrl *d lo ^ U1 hls dedlcatlon of

Milyoukova, who begged for an op-
the

f
m^ symphony

portumty to meet him Flattened by fl

The Pens
j
on made Tschaikovsky

these letters. Tschaikovsky granted the financially independent, able to travel ex-

gnl an interview, during which she fell
le
f
slvel^ and

,

lo hu all
,
of

,

hls **&
on her knees exoressin? her mat love

mto comP sltlon The first important

for the ^^^d^w to become P^dticts of his new freedom were his

hi totSKwni it b?irissed bv Pera EW One^ lhe C c*r< ?or

nlfo ?- f * ? i 1 ^ y violin and orchestra and the Fourth sym-tms protestation of love and sympathiz- t7 rpi ^ , f J*

in* with the girl Tsdiiikovskv who rlirl ^hon^ The firsl Performance of the
ing witn me girl, i schaikovsky who did p h symphony look place m MOSCOW~ m 1878 mde/ Nicholas Rubmstem,

i brother Anatol attempted to

dissuade him from entering upon so

ridiculous a bargain, but Tschaikovsky
had given his word and refused to re

cant, The marriage was a sordid ex

perience After nine harrowing weeks,
it brought Tschaikovsky to the verge of

another nervous breakdown At one

desperate moment, he attempted to com-

CQW m lg?9 Both performances were
moderatcly successful

Tschaikovsky's fame as

a Composer was mounting In 1884, he

was honored by the Tsar with the deco-

ratl0n of tiie Order of St Vladimir

Four years later, he received a govem-
men! annual pension of fifteen hundred

dollar^ for the remainder of his life
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Towards the close of 1887, Tschaikov

began an extensive conceit tour,

during which he \\as accorded great

honor in such important music centers

as Leipzig, Berlin and Pans In his

letters, he wrote enthusiastically of the

great praise shov\erecl upon him, of the

enormous quantities of money which he

was earning and spending His trip

stretched to Italy, \\here he began work

upon his last opera, Pique-Dame From

Italy he \\ent on to the Russian Cau

casus, where he received word from his

patron and friend, Nadejda Filaretovna

von Meek that financial reverses com

pelled her to rescind her pension Tsthai-

kovsky wrote immediately speaking his

deep sorrow in learning that his patron
was suffering financially and expressing
the wish that their friendship might con

tinue unimpaired Both this letter, and

other letters to von Meek, remained un

answered When Tschaikovsky re

turned to Moscow he learned that von

Meek had not been in financial difficulty

at all, but that she had used it as a pre
text to sever a relationship that had be

gun to bore her The realization that

he had only been a fad for his patroness
was a hard blow to Tschaikovsky
In 1891, Tschaikovsky came to Amer

ica on a concert tour, conducting or

chestras in New York, Baltimore and

Philadelphia He was regally welcomed
It astonished him to learn how well the

new world knew his music
The principal work of Tschaikovsky's

last years was, undoubtedly, the Sym-
phome pathehque (the title for which
was provided by Tschaikovsky's brother,

Modest) Composed in 1893, it was per
formed the same year m St Petersburg,
under the baton of the composer, with

only moderate success 'There was ap

plause and the composer was recalled,"

recorded Modest Tschaikovsky, "but

with no more enthusiasm than on previ
ous occasions

" In this symphony,
Tschaikovsky poured the tragedy of his

own existence his life sorrows, his bit

terness and despair Rarely has a musi
cal work been more autobiographical in

expressing the inmost feelings of a com

poser Tschaikovsky himself was de

lighted with the work, his confidence m
it remaining unimpaired by its unevent

ful reception

On November 2, 1893 Tschaiko\sky
at a luncheon with several friends in

cautiously drank a glass of unboiled

water, against the advice of his brothei

who dreaded cholera That \ery night,

Tschaikovsky was so violently attacked

by illness that he said to his brother,

Modest "I think this is death, Good

bye
" A physician was summoned

,
the

illness was diagnosed as cholera

After a day, delirium set in He
recognized no one, and in his un

conscious state he frequently repeated

the name of his former patron, Nadejda
Filaretovna von Meek A priest was
called but, because of Tschaikovsky's
unconscious state, it was not possible to

administer the Communion Finally,

"Peter Hitch suddenly opened his eyes,"

wrote Modest Tschaikovsky "There

was an indescribable expression of un
clouded consciousness Passing over the

others standing m the room, he looked

at the three nearest him, and then

towards heaven Theie was a certain

light for a moment in his eyes, which

was soon extinguished, at the same time

with his breath It was about three

o'clock m the morning
" The day was

the sixth of November After Tschai

kovsky's death, a rumor arose to the

effect that he had committed suicide, a

rumor which has long ago been dis

counted
Twelve days after Tschaikovsky's

death, Napravmk conducted, m memory
of a great composer, the Symphonie
pathehque At that time, the perform
ance of the symphony made a profound

impression upon the audience

Tschaikovsky has been described as a

charming man of the world a good

linguist, and keenly intelligent His life

long morbidity has long been designated
as the most prevailing attribute of his

personality To this might be added his

excessive nervousness and initabihty
Women played a small role m his life,

and his greatest attachments were pla-

tomc He drank enormously Frequent
ly, the activity of an entire day is terse

ly summed up in his diary by the one

word "Drunk
" He had a tender, al

most feminine, love for flowers "When
I am old and past composing/

7

he once

confided to von Meek, "I shall spend
the whole of my time m growing them

"
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His life-long ambition was to become a musicians Whatever he chose to say

prosperous landowner he could express with absolute certainty

His great adoiation in music was of touch In the Symphome pathchque

Mozart, but he likewise admired Beetho- there are no effects that miss fire, no

ven, Wagner and Berlioz He detested details that do not 'come off It must

the music of Brahms Among his own stand as a very interesting and complete

symphonies, curiously enough, he es- picture of a certain frame of mind,

teemed most highly (with the exception probably the completes! expression in

of the Pathehque] the first symphony music of the fin de siede pessimism that

James Gibbons Huneker has discern-
has ever been wntten

"

mgly discussed Tschaikovsky's orches- Tschaikovsky has frequently been

tral works "His feelings for hues, as criticized for his oversentimentalism, his

shown in his instrumentation, is won- occasional ingenuousness and his fre-

derful His orchestia fairly blazes at quent emotional extravagances But, as

limes He was not a great sym- Philip Hale has admirably explained,

phonist like Biahms, he had not the "the heart of Tschaikovsky was that of

sense of foimal beauty, preferring in- a little child, the brain was that of a

stead to work in free fashion within the man weary of the world and all its

easy and loosely flowing lines of the vanities And so we have the singular

overture-fantasie He takes small, phenomenon of naivete, accompanied by

compact themes, nugget-like motives, superrefined skill and all this in the

which he subjects to the most daring body and mind of a man fundamentally

and sciutimzmg treatment He polishes, oriental in his tastes and especially in his

expands, vanes and develops his ideas love of surprising or monotonous

in a maivelous manner, and if the form rhythms and gorgeous colors When
is often wavering the decoialion is al- faith returns again to the world, his inu-

ways goigeous He is first and last sic may be studied with interest and

a dramatic poet He delineates the curiosity as an important document in

human soul in the convulsions of love, sociology But m the present we are

hate, joy and fear, he is an unique
under his mighty spell"

master of rhythms and of the torrential
Principal works by Peter Hitch

dynamics that express primal emotions Tschaikovskym the full flood Give Tschaikovsky QPERA y d Und,HC} The Glwrdna*,
one or two large figures, give him a yakouia } Eugen Qnegw, The Maid of

stining* vSitUdtion, and then hark to the Orleans, Maseppa, The Enchantress, Piqus-

man as his dramatic impulse begins to Dame, Jolanthe

play havoc
"

BALLET The Swan lake
,

The Sleeping

It is the opinion of R A Strealfeild ^aul^ ^cracter

that the Symphonic pathitoque is the ORCHESTRA Six symphonies, Lfl TempStt,

rnmtincAr'q "mnd rlinrnHprtW work Francesca da Rimini, Manfred, Fatuw ,

composer fa most characteristic work, RQ^Q et Juhette
^

plam[e t overture, Trtom-
tnat into which he put most of himseli

pjmie OUverture , Motartwtna, Suites from
The fourth symphony may excel it in Nutcracker and Sleeping beauty ballets, Suite

point of sheer picturesqueness, the fifth caracttnskque , Two concertos for piano and

fn nn^ir fpolina* Ktii In ihe <vth we orchestra, Concerto for vwhn and orchestra,m poetic teeimg, out in me sixui we
7arlatwns on a rococo theme (for V10]on_

feel that Strongly peisonal note Which cell> ancj orchestra), Serenade for strings,

rarely fails to appeal to sympathetic Marche wlennelle, Capnccio Itahen, SMnade
souls Tschaikovsky affixed no program mtlanchohque, for violm and orchestra, etc

to it, but the story of a tortuied soul, CHAMBER Music Strmg sertet, Three

seeking- an anodvne foi its misery m the slrm& ^artfits, Piaw trio w A-mmor
secKing an anociyue 101 ub misery m me Qlorai pieces , pieces lor the piano , Songs,
rapture of pleasuie and in the ecstasy of

ctc
5 P*r Mtch

rrd . When
TschaAovsl?

**>
,

-

the dymfihome pamehque he had at-
nel<erf james abbons Me^otinU m modern

tamed such mastery of his material as musi$, Knorr, Ivan Tschaikovsky , Mason,

gives him right to rank amottg great Daniel Gregory Prom Grieg to Brahms,
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NL \uruirch, Rcisa Tchaikovsky, /as Life and
llurk\

t Stem, Richaid H Ttthaikoi'iky ,

TschaikovsU, Modest I he Life of Pehr
IhtJi 7 \chaiktx s&v, \\cmgartner, Felix

Symphony irnters since Beethoven

Important recordings of music by
Peter Hitch Tschaikovsky
SELECTIONS FROM OPER\ EiKjen Onegm, "I

love you Olga" ( VICTOR) ,
"Letter scene"

(PVRLVPHONF) ,
"Written words" (POIADOR) ,

"\\alt7" ( ViciOR-Goossens) ,
'Taint echo of

> outh" ( Coi UMBI \-Kullman) ,
"Polonaise"

(fiR \\iOFHONE-Goossens) ,
"Prince Gremm's

ana" (GkVMOPHONE) Mazeppa, "Cossack
dance" (COLUMBT v-Harty) Pique-Dame,
"Forgive me, bright celestial visions" (CoLUM-
BIV) ,

"It is night" (COLUMBIA) ,
"When >ou

choose me for 3 our husband" ( POIADOR-

Schlusnus) , "My darling friend'* (VICTOR) ,

"It is near to midnight" (DECCA)
ORCHESTRA Symphony no 3 in D-major

(VICTOR-Coates) , Symphony no 4 in F-inmo 1

)

(COLUMBI \-Mengelberg) , Symphony no 5 in

E-minor (CoLUMBiA-Mengelberg) , Symphome
pathetique (ViCTOR-Koussevitzk^) ,

Fianccsca
da Rimim (VICTOR-Coates) ,

Romeo et Juliette

(ViCTOR-Stokovvski) , Nutcracker suite (Vic-
TOR-Stokovvski) ,

Hamlet overture (GRAMO-
PHONE-Coates) ,

The Swan lake suite (Vic-
TOR-Barbirolh) ,

Concerto no 1 in B-flat minor,
for piano and orchestra (ViciOR-Rubinstem) ,

Concerto for violin and orchestra (ViCTOR-
Elman) ,

Manhe \olennclle (ViCTOR-Stokow-
ski) , Capntcio Italien (ViCTOR-Stokowski) ,

Serenade mdanchohque (ViCTOR-Elman)
CHAMBER Music Quartet in F-major (Vic-

TOR-Budapest) , Quartet in D-major, "Andante
cantabile" (CoLUMBiA-Lener) ,

Trio in

A-mmor (COLUMBIA)

Christopher Tye 1498-1572

CHRISTOPHER TYE, the distm-

guished English Church composer
of the Reformation, was born in or
about 1498 Between 1510 and 1515
he was a member of the choir of King's
College, Cambridge, rising to the rank
of lay-clerk m 1527 After receiving his

degree of Bachelor of Music, he was
accorded, on September 10, 1541, an

appointment as organist and master of
the choristers at the Ely Cathedral He
held this position with distinction for

twenty years During these years, he

composed his celebrated masses includ

ing the Euge bone,, the Western wynd
and the Mass, for five voices which

brought him considei able prominence
as a composer

It is the opinion of many musicologists
that these masses represent the richest

creative output of Tye's musical career

"His most important composition in

Latin words shows him to ha\e

been unquestionably the first English

composer of his time," wrote H B
Collins, "at least from the point of view

of technique The counterpoint is fluent

and melodious to a remarkable degree
"

In 1545, Tye received his doctorate

from Oxford, shortly after which he be

came a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal
He was held in high esteem by royalty,
for several years, he was the private
music tutor of Prince Edward
Like his distinguished contemporary,

Tallis, Tye embraced the doctrines of

the Reformation under Edward VI,

completely changing his style of musical

composition to conform to the new
church services It was not an easy
task to renounce his artistic past and to

adopt a completely new idiom, but like

Tallis, Tye succeeded in doing this with

unique felicitousness For this reason,

he was an all-important figure m the

Church music of the Reformation He
now composed anthems, offertories and

hymns with skill and taste He suc

ceeded in setting a standard for the corn-

position of anthems which English com

posers after his time were to adopt, and
which has tempted posterity to consider

Tye "the father of the anthem "

Of his church music, in this new
idiom, the most important was no doubt
the Actes of the Apostles, composed by
him in 1552, three tunes of which were
later to furnish the material for three

celebrated English hymns

"Tye composed much for the re

formed service/' we learn from H E
Wooldndge, "and seems, of all the com-

poseis of this period of enforced transi

tion, the one most at ease in adapting
himself to the new conditions Many of

his small offertory anthems are almost

perfect examples of the Anglican ideal

of good musicianship and directed by
good sense He could supply the offi

cial demands for simplicity and direct

ness of word-setting while yet preserv

ing an independent musical interest of

the finished part-writing and melodic

propriety To combine simplicity and
distinction is at no time a common
achievement, but in ordei to appreciate

Tye's work in this kind at its full value,
it must be remembered that he came at
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a period when the impulse of musical out the other until the performance
development has been towards magm- ended in laughter among the congrega-
ficence and complexity, and that in his tion and outraged horror among the
post-Reformation music he was handi- clergy
capped by many of the difficulties of the It was propably because of these
pioneer" offenses, and many others, that, in 1595,
With the accession of Queen Mary, Vecchi \\as relieved of his ecclesiastical

Tye because of his unorthodox views functions. His reputation as a musician,
retired from the Chapel Royal In however, was so great that, in 1596, he

1560, he was ordained deacon by Bishop was appointed chapel master in Modena
Cox, and the following November he His importance as a composer continued
was made a priest. He died in or about to grow until his name was well known
1572 thruout Europe

Principal works by Christopher Tye <J?%$ ^
ed m M

?
d
f^ 1

0n
^Jniaryi

, r

}
_ ,

J 19,1605 It was said that his death was
CHORAL Masses, motets, Latin services, brought on nWnlv hv hi* afrorWpH nam

anthems, English services, In nommes, etc
Dlougnr on aiiecliy Dy Jus aggrieved pain

.
m learning that he had been deprived of

About Christopher Tye his musical post in Modena by the bishop
Walker Ernest A Short History of Muw He died leaving a considerable fortune,

Torfffi&u^f^
E 'Vf rd HW "

as wel1 as a fine collection of books and

Musical Times 66.718 August 1925 pictures

T , , r r i Vecchi's fame as a composer has per-
Important recordings of music by slsled until our time, not because of his

umsiopnei Jye sacred music> despite Us excellence, but
ye SerV(miS ! the L nl because oiL'Amfiparnasso, performed in

-n ,r -,
.

-i m H r i A r 1Modena in 1594 LAmfiparnasso has
for a long time been the subject of much

Orazio Vecchi 1551-1605 debate and speculation among musical
historians It was termed by its com-

VKCCH1 was born In 1551, poser a "commedia harmonica" or comic

probably at Modena After com- opera and for this reason the musical

pleting music study in Bologna, he took historian has for a long' time designated

holy orders and in 1586 became Canon it as one of the first examples in musical
of Correggio, rising to the rank of deacon history of opera. But in form and artis-

in 1591. By this time, he had composed tic content it was far removed from the

a considerable amount of sacred music
which brought him such fame that, in

1591, ecclesiastical authorities appointed
him (together with Giovanni Gabrieli

and Luigi Balbi) to revise the ''Roman

Gradual/
1

published the same year.
Excitable and quarrelsome by nature,

Vecchi frequently came into disrepute
with Church authorities, In 1593, he

was involved in a street brawl during
which he received a severe wound from
a stiletto, Two years later, he was once

again the principal m a brawl, in which
his adversary received two serious

wounds in the head On another occa

sion, a scene took place at the Cathedral

between Vecchi, who was intoning a

chant, and his organist; at one point,

each musician was under the impression
that the other had a few moments of

silence in his music and, since both men
were stubborn, each attempted to drown OUAZIO
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operatic realm Tt is a seiie^ of fourteen Francesco Veracim 16SS-17SO

madrigals for five unaccompanied voices, "The Beethoven of the eighteenth cen-

Imked together by a "libretto" which has tur>
"

TORCHI

almost no outline of a plot FRANCESCO MARIA VERACIKI
It \vas Romain Rolland \vho, in Lcs -T was born m Fiorence ln 1535 He

Ongmcs du theatre lynque modern?, began the study of the violin at an early
first pointed out that L'Amfiparnasto is

ag^ taught by his uncle Antonio Vera-
not so much a primitive opera at it is a

cmi> a well-known violinist and com-
pumitive program-symphony Elaborat-

poser of the time

mg upon th* very point Edward J Dent
Jn m4 Veracim received his &sl

wrote For Orazio Vecchi and his
tant musical t when he ^ as

contemporaries, the most perfect instru-
sui^moned as ^ f

'

or the orchestra
ment was the human voice, and the

of gt Marl<
,

s Cathedral m Venice
polyphonic madrigal the style over which Th he entered mtQ & etltlve con _

they had the greatest mastery cert ^ ^ emment T ^
Vecchi set the comedy of masks to

paiace o f Donna Pisano Mocemgo Tar-
music not because he wished to be dra- m j d first and ^ hen Veracim
matic, but because imisic without words

hear/ ^ impeccable performance he
was practically unthinkable The

discreetl wlth
F
drew fro^ the duel

comedy of masks was familar to his f

singers m such a way that his setting
But Veracim s reputation as a violinist

became virtually wordless The charact- was formidable, and he was soon recog-

ers represented would not be made real n
;
zed

t

as on
T
e
r
of lhe eminent virtuosos of

to their minds thru what they said on the da7 He went to England, making;

one particular occasion, they were not a sensational debut at the King's Thea-

mdividtials, but eternal types, person
Ire In 1716

>
h^ was back m Venice

locations of phases of character that where the Crown Prince of Saxony

every hearer could recognize more 01 heard him PlaY and invited him to come

less m some aspect of his own person-
to Dresden The following year, there-

ahty Similarly in Em Heldenleben, the for
f>

Veracim was appointed solo

'hero* may be supposed by writers of violinist and composer to the Elector of

analytical programs to be the ideal hero, Saxony at Dresden, a position he held

or by facetious critics to be Richard *or several years

Strauss himself, but it is more reason- In 1722, Veracim was suddenly
able and more poetical to consider the stricken with a fit of madness in which
work as the expression of what all of he jumped out of a window, breaking
us have at some time thought and suf- his leg and hip Mattheson explained
fered To admit this is simply to recog- that the madness was caused by over-

nize that the Amfiparnasso and the study, intensive preoccupation with com-
Heldenleben are attempts of the remote position and slavish application to al-

past and the immediate present to ex- chemy However, a far different ex

press in music what the classical age ex- planation is offered by other musical

pressed in Beethoven's symphonies
"

historians Veracim, it is known, was a

Cecil Gray, in examining Vecchi's man of offensive arrogance and conceit

music has found in it "intrinsic beauty,
To humiliate him, a Dresden musician,

wit and verse/' which is "as fresh now Pisandel by name, challenged Veracim

as the day it was written
" m court to PIa7 ^ sight a technically

complex concerto which the former had
Principal works by Orazio Vecchi composed Veracim accepted the dial-

CHORAL Masses, motets, hymns, lamenta- lenge, playing the work With great com-
tions, madugals, canzonets, UAmfiparnasso petence Pisandel, however, minimized

About Orazio Vecchi Veracim's achievement, calling upon one

H-^/WC^-, w,ii ^ T cv. 77
f ^e violinists in the court orchestra

-Henderson, William James some Foierwi- / < 1 1 * ,-, - , Jt

ners of Italian Opera, Holland, Romain Les (whom he had secretly coached in this

Ongmes du 1 hcatre Lynque Moderne Ver7 concerto for several months) to

Dominant 1 11 July 1928, Monthly Musical perform the wQik The obscure violinist

Record 36 50 Maich 1906 gave, of course, a masterful exhibition
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FRANCESCO VERACINI

Vcracmi's humiliation was so great, il

is said, that he was seized by fevers
and temporary insanity

In any case, by 1723, Veracini re

covered fully from his accident and

joined the chapel of Count Kunsky in

Prague. In 1735, he was once again
in London, the leader of the orchestra at

the King's Theatre in Haymarket, The
same year, his opera Adnano was first

performed in London, and was sufficient

ly successful to enjoy seventeen per
formances,

Towards the end of his life, Veracini

returned to Italy En route, he was

shipwrecked His life was saved by a

miracle, but he lost all of his belongings,
and reached his native land a pauper.

During his closing years, Veracini knew

great poverty. He died in Pisa in 17SO.

Veracini was a far greater composer
than most of his contemporaries realized

His works, particularly those for the

violin, were so far ahead of their time

that most musicians of his day failed to

appreciate or recognize their greatness.
"His bold modulations, the wealth of

his delicately worked out harmonies, his

originality m expressing his concep
tions/' wrote Edmund van der Straeten,

"differed too widely from anything that

had been heard before, with the result

that, for over a century, his compositions
were entirely neglected. Only since the

second half of last century, violinists

and the music public have become aware
of their rare beauty. In form, they show
a progress over their predecessors, but it

is especially m thematic material and
in its bold harmonic treatment and the
characteristic chromatic passages that he
appears quite modern. Some of his slow
movements are truly enchanting, while
his allegros often fascinate by their

brightness and natural flowing form "

Principal works by Francesco Vera
cini

OPERA Adnano, Rosehnda, UErrorc di
Salomone

CHORAL. Nice e Tirsi, Parla al ntratto
dell'amante

INSTRUMENTAL Twenty-four sonatas for
violin, quintet-concertos, symphonies for two
viohns, viola, violoncello and bass, sonatas
for violin and flute, etc

About Francesco Veracini

Phipson, Thomas Lambc Biographical
Sketches of Celebrated Violinists, Retichsel,
Maurice L'cole Classiqtte du Violon,
Straeten, Edmund Sebastian Joseph \an dcr
'I he History of the Violin.

Important recordings of music by
Francesco Veracini:

INSTRUMENTAL, Sonata in E-mmor, for
violin and harpsichord (POLYDOR) , Largo, for
violin and piano (CoLUMBiA-Szigeti),

Giuseppe Verdi 1813-1901

/^ITJSEPPE VERDI, frequently^^
called the "purest glory of Italian

genius," was born in Roncole, a village in

the duchy of Parma, on October 9, 1813,

His father, an inn-keeper, was in reality

a peasant, descended from a long line of

peasants Giuseppe Verdi, therefore,

sprang from humble origins

Shortly after his birth, Giuseppe Verdi
hovered in the shadow of death when a

troop of Cossacks descended upon Ron-
cole, stormed the church in which were

concealed the women and children, and

Spread death and havoc. Fortunately,
little Giuseppe and his mother were hid

den m the belfry where the Cossacks did

not penetrate, thereby being safe from
the slashing sabers.

An interest in music was aroused in

Giuseppe at an early age, As a child,

he manifested unusual curiosity for

musical sounds when the organ of the
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church \v as playing or \vhen a wandering of the Conservatory felt that Veidi

violinist diew merry tunes from his showed no particular aptitude for music

strings Giuseppe's father, finally Undiscouraged, young Verdi sought
moved by the pleas of the boy bought private teachers, becoming a student of

an old spinet This was Giuseppe's Vmcenzo Lavigna, a composer of opera
closest friend during his boyhood days, "He is a fine young man," Lavigna said,

and from it he acquired his first musical "Giuseppe is discreet, studious and m-

proficiency "One day/' related a friend telhgent, and will prove a great honor

of Verdi's father "the boy was m the to me and to our country
"

greatest delight at having found the The death of Giovanni Provesi in

major third and fifth of the key of C 1833 brought Verdi back to Busseto to

The next day, however, he could not find assume the direction of the Philhar-

the chord again He fell into such a momc Two years after his return,

temper that he seized a hammer and Verdi married Marghenta Barezzi, the

proceeded to break the spinet into beautiful daughter of his one-time em-

pieces
"

ployer and friend

In his tenth year, Giuseppe who had His duties at the head of the Busseto

been studying the organ from the village Philharmonic came to a termination in

organist was appointed to officiate over 1839 Together with his wife and two

the musical services at the church children, Verdi returned to Milan with

Simultaneously, he was sent by his the hope of finding production for his

father to the neighboring town of Bus- first opera, which he had written m
seto for regular instruction m letters Busseto Fortune was with him On
Thus, each week-end, young Verdi November 17, 1839, La Scala mtro-

trudged the six miles from Busseto to duced Verdi's first opera, Obcrto

Roncole to fulfill his duties as organist Though Oberto ran for only several

Then, his duties over, he would walk the performances, it was successful, so suc-

six miles back to Busseto Once, while cessful that Ricordi, the publish eis, paid

walking this distance in early dawn, he Verdi two thousand lire for the pub-
missed his road and fell into a canal hcation rights, and the director of La
But for the fact that a peasant woman Scala commissioned the composer to pio-

passed by fortuitously and heard his duce another opera for the following
cries he would, no doubt, have drowned season

A friend of Giuseppe's father, For his second opera, Verdi selected

Antonio Barezzi, a grocer in Busseto, a rousmgly comic libretto Never was a

offered the boy employment, at the same comic-opera written under greater stress

time making it possible for him to study of tragedv than Un Gwrno d\ Regno
music more intensively under Giovanni At first, Verdi fell ill Then, his son,

Provesi, organist of the Busseto Cathe- stricken by a mysterious ailment, died

dral and director of the Busseto Phil- suddenly Two days later, Verdi's
harmonic Giuseppe's musical progress daughter died just as mysteriously

And, after a few months, Verdi's young
wife followed her children to the grave
As might be expected, Un Giorno

Philharmonic orchestra At this same written as it was under ovei whelming
time, Verdi tuined to composition, pro- emotional stress was not a good opera,

ducmg a formidable number of works and upon its performance it was a coni

fer chorus, orchestra and piano These plete failure For a while, Verdi sen-

pieces made so profound an impression ously thought of giving up composition
upon the Busseto townsfolk that a fund completely and permanently Only the
was raised to enable Verdi to go to encouragement of the director of La
Milan to continue his music study m Scala, and the inspiration of a new
that important centre imaginative and colorful libretto, sue-

Verdi came to Milan in May of 1832 ceeded in restoring to him his former
with the intention of entering the Con- zest for work In 1842, Verdi composed
servatory Strange to say, Verdi's his opera, Nabucco Upon its first per-
apphcation was rejected. The directors formance at La Scala on March 9,
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GIUSEPPE VERDI

it was a triumph Verdi definitely be

came one of the most popular operatic

composers of the clay. Clothing, food,

delicacies were named after him He
had definitely begun his march towards

fame,
This success inspired in Verdi a

breath-taking productivity During the

next few years, he composed no less

than twelve operas, ranging from such

effete productions as / Masnadicri

which had been commissioned by Lon
don for Jenny Lind to such creations

as Ernani, first produced in Venice in

1844, and Luisa Miller} composed in

1849 and based upon Schiller's Kabale

und Liebc. These operas, even, at their

best, give only furtive indications of the

great Verdi that was soon to emerge

They consisted, for the most part, of a

"siring of passionate tunes bracketed

in the conventional cavatma-cabaletta

style," as James Gibbons Huneker

pointed out, with "little attempt at fol

lowing the book such awful books '

and the orchestra, a huge, strumming

machine, strumming without color, appo-

siteness, rime or reason. And then the

febrile, simian-like restlessness of the

music! It was written for people of

little musical intelligence, people
t

who
must hum a tune or ever after view it

with contempt/
1

In 1851, Verdi composed the first of

the operas that made him an immortal,

Rigoletto. based upon Victor Hugo's
Lc Roi s'amuse Rigoletto was sensa

tionally successful. It is said that Verdi
knew well the contagious appeal of his

score, for he refused to give the music
of the aria La Donna e mobile to the

singer until the eve of the performance,
for fear that the appealing melody might
become known before the performance
of the opera La Donna e mobile, as

,Verdi expected, took the audience by
storm

;
it emphasized the striking victory

of Rigoletto Victor Hugo, himself, who
had at first been violently prejudiced

against opera, confessed that Verdi's

music had won him over

"We can still sense the extraordinary

quality of this music in which orchestra

and voice alike combine to heighten the

poignancy of the situations," wrote
Francis Toye "The famous quartet in

the last act remains to this day one of

the acknowledged masterpieces of the

world, so truly does every character ex

press itself in the music. . There is

something sombre and rugged in the

simplicity of Rigoletto which entitles it

to be called truly great, and it always
remained one of Verdi's especial fav

orites/'

Having found his stride, Verdi pro
duced two other operas immediately

following Rigoletto which are inevitably

associated with his name II Trovatore,
introduced in Rome m 1853, surpassed
even the success of Rigoletto and estab

lished more firmly Verdi's reputation as

the foremost operatic composer of his

time. La Tramata, produced in Venice

in 1853, was, curiously enough, a failure

principally the result of a poor per
formance However, upon its revival a

year later, La Trauiata, came to its own,

joining Rigolelto and // Trovatore in the

high esteem of the opera-public

His success enabled Verdi to achieve

a life-long ambition, He bought himself

spacious farmlands at Sant' Agata, near

Busseto, where he spent a great portion

of his time farming, supervising over

the buying and feeding of his cattle, and

watching over the produce of his crops

"I am and always will be a peasant," he

once confessed. Certainly, he derived

his greatest pleasure and relaxation from

his farming activities,
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In 18^S, Yeuli was invited b> France masterpiece When, ho\ve\er, Aida was
to compose an opera to a libretto of first perfoimed in ItaU, a fe\\ \\eeks

Scnbe tor the Great Exposition / after its uorld's piemiere, it \\as re-

Vespn Siiihani \\as not one ot Verdi's tewed apathetically The Italian music-

preeminent successes, but it \\as well public did not find the exotic theme of

received In the French music-public Aida appealing Moreover, it accused

Upon his return to Sanl* Agata, Verdi Verdi of becoming overcomplicated and
devoted himself to the composition of abstruse, of bending the knee to the

Simon Boccaneqra which, though it is golden calf of Wagnensm a strange
one of his most important works, was criticism when one considers the Italian-

received coldly when first performed in ism of this opera'
Venice in 18S7 Aida brought Verdi's second period as

In 1859, Verdi married a second time, an operatic composer to a close It was
this time the beautiful singer Gmseppina a period in which he did not develop

btreppom During the next two years operatic forms or travel m new direc-

he was more active in politics than in tions He merely enriched those operatic
music Upon the inauguration of the forms and speech which he had inherited

first Italian parliament by Cavour, Verdi from Donizetti, Bellini and Rossini but

was elected deputy, remaining in this enriched them immeasurably In this

office for several years He did not like period, Verdi disclosed as H C Colles

politics and continually attempted to free pointed out "an extraordinary power of

himself from its yoke This he did in depicting a graphic situation in a vocal
1865 Ten years later the King of Italy melody

"
Many of the works of this

appointed Verdi a senator of the King- period "have an irresistible grip upon
dom, but though Verdi took the oath he the imagination by their sheer force of

never held the seat melody, and Aida is a unique ex-
In 1861, Verdi received a commission ample of a romantic story told entirely

from the Imperial Theatre of St Peters- in a series of broad and intensely expres-
burg for an opera Upon the first per- sive tunes

"

formance of La Form del destino in After Aida, Verdi took a sixteen year
Russia it was received apathetically, par- holiday from the composition of operas
tially because of its morbid theme, and He did not neglect composition alto-

partially because a strong Nationalist gether, producing at least two important
movement m St Petersburg was opposed works The first of these was the String
to Italian opera The next important quartet, composed in 1873 Of far

opera was Don Carlos composed in 1867 greater artistic significance, however,
upon a commission from the Pans was the Requiem created by Verdi as

Opera his gesture of honor and respect to the

Early in 1869, Verdi was offered a novelist Manzom, who died in 1873
munificent sum of money to compose an Verdi's Requiem was first performed
opera for Egypt After refusing this under his own direction at the church of
offer upon two different occasions, Verdi St Mark in Milan, when it made so
was finally induced into accepting it by profound an impression that airange-
a glimpse at the libretto, whose theatrical ments were made whereby it might be
qualities Verdi sensed instantly Innu- introduced to the leading music centies
merable difficulties arose to delay the of Europe There were some to cnti-
first performance of this new opera, cize the Requiem for being more operatic
principally the Fi anco-Prussian War than religious in style But none could
which prevented for a while the ship- deny that it was music of poignant m-
ping of the sceneiy from Pans, where it tensity, a profound expression of grief
was being constructed, to Egypt Finally, Dunng the yeais that followed, Verdi
on Chustmas Eve of 1871, Verdi's opera devoted himself more industriously than

it was Aida was magnificently per- before to the activities of his faim,
formed in Cairo Critics had been music beginning to occupy less and less

specially sent from France and Italy to of an important role m his life As a
cover the event, and they were unam- matter of fact, he had seriously consid-
mous m proclaiming this work as Veidi's ered never again to compose an opera,
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In 1879, howcvei, Veich came into

contact with Aingo Boito, brilliant com-

poser, cntic and poet, whom be had fiist

met many yeais befoie Boito oftered
Verdi a libretto from Shakespeare's
Othello, a libietto so uniquely adaptable
to music that Verdi decided to return to

cieative work

Otcllo was fiist produced at La Scala
on Februaiy 5, 1887 With that work,
a new and fai diiierent Verdi emerged'
It was no longei the Verdi whose final

and ultimate goal was the composition
of endlessly flowing melodies It was
a Veidi, considerably matin ed by Wag-
nenan influence, who was much more
interested in composing diamatic music
that would expie&s the action of the

stage and heighten it, it was a Verdi
who was keenly interested m musical
chaiaclenzation for the first time

Veidt advanced to undieamed-of heights
of freedom and beaut} Aida was a

mighty step towards the light but with
Otcllo he finally shook off the trammels
of convention His inexhaustible stream
of melody remained as pure and full as

ever, while the more declamatory parts
of the opera, down to the slightest piece
of imitative, are informed by a richness
of suggestion, <*nd an unerring instinct
for trulh

' sucl:i as lt would be vain to
seek m hls earlier work Falstaff
1S the Ver

3" incarnation of youth and high

^P
ints He has combined a schooi-

b y's sense of fun Wllh the r^e and
science of a Mozart The part-writing
1S oflen exceedingly elaborate, but the
most complicated concerted pieces flow
on ai

l
natura% as a ballad The glori-

ous final fu^e is an epitome of the
work [i 1S really a marvel of contra-

that this was the gieatest Veidi of all, a
Verd, wl had rU<I ,, , ,W
foremoht dramatic geniuses of all lime d nole He has ht
Otcllo bi ought Veidi back to the lime- and t of the d | forest A
hgh , once again he found himself the

>
e /rt There } fn unearthl

most popular composer of his day bea\lty about ^ scene> which ig new ^
At this time, Verdi was old, sick, students of Verdi In the fany music,

smothered by feverish depressions How- too, he reveals yet another side of his
ever, Hoito's enthusiasm and 2est were genius Nothing so delicate nor so rich
instrumental in turning him to the com- m imaginative beauty has been written
position of one more opera Once again, since the days of Weber "

Boito fashioned an incomparable libretto jn 1397 Verdi's beloved wife died

7r
thlh

AV
nie fr

?
l

rl
S

J

iake^eare's The
leavmg him a sad and lonely man His

Merry Wives of Windsor And into this gne f sapped hls streng th, and from that
sparkling, merry libretto, Verdi was to lime on he began lo comp iam bitterly of
pour the freshness and vitality of an his health "Altho the doctors tell me
inspiration that seemed unable to recog- i am nol ^ he Wlole to a fnend m
mze old age The composition of this

1900, "I feel that everything tries me, I
last opera was a labor of love for Verdi can no longer read or write, my sight is

On Februaiy 9, 1893, La Scala m Milan not g^ my hearing is worse still, and
,

gave the first performance of Falstaff above all, my limbs no longer obey me
The geneial music-public was, perhaps, i do not live, I vegetate

"

not so keenly impiessed with this opera He was on a visit to Milan when a
as it had been with Otello But must-

paialytic stroke attacked him while he
nans and critics generally agreed that was dressing in his hotel room Six
Verdi had produced his most sponlane- days later on January 27, 1901 he
ous, youthful and immortal music It is dleci He was accorded the funeral of a
one of the amazing phenornenae m national hero, almost a quarter of a
music that this score of such verdant million of his compatriots lined the
freshness and youthful zest could have streets to pay their last silent respects
come from a composer eighty years old to the body as it was earned to the

In discussing Otcllo and Falstaff, R oratory of the Musicians' Home where
A. Strcatfeild has written,

* f

ln Otello it was buried
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Tn Ins \\ill, Veuli had specified that he hnpmUnt leLOidm^s ot music In

wished <i simple burial \\ilhoul am (.riu.seppe Veuh
music or pompous ceremony Until the OPIRV lida complete (Viuoit-La Scala)

xerv cn,l, theiefme, VeicU rcmuned . ^^ffi^^^dlfc
man of the utmost simplicity and unpre- complete (VicioR-La Scala) , Rujohtto, com-

tentiousness Not even a lifetime of plcte (CoiuMni\-La Scala), La Tmzmta,

fflory could rob him of his unaftected complete (VicroR-La Scala) ,
// Trowton,

modesty Charles Vilhers Stanford, \vho complete (VicroR-La Scala)

attended the first performance of Otollo,
CmmL Ri <* m

> complcte < VICTOR)

has noted \\ith surprise that even at that

time Verdi could retain his simplicity of Tomas Luis De Victoria 1535-1611
character, "so devoid v\as he of all self-

assertion that he even expressed his TX3MAS LUIS DE VICTORIA,
i egret that so vast a concourse of stian- whom J B Trend has designated

gers should have taken the trouble to as "the greatest figure in the music of

come from all parts of Europe for the Spanish history/' is often considered sec-

premiere
" ond m importance only to Palestrma m

Verdi did not like the society of th^ music of the sixteenth century

people, he was happiest when he was For a long time it was believed that

alone Comment has already been made Victoria's birth occurred m 1540, but

that he found greatest satisfaction and the researches of Felipe Pedrell placed

delight in caring for his farm He fre- the year as somewhere near 1535, m the

quently said that, if he had been born diocese of Avila in Old Castile Vic-

stronger, he would have been a farmer tona's musical education is unknown, it

rather than a composer At any rate, is, however, reasonably certain that he

throughout the latter part of his life he procured it m Spam where he steeped

rose at an early hour and devoted the himself deeply in the church music of

entire morning to visiting the horses and Spanish composers

cattle, seeing that they were fed properly,
In 1565, Victoria received a grant of

to superintending the development of his money from Philip II, which enabled

elaborate crops Except for his farm, him to go to Rome Theie he was ap

his only diversion consisted m occasional pointed cantor of the Collegium Ger-

games of cards or billiards manicum, which had been founded

He was excessively generous and ex- ^^J
1 years Previously by St Ignatius

ceedmsrly honest He was also a good y ia
- ^ -,111 , 1

business man, shrewd in bargaining for
Ul

?
first Polished work consisted of

terms and able to wm his points at all
a vol

1

ume of motets, which he had corn-

times Intensely patriotic, he was said P se^ as eariy as 1569 to 1570, and

to have accomplished as much as any
which a

PPj*
r d "* 1

n
572

,

hls
$>

other one man m bringing' about the
commented W H Grattan-Flood, dis-

freedom and unity of Italy
P1/^ the masl*r ^mQ e Pkmlude

' of his powers in 1575, Victoria was
Principal works by Giuseppe Verdi

appointed chapel master of St Apol-
ORCHESTRA Two symphonies, marches linare He held this position, however,
CHAMBER MUSIC String quartet m E-mmor for only four years In 1579, he left

CHORAL Requiem, Ave Mana, Pater Rome as a chaplain to the Empress Dona
Nosier, Four pezzt sacn, Stabat Mater, etc

Maria, daughter of Charles V, who was
OPERA Entam Macbeth, Lmsa Miller

, on her lo enter a monaslery m
Rigoletto ,

/* i rovatore , La Traviata,
Siciham, Simon Boccanegra, Un

Ballo w maschera, La Form del destmo, Victoria then remained m Spam for
Don Carlos, Aida, Oiello

, Falstaff the remainder of his life In 1586, he
Anas, duets, teizcts, etc was appointed music director of the

About Giuseppe Verdi
Convent of the Descalzar Reales m

r, 1T ,. r , , Madrid, three years after the pubhca-
Bellaigue, Canulle Verdi, Bonavia, F finn n r *

fi ;
, , , .___* v_

Verdi, Gatti, Carlo Verdi, Pougm, Arthur
tlon

] ^l
15 hr

f, , ,

f I

J
iasses J^

Verdi, Toye, Francis Giuseppe Verdi; His lona died in Madrid OH August 7 or

Life and Works, Werfel, Franz Verdi August 27, 1611
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The complete works of Victoria were

published in eight volumes by Breitkopf
and H artel, under the editorship of

Felipe Pedrell

In discussing the characteristics of

Victoria's music, J B Trend pointed
out its intrinsically Spanish flavor

"Spanish musicians feel his music to be

intensely Spanish, they find m him a

peculiar attitude of mind which is im

mediately intangible and makes them
feel that he is one of themselves He is

as unmistakably and inimitably Spanish
Castilhan, even as a portrait of El

Greco or a dusty road in La Mancha
The gruesome cries of the crowd

in his passions are the musical expres
sion of those characteristic groups of

colored, wooden statuary, carried m pro
cession thru the streets; the sensuous

morbidity of motets like Vcre languorcs
or fcsu dulcis memona is less congenial
to him than the swirling rhythms and
the flowing contrapuntal texture of those

masses and motets which have their

counterpart in the Assumptions and
Resurrections of El Greco."

Principal works by Tomas Luis de

Victoria ;

CUOKAT. : Passions
;

masses ;
motets

, can-

tiones; magnificats, etc,

About Tomas Luis de Victoria*

Collet, [Icmi. Lc Mysttttsnic Musical I'.s-

payuol dii Xyic >V/tV/r; Pechcll, Fchpc.
roinds Luis dc yicloria Abulentc
Catholic Choirmaster 6:120 October 1920;

Musical Times 66:311 April 1, 1925,

Important recordings of music by
Tomas Luis de Victoria,

CIIOKAL; Ave Maria (BRUNSWICK);
Do mine t

non sum digms (GRAMGZ'HQNE) ;

maymini mysteriwn (GRAMOPHONE) ; quean

ylonoswn (GRAMOPHONE) ;
vos o nines

'(CouiMiUA); Papule meus (POLYDQR) ; Qa<?
est ista (GRAMOPHONE) ; Tanlim ergo (PAR-
LAFUONK) ;

Tetiebrae factae suiit (VICTOR).

Henri Vieuxtemps 1820*1881

tTENRl VIEUXTEMPS was born in
^^

Verviers, Belgium, on February 20,

1820, He studied the violin at an early

age with his father. At seven, he made
a successful debut in his native town.

In the same year, Charles de B6riot

heard him perform, and was so im*

HENRI VIEUXTEMPS

pressed by the performance that he de
cided to take the prodigy under his

wing De Renot secured for young
Vieuxtemps a stipend from the King of

Belgium, and personally gave him in

tensive training in violin technique and
the violin literature of Corelli, Tartmi,
Viotti, etc

In 1830, De Benot took Vieuxtemps
with him to Pans where, in many of De
Benot's concerts, Vieuxtemps was a

fellow-performer, One year later, De
Beriol started an extensive concert tour,

leaving Vieuxtemps in Pans to his own
resources, Vieuxtemps gave perform
ances in Pans which were sensational.

In 1833, he undertook an extensive con
cert tour thru Germany and Austria,

"Vieuxtemps is the greatest genius of

the young masters," wrote Robert Schu
mann when Vieuxtemps performed in

Leipzig. "His playing has the brilliancy
and perfume of the flower." In Vienna,

Vieuxtemps had the distinction of being
the first to perform the Beethoven Con
certo for violin and orchestra in public.
From Vienna, he went to London where
he heard Paganmi play; from that time

on, he was strongly influenced both by
Paganini's style of violin playing and by
his style of composition

In 1843, Vieuxtemps now a world-

famous violinistvisited America, in a

tour which took him as far as Mexico,

The tour was not successful, principally
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because another \iolmist, Ole Bull, \\a*

at that time the idol of the American
music, public "I came too soon/' wat>

Vieuxtemps' own explanation He
played to half-empty houses, often going
to absurd extremes to arouse the in

terest of Americans m his playing At
one time, he composed a series of

pyrotechnical variations on Yankee
Doodle which he featured extensive!)
in his American concerts with the hope
of attracting American curiosity towards
his art In New Orleans, it is said that

he ordered the life-size photographs of

him plastered upside-down so that the

public might come to the concert hall in

the belief that he would perform his mu
sic standing on his head '

Vieuxtemps, however, was not dis

couraged by the chilling failures of his

first American tour In 1857 and 1870
he made two more visits to America
which were overwhelmingly successful

Shortly after his first American tour,

Vieuxtemps visited St Petersburg where
his concerts were so successful that he
was appointed solo-violinist to the Czar
For six years, he remained in Russia

In 1871, Vieuxtemps was appointed
professor at the Brussels Conservatory
for the chair formerly held by De Benot
Two years later, paralysis of the arm

compelled him to give up all concert

work and pedagogy Believing that the

warm climate would relieve his paralysis,
he went to Algiers There, at Mustapha-
les-Alger, he died on June 6, 1881

Gay and light-hearted in spirit, Vieux

temps was almost as appealing for the

charm of his personality as for the

genius of his violin playing By temper
ament, he was restless and nervous, his

greatest passion, in consequence, was for

travel He frequently expressed his

contempt for a life of stability, affirming
that his philosophy of living consisted of

freedom of movement
As a composer for the violin, Vieux

temps was strongly influenced by Pag-
amni Like his celebrated predecessor,
he filled his music with pyrotechnical
effects diluted with warm sentiment He
is most famous for his six concertos foi

violin and orchestra "We can search
in vain," wrote the violinist, Arthur

Hartmann, "for works which in dra
matic intensity, in daring virtuosity and

efiecti\enes>s equal the first, thud, fourth

and fifth conceitoh And \\heri \\e ic-

call that the fiibt gieat concerto was
written by Vieuxtemps when but

eighteen }eais of age, the case may well

stand as being without parallel To my
critical judgment, the filth concerto

represents a unique achievement in

violmistic art, and is exemplary for its

beautiful symmetry, skill and art of con

struction and for its wealth of noble

and musically dramatic utteiances"

Principal works by Henri Vieux

temps
ORCHESTR\ Six concertos for violin and

orchestra, Overture on the Belgian national

anthem
,
Two concertos for violoncello and

orchestra

VIOLIN AND PIANO Violin suite, Fantasies,
Sonata for violin and piano

Transcriptions, Three cadenzas for the

Beethoven Violin concerto, etc

About Henri Vieuxtemps
Bergmans, Paul Henri Vieu\tcmps , Lahee,

Henry C Famous Violinists of Today and

Yesterday, Radoux, J Theodore Vicit>\~

temps Sa Vie, ses envies
Musical Courier 57 5 September 16, 1908,

La Revue musicale 40 50 November 1922

Important recordings of music by
Henri Vieuxtemps
ORCHESTRA Concerto in D-minor> for violin

and orchestra (VicroR-Heifetz) , Concerto m
A-mmor (CoLUMBiA-Dubois)
VIOLIN AND PIANO Ballade et Polonaise

(GRAMOPHONE), Reverie (COLUMBIA), Sdr-
cnite (VICTOR)

Giovanni Viotti 1753-1824

QIOVANNI BATTISTA VIOTTI,^^
the son of a blacksmith,, was born

in Fontanetto, Piedmont, on May 23,
1753 On his eighth birthday, he was
given the gift of a small violin on which
he soon succeeded, without any instruc

tion, in producing pleasant melodies
His father, an amateur horn player,, be

gan to teach him the elements of music,
these lessons were supplemented by
others given by Giovanni, a wandering
lute player
When Viotti was thirteen years old,, he

was recommended by a friend to the

Marquesa of Voghera, m Turin, who
was in search of a musical companion
for her eighteen-year old son, the Prince
of Cisterna Because of Viotti's youth,
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the Marquesa refused to consider him
Another musician, Colognetti who had
heard Viotti play at sight spoke so en

thusiastically of him to the Prince, that

the latter decided to give the young mu
sician a trial As a result, Viotti came
to live in the palace of the Marquesa,
and was placed under the instruction

of the distinguished violinist, Pugnam.
The Prince spent more than 20,000
francs in Viotti's violin education, but
as he confessed "I do not regret the

money. We cannot pay too highly for

the existence of such an artist
"

In 1770, Viotti set out with his master,

Pugnani, on an extensive concert tour

which took them to Germany, Poland,
Switzerland and, finally, France, In

Pans, he gave a private concert in which
he made an extraordinary impression,

Finally, in 1782, he made his debut at

the Concert Spintuel where his per
formance was described as phenomenal.
His reputation now firmly established, he
was offered fortunes to give further con

certs, to accept important musical posts
and to perform at the most exclusive
Paris salons

Then, at the height of his fame, Violti

suddenly decided to retire from active

concerting, despite the fabulous offers.

What caused this sudden withdrawal
from public performances, no one could

explain, It is believed, however, that

the indiscriminate applause of ignorant
audiences so piqued him that he vowed
never again to perform except for mu
sicians. For the next few years, while

living together with his bosom friend,

Cherubini, Violti gave charming Sunday
musicalcs in which he performed his new
works for his circle of musician-friends.

Invitee! to court to give a special per
formance for Queen Marie Antoinette,
Viotti so delighted the Queen that she

appointed him court-musician. At this

time, Viotti together with Leonard,
hairdresser to the Queen entered into

business negotiations to re-establish

opera in Paris with great artists, Unfor

tunately, the Revolution brought an end

to this incipient endeavor. When, in

1792, the King and Queen were about

to be executed, Viotti left for London
His fortune gone, he was now com

pelled to rescind his vow and once again
make public ^ppearatxtfe$* He per

formed at the Salomon concerts which at
that time \\ere honoring Joseph Haydn
as guest He also replaced Cramer as
head of the Italian Opera in London.

In 1798, as a result of several innocent
letters which Viotti sent to Pans and
into which invidious messages were read,
Viotti was accused of being in league
with the revolutionary party He was
forced to leave London, and become an
exile in Germany For three years, he
led a solitary existence in Schonfeldt,
near Hamburg, where he spent his time
in composition and teaching
In 1801, he was permitted to return

to England He entered once again into

business this tune by setting up a wine
business to which he clung tenaciously
until 1813 when it left him a financially
ruined man

Poverty compelled him to return to

music He now became active in the

newly-founded Royal Philharmonic So

ciety, playing in the orchestra under
Salomon's leadership. He also visited

Pans where he was warmly welcomed

by his old friends On one of his visits

to the French capital, Viotti was ap
pointed director of the Paris Opera
But misfortune was dogging his foot

steps. Shortly after his appointment,
the Due dti Barry, nephew of the king,
was assassinated at the Opera, bringing
on the immediate closing of the theatre

The Opera was removed to a smaller

GIOVANNI VIOTTI
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house \\heie it enumntei ed mnumeiable Principal \\orks b} Gio\anni Viotti

difficulties \ intti \\as accused of mis- ORCHLSTR\ T\vcnt\-nme concertos for

management, and, in 1822, he \\as com- uolm and orchestra

npllprl in rptirp from hi* nost \\ith in t_H \MBLR Music T\\enU -one string quar-
pellecl to retire trom his post \\itn an

tet Twent3 -one tnos (for violins and
annual pension ot 600 francs

viola), Fifty duos for unaccompanied tv\o

He leturned to London \ntually uohns, Eighteen sonatas for violin and bass,

penniless The last years of his life etc

were passed in obscurity, darkened by About Giovanni Viotti

remorse and grief He died on March Hart, George The Violin and It\ Music,

3, 1824 Something of the bitterness Pmcherle, Marc Fewllett d'Jmtoire du

of his last years might be guessed by ft*/o,
Po^m '

Althur l wttl et iole

* \. 11 u i> * 4. A f-u * Moderns
an item in his will which stated that Mhicstral 86 185 April 24, 1924, Mutual
he did not \\ish anything to be spent for Courier 57 9 August 5, 1908, Qumttjly Mu-
his funeral because "a little earth will utal Magazine 2 $2 (1820), Shad 41 23 May
suffice for such a miserable creature as l^O

imself" Important recordings of music by

Viotti had a distinguished manner and Giovanni Viotti

considerable personal charm which made YIOLIN AND PlANO C
?"T'i

m
,,

A
;>
nwor

>

him the cynosure of female eyes -tl^piano
accompamment, Adagio <GH-

Strange to say, he never married,

stranger still, women never played an .

important role in his life His existence Antonio Vivaldi 1678-1743

was not entirely dominated by music, rpHE biographical material that exists
literature and science sharing his 1

about Antomo Vlvaldl 1S sl ht
interest He was a passionate lover of Modein research has placed the locale
nature As a contemporary of Viotti

of hlg blrth as Venic and 167g ^ theM Eymar, pointed out A violet
In Ven hjg falh Giovanni

hidden under the leaves transported him
Battista was a vioimist in the ducal

with the hvehesl of joy He would kce of San MaiCQ From h and
spend hours lying on the grass admiring

subsequently from Giovanni Legrenzi,
a carnation, or breathing the fragrance young Viyaldl acquued his early musical
of a rose education
As a composer, Viotti is most famous

Despite the unusual talent for music
for his violin concertos, of which he

tkat Vivaldi disclosed from the very
composed twenty-nine Of these, the

first> he was 'directed by his father
one m A-mmor (no 22) is world- towards the Church In his fifteenth
famous In these concertos, he did not

vear> he submitted to the tonsure Three
develop violin-technique, but succeeded

years laterj he received his minor orders
in being among the fiist to give full The major ordeis came three years aftei
treatment to the violin conceito A that On March 23, 1703 he was
contemporary critic of Viotti wrote as ordained priest
follows about Viotti's music m 1794 r-. ,, 1111,
"His themes aie splendid, they are .

Du
1

rm ^ Pe d< \ had
f f

no

developed with intelligence tastefully
abandoned music As a matter of fact

. \ j ,i rtn
to

TJ-I he had not merely become a composercontrasted with passages His
of somfi repulal^n bul also a ^olm

are^Trked In a word, both Viotti's yf
uoso of considerable greatness

. xii t, ~ u, ^ Music soon dominated his entne life

In the D^onnmre fastonue des

. _ , r -01 musicwns of Choron and Fayolle, there
Piene Baillot, the famous French

1S related an amusmg anecdote which
violinist of the eighteenth century, said ^strates the growing importance that
of Viotti's conceitos

'

These concertos mllsic was beginning to acquire in

exalt the soul It is impossible not to Vivaldi's life "One day, when Vivaldi
discover m them a poetic feeling, not to was at Mass, there occurred to him a

see m them some of the heroes of theme for a fugue He left the altar

Homer" immediately, came to his sacristy to
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write out his theme. Then he returned
to the altar to finish his Mass. Brought
before an investigation, Vivaldi was
excused because he was a musician,
that is to say a little mad, and was,
moreover, excused from saying Mass
m the future

"

While it is doubtful if this is more
than a legend, it is illuminating in dis

closing
1

the great prominence music soon
attained in Vivaldi's life, and why he
turned away from the Church to devote
himself exclusively to the art He went
to Germany where his performances on
the violm aroused considerable admira

tion, and where he procured a position
in the court of the Landgrave of Hesse-
Darmstadt. In 1713, Vivaldi returned
to Venice to become music master of a

foundling hospital for girls the Ospe-
dale dell a Pi eta where he not only
directed the orchestra and chorus, but

also composed music for its concerts,

Antonio Vivaldi -who was known in

his day as "the red priest" was, as

Marc Pmcherlc pointed out, a man of

strange contradictions Pincherle de

scribed Vivaldi as "feeble and sick, yet

lively as gunfire," "quick to anger and

just as quick to become calm," ''passing
from profanity to superstitious piety/'

"docile, when necessary, and at other

times obstinate," "mystic, ready however
to come back to earth when his interests

demanded it."

In his composition, he worked easily
and swiftly, As De Drosses, Vivaldi's

friend, wrote ' "The old man composes
like wildfire, I have heard him boast

of being able to compose a concerto,

complete in all parts, in less time than

it takes a copyist to write it out."

While Vivaldi composed with fecun

dity for theatre and church, his major
importance in musical history rests with

his instrumental music. Together with

Corellij he was one of the forefathers of

the modern concerto; in his voluminous

writings in this form for violin, for

the piano, and for orchestrahe brought
it to altogether new stages of technical

development in which the form was

considerably solidified, and its artistic

expressiveness greatly expanded.

Discussing the Vivaldi music in

general, Julian Tiersot wrote; "His

style is rich, natural and learned . , .

ANTONIO VIVALDI

The expositions of his allegros possess
a great freshness, and their develop
ments evolve with a perfect logic and

irreproachable feeling for outline His
slow movements form the central part of

his concerto, offering varied and former

ly unheard beauties
"

:

'Vivaldi represented the tendency of

Italian art towards harmonic form/*
wrote C Hubert Parry, "such as were
met with in Italian opera, in which,
so far, simple clearness of design and

superficial effectiveness were the prin

cipal virtues He was essentially a

violinist, and at times, especially in slow

movements when the aptness of the

violin for expressive melody invited him,
he wrote really beautiful music."

It is well-known that Johann Sebastian

Bach admired Vivaldi's concertos enor

mously, and that he arranged sixteen of

his violin concertos for piano, four for

organ and one for four pianos and

string quartet
After Vivaldi's death, almost all of

his compositions suddenly disappeared
and for two centuries lay completely for

gotten in a private library. It is only

in recent memory that Vivaldi's music

has emerged from its obscurity and

assumed the importance in musical his

tory that it so well deserves

Principal works by Antonio Vivaldi

iKStftxr^ENfAL , Concert! gross: for cham
ber orchestra; concertos for violin and chain-
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her orchestra, concertos for piano and countebS, \\ho had heard of his talent,
chamber orchesti a concertos tor organ, summ0ned him to hei country seat in
sonatas tor \iohn and bass, etc r n ^ n i , ^~,,u i.^- + rt ^^^vu^ -,

T*cnt>-eight operas, cantatas, motet,, etc
Szemered to teach her tuo daughters
music There, Volkmann had consider-

About Antonio Vivaldi able ieisure to de\ote himself to com-
Lhoron u Fa\olle Duiwnnaire Hi\tonqite position But he lacked the artistic

rftr Ahwiien?, Pair>, C, Hubert Lvoluiion pm7irnrirnPT1 f ivhirh onlv a lame ntv rnn
of the Art of Music, Schenng, Arnold environment \\hicn only a large uty tan

Geschichte der Invtrumental-Kotisert otter Before long, he became subject
Mtnestral 91 246 Ma> 31, 1929, La Revue to spells of melancholy In the Spring

de Muncologie 14 11 August 1930 O f 1841, he decided to resign from his

Important recordings of music by position and settle in Pesth He look

Antonio Vivaldi with him several compositions mclud-

iNbTRUMEN^L Concci to gros&o no 2 mg a Sonata for violin and piano, some

(GRAMOPHONE), Concerto gtowo no 5 (Vic- songs, an overture for orchestra which
TOR-Pro Arte), Concerto gtosso no 8 two when they came to the notice of
movements (CoLimBiO ,

Conarto grosso
prominent musicians, aroused considei-

no 9, arranged foi violoncello and piano (Co- r
,

,
J

LUMBIA) ,
Concerto gt osso no 10, three move- able attention

ments (COLUMBIA, Concerto grouo no 11 For many years, Volkmann led the

(VicroR-Stokowski) ,
Sonata in A-major, for uneventful life of a music teacher in

violin and P"* (GRAMOPHONE-Busch, pestn
, devoting himself at the same time

Serkm) ,
Sonata in E-vnnor

t
for violoncello ^

'

^ TT .c , c.

and string quartet (NATIONAL GRAMOPHONIC to composition His hrfat sigmhcant
SOCIETY), Tno sonata in G-mmor (Pno work did not make an appearance until

MUSICA) 18S2, when Volkmann completed his

Piano trio in B-flat minor This com

position, as Viktor von Herzfeld has

Robert Volkmann 1815-1883 pointed out, "was the first revelation of

the master s genius 1 he themes and

^RIEDRICH ROBERT VOLK- motives are plastic, original, and for all

MANN was born in Lommatzsch, thei^ kinship with Beethoven, highly

in Saxony, on April 6, 1815 As a boy personal What is essential to

he was quiet and retiring by nature, perfection in music is there
"

revealing unusual intelligence and mental Several distinguished musicians like

alertness His father, a cantor and Franz Liszt and Hans von Bulow

organist, trained him musically at an recognized the talent of this woik and

early age, teaching him the elements of endeavored to bring attention to its com-

piano playing and the organ At the poser Despite their efforts, Volkmann

age of nine, Robert turned to composi- was still working in compaiative ob-

tion
,
at twelve he was already sufficient- scunty Shortly afterwards, however,

ly adept at the organ to substitute for several of his string quartets were per-

his father at Church services formed in Vienna and received high
He was, however, not intended for praise Believing that Vienna would

music but for pedagogy For this pur- accord him that recognition which

pose, he was sent to the Gymnasium at Hungary failed to do, Volkmann came

Freiberg, then to the Seminary m that to the Austrian capital m 1854, settling

city At the latter institution, his mu- there for four yeais A certain amount

sical gifts came to the notice of the of attention was focused upon him m
musical director, A F Anacker, who Vienna But general recognition was

gave him further instruction and urged still lacking, and Volkmann returned to

him to follow the study of music more Pesth in 1858, a disappointed and

seriously For this purpose, Volkmann dejected artist

came to Leipzig, in 1836, wheie he met, For the remaining years of his life

and was strongly influenced by, Robert in the Hungarian capital, Volkmann
Schumann In Leipzig, his fiist pub- continued his prolific composition He
hshed work, Phantasiebilder for piano, never achieved great fame, but from

appeared time to time important perfoimances of

After three years, he went to Prague, Ins works such as the premiere of his

settling there as a teacher of music A Symphony in D-minor by the Leipzig

F]
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ROBERT VOLKMANN

Gewanclhaus Orchestra brought him
the high praise of great musicians. He
was honored by the Vienna Mtisik-

freunde and the Berlin Academy
In 1875, Volkmann was appointed

professor of composition at the Royal

Academy of Music Eight years later,

on October 30, 1883, he died m Buda

pest, an unhappy and disappointed

composer.

W. Beatty-Kmgston, who met Volk
mann in Pestli m 1867, described the

composer as follows' "A glance at the

great Hungarian composer sufficed to

convince any observant person that he

had before him a man of sorrow,

acquainted with grief, His bowed
shoulders and sad, lustreless eyes told

a tale of excessive application, toil at

the desk and immoderate consumption
of the 'midnight oil.' A heavy, drooping

grizzled moustache enhanced the melan

choly expression of his countenance,

furrowed by the pencil of care rather

than time, , . . His chief characteristic

appeared to be an invincible shyness

almost amounting to painful timidity.

To me, he conveyed the impression of a

nature, originally gentle and diffident

that had been subdued by ill-luck and

unkind usage to a chronic condition of

self-depreciation and hopelessness. . . .

His black clothes . , , were threadbare

and of strangely antiquated cut"

Discussing the quality of Robert Volk-
mann's music, his nephew Dr Hans
Volkmann has written in his authorita

tive biography "His works have only
a very few qualities in common; the

unfailing nobility of his artistic taste,

a strange, almost ethereal sweetness of

sound, the glamor of which is only too

often discernable to the expert alone ;

and the severe logic in the development
of ideas , Strictly speaking, Volk
mann cannot be ranged in any group of

composers He was neither exclusively
a disciple of Beethoven nor of Mozart,
neither a classicist like Mendelssohn nor
a romanticist like Schumann and yet
he was all this at times He absorbed

all these influences and assimilated them

completely to his own nature A self-

dependent personality that cannot be

compared to any other, speaks in his

works
"

Principal works by Robert Volkmann :

ORCHESTRA * Two symphonies ,
Three over

tures; Three serenades for string orchestra:

Concerto for violoncello and orchestra;
Konsertstuck (for piano and orchestra)

CHORAL Sappho (for soprano and orches

tra) ; Two masses
;

offertories
,

sacred

choruses
, part-songs, etc

CHAMBER Music Six string quartets; Two
piano trios; Schlummerhed (for harp, clarinet

and horn)
Pieces for the violin, for violoncello, for

piano, etc,

About Robert Volkmann .

Beatty-Kmgston, W Music and Mariners;

Preiss, Cornelius Robert Volkmann; Volk

mann, Hans, Robert Folkmawi,

Monthly Musical Record 13,273 December

1883, Musical Quarterly 1:336 July 1915,

Richard Wagner 1813-1883

"In the whole range of [opera] . . .

will be found no greater name than that

of Wagner He has clothed it with a new

life, he has taught it to deliver a new

message, and the echoes of his voice will

last, not only in his own work but in the

days to come
fl W. H, HABOW

*HE foremost genius in the history

of opera, Richard Wilhelm Wagner,
was born in Leipzig on May 22, 1813.

His parentage has been subject to

much speculation and controversy.

Ernest Newman, who has done more

research on Wagner than any other

living musicologist, has written that "on
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his fathei's side, the paientage of Rich- One of his protoundest musical ex-

ard Wagner is still a matter of dubiety
"

penences occurred in his fourteenth

It is generally believed that Richard year, uhen the Wagner family had

Wagner \\as the son of Karl Fnednch removed to Leipzig There, }oung

Wagner, a police court clerk, and Jo- Richard heard the performance of a

hanna Bert/- Wagner Ho\\ever, there Beethoven symphony for the first time

is evidence to point suspiciously to the (it was the Seventh), an event that had

fact that Richard Wagner might well a far-reaching influence tipon him "I

have been the illegitimate son of Johanna thereupon fell ill," he recorded in his

Wagner and her deai friend Ludwig autobiography, "and when I tecovered

Geyer, an actor and pla\v\ right of Jewish I was a musician
" He began the study

origin theieby paradoxically, making of harmony and thorough-bass, becoming

one of the most \ icious anti-Semites in so preoccupied with music that he

music a Je\v by birth This evidence is neglected academic study, sometimes

further fortified by the fact that Wagner failing to go to his classes for weeks at a

resembled Geyei m physical features, stietch He soon began to put to paper

that certain of his personal character- his first creative thoughts First an

istics were more Oriental than German embryo piano sonata and stung quartet

Ernest Newman has deduced from many left his pen Then he turned to more

documents that Wagner himself believed pretentious composition One of these,

m the possibility of Geyei's having been an overture foi orchestra, was per-

his father
JJ formed in Leipzig under the direction of

Karl Fnednch Wagnei died of Hemrich Dorn The manuscript of this

typhoid shortly after Richard's birth overture was written m three different

The following year, the widow was mar- colored inks
,
the music was as bizarre

ried to Ludwig Geyer, tiansferring her as the appearance of the manuscript The

family from Leipzig to Dresden Geyer performance was something of a fiasco

was a tendei and solicitous step- father, In 1830, Wagner entered the Umver-

as Wagner himself has mentioned m his sity of Leipzig where, as he himself con-

autobiography 'This excellent man fessed, he was more interested in drink-

undertook my education with the great- ing, gambling and dissipation than in

est of care and love
"

Unfortunately, study Music, however, still absorbed

Geyer died when Wagner was only seven him He became a student of composi-

years old lion of Theodor Weinhg, cantor of the

The mothei placed Richard m the Si Thomas Schule, working undei hm
Kreuzschule in Dresden where he ac- so assiduously that in six months he ac

quired an education m the classical quired an imposing technical equipment

languages, history and mythology Lit- The fruits of this study were seveia

erature was his" great interest at the overtures and a symphony, performed

time He could write verse with a b7 lhe Gewandhatts Orchestra m Leipzig

facile pen, at one time winning first prize
and m Prague These woiks showed the

m school for an original poem He even strong influence that Beethoven exerted

went so fai as to study English so that cm the young composer at the time

he might lead Shakespeare in the Shortly after the performance of

original At the age of eleven, he wrote Wagner's symphony in Leipzig, he was
a grandiose drama m verse, a compound offered a position as chorus master of

of Hamlet and King Lear m which the Wurzburger Theatre, which he ac-

forty-two chaiacteis suffered death dur- cepted This post probably turned his

ing the collide of the tragedy mteiest moie foicefully to the theatre

Music was, at fiist, only of secondaiy
He hacl before this attempted the com-

impoitance He hacl begun the study of position of an opera, Die Hochgnt,

the piano, for which he showed astonish- which he discarded after several at-

mg ineptitude However, his enthusiasm tempts In Wuizbuig, however, he

for the art was not to be mistaken As found the enthusiasm and strength to

a child, he was introduced to portions of bring to completion his fust opera, Die

Weber's Frcuchntz which thrilled him Feen, completed in 1834 Die Fecn was
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succeeded by a second opera, Das the directors of the Opera, who refused

Liebesverbot, based upon Shakespeare's it Wagner was, therefore, reduced to

Measure for measure which Wagner a state of poverty even more appalling
conveiled into a glorification of free than he had known m Germany and Rus-
love To Wagner's intense disappoint- sia To keep alive he was compelled to

mentj neither opera reached perform- undertake the most sordid type of hack-
ance work Twice he was imprisoned for

At this time, Wagner was m miserable debt The rest of the time he evaded

financial straits To alleviate this press-
staivation only narrowly

mg condition, he accepted an artistically It is the opinion of Ernest Newman
unsatisfying post as director of a small that these trying years in Pans did much
opera company in Magdebuig One of to warp Wagner's personality perma-
the principal actresses of the company nently A noble character he had never
was Minna Planer, a charming, self- been, it is true Starvation and disap-
sufficient, attractive young girl, a few pomtment in Pans, however, combined

years Wagner's senior, already the to make him even more ruthlessly selfish

mothei of an illegitimate child Minna than he had been befoie, moie tin-

Planer and Wagner became lovers scrupulous than ever before where
When the Magdebuig opera company money, women or friends were con-

collaspecl financially (leaving Wagner cerned His ego became inflated his

moie sadly m debt than before) Minna armor of protection from a callous

Planer secured a post in Konigsberg, world He began to harbor resentment

whither Wagner, insane with jealousy, against everybody, became antagonistic
followed her They were married on to society, adopted a pose of opposition
November 24, 1836 against its codes of ethics and morals

In 1837, Wagner accepted a post as A new opera was now beginning to

music-director m Riga There he went absorb his interests, an opera on the sub-

fiom bad to worse where finance was ject of the famous legend of the "flying
concerned He became so mextncably Dutchman" Wagner sketched the h-

involved in debt that, to save himself, bretto and sent it to Leon Fillet, man-
he was forced to flee, Wagner and his ager of the Opera, with the hope that he

wife weie smuggled across the Russian might receive the commission to prepare
border, their passports having been con- the opera, Pillet was interested in the

fiscaled by the debtors, and after a try- libretto, but his only offei was to buy it

mg journey prolonged several weeks by for the use of some other composer for

violent storms, they reached London five hundred francs Five hundred
After a shoit period, the Wagners francs was a formidable sum to Wag-
crossed the Channel ner at that time Moreover, its accept-

Wagner i cached Pans with high hopes
ance did not pievent him from compos-

for the future In his pocket was a ing an opera on the same book He,
letter of Introduction to Meyerbeer, the therefore, eageily accepted the sum

Parisian favorite among the opeiatic Guaranteed momentary recess from

composers of the time In his valise starvation, he now set to work upon his

was the score of a new opera, Run&f
opera To compose music

"
wrote

based upon a novel of Bulwer Lytton, Wanner m his autobiography,
(

I needed

the spectacular subject of which Wagner a piano, for, after a nine months* in-

felt would appeal strongly to French temtption of all kinds qf musical pro-

.^e dudton, 1 had to
1

work myself papk to 1

But thft thrift V6M Warner soenl in
the music^ a-traopphere J 'hired a piano,1HU IOC IHiee yt<sir& VVd^UCl &JJCUL III < Whfrn if <^^ T -urallr^ munrt x-nA

Paris were not crowned with the reco^
bttt * can^ A.waUced roun4 w

nitiorv and success for which he had roundit manwy of apciety, I

hoped, They were, as a matter of fact, \
0> fttad I ,P

S w longer * immc

some of the'mosjt tryitog years in Wag- b'eg&n with t^e SaM^x cfionw and

life, Meyertwr, upon hi$ mter- Spmmng^ongi feverytkng we^it e

with Wafnet, was poltfe, but 1 not fltaentty, and J actaally stoufced fer j

helpful Rfatrf did not aippe^l to a^ I felt tVrougfc'my wiaote
1

bemgr tiiat I
j* **",, '*-

( v ,

,
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RICHARD WAGNER

was still an artist In seven weeks the

opera was finished
"

The tide was now to turn for Wagner.
In 1842, Rienzi was accepted for per
formance by the Dresden Opera The
success of this performance was so great
that Wagner received an appointment
as conductor at the opera house. The
following year, the Dresden Opera pre
sented the Flying Dutchman to less

appreciative audiences, In April of

1845, Wagner introduced Tannhauser at

the Dresden Opera, when it received an

apathetic performance and a still more
indifferent reception Lohengrin was

composed in 1848, but was not produced
until 1850 when Franz Liszt presented
it in Weimar

In the operas from Rienzi to Lohen-

grin, Wagner's revolution of the long-
accepted operatic form and conventions
was slow and subtle. "As he himself put
it/' wrote Ernest Newman, "in Rienzi
his sole ami had been to write an 'opera' ;

in the Flying Dutchman he made his

first tentative step towards the musical
drama. In the older opera the music
was the first consideration, the libretto

being constructed in such a way as to

provide the composer with the conven
tional opportunities for ana, dut, trio,

ensemble, and so <?n In ,the musical
t

drama as Wagner came to conceive it,

the drama is the first Consideration, and
it is from the drama that th music must

take its expression, its color and its

form It is true, as Wagner himself

admitted, that to all intents and purposes
the old divisions of ana, duet, etc still

exist in the Flying Dutchman, but they
are not there for their own sakes, merely
as so many 'numbers'

, they are not im

posed arbitrarily upon the dramatic

subject, but grow naturally out of it Tn

Tannhauser, he got further away than
in the Flying Dutchman from the opera
of 'numbers'

;
and in Lohengrin further

still . . . We are so familiar with Tann
hauser today, and even inclined to re

gard it, in comparison with Wagner's
later opera, as a little old-fashioned,
that it is somewhat difficult to realize

that m its own day it was an effort on
the composer's part to do several things
that had hardly been attempted in opera
before In the first place, the dramatic

motive was every whit as important in

his eyes as the music, in the second

place, the old distinction between song
and recitative had been completely swept
away

"
It should also be mentioned that

even m these early operas, Wagner's use

of the leit-motif a repetitious musical

phrase to identify a character, situation

or emotion is already an important
technical device.

The revolutionary uprising of 1848

awakened Wagners political conscious

ness, He became so intimately associ

ated with the revolutionary movement
that, when the uprising was smothered,
he was forced to flee to save his life.

For a short while he found a haven at

the home of Franz Liszt, thereby cement

ing a relationship in which Liszt was to

devote the remainder of his life to spread

propaganda for the Wagnenan music-
drama, Then, learning that a price had
been placed on his head, he escaped to

Pans, finally settling in Zurich where he

began a twelve year period as political
exile

During these years of exile, Wagner
temporarily abandoned musical composi
tion to devote himself to voluminous
theoretical writings in which he pro

pounded his revolutionary artistic doc
trines In the mo$t important of these

principally Die Kwnst und die

, D&s Kmstiverk der Zukwnft
and Oper und Dramas-tie formulated
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for the first time his principles of the felt that, in any case, several more years
opera, namely as a music-drama in which were required to bring this mammoth
all the arts are synthesized He affirmed work to completion, he decided to turn

that the nineteenth century could pro- from the Nibelungen legend to another

duce a theatre which would epitomize subject, that of Tristan and Isolde, based
its own culture just as that of the ancient upon a Celtic legend
Athens had summed up Greek thought It was peculiarly appropriate that, in

and art In Oper und Drama he con- composing this epic of love, Wagner
demned opera because its sole aim and should himself have been deeply in love

end was musical instead of dramatic The object of his ardent affection at

expression, and he clearly and forcefully this time was Mathilde Wesendonck, the

outlined the opera of the future as he wife of a close friend and patron How-
saw it, where old conventions of ana ever, as Ernest Newman takes pains to

and recitative were permanently dis- point out, Tristan and Isolde was by no

carded, where opera and libretto com- means the effect of Wagner's love-affair

plcmented each other, in which the other As a matter of fact, Ernest Newman
arts joined in a unified artistic ex- goes so far as to suggest the paradox it

pression might have been the cause, that Wagner
To bring these aesthetic theories to fell in love with Mathilde Wesendonck

practice, Wagner decided to return to only because at the time he was corn-

operatic composition In Dresden, he posing Tristan *

had mteiested himself so deeply in the In August of 1859, Wagner brought

sagas of Scandinavia, Iceland and Ger- Tristan to completion Tristan, how-

many that he had already pi eparecl, from ever, did not receive its first perform-
Ihis copious material, a lengthy poem ante until June 10, 1865 when Hans
entitled Siegfried's Death It is this von Bulow introduced it in Munich

poem which he intended to convert into Meanwhile, m 18SS, Wagner mter-

an operatic libretto, later renamed The rupted his many labors to visit England
Dusk of the Gods However, as Wag- and conduct eight concerts of the Royal
ner worked upon his poetical drama he Philharmonic Orchestra This visit was

realized that the subject was much too unsuccessful principally because England

great for any one opera In 1851, he could not forget Wagner's devastating

prefixed Siegfried's Death with a second, remarks about their beloved Mendels-

explanatory'work, entitled Young Sieg- sohn in his vitriolic attack on the Jew

fried Still feeling that too much had m music In September of 1856 Wag-
been left tinsaid, Wagner prefixed still ner came to Pans to conduct three con-

another opera to this duet m 1852, the certs of his own music
^

where, too, his

Valkyrie Finally, still feeling that a performances were received coldly In

"prelude" was needed to round out the 1861, he was once again in Pans, this

whole, he prepared the book of the time to help in the preparation of a

Rhintgold, In 1853, the libretto of this grandiose performance of Tannhauser,

poetical series was published and dis- sponaoied by Prince Mettermch Tann-

tributed privately, hwset was given more than one hundred

Between 1853 and 1857, Wagner and fifty rehearsals and was mounted

worked intensively upon the composition in lavish style> It is said that more than

of the musical scores to his poetical $40,000 was expended in its production

cycle. The Ring of the Nibelungm, He On March 17, 1861, therefore, Tcwn-

had completecf all of the Rhtnegold, hauser was presented at tfoe Opfra m
Valkyrie and the first act of Siegfried the French language, equipped with new

when he decided, for the time being at Venusberg- musjc to please French love

any ntte, to abandon the project He for the ballet. The reception rt received

had received an offer from the opera inspired by political rea^ias
-was

house iti Ria de Janeiro to prepare & scandalous The Parisian Jockey Club

work e^pecltllV for the .company. Since sent its members toihobt, howl, whistle

Wagaer felt stixwigiy th*t his Ring .walft After three peicfonawafce$, the o#era yas

too gttmntann a venture for production removed from the repertoireto
. wag-

t' inense btuittOn, arid bitterness
iti an ordiflftty Qp^aAottse aad^ince *e, net's intense
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In 1860 Wagner received official gov- inspiration over formulistic and pedantic

ernmental pardon for his radical activity art attracted Wagner as early as 1845

in Saxony twelve years before After He completed the libretto in 1862, but

the Tannhauser "debacle" Wagner re- the score did not receive its final strokes

turned to the land of his birth for the until 1867 On June 21, 1868, Die

first time in twelve years He under- Meistersmger was given its first per-

took a long and extensive tour as con- formance in Munich under the baton of

ductor not only in his own works but Hans von Bulow It is generally con-

also in the symphonies of Beethoven, ceded that the character of the villain

achieving a magnificent reputation as a Beckmesser, was intended by Wagner
conductor and earning an all-important as a satirical portrait of Eduard Hans-

place m the history of conducting It lick, the eminent Viennese critic, bitter

was at this time, too, that Wagner first enemy of Wagner
received the friendship of the new king In June of 1869, a son was born to

of Bavaria, the eighteen year old Lud- Cosima and Richard called Siegfried

wig II who, for many years, was Wag- and on August 25, 1870 the lovers were

ner's most influential patron married As a birthday gift to his be-

Wagner's life was once again en- loved Cosima, Wagner composed the

meshed in amatory difficulties In 1862, deathless Siegfried idyll On the dawn

after a trying period of misunderstand- of Christmas morning of 1870, Wagner

ing, Richard Wagner and his wife, gathered a small orchestra at his home,

Minna were permanently separated the instruments tuned up in the kitchen,

Wagner was already strongly attracted and then assembling at the foot of the

to someone else She was Cosima, staircase they awakened Cosima with the

daughter of Franz Liszt, and wife of tones of one of the most tender sere-

Wagner's devoted friend and disciple, nades in music

the conductor-pianist, Hans von Bulow After Die Meiste? singer, Wagner re-

The love-affair between Wagner and turned to the composition of his Ring
Cosima developed during the next few of the Nibelungen, resuming the creation

years under the very eyes of the un- of Siegfried where he had suddenly left

suspecting von Bulow In 1865, Cosima off twelve years before this The corn-

bore Wagner a daughter, Isolde, whom position fired Wagner with grandiose

von Bulow believed to be his own plans and dreams In his mind he en-

When, in 1866 Minna Wagner died, and, visioned a special festival theatre where

one year later, Cosima bore him another his gargantuan creation might be pro-

daughter, Wagner was determined to duced to best advantage In these

have Cosima for his own In the dreams he was encouraged and inspired

autumn of 1868, Richard and Cosima by a young professor of philosophy at

fled to Triebschen, near the Lake of Basel, Friednch Nietzsche Soon a

Lucerne, to establish their home there campaign was inaugurated in all parts

Franz Liszt was infuriated, for a long of the music-world to raise money for

while refusing to forgive Wagner Hans this venture Wagner societies were

von Bulow was heart-broken "If it formed everywhere to create enthusiasm

had been anyone but Wagner/' Hans von for this nympholeptic scheme Three

Bulow remarked, "I would have shot hundred thousand dollars was raised in

him" It is, howevei, a sublime ex- this manner On Wagner's birthday in

ample of the artistic integrity of both 1872 the cornerstone for a festival

musicians that though this betrayal theatre was laid m the small Bavarian

embittered them against Wagner per- town of Bayreuth To commemorate

sonally they did not interrupt their in- this event, Wagner himself conducted a

defatigable labors to bring the Wag- performance of Beethoven's Nwth sym-
nenan music-drama to recognition phony

In the midst of this involved comphca- In supervising the construction of the

lion, Wagner completed and saw the festival theatre, Wagner applied many
first production of a new music-drama, of his theories of the ideal opera-house
Die Mwstersmger The theme of Dw The orchestra was concealed from view,

glonfyiiag the triumph of protected by a steel armor, thereby not
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only blending its tone more sonorously brows bro\vn, eyes grey-blue, nose and
but also hiding the conductor from pub- mouth well proportioned , chin round
he attention Moreover, the auditorium Particulars in moving- and speaking he
was so constructed that a full view of is hasty Clothing surtout of dark-
trie stage was piocured from every seat green buckskin, trousers of black cloth,
in the house velvet waistcoat, silk neckerchief, the

Finally, in 1876 the Ring of the Nibe- usual felt hat and boots
"

His lips were
lungen was performed in its entirety in firm, the ends of which suggested hard-
Bayreuth Hans Richter was the con- ness A prominent chin and high cheek-
ductor, Wilhelmj, world-famous violin- bones spoke of strength His eyes were
ist, was concertmaster It had been pre- particularly brilliant, of a piercing in-

pared with the most scrupulous fastidi- tensity which electrified those whom they
ousness Expenses were not consideied scrutinized His face was deeply lined,
in procuring the scenery, costumes or fingerprints of his many trials and dis-
ai ranging for stage-effects As a result, appointments Of medium stature m
a brilliant audience, gathered from all build, his large head seemed out of pro-
parts of the world, acclaimed the Ring portion with the rest of his body His
and Wagner carnage had dignity

In 1877, Wagner revisited London to Many of his personal traits have al-

receive that ovation and tiiumph which leady been commented upon his ruth-
had formeily been denied him Return- less selfishness, his iron will, his com
ing to Germany, he established his home plete disregard of any code of ethics or

permanently in Bayreuth, at the villa morals, his bitter antagonism towards
Wahnfned, so called because there his society Vain, irritable, nervous, always
fancies found lest Another music- impatient, he was by no means a pleasant
drama was absorbing his attention, built comrade And yet, despite his hardness,
upon the theme of the ledemption of his magnetic appeal was great Too fre-

the Holy Grail On the twenty-eighth of quently he was capable of duplicity, be-

June of 1882, Parsifal was introduced at trayal, hypocrisy, he made enemies more
Bayreuth It was so successful that six- freely than friends

teen performances were necessary, bring- His frailty was, of course, Woman,
ing in a handsome profit his life was an endless succession of

Shortly after the performances of amatory relationships He had an

Parsifal, Wagner, who was suffering Oriental love for color and splendor He
from heart disease, left for a vacation wore expensive and brightly colored silk

in Venice He died there suddenly on underclothing His home was always
February 13, 1883 It is known that cluttered with luxuriously brilliant tapes-
death was brought on by a violent fit tries, cushions, rugs and silks He was
of temper What mspned the rage has uncontrollably extravagant, spending
never been satisfactorily explained, altho lavishly on impractical decorations, pen-
it is believed that Wagner, in planning dants, furnishings He took particular
new performances of Parsifal, insisted pride m his dress He had a wide assort-

upon including'
a charming singer of his ment of satin trousers with jackets and

acquaintance in the cast, to which the slippers to match, and he possessed np

jealous Cosima objected violently less than twenty-four dressing gowns of

Delegates from Wagnenan societies different colors

escorted the rem^in$ from Venice to Richard Wagner's wife, posima, sur-

Bayreuth where, after a magnificent and vived him by fifty years Until the end
noble ceremony, the body was buned in of her life she was the

guiding spirit of

the rden of Villa Wahnfried the Bayreuth festival, which each sum-
The police record of 1S49, issued raer presented the Wagnenan tasic-

shortly after Wagner's escape from drama Siegffri^d Wagner, the ,san of

Saxony as a
jpoiitical enemy, gives tis a Ridkard and Cosim% d^4"in 1930 afW

minute daac^tftori of the composer, achieving $ world reputa^on as a Wag-
f

Wagrier fe thiity^even to thirty-ietght nerma conductor

yeat;$ oR of mle height, h^.browtf W. ,'H. Hadow luuj
, disputed, i keenly

bain, wears glasses; open forehead; eye-; tta strength and wwtewss of Wagner'$
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greatest music-dramas Of the four strained The characters may be less

works in the Ring of the Nibelungen, distinct than those of Siegfried, but they
wrote Hadow, "Rhinegold is undoubted- are more significant and suggestive

ly the weakest, Siegfried undoubtedly "Meistersinger has purposely been

the finest The latter, indeed, is the kept to the end, since, among Wagner's

strongest in construction and the most artistic products, it stands on a special

vigorous m workmanship of all Wag- footing of its own It may be said to

ner's creations, and its gold is studded belong to both his creative periods, for

with such gems as the Schwiiedelied, the the first sketches were written in 1845,

Wddwebunq and the magnificent duet about the time of Lohengrin, and the

on which the Siegfried idyll was sub- work was finished twenty-two years

sequently founded Valkyrie is a very later Again, there are certain de-

unequal'work It contains, perhaps, as tails of workmanship which are implied

many supremely fine numbers as Sieg- in its character of a comedy
fned itself, but. except for the closing Meistcrsinger is full of more or less

scene, the second act is rather tedious, detachable melodies Walther's three

and some of the other monologues stand songs, Hans Sach's ballad, Beckmesser's

in need of judicious curtailment The absurd serenade, and the like They do

Dusk of the Gods gives a little the mi- not m the least mteifere with the con-

pi ession that its first two acts were writ- tinuity of the story, but a comic story

ten for the sake of the third But the allows more room for them than a

whole scene of Siegfried's death, the tragic The more conventional form of

superb funeral march, in which motif the music is m no sense a recantation

after motif tells the stoiy of the it is entirely consistent with Wagner's
murdered hero, the blazing pyre upon principles, and forms the natural out-

which Brunnhilde dies amid the wreck come of his plot But the drama is too

of Valhalla, and the overthrow of the well known and too popular to need any

very gods themselves, these form a defence From first to last it is a thor-

climax of epic grandeur, presented with oughly genial work, with plenty of sound

a vividness of reality which no epic can comedy, plenty of good-humored satire,

ever attain plenty of tune, and an astonishing dis-

"If Siegfried is the stiongest of the play of recondite rhythm and ingenious

music-dramas Tristan is the most must- polyphony
J '

cal From the fascinating theme with No doubt there are many weaknesses

which the overture opens there is to the Wagnenan music-drama, Wag-
scarcely a page which does not contain ner was too frequently prolix, bombastic,

some imperious appeal to the artistic pompous His dramatic action suffers

sense The whole composition is as full too frequently from over-elaborate and

of melody as Romeo and Juliette It is repetitious monologues to explain the

all set in one mood the love of man for background of the action Finally, as

woman There are two reasons why H^ C Colles pointed out, the union of

Parsifal has a claim to be considered the arts could never be successfully re-

Wagner's masterpiece In the first place alized by Wagner because he "was m-

its emotional level is more sublime than finitely greater as a musician than as a

that of its predecessois The central poet or dramatist
"

conception of the Ring is strength, that However, for all his faults, Wagner
of Tristan is passion, that of Parsifal remained one of the supreme geniuses
is goodness In the second place, of the opera Single-handed he evolved

it is the most homogeneous of the music- a new operatic form in which stilted con-

dramas that m which the different ele- ventions were permanently discarded and

ments are most completely fused into in which a new art form emergecl His

unity In other words, it is the most luxuriously rich harmonic and con-

complete embodiment of Wagner's dra- trapuntal writing influenced an enUre

matic theory, and so may be regarded as generation of composers throughout the

in a sense the climax of his work world He brought a dramatic intensity

The music may be less rich than that of to musical expression such as it had
Tristan, but it is more dignified and re- never before known Most important Of
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all, bowcvei, he uealed a world of en

chantment which it. entirely his own
the world of Siegfried and Urunnhilde,
Tiistan and Isolde, Hans Sachs and Eva,
Parsifal and Kundiy which has en

thralled loveis of gieat ait for a half a

centuiy and will continue to exert its

contagious appeal foi a long time to

come

Principal works by Richard Wagner

OPTRA. Ihe I*ccn, Das Liebesvcrbot ,

Riensi, The frlyinq Dutchman, Tawihauscr ,

Loheii(/iui t
Tn\tan and Isolde, Die Metstet-

iwyei ,
The Riny oj the Nihchtncjcn (Rhtnc-

yold, Valkyrie, \icyfried, Dusk of the Gods) ,

Par <t ifal
ORCHIS i u\ \ywplwny in C

,
A J*autf ovei-

lute, 7 rauerniusik (fen wmcl) , lluldiqmqi-

marsch, \icqfned idyll, Kancnnarsch,
Grower fettmar\ch
CHORAI Nc tijahrskanlate , l/alltsymnc ,

La
Descents dc la loiutillc, Wciheqnws, An
Wcbcrs grabc t

etc

Pieces 01 the piano, bongs

About Richard Wagner

Hekker, Paul Richard Wayner >
Chamber

lain, Houston Stcwait Richard Wagner,
Uactow, W H Richard Waqner t Henderson,
W, J Richard Wagner] Kapp, Julius, The
Women in Wagner'? Life, Krehbicl, H k
b Indies w Waguenan Drama

,
Lavignac,

Albeit The Music, Dramas of Richard wo-g-
net

\ Lavignac, Albert An Atlisiu Voyage to

Raytruthi Mann, Thomas Past Masters,

Newman, Ernest 1 he Life of Richard Wag-
Her, Newman, Einest Wagner at Man and

ArM, PourtalH Gu> cle Richard Wagner,
Shaw, George Bernard The Perfect Wagner-
lie, Wagner, Richard My Life

Important iccordings of music by
Richard Wagaei :

OPERA Lohmyrw, abridged (BRUNSWICK),
TanMu^f, slightly abridged <C*OLUMBJA-

Bayreuth Fe?tival) Tristan and Isolde,

abridged (C'otrWMfltArBayrcutli Festival) ,

RhwgM, ^Ewwhrptt*' (ViCTO^Stokow$ki) ;

<ilkyne, abridged ( VICTOR) ; Valkyr**, com
plete Act I ( viCTOit^Bruno Walter) ; 5w
fntd, 3 alburns (Vicrtat) ,

The uwh of m
, abridged (Vrcton) , /'awi/a^ act IU

Parsifol, Ifeeeltoeotn excerp'ta

"Overture

(Viw*8tokciwW) ; "Ers^t^e, Boh-*
1 '

bwicK) ;

M

. The frlymg
* fWle oft in

Loienz), "Kcin' icgcl \\ollte da passen"
(VICTOR-Schotr) ,

"Ich sth
,

's\\ar nm"
( VICTOR- Schorr, Ljundberg) ,

"Schusterhed"

(PARLAPHONi-Bohnen) , "Prelude, Act III"

(ViCTOR-Stokowski) , "Wahn, wahn" (ViCTOR-
Schoir) ,

"Hat man nut dcm schuhwerk"
(ViCTOR-Schon, Rethberg) ,

"Aha' Da
stieicht die Lene" (VitTOR-Schorr) , "Quintet"
(ViciOR) ,

"Dance of the apprentices"
(CoLUMBiA-Bruno Walter), "Procession of
the Mastei singers" (COLUMBIA), "Euch macht
ihi's leicht

1 '

(ViciOR-Schori) f "Preished"

(GRAMOPHONE-Melchior) , Wagner album, in

cluding preludes to Act I and Act III of

Lohengrin, "Dawn and Rhine jouiney" fiom
Dusk of the gods (VicroR-Toscamni)

ORCHESTRA. Siegfried idyll (ViCTOR-Tosca-
mni) , Huldiqunqsmooch (VicroR-S Wag
ner) ,

Kaisermat sch (GRAMOPHONL) ,
A Faust

overture (VicioR-Coates)

Karl Mana von Weber 17S6-1826

"The most German of Geiman com-
poseis" RICHARD WAGNLR

ITARL MARIA FRIEDRICHJV
ERNST, FREIHERR VON

WEBER, wab born at Eutm on Decem
ber 18, 1786 His father, Franz Anton,
was known to have been an adventurer
A violinist of consideiable talent, and a

composer of some commendable songs,
Franz Anton first served as financial

councilor and district judge to the

Elector of Cologne Upon the death of
the Elector, Franz Anton was dismissed

from his post Having meanwhile lav

ishly squandered the wealth of his wife,
he was compelled to become an impre
sario of an itinerant opeiaUc company
and; at other intervals, a violinist in

small-town theatre orchestras, His wife
died from a broken heart, brought on by
this startling reverse of fortune In

1785, Franz Anton, now ia. his fiftieth

year, married a girl of -sixteen Then
first ctyld was Karl Maria '

^
Kftrl Maria had been bom with a

disease of the hip which nude4t impos
sible for him to move hi$ le^s until after

his fourth yeaf, and which ftt,ed him to

Urajp
1

'

,'

fof
'

the wtmtede'r' of
,

'W$ Hfe,

Despite tbe delicacy <if to healtfci
;
Karl

was forced to lead a nomadic
a

a stroke <)f

a Aii4
;

the kjtoos|ter of the thefctrt

part 'of it, accpirinf by experience
1
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knowledge of its mechanism which he
was to use so advantageously in his

operatic composition
Franz Anton Weber, impressed by the

tales of the wealth and honor which were

being accorded to the prodigy, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, determined to develop
his own son along similar lines The
piano and singing were taught him be

fore he could even speak, At first, Karl
Maria learned his lessons so slowly that

his older brother Fritz prophesied that

the child would become anything but a

musician However, Franz Anton's de

termination to make his son a prodigy
was not relaxed At the age of nine,

Karl Maria was given lessons on the

organ by Heuschkel m Hildburghausen,
under whose influence Karl Maria pro
duced his first known composition, Von
himmel hoch, for organ. Shortly after

this, a theatre manager in Carlsbad, im

pressed by the boy's talent, commissioned
him to compose a comic-opera, Das
Waldmddchen This work was per
formed in Freiberg, Chemnitz and
Vienna.

When Karl Maria was eleven, he be

came a pupil of Michael Haydn, the

brother of the great composer. At this

time, several other compositions were
created by the young composer, including
a second comic-opera, and a set of little

fugues which the proud father published.
The following autumn, Karl Maria was

KARL MARIA VON

studying the piano and composition in

Munich. Weber's last teacher was Abbe
Vogler in Vienna who subjected him to

two intensive years of study.

Abbe Vogler 's influence succeeded in

procuring for young Weber an appoint
ment as conductor in Breslau He
reached there in 1804, devoting himself
to his new task with great devotion and

integrity He subjected his musicians to

such rigid disciplining and severe train

ing that he made many enemies At one

time, he accidentally drank some nitric

acid, mistaking it for wine When he

recovered, after two months of illness,

he learned that his many enemies had
succeeded in having him removed from
his post During this Breslau period,
Weber composed the sketches for an

opera, Rubezahl, which it is believed he
never finished,, and an orchestral over

ture, Turandot

For a short period, Weber found em
ployment with Duke Eugen Fnednch
of Wurttemberg, as conductor of his

private orchestra. In this post, Weber
composed two symphonies

In 1807, Weber became private secre

tary of Duke Ludwig of Wurttemberg
His principal task seemed to have been
to raise funds for his indigent master
It was a sordid post, Weber moved in

dissolute company and, influenced by it,

he surrendered himself to dissipation
This position came to a catastrophic close
in 1810, At that time, Weber's father
arnved in Wurttemberg, his reputation
greatly damaged t>y the many .debts in

which he had become involved Finding
a sum of money in his son's bureau,
which belonged to the Duke, he appro
priated it On February 9, 1810, while
in the midst of rehearsing his opera
Silvana, Weber was arrested for steal

ing. After a short period in prison,
Weber was released on the condition
he leave the kingdom permanently.
Weber settled for a brief period in

Darmstadt where his former teacher, the
Abbe Vogler, now had his home. Re
newal of friendship with Vogler sobered
Weber. During the following year he
devoted himself industriously tp com-
position^ producing a piano concerto, 'Six

sdnatas for violin and pianp and a spark-
ling operetta Abu Hassan* At this time,
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Webei became an intimate fnencl of enough, the critics and some musicians

Meyerbeei who was then a pupil ol \\ ere less entlntsiastic, but they could not

Vogler dampen the enthusiasm of the public
Raily in 1811, Webei left Daimstadt Dcr Freischuts was peifoimed fifty

There followed a peiiod of extensive times m less than eighteen months,
tiavel and concert-work In March of drawing abundant receipts into the cof-

1811, he came to Munich where his oper- fers of the opera-house
etta, Abu Hassan, was presented There On the clay following the magnificent
followed conceit engagements in Prague, triumph of Der Frcischutz, Weber corn-

Dresden and Leipzig In Golha, Webei posed his famous Konzertstuck, for
was employed for a bnef span by the piano and orchestra, which he himself
eccentric Duke Emil Leopold In introduced one week later

Weimar, Webei met Goethe, who was Der Freischittz made Weber famous
but little impicssed with the composer throughout Europe It was performed
After a short stay in Berlin, where his in Dresden in 1822 with a success that

opera Silvana reached production, duplicated the timmph of Berlin In
Weber revisited Gotha, Weimar, Leip- Vienna, Der Freischutz was given fifty

zig, finally coming to Prague where he consecutive performances Inevitably,
was given the post of director of the offeis poured m upon him From the

Opeia House For three years, Weber Elector of Hesse-Cassel he leceived an
held this position, applying his enormous appointment as director of opera, an

energy, devotion and artistic integrity to appointment which he declined, recom-

teorgamzing every phase of operatic per- mending Spohr for the position From
formances at that institution The many Vienna he received a commission to

exacting tasks of direction so sapped his prepare a new opera, on a libretto by
vitality and so absorbed his time that he Helmuia von Chezy The new opera,
found little time for composition During Euryanthe, was given its fiist perfoi-
this penod, he composed only scveial mance at the Kaithnerthor Theatre on

rousing patriotic songs, whose popularity Octobei 25, 1823 and despite its ndio
spreacl like contagion, and a cantata tilous libretto was given a magnificent

In 1816, Weber was appointed chapel reception by a bnlhant audience
master of German Opera at Dresden During his visit to Vienna to supei-
He assumed the post on Januaty 13, intend the aehearsals of Euryanthe}

1817 On September 13 of the same Weber met Beethoven for the first time

year, his appointment at the Dresden
( He received me with a love which was

Opera was confirmed for life The fol- touching, embraced me certainly six or

lowing November, Kail Maria von seven times in the most affectionate

Weber was married to Caroline Brandt, way/' Weber wrote to his wife "We
Weber's new position inevitably turned spent the afternoon together m great

his enthusiasm and interest towaick joy and content, This rugged, repellent
German opera* He was now fired with man actually paid me as much attention

the ambition of composing a German as if I were a lady he was courting, and

opera, One day,- he accidently picked served me at dinner with the most deli-

up a volume of ghost stories by Apel, one cate care/'

of which seemed to him particularly In 1824, Weber received a commission
waited for operatic treatment He re- from Covent Garden, England, for an

ferred it to Priednch Kind, a poet, who opera He selected the theme of Qberon,

promised to prepare a suitable libretto, and harboring a strong presentiment
The result was !)&r I^iscMt^ Weber's that he was on the ver^e of dewh he
first masterpiece, Dr Freisehilts ab applied herculean energy upon what he

sorbed several years of hard work, Com- felt would be his last work, Delays pre-

pleted in 1820, it was given its first vented the corppktion of the opera until

performance m Berlin on June 18, 1821, Tanuajy
of 1826- .Despite the fttet that

It w&S 1

ifttbetad with unprecedented e&~ Weber s ftealth h^d degenerated $tart-

thusiasm* ilw fwdienee, inflamed by liia^iy-^he was aifferinf from diseased

German natfoimftsiti* roumu^Iy
i

accepted luag^Mip uwrttttd >uj?on ipakimg the' top.
the opera aa a rttftarj^eef Curiously to Ehgltod to .supervise personally
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the rehearsals and performances
i(

I

have heard his coffin-lid shut 1

" Fran

Weber exclaimed when her husband took

leave of hei

On April 12, 1826 Obcron was given
its first performance under the baton of

the composer to thunderous cheers of

acclaim But this grandoise success was

bought at a terrible price The strain

and enervation of preparing the work

for production undermined his heart

completely On June 6, 1826, Weber
died in sleep He was m the very prime
of life, at the height of his creative

powers
He was buried in Moorfield Chapel

Eighteen years later, his remains were

disinterred and transferred to the Catho

lic Cemetery m Dresden

Kail Maua von Webei was described

as a "small, narrow-chested man, with

long arms, refined but large hands, thin,

pale, irregular face, with brilliant blue

eyes flashing through his spectacles,

'mighty forehead, fringed by a few

straggling locks', awkwaid and clumsy,

but charming in spite of all, especially

when he smiled His dress was a blue

frock-coat with metal buttons, tight

trousers, Hessian boots with tassels, a

cloak with several capes, and a broad

round hat
"

His was a genial and lovable natuie

which made many close bonds of friend

ship His intimate friends laughingly
called him Kreutsalat ("cabbage-salad")
He possessed a sparkling wit which ex

pressed itself in well-turned mots and

pungent satirical thrusts, his conversa

tion and letters sparkled with a zestful

humoi He even wrote clever satirical

verse By temperament he was restless ,

a nervous duving force compelled him to

indulge m continual movement He was
a devout Roman Catholic Over his

bedside there hung a crucifix and several

images of the Saints During High
Mass, he often went on his knees in

front of his conductor's stand, keeping
his hearers waiting while he prayed

Richard Wagner has referred to

Weber as the creatoi of the Romantic

Opera While certain elements of Ro
manticism appeared in operas before Dw
Fretschute electrified the music world,
Weber definitely and unmistakably

launched the Romantic. Opera in the

strictest sense of the term

Discussing Weber's opeias, R A
Streatfeild has written as follows "Der
Freischutz is, upon the whole, the most

thoroughly characteristic of Weber's

works The famous passage for the

horns, with which the overture opens,

strikes the note of mystery and romance

which echoes through the work The
overture itself is a notable example of

that new beauty which Weber infused

into the time-honored form The

inspiration of Der Freischutz is drawn
so directly from the German Volkshed

that at its production Weber was roundly
accused of plagiansm by many critics

Time has shown the folly of such

charges Der Freischntz is Geiman to

the core, and every page of it bears the

impress of German inspiration, but the

glamour of Weber's genius transmuted

the rough material he employed into a

fabric of the richest art Of the imag
inative power of such scenes as the

famous incantation it is unnecessary to

speak It introduced a new element into

music, and one which was destined to

have an almost immeasurable influence

upon modern music Webei's power of

characterization was remarkable

But in imaginative power and m the

minute knowledge of orchestial detail,

which enabled him to translate his con

ceptions into music, he has never been

surpassed among writers for the stage
Modern opera, if we may speak in gen
eral terms, may be said to date from the

production of Der Freischut&

"After Der Fretschute, the libietti

which he took in hand were of the most

unworthy descuption, and even his

genius had not been able to give them

immortality To tell the truth, much
of the libretto of Euryanthe borders

upon the incomprehensible * Ptieulc

as this libretto is, it inspired Weber with
some of the finest music he ever wiote
The spectacular portions of the opera
are animated by the true Spirit of chiv

alry, while all that is connected with the

incomprehensible Emma and her secret
is unspeakably eerie The resemblance
between the general scheme of the plot
of Ewrymthe and that of Lohengrin
should not be passed over, nor the
remarkable way in which Weber had
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anticipated some of Wagnei's. mobt
brilliant triumphs

"Weber's last opeui, Obcron, is one
of the few works written in recent times

by a foieign composei of the first rank
foi the English stage The fairy

music is exquisite thi oughout, but the

human inteiest of the story is after all

slight, and Webei, on whom the hand of

death was heavy as he wiote the score,

failed to infuse much individuality into

his chaiacters

"The changes which Weber
effected, though less drastic were in

their results fully as important as those

of Gluck In the orchestra as well as

on the stage he introduced a new spirit,

a new point of view What modem
music owes to him may be summed up
in a woicl Without Webei, Wagner
would have been impossible

"

Principal woiks by Karl Maria von
Weber
OPIRA Sitwna, Abu Hassan

t
Der frrei-

schulB
, fiuryanihe i Obeton, Die drei pwtos

(sketches only, completed into an opeia by

ORCHLSTRV Invitation to the waits, oiches-
trated by Berlioz ( VICTOR-Stokowski) ,

Kon-
scrt stuck, for piano and orchestra (COLUMBIA-
Cassadcsus) , Jnbcl-ouvtrhuc (Gn \MOPHONL-
Block)

Thomas Weelkes 1575-1623

"Wcelkes ceitamly sui passed all his

contemporanes in wealth of imagination
and onginahty" E H FLLLOWS

CHORAL Der erslc Ion, In temei oidnung
uhaflt der llcrr

, Kawpf und Sieg ,
Naiur

nnd Licbe
, Jubel-canlata, Two masses,

Thnty pait songs, Seven canons, etc

OHCHFSTRA Two symphonies, Inbcl-

ouvfrtur$
t various other ovei lures, Two

conceitos foi piano and oiclicstra, Konsert-
sttttk (for piano and orchestra), Two con

certos for clarinet and orchestra, Concerto

for bassoon and onheslra*, Horn toncertino t

Invitation to the waits (migmally Cor piano,
orchestrated by Bcrho? and Wemgartner), etc

CIIAMRIH Music* Quintet w B*-flat ^(foi
clarinet and &umgs) ;

Six sonatas lor violin

and piano j
Duo concerlant (for clatmet and

piano) ,

PIANO: Four sonatas, Eight gels of varia

tions ; Two rpado tnllaute (the second being
the ImiMum to fhe tw/te) ? Eighteen wallres ;

Six fughetti, etc,

BO 1

About Karl Maria von Weber :

Benedict, Sir Jutes, Weber, Coeuroy,
t JKhns, P* W* Karl M$ri$ vow Weber

Weber, Max Maria von,

Important recordings of music by
Karl Maria van Weber

of the greatest o English madn-
galists, Thomas Weelkes, was born

m or about 1575
,
the place of his birth

has not been discovered

The first authentic date m his life

which has come down to us is 1597,
when Weelkes published the first volume
of hus madngals for three, fom, five

and six voices One yea: later, he was
appointed organist of Winchester Col

lege, a post he retained for four years
In 1602, Weelkes received his bach

elor's degree m music from Oxford
Leaving Winchester College, he became

organist of the Chichestei Cathedral
This office he held until the end of his

life He died while on a visit to London,
at the home of a fnend, on November 30,
1623 He was buried in St Bride's

Church

Weelkes composed copiously m many
forms of choral and instrumental music
"No one in any age or country has

expressed so many different ideas and
moods in ptue choral music/' wrote
Gustav Hoist, "and he always ex

pressed them beautifully and well

Weelkes is the true English artist He
is an individualist as opposed to the

Latin artist who tends to be a member
of a school, , There is nothing to

suggest that Weelkes hated conven

tionality, Jt simply did not exist for

him, When his treatment of a subject

happened to coincide with the conven
tion of the day, it just coincided, and
thete is only the superb craftsmanship
^o show us Which is his work. In every
thing he wrote this craftsmanship
enabled him to exptew all he felt in his

own inimitable manner, whether pimply
or with elaboration, whether in a

style
that was to wisti from the earth

1

after

hi$ day,
or in 'a style similar- to that

which, most people^ Regard a*

tp the twentieth century/
* 1
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Ernest Walker has analyzed the dis- Henri Wieniawski 1835-1880

tmguishing qualities of Weelkes' \\orks

"His music is hardly ever perfectly free TLJENRI WIENIAWSKI was bom in

from a sort of quaint angularity and AA
Lublin, a small town in Poland,

slight stiffness, which, in his best com- on July 10, 1835 His father was a

positions, seems somehow to add a very physician, his mother, a woman of

pleasant tinge of piquancy, but which, great intelligence As a child, he re

in his less happy moments, produces a vealed such musical gifts that it was
certain hard and unsympathetic impres- decided to give him thorough training on
sion He has a fondness for a kind of the violin Wieniawski made such

agreeably antique restraint of style , and, progress that in his eighth year he was

though harmonically fully as advanced as brought to Pans After a year of

any of his fellows, he occasionally preparatory study under Claval, Wien-

diverges into a method which comes iawski was admitted into the Pans
closer than is natural with most of them Conservatory as a pupil of the celebrated

to the rigid ecclesiastical tonality, as in Massart Once again his progress was
the expressively strong and massive six- swift, after two years, he won first

part Elegy in remembrance of the Ho, prize in violin playing
the Lord Borough, or the fine five-part Shortly thereafter, he launched on an
madrigal Your beauty it allureth, which extensive concert tour thru the principal
is pure Mixolydian But these features Clties of Europe, as far as Russia, m
do not in the least detract from the whlch he dazzled audiences with his
charm of his music, which is among the remarkable technique On his return
most strongly individual of the period

"
from the tom% ^ contmued studies m

Edmund Horace Fellowes has pointed harmony and composition under Colet
out that it is m his madrigals that m Paris Then, at the amazing age of

Weelkes rises to highest importance As fifteen, he was pronounced ready to

a composer of the madrigal, Weelkes is assume an artistic career His teachers

of preeminent impoitance because "he had confessed that there was nothing
struck out a new and brilliant line of more they could teach him
his own/' "introduced novel harmonic For the next few years ^

Wieniawski
effects/' "displayed a keen dramatic C0ncertized extensively thruout Europe
sense" and

'

provided some of the Hls reputation grew and expanded until
earliest examples of the constructive j^ was accepted as one of the great
principles of musical form

"
virtuosos of his time Anton Rubinstein,

Principal works by Thomas Weelkes the reat pianist and composer, went so

CHORAL Anthems, services, ballets, Five gj
as *> wnte * hls M*mo th

kf
sets of Madrigals , ayres, etc Henri Wiemawski IS, without doubt,

INSTRUMENTAL Pieces for viols, pavans the greatest violinist of our time"
for viols

,
In nommes, etc Wiemawski's tOUrS of triumph

About Thomas Weelkes bi ought him once again to Russia where,

Fellowes, Edmund Horace English Mad- m 1860
>
he was lionized by music loveiS

ngal Composers, Walkei, Ernest A Shoit The Czar was so delighted with his per-
History of Music m England formances that he engaged Wieniawski
Midland Musician 1 4 January 1926, Pro- as solo-violmist For twelve years, Rus-

ceedings of the Musical Association 42 117 , Tr f
.

1 ,1
;

(1915-1916)
sia was Wieniawski s horne, these were,

,
. - without doubt, the happiest years of his

Important recordings of mustc by Ufe Appreciaticm aflcl fan/e wefe hlg
.

inomas weeuces
he hved m a musical environment sur-

,,S^^"fK^f^S^, nded by such fnends as Rttbmstem
care thou wilt despatch me ( COLUMBIA) ,

and Tscjiaikovsky. ft Was during this

On the plaws (COLUMBIA) 9 Swg we at
prolonged stay in Russia that he came

pleasure (GRAMOPHONE), To shorten ivintgrs
*

. *,^> '.* r* ft
' r^n rt ^ _ ^

sadness (GRAMOPHONE) ^ C0ntact wth Ru
f
$iari folk son?S and

INSTRUMENTAL Fantasy for a chest of
da*ces, many of which he transcribed

(COLUMBIA) brilliantly
for the violin,
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In 1872, Wiemawski left Russia for

America m the company of Anton
Rubinstein The two artists toured the

country from one coast to the other

Once again Wieniawski knew triumph,
and when Rubinstein returned to Russia
the violinist remained behind in America
to give additional concerts He made
more than two hundred appearances m
America, earning a hundred thousand
francs. Unfortunately, the bulk of this

fortune was lost during the panic of

1873 when one of America's large banks
failed

The loss of a part of his wealth in

America marked the beginning of a

sharp decline in Wieniawski's fortune.

Ill-health was now weakening his heart.

Henceforth, he knew physical fatigue,
nervous strain and pains which sapped
his energy and vitality. Moreover,

gambling had ineluctably drawn him into

debt; at one time he
vyas

forced to pawn
his beloved Amati violin which, fortu

nately was immediately redeemed by a

good friend,

In 1874, Wieniawski was invited to

assume the professorial post in violin

teaching at the Brussels Conservatory,
left vacant by Vieuxtemps. For three

years he held this position, Then, the

lure of travel called him once again to

a concert tour. He was, however, little

suited physically to undertake a strenu

ous journey, During this period, his

health deteriorated to such an extent

that there were concerts when he was
compelled to sit while performing. In

Berlin, at one engagement, an acute
heart attack compelled him to stop in

the midst of his performance, it is well-

known how Joseph Joachim, who was
seated in the audience, leaped upon the

platform and, taking the violin and bow
from the hand of the sick man, con
tinued the program where Wieniawski
had left off

The end was not far off. Reaching
Odessa, Wieniawski collapsed complete
ly; he was now an irremediably broken
shell. A sentimental urge to see Mos
cow once more the city of his greatest
success drove him on He reached

Moscow, where the Baroness von Meek
took him to her honie. There he died

on April 2, 1880, at the age of forty-
five.

In his many works for the violin,

Wieniawski has exhausted the technical

possibilities of his instrument. They are

brilliant technically, yet endowed with

many melodic beauties. Wieniawski's
violin works reveal, according to Arthur
M. Abell, "true inspiration, a most

sympathetic lyric and melodic invention,
brilliant passage work and an admirable

adaptation to the violin,"

Joseph Wieniawski ( 1837-1912) ,

brother of Henri was a well-known

pianist who composed many works of

great appeal, including a Concerto for

piano and orchestra, a string quartet, a

trio, several piano sonatas and smaller

pieces for the piano,

Principal works by Henri Wieniaw
ski ;

An entire libra*y o music for violin and
orchestra and violin and piano including two
concertos, two polonaises, two mazurkas,

Fantasy on themes from Paust, Sckergo-
Tw&wt8lle t Sowuemr de Mofsou, caprices,

themes and variations, etc.

About Henri Wieniawski :

Lafoee, Henry C Famous Violinists of
and Yesttrdoy**

33:667 September 1915;
57 ,5 September 23> 1908,
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John Wilbye 1574-1638

THE life of John Wilbye. one of the
, T-, , t , i

great English madngahsts, is en-

shrouded m considerable obscurity which
modern musical research has been un
able to penetrate It is believed that he
was born in or about 1574 in Diss, and it

is known that he was Erector of music
at Hengrave, where he remained until

1626 In that year he migrated to the

home of Lady Rivers who seems to have
become his patroness, in her home, he
lived during the last twelve years of

his life Dr Edmund H Fellowes

conjectures that since Wilbye never
married and since the majority of his

madrigals spoke of unrequited love, that

Wilbye was silently enamored of Lady
Rivers John Wilbye died in Septembei
of 1638 in Colchester Of his two books
of madrigals, the first was published in

1598, and the second in 1609

Wilbye's madrigals-of which Sweet

honey-sucking bees and Flora gave me
fairest flowers are famous to this day-
are among the finest specimens m that

form of vocal art "It was m the direct-

ness and purity of the style," wiote an

anonymous critic in the Musical Times,
"the strong sense of beauty in sound, the

admirably vocal nature of the part-

writing that impressed themselves n-

resistibly on the mind of the musician
In the serious madrigal, Wilbye sur-

passed all his contemporaries It

afforded him scope not only for the

ingenious devices by which he gave dra-

malic color to his words, as well as for

more freedom and sometimes complexity
of rhythm, but also for the varied
emotional sentiment which he treated

with such depth, although with such true

artistic reserve that his work has never
been tainted with anything approaching
sentimentalism

"

Comparing Wilbye with that othei

great madngahst of the period, Weelkes,
Edmund Hoiace Fellowes wrote "Wil-

bye undoubtedly wrote m a more
polished style with a greater delicacy
of expiession, he also showed a ratherr

..i r u * u.more subtle sense of beauty than

Weelkes
^

"Wilbye/' m the opinion of Karl Nef,
"is one of the greatest figures m English

music, both fiom the point of view of

technique and from that of expression
"

-p t , r T u ixnu
Principal works of John Wilbye
r r

. r ,
,

J
r ,

Sa madnlaT
^adngals, Lady

Abcmt J ohn Wilbye
Fellowes, Edmund Horace English Mad-

A **""*

Musical Times 56 223 April 192S
, Proceed-

wgs of the Musical Association 41 63 (1914-

Important recordings of music by
John Wilbye
CHORAL Adieu, meet Amaryllis (CouiM-

BIA) , Lady, when I behold (COLUMBIA)

... _,Adrian Wdlaert im-2562

. ..,.,.,. ,TrrTT ,.-., , ,A DRIAN WILLAERT, one of the

glories of the Netheiland School of

contrapuntal music, was born in Roulers,
est Flanders

>
between 1488 and 1490

Hl' Parents designated him for law,
and he

,u
was *** ^ Pans about 1514 to

,

the stltdy f jurisprudence In

he came into contact with Jean
Slfled Netheriand musician,

PUPU of J^1
?
1 des Pres ' ^

ho wai"1

,
P
,
a *s chapel master to Louis XII

^ ton be an ^ leac
L
h Willaert music

Willaert showed such enthusiasm for

*e ar
j
*at

,

he imr"ediately decided to

dis
^
ard al

i
thou^ ?,

f law

r

From Pans, Willaert went to Rome
where

'
m l518

'

,
he accidenta ly heard

a performance of one of his hymns in

a
,

Chui
;

ch
J L
uP n inquiry, he learned

at
,

rt had assumed in Rome that

the hymn had been composed by Josquin
des Pres UPT Paving conclusively
1

T
the sm^rs that Jt

,

was he
-
a
f
d "ot

J OS(1U111. who created the work, the

sm^ers refused to Perform * any longer
He remained m Rome for a short

period, then passed on to Venice From
Venice, be went to the court of Ludwig,

J11?,^ u
Boh^raia ff H^W- wh

T
e
T
re

he held the office of claapd-master His

P ^
on ^C^a9^t^\ Ludwi

&,
was

^d m b^ ^152^ ^
ae ? later

-

however, Willaert received an appoint-
meht as ,ehapel^Mter of San Matco in

V^aice Tfate bis infl^Tence upon an
entire gedeutioti o musicians wa pro-
found It

c

was thru his influence that
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ADRIAN WILT-ABUT

there grew, under his wing, the well-

known school of Venetian composers,
His pupils included the distinguished
theorist, Zarlino and the celebrated

contrapuntist, Gabrielt.

Both as composer and as chapel-

master, Willaert enjoyed great prestige,
He was honored by his fellow Venetians
who referred to his music as ''drink

able gold" in poems and celebrations.

tt was, therefore, to be expected that

when Willaert, towards the close of his

life, expressed the wish to return to his

native country and live the encl of his

clays in quiet retirement, the Venetians
should prevail upon him to remain

among them. Willaert, therefore, never

returned to the Netherlands, He died

in Venice on December 7, 1562,

Willaert created the style of con

trapuntal composition which utilized two
or more choirs, achieving remarkable
effects for divided and answering
choruses, "A the Venetian painters
suffused their work with a transfiguring

light/
1

wrote the historian Ambros,
<f
so

the Venetian composers achieved mar
vels of lovely sound with the colorful

interplay of antiphonal chpirs, and later

with the mingling of glowing' instru
'

n 'wit-

the first of the

qttite madrigals,
tis madrigA; in 'Etta itifaLloft

,

of Bu E,
\t>?p

*
'

i

I

!**

Wooldndge are "studiously simple both
in form and style of melody, and the
music following the metrical structure

closely, yet enriching it , with grace
ful points of imitation and simpler forms
of ornamental cadence

"

Principal works by Adrian Willaert

CHORAL Motets, masses, madrigals, etc

About Adrian Willaert

Ambros, August Wilhelm Gcschichte der
Musik, Solhtt, E R From Dufay to

Sweehnck
, Wooldndge, H. E Oxford Hist

ory of Music, vol. 2

Hugo Wolf 1860-1903

JJUGO WOLF, one of the greatest

composers of the German Lied, was
born in a small town of Styna,
Windischgraz, on March 13, 1860 His
father, a currier by profession, was a

proficient amateur musician who, curi

ously enough, was violently opposed
from the very first to young Hugo's
desire to study music The reason may
have been a disastrous fire which, in

1867, reduced the family possessions to

ashes; father Wolf, consequently, may
have been determined that his son

pursue a profession which might make
him self-supporting much sooner than
the making of music could.

As a result, Hugo Wolf, at the age of

ten, became a pupil at Graz Gymnasium,
where he was a deplorable student in

every course except that of music. In

1873, Hugo's father, in despair, trans-

ferred him to the Mittelschule in Mar
burg, with the hope that a change of

scene might benefit the boy. Two years

later, Hugo was expelled because, as

the officials of the school complained,
he was too preoccupied with music to

devote his attention elsewhere, There
was little left for Herr Wolf to do
but to yield to his sou's indefatigable
wish to become a musician, Receiving
a promise from his sister that she would

support Hugo during hi$ musical

schooling, Herr Wolf sent his .son to the

Vienna Conservatory iii 1975,

tlnforttmately, it ewioi be said that

Hugo Wolf wa^ 1

moire of a

example of scholarship at ttie

tory than he! had oeefi in
' The routine -of the
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schools smothered his spirit, his ner's devoted disciple Wolf not only
temperament rebelled against the sterile made frequent pilgrimages to Bayreuth
exercises to which he was subjected day but also committed to memory every im-

by day Once again he was a lacka- portant page of music Wagner com-
daisical and dull student, and two years posed
after his entrance he was dismissed from A close friend of Hugo Wolf, Dr
the Conservatory Hemnch Wener, has given us a vivid
He turned, now, for his musical insight into the adoration of Wagner by

knowledge to text books and musical Wolf, by describing for us Wolf's be-

scores Too poor to possess a piano, he haviour on February 14, 1883, the day
would borrow the masterpieces of piano after Wagner's death "Without a word,
literature, particularly the Beethoven without any notice of me, he went to

sonatas and, sitting for hours on a the piano and played the Funeral March
park bench, he would study them visual- from the Gotterdammerung Then he

ly His harmony and counterpoint he shut down the piano, and went silently
derived from a painstaking dissection of as he came In the evening he reap-

great symphonies, oratorios, chamber peared in a subdued and deeply sorrow-
works and piano compositions During ful mood 'I have wept like a child/ he
this period, too, he read voraciously, told me "

particularly poetry of which he was a The years between 1877 and 1881,

passionate lovei He knew lyrics of which Hugo Wolf spent in study, were
Goethe, Grillparzer and Monke by marked by great poverty He taught
heart In addition, he studied English music to private pupils, but earned only
and French m order to gain greater in- enough to buy himself one meal a day
timacy with the poetry in those Ian- In 1881, his distressing condition was
guages momentarily relieved when he received

Shortly after his entiance into the a position as second chapel-master m
Conservatoiy in 1875 Hugo Wolf Salzburg, where his work consisted in

met the one contemporary composer rehearsing choruses m the operettas of
whom he worshipped, Richard Wagner Millocker and Johann Strauss This

Wagner had come to Vienna to conduct work did not appeal to him, and before
Tannhauser and Lohengrin, and Wolf, long he preferred to return to the pov-
eagerly seeking an opportunity of ex- erty and cold of Vienna

changing a few words with the master, In 1884, he was appointed music cnlic
waited patient hours outside of the Im- of the Salonblatt, a fashion-journal For
penal Hotel, where Wagner was stay- three years he distinguished himself with

ing, in order to open the door for him his critical writings which were fearless

Finally, thru the efforts of the hotel and pungent, often witty, often scath-

manager, Wolf was given the looked-for mgly devastating, often uniquely pene-
opportunity of meeting the great com- tratmg He vigorously fought the battle

poser Wolf brought with him a few of for the music of Wagner, Bruckner and
his manuscripts, begging for criticism Berlioz who, he knew, were not suf-

"My dear child/' Wagner told him,
r

'I
ficiently appreciated And he was brave

cannot give you ap opinion of your com- enough to swim against the tide, he
positions , I have far too little time

viciously attacked the music of Brahms,
When I was your age and composing whose symphonies and songs he felt

music, no one could tell me whether I Were greatly overestimated For this

should ever do anything great When latter offense, he suffered considerable
you are older, and when you have com- abuse His Quartet in D-minor, for ex
posed bigger works, and if by chance I ample, was refused a performance only
return to Vienna, you will show me what because disciples of Brahms exerted
you have done But that is no use now, their influence a^bst him And his
I cannot give you au opinion of them Penthewlea was accepted by Hans
Yet

"
Rtchter for rehearsal with the Vienna

Thus ended die only interview Hugo Philharmonic so that permitting the
Wolf ever had with Wagner However, players to perform it once with mistakes
until the end of his life Wolf was Wag- Richter could comment acidly :
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"Gentlemen, I would not have played
this piece until the end; I was merely
interested in knowing what sort of a

composer this is who dares write against
the master, Brahms "

During this difficult period, Hugo
Wolf began to compose his Lieder In

1887, thru the efforts of a friend, Fried-
rich Eckstein, two volumes of Wolf's

songs were published by the small
Viennese film of Wetzler. This publi
cation the first sign of appreciation his

music received encouraged Wolf, fill-

ing him with renewed strength. After

giving up his position with the Salon-

blatt, he secluded himself in Perchtolds-

dprf,
near Vienna, in 1888, and devoted

himself assiduously to the composition
of Lieder. It was during this year that

he produced, with an amazing fecundity,
that series of masterpieces which have

placed his name among the greatest com
posers of the Lied the Mbribe Lieder-

buck, the Goethe Liederbuch, the Span-
isches Liederbuch

,
the Keller Lieder and

Alte weisen.

Then, for some mysterious reason, his

inspiration ran dry. Again and again
he turned to his composition only to find

that his inventiveness was gone, his

imagination parched. "I have given up
all idea of composing/' he wrote to a

friend in May of 189L "Heavens knows
how things will finish. Pray for my
poor soul!"

This obituary to his inspiration was,

however, premature. By the end of the

year, freshness and vitality returned.

He was composing the first of his Italien

K&dr> in which his former genius ex

pressed itself once again m forms of

cameo perfection* Another period of

sterility followed to be continued by
another period of rich creation, In 1895,

he composed his opera D@r Corr&gidor
(tot performed in Mannheim in 1896

when it was a dismal failure) ,

(

In 1896,

cawte the second vpltime of his Italien

Ifader. His energy was ttow titicon-

trollable, and in 1897 he was working
with furious application oti new opera,

, without warni&f,

tropbe tjrufc l^io** CM September
1897, JHtafQ

to flrfvfcie Iwapftail where lie
PE I ll

|

HUGO WOLF

was tenderly looked after. There, rest
and quiet worked a miraculous cure.

By February 1898, he was sufficiently
well to undertake a holiday voyage to

Italy. He returned to Vienna rejuve
nated m body and mind, a little more
sedate and despondent, it was true, and
unable lo return to his composition, but
otherwise his former, healthier self.

But a new attack of madness soon
seized him. One morning he attempted
to drown himself in the Traunsee. He
was taken to the Lower Austrian Mental

Hospital. Paralysis set in, crippling
his speech and body. For more than
two weeks he was a lamentable spectacle
of a human being, Frequently, he had

strange illusions that he was someone
else and would mutter to himself; "If

only I were Hugo Wolf!" He seemed
to be oblivious of everyone and every
thingexcept his pain,
Death finally came m the form o peri-

pneumonia on February 22, 1903,

His funeral was an impressive cere

mony. Those, who would not honor him
when he was alive, were ready to do him
homage now that he was dead The
foremost musicians of Vienna attended,

including
1

delegations, from ,the Roy^il

Opera and t;he Conservatory, A chorale

of Brttdwrtr'a fccompaaied his body to

it*
|J

gtv& liiarae<%tely after his death,
the city of Viawaa 1 decreed ,that 'an

tqmb be erected in his honor;
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As a personality, Hugo Wolf was us from Ernest Newman "It is be-

kno\\n for his tactlessness, his ingenuous cause I believe Wolf to have said a

ignorance of how best to further his larger number of beautiful things m the

own ends, his almost savage honesty lyric, and a greater variety of beauti-

which knew neither expediency nor ful things, than any other composer be-

opportunism He was particularly sensi- fore or since, that I rank him above all

tive to noises He was capable of subtle other song-writers Within the small

and pointed humor His friends in- sphere of the song, Wolf exhibits an

formed us that he was always in a architectonic faculty that, I daresay, has

hurry t

not its superior in the whole history of

He was of a very excitable nature, music No music could be surer m its

his enthusiasms often bordered upon sense of balance, m the knowledge of

frenzy Hermann Bahr, the distinguished
when to cease and when to continue ,

no

Viennese critic, has written of Wolf's music conveys more surely the impres-

neurotic preoccupation with Kleist's sion that it simply had to begin just here

poetry, for example "He raved about and end just there Equally ad

it, his hands shook if he read only a mirable, equally eloquent of the big mind

couple of verses from it, his eyes ghl-
that visualizes the whole work of art at

tered, he appeared as one tiansfigured,
a lance

>
sees the whole in all the detail,

as though he saw a higher and brighter
and each detail m reference to the whole,

sphere whose gates had opened sud- 1S the certainty with which each new

denly
"

Once when Bahr and Wolf touch is introduced here and there in a

were living togethei Bahr returned melody or accompaniment, that seems to

home late at night Suddenly "the flash a momentary light on this word

dooi opened and from the other room or that, without disturbing the unity and

appeared Hugo Wolf in a very mevitableness of the thematic develop-

long shirt, with candle and book m his men! This betokens not only quick

hand, a most pale and fantastic appan- psychological perception but a consum-

tion He laughed a shrill laugh and mate sense of form and a consummate

jeered Then he came to the middle mastery of technique
"

of the room waved his candle and
Principal works by Hugo Wolf

began to read to us. chiefly from Pen- ~ n ~ j
.j*

5
i

' J OPERA Der Corregwor

ORCHESTRA Penthewlea, Italian serenade
He recognized his own importance (arranged for chamber-orchestra)

and was sublimely mdiffeient^to
what CHAMBER Music Strwg quartet, Italian

anyone else thought of him "What I serenade

write now I write for the future/' he CHORAL $w sacred songs (for unaccom-

once said 'They are masterpieces Pamed voices); Chnstnacht, Elfenhed, Der

Th PIP hac, Wn nnlVnno- lilrp il mnre r euerrfrier
,
Dem Vaterland

iheie Has Deen nothing- like it since An ^ntu
,
e ub of mmortal songs

Schubert and Schumann

What might have been sheer ar- Aboltl Hu& Wolf

rogance has, instead, become astute Bahr,.Hermann Gesavmelte Aufsatsc uber

nrnnWv TnHiv w* Vnnw thai Hiipfi Hu^ Wolf * Decsey, Einest Hugo Wolf,
prophecy ioday, we know that wugo

Grunsky? Karl Hugo Wotf Newman, Ernest
Wolf s Lieder are in a class by them- Hugo Wolf
selves and that theie have been only few 1,1
song composers worthy of joining his w

Im
P^J

a

f4:

l recordm s f mllslc by

company At his best,, he stood at the Hugo Wolf

side of Schubert and Schumann, and VoCAL Pou volumes o songa, mcludmg

he waq al his best in a nrcDonderance some of ttie Spamches Lwdertysh, /fafowhe was at ms Dest m a preponaerance ^ ^ Monk^ ^^ ^ J^chjfilangclo
of Ins Lwder iu^er (HUGO WotF SOOTTV)
Perhaps the most authoritative cnta- CEAMB^ Music: Italian smnad* (Vio

cism of Hugo Wolf's songs has come to







APPENDIX I

Composers Grouped By Nationality

Austria
Bruckner, Anton, b. Ansfelden
Czerny, Karl, b, Vienna.
Dittersdurf, Karl von, b, Vienna.

Ernst, Hcinrich, b. Briinn.

Haydn, Joseph, b, Rohrau,
Mahler, Gustav, b, Kalischt, Bohemia.
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 6. Salzburg.
Strauss, Johann, II, b. Vienna.

Suppe, Frails von, b. Spalato.
Thuille, Ludwig, b. Boxen (see Germany).
Wolf, Hugo, b, Wintlischgratz,

Belgium
B6riot, Charles de, b, Louvain,

Franck, Cesar, b. Liege (see France).
Gossec, Francois, o. Vcrgnics (see

France).
Gretry, Andre Ernest, b, Liege (see

France).
Monte, Philippe tie, &. Matines.

Vieuxlcmps, Henri, b Verviers.

Bohemia
Bibcr, Hcinrich von, b. Wurtemburg (see

Germany).
Dussck, Johann, b, Caslav.

Dvorak, Antonin, b, Nelahozevcc.

Fibich, Zdenek, b, Vseboric.

Hammerschmidt, Andreas, &. Brtix, (see

Germany),
Kuhnau, Johann, b. Getsing (see Ger

many),
Mahler, Gustav, &. Kalischt (see Austria),

Ndpravntk, Eduard, b. Betscht (see Rus-

Smetana, Bedfich, b, Leitomischl,

Denmark
Gade, Niels, b, Copenhagen,
Kuhlau, Friedrich, b. Dlzen, Hanover,
Germany,

Reineeke* Karl, &, Altona (see Germany),

Adam, Aflolphe, fa Paris,

Auber, Daniel Francois, b, Ca,en, Nor-

rnandy.
Berho^, Hector, o, La-Cote^^amte-Atidre*

Bizet, Georges, b, Paris,

Boieldiau, Francois, b, Rouen,

Chabrier, Emmanuel, b, Ambert,
Auvergne.

Cliausson, Krnest. b, Paris,

CUerabinl, Luigi, fc. Florence, Italy,

Chppiti, Frtnterk, fc, Zclasowa wola,
l^dldmd*,

n t

CowoWtt4^Grand Francois, &, rans,

PavW, f^MclWt h* Catkwei.

Gounod, Charles, b Paris

Gretry, Andre Ernest, b. Liege, Belgium,
Halevy, Jacques, &, Paris,

Heller, Stephen, & Pesth, Hungary.
Herold, Ferdinand, &. Paris,

Lalo, Eclouard, b Lille

Leclair, Jean Marie (Taine), b Lyon
Lecocq, Charles, 6 Paris.

Lekeu, Guillaume, b. Hensy,
Lesueur, Jean Frangois, & Plessicr,

Lully, Jean Baptiste, b, Florence, Italy.

Massenet, Jules, b, Montaud.
Mehul, fitienne Henri, b, Givct,

Messager, Andre, b. Montlu^on,
Meyerbeer, Giacomo, b. Berlin, Germany,
Monsigny, Pierre Alexander de, b. Frarn-

quembergues, near St, Omer.
Offenbach, Jacques, b Cologne, Germany,
Ranieau, Jean Philippe, &. Dijon.
Reyer, Ernest, b, Marseilles.

Rode, Joseph, b. Bordeaux.

Samt-Saens, Camille, b, Paris

Thomas, Ambroise, &, Metz,

Germany
Albert, Eugene d,

4

&. Glasgow.^ Scotland.

Bach, Johann Christian, b. Leipzig.

Bach, Johann Sebastian, b, Eisenach

Bach, Philipp Emanuel, b. Weimar.
Bach, Wilhelm Friedemann, b, Weimar,
Beethoven, Ludwig van, &. Bonn,

Biber, Hcinrich von, 6. Wurtembcrg,
Bohemia,

Brahms, Johannes, &, Hamburg.
Bruch, Max, b, Cologne.
Buxtehude, Dietrich, b. Helsingborg,

Sweden,
Cornelius, Peter, b. Mayence,
Cramer, jean Baptist, b, Mannheim (sec

Great Britain).

Flotow, Friedrich von, 6, Mecklenbwrger.
Fratias, Robert, b. Halle,

Frtfberger, Johann, b, Halle,

Giuck, Christoph Wtlliband, b. Neumarkt.

Grattn, Karl Helnrich, b, Wharenbrikk,
Saxony.

Christoph, 6. Kirchberg,

Hammerschmklt, Andreas, b, Bribe, Bo-

Ixettiia.

Hattdel, George Frederick, 5, Halle,

Has&e,. Johann Adolph, b, Bergedorf, near

Hamburg.
Hassler, Hans Leo, fe. Nuremberg, ;

Killer, Johann Adam, b> Wendisch-OsaigC'

Hoffman, E r T A;, &, Kon^raberjf. , /

Hummel, JohanH, b. Freaaburg*
1

'

Humperdmck, KngelUert, &.
,

oie

Jeiiseu, Adolpli,
1

b, JConig^berg:,

Keiaer,, R^tnhardy K Tencheni,
Weia^eniels,
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Kuhlau, Fnednch, b tHzen, Hano\er
Kuhnau, Johann, b Geising, Bohemia
Loewe, Karl, b Lobejun
Lortzing, Albert, b Berlin

Mendelssohn, Felix, b Hamburg
Meyerbeer, Giacomo, b Berlin (see

France)
Moszkowski, Montz, b Breslau
Nicolai, Otto, b Komgsberg
Offenbach, Jacques, b Cologne (see
France)

Raff, Joachim, b Lachen, Switzerland

Reger, Max, b Brand
Remecke, Karl, b Altona, Denmark
Rhemberger, Josef, b Vaduz
Rigel, Henri Joseph, b Wertheim (see
France)

Schutz, Hemrich, b Kostritz, Saxony
Schumann, Robeit, b Zwickau, Saxony
Spohr, Louis, b Brunswick
Stamitz, Johann Wenzel, b Detitschbrod

Telemann, Georg, b Magdeburg
Thuille, Ludwig3

b Bozen, Austria

Volkmann, Robert, b Lommatzsch,
Saxony (see Hungaiy)

Wagner, Richard, b Leipzig
Weber, Karl Maria von, b Eutin

Great Britain

Arne, Thomas, b London
Attwood, Thomas, b London
Balfe, Michael, b Dublin, Ireland

Bennett, Sterndale, b Sheffield, Ireland

Blow, John, b North Co llm gharri

Boyce, William, b London
Bull, John, b England
Byid, William, b Lincolnshne
Clementi, Muzio, b Rome, Italy

Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel, b London
Cramei, John Baptist, b Mannheim, Gei-

many
Dowland, John, b near Dublin, Ireland

Dunstable, John, b Dunstablc, Bedford
shire

Farnaby, Giles, b England
Field, Jolin, b Dublin, Ireland

Gibbons, Orlando, b Cambridge
Locke, Matthew, b Exeter
Mackenzie, Sir Alexander, b Edinburgh,
Scotland

Morley, Thomas, b England
Parry, Sir Charles Hubeit, b Bourne
mouth

Purcell, Henry, b Westminster
Stainei, Sir John, b London
Stanfoid, Sir Charles Vilhers, b Dublin,

Ireland

Sullivan, Sn Arthur, b London
Talhs, Thomas, b England
Tosti, Sir Fiancesco, b Ortona, Abuizzi,

Italy

Tye, Christopher, b England
Weelkes, Thomas, b England
Wilbye, Thomas, b England

Hungary
Goldmaik, Kail, b Ke&zthely
Heller, Stephen, b Pesth (see Ftance)
Hummel, Johann, b Pressburg (see Ger
many)

Joachim, Joseph, b Kittsee

Liszt, Franz., b. Raiding
Volkmann, Robert, b LommaU<?ch, Sax
ony

Ireland

Balfe, Michael, b Dublin (see Great

Britain)
Dowland, John, b near Dublin (see

Great Britain)
Field, John, b Dublin (see Great Britain)
Herbert, Victor, b Dublin (see United

States)
Stanford, Sir Charles Villiers, b Dublin

(see Gieat Butam)

Italy
Allegn, Gregono, b Rome
Bellini, Vmcenzo, b Catania, Sicily

Bocchermi, Luigi, b Lucca
Boito, Arrigo, b Padua
Bossi, Marco Enuco, b Sale

Busoni, Ferruccio, b Enipoh, Tuscany
Caccim, Giuho, b Rome
Canssimi, Giacomo, b Marino
Cavalli, Francesco, b Crema
Cesti, Marcantomo, b Arezzo
Cherubim, Luigi, b Florence (see
France)

Cimarosa, Domenico, b Aveisa, Naples
Clementi, Muzio, b Rome (see Great

Britain)
Corelh, Arcangelo, b Fusignano, Bo
logna

Donizetti, Gaetano, b Bergamo
Frescobaldi, Girolamo, b Feirara
Gabiieli, Giovanni, b Venice
Galuppi, Baldassaro, b Burano
Gemmiam, Fiancesco, b Lucca
Gesualdo, Carlo, b Naples
Jommelh, Niccolo, b Aveisa
Leoncavallo, Ruggieio, b Naples
Locatelh, Pietro, b Beigamo
Lully, Jean Baptiste, b Florence (sec
France)

Marcello, Benedetto, b Venice
Martini, "Padre," b Bologna
Martucci, Giuseppe, b Capua
Monteverdi, Claudio, b Cremona
Nardmi, Pietro, b Fibiana

Paganmi, Niccolo, b Genoa
Paisiello, Giovanni, b Taranto
Palestrma, Giovanni Pierluigi da, b

Palestrma
Pergolesi, Giovanni, b Jesi
Piccinm. Nicola, & Ban
Ponchielhj Amilcare, b Ciemona
Puccini, Giacomo, b Lucca
Pugnani, Gaetano, b Turin
Rossim, Giacchmo, b Pesaro

Scarlatti, Alessandio, b Palermo

Scarlatti, Domenico, b Naples

Sgambati, Giovanni, b Rome
Spontim, Gasparo, b Majolati

Stradella, Alessandro, b Naples (
?
) t

Taitmi, Giuseppe, b Puau/o

Tosti, Sir Francesco, &, Oitona, Abrussau

(see Great Britain)

Vecchi, Ora^io, b Hodena (?)

Veracmi, Fjttocereo, b, Floience

Verdi, Giuseppe, b Roncole, Parma^

Vtotti, Giovanni Battiata, b Fontanello
Vivaldi, Antonio, & Venice
Willaert, Adrian, b Routers, tile Nether

lands*
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Netherlands
Dufay, Guillermus, b, Hainault

Josquin des Pres, b Hainault

Lasso, Orlando de, b. Mons, Hainault.

Sweelinck, Jan, b Amsterdam
Willaert, Adrian, b. Roulers (see Italy).

Norway
Grieg, Edvard, b Bergen.
Svendsen, Johan, b Christiana.

Poland
Chopin, Frederic, b. Zelazowa Wola (see

France).
Moniuszko, Stanislaus, b. Ubiel.

Wieniawski, Henri, b Lublin.

Russia
Arensky, Anton Stepanovitch, b. Nijny-
Novgorod.

Balakirev, Mily, b. Nijny-Novgorod.
Borodin, Alexander, b. St. Petersburg.

Cui, Cesar, b. Vilna.

Dargomijsky, Alexander, b, Toula
Glinka, Michael, b. Novospassko'i, Smo

lensk.

Kalinnikov, Vassily, b. Voima.
Liadov, Anatol, b. St Petersburg,

Liapunov, Serge, b. Yaroslav.

Moussorgsky, Modest, b. Karevo.

Napravnik, Ecluard, b. Beischt, Bohemia.

Rimsky-KorsakofT, Nicholas, b. Tikhin,

Rubinstein, Anton, 6. Volhynia.
Serov, Alexander, b St. Petersburg,
Taneiev, Sergei, b, Vladimir,

Tschaikovsky, Peter Hitch, b, Votinski,
Viatka.

Scotland
Albert, Eugene d', b. Glasgow (see Ger
many).

Mackenzie, Sir Alexander, b. Edinburgh
(see Great Britain)

Spain
Albeniz, Isaac, b Camprodon, Gerona
Breton, Tomas, b. Salamanca.
Granados, Enrique, b. Lerida.

Morales, Cristobal, b. Seville

Pedrell, Felipe, b. Tortosa
Sarasate, Pablo, b Pamplona.
Victoria, Tomas Luis de, b. Avila.

Sweden
Buxtehude, Dietrich, b. Helsingborg (see

Germany)

Switzerland
Raff, Joachim, b. Lachen (see Germany).

United States

Billings, William, b Boston
Chadwick, George, b. Lowell, Mass.
De -Koven, Reginald, b. Middletown,
Conn.

Foster, Stephen, b. Pittsburgh,
Gilbert, Henry F, b, Somerville,

GrifTes, Charles Tomlinson, b. Elmira,
N.Y

Herbert, Victor, b. Dublin, Ireland.

Hopkinson, Francis, b. Philadelphia

Macdowell, Edward, b. New York City,

Ncvin, Ethelbert, b, Sewickley, Pa.

Paine, John Knowles, b, Portland, Maine.

Parker, Horatio W., b, Auburndale, Mass,



APPENDIX II

A Synthetic Outline of Musical History

I. THE AGE OF COUNTERPOINT: 15th and 16th Centuries

A. Church Music
1. AN ENGLISH FORERUNNER: Dunstable (1370-1453)
2 THE NETHERLAND SCHOOL: Dufay (1400-1474), Josquin dcs Pres (1445-1521)
3 THE FLEMISH SCHOOL* Orlando de Lasso (1532-1594); Philippe de Monte (1521-

1603)
4. THE VENETIAN SCHOOL. Willaert (1488-1562), Gabrieli (1557-1612)
5 THE ROMAN SCHOOL: Morales (1500-1553) from Spam; Victoria (1535-1611), from

Spain; Palestnna (1525-1594); Allegri (1582-1652)
6. THE GERMAN SCHOOL- H. L. Hassler (1564-1612)
7. THE REFORMATION OF ENGLAND Tallis (1510-1585); Tye (1498-1572)

B. Secular Music
1. THE GROWTH OF THE MADRIGAL

a. ORIGINS IN ITALY: Willaert (1480-1562) , Vecchi (1551-1605) ; Gcsualdo (1560-
1614) ;

Monteverdi (1567-1643)
b THE ENGLISH MADRIGAL- Byrd (1543-1623); Morley (1557-1603), Bull (1562-

1628) ;
Gibbons (1583-1625) ;

Weelkes (1575-1623) ; Wilbye (1574-1638)

II. HOMOPHONIC MUSIC OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
A, Instrumental Music in Infancy

1. EARLY ORGAN Music: Gabrieli (1557-1612); Sweelinck (1562-1621); Frescobaldi

(1583-1643)
2. EARLY VIRGINAL Music Byrd (1543-1623); Bull (1562-1628)
3. EARLY CONCERTED Music- Dowland (1563-1626); Byrd (1543-1623); Bull (1562-

1628) ; Farnaby (1560-1600) ; Weelkes (15754623)

B, Origin of the Opera
1. BEGINNINGS IN FLORENCE- Caccini (1550-1618)
2. THE EARLY VENETIANS: Cavalli (1602-1676) ;

Ccsti (1620-1669)
3. THE FIRST GREAT OPERA COMPOSER: Monteverdi (1567-1643)

C, The Oratorio (modeled after operatic forms). Carisshni (1604-1674); Stradella
(1645-1682)

III. THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
A. Opera Reaches Development

1 THE FRENCH OPERA: Luliy (1632-1687)
2. EARLY ENGLISH OPERA: Locke (16304677) ; Purcell (1658-1695)
3. EARLY GERMAN OPERA- ScMtz (1585-1672); Kciser (1674-1739)
4. NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL OF OPERA: A Scarlatti (1659-1725)

B. The Development of Instrumental Music
1. ORGAN FORMS REACH INTEORATION: Froberger (died 1667); Btwtteltucte (16374707)
2. FIRST HARPSICHORD (OR PIANO) SONATAS: Kuhnau (1660-1722): Froberger (16t6~

1667); Purcell (16584695) ,.',,'
3 CONCERTED Music. Heitiricli von Bibcr (1644-1704) .

"''" '

4 FIRST VIOLIN SONATAS: Corelli (1653-1713) "
'.,

5. FIRST CONCERTOS, OR CONCERTI GROSS*; CorelU

C, Contrapuntal Music: Hamrnersclimidt (16024675'h 'Sclute (1585-1672)
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IV THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
A Further Development for the Opera

1 THE Risr OF THE COMIC OPERA Peigolesi (1710-1736) , Galuppi (1706-1785) , Mon-
signy (1729-1817), Cimarosa (1749-1801), Paisiello (1741-1816), Gretry (1741-
1813), Gossec (1734-1829), Mehul (1763-1817)

2 SERIOUS OPERA IN FRANCE Rameati (1683-1764)
3 SLRIOUS OPERA IN GERMANY Graun (1701-1759), Graupnei (1683-1760), Telemann

(1681-1767) , J A Hasse (1699-1783)
4 THE RISE OF IHE "GERMAN" OPERA J A Killer (1728-1804) ,

Mozart (1756-1791)
5 OPTRA VERSUS MUSIC-DRAMA Gluck (1714-1787) versus Piccmni (1728-1800),

Cheiubmi (1760-1842) , Spotim (1774-1851)

B The Growth of the Instrumental Concerto (also eaily violin music) Vivaldi (1678
1743), Tarlim (16921770), Locatclh (1693-1764), Leclair (1697-1764), etc

C Development of Piano Music Daquin (1694-1772), Coupenn (1668-1733), Domeii
ico Scailaili (1685-1757)

D The Age of Counterpoint Is Brought to Magnificent Culmination T S Bach (1685-
1750) ,

Handel (1685-1759)

E. The Early Symphony
1 THE MANNHIIM SCHOOL StamiU (1717-1757)
2 TUL BACH FAMJIY J C Bach (1735-1782), W F Bach (1710-1784), Phihpi)

Etnanucl Bach (1714-1788)
3 PARLY DEVKLOPMLNI Giaupnei (1683-1760), von Dittersdorf (1739-1799)
4 Josef Haydn (1732-1809) and W A Mozail (1756-1791)

F The Early String Quaret Bocchenm (1743-1805), von Dittersdorf (1739-1799),
Haydn (1732-1809) Mo/art (1756-1791)

G Classicism m England, Arne (1710-1778); Attwood (1765-1838), Boyce (1710-1779)

H. Classicism in America. Billings (1746-1800), Hopkmson (1737-1791)

V. THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

A* The Full Enrichment of Symphony, String Quartet and Sonata. Xudwig van
Beethoven (1770-1827)

B, Opera Reaches Further Development
1. ITAITAN OPFRA Rossini (1792-1868), Belhiu (1802-1835), Donizetti (1797-1848),

Verdi (1813-1901), Boito (1842-1918), Fuccim (18S8-1924) ,
Leoncavallo (1858-

1919), etc

1, FRENCH OPFRA Meyerheei (1791-1864), Hal^vy (1799-1862), Gounod (1818-1893),
Thomas (1811-1896), Bizet (1838-1875), Massenet (18424912), etc

3 G**MAN OOTA Webei (17864826), Spohr (17844859), Wanner (1813-1883),
Humperdmck (1854-1921), etc

C, Further Growth of the Comic-Opera

1 FRANCE: Boieldieu (1775-1834), Atiber (17824871), Adam (18034856), Harold

(17914833) j Lecocd (18324918), Offenbach (18194880)
2, GEHHA^Y. JSftcolai (18104849) ;

CoraeHus (18244874) . von Supp* (18204895) > Lort-

ing (1801-1851), Johann Strauss, II (18254899), etc,

3, ENGLAND: Balte (18084870), Sullivan (18424900)
4, AMERICA; Herbert (18594924) >

de Koven (18594920)

p, Early Romanticism: ETA, Hoffmann (17764822), t^ueur (17604837); Jphn
Field (1782-1837); Loewe (17964869)

i

E* Roroaixtipism ia Full Flower I

L GMAHV; Schubert (1797-1828): Schumanft (1810-1850); Mendeissolm (1809^

Robert F'ran& (181S4892)
(18104849) ,

Berlioz (18034869) ; Davjd (18104876) j R^0r (1823-

,

Footer (1826-1864)
4 EWGLAwn: To*tt
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F. Late Romanticism:
1. GERMANY: Brahms (1833-1897); Bruch (1838-1920); Bruckner (1824-1896); Mahler

(1860-1911); D'Albert (18644932); Wolf (18604903); Reger (1873-1916), etc

2. FRANCE: Franck (18224890); Chabrier (18414894); Chausson (18554899); Duparc

(18484933); Lalo (18234892); Saint Saens (1835-1921); Lekeu (18704894), etc,

3. ITALY: Busoni (1866-1924); Martucci (1856-1909); Sgambati (1843-1914)
4. ENGLAND: Coleridge-Taylor (18754912); Mackenzie (1847-1933); Parry (1848-

1918); Stanford (18524924); Stamer (1840-1901)
5. AMERICA: Chadwick (18544931); Griffes (1884-1920); Macdowell (1861-1908);

Nevm (18624901); Paine (1839-1906)

G. Program Music: Berlioz (18034869); Liszt (18114886)

H. The Development of Violin Music: Viotti (1753-1824); Pagamni (17824840); Rode
(17744830) ;

Ernst (1814-1865) ;
de Benot (1802-1870) ,

Sarasate (1844-1908) ;

Vieuxtemps (18204881); Wieniawski (18354880), etc

I. The Development of Piano Music: Hummel (17784837); Cramer (1771-1858);

Czerny (17914857) ;
Field (1782-1837) ; Chopin (18104849) ;

Liszt (18114886) ;
Rubin

stein (18304894)

J. The Development of the Lied: Schubert (1797-1828); Schumann (18104856); Franz

(18154892); Jensen (1837-1879); Wolf (1860-1903); Cornelius (1824-1874); Reger

(1873-1916)

K. Nationalism in Music:

1. RUSSIA: Glinka (18044857); Dargomijsky (1813-1869); Balakirev (18374910);
Cm (1835-1918), Borodin (1883-1887); Moussorgsky (1839-1881); Rimsky-
Korsakoff (18444908) ; Arensky (18614906) ;

Rubinstein (1830-1894) ;
Tschaikov-

sky (1840-1893), etc,

2. SCANDINAVIA: Gade (1817-1890); Grieg (18434907); Svendsen (18404911)
3. BOHEMIA: Dvorak (1841-1904); Smetana (1824-1884); Fibich (1850-1900)
4. SPAIN: Pedrell (18414922); Albeniz (1860-1909); Breton (1850-1923); Granados

(18674916)
5. POLAND: Moniuszko (18194872)
6. AMERICA: Gilbert (1868-1928); Griffes (1884-1920)
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A Selected Bibliography

I. GENERAL HISTORIES OF MUSIC

Adler, Guido. Hamlbuch der musik-

geschichte. Berlin. Heinricli Kellar

Veda*?, 1930,

Ambros, August Wilhelm. Gcschichlc der
musik. Leipzig. F. K. C. Lcuckarl. 1909.

Bachrach, A. L. (editor). The musical

companion, London, Victor Gollancz
1934.

Bekker, Paul. The story of music. New
York W. W, Norton. 1927.

Bellai^ue, Camille. Les epoques de la

musiquc. Paris. C. Delagrave, 1909.

Bonnet, Jacques. Histoire dc la musique
et de scs enets. Paris, J. Cochart. 1715.

Burney, Charles. A general history of

music. New York. Harcourt, Brace &
Co. 1935.

Busby, Thomas. A general history of

music, London. G. & 13, Whittakcr.

1819.

Colics, Henry C. The growth of music.

Oxford. The Clarendon Press. 1912.

Combarieu, J. Histoire de la musiquc.
Paris. A. Colin, 1919.

Crowest, Frederick J, The story of the art

of music. New York. D. Appleton.
1902.

Dumesnil, Rene". Histoire de la musique,
Paris, Editions d'histoire et d'art, 1934.

Einstein, Alfred, Geschichte der musik,

Leipzig and Berlin. H. G. Tcubner,

1920,

Ewen, David (editor). From Bach to

Stravinsky. New York. W. W, Norton.

1931

F6tis, Francois Joseph, Histoire generate

de la muakme, Paris. Finuian Didot

Freres. 18694870.

Finney, Theodore M. A history of music.

New York Harcourt Brace & Co. 1935.

Goddard. Joseph, The rise of music. Lon
don, W, Reeves, 1908.

Gray, Cecil* A hislpry of music, London,
K Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co, 1928,

Hadow, Sir William Henry, Music Lon-

<&otu Williams and Horgate, 1925,

Hal!, Leland and Saerchingti:,
Cesar, The

music, vol 1-3. New Ybrlt. The

|fl Society of Music, 1915*
*

ji W* jf<%t*< A, general history of

ewe^ afej practice of mosfic,
'

Lrcw-

17/0*

;Wii{aJFxi' James* How music
i* A* Stokes &

Hogarth, George. Musical history, biog
raphy and criticism. London. J. W.
Parker. 1838.

Hull, Arthur Eaglefield. Music: classical,
romantic and modern. London. J. M.
Dent & Sons. New York. E. P. Button
& Co 1927.

Landormy, Paul, A history of miiMc, New
York Chas Scribner's Sons 1934,

Lavoix, Henri Marie Frangois. Histoire de
la musique. Paris A. Quantin (no date).

Naumann, Emil. History of music. Lon
don Cassell 1901.

Nef, Karl. An outline of the history of
music. New York Columbia University
Press. 1935

Oxford History of Music. London. Oxford
University Press
vol. 1 and 2. Wooldriclge, H F. The
polyphonic period 1901-1905,

voi 3. Parry, Sir Charles Hubert. The
music of the seventeenth century. 1902.

vol 4. Fuller-Maitland, J. A. The age
of Bach and Handel. 1902.

vol 5 Hadow, Sir William Henry. The
Viennese period, 1905.

vol 6. Dannreuther, Edward George.
The romantic period. 1905.

vol. 7. Colles, Henry C, Symphony and
drama; 1850-1900. 1934.

Parry, Sir Charles Hubert. The evolution
of the art of music. New York. D.

Appleton. 1930.

Pruni&res, Henri. Nouvellc histoirc de la

musique, Paris. Rieder. 1934,

Riemann, Hugo. Geschichte der musik
zeit Beethoven, Berlin and Stuttgart.

Verlag von W. Spernann, 1901.

Riemann, Hugo. Handbuch der musik-

geschichte. Leipzig. Breitkopf uncl

Hartel 19044913.

Rockstro, William Smyth. A general his

tory of music New York, Chas.

Scribner and Welford. 1886,

Sobering, Arnold. Gescihichte cleir musilc in

teiapielen. Leipzig, Breitkopf
Hirtel 1W1.

Scott, Cyril Music j Us secret 1

frw

tbroughout the ages. Fliiiadelpbia.

McKay Co. Mndow. Eid^r,& Co, '1933,

Sotibies, Albert. :i$.i$fam A h ni'tt^u^
Paris, E, fkmtand^/,, 18-99.

'

,

;
: ,

,

;

Stanford, Sir Charier Villierg and Fosdytb,
Cecil. A kUtoirv of
Macmillan Co. i'924

York
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II HISTORIES OF SPECIAL TRENDS, PERIODS,
SCHOOLS OF MUSIC, ETC

Abraham, Gerald Studies m Russian
music New York Chas Scnbner's
Sons 1936

Anderton, H Orsmond Early English
music London The Musical Opinion
1920

Apthorp, William Foster The opera past
and present New York Chas Scnb-
ner's Sons 1901

Bach, Albert B The art ballad Loewe
and Schubert Edinburgh W Black-
wood 1890

Barrett, William Alexander English
church composers New York Scnbner
1911, London Sampson, Low, Marston
& Co Ltd 1925

Becker, Oscar Die enghschen madnga-
hsten Leipzig Druck von L Seidel
1901

Bekker, Paul The changing opera New
York W W Norton 1935

Blaze, Frangois Henri Joseph (Castil-

Blaze) Le 1'opera en France Pans
Janet et Cotelle 1820

Blaze de Bury, Ange Henri Les debuts de
la musique a Venise Brussels T
Lombaerts 1914

Blaze de Bury, Ange Henri La musique
dans le nord Pans Revue des deux
mondes (no date)

Blaze de Bury, Ange Henri Les origmes
de la musique en Angleterre Brussels
Librane des deux mondes 1912

Borren, Charles van den Souices of key
board music London Novello & Co
1914

Bruneau, Alfred Les musiciens de Russie
et musiciens de France Pans Bibho-

theque Charpentier 1903

Bruneau, Alfred Musiques d'lner et de
demam Pans E Fasquelle 1900

Bruneau, Alfred La musique franchise
Pans E Fasquelle 1901

Buehl, James W The great operas Phila

delphia Societe Umverselle Lyrique
1899

Calvocoressi, M D and Abraham, Gerald
Masters of Russian music New York,
Alfred A Knopf 1936

Charbonnel, Raoul La danse Pans
Gamier freres 1900

Chouquet, Gustave Histoire de la musiQue
dramatique en France Paris Firrman
Didot 1873

Coeuroy, Andre La musique franchise
moderne Paris Kra 1928

Collet, Henn L'essor de la musicjtie

espagnol au XX" siecle Paris Editions
M Eschig 1929

Collet, Henri Le mysticisme musical

espagnol du XVP siecle Pans F
Akan 1913

Cucuel, Georges La pouplmiere et la

rnusique du chambre au XVIII siecle,

Pans Fischhacher 1913

Cui, Cesar La musique en Russie Paris

Fischbacher 1880

Curzon, Henn. Musiciens du temps passe
Paris Fischbacher 1893

Dumesml, Rene Musiciens romantiques
Paris Editions du Trianon 1928

Elson, L C The history of American
music, rev to 1925 by Arthur Elson
New York Macmillan Co 1925

Fellowes, Edmund Horace The English
madrigal London Ovford University
Press 1925

Fellowes, Edmund Horace English mad
rigal composers Oxford Clarendon
Press 1921

Fmck, Henry T Songs and song writers
New York Charles Scnbner's Sons

,

Fouque, Octave Leb revolutionnanes dc
la musique Paris Calmann Levy 1882

Gilman, Lawrence Phases of modern
music New York Harper & Bios
1904

Glyn, Margaret H About Elizabethan
virginal music and its composers Lon
don W Reeves 1924

Goddard, Joseph The rise and develop
ment of opera London W Reeves
1912

Graves, Charles Larcom Post Victorian
music London Macmillan 1911

Gray, Cecil, Survey of contemporaiy
music London Oxford Umveisit}
Press 1924

Hadow, Sir William Henry Church music
London Longmans Green 1926

Hadow, Sir William Henry English
music London Longmans Green 1931

Hadow, Sir William Henry Studies m
modern music London Seeley & Co
1893

Hantich, Henn L<L musique tch&que
Paris Libiane Nibson 1908

Hart, George The violin and its music
London Dulan and Co 1885

Henderson, William James Masters of
French music New York Mentor Asso
ciation 1919

Henderson, William James Some fore-
lunners of Italian opera New Yoik
Henry Holt 1911

Hervey, Arthur Masters of French music
New York Chas Scnbner's Sons
1894

Heseltine, Philip The English ayre Lon
don Oxford University Pi^ss 1926.

Hiller, Ferdinand Aus dem tonleben
unserer zeit Leipzig H, Mendelssohn
1868

Hipsher, Edward Ellsworth, The Ameri
can opera and its composers, Philadel

phia Theodore Presser Co 1927

Hogarth, George Memoirs o the music
drama London E Bentley 1838

Hogarth, George Mmoirs of the opera
rn Italy, France, Germany and England
London, E. Btfitley 1851

Hbward, Johp- Talker Our American
music 3SFw Yoik Thos, Y
193,1

Hughes, Rupert American
Bostqn Page and Co 1914
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Jean-Aubry, Georges Fiench mubic of to

day London K Paul, Fiench. Tiubner
and Co 1919

Julhen, Adolphe Le Cour et 1'opera sous
Louis XVI Pans Didier et Cie 1878

Julhen, Adolphe Musiciens d'aiijourd'hui
Pans Libiane cle Tart 1892-94

Julhen, Adolphe Musicians cl'lnei and
d'aujomd'hm Pans Kischbachei 1910

Julhen, Adolphe La musique et les pln-
losophes du XVIII siecle Pans J
Bam 1873

Julhen, Adolphe Pans dilettante au com
mencement du biecle Paris Firmidn
Didot 1884

Jullien, Adolphe, La ville et le cour au
XVIII siecle Pans F Rouve^ie
1881

Kilburn, Nicholas The story of chambei
mu&ic London W Reeves 1932

Korngold, Julius Deutscheb opernschalTen
cler gegenwait Leipzig Leonhardt
Verlag 1921

Krehbiel, Henry Edward Chapters of

opeia New Yoik Henry Holt 1908

Krehbiel, Henry Edward, Makeis of

modern
^
opera New Yoik Mentoi

Association 1914

Krehbiel, Henry Edward Moie chapters
of opeia New York Henry Holt 1919

Kretzschmar, Hermann Geschichte dei

oper Leipzig, Breitkopf uncl Haitcl
1919

Landowska, Wanda The music of the

past New York Alfred A Knopf
1924

Laserre, Pierre, The hpuit of Fiench
music London, K Paul, Trench,
Trubner & Co 1921

Laurencie, Lionel de la, Les cteateurs de

I'opera francats Paris F Alcan 1930

Laurencie, Lionel de la L'dcole franchise

du violon Pans Librane Delagrave
1922

Lavignac, Albert Music and mu&icianb
New York Henry Holt 1903

Lavoix, Henri, Hi&toire de la mu&kjue
fran^aise Pans Libraries-Imprimene^
Reuntes 1891

Lelchentritt, Hugo. Geschichte dei

motette Leipzig, Breitkopf und Harlel,

1908,

Locke, Arthur Ware, Mu^ic and the 10-

mantic movement In France, London
1C Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co, 1920

Maqkinlay, Sterling:. The origin and de

velopment of
^
Tight opera, London,

Hutehinhcm & Co, 1927,

MettiL F&licien de, L'ieole contrapuntique
flanunde du XV* et au XVl^ Siicle

Park E Dffmelts, 1905,

Mltiana y Gordon* RafaeL Estudios sq
alfirunos mu^lc^s eraagiRales del si

XVL Madrid Librerm de b succesore*

Hemanclo, 1918,

* MotttajftL A history ol

New York Ch* Scnb-

introdttc-

Boston, I*

Moiata^u.
to Rtwfctan ttwwlc

j yfi ^ I

Morns, Reginald Owen Contrapuntal tech
nique in the sixteenth centurj Oxford
Clarendon Presb 1922

Naylor, Edward W Shakespeare and
music New York E P Button & Co ,

London J M Dent & Sons 1931

Newmarch, Rosa The Russian opera
New York E P Dutton & Co 1914

Niecks, Frederick Program music in the
last four centuries London Novello
and Co 1907

Pannam, Guido Modern composers Lon
don J M Dent and Sons 1932, New
York E P Dutton & Co 1933

Pmcherle, Marc Feuillets d'histoire du
violon Pans G Legouix: 1927

Pmcherle, Marc Les viohmstes, com-
positeurs et virtuoses Paris H Laurens
1922

Pougm, Arthur Musiciens de XIX e
siecle

Pans Fischbacher 1911

Pougm, Arthur A short history of Rus
sian music London C Wmelus 1915

Prumeres, Henri Cavalh et I'opera Vene
tian au XVII siecle Pans Riedei
1931

Prumeres, Henri L'opeid italicn de France
avant Lulh Pans E Champion 1913

Reuchselj Maurice L'ecole classique du
violon Pans Fischbacher 1906

Riesemann, Oskar von Monagraphien zur
Russichen musik Munchen Diet
Maskcn Veilag 1923

Rolland, Romam. A musical toui through
the land of the past London K Paul,

Trench, Trubner and Co 1922

Rolland, Romam Les engines du theatie

lynque modernc Pans E cle Boccard
1931

Salazar, Adolfo La musica contemporanea
en Espafia Madud Echciones La Nave
1930

Saminsky, Lazare Music of om clay New
York Thofa Y, Ciowell 1932

Schering, Arnold Geschichte der mstru-
mental-kon/ert, Leipzig Breitkopf uncl

Haitel 1927

Sobering, Arnold Geschichte der ora-

tonums Leip/ig UreitkopJF uncl Hartel
1911

Seidl, Arthur Neuzeithche tondichtcr und
zcitgeno&siche tonkun&tlei Regensbuig
G Rosse. 1926,

Seiffert. Max. GeschichU dei klavxermusik,

Leipzig C F Wett^mann 1899

Seiert, Max, Sweelmck und seme dtrek-

ten cleutschexa schUlei Leipzig

kopf und Hartel 1891

Ser6, Octave (Jean Poueigh)
fra.ncais d'aty

ourd'hvu Pan
de France 10 rlU ,

Smith, Leo Mulic of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, London J. H D&nt
1931

SoUItt, B. R. From Dufay to Sw^ehaek,
,^w York Iveg "V^aslibttm 1933,

Stcsteten, Edmund Sebastian Joppk van
derr The ktetbir

1

of the violk,

don, Caswl

$treatfeild, R A*

George

ans*
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Tiersot, Juhen Un demi siecle de mustque
frangaise Pans Librane F Alcan
1924

Trend, John Brande Manuel de Falla and
Spanish music New York Alfred A
Knopf 1929

Trend, John Brande The music of

Spanish history London Oxfoid Uni
versity Press 1926

Trend, John Brande A picture of modern
Spam men and music Boston Hough-
ton, London Constable 1921

Trumet, Charles Louis and Roquet, A E
Les origmes de Topera frangais Pans
E Plon, Nournt et Cie 1886

Vechten, Carl van The music of Spam
New York Alfred A Knopf 1918

Villalba, Munoz Luis tJltimos musicos

espagnoles del siglo XIX Madnd I

Aher 1914

Walker, Ernest A short history of music
in England London Oxford Univer
sity Press 1924

Wemgartner, Felix The symphony since

Beethoven Boston Oliver Ditson Co
1904

Willeby, Charles Masters of English
music London James R Os^ood,
Mcllvam Co 1896

III. COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES

Bachman, Alberto Les grands viohmstes
du passe Pans Fischbacher 1913

Bacharach, A L (editor) Lives of the

great composers London V Gollancz
1935

Baptie, David Sketches of English glee

composers London W Reeves 1896

Bellaigue, Camille Musical studies and
silhouettes New York Dodd, Mead &
Co 1901

Blaze de Bury, Ange Henn Musiciens

contemporams Pans M Levy freies

1856
Blaze de Bury, Ange Henn Musicians du

passe, du piesent et de 1'avemr Pans
Calmann Levy 1881

Blom, Eric Stepchildren in music Lon
don G T Fouhs 1925

Boschot, Adolphe Chez les musiciens
Pans Plon, Nournt 1922

Bridge, Frederick Twelve good musicians
New York E P Button & Co 1920

Chantavome, Jean De Coupenn a Debussy
Paris F Alcan 1921

Crowest, Frederick The gieat tone poets
London Macmillan & Co 1893

Dole, Nathan Haskell Famous composers
New York Thos Y Crowell 1936

Elson, L. C Great composers and their

work Boston L C Page & Co 1898

Elson, Louis (editor) Modern music and
musicians New Yoik The University
Society 1912

Engel, Carl, Alle breve from Bach to

Debussy New York G Schirmer
1921

Ferns, George T Great German com
posers New Yoik D Appleton & Co
1882

Ferns, George T Great Italian composers
New York D Appleton & Co 1903,

Ferris, George T Great violinists and

pianists New York D Appleton & Co
1895

Flood, William Henry Grattan Late Tudor
composers London Oxford University
Press 1931

T7uller-Maitland, J A, English music of

the XIX ceniuiy London G Richards!

1902

Fuller-Maitland, J A Masters of German
music New York Chas Scnbner's
Sons 1894

Grew, Sidney Makers of music London
G T Fouhs & Co 1935

Hadden, James Cuthbert Composers in

love and marriage London John Long
1913

Hargreave, Mary Earlier French musi
cians London K Paul, Trench, Trub-
ner & Co 1917

Imbert, Hughes Profils d'artistes con

temporams Pans Fischbacher 1897

Keddie, Henrietta Musical composers and
their works Boston Roberts Bros
1878

Klauser, Karl, Pame, John Knowles,
Thomas, Theodore (editors) Famous
composers and their works Boston J
B Millet & Co 1901

Lahee, Henry C Famous violinists of to

day and yesterday Boston L C
Page & Co 1899, rev ed 1925

Mason, Daniel Gregory Beethoven and
his forerunners New York The Mac
millan Co 1930

Mason, Daniel Gregory Contemporary
composers New York The Macmillan
Co 1918

Mason, Daniel Gregory. Fiorn Gneg to
Brahms New York The Macmillan Co
1927

Mason, Daniel Gregory The Romantic
composers New York The Macmillan
Co 1906

Metcalf, Frank, J, American writers and
compilers of sacred music New York
The Abmgdon Press 1925

Oldmeadow, Ernest Gteat musicians
Philadelphia George W Jacobs & Co
1908 f

Parker, John R A musical biography,
Boston Stone and F9Veli 1824

Parry, Sir Charles Hubert Studies of great
coinposeis London G Routleclge
1904

,

Phipson, Thomas Lambe Biographical
sketches and anecdotes of celebrated
violinists, London Richard Bentfey &
Sons 1877
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Rolland, Romam Musicians of toda>
New Yoik Henty Ploit 1914

Rolland, Romam Some musicians of

foimer da\ s New York Henry Holt
1915

Sharp, R Farquharson Makers of music
London W Reeves 1901

Streatfeild, R A Masters of Italian music
New York Chas Scnbner's Sons 1895

IV. INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHIES
(Sec bibliographical section at the conclusion of each individual sketch)

V. CRITICAL WRITINGS
Apthorp, William Foster Musicians and
music IOVCMS New Yoik Chas Scrib-
HCI'S Sons 1894

Bellaigue, Camille. Etudes musicales
Pans C Delagiave 1903

Bellaigue, Camille Impressions musicales
ct htterancs Pans C Delagrave 1900

Berlioz, Hector Gesammeltc schiiften

Leipzig G Hem76 1864

Boschot, Adolphe. La musique et la vie
Pans Libraine Plon 1931

Boschot, Adolphe Le mystcie musical
Paius Ltbiame Plon 1929

Burk, John (editor) Plnhp Hale's Boston
symphony piogiam notes New Yoik
Dottbleday, Doian & Co 1935

Foss, Hubert J. (editor) The heritage of

music* London, Oxford University
Press 1927-1935

Oilman, Lawrence Natuie in music New
York John Lane 1914

Oilman, Lawrence, Piogiam notes for the

New Yoik Philhannonic Symphony So

ciety, and for the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestia

Gretry, Andr6 Ernest Modeste M6moires,
ou cssdis &ur la musique Paris L'lnv

pnrncne de la Repubhque 1797

Hadow, William Henry Collected essays
London Oxford University Press, 1928

Henderson, William James. Preludes and
studies New Yoik Longmans, Green
and Co 1892,

HiUer, Ferdinand. Musikalischcs tmd

personhchea Leip/ig Breitkopf und
Hartel 1876,

Huneker, James Gibbons* Mclomaniacs
New Yoik, CUas Scnlmer'b Sons 1905,

Huneker, James Gibbons Mewotmts m
modern mumc New York Chas,

Scnbner's Smus, 1TO

Huneker, James Gibbons, Unicorns, New
York Ghab Scnbner's Sons 1917

Jean-Aubry, Georges La musique et les
nations Pans Editions de la Suene
1922

Krehbiel, Henry Edward Music and
manners New York Chas Scnbner's
Sons 1899

Liszt, Franz Pages romantiques Pans
F Alcan 1912

Marliave, Joseph fitudes musicales Pans
F Alcan 1917

Meugy, A La poesie de la musique Pans
Hacette et cie 1875

Newman, Ernest Musical studies Lon
don John Lane 1905

Romam, Loins de Essais de cutique
musicale Pans A Lemene 1890

Rousseau, Jean Jacques Merits sur
musique Pans P Pourrat fieres 1838

Schumann, Robert Music and musicians
New Yoik E Schuberth & Co 1877

Services, Georges Episodes d'histoire
musicale Pans Fischbacher 1914

Servieres, Georges La musique franchise
modei ne Pans G Havarcl 1897

Sonneck, Oscar Georg Miscellaneous
studies in the history of music New
Yoik The Macmillan Co 1921

Standford, Sir Charles Villiers Interludes
London, J Murray 1922,

Stanford, Sir Charles Villiers Studies and
memoirs, London Constable & Co
1908

Upton, George P Musical pastels Chi
cago A C McClurg 1902

Vechten, Carl van, In the garret New
York A A Knopf 1920

Wagner, Richard. Probe works London
K Paul, Trench & Co 1892-1899

Weissman, Adolf Music come to earth
London T M Dent & Sons 1930

Welssman, Adoli The problems of modern
music London J M Dent & Sons,
1925

Wortham, H, E A musical oclyssey< Lon
don Methuen & Co 1924

VI. MEMOIRS, AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, ETC
Adam, Adolphe Charles. Sotivenirs d'un Chorley, Henry, Autobiography, London
munition, Pfcris M Livy frtres, 1857, R, Bentley & Son 1373

Daniels. Mabel, An Americafi girl
Boston Littte Brown & Co.wncfe Jtlail

Fay. Amy, Muslc-stttdy in Germany,
Bediojr(

Hector. Alrtobwgrfcphy. London Chicago J^twen, McClurg & Co 188Z,
New Yoi. The Macmillan Co

T
1882
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Goldmark, Karl. Notes from the life of a
Viennese composer. New York A, & C.

Boni. 1927

Gounod, Charles. Memoirs of an artist.

Chicago and New York. Rand McNally
& Co 1895

Halevy, Jacques. Souvenirs et portraits.
Pans. M. Levy freres, 1861

Kelley, Michael. Musical reminiscences.
London. H. Colburn. 1826.

Mendelssohn, Felix. Letters from Italy
and Switzerland London. Longmans,
Green & Roberts. 1862

Ponte, Lorenzo da. Memoirs Philadel

phia J. B Lippmcott. 1929

Rimsky-Korsakoff, Nicholas. My musical
life. New York A. A Knopf. 1923

Rubinstein, Anton. Autobiography Bob-
ton. Little Brown & Co. 1890

Spohr, Louis. Autobiography London.
Reeves and Turner. 1878

Stanford, Sir Charles Villiers. Pages from
an unwritten diary. New York. Long
mans, Green & Co 1914

Wagner, Richard. My life. London,
Constable & Co. 1911.

Walker, Bettina. My musical experiences
New York Chas. Scnbner's Sons 1893

VII. BOOKS OF REFERENCE

Abert, Hermann. Illustnetes musik-
lexikon. Stuttgart J. Engelhorns. 1927.

Bachmann, Alberto. An encyclopedia of
the violin. New York. D. Appleton &
Co. 1925

Blaze, Frangois Henri Joseph (Castil-

Blaze). Dictionnaire de musique
moderne. Brussels J. J. Cantaerts.
1828

Choron, Alexandra tienne and Fayolle, F.
Dictionnaire historique des musiciens.
Paris. Criimot 1817.

Cobbett, Walter Willson, Cyclopedic sur

vey of chamber music. London, Oxford
University Press 1930.

Darrell, Robert D. The Gramaphone Shop
encyclopedia of recorded music. New
York The Gramaphone Shop, Inc.

1936

Eitner, Robert Biographisch-bibliogra-
phisches quellen-lexikon, Leipzig. Breit-

kopf und Hartel. 1900-1904

Fetis, Frangois Joseph. Biographic uni-
verselle des musiciens. Pans. F Didot
freres 1864

Gerber, Ernst Ludwig. Histonsch-bio-
graphisch lexikon der tonkimstler, Leip
zig. J G I. Breitkopf 1790-1792,

Grove, Sir George. Dictionary of music
and musicians. New York The Mac-
millan Co 1927.

Hull, Arthur Eaglefield. A dictionary of
modern music and musicians. London.
J. M Dent & Sons, 1924; New York.
Dutton. 1924.

Pratt, Waldo Selden. The new encyclo
pedia of music and musicians. New York.
The Macmillan Co 1934.

Pulver, Jeffrey. A biographical dictionary
of old English music London. K. Paul,
Trench, Trubner & Co. 1927.

Riemann, Hugo. Musik-lexikon, Berlin.
M Hesse, 1929.

Rousseau, Jean Jacques. A dictionary of

music London. J. French. 177-?,
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